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 THE WHITE HOUSE 
 
 Office of the Press Secretary 
 
                                                                   
 
For Immediate Release      October 5, 2009 


 
 


EXECUTIVE ORDER 
 


- - - - - - - 
 


FEDERAL LEADERSHIP IN ENVIRONMENTAL, ENERGY, 
AND ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE 


 
 


By the authority vested in me as President by the 
Constitution and the laws of the United States of America, and 
to establish an integrated strategy towards sustainability in 
the Federal Government and to make reduction of greenhouse gas 
emissions a priority for Federal agencies, it is hereby ordered 
as follows: 


 
Section 1.  Policy.  In order to create a clean energy 


economy that will increase our Nation's prosperity, promote 
energy security, protect the interests of taxpayers, and 
safeguard the health of our environment, the Federal Government 
must lead by example.  It is therefore the policy of the 
United States that Federal agencies shall increase energy 
efficiency; measure, report, and reduce their greenhouse gas 
emissions from direct and indirect activities; conserve and 
protect water resources through efficiency, reuse, and stormwater 
management; eliminate waste, recycle, and prevent pollution; 
leverage agency acquisitions to foster markets for sustainable 
technologies and environmentally preferable materials, products, 
and services; design, construct, maintain, and operate high 
performance sustainable buildings in sustainable locations; 
strengthen the vitality and livability of the communities in 
which Federal facilities are located; and inform Federal 
employees about and involve them in the achievement of these 
goals. 


 
It is further the policy of the United States that to 


achieve these goals and support their respective missions, 
agencies shall prioritize actions based on a full accounting 
of both economic and social benefits and costs and shall drive 
continuous improvement by annually evaluating performance, 
extending or expanding projects that have net benefits, and 
reassessing or discontinuing under-performing projects. 


 
Finally, it is also the policy of the United States that 


agencies' efforts and outcomes in implementing this order shall 
be transparent and that agencies shall therefore disclose results 
associated with the actions taken pursuant to this order on 
publicly available Federal websites. 


 
Sec. 2.  Goals for Agencies.  In implementing the policy set 


forth in section 1 of this order, and preparing and implementing 
the Strategic Sustainability Performance Plan called for in 
section 8 of this order, the head of each agency shall: 


 
(a)  within 90 days of the date of this order, establish and 


report to the Chair of the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ 
Chair) and the Director of the Office of Management and Budget 
(OMB Director) a percentage reduction target for agency-wide  
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reductions of scope 1 and 2 greenhouse gas emissions in absolute 
terms by fiscal year 2020, relative to a fiscal year 2008 
baseline of the agency's scope 1 and 2 greenhouse gas emissions. 
Where appropriate, the target shall exclude direct emissions from 
excluded vehicles and equipment and from electric power produced 
and sold commercially to other parties in the course of regular 
business.  This target shall be subject to review and approval 
by the CEQ Chair in consultation with the OMB Director under 
section 5 of this order.  In establishing the target, the agency 
head shall consider reductions associated with: 
 


(i)    reducing energy intensity in agency buildings; 
 
(ii)   increasing agency use of renewable energy and 


implementing renewable energy generation projects 
on agency property; and 


 
(iii)  reducing the use of fossil fuels by: 
 


(A)  using low greenhouse gas emitting vehicles 
including alternative fuel vehicles;  


 
(B)  optimizing the number of vehicles in the agency 


fleet; and  
 
(C)  reducing, if the agency operates a fleet of at 


least 20 motor vehicles, the agency fleet's total 
consumption of petroleum products by a minimum of 
2 percent annually through the end of fiscal year 
2020, relative to a baseline of fiscal year 2005; 


 
(b)  within 240 days of the date of this order and 


concurrent with submission of the Strategic Sustainability 
Performance Plan as described in section 8 of this order, 
establish and report to the CEQ Chair and the OMB Director a 
percentage reduction target for reducing agency-wide scope 3 
greenhouse gas emissions in absolute terms by fiscal year 2020, 
relative to a fiscal year 2008 baseline of agency scope 3 
emissions.  This target shall be subject to review and approval 
by the CEQ Chair in consultation with the OMB Director under 
section 5 of this order.  In establishing the target, the agency 
head shall consider reductions associated with: 


 
(i)    pursuing opportunities with vendors and 


contractors to address and incorporate 
incentives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 
(such as changes to manufacturing, utility or 
delivery services, modes of transportation 
used, or other changes in supply chain 
activities); 


 
(ii)   implementing strategies and accommodations for 


transit, travel, training, and conferencing 
that actively support lower-carbon commuting 
and travel by agency staff; 


 
(iii)  greenhouse gas emission reductions associated 


with pursuing other relevant goals in this 
section; and 


 
(iv)   developing and implementing innovative policies 


and practices to address scope 3 greenhouse gas 
emissions unique to agency operations; 
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(c)  establish and report to the CEQ Chair and OMB Director 
a comprehensive inventory of absolute greenhouse gas emissions, 
including scope 1, scope 2, and specified scope 3 emissions 
(i) within 15 months of the date of this order for fiscal 
year 2010, and (ii) thereafter, annually at the end of January, 
for the preceding fiscal year. 


 
(d)  improve water use efficiency and management by: 
 


(i)    reducing potable water consumption intensity by 
2 percent annually through fiscal year 2020, or 
26 percent by the end of fiscal year 2020, 
relative to a baseline of the agency's water 
consumption in fiscal year 2007, by 
implementing water management strategies 
including water-efficient and low-flow fixtures 
and efficient cooling towers; 


 
(ii)   reducing agency industrial, landscaping, 


and agricultural water consumption by 2 percent 
annually or 20 percent by the end of fiscal 
year 2020 relative to a baseline of the 
agency's industrial, landscaping, and 
agricultural water consumption in fiscal year 
2010; 


 
(iii)  consistent with State law, identifying, 


promoting, and implementing water reuse 
strategies that reduce potable water 
consumption; and 


 
(iv)   implementing and achieving the objectives 


identified in the stormwater management 
guidance referenced in section 14 of this 
order; 


 
(e)  promote pollution prevention and eliminate waste by: 
 


(i)     minimizing the generation of waste and 
pollutants through source reduction; 


 
(ii)    diverting at least 50 percent of non-hazardous 


solid waste, excluding construction and 
demolition debris, by the end of fiscal year 
2015; 


 
(iii)   diverting at least 50 percent of construction 


and demolition materials and debris by the end 
of fiscal year 2015; 


 
(iv)    reducing printing paper use and acquiring 


uncoated printing and writing paper containing 
at least 30 percent postconsumer fiber; 


 
(v)     reducing and minimizing the quantity of toxic 


and hazardous chemicals and materials 
acquired, used, or disposed of; 


 
(vi)    increasing diversion of compostable and organic 


material from the waste stream; 
 
(vii)   implementing integrated pest management and 


other appropriate landscape management 
practices; 
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(viii)  increasing agency use of acceptable alternative 


chemicals and processes in keeping with the 
agency's procurement policies; 


 
(ix)    decreasing agency use of chemicals where such 


decrease will assist the agency in achieving 
greenhouse gas emission reduction targets 
under section 2(a) and (b) of this order; and 


 
(x)     reporting in accordance with the requirements 


of sections 301 through 313 of the Emergency 
Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act of 
1986 (42 U.S.C. 11001 et seq.); 


 
(f)  advance regional and local integrated planning by: 
 


(i)     participating in regional transportation 
planning and recognizing existing community 
transportation infrastructure; 


 
(ii)    aligning Federal policies to increase the 


effectiveness of local planning for energy 
choices such as locally generated renewable 
energy; 


 
(iii)   ensuring that planning for new Federal 


facilities or new leases includes 
consideration of sites that are pedestrian 
friendly, near existing employment centers, 
and accessible to public transit, and 
emphasizes existing central cities and, in 
rural communities, existing or planned town 
centers; 


 
(iv)    identifying and analyzing impacts from energy 


usage and alternative energy sources in all 
Environmental Impact Statements and 
Environmental Assessments for proposals for 
new or expanded Federal facilities under the 
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as 
amended (42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.); and 


 
(v)     coordinating with regional programs for 


Federal, State, tribal, and local ecosystem, 
watershed, and environmental management; 


 
(g)  implement high performance sustainable Federal building 


design, construction, operation and management, maintenance, and 
deconstruction including by: 


 
(i)     beginning in 2020 and thereafter, ensuring 


that all new Federal buildings that enter the 
planning process are designed to achieve zero-
net-energy by 2030; 


 
(ii)    ensuring that all new construction, major 


renovation, or repair and alteration of 
Federal buildings complies with the Guiding 
Principles for Federal Leadership in High 
Performance and Sustainable Buildings (Guiding 
Principles); 


 
(iii)   ensuring that at least 15 percent of the 


agency's existing buildings (above 5,000 gross 
square feet) and building leases (above 5,000  
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gross square feet) meet the Guiding Principles 
by fiscal year 2015 and that the agency makes 
annual progress toward 100-percent conformance 
with the Guiding Principles for its building 
inventory; 


 
(iv)    pursuing cost-effective, innovative strategies, 


such as highly reflective and vegetated roofs, 
to minimize consumption of energy, water, and 
materials; 


 
(v)     managing existing building systems to reduce 


the consumption of energy, water, and 
materials, and identifying alternatives to 
renovation that reduce existing assets' 
deferred maintenance costs; 


 
(vi)    when adding assets to the agency's real 


property inventory, identifying opportunities 
to consolidate and dispose of existing assets, 
optimize the performance of the agency's real-
property portfolio, and reduce associated 
environmental impacts; and 


 
(vii)   ensuring that rehabilitation of federally owned 


historic buildings utilizes best practices and 
technologies in retrofitting to promote long-
term viability of the buildings; 


 
(h)  advance sustainable acquisition to ensure that 


95 percent of new contract actions including task and delivery 
orders, for products and services with the exception of 
acquisition of weapon systems, are energy-efficient (Energy Star 
or Federal Energy Management Program (FEMP) designated), water-
efficient, biobased, environmentally preferable (e.g., Electronic 
Product Environmental Assessment Tool (EPEAT) certified), non-
ozone depleting, contain recycled content, or are non-toxic or 
less-toxic alternatives, where such products and services meet 
agency performance requirements; 


 
(i)  promote electronics stewardship, in particular by: 
 


(i)    ensuring procurement preference for EPEAT-
registered electronic products; 


 
(ii)   establishing and implementing policies to 


enable power management, duplex printing, 
and other energy-efficient or 
environmentally preferable features on all 
eligible agency electronic products; 


 
(iii)  employing environmentally sound practices 


with respect to the agency's disposition of 
all agency excess or surplus electronic 
products; 


 
(iv)   ensuring the procurement of Energy Star and 


FEMP designated electronic equipment; 
 
(v)    implementing best management practices for 


energy-efficient management of servers and 
Federal data centers; and 
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(j)  sustain environmental management, including by: 
 


 (i)    continuing implementation of formal 
environmental management systems at all 
appropriate organizational levels; and 


 
 (ii)   ensuring these formal systems are 


appropriately implemented and maintained to 
achieve the performance necessary to meet 
the goals of this order. 


 
Sec. 3.  Steering Committee on Federal Sustainability.  The 


OMB Director and the CEQ Chair shall: 
 
(a)  establish an interagency Steering Committee (Steering 


Committee) on Federal Sustainability composed of the Federal 
Environmental Executive, designated under section 6 of Executive 
Order 13423 of January 24, 2007, and Agency Senior Sustainability 
Officers, designated under section 7 of this order, and that 
shall: 


 
(i)     serve in the dual capacity of the Steering 


Committee on Strengthening Federal 
Environmental, Energy, and Transportation 
Management designated by the CEQ Chair 
pursuant to section 4 of Executive 
Order 13423; 


 
(ii)    advise the OMB Director and the CEQ Chair on 


implementation of this order; 
 
(iii)   facilitate the implementation of each agency's 


Strategic Sustainability Performance Plan; and  
 
(iv)    share information and promote progress towards 


the goals of this order; 
 


(b)  enlist the support of other organizations within the 
Federal Government to assist the Steering Committee in addressing 
the goals of this order; 


 
(c)  establish and disband, as appropriate, interagency 


subcommittees of the Steering Committee, to assist the Steering 
Committee in carrying out its responsibilities; 


 
(d)  determine appropriate Federal actions to achieve the 


policy of section 1 and the goals of section 2 of this order; 
 
(e)  ensure that Federal agencies are held accountable for 


conformance with the requirements of this order; and 
 
(f)  in coordination with the Department of Energy's Federal 


Energy Management Program and the Office of the Federal 
Environmental Executive designated under section 6 of Executive 
Order 13423, provide guidance and assistance to facilitate the 
development of agency targets for greenhouse gas emission 
reductions required under subsections 2(a) and (b) of this order. 


 
Sec. 4.  Additional Duties of the Director of the Office of 


Management and Budget.  In addition to the duties of the OMB 
Director specified elsewhere in this order, the OMB Director 
shall: 
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(a)  review and approve each agency's multi-year Strategic 


Sustainability Performance Plan under section 8 of this order 
and each update of the Plan.  The Director shall, where feasible, 
review each agency's Plan concurrently with OMB's review and 
evaluation of the agency's budget request; 


 
(b)  prepare scorecards providing periodic evaluation of 


Federal agency performance in implementing this order and publish 
scorecard results on a publicly available website; and 


 
(c)  approve and issue instructions to the heads of agencies 


concerning budget and appropriations matters relating to 
implementation of this order. 


 
Sec. 5.  Additional Duties of the Chair of the Council on 


Environmental Quality.  In addition to the duties of the CEQ 
Chair specified elsewhere in this order, the CEQ Chair shall: 


 
(a)  issue guidance for greenhouse gas accounting and 


reporting required under section 2 of this order; 
 
(b)  issue instructions to implement this order, in addition 


to instructions within the authority of the OMB Director to issue 
under subsection 4(c) of this order; 


 
(c)  review and approve each agency's targets, in 


consultation with the OMB Director, for agency-wide reductions 
of greenhouse gas emissions under section 2 of this order; 


 
(d)  prepare, in coordination with the OMB Director, 


streamlined reporting metrics to determine each agency's progress 
under section 2 of this order; 


 
(e)  review and evaluate each agency's multi-year Strategic 


Sustainability Performance Plan under section 8 of this order and 
each update of the Plan; 


 
(f)  assess agency progress toward achieving the goals 


and policies of this order, and provide its assessment of the 
agency's progress to the OMB Director; 


 
(g)  within 120 days of the date of this order, provide the 


President with an aggregate Federal Government-wide target for 
reducing scope 1 and 2 greenhouse gas emissions in absolute terms 
by fiscal year 2020 relative to a fiscal year 2008 baseline; 


 
(h)  within 270 days of the date of this order, provide the 


President with an aggregate Federal Government-wide target for 
reducing scope 3 greenhouse gas emissions in absolute terms by 
fiscal year 2020 relative to a fiscal year 2008 baseline; 


 
(i)  establish and disband, as appropriate, interagency 


working groups to provide recommendations to the CEQ for areas of 
Federal agency operational and managerial improvement associated 
with the goals of this order; and 


 
(j)  administer the Presidential leadership awards program, 


established under subsection 4(c) of Executive Order 13423, to 
recognize exceptional and outstanding agency performance with 
respect to achieving the goals of this order and to recognize 
extraordinary innovation, technologies, and practices employed 
to achieve the goals of this order. 
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Sec. 6.  Duties of the Federal Environmental Executive.  The 


Federal Environmental Executive designated by the President to 
head the Office of the Federal Environmental Executive, pursuant 
to section 6 of Executive Order 13423, shall: 


 
(a)  identify strategies and tools to assist Federal 


implementation efforts under this order, including through the 
sharing of best practices from successful Federal sustainability 
efforts; and 


 
(b)  monitor and advise the CEQ Chair and the OMB Director 


on the agencies' implementation of this order and their progress 
in achieving the order=s policies and goals. 


 
Sec. 7.  Agency Senior Sustainability Officers.  (a)  Within 


30 days of the date of this order, the head of each agency shall 
designate from among the agency's senior management officials a 
Senior Sustainability Officer who shall be accountable for agency 
conformance with the requirements of this order; and shall report 
such designation to the OMB Director and the CEQ Chair. 


 
(b)  The Senior Sustainability Officer for each agency shall 


perform the functions of the senior agency official designated by 
the head of each agency pursuant to section 3(d)(i) of Executive 
Order 13423 and shall be responsible for: 


 
(i)    preparing the targets for agency-wide reductions 


and the inventory of greenhouse gas emissions 
required under subsections 2(a), (b), and (c) of 
this order; 


 
(ii)   within 240 days of the date of this order, and 


annually thereafter, preparing and submitting to 
the CEQ Chair and the OMB Director, for their 
review and approval, a multi-year Strategic 
Sustainability Performance Plan (Sustainability 
Plan or Plan) as described in section 8 of this 
order; 


 
(iii)  preparing and implementing the approved Plan 


in coordination with appropriate offices and 
organizations within the agency including the 
General Counsel, Chief Information Officer, 
Chief Acquisition Officer, Chief Financial 
Officer, and Senior Real Property Officers, 
and in coordination with other agency plans, 
policies, and activities; 


 
(iv)   monitoring the agency's performance and progress 


in implementing the Plan, and reporting the 
performance and progress to the CEQ Chair and 
the OMB Director, on such schedule and in such 
format as the Chair and the Director may 
require; and 


 
(v)    reporting annually to the head of the agency on 


the adequacy and effectiveness of the agency's 
Plan in implementing this order. 


 
Sec. 8.  Agency Strategic Sustainability Performance Plan.  


Each agency shall develop, implement, and annually update an 
integrated Strategic Sustainability Performance Plan that 
will prioritize agency actions based on lifecycle return  
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on investment.  Each agency Plan and update shall be subject to 
approval by the OMB Director under section 4 of this order.  
With respect to the period beginning in fiscal year 2011 and 
continuing through the end of fiscal year 2021, each agency Plan 
shall: 


 
(a)  include a policy statement committing the agency to 


compliance with environmental and energy statutes, regulations, 
and Executive Orders; 


 
(b)  achieve the sustainability goals and targets, including 


greenhouse gas reduction targets, established under section 2 of 
this order; 


 
(c)  be integrated into the agency's strategic planning 


and budget process, including the agency's strategic plan under 
section 3 of the Government Performance and Results Act of 1993, 
as amended (5 U.S.C. 306); 


 
(d)  identify agency activities, policies, plans, 


procedures, and practices that are relevant to the agency's 
implementation of this order, and where necessary, provide for 
development and implementation of new or revised policies, plans, 
procedures, and practices; 


 
(e)  identify specific agency goals, a schedule, milestones, 


and approaches for achieving results, and quantifiable metrics 
for agency implementation of this order; 


 
(f)  take into consideration environmental measures as well 


as economic and social benefits and costs in evaluating projects 
and activities based on lifecycle return on investment; 


 
(g)  outline planned actions to provide information about 


agency progress and performance with respect to achieving the 
goals of this order on a publicly available Federal website; 


 
(h)  incorporate actions for achieving progress metrics 


identified by the OMB Director and the CEQ Chair; 
 
(i)  evaluate agency climate-change risks and 


vulnerabilities to manage the effects of climate change on the 
agency's operations and mission in both the short and long term; 
and 


 
(j)  identify in annual updates opportunities for 


improvement and evaluation of past performance in order to extend 
or expand projects that have net lifecycle benefits, and reassess 
or discontinue under-performing projects. 


 
Sec. 9.  Recommendations for Greenhouse Gas Accounting and 


Reporting.  The Department of Energy, through its Federal Energy 
Management Program, and in coordination with the Environmental 
Protection Agency, the Department of Defense, the General 
Services Administration, the Department of the Interior, the 
Department of Commerce, and other agencies as appropriate, shall: 


 
(a)  within 180 days of the date of this order develop and 


provide to the CEQ Chair recommended Federal greenhouse gas 
reporting and accounting procedures for agencies to use in 
carrying out their obligations under subsections 2(a), (b), and 
(c) of this order, including procedures that will ensure that 
agencies: 
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 (i)    accurately and consistently quantify and account 


for greenhouse gas emissions from all scope 1, 
2, and 3 sources, using accepted greenhouse gas 
accounting and reporting principles, and 
identify appropriate opportunities to revise the 
fiscal year 2008 baseline to address significant 
changes in factors affecting agency emissions 
such as reorganization and improvements in 
accuracy of data collection and estimation 
procedures or other major changes that would 
otherwise render the initial baseline 
information unsuitable; 


 
(ii)   consider past Federal agency efforts to reduce 


greenhouse gas emissions; and 
 
(iii)  consider and account for sequestration and 


emissions of greenhouse gases resulting from 
Federal land management practices; 


 
(b)  within 1 year of the date of this order, to ensure 


consistent and accurate reporting under this section, provide 
electronic accounting and reporting capability for the Federal 
greenhouse gas reporting procedures developed under 
subsection (a) of this section, and to the extent practicable, 
ensure compatibility between this capability and existing Federal 
agency reporting systems; and 


 
(c)  every 3 years from the date of the CEQ Chair's 


issuance of the initial version of the reporting guidance, and 
as otherwise necessary, develop and provide recommendations to 
the CEQ Chair for revised Federal greenhouse gas reporting 
procedures for agencies to use in implementing subsections 2(a), 
(b), and (c) of this order. 


 
Sec. 10.  Recommendations for Sustainable Locations for 


Federal Facilities.  Within 180 days of the date of this order, 
the Department of Transportation, in accordance with its 
Sustainable Partnership Agreement with the Department of Housing 
and Urban Development and the Environmental Protection Agency, 
and in coordination with the General Services Administration, the 
Department of Homeland Security, the Department of Defense, and 
other agencies as appropriate, shall: 


 
(a)  review existing policies and practices associated with 


site selection for Federal facilities; and 
 
(b)  provide recommendations to the CEQ Chair regarding 


sustainable location strategies for consideration in 
Sustainability Plans.  The recommendations shall be consistent 
with principles of sustainable development including prioritizing 
central business district and rural town center locations, 
prioritizing sites well served by transit, including site design 
elements that ensure safe and convenient pedestrian access, 
consideration of transit access and proximity to housing 
affordable to a wide range of Federal employees, adaptive reuse 
or renovation of buildings, avoidance of development of sensitive 
land resources, and evaluation of parking management strategies. 


 
Sec. 11.  Recommendations for Federal Local Transportation 


Logistics.  Within 180 days of the date of this order, the 
General Services Administration, in coordination with the 
Department of Transportation, the Department of the Treasury, 
the Department of Energy, the Office of Personnel Management,  
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and other agencies as appropriate, shall review current policies 
and practices associated with use of public transportation by 
Federal personnel, Federal shuttle bus and vehicle transportation 
routes supported by multiple Federal agencies, and use of 
alternative fuel vehicles in Federal shuttle bus fleets, and 
shall provide recommendations to the CEQ Chair on how these 
policies and practices could be revised to support the 
implementation of this order and the achievement of its policies 
and goals. 
 


Sec. 12.  Guidance for Federal Fleet Management.  Within 
180 days of the date of this order, the Department of Energy, 
in coordination with the General Services Administration, shall 
issue guidance on Federal fleet management that addresses the 
acquisition of alternative fuel vehicles and use of alternative 
fuels; the use of biodiesel blends in diesel vehicles; the 
acquisition of electric vehicles for appropriate functions; 
improvement of fleet fuel economy; the optimizing of fleets to 
the agency mission; petroleum reduction strategies, such as the 
acquisition of low greenhouse gas emitting vehicles and the 
reduction of vehicle miles traveled; and the installation of 
renewable fuel pumps at Federal fleet fueling centers. 


 
Sec. 13.  Recommendations for Vendor and Contractor 


Emissions.  Within 180 days of the date of this order, the 
General Services Administration, in coordination with the 
Department of Defense, the Environmental Protection Agency, 
and other agencies as appropriate, shall review and provide 
recommendations to the CEQ Chair and the Administrator of OMB's 
Office of Federal Procurement Policy regarding the feasibility 
of working with the Federal vendor and contractor community to 
provide information that will assist Federal agencies in tracking 
and reducing scope 3 greenhouse gas emissions related to the 
supply of products and services to the Government.  These 
recommendations should consider the potential impacts on the 
procurement process, and the Federal vendor and contractor 
community including small businesses and other socioeconomic 
procurement programs.  Recommendations should also explore the 
feasibility of: 


 
(a)  requiring vendors and contractors to register with a 


voluntary registry or organization for reporting greenhouse gas 
emissions; 


 
(b)  requiring contractors, as part of a new or revised 


registration under the Central Contractor Registration or other 
tracking system, to develop and make available its greenhouse gas 
inventory and description of efforts to mitigate greenhouse gas 
emissions; 


 
(c)  using Federal Government purchasing preferences or 


other incentives for products manufactured using processes that 
minimize greenhouse gas emissions; and 


 
(d)  other options for encouraging sustainable practices and 


reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
Sec. 14.  Stormwater Guidance for Federal Facilities.  


Within 60 days of the date of this order, the Environmental 
Protection Agency, in coordination with other Federal agencies 
as appropriate, shall issue guidance on the implementation of 
section 438 of the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 
(42 U.S.C. 17094). 
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Sec. 15.  Regional Coordination.  Within 180 days of the 


date of this order, the Federal Environmental Executive shall 
develop and implement a regional implementation plan to support 
the goals of this order taking into account energy and 
environmental priorities of particular regions of the 
United States. 


 
Sec. 16.  Agency Roles in Support of Federal Adaptation 


Strategy.  In addition to other roles and responsibilities of 
agencies with respect to environmental leadership as specified 
in this order, the agencies shall participate actively in the 
interagency Climate Change Adaptation Task Force, which is 
already engaged in developing the domestic and international 
dimensions of a U.S. strategy for adaptation to climate change, 
and shall develop approaches through which the policies and 
practices of the agencies can be made compatible with and 
reinforce that strategy.  Within 1 year of the date of this 
order the CEQ Chair shall provide to the President, following 
consultation with the agencies and the Climate Change Adaptation 
Task Force, as appropriate, a progress report on agency actions 
in support of the national adaptation strategy and 
recommendations for any further such measures as the CEQ Chair 
may deem necessary. 


 
Sec. 17.  Limitations.  (a)  This order shall apply to 


an agency with respect to the activities, personnel, resources, 
and facilities of the agency that are located within the 
United States.  The head of an agency may provide that this order 
shall apply in whole or in part with respect to the activities, 
personnel, resources, and facilities of the agency that are not 
located within the United States, if the head of the agency 
determines that such application is in the interest of the 
United States. 


 
(b)  The head of an agency shall manage activities, 


personnel, resources, and facilities of the agency that are 
not located within the United States, and with respect to which 
the head of the agency has not made a determination under 
subsection (a) of this section, in a manner consistent with the 
policy set forth in section 1 of this order to the extent the 
head of the agency determines practicable. 


 
Sec. 18.  Exemption Authority. 
 
(a)  The Director of National Intelligence may exempt 


an intelligence activity of the United States, and related 
personnel, resources, and facilities, from the provisions of this 
order, other than this subsection and section 20, to the extent 
the Director determines necessary to protect intelligence sources 
and methods from unauthorized disclosure. 


 
(b)  The head of an agency may exempt law enforcement 


activities of that agency, and related personnel, resources, and 
facilities, from the provisions of this order, other than this 
subsection and section 20, to the extent the head of an agency 
determines necessary to protect undercover operations from 
unauthorized disclosure. 


 
(c)  (i)   The head of an agency may exempt law enforcement, 


protective, emergency response, or military 
tactical vehicle fleets of that agency from the 
provisions of this order, other than this 
subsection and section 20. 
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(ii)  Heads of agencies shall manage fleets to which 
paragraph (i) of this subsection refers in a 
manner consistent with the policy set forth in 
section 1 of this order to the extent they 
determine practicable. 


 
(d)  The head of an agency may exempt particular agency 


activities and facilities from the provisions of this order, 
other than this subsection and section 20, where it is in the 
interest of national security.  If the head of an agency issues 
an exemption under this section, the agency must notify the CEQ 
Chair in writing within 30 days of issuance of the exemption 
under this subsection.  To the maximum extent practicable, and 
without compromising national security, each agency shall strive 
to comply with the purposes, goals, and implementation steps in 
this order. 


 
(e)  The head of an agency may submit to the President, 


through the CEQ Chair, a request for an exemption of an agency 
activity, and related personnel, resources, and facilities, from 
this order. 


 
Sec. 19.  Definitions.  As used in this order: 
 
(a)  "absolute greenhouse gas emissions" means total 


greenhouse gas emissions without normalization for activity 
levels and includes any allowable consideration of sequestration; 


 
(b)  "agency" means an executive agency as defined in 


section 105 of title 5, United States Code, excluding the 
Government Accountability Office; 


 
(c)  "alternative fuel vehicle" means vehicles defined 


by section 301 of the Energy Policy Act of 1992, as amended 
(42 U.S.C. 13211), and otherwise includes electric fueled 
vehicles, hybrid electric vehicles, plug-in hybrid electric 
vehicles, dedicated alternative fuel vehicles, dual fueled 
alternative fuel vehicles, qualified fuel cell motor vehicles, 
advanced lean burn technology motor vehicles, self-propelled 
vehicles such as bicycles and any other alternative fuel vehicles 
that are defined by statute; 


 
(d)  "construction and demolition materials and debris" 


means materials and debris generated during construction, 
renovation, demolition, or dismantling of all structures and 
buildings and associated infrastructure; 


 
(e)  "divert" and "diverting" means redirecting materials 


that might otherwise be placed in the waste stream to recycling 
or recovery, excluding diversion to waste-to-energy facilities;  


 
(f)  "energy intensity" means energy consumption per square 


foot of building space, including industrial or laboratory 
facilities; 


 
(g)  "environmental" means environmental aspects of internal 


agency operations and activities, including those aspects related 
to energy and transportation functions; 


 
(h)  "excluded vehicles and equipment" means any vehicle, 


vessel, aircraft, or non-road equipment owned or operated by an 
agency of the Federal Government that is used in: 


 
more 
 


(OVER) 
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(i)    combat support, combat service support, tactical 
or relief operations, or training for such 
operations; 


 
(ii)   Federal law enforcement (including protective 


service and investigation); 
 
(iii)  emergency response (including fire and rescue); 


or 
 
(iv)   spaceflight vehicles (including associated 


ground-support equipment); 
 


(i)  "greenhouse gases" means carbon dioxide, methane, 
nitrous oxide, hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons, and sulfur 
hexafluoride; 


 
(j)  "renewable energy" means energy produced by solar, 


wind, biomass, landfill gas, ocean (including tidal, wave, 
current, and thermal), geothermal, municipal solid waste, or 
new hydroelectric generation capacity achieved from increased 
efficiency or additions of new capacity at an existing 
hydroelectric project; 


 
(k)  "scope 1, 2, and 3" mean; 
 


(i)    scope 1:  direct greenhouse gas emissions from 
sources that are owned or controlled by the 
Federal agency; 


 
(ii)   scope 2:  direct greenhouse gas emissions 


resulting from the generation of electricity, 
heat, or steam purchased by a Federal agency; 
and 


 
(iii)  scope 3:  greenhouse gas emissions from sources 


not owned or directly controlled by a Federal 
agency but related to agency activities such as 
vendor supply chains, delivery services, and 
employee travel and commuting; 


 
(l)  "sustainability" and "sustainable" mean to create and 


maintain conditions, under which humans and nature can exist in 
productive harmony, that permit fulfilling the social, economic, 
and other requirements of present and future generations; 


 
(m)  "United States" means the fifty States, the District of 


Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Guam, American Samoa, 
the United States Virgin Islands, and the Northern Mariana 
Islands, and associated territorial waters and airspace; 


 
(n)  "water consumption intensity" means water consumption 


per square foot of building space; and 
 
(o)  "zero-net-energy building" means a building that is 


designed, constructed, and operated to require a greatly reduced 
quantity of energy to operate, meet the balance of energy needs 
from sources of energy that do not produce greenhouse gases, and 
therefore result in no net emissions of greenhouse gases and be 
economically viable. 


 
Sec. 20.  General Provisions. 
 
(a)  This order shall be implemented in a manner consistent 


with applicable law and subject to the availability of 
appropriations. 


 
more 
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(b)  Nothing in this order shall be construed to impair or 


otherwise affect the functions of the OMB Director relating to 
budgetary, administrative, or legislative proposals. 


 
(c)  This order is intended only to improve the internal 


management of the Federal Government and is not intended to, 
and does not, create any right or benefit, substantive or 
procedural, enforceable at law or in equity by any party against 
the United States, its departments, agencies, or entities, its 
officers, employees, or agents, or any other person. 
 
 
 
      BARACK OBAMA 
 
 
 
THE WHITE HOUSE, 
    October 5, 2009. 
 
 
 
      # # # 
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LIVE Interview with CNBC’s “Squawk Box” 
Wednesday, May 25, 2011 


8:00 AM -8:05 EST ( 5m min televised interview)  
 
NAMES: Carl Quintanilla and Joe Kernen 
  
LOCATION: White House North Lawn 


 
STAFF:  Brendan Gilfillan, 202-590-0335  
 
TOPICS: Fuel Economy Labels 
 
FORMAT:   LIVE TV interview 
  
ABOUT CARL QUINTANILLA: Carl Quintanilla is an Emmy award-winning co-anchor of "Squawk Box," 
(M-F, 6-9 a.m. ET) CNBC’s signature morning program. 
 
Previously, Quintanilla was an NBC News correspondent based in New York and Chicago, appearing 
regularly on "Today" and "NBC Nightly News with Brian Williams." In 2005, he spent weeks in New 
Orleans as part of the "Nightly News" team coverage of Hurricane Katrina, for which he won a national 
Emmy Award, an RTNDA Edward R. Murrow award, and broadcast’s highest honor, the Peabody Award.  
 
ABOUT JOE KERNEN:  Joe Kernen is co-anchor of "Squawk Box," (M-F, 6 -9 a.m. ET) CNBC's 
signature morning program. "Squawk Box" is a fast paced, irreverent look at the world of Wall Street, and 
the longest running program on the network. Kernen is based in CNBC’s global headquarters in 
Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 
 
Prior to his anchoring duties, Kernen was CNBC’s On-Air Stock Editor and was featured throughout the 
Business Day on CNBC.



http://www.cnbc.com/id/15838368/?site=14081545

http://today.msnbc.com/

http://nightly.msnbc.com/

http://www.cnbc.com/id/15838368/?site=14081545

http://www.cnbc.com/id/15838368/?site=14081545
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TAPED Interview with FOX Business Network 


Wednesday, May 25, 2011 
8:10 AM -8:15 EST ( 5m min televised interview)  


 
NAMES: Peter Barnes 
  
LOCATION: White House North Lawn 


 
STAFF:  Brendan Gilfillan, 202-590-0335  
 
TOPICS: Fuel Economy Labels 
 
FORMAT:   TAPED TV interview 
  
ABOUT PETER BARNES: Peter Barnes joined FOX Business Network (FBN) in September 2007. He 
serves as FBN's senior Washington correspondent. 
 
Until 2004, Barnes served as the Washington bureau chief and correspondent for television station group 
Hearst-Argyle. He has also worked at numerous business programming outlets, including TechTV from 
2001 to 2003, where he was the Washington bureau chief. 
 
Barnes served as an anchor and Washington correspondent for CNBC from 1993 to 1998. In 1996, he 
anchored Capitol Gains, an election year weekday morning show on business, economics and politics. 
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LIVE TO TAPE Interview with MSNBC  
Wednesday, May 25, 2011 


8:20 AM -8:25 EST ( 5m min televised interview)  
 
NAMES: Dayside Correspondent TBD 
  
LOCATION: White House North Lawn 


 
STAFF:  Brendan Gilfillan, 202-590-0335  
 
TOPICS: Fuel Economy Labels 
 
FORMAT:   LIVE TO TAPE TV interview 
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MATERIALS: 


- Fuel Economy Labels Topline Messages (p. 5) 
- Fuel Economy Labels Fact Sheet (p. 6) 
- Fuel Economy Press Release (p. 12) 
- Fuel Economy Press Call Remarks (p. 14) 
- Fuel Economy Labels - Q & A on the Letter Grade (p. 16) 
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EPA/DOT FUEL ECONOMY LABEL TALKING POINTS 


• The President has made clear that we will continue to be focused on protecting consumers 
over the long term - which is why the President announced a bold goal of reducing imports by 
a third by 2025 - through increased production, investing in alternative fuels, and increasing 
efficiency in the vehicles we drive - something the Administration made a priority from the 
beginning as underscored by today's announcement. 


• The Administration has taken unprecedented steps to save consumers money at the pump – 
through focusing on safe, responsible domestic production, investing in and developing 
alternative fuels, and most importantly increasing efficiency in the vehicles we drive, as 
represented through the historic, national fuel economy-greenhouse gas reduction rule for 
passenger cars and trucks achieved under the President’s leadership.  


• When the President took office, one of the first steps he took was to direct DOT and EPA to 
make the development of new fuel efficiency standards a priority – leading to the historic 
clean cars program and the next generation of cleaner, more efficient cars.  


• With these new generation hybrid and electric vehicles, comes a new generation of fuel 
economy labels. 


• Today we are unveiling new fuel economy labels that will reflect the savings consumers will 
see thanks to increased efficiency. 


• In addition to helping consumers assess vehicle fuel costs and make informed decisions 
when buying a new car, we believe these new labels will reduce our gasoline consumption.  


• These new labels are the latest step in the Obama Administration’s efforts to reduce fuel 
costs for American families, to reduce the nation’s dependence on oil, and to give Americans 
the tools they need to take advantage of the fuel savings more efficient vehicles offer 


• The new labels unveiled today will:  


o For the first time ever, provide consumers with an estimate of how much money they will 
save or spend on fuel costs over 5 years compared to an “average new vehicle.” 


o Establish a 10 point scale to allow consumers to quickly judge where a vehicle rates in 
terms of both fuel economy and greenhouse gas pollution. 


o And, feature a QR Code that will allow car buyers to do comparison shopping on the go.  
Shoppers will be able to use smartphones to scan the QR code on a label to store that 
vehicle's information, compare the vehicle to others, and access a website for more 
information.   


• Car shoppers will be armed with the most powerful informational tools yet to make the best 
decision for their families, their wallets and the air we breathe. 


On what else the Administration is doing: 
• The new energy labeling rule is a companion to the national fuel economy-greenhouse gas 


emission reduction program for passenger cars and trucks built in model years 2012-2016 
vehicles. 


• In addition, in July DOT and EPA plan to finalize the first-ever national fuel economy and 
greenhouse gas emission standards for commercial trucks, vans and buses built in 2014 to 
2018, saving hundreds of millions of additional barrels of oil.   


• The Administration also is developing the next round of the national fuel economy/GHG rule 
for passenger cars and trucks built in model years 2017-2025 and expects to announce the 
proposal in September 2011. 
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New Fuel Economy and Environment Labels for a New Generation of Vehicles 
 
Why New Label Designs? 
 
The U.S. Department of Transportation joined with EPA today in unveiling new fuel economy and 
environment labels that, for the first time ever, highlight the increased efficiency standards achieved 
under the Obama Administration that will save families money at the pump starting this year. The new 
labels, which are the most dramatic overhaul in the history of the fuel economy label, will provide more 
comprehensive fuel efficiency information and five-year fuel costs or savings compared to the average 
vehicle, as well as environmental impact information.  
 
The new labels underscore the benefits of the historic passenger car and light truck fuel economy and 
greenhouse gas emissions rule adopted under this administration in 2010 by the EPA and DOT, working 
closely with a wide array of stakeholders. The rule, which includes increased efficiency for vehicles in 
model year 2012 through 2016, will save 1.8 billion barrels of oil over the life of the program, while saving 
the average consumer $3,000.    
 
The redesigned Fuel Economy and Environment Label will provide the public with new information on 
vehicles’ fuel economy, energy use, fuel costs, and environmental impacts.  For the first time, comparable 
fuel economy and environmental ratings will be available for all new vehicles, including advanced 
technology vehicles such as electric cars. Starting with model year 2013, the improved fuel economy 
labels will be required to be affixed to all new passenger cars and trucks – both conventional gasoline 
powered and “next generation” cars, such as plug-in hybrids and electric vehicles. Automakers may also 
voluntarily adopt the new labels earlier for model year 2012 vehicles. 
 
Specific features on the new Fuel Economy and Environment Label include:  
 


• New ways to compare energy use and cost between new-technology cars that use electricity and 
conventional cars that are gasoline-powered. 
 


• Useful estimates on how much consumers will save or spend on fuel over the next five years 
compared to the average new vehicle.   
 


• Easy-to-read ratings of how a model compares to all others for smog emissions and emissions of 
pollution that contribute to climate change.  
 


• An estimate of how much fuel or electricity it takes to drive 100 miles.  
 


•  Information on the driving range and charging time of an electric vehicle.   
 


• A QR Code®1 that will allow users of smartphones to access online information about how various 
models compare on fuel economy and other environmental and energy factors.  
 


In addition, a new interactive tool at www.fueleconomy.gov will allow drivers to enter their zip code and 
estimate the greenhouse gas emissions from charging and driving a plug-in hybrid or electric car where 
they live. The site www.fueleconomy.gov also enables drivers of all types of vehicles to enter 
personalized information like local gas prices along with individual driving habits to get best possible cost 
and energy-use estimates.  
 
EPA and NHTSA conducted extensive research to inform the development of this new label. This 
includes reviewing input from an expert panel, focus groups, public hearings, and more than 6000 public 


                                                 
1 QR Code is registered trademark of DENSO WAVE INCORPORATED. 



http://www.fueleconomy.gov/

http://www.denso-wave.com/en/adcd/
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comments. For more information on how the new label were developed, see 
www.epa.gov/otaq/carlabel/regulations.htm 


 
What Information Will I See on the New Labels, and How Can It Help Me?  
 
Labels for gasoline and diesel vehicles (see figure 1) will include: 


• Fuel Economy: Miles per gallon (MPG) estimates. The combined City/Highway estimate is the 
most prominent to allow quick and easy comparison to other vehicles.   


• Comparable Fuel Economy: Information to compare the vehicle’s fuel economy to other 
vehicles in the same category (e.g., among all small SUVs) and to find out the highest fuel 
economy among all vehicles. 


• Fuel Consumption Rate: The estimated rate of fuel consumption, in gallons per 100 miles, for 
combined city and highway driving. Unlike MPG, consumption relates directly to the amount of 
fuel used, and thus to fuel expenditures. 


• Fuel Economy and Greenhouse Gas Rating: One-to-ten rating comparing the vehicle’s fuel 
economy and tailpipe carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions to those of all other new vehicles, where a 
rating of 10 is best.  


• CO2 Emissions Information: Tailpipe CO2 emissions in grams per mile for combined city and 
highway driving and the emissions of the vehicle with lowest CO2 emissions.  


• Smog rating: A one-to-ten rating based on exhaust emissions that contribute to air pollution. 
• Fuel Costs: An estimate of how much more (or less) the vehicle will cost to fuel over five years 


relative to the average new vehicle, as well as its estimated annual fuel cost.  
• Web site URL: The web site, www.fueleconomy.gov, provides additional information and tools 


that allow consumers to compare different vehicles.  
• Smartphone interactive tool: A symbol (also known as a QR Code®2) that smartphones can 


read to reach a website that will provide additional and customizable information about the 
vehicle. 


                                                 
2 QR Code is registered trademark of DENSO WAVE INCORPORATED. 



http://www.denso-wave.com/en/adcd/
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Figure 1.  New Label — Gasoline Vehicles 


 
 
Labels for advanced technology vehicles will include: 
 


• Driving Range: Identifies how many miles EVs (electric vehicles), PHEVs (plug-in hybrid electric 
vehicles), FCVs (hydrogen fuel cell vehicles), and CNG (compressed natural gas) vehicles can 
drive before recharging or refueling.3 


• Charge Time: Identifies the amount of time it takes to charge EV and PHEV batteries. 
• Different Modes:  Some vehicles, such as PHEVs, may have two or more different operating 


modes – such as all-electric, blended gas and electric, and gasoline-only.  The labels will provide 
certain information for different operating modes. 


• Fuel Economy:  The label shows fuel economy for advanced technology vehicles in miles per 
gallon of gasoline-equivalent (MPGe).  A gallon of gasoline-equivalent means the number of 
kilowatt-hours of electricity, cubic feet of CNG, or kilograms of hydrogen that is equal to the 
energy in a gallon of gasoline. 


• Energy Consumption Measurement:  Fuel consumption is expressed as a unit of fuel 
purchased (e.g., kilowatt-hours) per 100 miles. 


Additional consumer information and tools associated with the new labels are available 
at:www.fueleconomy.gov 


                                                 
3 Vehicle manufacturers may voluntarily include E85 range information on the labels for ethanol flexible 
fuel vehicles. 
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Figure 2.  New Label — Electric Vehicles 
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Figure 3. New Label — Plug-In Hybrid 
Vehicles4


 
 
 
Labels for advanced technology vehicles will include: 
 


• Driving Range: Identifies how many miles EVs (electric vehicles), PHEVs (plug-in hybrid electric 
vehicles), FCVs (hydrogen fuel cell vehicles), and CNG (compressed natural gas) vehicles can 
drive before recharging or refueling.5 


• Charge Time: Identifies the amount of time it takes to charge EV and PHEV batteries. 
• Different Modes:  Some vehicles, such as PHEVs, may have two or more different operating 


modes – such as all-electric, blended gas and electric, and gasoline-only.  The labels will provide 
certain information for different operating modes. 


• Fuel Economy:  The label shows fuel economy for advanced technology vehicles in miles per 
gallon of gasoline-equivalent (MPGe).  A gallon of gasoline-equivalent means the number of 
kilowatt-hours of electricity, cubic feet of CNG, or kilograms of hydrogen that is equal to the 
energy in a gallon of gasoline. 


• Energy Consumption Measurement:  Fuel consumption is expressed as a unit of fuel 
purchased (e.g., kilowatt-hours) per 100 miles. 


                                                 
4 Label shown is for a PHEV that operates solely on electricity until the battery is depleted and then on 
gasoline. To see an example label for the other type of PHEV, see www.epa.gov/xxxx 
 
5 Vehicle manufacturers may voluntarily include E85 range information on the labels for ethanol flexible 
fuel vehicles. 
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Additional consumer information and tools associated with the new labels are available 
at:www.fueleconomy.gov 


### 
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EPA, DOT Unveil the Next Generation of Fuel Economy Labels 
 


New information underscores increased efficiency, fuel savings achieved under the Obama 
Administration’s historic national car rule 


 
WASHINGTON – The U.S. Department of Transportation and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
today are unveiling new fuel economy labels that will help consumers take advantage of the increased 
efficiency standards achieved under the Obama Administration that will save families money at the pump 
starting this year. The new labels, which are the most dramatic overhaul to fuel economy labels since the 
program began more than 30 years ago, will provide more comprehensive fuel efficiency information, 
including estimated annual fuel costs, savings, as well as information on each vehicle’s environmental 
impact. The new labels underscore the benefits of the historic, bipartisan passenger car and truck fuel 
economy rule adopted under this administration by the EPA and DOT in 2010.   
 
These improvements will give consumers better, more complete information to consider when purchasing 
new vehicles that are covered by the increased fuel economy standards.  Starting with model year 2013, 
the improved fuel economy labels will be required to be affixed to all new passenger cars and trucks – 
both conventional gasoline powered and “next generation” cars, such as plug-in hybrids and electric 
vehicles. 


Upon taking office, President Obama directed DOT and EPA to prioritize the development of new fuel 
efficiency and greenhouse gas emissions standards, resulting in the historic standards that will be 
represented by these new labels.  This is the latest step in EPA’s and DOT’s joint efforts to improve the 
fuel economy and environmental performance of vehicles and to provide consumers with useful 
information to inform their purchasing decisions.   


The 2010 fuel economy rule, developed with input from major automakers, environmental groups, and the 
states, will dramatically increase the energy efficiency of cars and trucks built in model years 2012 
through 2016, saving 1.8 billion barrels of oil over the life of the program and the average consumer 
$3,000 in fuel costs.    


In July, the Administration plans to finalize the first-ever national fuel economy and greenhouse gas 
emission standards for commercial trucks, vans and buses built in 2014 to 2018.  These standards are 
expected to save hundreds of millions of barrels of oil over the life of the vehicles covered and promote 
the development and deployment of alternative fuels, including natural gas.  The Administration is also 
developing the next generation of joint fuel economy/greenhouse gas emission standards for model year 
2017-2025 passenger vehicles and expects to announce the proposal in September 2011.  


The new labels announced today will help consumers take advantage of the new, more energy efficient 
fleet, allowing them to save money at the pump.  Consumers will see the new labels in showrooms early 
next year, when 2013 models begin arriving.  Automakers may also voluntarily adopt the new labels 
earlier for model year 2012 vehicles. 


“President Obama's work to shape a Clean Cars program is fostering a marketplace of cutting-edge 
American vehicles that are more fuel efficient than ever before.  The EPA and DOT are creating a new 
generation of fuel economy labels to meet the needs of a new generation of innovative cars,” said EPA 
Administrator Lisa P. Jackson.  “Today’s car buyers want the best possible information about which cars 
on the lot offer the greatest fuel economy and the best environmental performance. The new labels 
provide comprehensive information to American car buyers, helping them make a choice that will save 
money at the gas pump and prevent pollution in the air we breathe.” 
 
“Our new fuel economy and environmental labels are a win for automobile consumers and for the nation’s 
energy independence,” said U.S. Transportation Secretary Ray LaHood. “These labels will provide 
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consumers with up front information about a vehicle’s fuel costs and savings so that they can make 
informed decisions when purchasing a new car.” 
 
Broadcast quality video and audio of Secretary LaHood and Administrator Jackson discussing 
today's fuel economy label announcement is available for download via the following links: 
Video:  
Audio:  
 
The new labels will for the first time provide: 
 


• New ways to compare energy use and cost between new-technology cars that use electricity and 
conventional cars that are gasoline-powered. 
 


• Useful estimates on how much consumers will save or spend on fuel over the next five years 
compared to the average new vehicle.   
 


• Easy-to-read ratings of how a model compares to all others for smog emissions and emissions of 
pollution that contribute to climate change.  
 


• An estimate of how much fuel or electricity it takes to drive 100 miles.  
 


•  Information on the driving range and charging time of an electric vehicle.   
 


• A QR Code®6 that will allow users of smartphones to access online information about how various 
models compare on fuel economy and other environmental and energy factors. This tool will also 
allow consumers to enter information about their typical commutes and driving behavior in order 
to get a more precise estimate of fuel costs and savings. 


 
 


The new labels are required by the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007. 
 
Consumers can get more information on the new label at www.fueleconomy.gov 
 
More information on the new label can be found at www.epa.gov/otaq/carlabel/index.htm and 
www.nhtsa.gov/fuel-economy . 
 


### 
 
 
 


 
 


 


 


 
 


 


 


 
                                                 
6 QR Code is registered trademark of DENSO WAVE INCORPORATED. 



http://www.fueleconomy.gov/

http://www.epa.gov/otaq/carlabel/index.htm

http://www.nhtsa.gov/fuel-economy

http://www.denso-wave.com/en/adcd/
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YOUR Fuel Economy Labels PRESS CALL Talking Points 
May 25, 2011 


 


• Hello and thank you for joining us. 


 
• When President Obama took office, one of the first steps he took was to direct DOT and EPA to make 


the development of new efficiency standards a priority.  


 
• This is part of a concerted effort to not only clean up our environment but to help consumers 


struggling with rising gas prices.   


 
• We are focusing on safe, responsible domestic production…investing in and developing alternative 


fuels…and most importantly increasing efficiency in the vehicles we drive.  


 


• We know that reducing our consumption and reducing demand for foreign oil is the best way to also 


reduce that upward pressure on fuel prices.  That is why we are happy to see a new generation of 


fuel efficient, innovative cars rolling off the lines in American facilities. 


 
• With the growing number of hybrid cars, plug-in hybrids and electric vehicles, the current fuel 


economy labels that every car buyer is familiar with have become outdated.   


 
• A new generation of cars requires a new generation of fuel economy labels.  I’m proud to unveil today 


our new fuel economy label. 


 
• This is the most significant redesign of the fuel economy label in 30 years.  These labels still offer the 


same vital information as before about estimated city and highway mileage estimates.  


 
• But we have added new categories that are important to today’s car buyers who are comparing a 


wide variety of different kinds of vehicles.   


 
• This is the first time that comparable fuel-economy and environmental ratings will be available for all 


new vehicles including advanced technology vehicles like electric cars.  


 
• For the advanced technology vehicles, these labels will give estimates of how much fuel or electricity 


it takes to drive 100 miles, and information on the driving range and charging time of electric vehicles.   


 


• For the first time ever, the fuel economy labels will offer consumers pollution emissions ratings for 


green house gases and smog, with easy-to-read comparisons to other models. 
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• For the first time ever, the new label will feature a QR – or quick response – code for smartphone 


users.  By downloading a QR reader app to their smartphones, shoppers can scan the label and store 


vehicle information in order to compare the vehicle to others.   


 
• Pretty soon, they will also have the option to visit a website for even more consumer-friendly 


information. 


 
• And last but certainly not least, these labels provide, for the first time ever, estimates on how much 


money drivers will save in fuel costs over five years of driving. 


 


• In short, these new labels will be one of the most powerful consumer information tools that car buyers 


have ever had at their disposal.  They will be empowered to make the best decision for their families, 


for their budgets and for our environment.  


 
• We will also be working through the website www DOT fueleconomy DOT gov to provide consumers 


with more information, including localized information about gas prices and more. 


 
• We look forward to seeing these revised labels for new cars and light trucks in dealer showrooms 


when the 2013 models begin to go on display next year.  We could even see them earlier if 


automakers voluntarily adopt the new labels for model year 2012 vehicles. 


 
• To strengthen our economy, to help save drivers money at the gas pump, and to safeguard our 


environment, President Obama has made cleaner, innovative and fuel efficient vehicles a priority of 


this administration. 


 
• We’re taking another step today that will help put more of these cars on the road, and move us ahead 


into a secure energy future. 


 
• Thank you very much. 
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FUEL ECONOMY LABELS Q & A – Dropping the Letter Grade 
 
Why don’t the new labels have the letter grade? Did the agencies submit to pressure from the auto 
manufacturers or other interest groups?  
 
We have put forward a system on the new labels that rates vehicle models numerically on fuel economy 
from one to ten.  You'll know up front if you're getting a perfect 10 or very high number -- or if you're not. 
Our sole guiding principle in designing the labels was to make them as consumer friendly as possible in 
order to encourage energy cost savings.  Of the thousands of public comments we received on the 
proposal options for the labels, people were split right down the middle on keeping the letter grade.  So to 
be responsive to all commenters, and to best serve new-car shoppers, we developed and are using a 1-
to-10 rating system that provides consumers with information that they can easily understand, use and 
appreciate. 
 





		 New ways to compare energy use and cost between new-technology cars that use electricity and conventional cars that are gasoline-powered.

		 Useful estimates on how much consumers will save or spend on fuel over the next five years compared to the average new vehicle.

		 Easy-to-read ratings of how a model compares to all others for smog emissions and emissions of pollution that contribute to climate change.

		 An estimate of how much fuel or electricity it takes to drive 100 miles.

		  Information on the driving range and charging time of an electric vehicle.

		 A QR CodeP®0F P that will allow users of smartphones to access online information about how various models compare on fuel economy and other environmental and energy factors.

		EPA and NHTSA conducted extensive research to inform the development of this new label. This includes reviewing input from an expert panel, focus groups, public hearings, and more than 6000 public comments. For more information on how the new label we...

		EPA, DOT Unveil the Next Generation of Fuel Economy Labels

		New information underscores increased efficiency, fuel savings achieved under the Obama Administration’s historic national car rule

		The new labels will for the first time provide:

		 New ways to compare energy use and cost between new-technology cars that use electricity and conventional cars that are gasoline-powered.

		 Useful estimates on how much consumers will save or spend on fuel over the next five years compared to the average new vehicle.

		 Easy-to-read ratings of how a model compares to all others for smog emissions and emissions of pollution that contribute to climate change.

		 An estimate of how much fuel or electricity it takes to drive 100 miles.

		  Information on the driving range and charging time of an electric vehicle.

		 A QR CodeP®5F P that will allow users of smartphones to access online information about how various models compare on fuel economy and other environmental and energy factors. This tool will also allow consumers to enter information about their typic...

		Consumers can get more information on the new label at 2TUwww.fueleconomy.govU2T
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PEOPLE ARE TALKING  
==================================================================== 


 
With the internet, blogs, Twitter, forums - people are talking about EPA 24/7 


Here’s a sampling of what was said on March 4, 2010: 
 


NOTE:  To read the entire blog entry, click on underlined URL.  To learn more about the 
blogger, click on the name/link in first line.  Notes and headings are from OPA. 
 
 
Admin. Lisa Jackson Now on Twitter 
 
Welcome to twitter EPA Admin @lisapjackson! 


Posted by: HuffPostGreen    7:20 pm   Full post: 
 
Welcome to EPA Administrator Lisa P. Jackson who is on Twitter! Follow her 
@lisapjackson to hear what’s happening at the EPA these days. 


Posted by: ewgtoxics   7:17 pm   Full post: 
(Note:  Env. Working Group) 
 
Wow - more than 500 followers in one day! Any tips 4 us, besides running the EPA? RT 
@lisapjackson: Looking fwd to tweeting w/ you all. 


Posted by: sciwriter    7:10 pm   Full post: 
 
EPA Administrator @lisapjackson, clean air & enviro uber-champion, is on Twitter. 


Posted by: SecLocke   7:05 pm   Full post: 
(Note:  Secretary of Commerce Dept.) 
 
Welcoming EPA Administrator @lisapjackson to Twitter. Follow her! #ourdecade 


Posted by: energyaction    6:17 pm   Full post:  
(Note:  Energy Action is a coalition of 50 youth-led groups leading a generational charge to 
create a clean energy economy.  2800 followers) 
 
GHG Regulation and Climate Change 
 
Record Number of Shareholder Actions Target Climate Change  


Posted by: NewsOnGreen   7:23 pm   Full post: http://dlvr.it/5dF5 
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(Note:  Investors filed 95 shareholder resolutions during the 2009 proxy season -- a 40 percent 
increase over 2008 -- seeking more info on how companies are measuring and managing their 
carbon footprints, preparing for risks, and moving to take advantage of potential opportunities. 
 
Investors increasingly concerned about climate change. 


Posted by: wecanlead   7:20 pm   Full post: http://bit.ly/deoUf9 
 
 
$7 per Gallon Gas If Democrat Climate Change Goals Are Enacted  


Posted by: americanblogstr   7:14 pm   Full post: http://bit.ly/aaQpUf 
 
EPA to Phase in CO2 emissions permits/BACT for mid-sized sources: The ..  


Posted by: qreviews4u   7:00 pm   Full post: http://bit.ly/cb6DyQ 
 
Rockefeller seeks to keep EPA from doing it’s job 


Posted by: greenforyou   6:17 pm   Full post: http://bit.ly/cb6DyQ 
 
WSJ:  Lawmakers Offer Bills to Suspend EPA Rules: By Siobhan Hughes - Democratic 
coal-state lawmakers introduce...  


Posted by: GreenResponse   4:17 pm   Full post: http://bit.ly/bHd5eC 
(Note:  Coal-state lawmakers introduced legislation Thursday to suspend for two years EPA 
rules aimed at limiting greenhouse-gas emissions from power plants, factories and oil refineries)  


 


 
ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 


 


AIR 


Murkowski throws support behind Rockefeller plan to block EPA (The Hill) 
 
By Ben Geman - 03/04/10 11:12 AM ET environ 


Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R-Alaska) on Thursday threw her support behind Sen. Jay Rockefeller’s 
(D-W.Va.) bill to block EPA regulation of greenhouse gas emissions from industrial facilities for 
two years – a plan that’s less sweeping than a proposal Murkowski is pushing. 
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Rockefeller introduced his legislation today after confirming Tuesday that it was en route this 
week. It could present a tough political challenge to the White House if it picks up support from 
substantial numbers of Democrats from coal states and regions with heavy manufacturing bases, 
such as Ohio and Michigan. 


Murkowski – who has 40 cosponsors for her competing plan – supports Rockefeller’s bill but 
said she’s keeping her own plan at the ready if it doesn’t advance. 


“Senator Rockefeller’s legislation is further evidence of the growing, bipartisan, and bicameral 
resistance to EPA’s back-door climate regulations. Given the overwhelming opposition to these 
actions, I’m hopeful that this bill will draw additional support and advance quickly,” Murkowski 
said in a prepared statement. 


“If that does not occur, the disapproval resolution is guaranteed consideration in the Senate. It's 
imperative that senators have an opportunity to vote on whether or not they support EPA's costly, 
unilateral and unprecedented attempt to impose these command-and-control regulations,” she 
added. 


Murkowski had been seeking support for her “resolution of disapproval” that would overturn 
EPA’s finding that greenhouse gases threaten humans. The finding is the legal underpinning for 
EPA climate change rules.  
 
The White House has been emphasizing that her plan would harm automakers by torpedoing 
pending EPA rules that create a national emissions standard for automobiles. Automakers would 
prefer a single national standard to a patchwork of state rules. 
 
Rockefeller, a strong ally of coal producers, called his plan an “important action to safeguard 
jobs, the coal industry, and the entire economy as we move toward clean coal technology.” He 
said it would provide Congress the time needed to complete work on climate legislation. 
 
“This legislation will issue a two year suspension on EPA regulation of greenhouse gases from 
stationary sources—giving Congress the time it needs to address an issue as complicated and 
expansive as our energy future.  Congress, not the EPA, must be the ideal decision-maker on 
such a challenging issue,” he said. 
 
House Natural Resources Committee Chairman Nick Rahall (D-W.Va.) and Reps. Rick Boucher 
(D-Va.) and Alan Mollohan (D-W.Va.) are introducing a House version, according to 
Rockefeller’s office. 


Source:  
http://thehill.com/blogs/e2-wire/677-e2-wire/84965-murkowski-throws-support-behind-
rockefeller-plan-to-block-epa 
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Senator Rockefeller Pushes For Moratorium On EPA Authority (Huffington 
Post) 
 
Posted: 03- 4-10 12:07 PM  
By Juliet Eilperin 
Sen. John D. Rockefeller (D-WVa.) will introduce legislation Thursday to impose a two-year 
moratorium on the Environmental Protection Agency's ability to regulate greenhouse gases from 
power plants and other stationary emitters, a move that could undermine the Obama 
administration's plan to pursue a cap on carbon emissions in the face of congressional opposition. 


Rockefeller's bill, one of several recent congressional efforts to curb the EPA's authority to 
address climate change under the Clean Air Act, highlights the resistance the administration will 
face if it attempts to limit carbon dioxide through regulation. Obama and his top deputies have 
repeatedly said they would prefer for Congress to set mandatory, nationwide limits on 
greenhouse gas emissions, but the EPA is moving ahead with plans to do so if legislation fails to 
pass this year. 


"Today, we took important action to safeguard jobs, the coal industry, and the entire economy as 
we move toward clean coal technology," Rockefeller said. "This legislation will issue a two-year 
suspension on EPA regulation of greenhouse gases from stationary sources--giving Congress the 
time it needs to address an issue as complicated and expansive as our energy future. Congress, 
not the EPA, must be the ideal decision-maker on such a challenging issue." 
 
Republicans, too, have repeatedly tried to rein in the EPA's climate authority--Sen. Lisa 
Murkowski (R-Alaska) has introduced a resolution of disapproval that would overturn the 
agency's scientific finding that greenhouse gases endanger public health and welfare, and House 
Republicans introduced their own version of the resolution this week. But Rockefeller's effort is 
especially significant because it points to growing unease among Democrats over the prospect of 
the administration tackling climate change without explicit congressional approval. 


Three Senate Democrats--Blanche Lincoln (Ark.), Mary Landrieu (La.) and Ben Nelson (Neb.)--
are co-sponsoring Murkowksi's resolution. House Agriculture Committee Chairman Collin C. 
Peterson (D-Minn.) and Armed Services Chairman Ike Skelton (D-Mo.) have introduced a 
similar measure, and House Natural Resources Committee Chairman Nick J. Rahall (D-WVa), 
along with Democratic Reps. Alan Mollohan (WVa) and Rick Boucher (D-Va.), will introduce a 
companion bill to Rockefeller's. In addition, Rep. Earl Pomeroy (D-N.D.) has introduced a 
measure that would strip the EPA of its authority to regulate pollution linked to global warming. 


A 2007 Supreme Court ruling gave the EPA the authority to regulate greenhouse gases under the 
Clean Air Act, and by the end of this month the agency is slated to impose the first-ever 
greenhouse gas limits on emissions from cars and light-trucks. While that set of rules--the 
product of a deal between the auto industry, the federal government and more than a dozen 
states--is not controversial, EPA's plan to then target power plants and other industrial facilities 
has sparked serious opposition. 



http://views.washingtonpost.com/climate-change/post-carbon/2010/02/coal-state_dems_hit_epa_on_climate.html
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Environmentalists have opposed any attempts to undermine the EPA's Clean Air Act authority, 
seeing it as both a dangerous precedent and a serious blow to the administration's ability to cope 
with climate change if Congress fails to pass a bill. While the House passed climate legislation in 
June, the Senate is still divided on whether to adopt a bill setting limits on greenhouse gases. 


Tim Wirth, president of the U.N. Foundation, said the House-passed bill already provided 
several concessions to the coal industry, and urged President Obama to stop Rockefeller's 
legislation. 
 
"The president ought to veto it, period," Wirth said. "This is a huge affront to his authority, and 
it's exactly what the coal industry wants. The coal industry has everything it wants in legislation, 
and now it wants more." 


Two weeks ago a group of coal-state Democrats--led by Rockefeller--wrote EPA administrator 
Lisa P. Jackson, asking her to outline her timeline for regulating greenhouse gas emitters under 
the Clean Air Act. Jackson replied that she would not target major emitters of carbon dioxide 
until 2011, and many smaller facilities would not face regulation until 2016. 


But this move did not satisfy Rockefeller, who usually serves as one of the administration's close 
allies. 


"This is a positive change and good progress, but I am concerned it may not be enough time," he 
said. "We must set this delay in stone and give Congress enough time to consider a 
comprehensive energy bill to develop the clean coal technologies we need. At a time when so 
many people are hurting, we need to put decisions about clean coal and our energy future into the 
hands of the people and their elected representatives, not a federal environmental agency."  


By Juliet Eilperin 
 


 
CLIMATE  CHANGE 


Utility group to Waxman: We don't doubt climate science (The Hill) 
By Ben Geman - 03/04/10 10:36 AM ET  


An electric utility trade group told senior House Democrats Wednesday that it does not doubt 
global warming science, despite backing a Senate resolution to overturn EPA's finding that 
greenhouse gases threaten humans. 
 
The American Public Power Association (APPA) has come under fire from Energy and 
Commerce Committee Chairman Henry Waxman (D-Calif.) and Rep. Ed Markey (D-Mass.) 
over its support for Sen. Lisa Murkowski's (R-Alaska) proposal to overturn EPA's 
"endangerment finding." 
 



http://views.washingtonpost.com/climate-change/post-carbon/2010/03/appealing_to_climate_fence_sitters.html

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2010/02/22/AR2010022204829.html

http://views.washingtonpost.com/climate-change/post-carbon/2010/02/epas_climate_overture_doesnt_impress_rockefeller.html





But in a letter to the lawmakers, the group said it's backing the resolution because EPA's 
finding is the legal underpinning for planned rules to limit emissions from power plants and 
other sources. 


APPA "does not dispute the science of climate change, which has shown that: 1) climatic 
changes are occuring; and 2) human actions are contributing to such changes," states a March 
3 letter from the group to Waxman and Markey. 
 
The group opposes EPA regulation of greenhouse gases from stationary sources under its 
current Clean Air Act powers, but believes Congress should enact "appropriate" climate 
legislation.  
 
Murkowski said that's why she's pushing the measure too -- she fears the economic effects of 
planned emissions rules. Her resolution may come to the floor this month. 
 
But Waxman, Markey and other opponents of Murkowski's plan are casting it as an attack on 
climate science rather than just a procedural maneuver to stymie regulations. Sen. Barbara 
Boxer (D-Calif.) has called Murkowski's plan "radical" and said that Congress should not be in 
the business of overturning health and scientific findings by federal agencies. 
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PEOPLE ARE TALKING  
==================================================================== 


 
With the internet, blogs, Twitter, forums - people are talking about EPA 24/7 


Here’s a sampling of what was said on April 28, 2010: 
 


NOTE:  To read the entire blog entry, click on underlined URL.  To learn more about the 
blogger, click on the name/link in first line.  Notes and headings are from OPA. 
 
 
Lisa Jackson 
 
 
EPA’s Action Jackson moving forward: Issued today 4/28/2010 EPA Press Office 
press@epa.gov ...  


Posted by:  Eco350:      6:00 pm  Full post: http://bit.ly/91hNNG 
 
Planet Forward: Just uploaded photos from last week’s event with @lisapjackson, 
@kate_shappard and more!  


Posted by:  planet_forward:   5:50 pm  Full post: http://ning.it/aGsNZz 
 
Check this video out -- Lisa P. Jackson on David Letterman HD 1080p  


Posted by:  pinmanworld:   3:40 pm  Full post: http://youtu.be/6ho3cNhA1ok 
 
My friend Lisa Jackson testified today before E&C panel: Clean energy helps our 
economy, national security & creates American jobs. 


Posted by:  FrankPallone:    1:54 pm  Full post:  
 
 
 
GHG Regulation & Climate Change 
 
 
Planet Save:  EPA Climate Change Indicators in the US report: News from the Oceans 


Posted by:  zshahan3:    7:40 pm  Full post: http://bit.ly/blfAHZ 
 


Stop the Unconstitutional, Jobs-killing, EPA Regulation of Carbon Dioxide  
Posted by:  Wmpear:   3:40 pm  Full post: http://tinyurl.com/yega4b3 
 


 
Could Iceland’s "Big One" Cool the Planet and Reverse Global Warming?  


Posted by:  dailygalaxy:    6:40 pm  Full post: http://bit.ly/cLHppM 
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Treehugger:  Global Warming For Dummies - EPA Releases New Climate Change 
Indicators Report...  


Posted by:  TreeHugger:   4:30  pm  Full post: http://bit.ly/bivncV 
 
On the Graham-Reid flustercluck  


Posted by:  drgrist    2:25 pm  Full post: http://is.gd/bMacP 
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ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 
AIR 


Stare of the Air (Huffington Post)  


Today, I was with Jane Warner, CEO of the American Lung Association in California, to 
announce the results of the "2010 State of the Air" report and to emphasize our responsibility to 
improve the air we breathe.  


We're making progress here in Los Angeles, with the number of high ozone days dropping 25 
percent since the release of the 2000 report. That's a major accomplishment! 


But despite this good news, we're still one of America's most polluted cities To protect the future 
health of our kids and our City, we have our work cut out for us. The time to accept this 
challenge, and take collective action, is now.  


First of all, we need to continue to invest in renewable energy and eliminate our dependence on 
coal as a main energy source. Buy transforming our City into a center of the new green economy, 
we'll not only create thousands of good, 21st century jobs, we'll dramatically improve our air 
quality and the health of all Angelenos.  


We also need to improve and encourage the use of our public transportation systems. I'm 
working hard to push our 30/10 initiative, which would use Measure R funding to build our 
transit projects in ten years instead of thirty. 30/10 Initiative will create over 160,000 jobs, and 
take 570,000 pounds of pollutants out of the air each year! 


And we're not stopping there. We're setting an international example by taking the kinds of 
simple, measured actions that reap big environmental benefits on a local level. A good example 
is our LED Street Light Replacement Program--the largest program of its kind in the world-
which is replacing 140,000 street lights with clean, efficient LED lights. The program is going to 
eliminate more than 40,500 tons of C02. 


And we're cleaning up the Port of Los Angeles, the largest single source of air pollution in the 
Region. Through the Clean Truck Program, we helped put more than 6,600 clean trucks on the 
roads around the Port, reducing port truck emissions by at least 70 percent. 


The City of Angels no longer needs to be known for smog and sprawl, but it will take our 
collective efforts to ensure that we will all breathe cleaner air. Government action is key, but 
there are many, simple things people can do to help reduce air pollution: drive one less day per 
week, bike and walk as often as possible, avoid burning wood.  


If we work together, we can and will be the greenest, cleanest big City in America.  



http://www.facebook.com/sharer.php?u=http://www.huffingtonpost.com/antonio-villaraigosa/state-of-the-air_b_556035.html&title=Antonio%20Villaraigosa:%20State%20of%20the%20Air

http://www.facebook.com/sharer.php?u=http://www.huffingtonpost.com/antonio-villaraigosa/state-of-the-air_b_556035.html&title=Antonio%20Villaraigosa:%20State%20of%20the%20Air

http://www.facebook.com/sharer.php?u=http://www.huffingtonpost.com/antonio-villaraigosa/state-of-the-air_b_556035.html&title=Antonio%20Villaraigosa:%20State%20of%20the%20Air

http://www.metro.net/projects/30-10

http://mayor.lacity.org/Issues/Environment/Climate/index.htm

http://mayor.lacity.org/Issues/Environment/Air/index.htm
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For full report, regional analysis, fact sheets and tips, visit the American Lung Association's 
website. 


  


Follow Antonio Villaraigosa on Twitter: www.twitter.com/villaraigosa  


 
 


CLIMATE 
Global Warming For Dummies (Treehugger) 


EPA Releases New Climate Change Indicator Report (The Environmental Protection Agency has 
just launched a new Climate Change Indicators in the United States report (and slideshow) that 
really breaks down the science and effects of global warming. Not quite sure it will convince 
anyone who has already been convinced by the plethora of information, both scientific and 
popular, already released, but it is a very clear overview of the situation. Here are some 
interesting highlights to commit to memory: 


by Matthew McDermott, New York, NY on 04.28.10 
Business & Politics  


The Environmental Protection Agency has just launched a new Climate Change Indicators in the 
United States report (and slideshow) that really breaks down the science and effects of global 
warming. Not quite sure it will convince anyone who has already been convinced by the plethora 
of information, both scientific and popular, already released, but it is a very clear overview of the 
situation. Here are some interesting highlights to commit to memory: 


As you can see from this chart, worldwide greenhouse gas emissions have increased 26% from 
1990 to 2005. Carbon dioxide emissions, responsible for 75% of total emissions, increasing 31%. 
In the United States emissions have increased 14% from 1990 to 2008--so when you hear some 
politician proposed reducing emissions 17% from a 2005 baseline, know that compared to the 
internationally used and more rigorous 1990 baseline, it's not really much of a reduction at all. 


Over the past century both precipitation and temperatures have largely increased across the 
nation, with precipitation increasing on average by 6% for the lower 48 states. Worldwide 
precipitation has increased 2%. In fact, in the US incidents of heavy precipitation are increasing, 
with 8 of the top 10 years for one-day extreme precipitation occurring since 1990. Additionally, 
in the same time period, six of the top ten most intense hurricane seasons have occurred.  


This image sort of speaks for itself. The extent of Arctic sea ice last year was 24% below the 
average from 1979-2000.  



http://www.lungusa.org/associations/states/california/advocacy/fight-for-air-quality/sota-2010/state-of-the-air-report-2010.html

http://www.twitter.com/villaraigosa

http://www.epa.gov/

http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/indicators.html

http://www.treehugger.com/author/matthew-mcdermott-new-york-ny-1/

http://www.treehugger.com/business_politics/

http://www.epa.gov/

http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/indicators.html

http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/indicators.html
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As does this one... But it's not just glaciers be affected by warmer temps. On average the length 
of time lakes stay from in winter has declined one to two days per decade over the past century, 
as has average snow cover (though the EPA acknowledges there has been much year-to-year 
variability with snow, as the image below indicates). The take away: It really was snowier and 
colder when you parents were walking to school (if not uphill both ways).  


This one's pretty telling... You can see Zone 10 areas creeping northward over the past two 
decades or so, and Zone 3 areas nearly vanishing entirely from the lower 48 states.  


Check out the full report and share with friends: Climate Change Indicators in the United States 
[PDF] 


 


Climate Compromise, Not Capitulation (Huffington Post) 
 
The Founding Fathers consciously designed the U.S. Senate to slow down hasty action and to 
defend the rights of the poorer, less populated states.  


Over time, the Senate evolved into the chamber that forged the necessary compromises to keep 
the union intact.  


Even today, Senator Henry Clay, dubbed the "Great Compromiser," is revered for authoring the 
Missouri Compromise and the much later Compromise of 1850. Clay kept the South from 
seceding, mostly by finding ways to halt change. His compromises also kept slavery legal in the 
South and in some newly formed states.  


In the end, of course, a bloody Civil War proved inevitable, as did the end of slavery. Some 
issues do not lend themselves to perpetual compromise. Sometimes fundamental change is 
necessary.  


These thoughts sprang to mind over the weekend as Senator Lindsey Graham threatened to walk 
away from the climate legislation he had fashioned over many months with Senators John Kerry 
and Joe Lieberman. This was of some import because Senator Graham was the only Republican 
senator to favor the legislation. His endorsement was needed to provide the magic label, "a 
bipartisan compromise." But, of course, it isn't one. If Graham stays on the sidelines, the bill is 
dead.  


Although few of my friends and colleagues in the national environmental community are 
prepared to acknowledge it yet, this is incredibly good news. (In politics, wild overreaching by 
your opponent almost always is.)  


In recent weeks, the rich assortment of tax incentives, federal guarantees and loans, and pure 
pork in the Kerry-Graham-Lieberman bill had begun to tempt so much of corporate America to 
the trough that they might have whipped the reluctant Republicans into passing it. It would 
actually have made things worse.  



http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/indicators/pdfs/ClimateIndicators_full.pdf
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It would have eliminated the regulatory backstop the EPA can exercise under existing law.  


It would have eliminated the ability of states, cities and regions to continue to experiment with 
the innovative programs that to date have been the source of all climate progress in the United 
States.  


It would have permitted a tradeable derivatives market vastly more complicated than the 
mortgage scams that nearly brought down western civilization two years ago.  


Worse, it would have transferred vast federal wealth to companies that -- like the American 
South in 1850 -- have a vested interest in ensuring change does not happen.  


Senator Graham's snit provides an opportunity to actually launch a transition to a new era of 
green, climate neutral prosperity. Although from the popular press coverage one would never 
know it, there is another bipartisan climate bill in the US Senate. Drafted by two women, 
Senators Maria Cantwell and Susan Collins, it could be a winner.  


The Cantwell-Collins bill is not unflawed but has the basic structure right. It caps carbon 
"upstream" at the 2,000 places--ports, pipelines, mine mouths, etc. -- where it enters the 
economy. It auctions carbon permits each year up to the limits of the cap -- so, unlike with KGL, 
we will know precisely how much carbon will be emitted to the atmosphere each year from all 
fossil fuels.  


Cantwell-Collins returns 75 percent of the revenue collected to the public on a pro rata basis. 
Because the rich spend more (directly and indirectly) on energy than the poor, more than 80 
percent of the public will be made richer by this progressive revenue measure.  


All the money will be returned to taxpayers and invested in technologies designed to reduce 
carbon -- not to enrich coal companies and oil companies and pay for their lobbyists.  


Finally, it prohibits the derivative trading that, under KGL, threatens to turn the nation's energy 
system into a giant lottery.  


The major national environmental organizations, which climbed into bed prematurely with the 
so-called cap-and-trade approach that has failed so miserably in Europe, have stuck resolutely to 
Kerry-Graham-Lieberman as the only vehicle that might pass. They have compromised and 
compromised and compromised, one small slice at a time, until they didn't recognize when they 
capitulated. Kerry-Graham-Lieberman is now more popular with the Edison Electric Institute 
than with grassroots environmentalists.  


A billion-dollar push for clear might have produced an energy revolution. (America didn't lead 
the information revolution by trying to placate the interests of IBM, Control Data, and AT&T, 
but that's what Kerry-Graham-Lieberman does for the National Coal Association, the American 
Petroleum Institute, and EEI.)  
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Let's not let ourselves get compromised into capitulation by 2,000 pages of KGL loopholes. 
Cantwell-Collins is 39 pages long and is a lobbyist's nightmare: anyone can understand it. This is 
one of those Civil War moments, except the future of the planet--not just the Union--is at stake. 
What we need is not Henry Clay but Abraham Lincoln.  


This time, Honest Abe has arrived in the form of two brave women. Those of us outside the 
Beltway must put a massive effort into electing a Congress that will support them. 


Denis Hayes, national coordinator of Earth Day in 1970, is an environmental activist. He was 
the first director of the Illinois State Energy Office and special assistant to Illinois Governor 
Dan Walker for natural resources in 1974-75.  


 


EARTH DAY 
April 29, 2010  


Environmental Regulations: The New Frontier (Huffington Post) 


Cross-posted from Forbes.com  


Last week, on the 40th Anniversary of Earth Day, I found myself in an interesting discussion 
with business leaders in one of our Executive Education programs at Thunderbird School of 
Global Management, focused on the roles of business and government in creating not only a 
livable and sustainable environment, but a stable and predictable society. Both are needed for 
businesses to flourish. And both seem to be in flux in ways that undermine businesses' ability to 
profit and survive. 
Earth Day was first celebrated in 1970 and coincided with the founding of the Environmental 
Protection Agency by the Nixon Administration. The EPA's job was to lead the creation of 
government policies that protected nature from the impacts of industrial growth and 
development. Doing so meant regulating the polluting activities of business. This mandate set up 
a conflict between business interest and environmental goals. 


Businesses saw environmental regulations as newly imposed costs on operations, which they 
were. Early regulations were usually written by bureaucrats with only limited information about 
company operations and the costs of alternative remedies. Regulators wanted the surest, not 
necessarily cheapest, solution. So while regulations often improved the environment they were 
not always the most cost effective. 


Not surprisingly, business fought back, and succeeded in the "get government off the backs of 
business" philosophy personified by Ronald Reagan and Margaret Thatcher. After a wave of 
environmental policy making in the 1970s and 1980s, new lawmaking slowed. 



http://blogs.forbes.com/csr/?p=18
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This political success paradoxically became a problem for business. Environmental challenges 
have not gone away. Despite some success, like acid rain and ozone protection, environmental 
issues continue to afflict us. And the drivers of environmental degradation - growing population, 
raw material extraction, energy use, etc. - continue to grow. So if government is not going to 
address the problem, who is? The answer, we are finding, is business itself. 


The corporate sustainability and social responsibility movement is largely an alternative to 
government regulation of business activity. In the past, business could count on the government 
to tell them what was environmentally acceptable or not. Today however, business can't count on 
the government. It has to figure this out itself. 


Doing nothing, which may have been the hope in the heyday of deregulation, is not an option. 
Activists, the media, customers, shareholders, Gen-Y employees and others are getting good at 
pressuring companies to take responsibility for environmental impacts. And the Internet's social 
media echo-chamber only enhances their influence on executive decision making. 


So what does this mean for business leaders and the environmental movement? Business has to 
step up and become a responsible participant in solving environmental problems. Complaining 
about government regulation is old school and only undermines business credibility. The new 
generation of business leadership recognizes this. Just listen to a Whole Foods executive talk 
about their environment initiatives: "Business can make a difference in the energy and 
environmental situation of our country and I think they have to. Because capitalism is what built 
America and we expect business and entrepreneurs to step up to the plate and bring solutions to 
the challenges we face as a country."  


When surveys ask business leaders who is leading in the area of sustainability the answer is 
surprising to most: Walmart. Walmart's impact on the environmental thinking and performance 
of its business partners is becoming legend. One VP told me, "next to Walmart the 
Environmental Protection Agency is nothing." That's an encouraging development, but business 
leadership on sustainability, while welcomed, but it's still only part of the solution. Government 
still has a role to play, if nothing more than to bring along the laggards. But, just as business can't 
count on government, they can't count them out either. It requires leadership that replaces 
confrontation with collective responsibility. It's a new frontier and maybe what Nixon had in 
mind when he created the EPA at the dawn of the environmental movement 40 years ago. 


 Follow Gregory Unruh on Twitter: www.twitter.com/gregoryunruh  


 


April 29, 2010  


Gregory Unruh 


Director of the Lincoln Center for Ethics in Global Management at Thunderbird 


Posted: April 29, 2010 11:54 AM  



http://www.twitter.com/gregoryunruh

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/gregory-unruh
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Last week, on the 40th Anniversary of Earth Day, I found myself in an interesting discussion 
with business leaders in one of our Executive Education programs at Thunderbird School of 
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development. Doing so meant regulating the polluting activities of business. This mandate set up 
a conflict between business interest and environmental goals. 


Businesses saw environmental regulations as newly imposed costs on operations, which they 
were. Early regulations were usually written by bureaucrats with only limited information about 
company operations and the costs of alternative remedies. Regulators wanted the surest, not 
necessarily cheapest, solution. So while regulations often improved the environment they were 
not always the most cost effective. 


Not surprisingly, business fought back, and succeeded in the "get government off the backs of 
business" philosophy personified by Ronald Reagan and Margaret Thatcher. After a wave of 
environmental policy making in the 1970s and 1980s, new lawmaking slowed. 


This political success paradoxically became a problem for business. Environmental challenges 
have not gone away. Despite some success, like acid rain and ozone protection, environmental 
issues continue to afflict us. And the drivers of environmental degradation - growing population, 
raw material extraction, energy use, etc. - continue to grow. So if government is not going to 
address the problem, who is? The answer, we are finding, is business itself. 


The corporate sustainability and social responsibility movement is largely an alternative to 
government regulation of business activity. In the past, business could count on the government 
to tell them what was environmentally acceptable or not. Today however, business can't count on 
the government. It has to figure this out itself. 


Doing nothing, which may have been the hope in the heyday of deregulation, is not an option. 
Activists, the media, customers, shareholders, Gen-Y employees and others are getting good at 
pressuring companies to take responsibility for environmental impacts. And the Internet's social 
media echo-chamber only enhances their influence on executive decision making. 


So what does this mean for business leaders and the environmental movement? Business has to 
step up and become a responsible participant in solving environmental problems. Complaining 
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about government regulation is old school and only undermines business credibility. The new 
generation of business leadership recognizes this. Just listen to a Whole Foods executive talk 
about their environment initiatives: "Business can make a difference in the energy and 
environmental situation of our country and I think they have to. Because capitalism is what built 
America and we expect business and entrepreneurs to step up to the plate and bring solutions to 
the challenges we face as a country."  


When surveys ask business leaders who is leading in the area of sustainability the answer is 
surprising to most: Walmart. Walmart's impact on the environmental thinking and performance 
of its business partners is becoming legend. One VP told me, "next to Walmart the 
Environmental Protection Agency is nothing." That's an encouraging development, but business 
leadership on sustainability, while welcomed, but it's still only part of the solution. Government 
still has a role to play, if nothing more than to bring along the laggards. But, just as business can't 
count on government, they can't count them out either. It requires leadership that replaces 
confrontation with collective responsibility. It's a new frontier and maybe what Nixon had in 
mind when he created the EPA at the dawn of the environmental movement 40 years ago. 


  


Follow Gregory Unruh on Twitter: www.twitter.com/gregoryunruh  


 


 


WATER 
The Huffington Post April 29, 2010  
   


Georgianne Nienaber 


Haiti relief worker, investigative journalist, and author 


Posted: April 28, 2010 05:58 PM  


Controlled Burn of Deepwater Horizon Spill Begin Wednesday (Huffington 
Post) 


Georgianne  Nienaber 


A controlled burn of surface oil from the British Petroleum/Transocean's Deepwater Horizon is 
scheduled to begin Wednesday afternoon, April 28. The strategy is designed to minimize 
environmental risks by removing oil spilled into the Gulf of Mexico following the April 20 
explosion. The plan involves consolidating oil into a fire resistant boom approximately 500 feet 



http://www.twitter.com/gregoryunruh

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/georgianne-nienaber

http://www.deepwaterhorizonresponse.com/go/doc/2931/532827/
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long. This oil will then be towed to a more remote area, where it will be ignited and burned "in a 
controlled manner," according to incident command. The plan calls for small, controlled burns of 
several thousand gallons of oil lasting approximately one hour each.  


"No populated areas are expected to be affected by the controlled burn operations and there are 
no anticipated impacts to marine mammals and sea turtles. In order to ensure safety, the 
Environmental Protection Agency will continuously monitor air quality and burning will be 
halted if safety standards cannot be maintained," according to the command website and official 
remarks. 


U.S. Coast Guard Rear Adm. Mary Landry, Minerals Management Service Gulf of Mexico 
Regional Director Lars Herbst and representatives from the Department of Fish and Wildlife, 
British Petroleum, Transocean and the State of Louisiana met with media by phone and in 
Roberts, LA to discuss the Deepwater Horizon Well explosion on Wednesday afternoon.  


Landry told media, "I have not been sugarcoating this. It is premature to say it is a catastrophe, 
but I will say it is serious." 


The latest forecast maps indicate that some of the oil will likely reach land if the current pattern 
of SE winds continue. This would impact the Mississippi Delta area. A situation map produced 
after a flyover at 7 pm Tuesday shows the spill within 23 miles of the lower Delta, between 
Morgan City and New Orleans. 


To date 100,000 feet of boom containment is in place along threatened shorelines, officials say. 
25,000 gallons of dispersal agent has been applied to the slick and incident teams have collected 
4,000 barrels of an oil/water mixture. Gulf Minerals Management Director Lars Herbst says that 
an undersea collection chamber will take 2-4 weeks to complete, but that drilling of a relief well 
will begin on Friday. As far as controlling and stopping the leak, Herbst said he does not expect 
it to happen "anytime soon." 


There is already some debate as to the size and volume of the leak. The Coast Guard originally 
estimated that the well was leaking 336,000 gallons (8,000 barrels) of oil per day, but have since 
revised the estimate downward to 42,000 gallons (1,000 barrels). Basing estimates on available 
satellite data and projections charts from the Minerals Management Office, some remote sensing 
experts believe the actual leak may be closer to the original estimates.  


No matter the exact numbers, this is a serious spill, as Landry says. On Sunday, Aaron Viles, 
Campaign Director of the Gulf Restoration Network flew over the spill and did not like what he 
saw. Most distressing was the sight of a sperm whale within the sheen area. This was confirmed 
at today's press conference where environmental officials said at least seven whales were seen in 
the impact area. 


"It's critical that NOAA, the Coast Guard and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, along with their 
state partners in Mississippi and Louisiana significantly scale up their efforts to monitor, asses, 
and mitigate the spill impacts on marine wildlife, both in the short and very long term. BP is 



http://www.deepwaterhorizonresponse.com/go/doctype/2931/52419/

http://blog.skytruth.org/2010/04/gulf-oil-spill-rate-must-be-much-higher.html%3cbr%20/%3e

http://blog.skytruth.org/2010/04/gulf-oil-spill-rate-must-be-much-higher.html%3cbr%20/%3e

http://healthygulf.org/201004261215/blog/endangered-and-threatened-species/gulf-oil-catastrophe-grn-s-view-from-above
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footing the bill, but we need to make sure the federal and state agencies are demanding and 
receiving the resources they need to protect the Gulf," Viles says. 


Reacting to plans to lower a containment dome, Viles is skeptical.  


We have a report that the first efforts by the remote operated sub to close the blowout preventer 
valve have failed, but that efforts continue. If the valve fails to function, we are left with two 
more steps to contain, and then stop the spill. First, positioning an underwater dome over the 
spill site, to allow BP to vacuum up the oil more effectively, while more drilling rigs are brought 
into the area to drill relief wells to pump in mud and concrete and seal the well. The dome hasn't 
ever been used at these depths though, and the timelines for the relief well option aren't 
attractive. The Australian spill last year took over two months to staunch, while a similar 
accident in the Mexican portion of the Gulf took approximately ten months to stop. 


As of Tuesday morning, the oil slick was reported to be 80 miles across and 48 miles long, and is 
visible from space. 


The New York Times reports that a year ago, BP Gulf Production vice-president Richard 
Morrison suggested that voluntary safety standards were sufficient. "We are not supportive of the 


extensive, prescriptive regulations," Morrison said. 


Walter Williams, long-time advocate of the Gulf wetlands and creator of the Mr. Bill character 
for Saturday Night Live, had a more colorful and exasperated take on the potential for 


environmental disaster. 


"Earth spits up hundreds of millions of years worth of dinosaurs onto our shore," Williams wrote 
in an email after flying the spill.  


For up-to-date information from New Orleans, visit the NOLA News Ladder. 



http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/NaturalHazards/view.php?id=43768

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/georgianne-nienaber/%3cbr%20/%3ehttp:/www.nytimes.com/gwire/2010/04/27/27greenwire-bp-other-oil-companies-opposed-effort-to-stiff-38887.html

http://bestofneworleans.com/gyrobase/Content?oid=oid%3A59437

http://noladder.blogspot.com/
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Before: HENDERSON, GARLAND, and BROWN, Circuit
Judges.


Opinion for the Court filed by Circuit Judge GARLAND.


GARLAND, Circuit Judge:  The Chamber of Commerce and
the National Automobile Dealers Association petition for review
of a decision by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
granting California a waiver from federal preemption under the
Clean Air Act.  The waiver allows California to implement its
own regulations requiring automobile manufacturers to reduce
fleet-average greenhouse gas emissions from new motor
vehicles sold in the state.  Because we lack jurisdiction to decide
this case at this time in a suit brought by these petitioners, we
dismiss the petition for review without reaching its merits.


I


The Clean Air Act (CAA) generally bars states from
adopting their own emissions standards for new motor vehicles,
leaving such regulations to federal control.  See 42 U.S.C.
§ 7543(a) (“No State . . . shall adopt or attempt to enforce any
standard relating to the control of emissions from new motor
vehicles or new motor vehicle engines”).  Section 7543(b)(1)
provides the following exception to federal preemption: 


(b)(1) The Administrator [of EPA] shall, after notice
and opportunity for public hearing, waive application
of this section to any State which has adopted
standards . . . for the control of emissions from new
motor vehicles or new motor vehicle engines prior to
March 30, 1966, if the State determines that the State
standards will be, in the aggregate, at least as
protective of public health and welfare as applicable
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Federal standards.  No such waiver shall be granted if
the Administrator finds that –


(A) the determination of the State is arbitrary and
capricious,
(B) such State does not need such State standards
to meet compelling and extraordinary conditions,
or
(C) such State standards and accompanying
enforcement procedures are not consistent with
section 7521(a) of this title.


42 U.S.C. § 7543(b)(1).  As California is the only state that had
adopted emissions standards prior to March 30, 1966, it is the
only state eligible for a waiver of federal preemption under this
provision.  See Ford Motor Co. v. EPA, 606 F.2d 1293, 1296
(D.C. Cir. 1979).  In 1977, however, Congress amended the
CAA to permit other states to adopt and enforce standards
“identical to the California standards for which a waiver has
been granted,” without obtaining a separate waiver, provided
that both California and the other state have given manufacturers
a two-year lead time.  42 U.S.C. § 7507.  States that adopt
California’s motor vehicle emissions program are referred to as
“Section 177 states,” after the section of the CAA that
authorizes them to do so.  See Ford Motor Co., 606 F.2d at
1298, 1301 n.54.


In September 2004, the California Air Resources Board
(CARB) adopted regulations setting fleet-average greenhouse
gas1 emissions standards for new motor vehicles beginning in
Model Year (MY) 2009.  See CAL. CODE REG. tit. 13 § 1961.1. 
Under those regulations, manufacturers receive credits for


1Greenhouse gases include carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous
oxides, and hydroflourocarbons.  EPA Br. 5.
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meeting the standards before MY 2009, for exceeding the
standards in subsequent model years, and for selling alternative
fuel vehicles.  These credits may be banked for later use or sold
to another manufacturer.  Id. § 1961.1(b).  If a manufacturer
fails to comply in a particular model year, it begins to accrue
debits.  A manufacturer may incur a debit in any model year
without penalty so long as it makes up the debit within five
years, either by generating credits or purchasing credits from
another manufacturer.  Id.  The standards become stricter as the
model years progress.  Id. § 1961.1(a).


On December 21, 2005, CARB asked EPA to waive federal
preemption of California’s greenhouse gas emissions standards
pursuant to § 7543(b)(1).  EPA denied the request.  Its decision,
published in March 2008, stated that “California does not need
its motor vehicle [greenhouse gas] standards to meet compelling
and extraordinary conditions,” as § 7543(b)(1)(B) requires. 
Decision Denying a Waiver of Clean Air Act Preemption, 73
Fed. Reg. 12,156, 12,159 (Mar. 6, 2008).  The agency
recognized that it had previously interpreted § 7543(b)(1)(B) to
ask only whether California continued to need its own motor
vehicle program as a whole to address compelling and
extraordinary conditions.  Id. at 12,159-61.  But it concluded
that § 7543(b)(1)(B) was subject to multiple interpretations, and
when applied to emissions standards designed to address global
as opposed to local or regional air pollution problems, it was
best understood to require that EPA assess California’s need for
the newly proposed standards by themselves.  Id.  California
could not satisfy this requirement, EPA reasoned, because
California-specific conditions are not “the fundamental causal
factors for the air pollution problem of elevated concentrations
of greenhouse gases,” and, alternatively, because the effects of
global climate change in California “are not sufficiently
different from conditions in the nation as a whole to justify
separate state standards.”  Id. at 12,162, 12,168.  Thereafter,
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California, several other states, and several environmental
groups petitioned this court for review.2


On January 21, 2009, CARB asked EPA to reconsider its
previous denial.  EPA agreed to reconsider and, on July 8, 2009,
after a public hearing and comment period, issued a decision
granting the waiver.  Decision Granting a Waiver of Clean Air
Act Preemption, 74 Fed. Reg. 32,744, 32,783 (July 8, 2009). 
EPA rejected its 2008 interpretation of § 7543(b)(1)(B),
returning to its earlier view and finding that California’s request
satisfied the provision because California still needed its own
emissions program “as a whole.”  Id. at 32,762-63.  In the
alternative, EPA concluded that a waiver was warranted even if
it were to examine California’s greenhouse gas standards
separately under the tests applied in its 2008 decision.  The
agency found that those standards were intended at least in part
to address a local or regional problem because of the “logical
link between the local air pollution problem of ozone and
. . . [greenhouse gases].”  Id. at 32,763.  It also determined that
waiver opponents had not met their burden of demonstrating that
“the impacts of global climate change in California are either not
significant enough or are not different enough from the rest of
the country to be considered compelling and extraordinary
conditions.”  Id. at 32,765.  Since EPA’s waiver decision, at
least fourteen states -- including the State of Maryland -- have
adopted California’s greenhouse gas emissions standards
pursuant to Section 177.3  On September 8, 2009, the Chamber


2Those petitions were held in abeyance and subsequently
dismissed on the parties’ joint motion after EPA reversed its denial
and granted the waiver, as discussed below.  See California v. EPA,
No. 08-1178 (D.C. Cir. filed May 5, 2008).


3See ARIZ. ADMIN. CODE § R18-2-1805 (2011); CONN. AGENCIES


REGS. § 22a-174-36b (2011); D.C. CODE § 50-731 (2011); FLA.
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of Commerce and the National Automobile Dealers Association
(NADA) petitioned for judicial review of EPA’s waiver
decision.  


On April 1, 2010, EPA and the National Highway
Transportation Safety Administration (NHTSA) jointly issued
a national program of greenhouse gas emissions and fuel
economy standards for MYs 2012 to 2016.  Light-Duty Vehicle
Greenhouse Gas Emission Standards and Corporate Average
Fuel Economy Standards (Final Rule), 75 Fed. Reg. 25,324
(May 7, 2010).  The product of an agreement between the
federal government, California, and the major automobile
manufacturers, the new rules make it possible for automobile
manufacturers to sell a “single light-duty national fleet” that
satisfies the standards of the EPA, NHTSA, California, and the
Section 177 states.  Id. at 25,324-28.  Pursuant to that
agreement, California amended its regulations to deem
compliance with the national standards compliance with its own
for MYs 2012-16.  See CAL. CODE REGS. tit. 13
§ 1961.1(a)(1)(A)(ii).  The California-specific standards remain
in place until MY 2012, although California adopted “pooling
rules” that allow manufacturers to achieve compliance for MYs
2009-11 based on the “pooled” average emissions for the fleets
of vehicles sold in California and the Section 177 states.  See id.
§ 1961.1(a)(1)(A)(i).  Major automobile manufacturers and their
trade associations, in turn, made commitments not to contest the


ADMIN. CODE ANN. r. 62-285.400 (2011); 06-096-127 ME. CODE R.
§ 4 (2011); MD. CODE REGS. 26.11.34.02 (2011); 310 MASS. CODE


REGS. 7.40(2)(a)(7) (2011); N.J. ADMIN. CODE § 7:27-29.13 (2011);
N.M. CODE R. § 20.2.88.102 (2011); N.Y. COMP. CODES R. & REGS.
tit. 6, § 218-8.3 (2011); OR. ADMIN. R. 340-257-0050 (2011); 25 PA.
CODE. § 126.411 (2011); R.I. ADMIN. CODE 25-4-37:37.2 (2011); 16-
3-100 VT. ADMIN. CODE. § 5-1106 (2011); WASH. ADMIN. CODE.
§ 173-423-070 (2011).
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national standards for MYs 2012-16, not to contest the grant of
a waiver of CAA preemption to California for its greenhouse gas
emissions regulations, and to stay and then dismiss all then-
pending litigation challenging those regulations.  See 75 Fed.
Reg. at 25,328.


Although the automobile manufacturers agreed not to
contest EPA’s grant of a waiver to California, the Chamber of
Commerce and NADA did not join in that agreement.  On behalf
of their automobile dealer members, the Chamber and NADA
bring this challenge to EPA’s decision to grant California a
preemption waiver under § 7543(b)(1).  They argue that
§ 7543(b)(1)(B) unambiguously requires that EPA assess
California’s need for the particular standards it presents for a
waiver, not for its state-specific emissions program as a whole. 
Even if there were any ambiguity, the petitioners argue, it was
unreasonable for EPA to waive preemption for standards related
to a global environmental problem based on California’s
continuing need to address state-specific conditions.  Finally, the
petitioners reject EPA’s alternative conclusion that the
California greenhouse gas standards are proper even under its
2008 test.  In their view, California’s standards will have no
identifiable effect on increased global temperatures, and any
effects of climate change in California are not sufficiently
different from those experienced elsewhere in the country to
justify California-specific regulations.


Before we may reach the merits of these arguments, we
must assure ourselves that Article III of the Constitution grants
us jurisdiction to decide this case.  See Steele Co. v. Citizens for
a Better Env’t., 523 U.S. 83 (1998).  Because we conclude that
we lack jurisdiction, we dismiss the petition for review.
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II


Because Article III limits federal judicial jurisdiction to
cases and controversies, see U.S. CONST. art. III, § 2, federal
courts are without authority “to render advisory opinions [or] ‘to
decide questions that cannot affect the rights of litigants in the
case before them,’” Preiser v. Newkirk, 422 U.S. 395, 401(1975)
(citation omitted).  The doctrines of standing and mootness
reflect and enforce those limitations.  See Davis v. FEC, 554
U.S. 724, 732-33 (2008); Friends of the Earth, Inc. v. Laidlaw
Envtl. Servs. (TOC), Inc., 528 U.S. 167, 180 (2000).  “[S]tanding
is assessed as of the time a suit commences,” Del Monte Fresh
Produce Co. v. United States, 570 F.3d 316, 324 (D.C. Cir.
2009), and it ensures that a litigant “allege[s] such a personal
stake in the outcome of the controversy as to warrant his
invocation of federal-court jurisdiction,” Summers v. Earth
Island Inst., 129 S. Ct. 1142, 1149 (2009) (internal quotation
marks omitted); accord Davis, 554 U.S. at 732.  But standing is
not enough.  “To qualify as a case fit for federal-court
adjudication, an actual controversy must be extant at all stages
of review, not merely at the time the complaint is filed.”  Davis,
554 U.S. at 732-33 (internal quotation marks omitted).  Thus,
“[e]ven where litigation poses a live controversy when filed,”
we must dismiss a case as moot “if events have so transpired
that the decision will neither presently affect the parties’ rights
nor have a more-than-speculative chance of affecting them in
the future.”  Clarke v. United States, 915 F.2d 699, 701 (D.C.
Cir. 1990) (internal quotation marks omitted); see Am. Bar Ass’n
v. FTC, No. 105057, 2011 WL 744659, at *3 (D.C. Cir. Mar. 4,
2011).    


Neither the Chamber nor NADA claims standing in its own
right; rather, both claim standing to sue on behalf of their
members, particularly their members who are automobile
dealers.  An association has standing to sue on behalf of its
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members if:  “1) at least one of its members would have
standing to sue in his own right, (2) the interests the association
seeks to protect are germane to its purpose, and (3) neither the
claim asserted nor the relief requested requires that an individual
member of the association participate in the lawsuit.”  Sierra
Club v. EPA, 292 F.3d 895, 898 (D.C. Cir. 2002); see Laidlaw,
528 U.S. at 181.  Both the Chamber and NADA satisfy the latter
two conditions; the only question is whether their automobile
dealer members would have standing to sue in their own right. 
See also Munsell v. Dep’t of Agric., 509 F.3d 572, 584 (D.C.
Cir. 2007) (holding that when an association sues on behalf of
its members, its claims become moot if its members’ claims
become moot).


 When a petitioner claims associational standing, it is not
enough to aver that unidentified members have been injured. 
Summers, 129 S. Ct. at 115-521.  Rather, the petitioner must
specifically “identify members who have suffered the requisite
harm.”  Id. at 1152; see Am. Chemistry Council v. Dep’t of
Transp., 468 F.3d 810, 815, 820 (D.C. Cir. 2006) (holding that
“an organization bringing a claim based on associational
standing must show that at least one specifically-identified
member has suffered an injury-in-fact. . . .  At the very least, the
identity of the party suffering an injury in fact must be firmly
established.”).  Because the Chamber has not identified a single
member who was or would be injured by EPA’s waiver
decision, it lacks standing to raise this challenge.  Id.  That flaw
is inconsequential, however, because the Chamber’s co-
petitioner, NADA, has identified allegedly injured members. 
See Military Toxics Project v. EPA, 146 F.3d 948, 954 (D.C.
Cir. 1998) (finding it unnecessary to address the standing of a
party whose presence or absence is immaterial to a suit’s
outcome, where another petitioner clearly has standing).  Along
with its briefs, NADA has submitted declarations from two of its
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automobile dealer members alleging injury as a result of the
waiver decision.


We must therefore consider whether the automobile dealers
that NADA has identified can satisfy the requirements of
standing (as well as whether their claims have become moot). 
The “irreducible constitutional minimum” requirements of
standing are:


(1) that the plaintiff have suffered an “injury in fact” --
an invasion of a judicially cognizable interest which is
(a) concrete and particularized and (b) actual or
imminent, not conjectural or hypothetical; (2) that
there be a causal connection between the injury and the
conduct complained of -- the injury must be fairly
traceable to the challenged action of the defendant, and
not the result of the independent action of some third
party not before the court; and (3) that it be likely, as
opposed to merely speculative, that the injury will be
redressed by a favorable decision.


Bennett v. Spear, 520 U.S. 154, 167 (1997).  A petitioner bears
the burden of establishing each of these elements.  See Summers,
129 S. Ct. at 1149; Bennett, 520 U.S. at 167-68; Lujan v.
Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 561 (1992).  That burden
“is to show a ‘substantial probability’ that it has been [or will
be] injured, that the defendant caused its injury, and that the
court could redress that injury.”  Sierra Club, 292 F.3d at 899
(citation omitted).


With respect to the first element of standing, the petitioners
do not assert that their dealer members had suffered an “actual”
injury at the time they filed their petition for review, Bennett,
520 U.S. at 167.  Rather, their concern is about future injury.  As
we have noted before, “any petitioner alleging only future
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injuries confronts a significantly more rigorous burden to
establish standing.”  United Transp. Union v. ICC, 891 F.2d
908, 913 (D.C. Cir. 1989).  To qualify for standing, the
petitioners must demonstrate that the alleged future injury is
“imminent.”  Bennett, 520 U.S. at 167; see Whitmore v.
Arkansas, 495 U.S. 149, 158 (1990) (“Allegations of possible
future injury do not satisfy the requirements of Art. III[;] [a]
threatened injury must be certainly impending to constitute
injury in fact.” (internal quotation marks omitted)).  And to
“shift[] injury from ‘conjectural’ to ‘imminent,’” the petitioners
must show that there is a “substantial . . . . probability” of injury. 
Sherley v. Sebelius, 610 F.3d 69, 74 (D.C. Cir. 2010); see Sierra
Club, 292 F.3d at 898.


With respect to the second and third elements of standing,
the petitioners here face an additional problem:  California’s
emissions standards do not regulate automobile dealers, but
rather automobile manufacturers -- third parties that have
declined to participate in this challenge.  See CAL. CODE REGS.
tit. 13 § 1961.1(a)(1) (requiring manufacturers to demonstrate
compliance with fleet-average requirements).  “[W]hen the
plaintiff is not himself the object of the government action or
inaction he challenges, standing is not precluded, but it is
ordinarily ‘substantially more difficult’ to establish.”  Lujan,
504 U.S. at 562 (quoting, inter alia, Warth v. Seldin, 422 U.S.
490, 505 (1975)).  Because any injury to the petitioners’
members hinges on actions taken by manufacturers, the
petitioners carry “the burden of ‘adduc[ing] facts showing that
those [third-party] choices have been or will be made in such
manner as to produce causation and permit redressability of
injury,’” Ctr. for Biological Diversity v. U.S. Dep’t of Interior,
563 F.3d 466, 477 (D.C. Cir. 2009) (quoting Lujan, 504 U.S. at
562).  Again, the petitioners must show that, “absent the
[government’s allegedly unlawful actions], there is a substantial
probability that they would [not be injured] and that, if the court
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affords the relief requested, the [injury] will be removed.” 
Warth, 422 U.S. at 504; see Fla. Audobon Soc’y v. Bentsen, 94
F.3d 658, 666 (D.C. Cir. 1996); Kurtz v. Baker, 829 F.2d 1133,
1143-44 (D.C. Cir. 1987).


In the following Part, we apply these principles to the
petitioners’ claims.


III


The petitioners allege two kinds of injury in fact to their
dealer members.  First, they contend that in order to comply
with the California standards, automobile manufacturers will
have to alter the mix of vehicles (“mix-shift”) they would
otherwise deliver for sale in California and the other states that
have adopted California’s standards (the Section 177 states).  As
a result, dealers in those states will be unable to obtain certain
vehicles that their customers want to buy, placing them at a
competitive disadvantage with respect to out-of-state dealers. 
Second, the petitioners argue that enforcement of the new
standards will result in an increase in manufacturers’ costs, and
hence in the price manufacturers charge for the automobiles they
deliver to dealers in California and the Section 177 states.  For
this reason, the petitioners contend, either their dealer members
will have to settle for lower profit margins, or they will have to
charge higher prices that will cause some prospective customers
to forgo purchases.  


In support of the petitioners’ contention that their dealer
members will suffer imminent injury from mix-shifting and
price increases caused by EPA’s waiver decision, NADA offers
the declarations of two of its members:  the owner of a Ford
dealership near the Sierra Nevada Mountains in California, and
the owner of a Lincoln Mercury dealership in Maryland. 
Neither declaration, however, suffices to demonstrate the
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“substantial probability” of injury required to establish the
petitioners’ standing.


In his declaration, Steve Pleau, the owner of the California
dealership, avers that California’s fleet-average standards “could
limit Ford’s ability to deliver certain models to California
dealers,” “may force Ford to ‘compensate’ for delivering high-
emitting vehicles by delivering more light-weight, low-emission
models than the market demands,” and as a consequence “may
limit [his] ability to obtain and keep in stock a sufficient
quantity of the vehicles that [his] customers want or need to buy,
particularly those with the most powerful engines available for
a given model.”  Petitioners’ Stand. Add. 10 (emphases added). 
Maryland Lincoln Mercury dealership owner Vincent Trasatti,
Jr. is similarly concerned, and similarly equivocal.  He worries
that Maryland’s adoption of the California fleet-average
standards “could limit [his] ability to maintain the stock that
[his] customers want and expect [him] to have” and “may limit
the ability of Ford Motor Company [which owns Lincoln
Mercury] to supply [his] dealership with the vehicle stock
necessary to meet consumer demand.”  Id. at 13 (emphases
added).  “If, as a result of Maryland’s greenhouse gas standards,
Ford Motor Company alters the mix of vehicles that it delivers
to Maryland dealers,” Trasatti “anticipate[s] that it will be more
difficult to stock the mix of vehicles that [his] customers
expect.”  Id. (emphasis added).  As the petitioners’ brief
summarizes, “[t]he upshot of these anticipated effects is that
NADA’s members may be forced to pay more for certain
vehicles, and may be unable to purchase other vehicles at all.” 
Petitioners’ Br. 23 (emphases added).


These are just the kind of declarations that we have
previously rejected as insufficient to establish standing.  In
Center for Biological Diversity, for example, we held that
because the petitioners could “only aver that any significant
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adverse effects . . . ‘may’ occur at some point in the future,”
they failed to show “the actual, imminent, or ‘certainly
impending’ injury required to establish standing.”  563 F.3d at
478; see also La. Envtl. Action Network v. Browner, 87 F.3d
1379, 1384 (D.C. Cir. 1996) (holding that the petitioner’s claim
that “dire consequences . . . would befall it if” certain events
were to transpire was insufficient to “state an injury sufficiently
imminent and concrete for constitutional standing”). 
Accordingly, if we are to find that the petitioners have standing,
it must be based on other evidence before the court.  See Sierra
Club, 292 F.3d at 899 (holding that a petitioner seeking review
of administrative action in the court of appeals “must either
identify in th[e] record evidence sufficient to support its
standing to seek review, or if there is none . . . , submit
additional evidence to the court”).  As an analysis of that
evidence reveals, however, the infirmities of the dealers’
declarations are not a matter of drafting.  Rather, they accurately 
reflect the weakness of the record. 


Because MYs 2009-11 are now largely behind us, and
because the federal government has promulgated national
standards for MYs 2012-16, we divide our analysis of the
injuries asserted by the petitioners into two time periods.  In
Subpart A, we examine the likelihood (as measured at the date
of the petition) that the dealers identified by NADA would
suffer an injury in MYs 2009-11 sufficient to confer standing, as
well as whether their claims of injury have been mooted by the
passage of time.  In Subpart B, we conduct the injury inquiry
with regard to MYs 2012-16, and also consider whether the
federal government’s promulgation of national standards for
those years -- and California’s adoption of those standards -- has
mooted the case for that period.
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A


1.  With respect to the alleged harm of mix-shifting, the
record evidence indicates that, at the time this petition was filed,
it appeared that Ford would not have to mix-shift to meet the
California standards in MYs 2009 and 2010, and that it was
unlikely to have to do so in MY 2011.  A 2009 CARB study
found that, in MY 2009, Ford (as well as GM and Chrysler)
would be in fleet-wide compliance by wide margins with their
2009 models.  See 74 Fed. Reg. at 32,772.  For MY 2010, the
study again projected fleet-wide compliance for Ford, even in
the “highly unlikely” event that it “makes no changes to [its]
2009 model year vehicles.”  Letter from James N. Goldstene,
CARB Exec. Officer to Adm’r Lisa P. Jackson, U.S. EPA, at 25-
26 (April 6, 2009) (hereinafter CARB Comments on
Reconsideration) (J.A. 3454-55).4  CARB also conducted a
“worst-case analysis” that found only a small net greenhouse gas
debit for Ford and two other manufacturers over the 2009-11
model year period, assuming no change in sales mix or
technology after MY 2009.  Id. at 24 (J.A. 3453).  And it
concluded that, “because this analysis was based on worst case
testing, it is likely that testing with additional vehicles in each
test group would show even the debiting companies in
compliance” throughout the 2009-11 period.  Id.; see 74 Fed.
Reg. at 32,772.


The two other studies in the record produced similar results. 
A National Resources Defense Council analysis cited by EPA
projected industry-wide compliance in MYs 2009 and 2010 by
wide margins, and industry-wide compliance in MY 2011
through the use of banked credits.  See 74 Fed. Reg. at 32,772. 


4The study also projected fleet-wide compliance for GM and
Chrysler in MY 2010, with the use of accumulated credits.  CARB
Comments on Reconsideration 26 (J.A. 3455).
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A study by Energy and Environmental Analysis, Inc. (EEA),
which took into account manufacturers’ existing product plans, 
found that Ford “will comply” in MY 2009 and that Ford “can
likely comply” in MY 2010 “by either using banked credits from
2009 or with small adjustments to the power train mix and sales
mix sold in California, if necessary.”  ENERGY AND ENVTL.
ANALYSIS, INC., AUTO-MANUFACTURERS ABILITY TO COMPLY


WITH CALIFORNIA GHG STANDARDS THROUGH 2012 (2009)
(hereinafter EEA Report) (J.A. 3330).  EEA concluded that Ford
and the other manufacturers “could require additional efforts
such as air conditioner improvements to comply” with the MY
2011 standards.  Id.  Air-conditioner improvements, however,
are not the kind of mix-shifting injury that the petitioners assert.


Not only have the petitioners failed to establish that at the
time this suit was initiated there was a substantial probability
that Ford would have to mix-shift in California (or Maryland)
during MYs 2009-11, but they have also failed to establish that
even if such mix-shifting were to be required, it would have an
effect on the ability of the identified Ford dealers to meet their
customers’ demands.  See Am. Chemistry Council, 468 F.3d at
820 (holding that “an organization bringing a claim based on
associational standing must show that at least one specifically-
identified member has suffered injury-in-fact”).   For example,
there is no evidence -- nor even any assertion -- that if Ford had
to mix-shift to comply with California’s fleet-average
requirements, it would be unable to do so by increasing the
proportion of smaller and more fuel-efficient vehicles provided
to dealers in urban areas like San Francisco while maintaining
its supply of trucks and SUVs to dealers near the Sierra Nevadas
like Mr. Pleau.  See Press Release, Ford Motor Co., New
Products Drive Ford’s October Sales, Share Gains (Nov. 3,
2009) (EPA Br. Attachment 2).  We therefore cannot conclude
that the injury the petitioners predicted was substantially
probable.
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2.  In addition to mix-shifting, the petitioners contend that
enforcement of the new California standards will result in an
increase in the price of automobiles, forcing dealers to settle for
a lower profit margin or to charge higher prices -- which, in turn,
will cause some prospective customers to forgo in-state
purchases.  Neither of the two dealer declarations, however, 
addresses the price-increase issue at all.  Instead, the petitioners
cite a 2005 CARB estimate that new-vehicle costs would rise by
an average of approximately $1,000 per vehicle under the
California regulations.  CARB, Final Statement of Reasons, at
11 Table II-2 (Aug. 4, 2005) (J.A. 860).  But CARB predicted
a gradual escalation in price, with the increase not reaching
$1,000 until 2016.  For MYs 2009 through 2011, CARB’s cost
projections were substantially lower.  Id.5 


More important, by the time EPA actually granted
California’s waiver in July 2009, market conditions had changed
substantially from those upon which CARB’s 2005 estimate was
based.  As we have just discussed, studies CARB conducted in
early 2009 -- based upon data from that model year -- found it
unlikely that Ford would have to change its sales mix or
technology to comply with the California standards through MY
2011.  CARB Comments on Reconsideration 23-26 (J.A. 3452-
55).  This was because manufacturers were already employing
enhanced greenhouse gas-reducing technologies necessary for
compliance.  Id. at 19 (J.A. 3448).  Indeed, Ford’s December
2008 business plan -- issued seven months before EPA granted
the waiver -- described the automaker’s independent intention
to invest $14 billion to improve its fleet fuel economy “from the


5For example, for passenger cars, small trucks, and small SUVs,
CARB estimated average cost increases of $17 in 2009, $58 in 2010,
and $230 in 2011.  The projected increase for large trucks and SUVs
in 2011 was $176.  See CARB, Final Statement of Reasons, at 11
Table II-2 (J.A. 860).
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2005 model year baseline every year,” leading to 14 percent
improvement by 2009 and 26 percent improvement by 2012. 
Ford Motor Co. Business Plan, Submitted to the House
Financial Services Committee, at 14 (Dec. 2, 2008) (cited in
Decision Granting a Waiver, 74 Fed. Reg. at 32,773 n.181). 
Hence, the petitioners have failed to demonstrate a substantial
probability that the waiver -- as distinct from Ford’s own
business plans -- would cause it injury in the form of price
increases during MYs 2009-11.


3.  Finally, we note that by the date of oral argument, MYs
2009 and 2010 were already over, and MY 2011 (which began
in the last quarter of 2010) was well underway.  The petitioners
have submitted no evidence that their members actually suffered
injury during any part of that period.  Even if they had, vacating
California’s waiver could not possibly affect the mix or price of
automobiles delivered during the period that has passed.  Indeed,
the petitioners acknowledged at oral argument that vacating the
waiver likely would have no effect during the balance of MY
2011 either.  Oral Arg. Recording 4:20-:55.  Hence, even if the
petitioners had been able to establish injury in MYs 2009-11
sufficient to confer standing, any injury that did occur during
that period is now moot.  Our jurisdiction to review this
challenge therefore hinges entirely upon the impact that the
waiver decision will have on the petitioners’ members during
MYs 2012-16, the remainder of the time during which the
California waiver applies. 


B


1.  Turning to MYs 2012-16, we first consider whether the
petitioners have shown that NADA’s identified members will
suffer the kind of injury requisite for standing during those
years.  Although the argument that the dealers will be harmed by
higher vehicle prices or mix-shifting during that period is
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stronger than for MYs 2009-11, their standing is still
problematic.


As noted above, CARB’s 2005 estimate projected
considerably greater price increases for MYs 2012-16 than for
the earlier period.6  And with respect to mix-shifting, there is
certainly evidence -- although not specific to Ford -- that
manufacturers will have more difficulty complying with
California’s standards in MYs 2012-16 without altering the mix
of vehicles they sell in California and the Section 177 states.7  


But even if the petitioners can establish the imminence of
their alleged mix-shifting and price-increase injuries, they still


6The same study, however, projected that by the time the
California standards are fully phased in, any increase in average
vehicle costs will be more than offset by fuel-cost savings over the life
of the vehicle, resulting in a net decrease in the effective price of
automobiles -- even on the assumption that gasoline prices are an
unrealistically low $1.74 per gallon.  CARB, Final Statement of
Reasons, at 11 (J.A. 860).


7The EEA Report, on which the petitioners rely, does not
conclude that manufacturers are likely to mix-shift, only that
compliance with the MY 2012 requirements “may require credit
trading and banked past and future credits over and above credits from
air conditioner improvements and introduction of alternative fuel
vehicles.”  EEA Report (J.A. 3331).  Similarly, although Chrysler did
state that “it may be necessary to restrict sales of certain vehicle
models” if EPA granted the waiver, it characterized that possibility as
a “last resort” and said it would “try its best to comply using available
technology.”  CARB Comments on Reconsideration 27 (J.A. 3456);
see also 74 Fed. Reg. at 32,773.  The comments of industry groups
were less equivocal (although not manufacturer-specific), warning that
“the only means by which most large-volume manufacturers will be
able to meet the CARB standards [in 2012-16] is by ‘mix-shifting’
their product lines.”  74 Fed. Reg. at 32,774.
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face difficulty satisfying the remaining prongs of standing
analysis:  causation and redressability.  In public statements
cited in the appellate record, Ford has said that it sees rising
consumer demand for fuel-efficient vehicles as key to its long-
term growth, and that it is developing its product line
accordingly.8  These and other statements suggest that Ford’s
own market analysis may independently lead it to implement
technology that will continue to meet the California standards,
even in the absence of regulatory compulsion.  See
EPA/NHTSA Joint Public Hearing Transcript, at 13-14 (Oct. 21,
2009) (Amici Car Dealers Br. Attachment 7) (testimony by Ford
Vice President that Ford has a “long-term sustainability plan
. . . to improv[e] the fuel economy and reduc[e] the greenhouse
gas emissions of our fleet,” which “includes converting three
truck and SUV plants to build small cars, re-tooling our
powertrain facilities to manufacture EcoBoost engines and
. . . increasing our hybrid offerings,” because “it is the right
thing to do for our customers”); 74 Fed. Reg. at 32,773 (citing
testimony that Ford “plans to improve the average fuel economy
by . . . 36 percent by 2015”).  Petitioners have offered no
evidence to the contrary, and no evidence that, if the waiver
were vacated, Ford would proceed on a different course more
favorable to the petitioners.  See Simon v. E. Ky. Welfare Rights
Org., 426 U.S. 26, 41-42 (1976) (holding that a plaintiff lacks
standing where its claimed injury “results from the independent
action of some third party not before the court”); see also United
Transp. Union, 891 F.2d at 915 (holding that, “since any
hypothetical future injury could also occur even in the absence


8See, e.g., Jamie LaReau, Ford goes green, small, high-tech,
Automotive News, Aug. 2, 2010 (Amici Car Dealers Br. Attachment
4); Press Release, Ford Motor Co., New Products Drive Ford’s
October Sales, Share Gains (Nov. 3, 2009) (EPA Br. Attachment 2). 
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of the challenged [agency action], a favorable decision from this
court would not be ‘likely’ to redress it”).9  


2.  In any event, we need not definitively decide whether the
petitioners have carried their burden of establishing standing
with respect to injury in MYs 2012-16 because the petition is
plainly moot for those years.  As recounted in Part I, after the
petition for review was filed, EPA and NHTSA promulgated
national greenhouse gas standards for MYs 2012-16, see 75 Fed.
Reg. 25,324, and California amended its regulations to deem
compliance with those national standards as compliance with its
own, see CAL. CODE REGS. tit. 13 § 1961.1(a)(1)(A)(ii). 
Beginning in MY 2012, automobile manufacturers will have to


9A comparison of the relatively weak record in this case to the
abundant evidence we found sufficient to establish standing in
Competitive Enterprise Institute v. NHTSA, 901 F.2d 107 (D.C. Cir.
1990), is instructive.  In that case, an association challenged the
agency’s decision to require higher fuel economy standards than the
association thought appropriate, contending that those standards
hampered its members’ ability to purchase larger passenger cars.  In
contrast to the disputed future injury posited by the Ford dealers in this
case, the affidavits offered in Competitive Enterprise Institute averred
that the members had already suffered actual injury:  they had “looked
for but [had] been unable to find new cars of large size, such as station
wagons, in a price range they could afford.”  Id. at 112-13.  Nor did
the petitioners suffer from the causation and redressability problems
that we discuss in the text above.  “The evidence supporting th[e]
causal link” between the standards and the decreased production of
large automobiles was “contained in the agency’s own factfinding.” 
Id. at 114.  There was “overwhelming evidence” in the record “that the
auto manufacturers’ . . . product mix decisions [were] not made
substantially independent of the government’s imposition of fuel
economy standards,” id. at 116, and that “manufacturers [were] likely
to respond to lower . . . standards by continuing or expanding
production of larger, heavier vehicles,” id. at 117.
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comply with the national standards whether we vacate the
waiver decision or not.  Hence, the national standards, and not
EPA’s waiver decision, will be responsible for any injury
NADA members may suffer from higher prices or mix-shifting
in MYs 2012-16.  Moreover, the specific injury that the
petitioners attribute to mix-shifting -- the risk that California
dealers will lose sales to dealers in neighboring states that have
not adopted California’s regulations -- will disappear entirely. 
Manufacturers selling to dealers outside of California and the
Section 177 states will be subject to the same standards as those
selling to dealers within them.  Accordingly, because the
California exception will not be the cause of any injury to the
petitioners, their petition is moot.10 


The petitioners acknowledge that, beginning in MY 2012,
EPA’s national greenhouse gas standards will be “virtually
identical” to California’s standards.  Petitioners’ Br. 8.  Indeed,
notwithstanding their use of “virtually” as a qualifier, the
petitioners do not describe any way in which the standards will
differ.  Nonetheless, they suggest five reasons why the waiver
decision will have other continuing effects on NADA’s
members sufficient to preserve their entitlement to review. 
Those asserted continuing effects, considered individually or
cumulatively, fail to establish that the petitioners maintain a


10See Princeton Univ. v. Schmid, 455 U.S. 100, 103 (1982)
(finding the case moot because, “while the case was pending on
appeal, the University substantially amended its regulations”); Nat’l
Mining Ass’n v. U.S. Dep’t of the Interior, 251 F.3d 1007, 1011 (D.C.
Cir. 2001) (holding that the agency’s revision of challenged
regulations mooted a challenge to those regulations); Motor & Equip.
Mfrs. Ass’n v. Nichols, 142 F.3d 449, 458-59 (D.C. Cir. 1998)
(holding that California’s elimination of a regulatory requirement
mooted a challenge to that requirement); Motor & Equip. Mfrs. Ass’n,
Inc. v. EPA, 627 F.2d 1095, 1105 n.18 (D.C. Cir. 1979) (same).
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“legally cognizable interest in the outcome,” U.S. Parole
Comm’n v. Geraghty, 445 U.S. 388, 396 (1980) (internal
quotation marks omitted). 


First, the petitioners argue that, even though California and
federal standards will be virtually identical in MY 2012, their
members will suffer injury because they will be subject to
enforcement by both EPA and California if they sell
noncompliant cars.  But as the respondents point out, there is no
such thing as a “noncompliant car” for purposes of the
California greenhouse gas standards.  Those standards impose
fleet-average requirements, see CAL. CODE REGS. tit. 13 §
1961.1(a)(1), and accordingly regulate manufacturers, not
dealers, id.; see Petitioners’ Br. 7 (acknowledging that
California’s “standards do not . . . require that individual
vehicles meet certain emission levels,” but rather require
compliance “on a California fleet-wide basis” (emphasis in
original)).  Thus, an automobile manufacturer that fails to
comply with the fleet-average requirements in MY 2012 could
conceivably face penalties from both the federal government and
California.  But there is no evidence in the record that the
possibility of dual enforcement against manufacturers will cause
any more mix-shifting or price increases -- the only injuries
identified for dealers -- than federal enforcement alone.


Second, the petitioners point out that some of the Section
177 states that enforce California’s standards have not yet
amended their regulations to acquiesce in the national standards
as California has.  As a result, the petitioners contend,
manufacturers will have to comply with the original California
standards in those states, and the result will be mix-shifting and
price increases for NADA’s dealer members in those states.  But
the only two dealer-members that NADA has specifically
identified as injured by the California exemption are located in
states that have already expressly acquiesced in the federal
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standards:  California and Maryland.11  If NADA has standing,
it is only because at least one of those dealers has standing, see
Summers, 129 S. Ct. at 1152, and if the claims of both are moot,
then NADA’s claims are moot as well, see Munsell 509 F.3d at
584.  In any event, all of the Section 177 states are statutorily
obligated to ensure that any “standards relating to control of
emissions” that they seek to enforce are “identical to the
California standards for which a waiver has been granted.”  42
U.S.C. § 7507 (emphasis added).  Because those California
standards now provide that compliance with the federal
standards constitutes compliance with the state’s for MYs 2012-
16, so must the standards of all the Section 177 states.12


11California has already amended its regulations to accept
compliance with the national standards, see CAL. CODE REGS. tit. 13
§ 1961.1(a)(1)(A)(ii), and Maryland has announced that it will do so
as well, see 38 Md. Reg. 67, 125-27 (Jan. 14, 2011).


12In a footnote to their reply brief, petitioners worry that
California’s deemed-to-comply amendment might be considered an
“enforcement mechanism” rather than a “standard,” and hence not be
subject to the “identicality requirement” of § 7507.  See Petitioners’
Reply Br. 7 n.2  (citing Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass’n v. N.Y. State Dep’t
of Envtl. Conservation, 79 F.3d 1298, 1305 (2d Cir. 1996)
(distinguishing between standards and enforcement mechanisms)). 
Although that issue is not before us on this appeal, we find such a
result highly unlikely.  California’s amendment modifies the
substantive emissions standards with which manufacturers must
comply in MY 2012, and it therefore bears little resemblance to
“enforcement mechanisms” such as “periodic testing and maintenance
requirements,” Am. Auto. Mfrs. Ass’n v. Cahill, 152 F.3d 196, 200 (2d
Cir.1998).  California agrees, see California Br. 8, and the petitioners
acknowledge that this is “the better view,” Oral Arg. Recording 13:20-
14:00.
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Third, the petitioners contend that they are under a
continuing threat of injury from California’s standards because,
if the federal standards are invalidated in a pending court case,
the California standards could be reimposed.  But the federal
regulations are currently in force, subject to the usual
presumption of validity, see New York v. EPA, 413 F.3d 3, 22
(D.C. Cir. 2005), and at this point the possibility that they may
be invalidated is nothing more than speculation.13  Nor is there
any way in which we can realistically move that possibility out
of speculation’s realm:  the petitioners have not even attempted
to set forth the arguments in favor and against such an
invalidation; even if they had, we would be disinclined to
conduct the kind of  “trial within a trial” necessary to assess the
likelihood that a challenge to the federal standards would
prevail.  The prospect that litigants could be injured “if” a court
were someday to invalidate the federal regulations and “if”
California thereafter were to reimpose its standards, is little
different from the prospect that any litigant could be injured “if”
EPA (or Congress) were eventually to enact a rule it presently
had under consideration.  To seek judicial review of such a
contemplated-but-not-yet-enacted rule is to ask the court for an
advisory opinion in connection with an event that may never
come to pass.  Federal courts decline to offer such opinions


13In Louisiana Environmental Action Network v. Browner, this
court rejected a petitioner’s standing to challenge EPA regulations that
would allow EPA to approve a state air pollution requirement and then
enforce it as a federal requirement.  87 F.3d at 1383-84.  The
petitioner had “suggest[ed] that federal enforcement of state
regulations may mean that, if a state court voids the state air-pollution
rule, federal officials still may enforce it.”  Id. at 1384. 
Acknowledging that this prediction “may be possible,” we concluded
that it was not “so probable as to convince us that the [challenged
regulations] somehow affect the utilities petitioners in their current
conduct to the extent that their ‘injury’ may be deemed actual or
imminent at this time.”  Id.
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because  “Article III of the Constitution limits federal ‘Judicial
Power’ . . . to ‘Cases’ and ‘Controversies,’” a limitation that
“defines the ‘role assigned to the judiciary in a tripartite
allocation of power to assure that the federal courts will not
intrude into areas committed to the other branches of
government.’”  Geraghty, 445 U.S. at 395-96.14 


Fourth, the petitioners appear to suggest that, even if the
federal standards are not invalidated, California “could withdraw
its pledge to follow [those] standards whenever it likes and
enforce its state-specific standards instead.”  Petitioners’ Reply
Br. 7.  But “the mere power to reenact a challenged law is not a
sufficient basis on which a court can conclude that a reasonable
expectation of recurrence exists.  Rather, there must be evidence
indicating that the challenged law likely will be reenacted.” 


14We acknowledge there is an argument that the sixty-day
window for judicial review specified in 42 U.S.C. § 7607(b) could bar
the petitioners from challenging the 2009 waiver decision if they
cannot sue until (and unless) the federal regulations are invalidated. 
We note, however, that § 7607(b) itself recognizes an exception to the
sixty-day bar for petitions “based solely on grounds arising after such
sixtieth day.”  § 7607(b)(1).  And, as we have repeatedly held, “[this]
provision for judicial review . . . for suits based on newly arising
grounds encompasse[s] the occurrence of an event that ripens a
claim.”  Am. Road & Transp. Builders Ass’n v. EPA, 588 F.3d 1109,
1113-14 (D.C. Cir. 2009); see La. Envtl Action Network, 87 F.3d at
1381 (stating that “[i]f, at some later time, one or more of the parties
develops a justiciable claim, they will be able to seek judicial relief”). 
Although we do not now decide whether this exception would permit
the petitioners to reassert their challenge in the event the federal
standards are vacated and the California standards reimposed, we do
note that our precedent permitting an exception to the sixty-day
window for newly ripened suits renders even more speculative the
petitioners’ claim that they must be permitted to sue now to prevent
the possibility of future injury.
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Nat’l Black Police Ass’n v. District of Columbia, 108 F.3d 346,
349 (D.C. Cir. 1997); see Rio Grande Silvery Minnow v. Bureau
of Reclamation, 601 F.3d 1096, 1117 (10th Cir. 2010) (“[T]he
‘mere possibility’ than an agency might rescind amendments to
its actions or regulations does not enliven a moot controversy.”
(citation omitted)).15  “There is no evidence in the record to
suggest that [California] might repeal the [deemed-to-comply
amendment]” while the federal regulations remain intact, Nat’l
Black Police Ass’n, 108 F.3d at 349, and the petitioners have
offered no reason why California would wish to do so.  In any
event, the petitioners do not anywhere describe the differences
between the original California and the new federal standards
for MY 2012-16, and hence do not show how enforcement of
the state-specific regulations -- even if reimposed -- would cause
them injury beyond that caused by intact federal regulations.


Finally, the petitioners contend that “the current Waiver
Decision may make it easier for California to obtain waivers for
future [greenhouse gas] standards and regulations -- and
concomitantly more difficult for NADA’s members to challenge
those waiver requests.”  Petitioners’ Br. 26-27.  They note that,
“[a]ccording to EPA, if a California emissions standard has


15As we said in a recent case involving FTC regulations:


It does not matter that the FTC might hereafter pursue
notice-and-comment rulemaking to promulgate new rules
. . . .  Nor does it matter that the agency may pursue a new
enforcement policy . . . .  These are merely hypothetical
possibilities -- indeed, the parties may even view them as
likely possibilities.  But they are nothing more than
possibilities regarding regulations . . . that do not presently
exist.  This is not enough to give rise to a live dispute. . . . 
The case now before the court is moot.”


Am. Bar Ass’n v. FTC, 2011 WL 744659, at *5.
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already received a Clean Air Act waiver, then the agency is not
required to subject amendments to that standard to ‘full waiver
analysis,’ so long as the amendments are ‘within-the-scope’ of
a previously granted waiver.”  Id. at 26  (quoting 75 Fed. Reg.
11,878, 11,879 (Mar. 12, 2010)).  Thus, EPA’s approval of the
instant waiver request assertedly “eases the standards under
which certain, future waiver requests are likely to be
considered” by the agency.  Id.


This possible future injury is again speculative.  Keeping in
mind the difficulty the petitioners have had in showing that the
current California regulations will injure NADA’s identified
members, it is even more speculative that California will
someday amend those regulations in a way that both injures
those members and comes within the scope of the current
waiver.  Moreover, even if that eventuality should come to pass,
it seems at least more likely than not that NADA would then be
able to challenge the current waiver -- and thus eliminate its
precedential value.  See supra note 14. 


The petitioners maintain that the possibility that this injury
will come to pass is more than speculative because California
has already announced that it is developing stricter greenhouse
gas standards for MYs 2017-25.  See Petitioners’ Reply Br. 8 n.3
(citing Statement of the California Air Resources Board
Regarding Future Passenger Vehicle Greenhouse Gas Emission
Standards, at 1 (May 21, 2010), available at
http://www.arb.ca.gov/newsrel/2010/VehState.pdf (hereinafter
CARB Statement on Future Standards)).  But the federal
government has also announced plans to develop “stringent”
greenhouse gas and fuel economy standards for those same
model years.  See 2017 and Later Model Year Light Duty
Vehicle GHG Emissions and CAFE Standards (Notice of
Intent), 75 Fed. Reg. 62,739, 62,741 (Oct. 13, 2010).  According
to the federal announcement, stakeholders agree that it will be
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important to “maintain a single nationwide program” in those
years, id. at 62,742, and California’s announcement states that
its goal is that “compliance with new national standards after
2016 may serve to meet the new 2017-2025 model year
California standards,” CARB Statement on Future Standards, at
1.  Thus, far from removing the petitioners’ asserted injury from
the realm of speculation, these announcements only reinforce
the conclusion that it is entirely speculative.


3.  In sum, even if NADA had standing when it initially
sought review, “events have so transpired that [our] decision
will neither presently affect the parties’ rights nor have a more-
than-speculative chance of affecting them in the future,” Clarke,
915 F.2d at 701 (internal quotation marks omitted).  Because
“this case has ‘lost its character as a present, live controversy of
the kind that must exist if we are to avoid advisory opinions on
abstract questions of law,’” Schmid, 455 U.S. at 103 (quoting
Hall v. Beals, 396 U.S. 45, 48 (1969) (per curiam)), it is now
moot.


IV


At oral argument, the petitioners suggested that, if we
conclude the promulgation of national greenhouse gas standards
for MYs 2012-16 renders this suit moot, we should vacate
EPA’s waiver decision.  The petitioners’ suggestion of vacatur
is forfeited, however, as they raised it for the first time at oral
argument.  See Orion Sales, Inc. v. Emerson Radio Corp., 148
F.3d 840, 843 (7th Cir. 1998) (holding that the appellant waived
its request for vacatur by not raising it until oral argument); Ark
Las Vegas Rest. Corp. v. NLRB, 334 F.3d 99, 108 n.4 (D.C. Cir.
2003) (holding that contentions first raised at oral argument are
waived); see also United States v. Munsingwear, 340 U.S. 36,
40-41 (1950) (holding that a party can waive its right to vacatur
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of a lower-court order that becomes moot on appeal).  In any
event, vacatur is not called for here.


In United States v. Munsingwear, the Supreme Court noted
that vacatur “is commonly utilized . . . to prevent a [district
court] judgment, unreviewable because of mootness, from
spawning any legal consequences.”  340 U.S. at 40.  In A.L.
Mechling Barge Lines, Inc. v. United States, 368 U.S. 324, 329-
30 (1961), the Court extended this practice to “unreviewed
administrative orders,” vacating an order of the Interstate
Commerce Commission (ICC) authorizing proposed railroad
rates because -- before the ICC’s approval order could be
judicially reviewed -- the appellee railroads mooted the case by
withdrawing the rates.  We, too, have routinely vacated agency
orders rendered unreviewable by intervening events.  See, e.g.,
Am. Family Life Ins. Co. v. FCC, 129 F.3d 625, 630-31 (1997)
(vacating FCC order, which found that AFLAC had violated the
Communications Act, after the case became moot because
AFLAC sold its television stations and dissolved); Radiofone v.
FCC, 759 F.2d 936 (D.C. Cir. 1985) (concluding that the
petitioners’ challenge to an FCC ruling in favor of a competitor
was moot because the competitor went out of business, and
vacating the ruling at issue).


But the EPA decision at issue here is not unreviewable; it
is only the challenge brought by the petitioners in this case that
is beyond our authority to review.  EPA’s promulgation of
national greenhouse gas emissions standards, and California’s
acquiescence in those standards, have rendered the dealers’
already tentative claim of injury so speculative that a suit on
their behalf cannot satisfy Article III’s case-or-controversy
requirement.  If the suit had been brought on behalf of
automobile manufacturers rather than dealers, however, it would
not necessarily have been mooted by those developments --
provided that the manufacturers could persuasively show they
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would suffer additional injury from the costs of direct, albeit
duplicative, regulation by California.  To vacate the agency’s
action under the present circumstances would thus be akin to
vacating a district court decision that was not appealed by either
of the principal parties, but rather by an intervenor whose
particular interest in the matter had evaporated before the
appellate court could rule. 


Moreover, notwithstanding the absence of continuing injury
to the petitioner automobile dealers, California retains a
sovereign interest in being able to enforce its own regulations
against automobile manufacturers -- just as states have a
sovereign interest in enforcing state drug laws even if they
coincide with federal drug laws.  We will not vacate the waiver
decision granting California this enforcement authority simply
because the particular petitioners before us lack the requisite
personal stake to sustain their challenge. 


Indeed, in his separate opinion in Radiofone v. FCC, then-
Judge Scalia cautioned against such an application of the
Munsingwear rule.  That rule, he explained, “does not apply to
[agency orders] automatically, since what moots the dispute
before us does not necessarily nullify the agency action.”  759
F.2d at 940 (Scalia, J., concurring).  In Radiophone itself, he
noted, it was appropriate to vacate the challenged FCC ruling
because the challengers’ case was mooted when the recipient of
the favorable ruling -- a competitor of the challengers -- went
out of business.  But, Judge Scalia pointed out, while “the
dispute before us would just as effectively be mooted” if the
challengers rather than the recipient had gone out of business, in
that case “the agency action would continue to have present
concrete effect” and “we would assuredly not vacate the
agency’s approval of [the recipient’s] continuing operations.” 
Id. at 940-41.  
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Likewise here, we would assuredly not vacate the agency’s
approval of California’s standards if the case were mooted
simply because the two identified automobile dealers had gone
out of business.  Nor will we vacate it because intervening
events have obviated any harm those dealers might suffer as a
consequence of the standards.  Notwithstanding the absence of
a continuing concrete effect on the petitioners, the waiver
decision “continue[s] to have present concrete effect” on
California (and likely on manufacturers as well) by authorizing
the state’s standards.  And that is sufficient to render “the
equitable remedy of vacatur,” U.S. Bancorp Mortg. Co. v.
Bonner Mall P’ship, 513 U.S. 18, 25 (1994), inappropriate in
this case.


V


“In limiting the judicial power to ‘Cases’ and
‘Controversies,’ Article III of the Constitution restricts it to the
traditional role of Anglo-American courts, which is to redress or
prevent actual or imminently threatened injury to persons caused
by private or official violation of law.  Except when necessary
in the execution of that function, courts have no charter to
review and revise . . . executive action.”  Summers, 129 S. Ct. at
1148.  Here, there is no such necessity.  Even if EPA’s decision
to grant California a waiver for its emissions standards once
posed an imminent threat of injury to the petitioners -- which is
far from clear -- the agency’s subsequent adoption of federal
standards has eliminated any independent threat that may have
existed.  Under these circumstances, the petitioners’ challenge
amounts to a request for an advisory opinion regarding the
waiver’s validity.  And that, of course, is precisely the kind of
opinion we are without authority to give.  Preiser v. Newkirk,
422 U.S. at 401.
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For the foregoing reasons, the petition for review is
dismissed for want of jurisdiction. 


So ordered.
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PEOPLE ARE TALKING  
==================================================================== 


 
With the internet, blogs, Twitter, forums - people are talking about EPA 24/7 


Here’s a sampling of what was said on Dec. 7, 2009: 
 


NOTE:  To read the entire blog entry, click on underlined URL.  To learn more about the 
blogger, click on the name/link in first line.  Notes and headings are from OPA. 
 
 
GHG Endangerment Announcement 
 
Favorable Comments 
 
Video: EPA: Greenhouse Gases Harmful: In a monumental first for the U.S. government, 
the Environmental Protection A...  


Posted by   CBSEveningNews     6:59 pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/5iURLt 
 
Kerry: EPA Endangerment Finding Sends Important Signal to Congress, Copenhagen - 
eNews Park Forest  


Posted by   ITTNews   6:35 pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/4nChJN 
 
 
EPA cleared to regulate U.S. emissions as Congress stalls  


Posted by   climatenews   6:35 pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/92RO2S 
 
Copenhagen summit: Barack Obama boost as EPA says greenhouse gases endanger health  
 Posted by   Daily_Telegraph    6:32 pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/8DwL4a 
 
EPA announcement on Greenhouse gases, this is change I believe in...  


Posted by   SFNando     6:30 pm     Full post:   
 
Historic EPA finding: Greenhouse gases harm humans  
(Note:  India newswire) 


Posted by   tnewsindia     6:25 pm     Full post:  http://ow.ly/167grS 
 
EPA Sends Message To Congress, Copenhagen: America is Cutting Carbon, One Way Or 
Another  
(Note:  writer for Huffington Post) 


Posted by   billscher       6:20 pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/781wfS 
 



http://twitter.com/CBSEveningNews

http://bit.ly/5iURLt

http://bit.ly/4nChJN

http://twitter.com/climatenews

http://bit.ly/92RO2S

http://twitter.com/Daily_Telegraph

http://bit.ly/8DwL4a

http://twitter.com/SFNando

http://twitter.com/tnewsindia

http://ow.ly/167grS

http://twitter.com/billscher

http://bit.ly/781wfS
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Wow. People have been calling for the US EPA to unilaterally regulate GHGs for ages, but 
I didn’t think it would happen.  


Posted by   ianlister:      6:15 pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/8diRHM 
 
 
EPA: Greenhouse Gases Hazardous to Your Health: U.S. environmental officials said 
Monday that greenhouse gases such...  


Posted by   HealthyStuff:    6:03 pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/8pRwRi 
 
 
 
Unfavorable Comments 
 
Republicans Knock EPA Position on Greenhouse Gasses  


Posted by   CBSNewsHotSheet:    5:58 pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/4KgoIP 
 
Day of Infamy. No,not Pearl Harbor. 2day! EPA ruled greenhouse gas endangers public 
health-must regulate!  


Posted by   RKThunder     5:58 pm     Full post:  http://www.epa.gov/ 
 


Breathing out may soon be regulated by the EPA!  
Posted by   LibertyYes    6:05 pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/8X9Lsj 
 


 
EPA chief: The hacked e-mails change nothing - The Hill’s E2-Wire  


Posted by   Bellanieve      6:00 pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/837QAq 
 


EPA announcement based more on political science than climate science: AFBF Prez 
Stallman. #DontCAP  
(Note:  Deputy director of public relations for the American Farm Bureau Federation) 


Posted by   @AFBFMace:     5:50 pm     Full post:  
 


Copenhagen 
 
More than 50k US climate activists unveil HUGE banner urging Obama to lead at 
Copenhagen  


Posted by     Greenpeace     6:50 pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/5RsdbH 
 
 
Tell Obama that it’s time to sign an ambitious global warming treaty  


Posted by   sunny_ginger:     6:23 pm     Full post:  http://ow.ly/FfzM 
 
Will Obama be the closer in Copenhagen?  


Posted by   doreenstabinsky:     6:20 pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/6RLDnC 
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http://twitter.com/CBSNewsHotSheet
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Positive energy can make a difference so spread word & get everyone thinking "yes leaders 
will sign a new climate deal” 


Posted by   Saveit4aSong     6:15  pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/6RLDnC 
 
 
 


ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 
 
 
Panel of Smarties, Take 3 
 


Will the EPA’s greenhouse-gas decision affect the Copenhagen climate 
talks? (Grist) 
 
7 Dec 2009 5:10 PM 
Will the EPA’s greenhouse-gas decision affect the Copenhagen climate talks? 
On Monday, as expected, the U.S. EPA officially declared that greenhouse gases are a threat to 
public health (the so-called endangerment finding), which means the agency is now “now 
authorized and obligated to make reasonable efforts” to reduce greenhouse-gas emissions.  


We asked our expert panel what this means as it relates to ongoing international climate 
negotiations: 


Is this going to have any effect on the Copenhagen talks? On the one hand, it enables 
Obama to show that he’s going to regulate greenhouse gases no matter what Congress 
does. On the other, a regulatory solution is somewhat more fraught than a legislative 
solution, and could be reversed by the next president. On the (ahem) third hand, does 
the international community really understand the in’s and out’s of U.S. governance 
enough to appreciate what this means? 


 
 
 
 
 


***************************************************************************** 
Blog Round-up contain copyrighted materials and are made available to designated 
recipients. Neither the Blog Round-up nor any individual article within may be further 
distributed. 
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Ozone Standards Clips – 9/7/2011 – Round 6 
 


- CBS (Political Hotsheet) – “Al Gore: Obama isn't "relying on science” 
- The Hill – “EPA air chief declines to weigh in on Obama's ozone decision” 
- Politico – “McCarthy to Congress: Back off air toxics rules” 
- CNN Money – “Does a healthy environment harm jobs?” 


 
 
Editorial: 


- Dallas Morning News – “Editorial: Obama’s shortsighted decision on ozone standards” 
- New York Times – “Letters: Obama Blocks an Air Pollution Rule” 
- Washington Post – “Robinson: Ozone outlook mostly cloudy “  
- Huffington Post – “Al Gore: Obama’s EPA – Confronting Disappointement” 
- The Economist – “The administration hands a victory to America’s polluters” 
- Sydney Morning Herald – “Breathe, Easy, Regulation’s No Dirty Word” 


 
 
 
 
Al Gore: Obama isn't "relying on science" 
September 7, 2011 7:10 PM  
By Brian Montopoli  
 
(Credit: AP Photo) Al Gore has posted a note entitled "confronting disappointment" in which he takes 
President Obama to task for "[bowing] to pressure from polluters" in ordering the Environmental 
Protection Agency not to seek a tightening of air-quality standards.  
 
The EPA's proposal had been under fire from Republicans and business groups who cast it as job-killing 
regulatory overreach. The new rules, which would have strengthened air quality standards beyond where 
they stand in many states, could have forced reductions in oil and gas projects, the Wall Street Journal 
reports.  
 
"President Obama ordered the EPA to abandon its pursuit of new curbs on emissions that worsens 
disease-causing smog in US cities," Gore wrote, after lauding the recent protest of the "tar sands 
pipeline" at the White House. "Earlier this year, the EPA's administrator, Lisa Jackson, wrote that the 
levels of pollution now permitted -- put in place by the Bush-Cheney administration-- are 'not legally 
defensible.' Those very same rules have now been embraced by the Obama White House."   
 
Jackson had submitted the standards, called the Ozone National Ambient Air Quality Standards, in 
January of last year. In his statement announcing the decision to ask her to withdraw them - which was 
released on the Friday before the Labor Day holiday, a prime time to bury negative news - Mr. Obama 
said his administration has taken "some of the strongest actions since the enactment of the Clean Air 
Act." Yet the decision infuriated environmentalists already frustrated by the lack of serious action to 
combat climate change during the Obama presidency.  
 
In his note, Gore went on to suggest Mr. Obama was ignoring both economic and scientific concerns.  
 
"Instead of relying on science, President Obama appears to have bowed to pressure from polluters who 
did not want to bear the cost of implementing new restrictions on their harmful pollution--even though 







economists have shown that the US economy would benefit from the job creating investments associated 
with implementing the new technology," he wrote.   
 
Added the former vice president: "The result of the White House's action will be increased medical bills for 
seniors with lung disease, more children developing asthma, and the continued degradation of our air 
quality."  
 
 
 
EPA air chief declines to weigh in on Obama's ozone decision 
The Hill 
By Ben Geman  
09/08/11 12:44 PM ET  
 
The Environmental Protection Agency’s top air quality official declined Thursday to assess President 
Obama’s surprise decision last week to scuttle planned EPA rules to toughen Bush-era smog standards. 
“The president issued a statement and it should speak for itself,” said Gina McCarthy, EPA’s assistant 
administrator for air and regulation.  
 
Rep. Steve Scalise (R-La.) asked her about Obama's decision to override EPA during a hearing of an 
Energy and Commerce Committee panel. Pressed further, McCarthy added:  
“The president made a decision and he asked the agency to pull back that rule and clearly the agency 
will. We will work very aggressively on the next review, which is what he asked us to do, the most current 
science, and we will move forward in 2013.” 
The administration plans to reconsider the standard in 2013.  
Update: McCarthy, when the ozone standard came up again at the hearing, said "The president made a 
sound decision and the agency is following it."  
But speaking briefly to reporters outside the hearing, McCarthy steered clear of addressing the merits if 
the ozone decision. 
"I was asked whether or not the president had made a decision and if I agreed with it, I indicted that the 
president had a clear statement on that issue, that was his choice, and the administration is following it," 
she said. 
Obama, in announcing the ozone decision Friday, cited the need to reduce regulatory burdens and 
uncertainty, especially during the economic recovery.  
He also suggested that the ozone rule was a special case.    “Work is already under way to update a 
2006 review of the science that will result in the reconsideration of the ozone standard in 2013,” Obama 
said Friday in a news release. “Ultimately, I did not support asking state and local governments to begin 
implementing a new standard that will soon be reconsidered.” 
 
The White House had come under immense pressure from industry groups and Republicans who alleged 
the rule would hinder the economy.  
 
But the White House also vowed to hold firm on other Clean Air Act rules that Republicans are pushing to 
delay or scuttle.  
 
EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson was brief in a prepared statement last week on Obama’s decision to 
override EPA on the ozone rule — a rule she has touted as vital to reducing the public health impacts of 
smog. 







 
“We will revisit the ozone standard, in compliance with the Clean Air Act,” said Jackson, who had 
previously cited concerns the Bush-era ozone standards are "not legally defensible." But her comment 
also touted other EPA efforts to cut air pollution. 
 
Jackson also noted that under Obama EPA has made “tremendous progress” and cited measures to cut 
nitrogen oxide and sulfur dioxide from power plants, upcoming rules to cut mercury emissions from power 
plants, and other protections the agency is enacting. 
This post was updated at 12:58 p.m. 
 
 
McCarthy to Congress: Back off air toxics rules  
Politico 
By Robin Bravender  
9/8/11 1:27 PM EDT  
 
The EPA’s top air official wants Congress to lay off her agency’s rules aimed at slashing air toxics from 
cement plants and industrial boilers.  
Two House bills that would force the EPA’s hand on rules aimed at cutting mercury and other air toxics 
“directly attack the core of the Clean Air Act” and would “indefinitely delay the important health benefits 
from national limits of air toxics,” including mercury, EPA air chief Gina McCarthy told the House Energy 
and Power Subcommittee on Thursday.  
Backers of the GOP-led bills — which both have bipartisan support — say imposing delays on the air 
toxics rules will prevent job losses and give the agency time to craft more flexible, industry-friendly rules. 
They also note that EPA officials have already asked for more time to reconsider the final rules to cut 
pollution from boilers and incinerators.  
But McCarthy said her agency isn’t looking for help from Capitol Hill.  
“We did not ask for this; we do not need this,” McCarthy said of the bills. “We can get these done and we 
can get them done without any assistance from the legislature, using the administrative process.”  
The House bills would force the EPA to wait at least 15 months to re-propose and finalize new rules for 
the industry sectors. They would also extend the three-year compliance deadlines for industry to at least 
five years.  
McCarthy and House Democrats warned that the measures would block significant public health benefits 
by indefinitely punting rules that are already long overdue.  
The bills would allow indefinite delays by “eliminating the Clean Air Act deadlines for rulemaking and 
setting no new deadlines,” said House Energy and Commerce Committee ranking member Henry 
Waxman (D-Calif.).  
According to the EPA’s analysis, delaying just the major source boiler rule by three years would allow up 
to 20,000 additional premature deaths, 12,000 additional heart attacks and 123,000 asthma attacks, 
McCarthy said in her written testimony.  
Under the House bills, the EPA wouldn’t be able to finalize replacement rules before March 2013 at the 
earliest, McCarthy said. That timeline would also punt the rules past the 2012 election, and critics of the 
bills accuse backers of attempting to punt the rules to a different administration.  
But supporters of the bills rejected efforts to characterize the bills as rollbacks of pollution rules.  
“Quite the contrary,” said Energy and Power Subcommittee Chairman Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.). “Both the 
cement and boiler bills allow — and in fact require — that new emissions controls be implemented. But 
they replace unrealistic targets and timetables with achievable ones.”  







Whitfield cited industry estimates that as many as 20 percent of domestic cement plants would be forced 
to shutter under the EPA cement rules, and that the threat to jobs is “even greater” under the boiler rule 
because of the wide variety of employers that will be affected.  
House GOP leadership has announced plans to bring both bills up for floor votes the week of Oct. 3. 
 
 
Does a healthy environment harm jobs? 
CNN Money 
By Steve Hargreaves  
September 8, 2011: 4:31 PM ET 
 
Industry says millions of jobs will be lost if the EPA enacts planned regulations. Others say this is just a 
scare tactic and should be ignored, especially when lives are at stake. 
 
NEW YORK (CNNMoney) -- Despite easing off on one particular clean air regulation last week, there's 
every indication President Obama plans on tightening a half-dozen other environmental rules in the 
months ahead. 
 
That has become a lightning rod for the business community and Republican lawmakers. With the 
economy on the brink of a second recession and job creation anemic, many say now is not the time to 
combat pollution. The regulations, they say, will result in factory closures and jobs losses just when the 
nation needs them least. 
 
01Print On the other side are supporters of stricter pollution controls, including environmental groups and 
public health advocates like the American Lung Association. And they say industry always cries "job 
losses" whenever it's told to clean up its act.  
 
Those job losses are seldom as bad as feared, the advocates say, because cleaning up the environment 
actually creates jobs as companies buy and install pollution-control equipment. Plus, they say the benefits 
far outweigh the costs overall because fewer people need health care or call in sick to work. 
 
However, this debate has been taking place nearly since Henry David Thoreau sat on the banks of 
Walden Pond, and no clear victor has ever emerged. Each side has numbers and studies to support its 
case. 
 
A ratcheting up: What's clear is the regulations are getting stricter, and it's not entirely Obama's fault. 
 
The Clean Air Act, first passed under President Nixon in 1970 and strengthened under the first President 
Bush, requires the Environmental Protection Agency to update pollution standards every five years. The 
science regarding how much pollution people can handle without getting sick gets better as time passes, 
the thinking goes, as does the technology available to clean things up. 
 
The president has the power to stop the EPA, although that power is subject to court challenge. Congress 
can also stop the agency if it changes the law. But baring either of those events, the EPA has the 
authority to act on its own, and that's exactly what it's doing.  
 







EPA scientists, having determined that air pollution is worse for people than previously thought and that 
improved technology to clean it now exists, have been urging stricter air-quality standards since at least 
2004.  
 
The administration of George W. Bush refused to implement those standards, which drew a court 
challenge from the environmental and public heath community. They backed off only when Obama took 
office and promised to tighten the rules. Now that he's also punting on one of them -- the smog standard -
- those court challenges are back on. 
 
Obama backs off tough clean air regulation 
But in addition to the smog standard, several other rules are in the process of getting tightened by the 
EPA. 
 
They include one requiring industrial boilers -- the type used in factories, buildings or campuses to create 
heat or electricity -- to be much cleaner. They also include similar rules for utilities and cement plants, as 
well as a novel plan to regulate greenhouse gases. 
 
At a paper mill: How these rules affect each industry varies greatly. Take a paper plant. 
 
Under the new rules, many of the massive boilers in paper plants -- which can be several stories high -- 
would need to be completely reengineered to meet the new standards. The reengineering could include 
the addition or reconfiguration of pipes and valves, modifications to let the boilers burn a different type of 
fuel or the installation of additional filters on the smoke stacks. 
 
The paper industry says this would cost billions. On Wednesday the industry said 36 mills across the 
country would become unprofitable if they had to make those modifications. Those mills would be shut, 
the industry said, taking with them 20,000 direct jobs -- 18% of the industry's workforce.  
 
"This study reinforces the harmful job impacts of the boiler rules and the need to get the rules right," 
American Forest and Paper Association head Donna Harman said in a statement. "The regulations can 
and must be developed in a way that protects both jobs and the public health." 
 
With zero jobs, recession risk just got worse 
If the proposed smog rule would have gone through, 7.6 million jobs would have been lost by 2020, 
according to a letter dozens of industry groups sent to Obama last month. 
 
Economy-wide, industry says millions more jobs will be lost if all of the EPA's actions are not stopped. 
 
"When you elevate the costs so much, companies will either downsize or move elsewhere," said Ross 
Eisenberg, environmental and energy counsel for the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. "At what point do you 
push them to the point they can no longer operate." 
 
This fear has led to a congressional backlash against the EPA, with House Republicans making it a top 
priority to rein in the agency. 
 
"By pursuing a steady repeal of job-destroying regulations, we can help lift the cloud of uncertainty 
hanging over small and large employers alike, empowering them to hire more workers," House Majority 
Leader Eric Cantor said in a statement last week. 
 







EPA to the rescue: But stopping the EPA won't be easy. The agency has plenty of supporters, including 
the president, at least for now. And their arguments are just as compelling as industry's. 
 
For starters, they say industry is exaggerating on the jobs front, threatening massive losses when what 
businesses are really concerned about is smaller profits for themselves and diminished returns for 
shareholders. 
 
According to a study from the Center for American Progress, regions of the country that were deemed to 
not meet acceptable levels of smog -- and hence subject to restrictions on development -- grew at a rate 
of 0.07% from 2004 to 2008. That compares with a rate of 0.87% for the country overall -- a difference the 
study said was not statistically significant. 
 
Moreover, unemployment in the areas subject to restrictions actually rose by a smaller amount -- 2.21% 
versus 2.3%. 
 
"The data shows that the fear of drastic economic harm due to a stronger standard is unwarranted," the 
study said, "despite industries' fevered predictions." 
 
 
0:00 / 1:39 Why it sucks to be middle class 
Supporters also say that while some jobs may be lost as older, dirtier factories shut, other jobs will be 
created. 
 
"Companies don't just burn this money," said Daniel Weiss, director of climate strategy at the Center for 
American Progress. "They buy equipment, pay someone to install it, pay someone to run it. That creates 
jobs." 
 
According to a study from the University of Massachusetts, requiring coal utilities to run cleaner would 
actually create 1.5 million new jobs each year for five years after the regulation took effect. 
 
Then there's the public health benefits. 
 
By not enforcing the new smog standard, 4,000 Americans will die each year, the Natural Resources 
Defense Council said in a statement.  
 
If the EPA is prevented from going forward with its other actions, 17,000 Americans will die prematurely, 
11,000 people would have heart attacks and 120,000 children would experience asthma attacks every 
year. 
 
"These aren't theoretical injuries or ideological blows," NRDC President Frances Beinecke wrote in a blog 
post last week. "These are people's lives turned upside down." 
 
Which argument Washington finds most compelling will become clear over the next few months.   
 
 
EDITORIAL 
 
Editorial: Obama’s shortsighted decision on ozone standards  







Dallas Morning News 
08 September 2011 06:45 AM  
 
Savings today aren’t really savings if the consequences of inaction cost more tomorrow. 
 
It’s the reason responsible people patch a leaky roof so that water doesn’t destroy a home or repair a 
faulty car tire before it blows out on the expressway. And it is the reason President Barack Obama’s 
decision to back away from a tougher air quality standard for ozone is remarkably shortsighted. 
 
  Bowing to pressure from industry and GOP lawmakers who said the rule would kill jobs in an ailing 
economy, the president last week overruled his own Environmental Protection Agency to delay a tougher 
standard until at least 2013. This is the same president who vowed that science and health, not politics, 
would drive environmental safety decisions. 
 
The reversal should be particularly distressing to North Texans. The region hasn’t met the old regulations 
and has long been dragging its feet on efforts to comply with newer ones. The president’s action is being 
hailed in some business quarters as a win, yet leaders should be cringing at the long-term impact of 
further delay. 
 
 Until the president abruptly stepped in, EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson had been on track to accelerate 
the review and lower the air quality standard for ozone, currently 75 parts per billion and set in 2008. On 
the advice of an EPA scientific advisory committee and findings from decades of ozone studies 
worldwide, Jackson was prepared to tighten the standard to between 60 and 70 parts per billion. 
 
 While Obama  pointed out the potential costs of regulation as a business burden, he simply ignored the 
economic and health benefits from tougher ozone regulation. Environmental and medical groups estimate 
that stronger ozone standards would save 4,300 lives, avert 2,200 heart attacks and produce at least $37 
billion in health benefits each year. The EPA says that various other Clean Air Act standards last year 
cost about $50 billion but produced about $1.3 trillion in public health and environmental benefits. 
 
The benefits far exceed the costs, and in the long run, tougher regulations resulting in cleaner air also 
would save taxpayers, employers and state and local governments billions of dollars in health-related 
costs and avert the loss of economic vibrancy in a community shrouded in bad air. California’s smog 
history is a prime example of how bad air can stall economic growth and lead to daunting cleanup costs. 
 
Businesses require certainty and reliability so they can plan proper investments. Smart economists make 
the credible argument that well-designed regulation can jump-start innovation and competitiveness, 
particularly within industries with strict performance standards. 
 
Yes, there is a price tag on environmental regulations, but there also are significant intractable costs to 
human health and economic activity if we continue to tolerate unacceptable levels of dangerous air. Skies 
in North Texas are not going to become cleaner unless policymakers remain committed to achieving 
ambitious clean air goals. The president’s action does us no favors. 
 
A costly decision  
Ozone, the primary ingredient in smog, is formed when heat and sunlight act on nitrogen oxides and 
hydrocarbons from tailpipes, smokestacks and other sources. The following groups are especially 
vulnerable to ozone: 
 







Children and teens. 
 
People 65 and older. 
 
People who work or exercise outdoors. 
 
  People with lung diseases, such as asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (also known as 
COPD, which includes emphysema and chronic bronchitis). 
 
Healthy people who have strong reactions to ozone. 
 
Source: American Lung Association 
 
 
 
Letters: Obama Blocks an Air Pollution Rule 
New York Times 
Published: September 7, 2011  
 
Re; “Obama Abandons a Stricter Limit on Air Pollution” (front page, Sept. 3):  
 
How terribly shortsighted and reckless of President Obama to reverse a regulation that protects against 
the scourge of polluted air.  
 
As the author of a book about the late Senator Gaylord Nelson of Wisconsin, the principal founder of 
Earth Day, I am aware of how tirelessly he and others worked to secure legislation that would protect our 
air, water and land. The Clean Air Act is a prime example.  
 
To reverse a regulation intended to cut down toxic emissions is to tamper with the health, safety and 
quality of life of present and future generations.  
 
To quote Senator Nelson, “As we think about the richness of the world in which we live — its forests, its 
clear blue waters and all of its varied life forms — we must understand how our actions affect all of them.”  
 
SHEILA T. COHEN 
Madison, Wis., Sept. 6, 2011  
 
To the Editor:  
 
I am heartbroken and horrified by President Obama’s refusal to update smog standards. Updating the 
standards is long overdue, and such updates would have a highly beneficial effect on health care costs as 
well as pushing corporations to invest in the kind of essential technology and infrastructure needed to 
reduce pollution and create jobs.  
 
Perhaps the most distressing aspect of the president’s action is that he appears to believe, and act on, 
the lies disseminated by the right, particularly members of the Tea Party, about the prohibitive cost of 
environmental protection, rather than acknowledging the truth: that the cost of not protecting the 
environment is overwhelming and irreversible.  
 







What has happened to the passionate, committed man we elected?  
 
EDWINA TRENTHAM 
Moodus, Conn., Sept. 5, 2011  
 
To the Editor:  
 
“A Debate Arises on Job Creation vs. Environmental Regulation” (Business Day, Sept. 5) led with the 
recently withdrawn smog standard and then suggested that regulating now could be problematic in light of 
the economy’s weakness.  
 
The withdrawn standard, however, would establish a goal for state air pollution programs and therefore 
produces no immediate costs at all.  
 
Companies will incur costs only many years from now after states translate these goals into specific 
requirements for polluters. And if history is any guide, those costs will have a vanishingly small effect on 
employment, and some of that effect may be positive.  
 
Environmental regulations account for less than one-tenth of 1 percent of mass layoffs. An administration 
seriously concerned about unemployment, rather than appeasing polluters and their allies, would focus its 
attention elsewhere.  
 
The recession does not justify sacrificing thousands of lives by suspending a crucial health-protective 
standard being carried out many years hence.  
 
DAVID M. DRIESEN 
Syracuse, Sept. 5, 2011  
 
The writer teaches environmental law at Syracuse University.  
 
To the Editor:  
 
Re “Stung by the President on Air Quality, Environmentalists Weigh Their Options” (news article, Sept. 4):  
 
I want to express my support for President Obama’s sound decision. Environmental issues are often 
played as trump cards when they should instead be weighed against other concerns.  
 
Our air has become very clean over the last few decades (thanks to great work by environmentalists), so 
air quality issues no longer have the urgency they once had. This is not the time to be imposing 
expensive solutions to minor problems.  
 
I’m an independent who voted for Barack Obama in 2008.  
 
MICHAEL SHERMAN 
Mountain View, Calif., Sept. 4, 2011  
 
To the Editor:  
 
Re “A Bad Call on Ozone” (editorial, Sept. 3):  







 
Those of us in “the reality-based community” can only shake our heads in disgust as President Obama 
betrays one more of his principles.  
 
Perhaps he can save all of us a lot of grief by simply announcing the principles he will abandon in his 
quest for re-election.  
 
Better to be disgusted all at once than to have to suffer through this numbing drip, drip, drip of 
disheartening news as he abandons all that we thought he stood for.  
 
LARRY BARKAN 
Tempe, Ariz., Sept. 3, 2011  
 
 
 
Robinson: Ozone outlook mostly cloudy   
Washington Post   
By Eugene Robinson 
September 8, 2011 
WASHINGTON -- 
 
 
Republicans are trying to sell the false premise that protecting the environment inevitably means 
sacrificing jobs. President Obama should denounce this snake oil for what it is -- rather than appear to 
accept it. 
 
The GOP presidential candidates are in remarkable agreement on two articles of faith: The human 
imagination, apparently, is incapable of conjuring any circumstance under which any tax may ever be 
raised. And the Environmental Protection Agency is a sinister laboratory where Birkenstock-shod 
evildoers conjure regulations purposefully designed to rob Americans of their God-given jobs. 
 
 
 
Actually, I'm being somewhat unfair to Mitt Romney, who tempers his EPA-bashing with the admission 
that he supports the agency "in much of its mission." When he was governor of Massachusetts, Romney 
favored initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, perhaps even a regional cap-and-trade system. 
He doesn't bring this up much on the campaign trail, but his opponents do. 
 
 
The other contenders range from anti-EPA all the way to ... well, to Michele Bachmann's pledge to abolish 
the agency. Bachmann told an Iowa crowd in August that if she is elected president, "I guarantee you the 
EPA will have doors locked and lights turned off, and they will only be about conservation. It will be a new 
day and a new sheriff in Washington." 
 
At the GOP debate in New Hampshire, Bachmann added that "there is no other agency like the EPA. It 
should really be renamed the Job-Killing Organization of America." Newt Gingrich agrees that the EPA -- 
established in 1970 by that noted tree-hugger, Richard Nixon -- should be dismantled. 
 







Rick Perry has an actual record as an EPA-brasher, having taken the agency to court in an effort to block 
rules on greenhouse gas emissions. Obama's "EPA regulations are killing jobs all across America," Perry 
said. 
 
Perry's book "Fed Up!" cites an estimate by the conservative Heritage Foundation of catastrophic job 
losses from greenhouse gas rules. 
 
Perry also refers to Al Gore as "a false prophet of a secular carbon cult," whatever on Earth that means. 
 
Ron Paul says most environmental questions should be resolved through the courts. Herman Cain and 
Jon Huntsman take the orthodox position: that any new environmental regulations should be put on hold 
because enacting them would kill jobs. 
 
On Friday, Obama appeared to cede the point. 
 
He blocked new EPA rules limiting ground-level ozone -- otherwise known as smog -- as part of a larger 
effort to reduce "regulatory burdens and regulatory uncertainty" for U.S. businesses. 
 
The move came hours after a disappointing labor report was released, showing that the economy added 
no new jobs in August. 
 
As EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson noted in a statement, the Obama administration has made great 
strides in limiting such atmospheric pollutants as sulfur dioxide and mercury. 
 
Not every conceivable environmental regulation makes sense. 
 
But the ozone rule seemed well-grounded, and the objections to it were more political than rational. 
 
We don't have to choose between jobs and health. History demonstrates we can have both. 
 
EUGENE ROBINSON is a Washington Post columnist (eugenerobinson@washpost.com) 
 
 
 
Obama's EPA: Confronting Disappointment  
Huffington Post 
By Al Gore 
Posted: 9/7/11 08:29 PM ET  
 
On Friday afternoon, as brave and committed activists continued their non-violent civil disobedience 
outside the White House in protest of the tar sands pipeline that would lead to a massive increase in 
global warming pollution, President Obama ordered the EPA to abandon its pursuit of new curbs on 
emissions that worsens disease-causing smog in US cities. Earlier this year, the EPA's administrator, Lisa 
Jackson, wrote that the levels of pollution now permitted -- put in place by the Bush-Cheney 
administration -- are "not legally defensible." Those very same rules have now been embraced by the 
Obama White House. 
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Instead of relying on science, President Obama appears to have bowed to pressure from polluters who 
did not want to bear the cost of implementing new restrictions on their harmful pollution -- even though 
economists have shown that the US economy would benefit from the job creating investments associated 
with implementing the new technology. The result of the White House's action will be increased medical 
bills for seniors with lung disease, more children developing asthma, and the continued degradation of 
our air quality. 
 
 
 
 In the pea soup 
The Economist 
Sep 10th 2011  
 
The administration hands a victory to America’s polluters 
 
ASSAILED by the right, Barack Obama socked it to the left on September 2nd, by backtracking on a new 
rule to mitigate air pollution. As proposed by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)—a hate object 
to many Republicans—the rule would have reduced ambient ozone, a toxic gas created by power-plant 
emissions and exhaust fumes, to less deadly levels than America currently permits. According to the 
EPA, this would by 2020 have saved up to 12,000 lives and 2.5m working days and school days lost to 
the toxic effect of ozone on American lungs each year. It would also have cost polluters and government 
up to $90 billion per year—a toll that, in hard times, Mr Obama felt unable to levy. 
 
His proxies also argued that, as the current legal ozone limit—75 parts per billion—was up for review in 
2013, it anyway made sense to delay reducing it. The aborted change—to 60-70 parts per billion—would 
merely have brought the safety limit into line with scientific advice given to (and rejected by) George Bush 
junior in 2008: the delay will allow the EPA to consider more recent data. But greens are unimpressed. 
They had been persuaded to suspend legal challenges to the Bush-era rule—which appears to 
contravene the Clean Air Act (CAA) under which it falls—on the understanding that Mr Obama would fix 
it. They also argue that, as the 2013 review must be held anyway, the net effect of Mr Obama’s retreat is 
more ozone pollution. 
 
Polluters are cock-a-hoop—and so are the Republicans, who have become ever less verdant since the 
recession began. Many think that the EPA is a left-wing wrecking operation and Mr Obama’s hitherto 
willingness to approve its edicts characteristic of his job-killing attachment to unnecessary regulation. 
Besides American lungs, this ignores a few things: that the CAA was beefed up under a Republican 
president (Nixon); that the EPA is bound not to factor economic costs into its rulings on the CAA; and that 
those rulings so far approved under Mr Obama were mostly demanded by the courts, to clear up the 
mess made of America’s environmental regulation by Mr Bush. 
 
Yet at least Republicans are bound to beat up Mr Obama. The scorn that greens, who are mostly 
Democrat, increasingly show him is a bigger threat to his re-election hopes. They cite a pattern of 
presidential retreat on big environmental issues, including a perceived friendliness towards the proposed 
Keystone XL pipeline, that would ferry Canadian crude-oil almost the length of America. Far worse, 
following Congress’s rejection of a cap-and-trade scheme last year, is Mr Obama’s failure to do anything 
much to combat climate change. By September 30th the EPA is due to propose limits on greenhouse-gas 
emissions for power stations. Whether green enthusiasm for Mr Obama can be reactivated—as those 
legal challenges to the permitted ozone limit soon will be—will depend upon his response. 
 







 
 
Breathe easy, regulation's no dirty word Mathew Murphy  
Sydney Morning Herald 
September 9, 2011 
By Mathew Murphy 
 
President Barack Obama aligned himself with this argument a week ago when he asked the US 
Environmental Protection Agency to withdraw its proposal to tighten air quality standards.  
 
ENVIRONMENTALISTS will often tell you that there are ''no jobs on a dead planet''. Touche. It is a cute 
line but let's spin it around. How many jobs would be gained or lost in creating a healthier and more 
sustainable planet? 
 
Now, there is a trickier question to answer because it seems that depends on whether you are thinking 
long-term or just out until the next election. Business has long argued that increased regulation and the 
associated costs hurt its ability to hire staff and retain them. 
 
President Barack Obama aligned himself with this argument a week ago when he asked the US 
Environmental Protection Agency to withdraw its proposal to tighten air quality standards. 
 
Advertisement: Story continues below He said it was part of his administration's efforts to reduce 
''regulatory burdens and regulatory uncertainty''. 
 
It would have been a surprising statement for this president to make had the Bureau of Labor Statistics 
not made its own statement earlier in the day. 
 
Its August employment report found the US economy had created zero jobs growth. Sure, 17,000 jobs 
were added in the private sector but governments shed the same number of jobs. Unemployment 
remained at a worrisome 9.1 per cent. 
 
President Obama understands that his chance of scoring a second date with the American people will 
almost solely rest on his ability to create employment. This time it is about the jobs, stupid. 
 
He asked the EPA to delay its proposal to improve air quality until 2013, or in other words, just until after 
the election thank you. The big-picture, big-thinking President has turned his focus decidedly short-term. 
 
But does the argument actually wash that environmental regulation drives up unemployment? 
 
The former Bush administration had already legislated smog rules to be no higher than 75 parts per 
billion. The EPA's proposal is to bring that down to 60 parts per billion, which it says would save 12,000 
premature deaths by 2020. 
 
The compliance cost for polluters would be between $US19 billion ($A17.9 billion) and $US90 billion a 
year by 2020. A big number but when broken down it basically accounts for less than 2 per cent of a 
company's budget. 
 
The EPA says the health benefits to the population would be worth between $US13 billion and $US100 
billion each year for the economy. The American Lung Association says without the tougher standard as 







many as 186 million Americans, or more than half the country's population will continue to breathe in 
harmful levels of smog. 
 
The association has revived its lawsuit against the US Government. It says policymakers have clear 
scientific evidence on the harm being caused and they are not taking responsible action. 
 
"For two years the administration dragged its feet by delaying its decision, unnecessarily putting lives at 
risk. Its final decision not to enact a more protective ozone health standard is jeopardising the health of 
millions of Americans, which is inexcusable," American Lung Association chief executive Charles Connor 
said. 
 
In June, the Economic Policy Institute, a non-partisan think tank, released one of the only studies that 
assessed the jobs impact resulting from changes to the Clean Air Act. 
 
It concluded that the measures ''pass any reasonable cost-benefit analysis with flying colours''. 
 
''The political debate over regulations tends to ignore the overall benefits and be narrowed down to the 
jobs impact,'' the institute said. ''Whether regulation in general and the toxics rule in particular costs jobs 
is an empirical question this paper attempts to answer. 
 
''The jobs-impact of the rule will be modest, but it will be positive.'' 
 
A modern history lesson shows a similar story played out when the EPA first made amendments to the 
Clean Air Act to reduce acid rain caused by power plant emissions in the US. The utilities sector said it 
would cost $US7.5 billion and tens of thousands of jobs. The cost of the program to date has been closer 
to $US1 billion and the EPA says the measures have created a net gain in jobs, albeit modest. 
 
The cement industry has been one of the strongest critics of the latest round of environmental regulation. 
It believes that it would have to close between 18 and 100 cement plants if it has to comply with stricter 
standards for sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide emissions. It says as many as 13,000 direct jobs would be 
lost. 
 
The EPA counters this with its own modelling which shows a maximum of 600 jobs would be lost in the 
sector but that as many as 1300 jobs could be created through the industry's need for cleaner equipment. 
It also points out that cement plants may be forced to close due to a drop off in demand of around 40 per 
cent as a result of the housing crisis. 
 
Josh Feinman, global chief economist at Deutsche Bank Advisors, said there is no across-the-board 
evidence to suggest that regulation costs jobs. 
 
''I don't think anyone can argue that all regulations do 'x', you have to look at the specifics,'' he said. 
''Washington is desperately looking around to see if there is anything that can be done or any 
impediments it can remove to jumpstart the economy. It does not want to be seen to be heading 
backwards, particularly on jobs.'' 
 
White House officials have been reported as saying that President Obama has come to agree with the 
view that regulations such as the EPA proposal hurt jobs growth. 
 







The US economy will need to create 12.4 million jobs to return to pre-recession levels of employment 
while absorbing the 125,000 a month who enter the labour force. 
 
To even have a chance of returning to those levels of employment the US will need to rely on something 
it has always been good at - ingenuity and innovation. That is going to require less shortsightedness and, 
yes, some regulation to support and grow sustainable industries that can provide jobs for future 
generations. Regulation does not have to be a dirty word or mean a loss of jobs. After all, if there had 
been some unpopular but forward-thinking regulation prior to the financial crisis maybe some jobs would 
have been saved. 
 
mathewmurphy81@gmail.com 
 
TWITTER: mathewmurphy81 
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PEOPLE ARE TALKING  
==================================================================== 


 
With the internet, blogs, Twitter, forums - people are talking about EPA 24/7 


Here’s a sampling of what was said on April 27, 2010: 
 


NOTE:  To read the entire blog entry, click on underlined URL.  To learn more about the 
blogger, click on the name/link in first line.  Notes and headings are from OPA. 
 
 
Lisa Jackson 
 
Did you see EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson on the Daily Show last night? Very funny 
climate bill talk with Jon...  


Posted by:  Biz4CleanEnergy:    4:03 pm  Full post: http://bit.ly/bs9J05 
 
BlackAmericaWeb:  ANALYSIS: EPA Chief Handles the Dirty Work 


Posted by:  http://www.facebook.com/pucobrownfields/      7:40 pm (Monday)  Full post: 
http://www.facebook.com/pucobrownfields/posts/105877666122728  
(Note: Lisa Jackson, the nation’s first black EPA administrator, is traveling around America 
calling attention to the dirtiest part of her job.  Last week, Jackson took her Environmental 
Justice Tour to South Carolina…) 
 
Jon Stewart To Lisa P. Jackson (VIDEO): Is Senator Graham “A Big Fat Baby?”  


Posted by:  rebeccavanderbi    5:53 pm  Full post: http://huff.to/auI3gU 
 
The Daily Show With Jon Stewart|Lisa P. Jackson  


Posted by:  JudyStock:     3:54 pm  Full post: http://www.thedailyshow.com/watch/mon-
april-26-2010/lisa-p--jackson  


 
In case you missed it: EPA head @LisaPJackson talks #climatebill on the Daily Show w/ 
Jon Stewart.  


Posted by:  repoweramerica:    2:33 pm  Full post: http://bit.ly/9W4hdB 
 
 
 
GHG Regulation & Climate Change 
 
Rising Sea Level Threatens Beaches, Warns EPA Scientist  


Posted by:  V3michael:     7:00 pm  Full post: http://bit.ly/ar03iA 
 



http://twitter.com/Biz4CleanEnergy

http://bit.ly/bs9J05

http://www.facebook.com/pucobrownfields/

http://www.facebook.com/pucobrownfields/posts/105877666122728

http://twitter.com/rebeccavanderbi

http://huff.to/auI3gU

http://twitter.com/JudyStock

http://www.thedailyshow.com/watch/mon-april-26-2010/lisa-p--jackson

http://www.thedailyshow.com/watch/mon-april-26-2010/lisa-p--jackson

http://twitter.com/LisaPJackson

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23climatebill

http://bit.ly/9W4hdB

http://twitter.com/V3michael

http://bit.ly/ar03iA
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Sen. Reid: I’ll do Climate Bill Before Immigration: Senate Majority Leader Vows to Take 
Up Climate Change Legislation A...  


Posted by:  Moraqeb     6:50 pm  Full post: http://bit.ly/bdRgFx 
 
Grist.org: EPA scientist warns Atlantic seaboard will be swallowed by rising seas  


Posted by:  EnvironUpdates:   6:33 pm  Full post: http://bit.ly/c83547 
 
66% of Hispanics: "tackling climate change should be a “high” or “very high” priority":  


Posted by:  samboykin:    6:00 pm  Full post: http://bit.ly/aFLskA 
 


New blog post: EPA Issues Report on U.S. Climate Change Indicators  
Posted by:  xjournals:     6:20 pm  Full post: http://bit.ly/bZgWEf 


(Note:  Some key findings: GHG from human activities are increasing. Between 1990 and 2008, 
there has been about a 14 percent increase in emissions in the U.S. Average temperatures are 
rising. Seven of the top 10 warmest years on record for continental U.S. occurred since 1990.) 
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http://bit.ly/bdRgFx

http://twitter.com/EnvironUpdates

http://bit.ly/c83547

http://bit.ly/aFLskA

http://twitter.com/xjournals

http://bit.ly/bZgWEf
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ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 
 


CLIMATE  CHANGE 
 


John Passacantando 


Activist, economist, working to create our next economy 


Posted: April 28, 2010 10:36 AM  


Fatal Attraction Climate Bill Appears to Finally Sink into the Bathtub 
(Huffington Post) 


Woke to the news, three grim faced men, Senators, said they weren't going to be able to help on 
global warming. The only Republican supporter of the not yet announced but widely described 
bill, Lindsey Graham, had a new demand. Not only did he insist that the bill subsidize the 
building of nuclear power plants and open up our coasts to oil drilling - conditions since met by 
the White House -- he wanted the Democrats to hold off immigration reform so it wouldn't hurt 
some Republicans running for Senate. It's rumored that he also wanted Caps tickets for the final 
game on Wednesday evening and a guarantee from the White House that they would beat the 
Canadiens. 


Weird. But I felt happy. Which is weirder still. I've worked for almost 20 years to stop global 
warming and I feel joy when the Senate global warming bill begins to unravel. How did we get 
here? 


The bill that Senators Kerry, Graham and Lieberman (KGL) keep threatening to introduce is 
reputed to be more of a polluters' bill than an environmental bill. Massive new subsidies for the 
coal, oil and gas industries, a new trading scheme for Wall Street (this time in derivatives of 
carbon pollution instead of mortgages), promised CO2 emissions reductions primarily from 
ungovernable "offsets" in the developing world, and pre-emption over state effort to stop global 
warming or even the EPA's recently Supreme Court granted right to do the same. 


There are smart people who say that we need a bill on global warming, any bill, and the rest of 
the world will start moving too. But it seems to me that if we pass a fake bill, it won't be a little 
first step but rather the last step. And the Chinese, Indians, Brazilians are unlikely to be so 



http://www.huffingtonpost.com/john-passacantando
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ignorant as to watch the Senate pass a fake bill and turn around and make real emissions 
reductions in their own economies. 


But figuring this out isn't my job. I didn't join the environmental movement to try and become a 
master dealmaker. Let's leave that to the politicians and their staff. I'm more interested in the 
people building a powerful swell of public support that politicians eventually have to follow. 
Democracy done right means politicians listen to the people. Not the coal companies or the oil 
companies or Goldman Sachs. 


I come from the American tradition that liberated itself from a corrupt king and which now has 
to liberate itself from corrupt corporate oligarchs. To do that we'll have to organize in every 
corner of this fair land and peel the grip of the polluters off the levers of power. But there is one 
thing we must do first. The original role of the environmental community is to tell the truth. Our 
role is not to design ever more complex legislative schemes that enrich the oligarchs and confuse 
the public. The truth is that global warming is bearing down on us and we are not a step closer to 
solving it than we were 40 years ago. 


And yet there is something that I find hopeful, an alternative bill, though the media pretends it 
isn't there. 


The media has been focused on the three men who have been talking about a bill for months 
while ignoring two women Senators, Democrat Cantwell and Republican Collins, who have 
actually introduced a bill, the CLEAR Act (the Carbon Limits and Energy for America's 
Renewal Act). Simple, elegant architecture, it auctions the right to pollute to the importers, 
drillers and miners of carbon-based fuels that come into the economy. These costs get passed 
along to you and me so we use less. It works like a tax, increasing the price so we use less 
carbon-based fuels. That's a good thing. And then it takes most of that revenue and gives a cash 
payment, ever year, to everyone with a social security number. 


Top Republican pollster Glen Bolger from Public Opinion Strategies recently polled 1,000 likely 
voters in five politically moderate to conservative states about their views on climate legislation. 
According to Bolger: "The CLEAR Act from Cantwell and Collins has the best chance of getting 
more votes over party lines because people like the concept of less government involvement [and 
a] tax-cuts-style refund back to the people." Maybe this bill is a better way to get Republican 
support than to start giving companies the right to drill off our beaches. 


  


Follow John Passacantando on Twitter: www.twitter.com/JPassacantando  


 
 
April 27, 2010, 7:43 pm  


E.P.A. Makes Its Case on Climate Change (New York Times) 
By ELISABETH ROSENTHAL 



http://www.twitter.com/JPassacantando

http://green.blogs.nytimes.com/author/elisabeth-rosenthal/
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Polls show that tackling climate change is a low priority for the American public. Indeed, a Yale 
poll found that only 12 percent of Americans were “very worried” about global warming. 


In the last few days, the Environmental Protection Agency seems to have initiated a public 
campaign to make clear where it, and the science, stand, stating that the rise in greenhouse gases 
is a serious problem to be confronted. 


On Monday night, the E.P.A. administrator, Lisa Jackson, made the point as a guest on “The 
Daily Show With Jon Stewart.” And on Tuesday, the agency released an 80-page glossy report 
called “Climate Change Indicators in the United States” to help Americans make sense of 
climate change data. 


That report begins: “Over the last several decades, evidence of human influences on climate 
change has become increasingly clear and compelling. There is indisputable evidence that human 
activities such as electricity production and transportation are adding to the concentrations of 
greenhouse gases that are already naturally present in the atmosphere.” 


The agency lays out 24 possible indicators of climate change — from United States greenhouse 
gas emissions to tropical cyclone activity to bird wintering ranges — while tracing how they 
have shifted in recent decades. It lays out what is known, according to the agency’s survey of 
current science, and what remains uncertain. 


Some of the conclusions are already well publicized: “In the United States, greenhouse gas 
emissions caused by human activities increased by 14 percent from 1990 to 2008.” 


Others are less so: “Long-term studies have found that bird species in North America have 
shifted their wintering grounds northward by an average of 35 miles since 1966, with a few 
species shifting by several hundred miles.” 


And, given the long snowy winter in the mid-Atlantic states this year, readers will certainly find 
this one interesting: “The portion of North America covered by snow has generally decreased 
since 1972, although there has been much year-to-year variability. Snow covered an average of 
3.18 million square miles of North America during the years 2000 to 2008, compared with 3.43 
million square miles during the 1970s.” 


The report makes clear that some phenomena that might be viewed as “proof” of climate change 
may or may not be: From 2001 to 2009, it notes, roughly 30 to 60 percent of the nation was 
experiencing drought at any given time. But it adds that “data for this indicator have not been 
collected for long enough to determine whether droughts are increasing or decreasing.” 


Filled with charts and graphs, the report is a valuable resource for voters who are trying to make 
sense of climate change or how they feel about national environment and energy policy. 


And just as the climate skeptics poured over a landmark 2007 report by the United Nations 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change in search of possible errors, I’m sure that they’ll be 
going over the E.P.A.’s offering with a very fine-tooth comb. 



http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/indicators.html
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EPA issues new climate report (Washington Post) 


By Juliet Eilperin 


The Environmental Protection Agency issued a new report Tuesday, "Climate Change 
Indicators in the United States," examining 24 key indicators of global warming's effects on U.S. 
citizens. 


Among the findings: 
-- U.S. greenhouse gas emissions have increased 14 percent between 1990 and 2008. 
-- Tropical cyclone intensity is on the upswing, with six of the 10 most active hurricane seasons 
taking place since the mid-1990s. 
-- Sea levels are rising, with an increase between 1993 and 2000 that's twice as fast as the long-
term trend.  
-- The rate of glacier loss has accelerated over the past decade. 


"These indicators show us that climate change is a very real problem with impacts that are already 
being seen," said Gina McCarthy, assistant administrator for the EPA's Office of Air and Radiation. 
"The actions Americans are taking today to save energy and reduce greenhouse gas emissions will 
help us solve this global challenge."  


Well, at least the actions of those Americans who didn't contribute to the 14 percent boost in the 
nation's emissions over the past 18 years. 


BY  


JULIET EILPERIN 
 |  APRIL 27, 2010; 2:12 PM ET 


 


SOLID  WASTE 
Posted: 
April 
27, 
2010 
07:27 
PM  


  


Closet Cast-Offs Clogging Landfills (Huffington Post) 


Christmas sweaters and dad jeans aren't just offensive out of principle - they can pose a serious 
threat to the environment.  



http://www.epa.gov/climatechange

http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/indicators.html

http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/indicators.html
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Innocuous as they might seem when compared with plastic shopping bags or Styrofoam cups, 
clothing and textiles become garbage just like everything else when thrown away - and given our 
country's shopping crazed culture, discarded clothing is clogging up landfills at an alarming rate.  


According to the EPA Office of Solid Waste, Americans throw away more than 68 pounds of 
clothing and textiles per person per year and clothing and other textiles represent about 6.3% of 
the municipal solid waste (in major cities like New York and Chicago alone, textiles make up a 
whopping 10% of all municipal waste).  


This figure only continues to grow, with large clothing companies like H&M setting disturbing 
precedents. The company recently came under fire for purposely destroying brand-new wearable 
clothing and tossing it into the trash, rather than recycling it.  


Yet unlike recycling plastics, glass and aluminum - which is today taken for granted as a part of 
our daily life - there is an inherent lack of knowledge about the damage textile waste can do to 
the environment and of the options available for recycling it.  


Most people don't realize there are outlets for putting their used and unwanted clothes back into 
the consumer cycle. There are.  


The best way to "recycle" clothing is to simply offer it out to channels of reuse - including 
vintage stores, thrift shops, coat drives, and more. Charities and businesses all over the world 
collect used clothing to be resold or donated.  


In fact, many people don't realize that used clothing represents a massive global market. Your 
giveaway "dad jeans" might end up for sale in a village market in Guatemala or Nigeria, helping 
the local economy while at the same time taking the burden off of landfills.  


Some companies, like my own USagain, uses collection bins in major metro areas to offer a 
simple and convenient option for people to get rid of their unwanted clothing. Then we re-sell 
what we collect to thrift stores and wholesalers. From our experience, we know that if we work 
to provide the option of textile recycling, people will happily take advantage of these resources.  


In 2009 alone, we diverted 54 million pounds of clothing from landfills.  


Seems like it's catching on. Clothing companies like GAP are joining the trend of clothing 
recycling and encouraging their customers to follow in their steps. And New York City is 
mulling a proposal to provide Department of Sanitation-sanctioned textile recycling bins 
throughout the metro-area to collect textiles that would otherwise be thrown in the trash.  


These initiatives are promising and leave us hopeful that with the right demand, word will spread 
about the necessity of textile recycling.  


Who knows - with the right awareness, a used Christmas sweater might just become just the 
latest (unlikely) symbol of consumers doing their part for the environment.  
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 Follow Mattias Wallander on Twitter: www.twitter.com/MattiasWall  


 


TOXICS 
===================================================================== 


Gavin Kearney 


Director, Environmental Justice, New York Lawyers for the Public Interest, Race-Talk 
contributor 


Posted: April 27, 2010 02:48 PM  


We Need Garbage Equity and Improved Regulation of Toxins (Huffington 
Post) 


The 40th anniversary of the first Earth Day is upon us and I have to admit to some ambivalence. 
On the positive side, Earth Day can provide a useful platform for educating and engaging the 
public around critical environmental issues. At the same time, Earth Day reminds me in some 
ways of MLK day. Each can provide a brief and painless way for people to express their 
commitment to a vague ideal without engaging its deep and difficult societal implications. 


On MLK Day, one can celebrate Dr. King's life and work in ways that affirm the view that we 
live in a basically fair society and that suggest that the only thing standing between us and racial 
harmony is our inability to put aside petty interpersonal biases. Its not necessary to engage issues 
of racial justice and hard realities like pervasive inequalities of opportunity. 


Earth Day is similar. It allows people to profess a commitment to an abstraction, in this case "the 
environment," through discrete, individual actions that implicitly affirm the basic order of the 
world. In addition, though it's not often recognized, Earth Day, like MLK Day, ought to prompt 
us to engage profound issues of race and class. One can organize a recycling drive without 
thinking about the communities that deal with the landfills and incinerators that exist to support 
consumption. And one can pledge to turn off unused lights without thinking about the places 
burdened by the coal mines and power plants that provide cheap and reliable electricity. 


But Earth Day can be much more than this. Earth Day can be an opportunity to seriously engage 
tough questions of environmental justice and issues of complicity and privilege wrapped up in 
the world's environmental inequalities. In so doing, Earth Day celebrants can seek out 
meaningful, sustained ways to engage in the struggle for environmentally sound and just policies 
and practices. Below are a couple of examples, one local and one national, of the kinds of actions 
that Earth Day can and should catalyze and celebrate. 


Garbage Equity in New York City 



http://www.twitter.com/MattiasWall

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/gavin-kearney

http://www.race-talk.org/

http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/entertainment/living/Ten-ways-to-celebrate-Earth-Day-every-day-_really_-90957199.html
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A number of studies document that communities of color and low-income communities 
throughout the U.S. are disproportionately burdened by waste facilities. In New York City, 
between two-thirds and three-fourths of the tens of thousands of tons of waste generated every 
day is trucked to facilities in three low-income communities and communities of color: 
Williamsburg-Greenpoint Brooklyn, the South Bronx, and Jamaica, Queens. And as is often the 
case, these communities deal with a multitude of other environmental health threats like toxic 
contamination due to current and former industrial uses and sludge treatment plants that process 
the City's organic (i.e. human) waste. 


In response to this discriminatory waste system, organizations from communities of color and 
low-income communities joined together in a coalition called the Organization of Waterfront 
Neighborhoods (OWN). OWN recognized early on that, in addition to concentrating 
environmental burdens in a few communities, NYC's waste management system has negative, 
and avoidable, impacts for the City as a whole. Most notably, the system depends heavily on 
trucking waste, which worsens overall air quality and clogs streets throughout the City. This 
recognition paved the way for building strategic alliances with mainstream environmental groups 
and for articulating an alternative vision that would address overburdening and move the City to 
a waste management system that would benefit the City as a whole. 


Due in no small part to OWN's work, New York City adopted a landmark Solid Waste 
Management Plan (SWMP) in 2006 that, when fully implemented, will site state-of-the-art waste 
handling facilities throughout the City and replace long-haul trucks with barge and rail cars. It 
paves the way for making every community handle its fair share of the garbage that New 
Yorkers create. 


In addition it will eliminate tens of millions of truck miles traveled in and around New York City 
every year by siting facilities throughout the City (which will reduce the distances collection 
trucks travel from pick-up to drop-off) and moving waste out of the City by barge and rail with 
positive impacts on human respiratory health and quality of life. 


I believe that the benefits of this plan will reach farther because of the fundamentally 
transformative nature of communities' engaging their environmental impacts out of necessity 
rather than altruism. The greatest flashpoint in the struggle to pass NYC's plan was around a 
facility proposed for the wealthy, white, and politically powerful Upper East Side of Manhattan. 
While the plan was being debated, I attended several public hearings on the Upper East Side. I 
heard a number of exasperated locals declare that no one should have to live near a waste 
facility. 


Instead, they urged that the City's waste be taken to an isolated - and, to be blunt, imaginary - 
location. OWN members used this as an opportunity to inform that that they lived in these 
locations - the places that bear the environmental impacts of the privileged and powerful. 
Although many Upper East Siders continued (and continue) to fight against the plan, its passage 
greatly broadened the number of communities with a strong self-interest in waste. Over time, I 
believe that this shared interest will lead to effective (and unusual) alliances. And it would be a 
great thing for the Earth if cities and states throughout the country embraced fair siting mandates 
so that similar coalitions evolved around other critical environmental issues like energy policy. I 



http://www.ucc.org/assets/pdfs/toxic20.pdf

http://habitatmap.org/markers?colors=1_2_0&lat=40.703546&lng=-73.969574&maps=92_187_91&nogrp=1&t=terrain&z=10

http://www.newtowncreekalliance.org/meeker.htm

http://www.newtowncreekalliance.org/meeker.htm

http://www.thepoint.org/announcements.php?id=22

http://www.nyc.gov/html/dsny/html/swmp/swmp-4oct.shtml

http://www.nyc.gov/html/dsny/html/swmp/swmp-4oct.shtml

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Upper_East_Side

http://www.graciepointcc.org/issue.html
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can't help but think, for example, that more people on Cape Cod would enthusiastically embrace 
a wind farm if they were staring down the smokestack of a coal-fired power plant. 


Reforming the Regulation of Toxins 


At the federal level, reforming the regulation of chemicals through the Toxic Substances Control 
Act (TSCA) provides a similar opportunity to build a broad alliance that addresses the 
disproportionate impacts of toxins on communities of color, indigenous communities, and low-
income communities while also advancing the environmental health of society at large. TSCA 
was passed in 1976 and is the main vehicle through which the federal government tests and 
restricts the use of chemicals. 


TSCA suffers from a number of major flaws that render it weak. As a result, only 200 of the 
more than 80,000 chemicals that have been developed in the U.S. since its passage have 
undergone testing for their impact on human health and the environment. In addition, more than 
60,000 manufactured chemicals in existence prior to the passage of TSCA were "grandfathered" 
in by the law, meaning that their continued use would be permitted without testing. 


It is of particular concern that TSCA requires a chemical to be proven harmful before its use can 
be restricted rather than requiring that a chemical be proven safe before its use is allowed. Recent 
scientific research is just beginning to document the harms of exposure to chemicals that have 
long been in wide use. For example, the negative effects of Bisphenol A (BPA), a chemical used 
in plastics and can lining for over 50 years, have only recently come to light. 


BPA is an endocrine disruptor meaning that, among other things, it can affect the development of 
organs and the immune system and impair the functioning of the brain. And as any parent of a 
young child can tell you, BPA, which was until recently prevalent in baby bottles, is particularly 
harmful to babies whose bodily systems are still under development. 


Even more troubling than what we know about the harms of chemical exposure is the 
tremendous amount that we don't know. We are seeing significant increases in the prevalence of 
diseases and disorders like childhood cancer, autism, and reproductive problems and are only 
just beginning their link to chemicals. And there is a clear race and class dynamic to this as 
people of color, indigenous people and poor people are more likely to be exposed to toxins for 
reasons such as an increased likelihood of living in substandard housing, increased proximity to 
toxic industrial sites, and an increased reliance on subsistence fishing from waters that have been 
contaminated by toxic emissions. 


TSCA reform bill have recently been introduced in the House and Senate and my organization is 
part of a broad national coalition called Safer Chemicals, Healthy Families that includes 
environmental justice, mainstream environmental, and other stakeholder groups pushing together 
for effective reform. The proposed bills would substantially improve health protections through 
measures such as requiring that companies develop and publish health information for all 
chemicals and developing a program to identify communities that are toxic "hot spots" and 
focusing exposure reduction efforts on them. 



http://www.epa.gov/lawsregs/laws/tsca.html

http://www.epa.gov/lawsregs/laws/tsca.html

http://healthreport.saferchemicals.org/

http://saferchemicals.org/
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At the same time, the bills do not go far enough. Among other things, they do not require that the 
safety of new chemicals be demonstrated before they can be put in to use, and they do not give 
the Environmental Protection Agency the clear authority to take immediate action to restrict the 
use of those chemicals already known to be the most dangerous. TSCA reform, and the Safer 
Chemicals coalition, provide a great opportunity for folks to celebrate Earth Day by contributing 
to a broad, inclusive effort that gets at the policies and practices that shape our environment. 


These are just a couple of examples of ways in which we can deeply engage the implications of 
our relationship to the environment. And in that spirit, I wish everyone an Earth Day filled with 
difficult questions and important breakthroughs that lead to transformative action. 


Cross-posted from Race-Talk 


  


 


WATER 


Buh-bye east coast beaches 


EPA scientist warns Atlantic seaboard will be swallowed by rising seas 
(Grist) 


by Josh Harkinson  


• 27 Apr 2010 2:04 PM  


For most of the 20th century, Chesapeake Beach, Maryland, was known for its boardwalk, 
amusement park, and wide, sandy beaches, popular with daytrippers from Washington, D.C. 
"The bathing beach has a frontage of three miles," boasted a tourist brochure from about 1900, 
"and is equal, if not superior, to any beach on the Atlantic Coast." 


Today, on a cloudless spring afternoon, the resort town's sweeping view of Chesapeake Bay is no 
less stunning. But there's no longer any beach in Chesapeake Beach. Where there once was sand, 
water now laps against a seven-foot-high wall of boulders protecting a strip of pricey homes 
marked with "No Trespassing" signs. 


Surveying the armored shoreline, Jim Titus explains how the natural sinking of the shoreline and 
slow but steady sea-level rise, mostly due to climate change, have driven the bay's water more 
than a foot higher over the past century. Reinforcing the eroding shore with a sea wall held the 
water back, but it also choked off the natural supply of sand that had replenished the beach. What 
sand remained gradually sank beneath the rising water. 


Titus, the Environmental Protection Agency's resident expert on sea-level rise, first happened 
upon Maryland's disappearing beaches 15 years ago while looking for a place to windsurf. 



http://www.race-talk.org/

http://www.grist.org/member/1238
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"Having the name 'beach,'" he discovered, "is not a very good predictor of having a beach." 
Since then, he's kept an eye out for other beach towns that have lost their namesakes -- 
Maryland's Masons Beach and Tolchester Beach, North Carolina's Pamlico Beach, and many 
more. (See a map of Maryland's phantom beach towns here.) A 54-year old with a thick shock of 
hair and sturdy build, Titus could pass for a vacationer in his Panama hat, khakis, and polo shirt. 
But as he picks his way over the rocky shore, he's anything but relaxed. 


For nearly 30 years, Titus has been sounding the alarm about our rising oceans. Global warming 
is melting polar ice, adding to the volume of the oceans, as well as warming up seawater, causing 
it to expand. Most climatologists expect oceans around the world to rise between 1.5 and 5 feet 
this century. Some of the hardest-hit areas could be in our own backyard: Erosion and a shift in 
ocean currents could cause water to rise four feet or more along much of the East Coast. Titus, 
who contributed to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change's Nobel Prize-winning 
reports, has done more than anyone to determine how those rising seas will affect us and what 
can be done about them. 


Like his occasional collaborator, NASA climatologist James Hansen, Titus has decided to speak 
out. He's crisscrossed the country to meet with state and local officials in coastal areas, urging 
them to start planning now for the slow-motion flood. Yet his warnings have mostly fallen on 
deaf ears. "We were often told by mid-level officials that their bosses did not want to plan for 
anything past the next election," he says. 


Neither, it seems, does the federal government. Over the past decade, Titus and a team of 
contractors combined reams of data to construct a remarkably detailed model of how sea-level 
rise will impact the eastern seaboard. It was the largest such study ever undertaken, and its 
findings were alarming: Over the next 90 years, 1,000 square miles of inhabited land on the East 
Coast could be flooded, and most of the wetlands between Massachusetts and Florida could be 
lost. The favorably peer-reviewed study was scheduled for publication in early 2008 as part of a 
Bush Administration report on sea-level rise, but it never saw the light of day-an omission 
criticized by the EPA's own scientific advisory committee. Titus has urged the more science-
friendly Obama administration to publish his work, but so far, it hasn't-and won't say why. 


So Titus recently launched a personal website, risingsea.net, to publish his work. "I decided to do 
my best to prevent the taxpayer investment from being wasted," he says. The site includes 
"When the North Pole Melts," a prescient holiday ditty recorded by his musical alter ego, 
Captain Sea Level, in the late '80s. 


Titus gazes at Chesapeake Beach's jagged shoreline, where two children scramble over the 
barrier of large grey boulders known as a revetment. "The children of 21st Century Chesapeake 
Beach, what do they do?" he asks. "They play on revetments." A generation ago, these kids 
might have been skipping through the waves. A generation from now, many of the rocks they're 
playing on will almost certainly be underwater. 


Living near the ocean has always come with the risk of getting wet. Yet coastal dwellers whose 
homes got swamped by the occasional storm surge could rely on the water to eventually recede. 
That certainty is gone. Titus has calculated that a three-foot rise in sea level will push back East 



http://maps.google.com/maps/ms?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&ie=UTF8&hq=&hnear=North+Beach,+Calvert,+Maryland&t=p&msa=0&msid=109829842209394391382.000484c21c942ab39c8ae&ll=38.858959,-76.118774&spn=1.655367,3.554077&z=9

http://papers.risingsea.net/index.html

http://www.song.risingsea.net/
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Coast shorelines an average of 300 to 600 feet in the next 90 years, threatening to submerge 
densely developed areas inhabited by some 3 million people, including large parts of New York 
City, Philadelphia, and Washington, D.C. As Margaret Davidson, director of the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's Coastal Services Center in Charleston, South 
Carolina, puts it, "Today's flood is tomorrow's high tide." 


The rising waters can be kept at bay by constructing dikes and bulkheads, pumping sand to fill 
out receding beaches, and elevating existing buildings and roads on embankments or pylons. But 
such efforts may prove prohibitively expensive -- Titus says that in the lower 48 states alone, 
they could cost as much as $1 trillion over the next century, and he estimates that in the process, 
60 to 90 percent of the East Coast's wetlands could be destroyed as bulkheads and other 
defensive measures restrict the movement of estuaries and marshes, drowning them when the 
ocean rises. 


So are developers getting ready for the water? The National Association of Home Builders, the 
housing industry's largest trade group, has no policy on adapting coastal projects to account for 
rising sea levels. "While sea level rise may be a real issue in some areas," Susan Asmus, NAHB's 
senior vice president of regulatory and environmental affairs, told me in an email, "it is but one 
of many considerations that are likely already taken into account during the planning process." 
Mother Jones contacted the nation's 10 largest homebuilders, including D.R. Horton, Pulte 
Homes, and Lennar; none would say how they are responding to sea level rise. 


Nor is there any evidence that the issue has much traction with homeowners -- and why should 
it? Property insurance is readily available in most coastal areas, if not through private insurers, 
then through state governments and FEMA's National Flood Insurance Program. Though the 
NFIP requires policyholders to live above the 100-year high-water mark, it doesn't account for 
how that line may creep inland in the future. Besides, most people would plan to resell their 
beach houses long before they expect them to be swallowed by encroaching waves. 


What about government? Most coastal states have done little or nothing to regulate shoreline 
development, often for fear of litigation. In 1988, South Carolina's Beachfront Management Act 
required new beach homes to be set back far enough from the water to be protected from at least 
40 years of erosion. A property owner named David Lucas sued, and the U.S. Supreme Court 
eventually ruled that the construction ban had deprived him of any "economically viable use" of 
his coastal properties, a "taking" that required the state to compensate him. "After Lucas, fewer 
people spoke seriously about stopping development," Titus says. 


A few state and local governments have taken more constructive action. Several states limit 
development near tidal waters (Maine and Rhode Island have done this specifically in response 
to sea-level rise). Chatham, Massachusetts, cites sea-level rise as one reason why it prohibits new 
homes, even elevated ones, below 100-year flood lines. (State courts have upheld those limits in 
Chatham and Maine because they still allow property to be used for recreation, farming, and 
other profitable activities.) In California, where erosion and winter storms routinely knock 
multimillion dollar homes off seaside cliffs, the state's Coastal Commission has long required 
anyone who builds on coastal bluffs to submit a geotechnical report proving that their home 
won't fall into the ocean. Three years ago, it began requiring the reports to account for sea-level 



http://maps.risingsea.net/

http://maps.risingsea.net/

http://motherjones.com/environment/2010/04/climate-desk/sea-level-rise-epa-wall
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rise. And in a groundbreaking 2008 executive order, Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger directed 
state agencies to plan for sea-level rise in their construction projects. 


A handful of developers have also started to seriously grapple with sea-level rise. A residential 
high-rise project on Treasure Island, a former naval base in the San Francisco Bay, is being built 
far from the shoreline and is reserving funds for a protective berm if the water rises even higher 
than the three feet that's anticipated. And in the wake of Hurricane Katrina, the insurance 
industry drew up standards to fortify houses for stronger hurricanes and higher waves; so far, 
though, only 200 houses nationwide have been built to comply with the standards. 


Most coastal dwellers are focused on riding out the next surge, not the next century. You can't 
really blame them -- nobody really wants to hear that their days on the beach are numbered. 


Case in point: Beyoncé's dad. Matthew Knowles has been locked in a bitter struggle to save his 
beach house in Galveston, which now sits on top of the high-tide line thanks to Hurricane Ike. In 
most states, Knowles would be allowed to shore up his home, but not in Texas, which is known 
for one of the most progressive laws in the country on beach access. The state's Open Beaches 
Act provides that beach as a public resource that must be protected from "erosion or reduction 
caused by development." 


Last year, after Knowles started reinforcing his property with tons of cement, the Texas General 
Land Office informed him that paving over the beach is illegal. Even so, he continued and then 
surrounded his home with sod, planters, and sandbags. In March, the agency notified Knowles 
that it was preparing to fine him up to $2,000 a day for violating the Texas Open Beaches Act by 
interfering with "the right of the public to use the beach." Knowles did not respond to a request 
for comment. 


Historically, the 51-year-old law has been used to prevent property owners from walling off the 
beach in front of their homes. But officials say the law clearly applies even when the beach 
comes to the houses, rather than vice versa. "Even if you make $80 million a year, we don't 
care," says Jim Suydam, a spokesman for the Texas General Land Office. "The beach is the 
public's." Incorporated into the state constitution last year and vigorously supported by the state's 
conservative, gun-packing land commissioner, the Open Beaches Act is remarkably popular, in 
part because it can guarantee beach access for ATVs. 


Titus views the Texas Open Beaches Act as one of the more promising tools for preparing for 
higher water. It has unintended environmental benefits, ensuring that beaches can migrate inland 
instead of being walled off -- and at the same time, it sidesteps any debate over climate change. 
"Developers who deny that the sea will rise would view the policy as costing them nothing," 
because it wouldn't prevent them from building near the shore, he notes. Only the diehard beach 
dwellers would stand to get soaked. 


With additional reporting by Kate Sheppard. 


 



http://www.statutes.legis.state.tx.us/Docs/NR/htm/NR.61.htm

http://www.statutes.legis.state.tx.us/Docs/NR/htm/NR.61.htm
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PEOPLE ARE TALKING  
==================================================================== 


With the internet, blogs, Twitter, forums - people are talking about EPA 24/7 
Here’s a sampling of what was said on Feb. 17, 2010: 


 
NOTE:  To read the entire blog entry, click on underlined URL.  To learn more about the 
blogger, click on the name/link in first line.  Notes and headings are from OPA. 
 
 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Regulation & Science 
 
iPhone app pitches climate change science against scepticism  


Posted by:  eolinter   7:20 pm   Full post: http://bit.ly/8XiJVN 
(Note:  For every argument tossed forward by climate change skeptics, there's a body of 
scientific research that clarifies the issue. Thanks to an Australian solar physicist by the name of 
John Cook, you can access those skeptics' arguments, and the science-based counter-arguments, 
on your iPhone. ) 
 
FoxNews: EPA Endangerment Finding Inflames Climate Change Debate  


Posted by:  DontReElectNE1  7:15 pm   Full post: http://bit.ly/d6Kulo 
 
Department of Defense, world’s top energy consumer, factors climate change into its long-
term strategies  


Posted by:  juliepiotrowski   7:05 pm   Full post: http://bit.ly/9R8VFw 
 
AP:  Business groups challenge EPA on greenhouse gases  


Posted by:  NewsChannel10   7:00 pm   Full post: http://bit.ly/bHklCO 
 
TX state climatologist: There is no scientific basis to roll back EPA finding that GHGs 
endanger the public  


Posted by:  KHayhoe    6:17 pm   Full post: http://bit.ly/bIAuuE 
(Note:  “anthropogenic increases of greenhouse gas concentrations clearly present a danger to the 
public welfare, and I agree with the EPA’s findings in that sense”) 
 
Texas, Virginia challenge EPA greenhouse gas finding (The Christian Science Monitor)  


Posted by:  Bill987232    6:15 pm   Full post: http://bit.ly/9ArhhS 
 
Texas Environmentalists Criticize Perry’s Challenge of EPA Endangerment Finding  


Posted by:  KUHFNews    6:05 pm   Full post: http://bit.ly/cd9UFR 



http://twitter.com/eolinter

http://bit.ly/8XiJVN

http://www.skepticalscience.com/

http://twitter.com/DontReElectNE1

http://bit.ly/d6Kulo

http://bit.ly/9R8VFw

http://twitter.com/NewsChannel10

http://bit.ly/bHklCO

http://twitter.com/KHayhoe

http://bit.ly/bIAuuE

http://twitter.com/Bill987232

http://bit.ly/9ArhhS

http://twitter.com/KUHFNews

http://bit.ly/cd9UFR
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Recovery Act Anniversary 
 
THURSDAY: EPA Administrator Jackson Visits Columbus, Ohio for Recovery Act 
Announcement / Marking one-year milestone 


Posted by:  EPOnline  7:35 pm   Full post: http://ow.ly/16Bun3 
 
One Year Later, EPA-Funded Recovery Act Projects Yielding Cleaner Air, Water and 
Land Across New York State; EPA As... 


Posted by:  EPOnline  7:30 pm   Full post: http://ow.ly/16Bun3 
 


One year later, EPA-funded recovery act projects yielding cleaner air, water and land  
Posted by:  www.pollutiononline.com     7:05 pm   Full post: 
http://www.pollutiononline.com/article.mvc/One-Year-Later-EPA-Funded-Recovery-
Act-0001?VNETCOOKIE=NO  


 
EPA, State of Colorado recognize Recovery Act benefits ...: Many of these projects feature 
“green” measures...  


Posted by:  TWT_SAVE_ENERGY   7:00 pm   Full post: http://bit.ly/bZY58s 
 


EPA-funded Brownfields Projects Announced in Newark on 1-Year Anniversary of 
Recovery Act -- environmental justice 


Posted by:  ISEadler    6:15 pm   Full post:  
 


 
 
 


ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 
 


CLIMATE  CHANGE 
 


Texas state Climatologist disputes his own state’s climate-denier perition 
(Wonk Room) 
 
Texas’s own state climatologist can find no scientific basis in his state’s effort to roll back the 
Environmental Protection Agency’s finding that greenhouse gases endanger the public. Texas 
Attorney General Greg Abbott (R-TX) filed paperwork to challenge the EPA endangerment 
finding yesterday, asserting that the conclusions of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC), the United States Global Change Research Program (USGCRP), and the 
National Academy of Sciences (NAS) cannot be trusted because of “serious misconduct” by a 
“cadre of activist scientists colluding and scheming.” In an email interview with ThinkProgress’ 



http://twitter.com/EPOnline

http://ow.ly/16Bun3

http://twitter.com/EPOnline

http://ow.ly/16Bun3

http://www.pollutiononline.com/

http://www.pollutiononline.com/article.mvc/One-Year-Later-EPA-Funded-Recovery-Act-0001?VNETCOOKIE=NO

http://www.pollutiononline.com/article.mvc/One-Year-Later-EPA-Funded-Recovery-Act-0001?VNETCOOKIE=NO

http://twitter.com/TWT_SAVE_ENERGY

http://bit.ly/bZY58s

http://twitter.com/ISEadler

http://wonkroom.thinkprogress.org/2010/02/17/texas-climatologist-v-denier-petition/

http://wonkroom.thinkprogress.org/2010/02/17/texas-climatologist-v-denier-petition/

http://www.ipcc.ch/

http://www.ipcc.ch/

http://www.globalchange.gov/

http://dels.nas.edu/climatechange/
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Wonk Room, Texas State Climatologist John Nielsen-Gammon dismissed the Climategate 
conspiracy theories: 


Do I think that the EPA based its assessment on sound science? I think, by basing its assessments 
on the IPCC, USGCRP, and NAS reports, it was basing its assessments on the best available 
science. I have the expertise to independently evaluate the quality of these reports, and on the 
whole they constitute in my opinion the most comprehensive, balanced assessments of 
climate change science presently available.  


Although Dr. Nielsen-Gammon expressed concerns with the potential cost of Clean Air Act 
greenhouse gas emissions controls, and believes that climate science has “a tendency to focus on 
the risks and bad consequences of global warming” instead of potential benefits, he — and the 
entire Texas A&M Department of Atmospheric Sciences — finds that “anthropogenic increases 
of greenhouse gas concentrations clearly present a danger to the public welfare.” 


 


ENERGY 
Cube Tube Turns Your Cubicle Into Solar Powered Kingdom. Maybe 
(Treehugger) 
 
by Jaymi Heimbuch, San Francisco, California on 02.18.10 
Science & Technology  
Here's something you don't see in every (or any) office building - a cubicle outlined in solar 
panels. It's a way to convert all that wasted indoor lighting into energy to power...um...your desk 
lamp? For half an hour? Well at least one or two small devices on your desk, though not your 
computer which is the biggest energy sucker you have in your cubicle. It's intended to help office 
buildings lower their electricity bill since workers can plug their gadgets straight into the base of 
their cube, rather than into the wall. But...can it?  


Red Ferret points us to this creation by Solar Road Technologies, which is looking to have the CubeTube on the 
market in 2011. The creators state: "The device simply clips to cubicle walls, or can be placed on desktops or 
windowsills. CubeTube's patented cylindrical shape allows light harvesting in all directions, not just overhead. Unlike 
other solar energy products, CubeTube will not be affected by weather changes because it works completely off of 
indoor lighting." 


Solar cells on rounded surfaces like this tend to be less efficient than flat solar cells, since a smaller surface area is 
pointed directly at the light source, plus indoor light harvesting is usually less efficient than direct sunlight. So all in all, 
the tubes lining a cubicle will only generate a minimal amount of energy. The idea of placing these along window sills 
is smarter. 


If the device(s) plugged into the CubeTube need more juice than ambient lighting can provide, the CubeTube 
switches to its backup battery, where energy generated by the solar cells is stored. And if that isn't enough, then it will 
switch over to AC power from the grid.  



http://wonkroom.thinkprogress.org/2010/02/17/texas-climatologist-v-denier-petition/

http://wonkroom.thinkprogress.org/2010/02/17/texas-climatologist-v-denier-petition/

http://atmo.tamu.edu/weather-and-climate/climate-change-statement

http://www.treehugger.com/author/jaymi-heimbuch-san-francisco-c-1/

http://www.treehugger.com/science_technology/

http://www.redferret.net/?p=18804

http://www.solaroadtechnologies.com/cubetube.htm
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It would probably take a significant number of these tubes lining every cubicle corner to gather up enough to run the 
office printer. Though, we can't be sure about that - the makers don't specify how much electricity output this would 
be capable of. It might end up being a brilliant solution when it comes on the market next year, but we're kinda 
guessing it will take a very long time before an office manager saw a return on investment with these.  


Still - it's a clever idea, and we love the creative thinking for how to get offices less dependent on grid energy. It's a 
good intention though not the best invention. And we just hope this wouldn't encourage offices to leave the lights on 
at night... 


 
 


TOXICS 
 
TOXIC EMANATIONS FROM ALABAMA'S ASH HOLE 


Complaint cites health threats at Alabama dump taking TVA’s spilled coal 
ash  (Grist.org) 


An Alabama creekkeeper has filed a complaint with the Environmental Protection 
Agency citing health threats including runoff containing alarmingly high arsenic levels at 
a bankrupt landfill that’s taking hundreds of millions of gallons of coal ash spilled from 
the Tennessee Valley Authority’s Kingston coal plant. 


The Arrowhead Landfill—owned by Perry County Associates and managed by Phill-Con 
Services and Phillips & Jordan—is near Uniontown, Ala., a community in rural Perry 
County where 88 percent of residents are African-American and almost half live in 
poverty. The landfill sits only 100 feet from some people’s front porches. 


“Why is Perry County being treated like this?” asks Hurricane Creekkeeper John 
Wathen, who wants the ash shipments stopped until the problems are fixed. “Are the 
people in Perry County any less valuable than the people of Kingston, Tenn.?” 


Last July, the EPA approved TVA’s plan to ship by train to the Perry County dump more 
than half of the 1 billion gallons of coal ash that spilled from TVA’s Kingston plant in 
eastern Tennessee’s Roane County in December 2008. EPA assured the public that the 
Alabama landfill “complies with all technical requirements specified by federal and state 
regulations,” but what Wathen has documented calls that into question. 


After months of investigating local residents’ complaints of unusual runoff and sickening 
smells and getting no help from state or EPA regional regulators, Wathen sent a 
complaint to EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson yesterday documenting serious 
environmental health threats at the 976-acre facility: 


* Dangerously high arsenic levels have been found in what’s described as 
“stinking gray/tannish waste” being pumped nightly pumping from the landfill. 



http://creekkeeper.blogspot.com/2010/02/arrowhead-landfill-complaint-021610.html

http://www.southernstudies.org/2010/02/alabama-dump-taking-tvas-spilled-coal-ash-declares-bankruptcy.html

http://www.arrowheadlandfill.com/

http://www.phillcon.com/

http://www.phillcon.com/

http://www.pandj.com/

http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/d0cf6618525a9efb85257359003fb69d/02ec745d4bba7547852575e700476a8f%21OpenDocument
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Tests of the leachate collected by Wathen from one of the on-site pumps indicated the 
presence of arsenic—a contaminant characteristic of coal ash and a known 
carcinogen—at 0.840mg/L. That’s more than 80 times the U.S. safe drinking water 
standard of 0.01 mg/L and far higher than what’s considered safe for aquatic life. 
Wathen took his findings to the Alabama Department of Environmental Management, 
but ADEM reportedly declined to investigate after the landfill manager denied the 
pumping claims. “No tests, no samples, no interviews of employees or nearby residents 
[affected],” says Wathen’s complaint, “just a simple denial by the manager was good 
enough to refute hundreds of photos, certified lab results, [anecdotal] stories from the 
community, or first hand eye witness account[s] by me.” 


* The arsenic-tainted waste runs in the landfill’s roadside ditches at levels that 
have exceeded safe drinking water limits. “While people do not drink from the ditch, it 
leads through private land where farm animals do drink from the surface water,” Wathen 
says. The ditches also drain into local streams. ADEM has attributed the material in the 
ditches to the chalky local soils used to build the haul road, but Wathen says the agency 
has failed to produce any evidence to back up that claim. Perry County is not among the 
areas of the U.S. where dramatically elevated levels of arsenic have been found to 
occur naturally in groundwater due to high levels in soils. 


* An excessive amount of wet material is being dumped into the landfill, 
threatening the protective liner. The mixture of spilled coal ash and and other 
hazardous waste being dumped into the landfill is now piled about 60 feet high in 
places, with the wet conditions adding to the crushing weight. “The liquid levels actually 
stand well above the top of the liner and the high water levels seem to be consistent 
regardless of rain,” Wathen writes. “It is my understanding the landfill allows a maximum 
permissible liquid level of only 18 inches above the bottom of the liner. There looks to 
be at least 20 feet of water standing in existing cells.” Compounding the problem, the 
company that had been taking waste liquids from the landfill announced earlier this 
month that it would no longer accept the shipments, which it had planned to treat before 
sending through the Mobile public sewer system. Wathen had counted as many as 20 
tanker trucks—each carrying as much as 9,000 gallons of leachate—leaving the site 
each day. 


* Contaminated coal ash is falling from overloaded, uncovered trucks and spilling 
along the road. “This means that the haul road itself is now contaminated and all storm 
water leaving the haul road should be treated as potentially toxic,” writes Walthen. 
Untreated runoff from the road now flows into nearby Tayloe Creek—and when the rain 
subsides and the weather dries out, the concern is that all the mud will turn into airborne 
dust. 


* When the train cars hauling coal ash to the landfill are washed off, the runoff is 
allowed to flow into Tayloe Creek’s drainage basin. While the landfill operator 
erected silt fences at the site recently, they were standing under several feet of sludge 
during Wathen’s two inspections earlier this month. And at the point where the site 
drains into the creek, the operator has constructed a dam of riprap, essentially using the 



http://www.cancer.org/docroot/PED/content/PED_1_3x_Known_and_Probable_Carcinogens.asp

http://www.cancer.org/docroot/PED/content/PED_1_3x_Known_and_Probable_Carcinogens.asp

http://water.usgs.gov/nawqa/trace/pubs/geo_v46n11/fig2.html

http://water.usgs.gov/nawqa/trace/pubs/geo_v46n11/fig2.html

http://water.usgs.gov/nawqa/trace/pubs/geo_v46n11/fig2.html

http://blog.al.com/live/2010/02/mobile_company_rejects_waste_l.html
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waterway as a treatment facility—something that Wathen notes is prohibited by both 
EPA and Army Corps of Engineers regulations. 


“According to the agreement with EPA and TVA, no ash can be shipped to any landfill 
that does not meet compliance standards,” Wathen writes in the complaint. “We 
therefore respectfully request that EPA order a complete stopping of disaster ash to 
Perry County until this landfill is in complete compliance as certified by EPA national 
headquarters. EPA Region 4 and ADEM have failed us.” 


In the meantime, Florida attorney David Ludder has announced that he plans to sue the 
landfill’s operators on behalf of 155 local residents over the foul smell coming from the 
facility. He had previously announced plans to sue the facility’s owners, but they filed for 
bankruptcy last month—a move that prevents any new lawsuits from being filed against 
them until the bankruptcy is settled. 


(To see photos of the Arrowhead Landfill, including aerial shots provided courtesy of 
SouthWings, click here. This story originally appeared at Facing South.) 


• Comments  


Sue Sturgis is the editorial director of Facing South, the online magazine of the nonprofit 
Institute for Southern Studies in Durham, N.C. 


 


WATER 
 
Legislation passed for clean-up of uranium tailings site near Tuba City 
(Treehugger) 
 
Joshua Lavar Butler 
Office of the Speaker 
Tuesday, February 16, 2010 
WINDOW ROCK, Ariz. - The Resources Committee of the 21st Navajo Nation Council met 
Feb. 12 and passed Legislation No. 0065-10 pertaining to the clean-up of the uranium tailings 
site located northeast of Tuba City. 
 
The legislation, sponsored by Council Delegate George Arthur (T'iistoh Sikaad/San Juan/Nenanezad), 
passed the committee with a 6-1 vote. With the bill's passage, $4.5 million will be utilized to clean the 
uranium site near Tuba City, which is located north of the former uranium processing facility known as 
Rare Metals Uranium. The site is also known as the Highway 160 site because of its northerly location 
off of U.S. Highway 160. 
 
The legislation also includes extending the cooperative agreement dates between the Navajo Uranium 
Mill Trailing Remedial Action Program and the U.S. Department of Energy to carry out the ground 
water remedial action pursuant to U.S. Environmental Protection Agency ground water protection 
standards. 



http://www.selmatimesjournal.com/news/2010/feb/05/perry-landfill-draws-more-fire/

http://www.selmatimesjournal.com/news/2010/feb/05/perry-landfill-draws-more-fire/

http://www.southernstudies.org/2010/02/alabama-dump-taking-tvas-spilled-coal-ash-declares-bankruptcy.html

http://www.southernstudies.org/2010/02/alabama-dump-taking-tvas-spilled-coal-ash-declares-bankruptcy.html

http://www.southwings.org/page.php?116

http://s291.photobucket.com/albums/ll297/creekkeeper_2008/Perry%20County%20TVA%20Ash%20Hole/PCA%20complaint%20photos%20021610/?start=0

http://www.southernstudies.org/2010/02/complaint-cites-health-threats-at-alabama-dump-taking-tvas-spilled-coal-ash.htmlhttp:/www.southernstudies.org/2010/02/complaint-cites-health-threats-at-alabama-dump-taking-tvas-spilled-coal-ash.html

http://www.grist.org/article/complaint-cites-health-threats-at-alabama-dump-taking-tvas-spilled-coal-ash/print/PALL#comments#comments

http://www.southernstudies.org/

http://www.southernstudies.org/iss/about.html
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Council Delegate Arthur said the Highway 160 site tailings were left by the former uranium processing 
facility. 
 
"In past years, there have been attempts to stabilize the site but it has failed various times," Arthur 
explained. "The Navajo Nation Environmental Protection Agency has been very instrumental in 
identifying the stabilization and clean-up initiatives, as well as lobbying for this site." 
 
The funding will be controlled by the Navajo Nation Environmental Protection Agency (NNEPA), the 
agency responsible for the investigation of the contaminated area since 2003. 
 
Cassandra Bloedel, environmental program supervisor with NNEPA, explained, "In 2003, information 
was received by local families who knew of the contaminated site. They were witnesses to those 
uranium activities in the late 1950s and in the early 1960s." 
 
"In February 2004, the site was reported to the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency, Emergency 
Response in which they came to the site for an investigation in May of 2004," Bloedel said. "The site 
was shown to have radioactive waste located within the area. The U.S. EPA did not find the mill balls 
that would later be discovered by Navajo EPA contractor Dr. William Walker." 
 
"In January of 2006, Navajo EPA hired contractor Dr. William Walker to further investigate the site. 
Dr. Walker worked from 2006 into 2007 and identified further mill related waste, and finding of the 
mill balls used in uranium processing, and showed the site had high areas of radioactivity," added 
Bloedel.  
 
"In April 2007, the late Arlene Luther, then-department manager with NNEPA, was the one who 
approached the U.S. Department of Energy to have them respond to the Highway 160 Site since they 
were the later operators of the former Rare Metals Uranium Mill. The company did their own 
investigation of the site and determined that the site did possess waste from the former Rare Metals 
Site, and they were the ones who fenced in approximately 7.6-acres to protect humans and livestock 
that graze within this area," Bloedel said. 
 
"To further ensure stability of the site, a palliative cover that hardens like a crust was placed on top to 
prevent any contamination from leaving the site since there are very high winds such as 50 miles per 
hour that frequent the area," Bloedel added. 
 
"In March 2009, U. S. President Barack Obama passed the Omnibus Appropriation Bill for $5 million 
for the Highway 160 Site," Bloedel added. "Since there was no direct mechanism to pass the funds to 
Navajo EPA, they were redirected to the Navajo UMTRA Program since an existing MOA was in place." 
 
Bloedel also mentioned the site is secure with fencing and is monitored on a monthly basis by the 
Navajo EPA with El Paso Natural Gas contractors. 
 
Department Manager Madeline Roanhorse of the Office of Abandoned Mines, an agent to Arthur's 
legislation, also informed the committee the $4.5 million will be utilized to hire technical staff at the 
site for project management on environmental clearance, site characterization and developing a 
design for remedial action and monitoring. 
 
"The passing of this legislation will help to restore land for the Tuba City community such as providing 
more grazing pastures and opportunities for other community development projects," said Roanhorse. 
 
The Resources Committee passed the legislation and it will now be considered by the 
Intergovernmental Relations Committee for it final adoption. 
 
 
 


Most places try to keep coal ash out of the water 
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Using Coal Ash to Melt Ice (Grist.org) 
 
17 Feb 2010 2:47 PM 
by Bruce Nilles  
Co-written by Lyndsay Moseley, Associate Washington Representative for the Sierra Club 
Beyond Coal Campaign. 
 
On Thursday, the Nebraska Emergency Management Agency and the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers will start using coal ash to melt the thick ice on the Platte River in Omaha, 
Nebraska, to prevent ice jams and severe flooding. From the article: 


“The hope is that the dark ash will absorb the sun’s energy and help ‘rot’ the ice so it 
breaks up into smaller chunks and washes downstream, Berndt said.” 


Coal ash contains heavy metals like lead, mercury, arsenic and more – all of which are 
linked to increased rates of cancer, learning disabilities and reproductive problems. The 
metals can be ingested through the dust or when dissolved in water. 
 
This strikes us as a strange and dangerous move – one community is going to add coal 
ash to their water while many others are worried about how it will affect their water 
supplies. 
 
For example, the Tennessee Valley Authority is working around the clock to get tons of 
coal ash out of the Emory and Clinch rivers to protect public health and the environment 
in Tennessee. 
 
Also, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is drafting a rule to mandate safe coal 
ash disposal practices. Yet for some reason officials in Nebraska think it’s is a good 
idea to take 86 tons of bottom ash from a coal plant and dump it onto the river ice via 
cropduster. 
 
We are looking into this action by the Army Corps and the state to see if it violates any 
environmental laws designed to protect the rivers and drinking water sources. 
 
For now, please urge EPA to move forward with federal safeguards that protect our 
waterways from improper coal ash disposal. And if you’re in or near Omaha, Nebraska, 
write a letter to the editor today! 


 
 


***************************************************************************** 
Blog Round-up contain copyrighted materials and are made available to designated 
recipients. Neither the Blog Round-up nor any individual article within may be further 
distributed. 
 



http://www.grist.org/member/11566

http://www.sierraclub.org/coal

http://www.omaha.com/article/20100217/NEWS01/702179923

http://www.sierraclub.org/coalash

https://secure2.convio.net/sierra/site/Advocacy?pagename=homepage&page=UserAction&id=3533

http://www.omaha.com/section/NEWS08
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Administrator Lisa P. Jackson 
Autos Rule Proposal 
September 15, 2009 
 
Acknowledgements  


• Secretary LaHood and his team 


• TBD 


 


• In May of this year, we met here with President Obama, auto 


makers, auto workers, governors from across the country, and 


others to announce an historic agreement about the future of 


our automobile industry.   


 


• That announcement was also a directive to get to work – and 


we’re here today to announce the next step in fulfilling the 


promise of that historic agreement.  


 


• Today, EPA and NHTSA are proposing a new national program 


to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and significantly improve 


fuel economy from cars, SUVs and small trucks.    
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• This marks a significant advance in our work to protect health 


and the environment and move our nation into the sustainable, 


energy-efficient economy of the future. 


 


• The groundbreaking standards require an average fuel 


economy of 35.5 mpg in 2016.   


 


• That standard that will reduce oil consumption by an estimated 


1.8 billion barrels – more than we imported last year from Saudi 


Arabia, Venezuela, Libya, and Nigeria combined.   


 


• It will prevent greenhouse gas emissions of approximately 950 


million metric tons, and at the same time, save consumers 


more than $3000 in fuel costs.   


 


<<P>> 
 


• This proposal emerges from an unprecedented coalition – one 


formed of diverse groups with a range of different and often 


competing interests.   
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• Under President Obama’s leadership, we brought together 


people who, in many cases, had spent the previous decade at 


odds with each other over this issue.   


 


• We sought, and discovered common ground.  And we built a 


path forward that is win-win for our health, for our environment, 


and for our economy.    


 


<<P>> 
 


• Auto makers will be able to build a single national fleet that 


satisfies requirements under both federal programs and the 


standards of California and other states.   


 


• That ensures that the car of the future will be built by American 


workers, right here in the United States.  


 


<<P>> 
 


• Consumers will be able to keep more money in their pockets, 


put less pollution into the air, and help reduce a dependence 


on imported oil that sends billions of dollars out of our economy 


every year. 
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• Overall, consumers would save more than $3,000 in fuel costs 


over the lifetime of a model year 2016 vehicle.  


 


• The majority of U.S. consumers would start seeing immediate 


savings of roughly $130-$160 a year from lower fuel costs.  


 


• And the new standards will conserve 1.8 billion barrels of oil – 


which is, as I said, more that we imported last year from Saudi 


Arabia, Venezuela, Libya, and Nigeria combined.   


 


• That will help protect us from oil price spikes that shook our 


economy last summer.  Along with more money in their 


pockets, consumers will also have a stronger, more stable 


economy. 


 


<<P>> 
 


• And every American will benefit from having less pollution in 


the air – especially our youngest Americans.   
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• They are more vulnerable to smog and other pollution in the air 


they breathe.  And over the long-term, they are the ones who 


will face the effects of global climate change. 


 


• Emission reductions from this program will be equivalent taking 


42 million cars off the road. 


 


• I am very proud to note that this partnership of workers, 


American auto makers, government officials and others have 


come together to establish the nation’s first ever national 


greenhouse gas standards. 


 


• I am glad that we can all take credit for this historic step 


forward in confronting global climate change.  And it serves as 


powerful evidence that we don’t have to choose between our 


economy and our environment.  


 


<<P>> 
 


• The program is designed to ensure a cleaner more sustainable 


transportation sector for America.   
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• The new standards are aggressive and achievable, and ensure 


that consumers have a full range of vehicle choices.  


 


• We are also factoring in necessary flexibilities and lead times to 


allow for technology improvements and cost reductions, without 


compromising overall environmental and fuel economy 


objectives.   


 


• That all translates into tremendous benefits for the American 


people.   


 


• I’m happy now to introduce our partner in this effort, Secretary 


of Transportation Ray Lahood.  Secretary… 








 
 
 
 
 
MEMORANDUM 
 
 
SUBJECT:  Senior Policy Appointments 
 
FROM:  Administrator Lisa P. Jackson 
 
TO:   All EPA Employees 
 
I am pleased to welcome as part of my senior policy staff, Lisa Heinzerling and David McIntosh.  
Lisa serves as Senior Policy Counsel on Climate Change within the Immediate Office of the 
Administrator and David as Senior Counsel within the Office of Congressional and 
Intergovernmental Relations with a focus on climate legislation. 


Lisa Heinzerling is on a leave of absence from her position as Professor of Law at the 
Georgetown University Law Center. She received an A.B. from Princeton University and a J.D. 
from the University of Chicago Law School, where she was editor-in-chief of the Law Review. 
She clerked for Judge Richard A. Posner on the United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh 
Circuit and for Justice William J. Brennan, Jr. on the United States Supreme Court. She served as 
an assistant attorney general in Massachusetts, specializing in environmental law, before 
becoming a faculty member at Georgetown. She has been a visiting professor at the Yale and 
Harvard law schools. She is the author of dozens of articles and several books, including (with 
Frank Ackerman) Priceless: On Knowing the Price of Everything and the Value of Nothing, 
published by The New Press. She was the lead author of the briefs of Massachusetts and other 
petitioners in Massachusetts v. EPA. 


David brings to the Agency a wealth of experience in the legislative politics of federal climate 
policy.  He previously served as Senator Joseph Lieberman's counsel and legislative assistant for 
energy and the environment.  In that position, he handled the Senator’s work on climate 
legislation.  Prior to joining Senator Lieberman's staff, David served briefly as a Maryland 
assistant attorney general representing the State’s air agency.  Before that, he spent nearly five 
years working at the Natural Resources Defense Council as a Clean Air Act litigator and 
regulatory lawyer.  David is a graduate of the Harvard Law School and clerked for a U.S. District 
Court judge in Washington, DC before joining Covington & Burling, as a litigation associate 
 
Lisa and David bring environmental experience and knowledge to the Agency that will be 
invaluable as we address the issues of global climate change.    
 
Cc: 
Lisa Heinzerling 
David McIntosh 
 



http://www.amazon.com/Priceless-Knowing-Price-Everything-Nothing/dp/1565849817/





 
 













American Tradition and Rural Innovation at the Wisconsin State Fair 
 
This week I took part in an American tradition: visiting the Wisconsin State Fair. The Wisconsin 
State Fair and state fairs throughout the country are a cherished summertime experience for rural 
America – a place where old friends and old traditions go hand-in-hand with the latest 
innovations. Under a solar powered tent, I sampled my first cheese curds, visited Senator Herb 
Kohl’s family’s flavored milk stand, and of course had some of the Fair’s famous cream puffs. 
 
Something else was on display as well: the value that our great outdoors and green spaces have 
for millions of Americans.  The environment is the foundation of the economy for the farmers 
and ranchers I met at the fair, the people who live off the land.  It's part of the culture for the 
women and men who love to fish and hunt.  And it's a way of life for the 60 million Americans 
living in small towns and rural areas throughout the country.  Though they may not call 
themselves “environmentalists,” these Americans are playing an important part in protecting 
critical natural resources, using sustainable techniques to preserve our environment, and leading 
the way in innovative clean energy technology. 
 
Today rural America faces profound environmental challenges.  While the State Fair was a place 
of celebration, I also had serious conversations about clean drinking water, chemicals in our 
products and our environment, and the effects climate change could have on American 
agriculture.  The good news is, the development of new, green ideas has never been stronger, and 
rural America is helping to lead the way. That’s one of the reasons why I visited Wisconsin, to 
view some of the cutting-edge strategies being used in the state and to see some of the 
extraordinary clean water research taking place at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 
School of Freshwater Science.  A few hours before visiting the Fair, I announced a strategy to 
open the way to green infrastructure solutions throughout the country. That strategy will help 
urban and rural communities use natural infrastructure – soil, vegetation, or the rain gardens at 
the Fair – to capture stormwater and agricultural runoff, to filter contaminants, and to conserve 
water.  
 
Clean water, air and land are an American tradition.  We're traveling the country and speaking 
with everyone we can to get the best ideas from all over America.  We're even having a little fun, 
too, enjoying both the traditions and the innovations of state fairs in Wisconsin and across the 
nation.  By building lasting partnerships and strong connections between our communities, our 
businesses and our government, we can work together to make America greener, healthier, and 
more prosperous. 
 


From left to right: Department of 
Natural Resources Secretary Matt 
Frank, EPA Administrator Lisa. P. 
Jackson, State Fair Executive 
Director Rick Frenette, Department 
of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer 
Protection Deputy Secretary Randy 
Romanski. 


 








01/12/2010  
 
MEMORANDUM 
From: Lisa P. Jackson, Administrator 
To: All EPA Employees 
 
Colleagues: 
 
Almost one year ago, I began my work as Administrator.  It has been a deeply fulfilling 12 months 
and a wonderful homecoming for me.  As our first year together draws to a close, we must now 
look to the tasks ahead.  
 
In my First Day Memo, I outlined five priorities for my time as Administrator.  We have made 
enormous strides on all five, and our achievements reflect your hard work and dedication.  By 
working with our senior policy team, listening to your input and learning from the experiences of 
the last 12 months, we have strengthened our focus and expanded the list of priorities.  Listed 
below are seven key themes to focus the work of our agency.   
 
Taking Action on Climate Change: Last year saw historic progress in the fight against climate 
change, with a range of greenhouse gas reduction initiatives.  We must continue this critical effort 
and ensure compliance with the law.  We will continue to support the President and Congress in 
enacting clean energy and climate legislation.  Using the Clean Air Act, we will finalize our mobile 
source rules and provide a framework for continued improvements in that sector.  We will build on 
the success of ENERGY STAR to expand cost-saving energy conservation and efficiency 
programs.  And we will continue to develop common-sense solutions for reducing GHG emissions 
from large stationary sources like power plants.  In all of this, we must also recognize that climate 
change will affect other parts of our core mission, such as protecting air and water quality, and we 
must include those considerations in our future plans.     
 
Improving Air Quality: American communities face serious health and environmental challenges 
from air pollution.  We have already proposed stronger ambient air quality standards for ozone, 
which will help millions of American breathe easier and live healthier.  Building on that, EPA will 
develop a comprehensive strategy for a cleaner and more efficient power sector, with strong but 
achievable emission reduction goals for SO2, NOx, mercury and other air toxics. We will 
strengthen our ambient air quality standards for pollutants such as PM, SO2 and NO2 and will 
achieve additional reductions in air toxics from a range of industrial facilities.  Improved 
monitoring, permitting and enforcement will be critical building blocks for air quality improvement.   
 
Assuring the Safety of Chemicals: One of my highest priorities is to make significant and long 
overdue progress in assuring the safety of chemicals in our products, our environment and our 
bodies.  Last year I announced principles for modernizing the Toxic Substances Control Act. 
Separately, we are shifting EPA’s focus to address high-concern chemicals and filling data gaps 
on widely produced chemicals in commerce.  At the end of 2009, we released our first-ever 
chemical management plans for four groups of substances, and more plans are in the pipeline for 
2010.  Using our streamlined Integrated Risk Information System, we will continue strong 
progress toward rigorous, peer-reviewed health assessments on dioxins, arsenic, formaldehyde, 
TCE and other substances of concern. 
 
Cleaning Up Our Communities: In 2009 EPA made strong cleanup progress by accelerating 
our Superfund program and confronting significant local environmental challenges like the 
asbestos Public Health Emergency in Libby, Montana and the coal ash spill in Kingston, 
Tennessee.  Using all the tools at our disposal, including enforcement and compliance efforts, we 
will continue to focus on making safer, healthier communities.  I am committed to maximizing the 
potential of our brownfields program, particularly to spur environmental cleanup and job creation 
in disadvantaged communities.  We are also developing enhanced strategies for risk reduction in 
our Superfund program, with stronger partnerships with stakeholders affected by our cleanups.   







 
Protecting America’s Waters: America’s waterbodies are imperiled as never before.  Water 
quality and enforcement programs face complex challenges, from nutrient loadings and 
stormwater runoff, to invasive species and drinking water contaminants.  These challenges 
demand both traditional and innovative strategies.  We will continue comprehensive watershed 
protection programs for the Chesapeake Bay and Great Lakes.  We will initiate measures to 
address post-construction runoff, water quality impairment from surface mining, and stronger 
drinking water protection.  Recovery Act funding will expand construction of water infrastructure, 
and we will work with states to develop nutrient limits and launch an Urban Waters initiative.  We 
will also revamp enforcement strategies to achieve greater compliance across the board.  
 
Expanding the Conversation on Environmentalism and Working for Environmental 
Justice: We have begun a new era of outreach and protection for communities historically 
underrepresented in EPA decision-making.  We are building strong working relationships with 
tribes, communities of color, economically distressed cities and towns, young people and others, 
but this is just a start.  We must include environmental justice principles in all of our decisions.  
This is an area that calls for innovation and bold thinking, and I am challenging all of our 
employees to bring vision and creativity to our programs.  The protection of vulnerable 
subpopulations is a top priority, especially with regard to children.  Our revitalized Children’s 
Health Office is bringing a new energy to safeguarding children through all of our enforcement 
efforts.  We will ensure that children’s health protection continues to guide the path forward.  
 
Building Strong State and Tribal Partnerships: States and tribal nations bear important 
responsibilities for the day-to-day mission of environmental protection, but declining tax revenues 
and fiscal challenges are pressuring state agencies and tribal governments to do more with fewer 
resources.  Strong partnerships and accountability are more important than ever.  EPA must do 
its part to support state and tribal capacity and, through strengthened oversight, ensure that 
programs are consistently delivered nationwide.  Where appropriate, we will use our own 
expertise and capacity to bolster state and tribal efforts.  
 
We will also focus on improving EPA’s internal operations, from performance measures to agency 
processes.  We have a complex organization -- which is both an asset and a challenge.  We will 
strive to ensure that EPA is a workplace worthy of our top notch workforce.  Our success will 
depend on supporting innovation and creativity in both what we do and how we do it, and I 
encourage everyone to be part of constructively improving our agency. 
 
These priorities will guide our work in 2010 and the years ahead.  They are built around the 
challenges and opportunities inherent in our mission to protect human health and the 
environment for all Americans.  We will carry out our mission by respecting our core values of 
science, transparency and the rule of law. I have unlimited confidence in the talent and spirit of 
our workforce, and I will look to your energy, ideas and passion in the days ahead.  I know we will 
meet these challenges head on, as one EPA. 
 
Sincerely, 
Lisa P. Jackson   








 THE WHITE HOUSE 
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TEXT OF A LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT 
TO THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 


 
 
 


  August 30, 2011 
 
 
 
Dear Mr. Speaker: 
 
Thank you for your letter of August 26, 2011.  I agree that 
it is extremely important to minimize regulatory burdens and 
to avoid unjustified regulatory costs, particularly in this 
difficult economic period.  I have taken a number of steps 
to achieve those goals. 
 
Executive Order 13563, issued early this year, imposes a series 
of new requirements designed to reduce regulatory burdens and 
costs.  As you are undoubtedly aware, this Executive Order also 
called for an ambitious Government-wide review of rules now on 
the books.  The review was recently completed, producing reform 
plans from 26 agencies.  A mere fraction of the initiatives 
described in the plans will save more than $10 billion over the 
next 5 years; as progress continues, we expect to be able to 
deliver savings far in excess of that figure.  
 
I would add that the costs of final, economically significant 
rules reviewed by the Office of Information and Regulatory 
Affairs were actually higher in 2007 and 2008 than in the first 
2 years of my Administration.  And in 2009 and 2010, the 
benefits of such rules -- including not only monetary savings 
but also lives saved and illnesses prevented -- exceeded the 
costs by tens of billions of dollars. 
 
Your letter draws attention to the rules listed on this year's 
regulatory agenda.  Under both Republican and Democratic 
administrations, the agenda is merely a list of rules that are 
under general contemplation, provided to the public in order 
to promote transparency.  Before any such rules can be issued, 
they must be subject to a long series of internal and external 
constraints, including the rulemaking requirements of the 
Administrative Procedure Act and the new burden-reducing, 
cost-saving requirements of Executive Order 13563.  Many rules 
listed on an agenda, in any given year, are not issued. 
 
You also ask for a list of pending rules that would cost over 
$1 billion.  As noted, the regulatory agenda includes a large 
number of rules that are in a highly preliminary state, with no 
reliable cost estimate.  I can assure you that all rules that 
the Administration promulgates, including and especially the 
expensive rules, are very carefully scrutinized for conformity 
to the law and Executive Order 13563. 
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At the present time, seven rules have been proposed to the 
public with an estimated annual cost in excess of $1 billion; 
they are listed as an appendix to this letter.  Of course, these 
rules are merely proposed, and before finalizing any of them, we 
will take account of public comments and concerns and give 
careful consideration to cost-saving possibilities and 
alternatives. 
 
I look forward to working closely with you to produce a 
regulatory system that will, in the words of Executive 
Order 13563, "protect public health, welfare, safety, and 
our environment while promoting economic growth, innovation, 
competitiveness, and job creation." 
 
      Sincerely, 
 
 
      BARACK OBAMA 
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Appendix:  Proposed Regulations from Executive Agencies with  
Cost Estimates of $1 Billion or More 


 
 
 


Agency/ 
Subagency Title 


Primary 
Cost 


Estimate 


EPA/AR 
Reconsideration of the 2008 
Ozone National Ambient Air 
Quality Standards 


$19-$90 
Billion 


EPA/AR 


National Emission Standards 
for Hazardous Air Pollutants 
for Coal- and Oil-Fired 
Electric Utility Steam 
Generating Units 


$10 
Billion 


EPA/AR 


National Emission Standards 
for Hazardous Air Pollutants 
for Major Source Industrial, 
Commercial & Institutional 
Boilers and Process Heaters 


$3 
Billion 


EPA/SWER 


Standards for the Management 
of Coal Combustion Residuals 
Generated by Commercial 
Electric Power Producers 


$0.6-
$1.5 
Billion 


DOT/NHTSA 
Federal Motor Vehicle Safety 
Standard No. 111, Rearview 
Mirrors 


$2 
Billion 


DOT/FMCSA 
Electronic On-Board 
Recorders and Hours of 
Service Supporting Documents 


$2 
Billion 


DOT/FMCSA Hours of Service $1 
Billion 


 
 
 


# # # 








United States Court of Appeals
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT


No. 09-1237 September Term, 2010
         FILED ON: APRIL 29, 2011


CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE


DEALERS ASSOCIATION,
PETITIONERS


v.


ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY,
RESPONDENT


COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS, ET AL.,
INTERVENORS


On Petition for Review of an Order 
of the Environmental Protection Agency


Before: HENDERSON, GARLAND and BROWN, Circuit Judges


J U D G M E N T


This cause came on to be heard on the petition for review of an order of the Environmental
Protection Agency and was argued by counsel.  On consideration thereof, it is 


ORDERED and ADJUDGED that the petition for review is dismissed for lack of
jurisdiction, in accordance with the opinion of the court filed herein this date.


Per Curiam


FOR THE COURT:
Mark J. Langer, Clerk


BY:
/s/
Jennifer M. Clark
Deputy Clerk


Date: April 29, 2011


Opinion for the court filed by Circuit Judge Garland.


Case: 09-1237    Document: 1305571    Filed: 04/29/2011    Page: 1
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Tuesday, September 22, 2009 


 
BIODIESEL – RFS2 
================================================================== 
10 Days left to tell EPA to include biodiesel in the Renewable Fuels Standard 
(Biodiesel Voice) 
 
Honorable Lisa Jackson 
Administrator 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Ariel Rios Building 
1200 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20460 
 
RE: Docket No. EPA-HQ-OAR-2005-0161 
 
Dear Administrator Jackson:  
 
I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed rule for the Renewable Fuels 
Standard, or “RFS-2.” I agree generally with the positions taken by the National 
Biodiesel Board including the following key points: 
 
1. EPA must act now with an interim final rule to ensure that 2009 and 2010 volumes 
are met as required by law. 
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2. EPA should grandfather existing plants by deeming these facilities to be in 
compliance with the 50 percent reduction requirement. 
 
3. The lifecycle greenhouse gas methodology for biodiesel is flawed.   
     - Nitrogen fixing in soil was incorrectly included. 
     - The energy balance data is out of date, co-product allocations for glycerine were 
not incorporated, and global market drivers for feedstocks, are not considered.  
     - EPA should analyze indirect emissions for all fuels or for none, and should 
compare biofuels to the more expensive and higher carbon sources of crude they will be 
replacing such as tar sands and heavy crude.  
     - EPA’s production baseline does not properly account for increasing crop yields and 
production efficiencies. 
     - EPA should use the proposed 100 year timeline vs. a 30 year timeline as some 
have suggested. 
     - EPA should eliminate the arbitrary 2 percent discount rate.  
     - EPA should correct the false statement included in the proposal that “the impact of 
any land-use change tends to be magnified with soybean biodiesel.”   
 
4. EPA should adjust the 50 percent reduction requirement for biomass-based diesel to 
40 percent. 
 
5. Registration, certification, and reporting requirements that are impractical and 
burdensome should be eliminated. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 


CLIMATE  CHANGE / GLOBAL WARMING 
================================================================== 
Think Progress: Sen. Lisa Murkowski proposes amendment to cripple EPA power 
to curb global warming (Blogger Central) 
 
Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R-AK) “wants to put the brakes on the Environmental Protection 
Agency’s efforts to curb climate change” by barring the EPA from “spending any funds 
on regulating carbon dioxide pollution from power plants, manufacturers, and other 
major emissions sources.” Murkowski has proposed an amendment to the Interior 
appropriations bill (H.R. 2996) under consideration this week by the U.S. Senate to 
prevent the EPA from regulating global warming pollution from stationary sources: 
Effective during the 1-year period beginning on the date of enactment of this Act, none 
of the funds made available for the Environmental Protection Agency under this Act may 
be expended to regulate or control carbon dioxide from any sources other than a mobile 
source as described in section 202(a) of the Clean Air Act or to treat carbon dioxide as 
a pollutant subject to regulation under the Clean Air Act except for purposes of section 
10 202(a) of that Act. 
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As international leaders meet in New York City to discuss a global climate deal, the EPA 
is moving forward with regulatory proposals. “Murkowski’s amendment would thwart the 
2007 Supreme Court ruling that said EPA does have authority under the Clean Air Act 
to deal with climate pollution,” writes Frank O’Donnell in the Wonk Room. “By trying to 
block the agency through such a sneaky, back-door approach, Murkowski is bidding to 
become a climate outlaw.” 


 


 


FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
September 21, 2009 
3:17 PM 


CONTACT: Friends of the Earth 
Kate McMahon, 202-222-0715, kmcmahon@foe.org 
 
Coalition Asks EPA to Regulate Greenhouse Gases and Other Toxic Air 
Pollutants From Factory Farms (Planet Resource) 


WASHINGTON - September 21 - The Humane Society of the United States and a 
coalition of environmental and public health organizations filed a legal petition with the 
Environmental Protection Agency seeking to regulate air pollution from factory farms.     


The petitioners joining The HSUS include Association of Irritated Residents; Center on 
Race, Poverty and the Environment; Clean Air Task Force; Dairy Education Alliance; El 
Comité para el Bienestar de Earlimart; Environmental Integrity Project; Friends of the 
Earth; and Waterkeeper Alliance. 


"Unregulated air pollution from massive factory farms has a devastating impact on 
human health and the environment," says Jonathan Lovvorn, vice president and chief 
counsel for Animal Protection Litigation and Research at The HSUS. "The EPA should 
hold these big agribusiness corporations accountable for the enormous harm they are 
inflicting on local communities, independent family farmers, and the environment." 


The 69-page petition provides detailed scientific and legal information about the 
significant emissions of methane and nitrous oxide-two greenhouse gases-as well as 
hydrogen sulfide and ammonia from factory farms, and how all of these pollutants have 
been shown to have negative effects on human health and welfare, including adverse 
effects on climate and the environment in the United States. 


The petition further explains how reducing emissions of major pollutants from 
concentrated animal feeding operations (CAFOs), which are massive industrial facilities 
confining thousands or even millions of animals in warehouse-like conditions, will 
improve human health, reduce suffering of farm animals, protect habitat for wildlife, and 
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reduce the effects of climate change and other environmental problems. Regulating air 
pollution from CAFOs will also create a strong incentive for new CAFOs to employ 
production methods that reduce emissions. 


The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) has deemed the 
livestock sector "one of the top two or three most significant contributors to the most 
serious environmental problems, at every scale from local to global." This same report 
found that animal agriculture was responsible for contributing 18 percent of all 
greenhouse gas emissions-more than even the transport sector.  


In the United States, confined farm animals produce 500 million tons of waste every 
year, more than 3.3 times the amount of waste created by humans. Nevertheless, the 
EPA does not currently require these animal factories to meet any testing, performance 
or emission standards under the Clean Air Act. 


CAFOs economically harm small family farms engaging in practices that are better for 
animal welfare and more environmentally sustainable. These independent farmers 
cannot financially compete with large factory farms, which cut corners and jeopardize 
environmental and public health. Forcing factory farms to comply with environmental 
and health standards would level the playing field and help small farmers become more 
competitive. 


"Our lungs and the future of our planet are not animal factory subsidies," said Tom 
Fratz, president of the Association of Irritated Residents and a resident of the San 
Joaquin Valley, an air basin in California with more than 2.6 million dairy cows. 
"President Obama promised us during the election that he would protect rural residents 
from this pollution and we expect EPA to keep that promise." 


"Hog lots and other factory farms aren't just stinky, they're also destabilizing our 
climate," said Kate McMahon of Friends of the Earth. "The EPA has a legal obligation to 
protect the public by cracking down on this economic and public health threat - a threat 
that has yet to be addressed by climate legislation pending in Congress." 


"The people who live in the communities devastated by unregulated air pollution from 
animal factories deserve protection" said Charlie Tebbutt of the Western Environmental 
Law Center and co-chair of the Dairy Education Alliance. "Implementing this petition will 
get animal factories into the Clean Air Act process and give communities better 
opportunities to protect themselves." 


"Through global warming and deposition, the toxic emissions from industrial animal 
operations have profoundly impacted our water resources" said Hannah Connor of 
Waterkeeper Alliance. "By actively regulating the emissions from this industry, EPA will 
be taking a positive step towards protecting and enhancing not only the quality of our 
Nation's air resources, but also the quality of our Nation's water resources, and the 
public health and welfare of our communities."   







  FACTS:  


• Over the last several decades, increasing numbers of animals are being 
warehoused in fewer, but larger, operations, in which many of them are 
intensively confined in small spaces such as battery cages, veal crates and 
gestation crates.  


• The increased waste and emissions associated with factory farming result in air 
pollution that contributes to climate change, causes serious public health 
concerns, and harms the environment.  


• The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) deemed the 
animal agriculture sector "one of the top two or three most significant contributors 
to the most serious environmental problems, at every scale from local to global." 
This same report, Livestock's Long Shadow, found that global meat, egg and milk 
production generate more greenhouse gas emissions than even the transport 
sector.  


• Pollution from farm animal production is only continuing to increase, making 
emissions from CAFOs some of the nation's largest sources of pollution.  


• Despite clear evidence that CAFOs significantly contribute to emissions of 
methane, nitrous oxide, hydrogen sulfide, ammonia, volatile organic compounds, 
and particulate matter, the EPA does not require CAFOs to meet any testing, 
performance or emission standards under the Clean Air Act.  


• Numerous scientific surveys, including the U.S. Inventory Report adopted by the 
EPA, establish that CAFOs meet the standards for regulation under section 111 
of the Clean Air Act as a source that causes or contributes significantly to air 
pollution which endangers public health and welfare. 


To download the petition, click 
http://www.foe.org/sites/default/files/HSUS_et_al_v_EPA_CAFO_CAA_Petition.pdf 


### 


Friends of the Earth is the U.S. voice of the world's largest grassroots environmental 
network, with member groups in 77 countries. Since 1969, Friends of the Earth has 
fought to create a more healthy, just world.  


 
Some Rays of Hope for Global Efforts  (Grist) 
 
Important week for global warming 0 
Posted 10:16 AM on 21 Sep 2009 
by Jake Schmidt  
Today begins a week dubbed because of all the high-level climate discussions that are 
occurring.  And they just all happen to be occurring in the U.S. at an important time for 
the domestic debate to pass a clean energy and climate bill in the Senate. 
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The high-level events begin on Tuesday (Sept. 22) with the U.N. Secretary General 
hosting an all day session on global warming for Heads of Government from around the 
world, it continues with a session on deforestation for Heads of Government on 
Wednesday (Sept. 23), and ends with the G20 Summit in Pittsburg—with a lot in 
between. 


Heads of Government from these key countries don’t meet often to discuss global 
warming pollution, so every event where this is on the agenda for Heads of Government 
is an important opportunity to make progress.  And as I’ve discussed, here, bringing in 
Heads of Government is critical at this stage of the negotiations if we are to have any 
chance of securing a strong global agreement in Copenhagen.  Last time Heads of 
Government from key countries met at the G8 and Major Economies Forum in Italy, 
some progress was made on a number of important benchmarks of the global effort (as 
I discussed here).  So there is hope of more to come at these key events. 


Time is short before Copenhagen—about 3 months to the day are left—so there is a 
notable sense that things aren’t coming together fast enough—dark clouds appear to be 
hanging overhead.  Accordingly expectations were high that these high-level events 
could provide a much needed boost to international efforts—start to part the clouds and 
let some sunshine appear. 


What gives me a sense of optimism—besides the fact that regardless of the fluctuations 
in the political climate the need for clean energy and global warming solutions will 
remain—are four things about international efforts on global warming that are important 
to keep in mind. 


25th hour (and maybe 26th) is when these negotiations often come together. This is a 
high stakes negotiation where everything is intimately woven together. Countries are 
unwilling to move on one piece as they are waiting for a similar move by another 
country on a related issue. This is especially true on one of the key pieces on the 
agenda for the G20—finance/investment for developing countries (see my summary of 
the negotiation texts for an overview of the key issues - part 1, part 2, and part 3).  At 
the Major Economies Forum in July, President Obama tasked Finance Ministers to 
report back at the G20 on progress on this issue so there is hope that some promising 
signs will emerge from Pittsburgh (and the Obama Administration has shown some 
more public support in recent days, as I discussed here). 


As a result, the negotiations often “come down to the wire” as no one is willing to move 
until they feel like they have moved the other side as much as possible—the final 
showdown. We don’t have to look too far back into these negotiations to see an 
example. The Bali meeting which launched the two year negotiations towards 
Copenhagen wasn’t resolved until Saturday afternoon the day after the meeting was 
supposed to end. And I bet if you asked negotiators—either before Bali began or at any 
point during the session—whether we would get an agreement that looked like the 
actual outcome they would have said no (including yours truly). 
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Many times these negotiations only look like agreement can be reached minutes after it 
is actually reached. 


The U.S. is making progress domestically to curb global warming pollution. The last 
time the world was on the cusp of an international agreement to address global 
warming—in 1997 around the Kyoto Protocol negotiations—domestic efforts to put in 
place limits on U.S. global warming pollution had made very little progress.  In fact, 
some would argue that the U.S. was on its heels before Kyoto as the Senate had sent a 
signal with “mixed” domestic support for what would ultimately emerge. 


While things haven’t changed as far as we need them to in the U.S., let’s not forget 
about a couple of important changes that have occurred that make the U.S. poised for 
action more than at any time in the past, including the: 


• Supreme Court has ruled that CO2 is a pollutant and the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency has taken steps to control CO2 as required by U.S. law 
pursuant to this decision (as my colleague David Doniger discusses here);  


• U.S. stimulus made a down payment on the necessary investment in clean 
energy and global warming solutions (as we discussed); and  


• House of Representatives passed clean energy and global warming legislation 
that would require U.S. emissions to decline annually through 2050.  


No one wants a repeat of Kyoto where the U.S. couldn’t build the domestic support to 
implement what it committed to internationally. That is why we (and many others) are 
pushing for the U.S. Senate to take action before Copenhagen—we need to ensure that 
the U.S. actually lives up to its promises. 


Developing countries are taking action to curb emissions and providing hints of more to 
come. Over the last two years, there has been a sizeable shift in how developing 
countries came to the international negotiations. Major developing countries used to 
say: “we only act when the industrialized world takes even deeper action”.  But now 
most major emerging economies have taken action to curb their emissions and 
proposed or hinted at more to come.  For example: 


• China has made a number of investments to reduce their emissions (as we 
summarized here), have hinted at what further steps they might undertake (as 
I’ve discussed here), and have signaled that President Hu Jintao will announce 
specific actions this week (as Reuters notes here);  


• South Korea has proposed a range of absolute emissions targets they’ll take and 
are developing the domestic laws to implement that target (as I discussed here);  


• Mexico is taking serious steps to have a domestic emissions trading system for 
key sectors of the economy in place before 2012 and signaled a commitment to a 
deep cut by 2050 (as I discussed here);  


• South Africa has signaled that they’ll have their emissions “peak and decline” 
around 2020/2025 and are beginning the national dialogue to firm up the steps 
they’ll take to achieve that aim (as I’ve discussed here).  
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• Brazil has committed to have their deforestation rate decline to more than 80% of 
today’s rate by 2020 (as I discussed here) and has shown some continual 
progress in reversing their deforestation trend.  


• India who in the past as been ardent that they won’t take action unless the 
industrialized world takes even deeper cuts, has actually undertaken some 
serious efforts domestically and recently has shown that they’ll do even more 
domestically (as my colleague Anjali Jaiswal summarized here).  


Almost all developed countries have proposed deeper emissions cuts. The European 
Union, Australia, New Zealand, Norway, Switzerland, and Japan have all committed to 
deeper emissions reduction targets (with a signal from the new Japanese government 
that they’ll go even deeper than their predecessor). Two notable exceptions that haven’t 
committed to deeper cuts are Russia (see here for their weak opening offer) and 
Canada (as noted in this call for greater action from Canada). And while a number of 
these countries have to firm up their targets and their domestic laws to achieve those 
targets, these countries have committed in advance of Copenhagen (very different than 
prior to Kyoto where most hadn’t proposed anything or taken steps to implement 
domestic actions). 


It is easy to feel like the world’s efforts to address global warming are under a dark 
cloud characterized by not enough progress and big unknowns in key countries, but 
some rays of sunshine are appearing in key countries. 


And it is these rays that will have to be pieced together at the 25th hour in Copenhagen. 


So will the forecast coming out of climate week improve the outlook for Copenhagen?  
Let’s hope, as a lot is riding on the world’s efforts to solve global warming (I’ll be in N.Y. 
and Pittsburgh to see first hand how it’s looking). 


 


Monday September 21, 2009 
 
Global Emissions Are Shrinking--And It's Not Just The Recession (The Vine/New 
Republic) 
 
Bradford Plumer 
6:49 pm  
Over in the Financial Times today, Fiona Harvey gets a sneak peek at a new 
International Energy Agency report, which finds that worldwide carbon-dioxide 
emissions have undergone a "significant decline" this year—shrinking 2 percent, the 
steepest CO2 drop in the last four decades. Steeper even than the drop after the OPEC 
oil crisis in the late '70s. Okay, well, no kidding, there's a severe recession going on. 
Industrial output is declining. What'd we expect? 
Ah, but wait: What's surprising here is that the IEA argues that one-quarter of the CO2 
drop was actually a result of government policies. The report singles out the EU's cap-
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and-trade system (which is finally starting to clamp down after some early stumbling); 
U.S. fuel-economy standards for vehicles; and China's smorgasbord of energy-
efficiency policies. In fact, this is the first year that regulations have actually made a 
significant dent in carbon-dioxide emissions, and the IEA argues they would've had an 
effect even in the absence of a recession. 


So now Fatih Birol, the chief economist of the IEA, is arguing that the current recession 
might actually make it "much less difficult" to make the carbon cuts many scientists 
have deemed necessary to avoid drastic climate change. After all, we're already a good 
chunk of the way there. The Energy Information Administration, for example, recently 
forecast that the United States would be a whopping 8.5 percent below 2005 emission 
levels by the end of 2009, which means we'd already be halfway toward the goal in the 
House climate bill—17 percent below 2005 levels by 2020—long before the thing even 
gets enacted. 


On the flip side, it's also possible that the recession could undermine a cap-and-trade 
approach if Congress isn't watchful. Here's what I mean: The way the cap works is that 
Congress sets an overall limit on carbon pollution for each year and then doles out a 
corresponding number of pollution credits. But if you dole out far more permits than 
businesses need—because, say, a recession shrunk real emissions far below the cap 
you set—then the price of carbon permits will plunge to rock-bottom levels, and 
companies won't have any incentive to make any changes. This is exactly what 
happened in the early days of the E.U.'s Emissions Trading System. So there's a case 
to be made for tightening the 2020 targets in the climate bill and setting a floor on 
carbon prices—something Barbara Boxer appears to be considering right now for the 
Senate climate bill. 


 


Is A Climate Bill Political Suicide? Maybe Not. (The Vine/ New Republic) 
• Bradford Plumer 
• 12:57 pm  


The conventional wisdom about the politics of climate-change legislation is that cap-
and-trade is grossly, horribly unpopular and that Democrats in conservative districts 
ought to be blanching with terror over getting behind it. What's more (says the c.w.), 
those conservative Dems who did vote for the Waxman-Markey bill in the House 
probably signed their own political death warrants. But is this c.wreally true? Well, 
maybe not, according to a new poll from Garin Hart Yang, a Dem-leaning firm that 
conducted the survey on behalf of the Environmental Defense Fund. 
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The pollsters took the temperature of three very conservative districts held by 
Democrats who voted for Waxman-Markey, and the results were surprising: Voters in 
Heath Shuler's North Carolina district supported a cap on carbon 55 percent to 29 
percent; in Barron Hill's Indiana district, support ran 45-30; in freshman Tom Perriello's 
conservative Virginia district, support ran 42-25. None of these districts feel particularly 
warm toward Obama—in Shuler's district, for instance, Obama's approvals are actually 
a net negative—but voters on the whole seem to trust environmental groups, and 
moderates in those areas upgraded their opinions of their reps after learning they voted 
for the climate bill. 


Now, as noted, this is a Democratic pollster, and a different pollster framing the 
questions in slightly different ways might've gotten conflicting answers. (Indeed, if you 
look on the last page of this poll, note that, in these districts, the GOP's favored "cap-
and-tax" message was only slightly less convincing to voters than the pro-reform "create 
jobs" message.) Still, it's some evidence that tackling climate change isn't political 
suicide, after all. 


 


 


COAL 
================================================================== 
 
MEDIA ADVISORY: Texas Statewide Roll Beyond Coal Coal Plant Tour Starts 
Monday (LivingAir) 
 
Mon Sep 21, 2009 1:55pm EDT 
No New Coal Plants until TCEQ Cleans Up Its Act! Say Environmental Groups 
 
EPA Rules that TCEQ's Air Permitting Process Does Not Abide By Federal Law 
 
WHO: Ryan Rittenhouse, Public Citizen, 440-796-9695 
Eva Hernandez, Sierra Club, 404-717-3328 
Local Spokespersons at each tour stop  
 
WHAT:   The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) recently rejected key 
aspects of the air permitting plan of Texas' regulatory agency -- the Texas 
Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) and called for proper enforcement 
of the       Clean Air Act in Texas. 
 
Public Citizen and the Sierra Club announce a TEXAS STATE-WIDE COAL PLANT 
TOUR 
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to visit communities that have been negatively impacted by the Texas 
Commission on Environmental Quality's -- (TCEQ) failure to enforce the law and 
control pollution.  The groups are collecting postcards from citizens at the 
tour stops across Texas to deliver the messages to the EPA in support of the 
EPA's recent announcement. 
 
WHERE: 
Week One Tour Stops 
Monday, Sept. 21, WACO, 10:00 am, Heritage Park, 3rd Street & Austin Avenue 
 
Tuesday, Sept. 22 , DALLAS, 10:00 am, The 500 Block of Reunion Blvd East, 
across the street from Dallas Morning News (32.774975,-96.807328 on google 
maps) 
 
Wednesday, Sept. 23, ABILENE, 10:00 am, 3.3 miles north of interstate 20 on 
FM-600, Lake Fort Phantom Hill, Sweetwater, Texas 
 
Week Two Tour Stops 
Monday, Sept. 28, COLLEGE STATION, 10:00 am, Location TBA 
 
Tuesday, Sept. 29, CORPUS CHRISTI, 10:00 am, Location TBA 
 
Tuesday, Sept. 29, BAY CITY, 4:00 pm, Steps of the Court House (1700 7th 
Street) 
 
Wednesday, Sept. 30, HOUSTON, 10:00 am, Tranquility Park, 515 Rusk, across 
from the federal courthouse 
 
VISUALS:   Giant inflatable coal plant, a decorated clean energy trailer, 
signs and posters 
 
Now that the EPA has signaled that it will hold TCEQ accountable to protect 
Texas health and air quality, Public Citizen and Sierra Club are calling on 
EPA to place a moratorium on new coal and pet coke plants in Texas until the 
TCEQ agrees to follow the law of the Federal Clean Air Act.  Since EPA has 
recognized that the TCEQ is not fulfilling its duties, no new air permits 
should be allowed or coal plants built until the commission adheres to federal 
environmental air quality standards.  Public Citizen and Sierra Club further 
call for a review of all existing dirty coal plant permits.  
 
CONTACT: Ryan Rittenhouse of Public Citizen, +1-440-796-9695; or Eva Hernandez 
of Sierra Club, +1-404-717-3328 
 
/PRNewswire-USNewswire -- Sept. 21/ 


 







 


HAZARDOUS  WASTE 
================================================================== 
E.P.A. Reports Suggests Waste Reduction and Recycling Reduces CO2 
Emissions (Get Green Living) 
 
September 21, 2009, Posted by admin at 7:11  
E.P.A. A new E.P.A. study examines the greenhouse gas impacts of the way Americans 
obtain, deliver and dispose of goods. The full report, including this chart, can be found 
here. 
A new report from the United States Environmental Protection Agency suggests that 
way Americans procure, produce, deliver and dispose of goods and services — what 
the agency refers to as “materials and land management” — accounts for 42 percent of 
the nation’s greenhouse gas emissions.  
The study took stock of the emissions generated by land use, food and product 
production across the entire life cycle — from resource extraction (think mining, 
agriculture and forestry) to manufacturing, packaging, transportation and ultimately 
disposal. 
The report breaks from conventional analyses of  greenhouse gas emissions, which 
typically focus on sectors such as transportation or electricity generation, and according 
to Joshua Stolaroff, a former science and technology policy fellow with E.P.A.’s …  


 


9.21.2009 3:05 PM 
Is Your Child's School Flunking the Environment? (Daily Green) 
 
Tips on greening up your local school. Also see 10 of the greenest colleges in America 
and 4 ways to green your kid's lunch box. 
By Adria Vasil, author of Ecoholic. 
You'd think schools would be role models for good behavior now wouldn't you? Oh sure 
they might talk a good game about the importance of recycling paper and protecting 
polar bears, but are they walking the walk?  
Not if they're leaving the lights on day and night, spraying the school grounds with toxic 
pesticides and mopping up with hormone-disrupting chemicals! Here's a subject-by-
subject breakdown on how your kid's school might be failing the planet, as well as some 
pointers for helping them boost those grades.  


Subject: Pesticides  
* Grassy school yards see a lot of activity, so no matter how old the students (and 
teachers) are, toxic pesticides shouldn't be sprayed on school grounds. Many are linked 
to cancer, neurological damage, and developmental problems. Youngest kids are the 
most vulnerable because their organs can't easily eliminate toxins from their systems 
and their nervous systems are still developing. After several incidents of chemical 
pesticides like Roundup wafting into school vents, kids swallowing insecticide granules, 
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and fumigants making students sick, the federal government was kicking around a bill 
(the School Environmental Protection Act) that would force schools to notify parents 
when pesticides were used on school property, but the bill didn't get enough votes to 
pass.  


Room for improvement:  
* Ask your school/school board about their pesticide policy. Demand that students and 
parents be notified before bug-killing chemicals are used.  
* Press school leaders to establish an integrated pest management policy that looks at 
switching to safer options. The Environmental Protection Agency recently asked schools 
to do so by 2015 (google School IPM 2015 for details), but if you want it to happen 
sooner, you'll have to push for it.  


Subject: Energy  
* If your child's school says it's too cash-strapped to bring on earth-friendly changes, 
remind them that going green can actually save them serious coin. One out of every 
four dollars that schools spend on electricity is needlessly wasted on inefficient boilers 
and leaving lights on, according to the U.S. Department of Energy. Check if your school 
has an action plan for cutting back on excess energy use.  


Room for improvement: 
* Make sure programmable thermostats are set no lower than 75°F in the summer and 
no higher than 70°F in the winter.  
* Be light bright: switch to ultra efficient compact fluorescent, T8 bulbs. Install motion 
sensors and timers to save even more.  
* Post signs above monitors and switches reminding students to switch off computers 
and lights at lunch and recess. Consider installing motion sensors or timers on lights.  
* Get schooled on the benefits of upgrading computers: Energy Star models can save 
up to $55 a year in energy. For more tips, see the U.S. Department of Energy's 
Website. 


Subject: Waste  
* No doubt, kids are messy, but did you know each student churns out about half a 
pound of garbage per school day? Multiply that by all the students in America and we've 
got some serious landfill clogging going on.  


Room for improvement:  
* Are there recycling bins in every class and hallway? The easier they are to find, the 
more likely they are to be used.  
* Are printers and photocopiers loaded with 100% recycled paper high in post-consumer 
content? Ask about a paper-saving policy for teachers and students.  
* Is the school composting? Organize food scrap bins in the cafeteria and build a 
composter outside. Students can spread all the highly nutritious soil it generates on 
school grounds. Teachers can even work with their classes to build a composter from 
scratch, as described at bluegrassgardens.com.  
* Is the cafeteria handing out disposable cutlery and plates? Make sure reusable forks 
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and dishes are promoted and try to ban hard-to-recycle plastics like polystyrene from 
your cafeteria.  


Subject: Food  
* If your older child's school has a cafeteria it's probably serving up a bounty of 
tantalizingly fresh, local ingredients, right? Fat chance. It probably serves more frozen 
fries and greasy burgers in a day than you can count. You might have trouble 
convincing your school to spend more cash on organic goodies, but you may be able to 
persuade the powers that be to cook with local ingredients (especially in prime harvest 
season!).  


Room for improvement: 
* Encourage the school to set up a farm-to-school program (it's already in 9,000 
schools!).  
* Look into the possibility of getting students to plant an organic food garden on school 
property.  
* More and more schools are already serving up certified organic options. Talk to your 
school about including organics wherever possible.  


Subject: Cleaning Chemicals  
* Gone are the days of teachers cleaning mouths out with soap, but kids are still taking 
in questionable chemicals every time their school gets cleaned. Petrochemicals, 
bleaches and caustic solvents found in industrial cleaning products have been linked to 
asthma, hormone disruption and allergies. Back in the '80s, one school janitor collapsed 
and later died after cleaning a bathroom floor with a product that contained butyl 
cellosolve (an ingredient still used in professional cleaners today) without any 
ventilation.  


Room for improvement:  
* We've got to be realistic here: your school's not about to switch to baking soda and 
vinegar. Instead, give school officials a list of eco-friendly institutional cleaning products 
approved by trusted third-party certifiers like Green Seal. 


Subject: E-Groups  
* Getting your school to go fully green can be about as easy as getting a class full of 5-
year-olds to sit still. It's even harder when you're just one person, so join forces with a 
group of like-principled people. Some school boards already have parent environmental 
networks -- be sure to ask.  


Room for improvement:  
* Junior and senior high schoolers can form an environmental club (e-club) with the help 
of a geography or Earth sciences teacher. They can do stuff like assess their school's 
impact on the Earth by measuring its ecological footprint (learn how at 
globalfootprints.org).  
* Start a Green PTA. If the local PTA isn't keen on going green, concerned parents can 
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start their own coalitions with other conscious moms and dads who want "idling-free" 
zones outside, Energy Star computers in classrooms and organic milk in the cafeteria.  


Adria Vasil is the author of Ecoholic: Your Guide to the Most Environmentally Friendly 
Information, Products & Services. She is a best-selling author and journalist for 
Canada's NOW, where she has been writing the "Ecoholic" column for five years. She 
lives in Toronto. For more information please visit www.ecoholicnation.com. 


The Daily Green's Community News section is a forum for our audience to get the word 
out about issues that matter to them, enlist support, get help and advice, celebrate 
successes or share humor. Submissions to The Daily Green are subject to our Privacy 
and Terms of Use policies. 


 


WATER 
================================================================== 


Are You Drinking Unsafe Water? Corporations Have Violated Clean Water Act 
Over 500,000 Times in Last Five Years (Democratic Underground.com) 
 
 
Forty percent of the nation’s community water systems violated the Safe Drinking Water 
Act at least once, exposing over 23 million people to potential danger. 
 
 
-snip- 
 
CHARLES DUHIGG: Well, we spent about ten months collecting records from every 
single state and the EPA, trying to figure out exactly what was going on with the nation's 
waters. And what we discovered was that the Clean Water Act was passed about 
almost four decades ago with the intent of giving regulators the power to monitor what 
goes into our waterways and then punish people who violate their permits. And 
everyone who dumps something into a waterway has to have a permit. And what we 
found is that only about three percent of people who violate their permits ever get 
punished. And so, somewhat unsurprisingly, the rate of violations has gone up 
significantly, because companies and workplaces know that they can break the Clean 
Water Act without getting punished for it. 
 
-snip- 
 
And that's what's happening all across the country, is that every single month or every 
single week or every single quarter, companies send in reports, and they say, this is 
what I'm dumping into a river, or this is what I'm dumping into a pond. And it shows that 
they're breaking the law, but in most cases regulators either don't look at the report, or 
even if they see the report, they're not doing anything to punish them. 
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AMY GOODMAN: And it's not just coal companies. I mean, the figures you're talking 
about here are astounding. Chemical companies have violated the Clean Water Act 
500,000 times. 
 
-snip- 
 
CHARLES DUHIGG: And it's not just chemical companies; it's facilities of any kind. So a 
lot of the polluters are, for instance, gas stations, dry cleaning stores, wastewater 
treatment plants that are run by New York City or any other city. These are all facilities 
that, under the Clean Water Act, are supposed to limit the toxins and other chemicals 
and pollutants that they dump into rivers or lakes or ponds. And they measure each 
week or each month what they're dumping, and they tell regulators, but regulators just 
aren't acting on that. 
 
-snip- 
 
CHARLES DUHIGG: If you go to nytimes.com/water, you'll see a link that let's you find 
your own state. And what you can do is, you can put in your own zip code and look up 
who around you has violated the Clean Water Act, and then you can also download all 
of this data from the states. 
 
One of the things that we found that was really troubling was that we went to the EPA to 
try and ask them for this information to figure out what's going on. And the EPA's 
records weren't great, because when we went to the states, the states would say, "No, 
the EPA is completely wrong. We have all these other violations that the EPA doesn't 
know about." And so, we asked every single state, send us all of your data, and then we 
put it all together, and that's what -- 
-snip- 
 
 
we need to be smart about this and stop being stupid. this is a health issue. 


********************************************************************* 


Blog Round-up contain copyrighted materials and are made available to designated 
recipients. Neither the Blog Round-up nor any individual article within may be further 
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MAJOR REGULATIONS/ISSUES OF CONCERN 
 


Accelerating Permitting and Job Creation  
 


Oil and Natural Gas Offshore Leasing 
 


Issue: 
Production from the Outer Continental Shelf (OCS), primarily the Gulf of Mexico, currently 
provides the U.S. with nearly 27% of its oil and approximately 14% of its natural gas.  The OCS 
has continued to grow in importance over the past several decades, particularly the deepwater 
areas of the Gulf of Mexico.  The Department of the Interior’s Bureau of Ocean Energy 
Management, Regulation and Enforcement (BOEMRE) estimates that the quantity of 
undiscovered technically recoverable resources on the OCS ranges from 66.6 to 115.3 billion 
barrels of oil and 326.4 to 565.0 trillion cubic feet of natural gas.  The mean estimate is 85.9 
billion barrels of oil and 419.9 trillion cubic feet of natural gas.  This represents about 60 
percent of the total oil and 40 percent of the total natural gas estimated to be contained in 
undiscovered fields in the United States.  The Alaskan Outer Continental Shelf under the 
Beaufort and Chukchi Seas are believed to contain the largest undiscovered energy resources in 
the United States, some 27 billion barrels of oil and 122 trillion cubic feet for natural gas, more 
than current estimates for the Atlantic and Pacific OCS combined.  For oil resources, BOEMRE 
has indicated that the vast majority of recent upward revisions in resource estimates have 
occurred in the deepwater areas of the Gulf of Mexico.  On October 1, 2008, Presidential and 
Congressional moratoria were removed from a large portion of the OCS.  In response to the 
Deepwater Horizon accident, however, the Department of the Interior withdrew from study 
significant resources in the eastern Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic Oceans (e.g., DOI announced in 
December that no lease sales will be held in the Mid and South Atlantic in the 2007-2012 
program or in the 2012-2017 program).  In addition, in December, 2010 DOI announced that 
there will be no further lease sales in the Arctic under the 2007-2012 program.  The decision on 
whether to permit sales under the 2012-2017 program is still under review.  Accordingly, 
significant delays in developing additional oil and natural gas resources will occur. 
 
Impact: 
In Louisiana, Texas, Alabama and Mississippi alone, the offshore oil and natural gas industry 
accounts for nearly 400,000 jobs that generate $70 billion in annual economic value.  This does 
not include other jobs across the U.S. that provide equipment and services to the offshore 
industry. A recent Wood-Mackenzie study completed for API estimates that as compared to the 
base case, additional access to U.S. resources could lead to tens of thousands of additional 
direct jobs by 2020, with additional indirect jobs being created, if greater access to U.S. 
resources is provided.  Uncertainty about future opportunities will only increase our reliance on 
imports and cost us valuable jobs at home. 
 
Action Needed: 
The comprehensive five-year leasing process mandated in the Outer Continental Shelf Lands 
Act should be continued.  DOI should expedite development of the Supplemental 
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Environmental Impact Statement for the remaining Western Planning Area and Central 
Planning Area lease sales and should hold all Gulf lease sales scheduled in the 2007-2012 OCS 
program.  In addition, DOI should proceed with a comprehensive five-year leasing process as 
mandated in the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act that includes evaluation of the Beaufort and 
Chukchi planning areas.  The process forward should consider carefully the significant safety 
improvements implemented over the last several months and not arbitrarily remove areas from 
consideration.  All available areas of the OCS should be open to responsible and safe leasing 
and development of oil and natural gas. 
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Deepwater Offshore Drilling Permits (Gulf of Mexico and Alaska) 
 


Issue: 
DEEP WATER DRILLING 
Since the April 20, 2010, Deepwater Horizon accident, new deepwater offshore oil and natural 
gas development in the Gulf of Mexico and offshore Alaska has been under a moratorium, 
either explicitly or implicitly.  New regulations have been issued, governmental functions have 
been reorganized and a new industry spill response initiative has been made operational, but 
only a few new deepwater permits have been approved.  While the Department of the Interior 
has approved a few deepwater drilling permits since the Deepwater Horizon accident on 
February 28, 2011, the offshore industry is far from back to business.  Several drill ships have 
departed the Gulf of Mexico for work in other basins of the world and are unlikely to return for 
several years, if then.    
 
The oil industry has moved aggressively to enhance offshore drilling safety.  Working closely 
with the Administration, it has raised the standards for all companies working in the Gulf and 
developed new equipment and procedures to help prevent future problems. The final element 
was put in place this February, when the Marine Well Containment Company announced the 
availability of an initial well containment response system for use if needed.  The system was 
developed in consultation with the Department of the Interior and meets the government’s 
requirements.  
 
ALASKA 
Another particularly egregious case that illustrates how ill-managed and unpredictable the 
permitting process can be is Shell’s multi-year effort to drill an exploratory well in the Beaufort 
Sea offshore Alaska.    Offshore Alaska oil and gas resources are likely world-class and could 
contribute significantly to the nation’s energy security, as well as the long-term viability of the 
Trans-Alaska Pipeline System (TAPS).  TAPS is a critical national infrastructure that moves oil 
from the Arctic to U.S. markets and consumers in the lower 48 states.  Without development of 
additional crude supplies in Alaska, TAPS throughput will continue to decline and eventually put 
the pipeline at risk.   Developing Alaska’s OCS resources offers the opportunity to reverse the 
decline in the TAPS pipeline. Alaska has provided the U.S. with a significant portion of its 
domestic production for decades.  Today, the fields of Alaska’s North Slope continue to supply 
the U.S. with 15% of U.S. crude oil production but are in decline.    
 
After years of analysis, in 2005 the federal government held several OCS lease sales in the 
Arctic.  At the invitation of the federal government, companies participated in the lease sales.  
The government received bonus payments in excess of $3 billion.  Shell Oil Company, one of the 
successful bidders, has been pursuing development of its Arctic leases since 2005.  To date, 
Shell’s investment in Arctic leases and associated exploration costs is more than $3.75 billion.   
Shell has been blocked from drilling even a single exploration well in Alaska.  Although some 30 
federal and state permits are needed, the primary barrier is the inability to secure a final, 
useable air permit from the U.S. EPA.  Shell’s proposed exploration plan involves a program 
with a mobile drill rig that will operate for less than three months in a single year.   EPA has 
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spent literally years working on the air permits for this temporary, mobile emissions source.   
The most recent air permits issued by EPA were rejected by the Environmental Appeals Board 
(EAB) on the grounds that more information is needed about when a drilling rig becomes a 
“source” and because more analysis is needed about the impact of NOx emissions from the 
exploration work on the health of residents onshore.  Neither of these issues relate to air 
quality resulting from Shell’s program, just how emissions are measured.   
 
Impact: 
The de facto moratorium on deepwater development in the Gulf of Mexico has cost the U.S. 
thousands of jobs, 200,000 barrels per day of production and has led the Energy Information 
Administration to reduce its estimates of OCS production by approximately 500,000 barrels per 
day by 2012.  Further delays will only compound the current damage, thus resulting in fewer 
jobs, less government revenues from production and a greater reliance on imported oil, often 
from unstable or unfriendly regimes.  The EAB decision regarding Shell’s air permit in Alaska 
forced Shell to cancel its 2011 exploration program.  The consequences are significant – Shell 
incurred hundreds of millions of dollars in costs; the residents of the North Slope lost the 
opportunity for jobs and revenues; and the American people were denied the opportunity to 
understand the oil and gas resources of the North Slope.     
 
Further development of Alaska’s resources would be an engine for job creation, economic 
growth and government revenue.   According to a recent study by the Institute of Social and 
Economic Research at the University of Alaska, commercialization of Alaska’s OCS oil and gas 
resources could generate $193 billion (in 2010$) in revenues to federal, state, and local 
governments over a 50 year period; and an annual average of 54,700 jobs nationwide, with an 
estimated cumulative payroll amounting to $145 billion (2010$) over the next 50 years. 
 
Action Needed: 
Existing permits meeting the new regulations should be approved expeditiously, as current law 
requires.  Uncertainty surrounding regulatory requirements must be eliminated.   
 
Air permits for Shell’s 2012 exploration program in Alaska should be delivered by September 
2011. EPA should develop a workplan and a timeline that ensures delivery of permits by 
September 2011. The Administration should take responsibility for efficient processing of air 
permits for offshore Alaska exploration activity that, in fact, poses minimal air quality concerns.  
The Administration should also move to resolve another Alaska OCS issue, specifically the 
revised 2007-2012 OCS leasing plan and the issues raised by federal court concerning Lease Sale 
193. 
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Keystone XL Pipeline Project 
 
Issue: 
The U.S. State Department is responsible for issuing “presidential permits” for cross-border 
pipelines.  In the past, such as the case with Enbridge’s Alberta Clipper pipeline, permits have 
been granted with little or no controversy.  National oil sands opponents, however, are 
pressuring the State Department to oppose the proposed Keystone XL pipeline, and are 
leveraging local and regional residents along its intended route to oppose the project based on 
unrelated issues such as eminent domain and potential impact to aquifers. 
 
Impact: 
The Keystone XL pipeline would ensure a safe and reliable supply of Canadian crude to U.S. 
refineries in the Gulf region – critical for ensuring U.S. energy security.  Currently, only 
refineries in the Midwest and Rocky Mountain regions rely heavily on Canadian crude.  The 
United States should resist policies that arbitrarily limit any economic supply sources 
(particularly secure North American sources) to the detriment of our energy supply and 
security, and our global economic competitiveness.  Measures restricting the use of oil sands 
products would not likely limit oil sands production (and corresponding emissions), but simply 
cause such output to be diverted to more distant markets, with potentially even greater overall 
emissions. 
 
Action Needed: 
The U.S. State Department should expeditiously approve the presidential permit to allow the 
Keystone XL pipeline project to move forward. 
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Reducing Economic Burdens and Lost Jobs 
 


 Ozone National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) 
 


Issue: 
On January 6, 2010, EPA proposed to revise the national ambient air quality standards (NAAQS) 
for ozone.  The proposed rule would strengthen the primary eight-hour ozone standard to a 
level within the range of 0.060-0.070 ppm.  EPA also proposed to establish a distinct 
cumulative, seasonal secondary standard.  The proposed secondary standard is designed to 
protect against the adverse effects of ozone during the three months when daytime ozone 
concentrations are the highest.  When it issued the proposed standards, EPA anticipated the 
issuance of final standards by August 3, 2010, with a timeline for implementation of final 
standards by December 2013.  In response to the proposed rule, EPA received over 5,000 
comments and heard testimony from over 200 stakeholders at various regional meetings.  EPA 
has now gone back to the science advisory committee for advice.  At the current time, EPA still 
intends to issue a final rule in 2011.   
 
Impact: 
Compliance with the proposed NAAQS for ozone is expected to pose considerable challenges 
and be extremely expensive.  According to EPA, as of December 17, 2010, 249 of the 675 
counties in the U.S. with ozone monitoring equipment have not yet achieved compliance with 
the NAAQS for ozone issued in 1997.  One half of the counties will be nonattainment areas 
under the standard of 0.075 ppm issued in 2008 and over 90 percent of the counties are likely 
to be nonattainment  areas under the standard proposed by EPA.  EPA has estimated that 
compliance with a standard of 0.060 ppm could cost up to $90 billion per year by 2020. Private 
estimates are considerably higher.  (Estimate assumes development of technologies that don’t 
exist.)  Moreover, permitting new sources of ozone pollution in nonattainment areas is virtually 
impossible unless offsets or other reductions can be found and the “lowest achievable 
emissions rate” is achieved at the facility.      
 
Action Needed:   
The Bush Administration promulgated revisions to the ozone standard in 2008.  EPA is not 
required to do this rulemaking at this time.  It should abandon this proposed rule until review of 
the NAAQS for ozone is required (every 5 years, or 2013) and propose a rule at that time based 
on the best available scientific information available. 
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Industrial Boiler MACT standards 
 


Issue: 
In two separate rulemaking proceedings, EPA proposed rules in April 2010 that would:  1) 
reduce hazardous air pollutant emissions (HAPS) from existing and new industrial, commercial 
and institutional boilers and process heaters located at major sources; and 2) reduce HAPS 
emissions from existing and new industrial, commercial and institutional boilers located at area 
sources.  These rules would apply to boilers at major source facilities that burn coal, fuel oil, 
biomass, or natural or refinery gas; process heaters that heat raw or intermediate material 
during and industrial process; and boilers at area source facilities that burn coal, oil, biomass or 
non-waste materials.  Under section 112 of the Clean Air Act, existing sources have three years 
after rules are finalized to come into compliance with the new rules or shut down.  After its 
proposed rules were issued, EPA received over 4,000 comments.  Pursuant to a court-ordered 
deadline, EPA issued final rules on February 23rd and simultaneously announced that it would 
reconsider certain aspects of the final rules because of the material changes that were made in 
response to comments.   
 
Impact: 
According to EPA, there are approximately 13,555 boilers and process heaters at major sources 
in the U.S.  In addition, there are approximately 183,000 boilers at 92,000 facilities classified as 
area sources.  Many of these area source boilers are located at commercial and institutional 
facilities and, in general, are owned and operated by small entities.  In response to comments, 
EPA significantly reduced the potential cost of these rules by relying on work practices where 
possible and by exempting smaller boilers from having to install new control technology.  EPA 
now estimates that the total cost of complying with these regulations is approximately $1.8 
billion per year.  Given the length and complexity of the final rules and EPA’s intention 
immediately to begin reconsideration of certain aspects of the final rules, it is unclear whether 
these rules will be workable for certain types of boilers, particularly solid and liquid fuel boilers. 
We are encouraged that EPA has carefully reviewed the thousands of comments that it 
received and appears to be working to tailor rules that accomplish health objectives in a 
manner that reduces burdens on industry.     
 
Action Needed: 
EPA should continue to improve these regulations, utilizing the best available data.  EPA also 
should ensure that its final, reconsidered rules do not require any changes in top performing 
units, and should allow work practice standards where feasible in order to encourage energy 
efficiency, as it has shown a willingness to do.  In particular, EPA should modify its regulations 
relating to solid and liquid fuel boilers to adopt flexible, reasonable and cost effective work 
practices instead of emissions limits for pollutants (such as dioxin) emitted in very low levels 
and that are difficult and expensive to measure.  Finally, EPA has the authority, on a case-by-
case basis, to grant waivers for up to one year in order to give affected units time to install 
necessary equipment.  The President may grant further two-year waivers, industry wide, if 
technology is not available and the exemptions are in the interest of national security.  These 
authorities should be generously exercised.    
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Utility Boiler MACT Standards 
 


Issue: 
On March 16, 2011, EPA issued proposed rules that would apply maximum achievable control 
technology (MACT)-based national emissions standards for hazardous air pollutants (NESHAPS) 
from coal and oil fired power plants.  Under section 112 of the Clean Air Act, MACT standards 
apply to both new and existing facilities.  For new facilities, the standards must be equivalent to 
the best performing existing unit.  For existing facilities, the standard is to be equivalent to the 
performance achieved by the best 12% of existing units.  Existing units have 3 years to comply 
with the standards.   
 
Impact: 
Any final NESHAPS rule likely will require the installation of costly new control equipment at 
many existing coal-fired power plants and lead to parasitic (capacity) loss at virtually every 
plant.  This will have the effect of increasing GHG emissions by reducing plant efficiency.  If EPA 
does not use its authority to sub-categorize or tailor its regulations depending on plant, coal 
and boiler types, it is not clear if technology is available to meet the anticipated standards for 
all hazardous gases.  Lignite and sub-bituminous coal-fired power plants could be especially 
hard hit as the form of mercury emitted by these plants is not captured by traditional scrubbers 
and selective catalytic reduction control technology.  Substantial electric generation capacity is 
expected to shut down as a result of this rule.  While EPA has estimated that the annual cost of 
its proposed rules will be $10.9 billion by 2016, it is likely that costs will be much greater.  EPA 
has estimated that there are approximately 1,350 units affected by this action.   
 
Action Needed: 
EPA should sub-categorize or tailor its regulations depending on plant, coal and boiler types, as 
the law allows, in order to mitigate the impact of this rule.  EPA may grant, on a case-by-case 
basis, a one-year delay in order to give affected units time to install necessary equipment.  The 
President may grant further two-year waivers, industry-wide, if technology is not available and 
the exemptions are in the interest of national security.  Given the potential effect this rule 
could have on electric reliability and electricity prices, EPA and the President should generously 
exercise this waiver authority.   
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Greenhouse Gas Emissions Regulations 
 


Issue: 
EPA has promulgated regulations under the Clean Air Act requiring certain new or modified 
major sources of greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs) to obtain PSD and operating permits.  These 
regulations require affected sources to install the best available control technology (BACT), as 
determined on a case-by-case basis.  In addition, on December 23rd, 2010, EPA announced a 
settlement agreement with a number of environmental groups which committed the agency to 
promulgate New Source Performance Standards for electric generating units and petroleum 
refineries.  When promulgated, these New Source Performance Standards would establish a 
“floor” on BACT determinations.  EPA has also indicated that it intends to conduct another 
rulemaking, to conclude by July 1, 2012, that will determine whether certain smaller sources 
can be permanently excluded from GHG permitting requirements.  EPA has indicated that it will 
not require permits for smaller sources until at least April 30, 2016. 


 
Impact:  
EPA’s current regulations require potentially lengthy BACT case-by-case reviews for new 
facilities or major modifications of existing facilities, thus potentially requiring costly retrofits or 
other actions at existing powerplants and factories and further complicating and delaying 
investment in new or upgraded facilities.  This discourages investment in the U.S and hampers 
job creation.  In addition, EPA’s announced future rulemakings on this issue create additional 
uncertainty surrounding future regulatory requirements.    


 
Action Needed: 
Business Roundtable believes that the Clean Air Act is not well-designed for regulating 
stationary sources of GHGs. We long have maintained that Congressional legislation and 
international cooperation is essential in order to address adequately the issue of climate 
change. Because the Clean Air Act is ill-suited to regulate stationary sources of GHGs, the 
Administration should agree to delay enforcement of its GHG regulations for two years in order 
to give Congress additional time to address this issue.  EPA should either abandon its second 
round of rulemakings on the GHG issue regarding the potential extension of GHG regulations to 
smaller sources or make it clear that it does not intend to extend GHG controls to additional 
sources.  In addition, EPA should clarify that it intends to take a “light handed” approach to 
reviewing state BACT determinations and will defer to state decisions in this area.  Finally, while 
EPA has now committed itself to promulgate new source performance standards this year, 
these standards should be performance standards based on efficiency or operations and not 
technology mandates.    
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Air Transport Rule 
 


Issue: 
The Clean Air Act requires states to reach “attainment” of EPA established National Ambient Air 
Quality Standards (NAAQS) for criteria pollutants and to maintain compliance with those 
standards.  In addition, the Clean Air Act requires each State Implementation Plan (SIP) to 
prohibit any source of emissions within the state from emitting any air pollutant in amounts 
which will contribute significantly to nonattainment, or interfere with the efforts of any other 
state to maintain its compliance with respect to any NAAQS.  As an enforcement mechanism, 
section 126 of the Clean Air Act allows a state to sue another state for emissions reductions if 
upwind emissions are contributing to nonattainment in the downwind state.  The Bush 
Administration promulgated the Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR) to respond to concerns raised 
by a number of states (primarily in the Northeast) about the effects that powerplant emissions 
in the Midwest and South were having on the formation of fine particulates and ground-level 
ozone in downwind states.  SO2 and NOx emissions are contributors to the formation of fine 
particulates and ground-level ozone and both pollutants can travel hundreds of miles.  CAIR 
was challenged by numerous parties and ultimately the rule was remanded to the EPA, but not 
vacated.  A number of states have already modified their SIPS to address some of the issues 
addressed by CAIR.  On July 6, 2010, EPA proposed the Clean Air Transport Rule as a 
replacement for CAIR.  The Transport Rule would require 31 states and the District of Columbia 
to reduce power plant emissions that contribute to ozone and fine particulate pollution in other 
states.  A final rule is expected by July 2011.   
 
Impact: 
EPA has estimated the direct cost to the power sector of complying with this rule will be $2.8 
billion annually.  This rule, coupled with the Utility MACT rule, could require installation of new 
scrubbing and other technology at generating utilities in the Midwest, South and East.  Units 
that currently are not “scrubbed,” may be at high risk for closure, depending on how this 
Transport Rule, the Utility MACT rule and other pending EPA regulations are finalized.  The 
universe of capacity at risk could be in the range of 30,000- 45,000 MW, according to numerous 
analysts, or approximately 13 percent of the existing coal capacity in the U.S.  The cumulative 
impact of this and other regulations anticipated to be finalized within the same general time 
period could threaten more than 20 percent of coal capacity, according to a study for EEI that 
was conducted by ICF International. This will drive up electricity prices and result in tighter 
reserve margins.   
 
Action Needed: 
One of the options proposed by EPA would allow credit trading in order to reduce the cost of 
compliance.  EPA should permit interstate trading of credits under the final rule.  In addition, 
EPA should, carefully time, implementation of the rule in order to mitigate potential “rate 
shock” for utility customers.   
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Cooling Water Intake Structures Rule 
 


Issue: 
The withdrawal of cooling water from rivers, lakes or oceans by electric power plants or 
manufacturing facilities may result in adverse environmental impacts on aquatic life.  These 
impacts are more pronounced at facilities with open-loop, or once-through, cooling water 
systems, which withdraw water from a source, use it to cool and then discharge it back into the 
source.  Other facilities use closed-loop cooling water systems, in which cooling water is itself 
cooled in cooling towers and then recycled for further cooling purposes.  Approximately 43 
percent of electric power plants in the U.S. with cooling water systems use an open-loop 
system.  Since 2001, all major new electric generators and industrial facilities have been 
required to use closed-loop cooling systems.  However, no such rules currently apply to existing 
facilities.  Pursuant to a settlement agreement EPA issued proposed rules applicable to existing 
facilities on March 28, 2011 and has committed to  issuing final rules by July 27, 2012.   
 
Impact: 
If final rules require electric power plants and manufacturing facilities with open-loop or once-
through cooling systems to install closed-loop cooling systems, then the potential retrofit costs 
could be substantial.  In December of 2010, the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) 
observed that “retrofitting towers would be very expensive for all nuclear facilities and most 
fossil facilities.  Many facilities … would be unable to bear the costs of retrofitting and would 
likely be shutdown.”  The North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) recently 
estimated that the cost of rules could cause 32,500-36,000 MW of capacity to be vulnerable to 
retirement if EPA requires the conversion of open-loop cooling water systems to closed-loop 
systems.  Finally, some power plants and industrial facilities simply may not have the space 
required for the installation of cooling towers and other associated equipment.  Even where it 
is feasible to install cooling towers, operating the fans on these towers consumes electricity, 
which reduces the efficiency of a generating plant per unit of energy input.  Correspondingly, 
this increases GHG emissions.        
 
Action Needed: 
Costs are permitted to be considered under this section of the Clean Water Act.  EPA should 
carefully consider the costs of any final rule, as well as the potential unintended consequences 
on air quality of requiring cooling towers.  EPA also should be extremely flexible, both in terms 
of technology as well as timing, as Administrator Jackson indicated she would be in response to 
letters of Congressional concern regarding this rule.  While we are still reviewing the proposed 
rule issued on March 28, we are encouraged that EPA seems to be receptive to case-by-case 
technology determinations that take into consideration a variety of factors including costs, 
feasibility, and availability of technologies.   
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Particulate Matter (PM) National Ambient Air Quality Standards 
 


Issue: 
Under Section 109 of the Clean Air Act (CAA), EPA is required to issue national ambient air 
quality standards (NAAQS) for six air pollutants:  ozone, NOx, CO, sulfur dioxide, lead, and 
particulate matter.  EPA is required to issue both primary (health-based) and secondary 
(welfare-based) standards.  EPA must review existing NAAQS and issue revised or new primary 
and secondary standards (as appropriate) every five years. 
 
In October 2006, EPA published a final rule to revise the primary and secondary NAAQS for 
particulate matter (PM).  In July 2007, it initiated the current review cycle for those NAAQS.  A 
notice of proposed rulemaking to revise (as appropriate) the NAAQS for PM is expected in 
November 2011, and a final rule is expected in July 2012. 
 
The 2006 NAAQS for PM address fine particles (PM2.5), which are 2.5 micrometers in diameter 
or less, and inhalable course particles (PM10), which are less than 10 micrometers in diameter.  
A micrometer is 1/1000th of a millimeter; there are 25,400 micrometers in an inch.  The 
standards include an annual standard and a 24-hour standard (although the 2006 standards 
revoked the primary and secondary annual PM10 standards) and are expressed in terms of 
micrograms per cubic meter (µg/m3).  Last June, in a draft assessment, the staff of the EPA 
recommended revisions to the NAAQS for PM.   
 
Impact: 
Direct and indirect sources of fine particles include power plants, high-temperature industrial 
processes, e.g., steel mills, and gasoline and diesel engines.  Power plants, for example, emit 
SO2 and NOX, which contribute to the formation of fine particles.  Revisions to existing NAAQS 
for PM may require more stringent controls on emissions from power plants (which may incur 
considerable compliance costs under the Clean Air Transport Rule and a final rule on NESHAPS 
for power plants) and industrial facilities.  Under the CAA, however, EPA may not take 
compliance costs into consideration when it issues NAAQS. 
 
Action Needed: 
EPA should carefully consider the timing of the myriad of new regulatory requirements facing 
power plants and industrial facilities and the impact that this timing will have on overall 
compliance costs.  While EPA may not take compliance costs into consideration when 
establishing NAAQS, EPA does have some flexibility in finalizing its regulations and in 
determining how new regulatory requirements will interact.  EPA should utilize maximum 
flexibility in ensuring that the host of new regulatory requirements will not create impossible 
compliance deadlines and unnecessary burdens on industry.   
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New Source Review 
 
Issue: 
Under the Clean Air Act, “new” sources are subject to more stringent emissions limitation 
requirements than existing sources.  Under the New Source Review (NSR) permitting program, 
both new and, in some cases, modified stationary sources of air pollutants, e.g., power plants 
and factories must obtain NSR permits that limit the source’s air pollutant emissions.  NSR 
permits also include specifications with respect to the construction and operation of the new or 
modified facilities. 
 
“Major modifications” to major stationary sources trigger a requirement for New Source 
Review.  Under EPA regulations, a major modification includes any physical change to or change 
in the method of operation of a major stationary source that would result in a significant net 
emissions increase of a regulated pollutant.  While “major modification” excludes routine 
maintenance, repair and replacement, these terms are not clearly defined and have been 
interpreted differently by EPA over time.  Substantial litigation has surrounded this program, 
with companies now deterred from upgrading existing equipment, even when the upgraded 
plant would be more efficient or reliable.  This is because a plant that operates more reliably 
and productively may produce both more output and more emissions, which could trigger NSR 
review, even though the emissions per unit of output go down. 
 
Impact: 
Because major modifications to major stationary sources trigger a requirement for NSR, with 
the potential for new emissions limits and construction and operational requirements, there is 
a disincentive to modernize or otherwise improve the efficiency and competitiveness of power 
plants and industrial facilities.  Because modernization could improve the environmental 
performance of those plants and facilities, the NSR Program can undermine the goals of the 
Clean Air Act.  Moreover, because power plant, refinery and other facility owners have been 
subjected to EPA (and state) enforcement actions on account of what these owners thought 
was routine maintenance, repair or replacement activities, the NSR Program has become a 
disincentive to some best maintenance practices, with facility operations and reliability 
suffering as a result. 
 
Action Needed: 
NSR permit programs must be replaced or reformed by legislation or by regulation to eliminate 
the disincentive to modernize power plants and industrial facilities and to allow routine 
maintenance without the threat of NSR enforcement action. 
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Preliminary Remediation Goals for Dioxin 
 


Issue:  
In May 2009, EPA Administrator Jackson announced a reassessment of the human health risk 
from exposure to dioxin.  As part of this reassessment, EPA plans to issue revised interim 
preliminary remediation goals (PRGs) for dioxin in soil, which are significantly more stringent 
than the existing PRGs.  EPA already has authority to ensure protective cleanups without 
revising its PRGs but is moving forward to promulgate these preliminary goals despite contrary 
recommendations of the NAS and EPA’s own SAB; without conducting an analysis of the relative 
costs and benefits of its proposal and alternatives to it, or addressing the strong warnings of 
U.S. mayors regarding the deleterious impact on the revitalization of American cities through 
redevelopment of brownfields; and without accounting for new best science now available to 
EPA.  Finally, EPA has termed its proposal "guidance" rather than a rule.   
 
Impact: 
Cleaning up former industrial facilities so that they may be re-used for new purposes is a key 
component of job retention and creation, as well as an enhanced tax base, in many cities.   
EPA’s proposed PRGs introduce yet another element of uncertainty into cleaning up former 
industrial sites.  As proposed, they will increase clean up expenses and will delay or prevent the 
re-positioning of these facilities for new use, without providing additional health protection.   
 
Action Needed: 
The proposed PRGs should be deferred at least until EPA completes its final dioxin 
reassessment consistent with the peer review recommendations of the NAS and SAB, which is 
underway, and evaluates the costs and benefits of its proposal compared to those of other 
alternatives, as required by the Administration’s regulatory review requirements. 
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Coal Combustion Product Regulation 
 
Issue: 
Coal combustion residual products are currently managed as non-hazardous waste under state 
regulatory authority.  Approximately 45 percent of these products are beneficially used in 
cement, wallboard, agricultural and other applications.  The rest is disposed of through other 
means, including impoundment in waste ponds.  In December 2008, over one billion gallons of 
ash were released from an ash disposal facility at TVA’s Kingston Power Plant when an 
impoundment wall failed.  In June 2010, EPA proposed two regulatory options for coal 
combustion product (CCP) disposed of in landfills or surface impoundments.  The first option 
would be to regulate CCP as a hazardous waste under Subtitle C of the Resource Conservation 
and Recovery Act (RCRA). The second option would be to regulate CCP as non-hazardous waste 
under Subtitle D of RCRA.   
 
Impact: 
Both regulatory options under consideration by EPA likely would lead to the closure of CCP 
surface impoundments but regulation under the hazardous waste provisions of RCRA (Subtitle 
C) would significantly increase the cost of handling and disposing of CCP.  In addition, while EPA 
has proposed to exclude CCP that is used for beneficial uses from the definition of hazardous 
waste, it is unlikely that consumers would be persuaded that the same product is hazardous for 
some purposes but not others.  This market stigma and the threat of possible litigation likely 
would result in substantial reductions in beneficial uses of CCP, which currently is a $9 billion a 
year market.   According to EEI, compliance costs associated with regulation of CCPs as 
hazardous waste could range from $55-$74 billion over a 20-year period.  Regulation of CCP as 
a non-hazardous waste would result in additional groundwater monitoring, facility design and 
closure and post-closure requirements.  This would add significant costs but would be 
substantially less costly than the hazardous waste regulatory option.    
 
Action Needed: 
EPA is not required to change its existing regulatory approach with respect to CCP, i.e., it is not 
required to regulate CCP under RCRA.  With a few exceptions, state regulation has been 
successful and EPA should work with the states to improve the existing regulatory framework 
rather than finalize rules that would have the effect of supplanting it.    
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Hydraulic Fracturing 
 


Issue: 
EPA released a draft study plan for the Congressionally directed study on the relationship 
between hydraulic fracturing (HF) and drinking water resources.  The plan has been submitted 
to and reviewed by EPA’s Science Advisory Board’s HF Peer Review Panel and will be open for 
public comments, but few changes are expected.  As proposed, the study will examine the full 
life-cycle of water used in HF operations, including water acquisition, use and fate of additives, 
injection (fracturing) operations, management of flowback and produced water, and treatment 
and disposal of flowback and produced water.  The draft plan contains numerous statements 
which indicate bias against industry and pre-determined outcomes.  It appears to be 
establishing a research plan to search for potential problems in theory, not an assessment of 
risks relative to regulatory requirements and industry practices.  EPA plans to issue an interim 
report in late 2012 and a follow-up report in 2014.  The Science Advisory Board Peer Review 
Panel met to discuss the draft plan on March 7-8, and it’s recommendations to EPA are to be 
completed within 4-6 weeks.  Industry is very concerned with the obvious lack of understanding 
about hydraulic fracturing operations held by most panel members and the reluctance, if not 
refusal, of offers by industry to conduct site visits to provide basic information to the panel 
members. 
 
Additionally, at a Nov. 30, 2010, Department of Interior (DOI) Forum, Secretary Salazar and 
other DOI officials discussed new DOI regulations on hydraulic fracturing.  Secretary Salazar 
focused on the issue of fracturing fluid disclosure but other officials spoke in much broader 
terms.  To date no proposed regulations have been released as a result of these 
announcements, and the breadth of the DOI effort is unknown.  
 
Impact: 
A biased study design suggesting pre-determined beliefs of some EPA staff and a lack of basic 
understanding by the Peer Review Panel undermines the integrity of the final results.  Studying 
low probability possibilities without reference to existing industry practices draws resources 
away from areas where research may be needed.  Both events can lead to poor policy 
recommendations and outcomes.   
 
Overly broad or misdirected regulations will threaten the development of the Nation’s 
abundant unconventional natural gas resources on Federal lands.  Natural gas offers significant 
environmental and other benefits relative to competing energy sources.  In addition, 
unconventional gas development has been a tremendous engine of job creation, economic 
growth, and provision of state and local government revenues in areas undergoing 
development, even throughout the economic downturn.   
 
Action Needed:  
The EPA has limited resources to conduct its study, and should focus on understanding areas of 
potential risk relative to existing industry practices and state regulatory frameworks in their 
proper context, so as to give practical guidance to policy makers and state regulators.   
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The DOI should consider existing initiatives like the Groundwater Protection Council Disclosure 
Registry and, absent a demonstrated need, should not proceed with new regulations but allow 
exploration and production activities to move forward.   
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Health Care Reform 
 


Issue:    
Regulations implementing “The Affordable Care Act” (“ACA”) (P.L. 111-148) related to specific 
benefit and insurance requirements1


 
.   


Impact: 
These regulations, whether implemented or soon to be proposed, all relate to requirements on 
employer-sponsored health plans and the health insurance marketplace generally.  Business 
Roundtable has raised and will continue to raise concerns with these regulations if we 
determine that they add unnecessary costs or impact employers’ ability to continue offering 
health benefits to their employees, limit employers’ ability to innovate in providing health 
benefit coverage to their employees, or inhibit innovation.  In addition, the implementation of 
the Exchanges will be important to ensure there is competition and choice in the marketplace 
for health insurance coverage for individuals and small employers in the early years and for 
larger employers after 2017. 
 
Action Needed:   
As the ACA is implemented, the Agencies should not propose or adopt regulations that impose 
unnecessary costs on employer-sponsored health coverage or the health insurance market 
generally.  Recognition of employers’ good faith efforts and ability to meet new requirements 
through existing plan designs must be part of the Agency analysis.  Employers need flexibility to 
meet the challenges expected of them under the ACA.  Business Roundtable will continue to 
make specific recommendations to the Administration on ways to develop these rules so that 
there are no unnecessary costs, unintended consequences or failure to acknowledge current 
employer efforts and actions.  Specifically: 
 
 The Medical Loss Ratio IFR has the potential to substantially reduce incentives for 


insurers to control costs and drive innovation in the health care system by penalizing 
insurers for certain categories of administrative costs.  The Administration should 
expand the categories of administrative costs that count towards “quality” expenses in 
order to allow for innovation and not penalize activities that control costs in the system. 


 Regulations on insurance exchanges must not be overly-restrictive and allow for truly 
competitive insurance markets.  Also, the regulations on “essential health benefits” for 
the exchanges must prioritize affordability and flexibility over desires to create 
mandated rich benefit packages.  Regulations related to payment reform, such as the 
ACO regulation, must encourage efficient delivery of care without inhibiting private 
sector innovation or facilitating provider consolidation that would increase prices. 


 
For a further description see page 19 and 20.   
 


                                                           
1 ACA Final and Interim Final Rules and NPRs, BRT Chart Dated 2/22/11. 
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TOPIC OF REGULATION 
ACA SECTION(S) IMPLEMENTED 
(PHS ACT SECTION AMENDED) 
OR OTHER RELATED STATUTE 


REGULATION TYPE 
OR ACTION 


FED. REG. 
PUBLICATION DATE, 


VOLUME, PAGE 


COMMENT DUE 
DATE 


EFFECTIVE DATE OF 
REGULATION 


AGENCY 


Preexisting Conditions Exclusions 


 


Lifetime & Annual Limits  


 


Rescission  


 


Patient Protections 


§ 1001 (2704)  


 


§ 1001 (2711)  


 


§ 1001 (2712)  


 


§ 1001 (2719A) 


Interim Final Rule & 
Request for 
Comments  


June 28, 2010  


 


75 Fed. Reg. 123, 
37188 


Aug. 27, 2010 Aug. 27, 2010 


IRS 


 


EBSA 


 


HHS 


Preventive Services § 1001 (2713)  
Interim Final Rule & 
Request for 
Comments 


July 19, 2010  


 


75 Fed. Reg. 137, 
41726  


Sept. 17, 2010 Sept. 17, 2010 


IRS 


 


EBSA 


 


HHS 


Dependent Coverage of Children to 
Age 26 


§ 1001 (2714) 
Interim Final Rule & 
Request for 
Comments 


May 13, 2010  


 


75 Fed. Reg. 92, 
27122 


Aug. 11, 2010 July 12, 2010 


IRS 


 


EBSA 


 


HHS 


Internal Claims & Appeals & External 
Review  


§ 1001 (2719)  
Interim Final Rules & 
Request for 
Comment  


July 23, 2010  


 


75 Fed. Reg. 141, 
43330  


Sept. 23, 2010 Sept. 23, 2010 


IRS 


 


EBSA 


 


HHS 


Pre-Existing Condition Insurance Plan 
Program 


§ 1101  Interim Final Rule  


July 30, 2010  


 


75 Fed. Reg. 146, 
45014 


Sept. 28, 2010  July 30, 2010  HHS  


Early Retiree Reinsurance Program § 1102 
Interim Final Rule 
with Comment 
Period 


May 5, 2010  


 


75 Fed. Reg. 86, 24450 


June 4, 2010. June 1, 2010 OCIIO 



http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2010-06-28/pdf/2010-15278.pdf�

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2010-06-28/pdf/2010-15278.pdf�

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2010-06-28/pdf/2010-15278.pdf�

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2010-07-19/pdf/2010-17242.pdf�

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2010-07-19/pdf/2010-17242.pdf�

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2010-07-19/pdf/2010-17242.pdf�

http://www.regulations.gov/search/Regs/contentStreamer?objectId=0900006480aeca2b&disposition=attachment&contentType=pdf�

http://www.regulations.gov/search/Regs/contentStreamer?objectId=0900006480aeca2b&disposition=attachment&contentType=pdf�

http://www.regulations.gov/search/Regs/contentStreamer?objectId=0900006480aeca2b&disposition=attachment&contentType=pdf�

http://edocket.access.gpo.gov/2010/pdf/2010-18043.pdf�

http://edocket.access.gpo.gov/2010/pdf/2010-18043.pdf�

http://edocket.access.gpo.gov/2010/pdf/2010-18043.pdf�

http://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2010/07/30/2010-18691/preexisting-condition-insurance-plan-program�

http://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2010/05/05/2010-10658/early-retiree-reinsurance-program�

http://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2010/05/05/2010-10658/early-retiree-reinsurance-program�

http://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2010/05/05/2010-10658/early-retiree-reinsurance-program�
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Health Care Reform Insurance Web 
Portal Requirements 


§ 1103 
Interim Final Rule 
with Comment 
Period 


May 5, 2010   


 


75 Fed. Reg. 86, 
24470 


June 4, 2010 May 10, 2010 HHS 


Grandfathered Plans  


 


(Retiree Plans)  


 


(Collectively Bargained Plans)  


(Good Faith Compliance)  


§ 1251  
Interim Final Rule & 
Proposed Rule  


June 17, 2010   


 


75 Fed. Reg. 116, 
34538 


Aug. 16, 2010 


June 14, 2010  


 


Except that certain 
amendments are 
effective July 12, 
2010 


IRS 


 


EBSA 


 


HHS 


Medical Loss Ratio  § 2718 


Interim Final Rule 
with Request for 
Comments 


 


Dec. 1, 2010 


 


75 Fed. Reg. 230, 
74864 


Jan. 31, 2011 Jan. 1, 2011  HHS 


Eligibility for a Medicare Prescription 
Drug Subsidy - Amendments to 
Regulations 


§ 3304 
Interim Final Rules 
with Request for 
Comments  


Dec. 29, 2010  


75 Fed. Reg. 249, 
81843  


Feb. 28, 2011 Jan. 1. 2011 SSA 


Regulations Regarding Income-
Related Monthly Adjustment Amounts 
to 


 


Medicare Beneficiaries’ Prescription 
Drug Coverage Premiums 


§ 3308 
Interim Final Rule 
with Request for 
Comments  


Dec. 7, 2010 75 Fed. 
Reg. 234, 75884  


Feb. 7, 2011 Dec. 7, 2010  SSA  


Rate Increase Disclosure and Review § 1003 
Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking  


Dec. 23, 2010  


 


75 Fed. Reg. 246, 
81004  


  OCIIO  


Grandfathered Plans - Group Health 
Plans and Health Insurance Coverage 
Rules Relating to Status as a 
Grandfathered Health Plan 


 


Under the Patient Protection and 
Affordable Care Act 


§ 1251  
Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking 


Nov. 17, 2010 75 Fed. 
Reg. 221, 70159 


Dec. 17, 2010   IRS  



http://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2010/05/05/2010-10504/health-care-reform-insurance-web-portal-requirements�

http://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2010/05/05/2010-10504/health-care-reform-insurance-web-portal-requirements�

http://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2010/05/05/2010-10504/health-care-reform-insurance-web-portal-requirements�

http://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2010/06/17/2010-14488/interim-final-rules-for-group-health-plans-and-health-insurance-coverage-relating-to-status-as-a�

http://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2010/06/17/2010-14488/interim-final-rules-for-group-health-plans-and-health-insurance-coverage-relating-to-status-as-a�

http://edocket.access.gpo.gov/2010/pdf/2010-29596.pdf�

http://edocket.access.gpo.gov/2010/pdf/2010-29596.pdf�

http://edocket.access.gpo.gov/2010/pdf/2010-29596.pdf�

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2010-12-29/pdf/2010-32848.pdf�

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2010-12-29/pdf/2010-32848.pdf�

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2010-12-29/pdf/2010-32848.pdf�

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2010-12-07/pdf/2010-30276.pdf�
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Modernization of Communications Law and Regulations to Accelerate Increased Investment 
 
Issue:  
Information and communications technologies form the foundation for how business is 
conducted in today's economy.   Advanced networks with global reach form the trade and 
knowledge highways for the 21st century.  The Internet’s technologies are at the core of these 
networks.  However, outdated laws and regulations fail to recognize new challenges and 
circumstances and without modernization will inhibit innovation, competition and economic 
growth.  Reforms are required to ensure that the Internet remains a driver of economic, 
cultural, and societal growth.  
 
Action Needed:  
The existing telecommunications regulatory framework does not fit today’s communications 
marketplace.  What is required is a far more rigorous and comprehensive effort to ensure that 
the governing regulatory framework is appropriately tailored to today’s broadband 
marketplace, and that outdated and needlessly burdensome rules do not stand in the way of 
continued investment and innovation. Federal government agencies acting in this 
area should repeal outdated and unnecessary regulations and burdensome reporting 
requirements.  They should also reorient their regulatory approach with the following focus:    
 


• Rely on policy models that allow the market and the Internet’s existing structures to work 
and focus on addressing actions or developments that harm competition or consumers. 


• Resist predictive judgments about technology and consumer preferences to allow 
innovation to flourish. 


• Adopt a data-driven and fact-oriented approach to regulatory policy. 
• Where rules exist, conduct periodic reviews to eliminate duplicative outdated rules based 


on changes in technology and market place developments since the rule was enacted.  
• Embrace a renewed respect for the limits of agency authority. 
• Eliminate duplication of oversight at the federal level and in line with the national and 


global reach of the Internet, limit state or local regulation of these technologies. 
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Eliminating Unnecessary Regulatory Burdens 
 


NEPA Review/Guidance Regarding Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
 


Issue: 
In February 2010, the White House Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) issued for public 
comment Draft NEPA Guidance on Consideration of the Effects of Climate Change and 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions (draft guidance).  The draft guidance explains how federal agencies 
should analyze the environmental impacts of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and climate 
change when they assess the environmental impacts of proposed actions under the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). 
 
Under NEPA, many federal actions require a review of their environmental impacts.  This review 
takes the form of an Environmental Assessment.  Many Environmental Assessments include a 
Finding of No Significant Impact of the federal action on the environment.  Some federal 
actions, however, require a more detailed review, which takes the form of an Environmental 
Impact Statement. 
 
Under the draft guidance, if a proposed federal action, e.g., a rule, policy, license, or program, is 
expected to cause direct emissions of 25,000 metric tons or more of CO2-equivalent GHG 
emissions per year, then the federal agency that proposes the action should deem those 
emissions an indication that a quantitative and qualitative environmental assessment of those 
emissions may make a meaningful contribution to the decision-making process.  The draft 
guidance, moreover, would urge federal agencies, in their environmental reviews, to consider 
opportunities to reduce GHG emissions. 
 
Impact: 
The draft guidance would not regulate GHG emissions.  If finalized, however, it would 
recommend that federal agencies assess the environmental impact of GHG emissions (if those 
emissions would exceed the specified threshold) and consider opportunities to reduce those 
emissions.  Thus the draft guidance could result in de facto regulation of GHG emissions.  The 
reach of the draft guidance, if finalized, would be extremely broad, and businesses and 
industries not subject to regulation and emissions controls under the Clean Air Act would be 
implicated.  The draft guidance states that “there are more sources and actions emitting GHGs . 
. . than are typically encountered when evaluating the emissions of other pollutants.” 
 
Action Needed: 
Finalization of the draft guidance should be delayed in order to give Congress time to address 
GHG emissions and climate change. 
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EPA Chemical Action Plans 
 
Issue: 
EPA has published "Chemical Action Plans" (CAPs) for a number of chemicals used around the 
world in commerce.  Additional CAPs are also being developed by the Agency.  These plans 
outline the regulatory actions that EPA intends to pursue, up to and including elimination of the 
materials from the market place.  These plans are being developed without sufficient scientific 
peer review, and appear to discount data that would not support additional regulatory actions.  
It is EPA’s intent to list chemicals that they find “present or may present an unreasonable risk to 
injury to human health or the environment.”  EPA will propose to list the chemicals under 
Section 5(b)(4) of the Toxics Substances Control Act (TSCA).  This marks the first time EPA has 
proposed to use this section of TSCA, raising new legal, policy and risk-science issues.  
Furthermore, EPA intends to propose listing of chemicals without a criteria for listing or analysis 
of whether viable and sufficient substitutes are available to serve the market place, and 
whether substitutes are at least as safe as the chemical being listed. 
 
Impact: 
Some of the proposed CAPs will result in additional compliance costs for the manufacturers and 
the users of these materials.   More importantly, the inappropriate listing of chemicals under 
TSCA Section 5(b)(4) will likely result in market disruptions due to "blacklisting".  The costs to 
manufacturers and users will likely increase due to formulation changes and new equipment 
costs, and the potential substitution of alternatives that may not be "safer." 
 
Action Needed: 
Before listing chemicals under TSCA Section 5(b)(4), EPA should propose listing criteria for 
public comment and then evaluate each chemical relative to the criteria.  Furthermore, before 
a proposed listing, EPA should perform a market analysis to determine where viable chemical 
substitutes are available in the market place and that those substitutes are as safe or safer than 
the chemical proposed for listing. 
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OTC Derivatives End-User Exemption 
 


Issue:  
Regulations implementing the “Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act” 
(Dodd-Frank Act) with respect to end users of derivatives need to be carefully tailored to ensure 
that Congressional intent to exempt most end users is followed.  The Business Roundtable and 
the Coalition for Derivatives End-Users believe there should be an unambiguous exemption for 
end-users from clearing, trade execution, margin and capital requirements in order to allow 
end users to be able to prudently manage risks.  Managing and hedging risk is essential for 
many businesses, particularly with respect to increasingly volatile commodity prices, currencies 
and interest rates.  Moreover, there is no evidence that end user use of derivates contributed 
to the recent financial crisis and in fact, many businesses were able to mitigate their risks 
during this period through the use of derivatives.   
 
Impact:   
Overly broad derivatives regulation will result in economic harm.  An April 2010 Business 
Roundtable survey found that a 3 percent margin requirement could result in a one-time loss of 
100,000 – 120,000 jobs and a one-time average reduction in available capital of $269 million 
per large cap nonfinancial company that uses derivatives.  A February 2011 survey conducted 
by the Coalition for Derivatives End users confirmed these findings.  By unnecessarily tying up 
capital, money needed for additional jobs creating investments will be reduced.  In addition, 
uniform clearing requirements will have the effect of eliminating tailor made hedging products 
that better suit the needs of end users, thus reducing their ability effectively to hedge risk.   
 
Action Needed:   
Although House/Senate conferees stated their support and intent for a clear end-user 
exemption, regulators have noted ambiguity with respect to the final conference report 
language.  Accordingly, a technical corrections provision underscoring and clearly codifying 
Congressional intent regarding an end-user exemption may be needed.  In the meantime, 
however, regulators (CFTC, SEC, Federal Reserve and Treasury) should implement regulations 
which do not impose unnecessary burdens on end-users in full compliance with direction given 
during the House/Senate conference on the Dodd-Frank legislation.  
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Conflict Minerals Disclosure Rule  
 


Issue:  
The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (Dodd-Frank Act) directs the 
SEC to promulgate disclosure and reporting regulations regarding the use of conflict minerals 
from the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) and adjoining countries. 
 
Impact:  
If the SEC does not promulgate the implementing rules in a cost effective manner, the 
companies covered by the legislation and their estimated cost of compliance will far exceed the 
SEC’s estimate of $25,000 average cost of obtaining a private sector audit.  In fact, if the rules 
were to be implemented as currently proposed (with no phase-in period), multinational 
companies would have to spend millions of dollars to generate reports that will not provide any 
meaningful information due to the lack of an infrastructure to trace and audit global supply 
chains. 
 
Action Needed:  
The SEC is urged to implement the Conflict Minerals Provision in a manner consistent with the 
ability of American companies to create jobs and compete on a worldwide scale.  Disclosure 
requirements must be phased-in to reflect the lack of infrastructure necessary to trace and 
audit supply chains; the rules must include a de minimis threshold and exclude trade amounts; 
there should be a practical approach to supplier representations to address country of origin 
questions; finally, audits and disclosures should be tailored in scope and should not be part of 
the SEC’s periodic reporting system.  
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Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act Complaint Database 
 


Issue: 
The Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) has adopted a final rule implementing the 
complaint database requirement of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA).  
While the online database is required by the CPSIA, the CPSC final rule has substantially 
broadened beyond the Congressional mandate the individuals authorized to submit data 
(beyond injured consumers, state and local officials, caregivers, etc.) to plaintiff’s attorneys and 
others with less direct information.  Thus, the database has the potential to become less useful 
to consumers and more harmful to the reputations of legitimate businesses.  
 
Impact: 
While litigation over the administrative procedure used to approve the rule and the substance 
of the rule is certain, in the meantime, consumers will have a database full of potentially 
inaccurate or misleading information regarding the safety of consumer products.  
Unfortunately, legitimate companies will be required to spend scarce resources in defending 
themselves from this inaccurate and misleading information.   
 
Action Needed: 
The CPSC needs to revise its regulations to comply with the clear Congressional intent regarding 
those authorized to submit information to the database.   
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SEC Public Disclosure Regulations 
 


Issue: 
The SEC is drafting regulations to implement provisions of the Dodd-Frank financial regulatory 
reform law that mandate public disclosure of detailed information of the payments made to 
foreign governments by oil, gas and mining companies, subject to SEC reporting requirements 
(U.S. government payments would be covered too).  The oil and natural gas industry has long 
been active in efforts, such as the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI), to find a 
workable multi-stakeholder approach to issues surrounding resource revenue transparency – 
one that does not jeopardize the global competitiveness of U.S.-based companies.  Over 30 
countries are participating in the EITI collaborative process that involves governments, 
extractive companies and civil society, and becoming an EITI compliant country requires a 
comprehensive process for engaging multiple stakeholders, including civil society.  EITI provides 
a level playing field by covering all companies operating within EITI implementing countries, as 
well as an avenue for disclosure of industry payments while protecting from disclosure 
confidential company data.   Industry aggregate payment data provides civil society with the 
total amount of revenue coming in from oil, gas and mining development so that the focus can 
then be turned to how those revenues are being spent by the governments in those countries.   
 
Impact: 
Unilateral U.S. measures to mandate revenue transparency are harmful to U.S. 
competitiveness, counter-productive in furthering revenue transparency in developing 
countries, and incompatible with EITI.  SEC implementation that requires detailed reporting will 
undermine the position of U.S. companies competing for global access to resources, because 
the law does not cover national oil companies (NOCs) who control almost 80% of worldwide 
reserves.  Moreover, foreign competitors not subject to SEC reporting, including Russian and 
Chinese companies, will gain access to sensitive U.S. company information and could use that 
to create an unfair advantage against U.S.-listed companies in contract negotiations and in 
bidding for resource licenses.  In addition, mandated revenue disclosure will eliminate the need 
for a collaborative, multi-stakeholder process, which improves the chances of improving 
governance around the world.   
 
Ill-considered implementation by the SEC could also place billions of dollars of capital invested 
by U.S. firms at risk, for example in countries where such disclosure would violate the law 
(making the costs of requiring such detailed reporting exceed the incremental benefits by a 
wide margin).  Finally, these unilateral measures will not capture all government sources of 
resource revenues since they apply only to a subset (U.S. listed) of companies operating in a 
country.  The API and several companies have submitted comments to the SEC noting how its 
implementation discretion can be used to minimize the most harmful potential effects of this 
Dodd-Frank provision. 


 
Action Needed: 
The SEC is urged to implement Section 1504 in a manner that is consistent with the EITI and 
that protects the ability of U.S. firms to compete globally for resources.  For example, 
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consistent with other SEC requirements "materiality" should be a consideration in determining 
the threshold for any amounts reported; the definition of what constitutes a "project" must be 
carefully constructed to minimize the harm to companies and their shareholders from the 
disclosure of commercially sensitive information, violation of local laws, and breach of contracts 
with foreign governments; and the types of payments subject to disclosure should be limited to 
"upstream" operations.  If not addressed in the regulations, we believe a targeted statutory 
revision may ultimately be necessary to alleviate the most prominent anti-competitive and 
conflict of laws effects.   
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Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2008 (GINA) 
 


Issue: 
The EEOC issued its final regulations implementing Title II of the Genetic Information 
Nondiscrimination Act of 2008 (“GINA”).  As the EEOC noted in the preamble to the final 
regulations, Congress enacted GINA to address concerns of the general public about whether 
they may be at risk of losing access to health coverage or employment if insurers or employers 
have their genetic information.  Toward this end, GINA limits the ability of employers to 
request, require or purchase genetic information, which include family medical history.  At the 
same time, many employers have developed innovative benefits and programs that promote 
wellness, prevent disease and manage chronic conditions.  The restrictive treatment of 
employer-provided wellness programs in the GINA final rule may undermine an employer’s 
ability to effectively offer these programs.  Specifically, the EEOC’s definition of a “voluntary” 
wellness program for purposes of an exception to the prohibition in the acquisition of genetic 
information is inconsistent with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) 
nondiscrimination requirement that permits certain limited inducements to voluntary wellness 
programs and Section 2705 of the Affordable Care Act. 
 
Impact: 
The final EEOC GINA regulation provides that a wellness program will be considered voluntary if 
the employer “neither requires the individual to provide genetic information nor penalizes 
those who choose not to provide it.”  Accordingly, employers may be limited in offering an 
incentive to employees to participate in employer-provided wellness programs.  This is contrary 
to the Affordable Care Act and existing HIPAA regulations. 


 
Action Needed: 
The Administration should ensure there is consistency in these regulations, especially the GINA 
regulation, to ensure employers can offer innovative wellness and prevention programs 
consistent with the provisions of the Affordable Care Act.   
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Reforming the Regulatory Process 
 


Accelerate Permitting Decisions and Extend Permit Durations 
 
Issue:  
The review and approval processes for building and operating permits are frequently confusing, 
unpredictable and can take an exceptionally long time.  This often sets up major barriers to new 
industries or causes a business or industry to miss a key window of market opportunity.  Given 
our country’s current economic environment, we can no longer afford to allow inefficient 
processes stifle economic growth. 
 
Impact: 
It often takes much longer for businesses in the U.S. to receive the approvals necessary to build, 
modify and operate facilities than it does in other parts of the world.  Delay often adds to the 
cost of a project and multiple permits add uncertainty to investment decisions.  Additional 
permitting costs and uncertainty ultimately negatively impacts jobs creation and retention.       
 
Action Needed: 
The permitting process needs to be streamlined and transformed to be fast, efficient, clear, 
affordable and predictable.   The government needs to rewrite regulations in a way that will 
accelerate the permitting decisions process and encourage investment in the US. Each 
government agency issuing permits should be examined for opportunities to improve 
consistent with global best practices. It can also reduce the amount of delay by reducing the 
number of times a business must apply and reapply for a permit.  Extending the duration of 
permits is, obviously, the easiest and quickest way to accomplish that. 








 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MEMORANDUM FOR THE HEADS OF EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES 
 
SUBJECT:  Scientific Integrity 
 
 
Science and the scientific process must inform and guide 
decisions of my Administration on a wide range of issues, 
including improvement of public health, protection of the 
environment, increased efficiency in the use of energy and 
other resources, mitigation of the threat of climate change, 
and protection of national security. 
 
The public must be able to trust the science and scientific 
process informing public policy decisions.  Political officials 
should not suppress or alter scientific or technological 
findings and conclusions.  If scientific and technological 
information is developed and used by the Federal Government, 
it should ordinarily be made available to the public.  To 
the extent permitted by law, there should be transparency in 
the preparation, identification, and use of scientific and 
technological information in policymaking.  The selection of 
scientists and technology professionals for positions in the 
executive branch should be based on their scientific and 
technological knowledge, credentials, experience, and integrity. 
 
By this memorandum, I assign to the Director of the Office of 
Science and Technology Policy (Director) the responsibility for 
ensuring the highest level of integrity in all aspects of the 
executive branch's involvement with scientific and technological 
processes.  The Director shall confer, as appropriate, with the 
heads of executive departments and agencies, including the 
Office of Management and Budget and offices and agencies 
within the Executive Office of the President (collectively, 
the "agencies"), and recommend a plan to achieve that goal 
throughout the executive branch. 
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Specifically, I direct the following: 
 
1. Within 120 days from the date of this memorandum, the 
Director shall develop recommendations for Presidential action 
designed to guarantee scientific integrity throughout the 
executive branch, based on the following principles: 
 
 (a) The selection and retention of candidates for 


science and technology positions in the executive branch 
should be based on the candidate's knowledge, credentials, 
experience, and integrity; 


 
 (b) Each agency should have appropriate rules and 


procedures to ensure the integrity of the scientific 
process within the agency; 


 
 (c) When scientific or technological information is 


considered in policy decisions, the information should be 
subject to well-established scientific processes, including 
peer review where appropriate, and each agency should 
appropriately and accurately reflect that information in 
complying with and applying relevant statutory standards; 


 
 (d) Except for information that is properly restricted 


from disclosure under procedures established in accordance 
with statute, regulation, Executive Order, or Presidential 
Memorandum, each agency should make available to the public 
the scientific or technological findings or conclusions 
considered or relied on in policy decisions; 


 
 (e) Each agency should have in place procedures to 


identify and address instances in which the scientific 
process or the integrity of scientific and technological 
information may be compromised; and 


 
 (f) Each agency should adopt such additional procedures, 


including any appropriate whistleblower protections, as 
are necessary to ensure the integrity of scientific and 
technological information and processes on which the 
agency relies in its decisionmaking or otherwise uses 
or prepares. 


 
2. Each agency shall make available any and all information 
deemed by the Director to be necessary to inform the Director 
in making recommendations to the President as requested by this  
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memorandum.  Each agency shall coordinate with the Director in 
the development of any interim procedures deemed necessary to 
ensure the integrity of scientific decisionmaking pending the 
Director's recommendations called for by this memorandum. 
 
3. (a) Executive departments and agencies shall carry out the 


provisions of this memorandum to the extent permitted by 
law and consistent with their statutory and regulatory 
authorities and their enforcement mechanisms. 


 
(b) Nothing in this memorandum shall be construed to 
impair or otherwise affect: 


 
 (i)   authority granted by law to an executive 


department, agency, or the head thereof; or 
 


(ii)  functions of the Director of the Office 
of Management and Budget relating to budgetary, 
administrative, or legislative proposals. 


 
 (c) This memorandum is not intended to, and does not, 


create any right or benefit, substantive or procedural, 
enforceable at law or in equity, by any party against the 
United States, its departments, agencies, or entities, 
its officers, employees, or agents, or any other person. 


 
4. The Director is hereby authorized and directed to publish 
this memorandum in the Federal Register. 
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Catalyst for Improving the Environment 


 
Why We Did This Review 
 
Two members of Congress 
asked the Inspector General to 
review how the U.S. 
Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) handles requests 
under the Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA). They 
were particularly interested in 
whether and, if so, the extent to 
which political appointees are 
made aware of information 
requests and have a role in 
request reviews or 
decisionmaking.  
 
Background 
 
FOIA gives the public the right 
to ask for records possessed by 
federal government agencies. 
Under EPA regulations, the 
head of an office, or that 
individual’s designee, is 
authorized to grant or deny any 
request for EPA records. The 
heads of EPA’s 23 major 
offices are political appointees.  
 
 
For further information,  
contact our Office of 
Congressional, Public Affairs 
and Management at 
(202) 566-2391. 
 
The full report is at: 
www.epa.gov/oig/reports/2011/ 
20110110-11-P-0063.pdf 
 


   


Congressionally Requested Inquiry Into  
EPA’s Handling of Freedom of Information Act 
Requests 
 
  What We Found 
 
We concluded that EPA does not have a process to filter FOIA requests by 
political appointees. EPA policy permits releasing information at the lowest 
practicable level. Generally, political appointees are not involved in deciding 
FOIA requests, unless there is denial of information. We found exceptions, but 
political appointees were usually involved only to sign denials or partial denials. 
FOIA coordinators provided regular status reports on the processing of FOIA 
requests to managers at various levels within the office. In 3 of the 11 offices we 
reviewed, those managers were political appointees. However, none of the offices 
required routine review of FOIA requests by a political appointee. 
 
In response to comments from EPA staff on the draft report, we made some 
minor wording changes. 
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January 10, 2011 
 
MEMORANDUM 
 
SUBJECT: Congressionally Requested Inquiry into EPA’s Handling of 


Freedom of Information Act Requests 
  Report No. 11-P-0063  
 
 
FROM: Wade T. Najjum 
  Assistant Inspector General for Program Evaluation 
 
TO:  Malcolm D. Jackson 
  Assistant Administrator for Environmental Information and 
       Chief Information Officer 
 
 
This is our report on the subject review conducted by the Office of Inspector General (OIG) of 
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). This report contains findings that describe the 
problems the OIG has identified and corrective actions the OIG recommends. This report 
represents the opinion of the OIG and does not necessarily represent the final EPA position. 
Final determinations on matters in this report will be made by EPA managers in accordance with 
established audit resolution procedures.  
 
The estimated cost of this report, calculated by multiplying the project’s staff days and expenses 
by the applicable daily full cost billing rates in effect at the time, is $113,770. 
 
Action Required 
 
Because this report contains no recommendations, you are not required to respond to this report. 
However, if you submit a response, it will be posted on the OIG’s public website, along with our 
memorandum commenting on your response. Your response should be provided as an Adobe 
PDF file that complies with the accessibility requirements of section 508 of the Rehabilitation 
Act of 1973, as amended. The final response should not contain data that you do not want to be 
released to the public; if your response contains such data, you should identify the data for 
redaction or removal. We have no objections to the further release of this report to the public. 
We will post this report to our website at http://www.epa.gov/oig. 
 
If you or your staff have any questions regarding this report, please contact Eric Lewis, Director, 
Special Reviews, at 202-566-2664 or lewis.eric@epa.gov; or Russell Moore, Project Manager, at 
202-566-0808 or moore.russell@epa.gov. 


UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460 


OFFICE OF 
INSPECTOR GENERAL 



http://www.epa.gov/oig

mailto:lewis.eric@epa.gov
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Purpose 
 


On August 23, 2010, Senator Charles E. Grassley, Ranking Member of the U.S. 
Senate Committee on Finance, and Congressman Darrell Issa, Ranking Member 
of the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee, requested the 
Inspector General, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), to review 
EPA’s Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) office to determine whether political 
appointees are made aware of information requests and have a role in reviews or 
decisionmaking related to those requests. They wanted to know whether EPA was 
engaged in political filtering of information.  
 


Background 
 


FOIA gives the public the right to ask for records possessed by federal 
government agencies. In 2002, EPA published regulations describing how it will 
process FOIA requests. One section provides that the head of an office, or that 
individual’s designee, is authorized to grant or deny any request for a record of 
that office or other EPA records when appropriate. This regulation is consistent 
with a 1983 EPA delegation of authority; it gives the heads of major offices 
authority to make initial determinations related to FOIA requests, but allows them 
to delegate their authority (1) down to the division director level if EPA is 
denying release of all or part of the records based on a FOIA exemption, and 
(2) to an even lower level if all of the requested records are being released.  
 
Including the Office of the Administrator, EPA has 23 major offices. The heads of 
these offices, as well as some of their deputies, are political appointees. In total, 
EPA has identified 67 positions that are filled by political appointees. These 
positions are subject to noncompetitive appointment because the duties may 
involve advocacy of administration policies and programs, and the incumbents 
usually have a close and confidential working relationship with the Agency or 
other key officials.  
 
EPA has assigned staff to manage its FOIA process, including a national FOIA 
officer in the Office of Environmental Information, a FOIA officer in each region, 
and a FOIA coordinator for each of the major program offices. To track the FOIA 
requests, EPA uses an information management system called “FOIAXpress.” 
Overall, EPA’s FOIA process is decentralized. Each of the 23 major offices has 
established its own internal procedures for handling FOIA requests.  


 
Scope and Methodology 
 


We conducted this review from September through December 2010. The work 
centered on evaluating a sample of 50 FOIA requests to determine who was 
involved in processing them. These requests were selected from a universe of 157 
requests EPA received between January 21, 2009, and August 31, 2010, that 
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concerned one of the following subjects the Office of Inspector General (OIG) 
believed might be of particular interest to EPA political appointees: 
 


 BP oil spill 
 Climate change 
 Coal ash 
 Environmental justice 
 Hydraulic fracturing, or fracking 
 Mountaintop mining 


 
We identified the universe of requests by searching FOIAXpress. We reviewed 
the documentation in FOIAXpress associated with the 50 sample items. Except 
for inquiring about missing documentation, we did not evaluate the accuracy of 
the data in FOIAXpress. We interviewed the FOIA officer or FOIA coordinator 
for the following 11 organizations that processed the 50 requests under review:  
 


 Office of the Administrator  
 Office of Air and Radiation  
 Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance  
 Office of Inspector General  
 Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response  
 Office of Water  
 Region 1 
 Region 3  
 Region 4  
 Region 5  
 Region 6   


 
For some requests, we also interviewed other EPA employees who were involved 
in responding. The interviews included a review of FOIA procedures for that 
office. In addition, we interviewed the EPA national FOIA officer.  
 
We did not test the internal controls related to processing FOIA requests. Controls 
were evaluated during a prior review by the OIG. The related report, Report No. 
09-P-0127, EPA Has Improved Its Response to Freedom of Information Act 
Requests But Further Improvement Is Needed, was issued on March 25, 2009. EPA 
is still implementing the corrective actions recommended in that report.  
 
We conducted our work in accordance with generally accepted government 
auditing standards issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. Those 
standards require that we plan and perform the review to obtain sufficient, 
appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and 
conclusions based on our objectives. We believe the evidence obtained provides a 
reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based upon our objectives. 
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Results 
 


We concluded that EPA does not have a FOIA process that results in the filtering 
of requests by political appointees. Generally, political appointees are not 
involved in the FOIA process, either by policy or in practice. With few 
exceptions, information is released at the lowest practicable level, which EPA 
permits. Political appointees are usually involved only to sign denials or partial 
denials, as was the case in 2 of the 11 offices that we reviewed.  
 
Of the 50 FOIA requests in our sample, political appointees were involved in only 
7 of them. In two cases, political appointees were asked to search for responsive 
records. In four cases, a political appointee signed the response letter because the 
request resulted in partial denial of information. In one case, a political appointee 
signed the response letter even though all records were given to the requester, 
which was done at the discretion of the FOIA coordinator and was not directed by 
the political appointee.  


 
Requests Are Not Filtered by Political Appointees 


 
FOIA staff at headquarters and the regions are not political appointees. They 
review FOIA requests to determine who in their office might have responsive 
records. The organizational location of the FOIA staff varied across the 11 major 
offices we reviewed. Of the 11 FOIA officers and coordinators interviewed, 2 (for 
the Office of Air and Radiation and the Office of Enforcement and Compliance 
Assurance) work in the immediate office of the assistant administrator (a political 
appointee). However, these two coordinators have a process that is similar to the 
other nine offices that we reviewed; they assign all requests to staff without the 
involvement of the assistant administrator, and neither office specifies a role for 
political appointees in the FOIA process.  
 
Staff Throughout EPA Collect Relevant Records 


 
The FOIA officers and coordinators ask EPA offices with responsive records to 
provide them. Two of the sampled FOIA requests involved political appointees 
searching for records. However, in both cases, office staff searched for relevant 
records and forwarded what they had to the response coordinator for further 
action. The political appointee had no further involvement with the request.  


 
Political Appointees Sign Denial Letters For Two Offices 


 
Two of the 11 major offices we reviewed (Region 3 and Office of the Executive 
Secretariat, in the Office of the Administrator) had a political appointee sign all 
denial and partial denial response letters. Region 3 policy requires the regional 
administrator to sign all denial and partial denial response letters. None of the 
eight Region 3 response documents to FOIA requests we reviewed were signed by 
a political appointee, and none involved denials. The Office of the Executive 
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Secretariat has the director (who is a political appointee) sign all denial and partial 
denial letters. This practice ensures compliance with EPA policy that a division 
director or higher sign all denials or partial denials. The Director for the Office of 
the Executive Secretariat signed the response letters for five of the FOIA requests 
in our sample. 


 
FOIA Staff Keeps Management Informed 


 
The FOIA staff keeps EPA management informed about the FOIA process. All 
the FOIA officers and coordinators provided reports on FOIA processing to 
managers at various levels in the office. In 3 of the 11 major offices reviewed, the 
manager who received the reports was a political appointee.  
 
Special Cases Do Not Involve Political Filtering 
 
FOIA requests related to the BP oil spill are being monitored on an EPA-wide 
basis to ensure consistency in the responses due to the large number of documents 
requested and the significance of the issues involved. A staff member in the 
Office of General Counsel is notified when BP-related requests are received and 
when EPA responds. However, for BP-related requests that we reviewed, the 
response was sent to the Office of General Counsel after the information was 
released to the requester. At the time of our interviews, no political appointees 
from the Office of General Counsel were involved in processing these FOIA 
requests.  
 
EPA has received numerous FOIA requests related to climate change, particularly 
regarding the April 2009 endangerment finding on greenhouse gases. To ensure 
EPA offices were handling these requests consistently, an informal work group 
was formed to review records. None of the members of this work group were 
political appointees. 
 


Conclusion 
 
Our analysis shows that political appointees at EPA are generally not involved in 
processing, screening, or approving FOIA requests. Even though our sample 
included only requests related to controversial subjects, political appointees were 
involved with 7 of the 50 instances reviewed. The activities of political appointees 
in the FOIA process at EPA generally include signing denials and partial denials, 
and receiving reports on FOIA processing. We found no evidence of systematic 
screening of FOIA requests by political appointees. Based on our review of their 
program, we conclude that the EPA does not have a process to filter FOIA 
requests by political appointees. 
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Agency Response and OIG Comment 
 


To ensure the accuracy of this report, on December 8, 2010, we provided a draft 
to the Office of Environmental Information for review. In a memorandum dated 
January 7, 2011, the Assistant Administrator for Environmental Information 
agreed with the OIG conclusions. Based on Agency comments on the draft report, 
we made some minor wording changes. This memorandum is included as 
Appendix A. 
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Status of Recommendations and  
Potential Monetary Benefits 


 
 


RECOMMENDATIONS  
POTENTIAL MONETARY 


BENEFITS (in $000s) 


Rec. 
No. 


Page 
No. Subject Status Action Official 


Planned 
Completion 


Date  
Claimed 
Amount 


Agreed-To 
Amount 


  No recommendations       


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 O = recommendation is open with agreed-to corrective actions pending  


C = recommendation is closed with all agreed-to actions completed  
U = recommendation is undecided with resolution efforts in progress 
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Appendix A 
 


Agency Response 
 
 


 
 
 


Jan – 7 2011 
 


 
MEMORANDUM 
 
SUBJECT:  Draft Report: Congressionally Requested Inquiry Into EPA’s Handling of 
   Freedom of Information Act Requests - Project No. OPE-FY10-0027 
 
 
FROM:  Malcolm D. Jackson        
   Assistant Administrator and Chief Information Officer 
 
TO:   Eric Lewis 
   Director, Special Reviews 
   Office of Program Evaluation 
   Office of the Inspector General 
 
 


Thank you for the opportunity to review the draft report "Congressionally Requested 
Inquiry Into EPA's Handling of Freedom of Information Act Requests," Project No. OPE-FY10-
0027. 
 


The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is committed to conducting its 
business in an open and transparent manner and takes pride in the quality of customer service it 
provides to Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requesters. The Agency will continue to review 
its FOIA administration activities to identify opportunities to further strengthen and enhance its 
policies, procedures and processes. I understand that a few minor technical errors were 
communicated to your staff and will be corrected in the final report. 
 


If you have any questions about EPA's FOIA Program, please feel free to contact Larry 
F. Gottesman, EPA National FOIA Officer, at (202) 566-2162. 
 
 
 


UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460 


OFFICE OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 
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Appendix B 
 


Distribution 
 
 
Office of the Administrator 
Assistant Administrator for Environmental Information and Chief Information Officer 
Agency Followup Official (the CFO) 
Agency Followup Coordinator 
General Counsel 
Associate Administrator for Congressional and Intergovernmental Relations 
Associate Administrator for External Affairs and Environmental Education 
Director, Office of Regional Operations 
Inspector General 
National FOIA Officer, Office of Environmental Information 
Audit Followup Coordinator, Office of Environmental Information  
Office of the Administrator FOIA Coordinator 
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PEOPLE ARE TALKING  
==================================================================== 


 
With the internet, blogs, Twitter, forums - people are talking about EPA 24/7 


Here’s a sampling of what was said on April 29, 2010: 
 


NOTE:  To read the entire blog entry, click on underlined URL.  To learn more about the 
blogger, click on the name/link in first line.  Notes and headings are from OPA. 
 
 
Lisa Jackson 
 
EPA Lisa Jackson and author Michael Pollan make the #Time 100 list. 


Posted by:  pwoodreporter:  4:50 pm  Full post: http://tinyurl.com/2fgq3nb 
 
100 "people who most affect our world" includes #EPA head @LisaPJackson:  


Posted by:  TIME   3:48 pm  Full post: http://bit.ly/bA9REs 
 
HuffPost:  Frank Sesno: Lisa Jackson and the "Headline People Don’t Want to Discuss": 
Despite the gridlock...  


Posted by:  iHuffingtonpost:     2:25 pm  Full post: http://huff.to/bLX5Zg 
 
 
Gulf Oil Spill & EPA Response 
 
AP VIDEO:  Obama to Use Every Resource to Help Oil Spill  


Posted by:  AP_Video:     6:50 pm  Full post: http://bit.ly/ctKOAI 
 


WSJ:  It’s a Mess:  WH Messaging on Gulf Oil Cleanup 
Posted by:  http://blogs.wsj.com/washwire      5:25 pm  Full post: 


http://blogs.wsj.com/washwire/2010/04/29/its-a-mess-white-house-messaging-on-gulf-oil-
cleanup/ 


 
Obama has dispatched Sec. Napolitano, Sec. Salazar, and EPA admin Jackson to help with 
attempting to clean up the spill. #gulfoilspill 


Posted by:  KevinYeaux:     6:50 pm  Full post:  
 



http://twitter.com/search?q=%23Time

http://twitter.com/pwoodreporter

http://tinyurl.com/2fgq3nb

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23EPA

http://twitter.com/LisaPJackson

http://bit.ly/bA9REs

http://twitter.com/iHuffingtonpost

http://huff.to/bLX5Zg

http://twitter.com/AP_Video

http://bit.ly/ctKOAI

http://blogs.wsj.com/washwire

http://blogs.wsj.com/washwire/2010/04/29/its-a-mess-white-house-messaging-on-gulf-oil-cleanup/

http://blogs.wsj.com/washwire/2010/04/29/its-a-mess-white-house-messaging-on-gulf-oil-cleanup/

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23gulfoilspill

http://twitter.com/KevinYeaux





WASHINGTON (AP) Obama dispatches EPA, Homeland Security and Interior officials to 
help with Gulf oil spill. 







Posted by:  K5ALB:     4:00 pm  Full post: 
 


EPA chief Jackson cautions that the oil spill is expected to begin washing up on the Gulf 
Coast in "the short-term"   


Posted by:  WestWingReport   1:08 pm  Full post: 
 


 
Chesapeake Bay New Pollution Mapping 
 
Blogged: EPA Uses Maps to Communicate Chesapeake Pollution Enforcement  


Posted by:  spatialsustain:   7:08 pm  Full post: http://bit.ly/cYXU25 
 


EPA unveils Bay Enforcement Database 
Posted by:  http://weblogs.baltimoresun.com :   1:28 pm  Full post: 


http://weblogs.baltimoresun.com/features/green/2010/04/epa_unveils_bay_enforcement_da.html  
 
 


ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 
AIR 
 
April 30, 2010 


Can Global Warming Give Your Kidney Stones? How Will Insurance 
Companies Deal with Rising Temperatures? (Huffington Post)   
 
Kathleen A. McGinty 
Posted: April 29, 2010 11:23 AM  
 
First Posted: 04-29-10 04:10 PM   |   Updated: 04-29-10 04:19 PM  
Mother Jones: 
It's true that there are many unanswered questions about exactly how rising temperatures will 
affect human health. But there's mounting evidence that the impact will be significant, according 
to major research efforts from the Environmental Protection Agency, the Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), the World Health Organization, the National Institutes of 
Health, and the 
The 1995 Chicago heat wave was one of the most brutal weather events the United States has 
ever experienced. On July 13, the thermostat hit 106 degrees. Many of the city's poor and elderly 
residents had no air conditioning; many of those who did lost power as blackouts swept the city. 
Soon, thousands were suffering from dehydration, kidney failure, and respiratory distress. The 
hospitals were overloaded; the city couldn't cope with the flood of 911 calls. Over the following 
days, more than 600 people died from heat-related illnesses, with hundreds of bodies temporarily 
stored in refrigerated meat trucks because the city morgues were full. 



http://twitter.com/K5ALB

http://twitter.com/WestWingReport

http://twitter.com/spatialsustain

http://bit.ly/cYXU25

http://weblogs.baltimoresun.com/

http://weblogs.baltimoresun.com/features/green/2010/04/epa_unveils_bay_enforcement_da.html

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/kathleen-a-mcginty

http://www.annals.org/content/129/3/173.abstract

http://ajph.aphapublications.org/cgi/content/abstract/87/9/1515





The Chicago disaster was the worst heat wave in recent US memory. But if greenhouse gas 
emissions continue on their current path, health experts say catastrophic heat waves are likely to 
become far more common. Heat-related deaths in Chicago are expected to quadruple by 2050, up 
from the current annual average of 182, according to the US Global Change Research Program, a 
government study. Rising temperatures and accompanying atmospheric changes will alter 
disease patterns and aggravate all manners of medical conditions, from asthma to respiratory 
diseases to—believe it or not—kidney stones. In May 2009, the medical journal The Lancet and 
University College London's Institute for Global Health issued a major report concluding that 
climate change is the "biggest global health threat of the 21st century." 
All of this means new costs for the US health care system—which will almost certainly be 
passed on to consumers in the form of higher insurance premiums. What is the insurance 
industry doing to prepare? 
So far, not much. In 2008, the National Association of Insurance Commissioners, the group 
representing state government regulators of property, health, and life insurers, announced that all 
such companies would be required to report both the risks and opportunities that climate change 
poses to their businesses. Some were eager to get started. Property insurers, says Joel Ario, chair 
of NAIC's climate task force, "are probably the only people I know who are more worried about 
climate change than the environmentalists." 
But the health insurers have been resistant. In a survey by NAIC, America's Health Insurance 
Plans, the industry's powerful lobby group, responded that it "has not adopted specific practices 
to identify climate change-related risks." It added, "While we continue to monitor climate change 
as it pertains to the global health care situation there is no conclusive information currently 
available to address the effects of climate change on health care." The American Council of Life 
Insurers argued in a letter that "knowledge in this area is not sufficiently developed to warrant an 
immediate, significant, costly, and possibly damaging change to the content and nature of annual 
statement reporting." After pushback from the broader insurance industry, NAIC made 
disclosure voluntary on a state-by-state basis. (Some states intend to move forward with the 
mandatory disclosure policies as planned.) 
It's true that there are many unanswered questions about exactly how rising temperatures will 
affect human health. But there's mounting evidence that the impact will be significant, according 
to major research efforts from the Environmental Protection Agency, the Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), the World Health Organization, the National Institutes of 
Health, and the calls climate change "an environmental health hazard of unprecedented scale and 
complexity." 
Climate change, it turns out, has a few side effects. High temperatures make it harder for the 
body to cool itself, which can cause heat cramps, exhaustion, and stroke—a particular concern 
for people with heart conditions. Heat also affects air quality, as stagnant air leads to higher 
smog concentrations, which in turn places stress on those with respiratory conditions like 
asthma. Higher levels of carbon dioxide will likely cause pollens to proliferate, while increased 
humidity will nurture fungal growth—two major aggravators of asthma and allergies. Hotter 
weather will also lead to the spread of disease. Mosquitoes carrying diseases like malaria, West 
Nile virus, and dengue fever will migrate into new areas of the US. So will ticks bearing Lyme 
disease. Water- and food-borne pathogens also thrive in balmier climes. 
In some places, winters will be warmer—but that creates problems, too. Increased precipitation 
is expected to trigger heavier snowfalls and more ice storms, leading to more accidents and falls, 
says Paul Epstein of the Center for Health and the Global Environment at Harvard Medical 
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School. A 2009 report from the US Global Change Research Program found that any decrease in 
hypothermia-related deaths thanks to warmer winters "will be substantially less than the increase 
in deaths due to summertime heat extremes." 
The US health care community is so far behind on the issue of global warming that it's only 
starting to calculate the cost of these changes. But what little research exists suggests the bill 
could be big. Lyme disease already costs more than $2.5 billion a year in medical expenses and 
lost work time—and climate models predict that the area where Lyme-carrying ticks can survive 
will more than double over the next 70 years. Any increase in asthma would likewise boost the 
condition's massive price tag—currently $18 billion annually. A study published in the 
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences found that kidney stones could increase by 30 
percent or more in some areas of the US, due to dehydration. That would cost the US health care 
system more than $1 billion per year. 
These are just a few of the anticipated health effects—accumulated, they could pose a major 
liability for insurers. It's a "time bomb," says Michael Gresty, managing principal of the 
sustainability consultancy Altanova, which works with corporate clients to reduce risks in this 
area. "When the industry is not prepared for a sudden shock like this, they either have to dig into 
their reserves, or they have to increase their premiums to cover the increased costs of providing 
care." 
On the bright side, one underappreciated benefit of tackling climate change is that it could yield 
major health care savings. The European Environment Agency has found that the European 
Union's plans to reduce carbon emissions 20 percent by 2020 would cut health costs by $44 
billion dollars annually. No equivalent analysis has been done for the US. But a study by the 
Clean Air Task Force found that shuttering dirty coal plants could save more than twice as many 
lives as seat belts do each year. Programs to reduce emissions, like providing better public 
transportation, could also result in indirect health care savings by way of lower obesity rates and 
fewer respiratory and heart problems. And a January study from the University of Wisconsin 
found that the benefits of improved air quality that would come from weaning the country off 
fossil fuels would likely outweigh the short-term costs. 
Some insurance firms are beginning to acknowledge that climate change may affect their 
businesses. In a 2008 submission to the Carbon Disclosure Project—a voluntary program that 
helps major businesses assess climate change-related risks—Prudential said it had teams 
examining the implications of increased infectious disease and extreme weather events. The 
company is also "paying attention more" to markets like Mexico, India, and China, where 
diseases like malaria may spread, says Mary O'Malley, chair of Prudential's environmental task 
force. But, she says, Prudential is only starting to evaluate the risks and hasn't made substantial 
changes to its business model. Likewise, Aetna concluded in a submission to the disclosure 
project that global warming may lead to "higher health care costs for everyone." But it, too, is in 
the early stages of assessing the problem. 
Smart insurers, says Gresty, should work to calculate climate-related risks and push for policy 
changes to reduce those risks. "That would be an investment in the future that would be 
protective of their business," he says. And given the industry's massive lobbying tab, 
policymakers might well listen. Says Harvard's Epstein, "Through their own policies as well as 
national policies, the insurers can have a huge voice." 
This piece was produced by Mother Jones as part of the Climate Desk collaboration. 
Kate Sheppard covers energy and environmental politics in Mother Jones' Washington bureau. 
For more of her stories, click here. She Tweets here. 
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Climate Shouldn’t Kill Clean Air (Huffington Post) 


Climate change and energy are in the news as the U.S. Senate, with much political drama, gears 
up to consider major legislation. In the House passed version and in the Senate draft, many 
interests - manufacturers, farmers, utilities, and oil and gas companies - were successful in 
winning desired concessions. Some 'asks' by industry are purely economic, part of the usual 
legislative give-and-take. Others go to core aspects of environmental law and policy. These 
requests go too far and should be rejected. 


The Clean Air Act has served the country well. First passed in 1970 and signed into law by 
President Richard Nixon, the Act is testimony to a concern for healthy air shared by Republicans 
and Democrats alike. In the four decades since, the Act has cleaned up smokestacks, slashed 
smog and soot, cut acid rain, toxics and hazardous air pollution, held down pollution from cars, 
trucks and buses, and helped heal the ozone layer. All the while, the Act has supported economic 
growth in America, both directly as technologies are invented and businesses built to solve 
pollution problems, and indirectly as Americans live healthier, more productive lives. 


Yet, the pending climate bills would strip away key provisions of the Clean Air Act: the EPA is 
prohibited from ordering greenhouse gas cuts beyond those in the bill. The states too are 
sidelined at least out until 2017. And a key authority exercised by California to clean up cars is 
in the balance. 


These provisions should be dropped. 


Time and again, the Clean Air Act has come to the rescue, moving in lock step with science. 
Take sooty pollution, for example. The EPA has acted to tighten standards when medical science 
demonstrated that lung disease and even death were being caused by smaller pollution particles. 
Businesses say they are concerned about conflicting standards. That's easily resolved by 
directing the EPA to use only those tools specified by Congress for cutting climate pollution. The 
Clean Air Act is set up perfectly to work with this kind of directive. Already under the Act, 
certain kinds of pollutants are identified to be regulated through market mechanisms like trading, 
while others are handled through technology mandates. The EPA is authorized, and in most 
instances required, under the Act, regularly to review the standards and update them. In this way 
the EPA tightens standards to keep pace with science, but the more rigorous standard is a follow 
on to, not in conflict with, earlier directives. 


Keep in mind, too, EPA doesn't have unlimited authority under the Clean Air Act. Once the 
science defines the problem, costs and technical feasibility are central to deciding the solution. 
Over the last decade, the states have led the way in devising and implementing strategies to cut 
greenhouse gases. Their initiatives have worked well in containing pollution and raising 
revenues to support new clean energy projects that have grown local economies. In the climate 
bills, these efforts are stopped by Congress. They should not be. Even in these bills, Congress 
recognizes that state and federal action can co-exist. 







Case in point: New federal requirements for the use of renewable energy are called for in the 
climate legislation -- as a complement to state action, not a replacement. The states are not 
preempted on renewables and should not be on climate either. 


Some Senators also want to strip California of its authority under the Clean Air Act to order cuts 
in climate pollution caused by cars. This threatens a proven and vital instrument of 
environmental progress. Vehicle by vehicle, the auto fleet today is remarkably cleaner than ever 
before. Advances in electric and alternate fuel technology promise even more gains. But the truth 
is that California has always pushed the progress toward a cleaner fleet. The feds have followed. 
Climate pollution proves the point: the federal government is acting only now, trailing California 
by nearly a decade. Bottom line: cars would be dirtier and more inefficient today without 
California's leadership, and that's what we are in store for in the future if these provisions 
succeed. 


It is important to remember that the pending climate bills represent only a very modest step 
forward in taking on the climate problem. At 17 percent by 2020, the emission reductions are 
small compared to the cuts called for by scientists to stabilize the climate, and even then, the 
generous opportunity provided in the bills to count forest and farmland conservation against 
pollution reduction requirements means that pollution may be offset rather than actually cut. 


Attempting these far reaching rollbacks of long-standing and proven environmental policy is a 
particularly bad idea in the context of climate change. We know climate change presents greater 
challenges than any environmental problem confronted to date, imperiling the nation's security 
and economy as well as public health.  


To meet this challenge we should be acting now to reinforce and extend environmental policy 
tools, not take them away.  


Kathleen McGinty was Chair of the White House Council on Environmental Quality 1993-1998 
and Secretary of the PA Dept of Environmental Protection 2003-2008 


 
 
 
April 30, 2010  
Posted: April 29, 2010 02:26 PM  


Lisa Jackson and the “Headline People Don’t Want to Discuss (Huffington 
Post) 


Despite the gridlock on a climate bill, the EPA is already authorized to regulate carbon dioxide 
from cars.  And the Obama administration has raised mileage standards so that by 2016, the new 
car fleet in the US will have to average 35 mpg.   


But without a climate bill, it will be a piecemeal approach.  And the EPA may be the main arm 
of the government regulating carbon sources, including power plants and businesses. 







With the climate bill in limbo, EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson is playing enforcer and 
reconciler at the same time.  We got both at last week’s interview with her.     


On the one hand, she praises the “heroic efforts” of climate bill sponsors Kerry, Liberman and 
Graham. But when pressed about a potential gasoline tax, a major part of the bill, she says it’s a 
“headline that people don’t want to discuss right now.” 


What is the administration willing to sacrifice to get a bill?  Watch the first section of our live 
interview with her and find out.  See all clips with Lisa Jackson on Planet Forward>> 


  


WATER 
Gulf of Mexico: from magnificent resource to industrial sacrifice zone  
(GRIST) 
 
by Tom Philpott  
29 Apr 2010 3:20 PM 
Fire and a vast oil spill, on top of one of the globe’s most productive fisheries. Photo: U.S. Coast 
Guard 
The Gulf of Mexico is a magnificent resource: a kind of natural engine for the production of 
wild, highly nutritious foodstuff. Here's how the EPA describes it: 
Gulf fisheries are some of the most productive in the world. In 2008 according to the National 
Marine Fisheries Service, the commercial fish and shellfish harvest from the five U.S. Gulf states 
was estimated to be 1.3 billion pounds valued at $661 million. The Gulf also contains four of the 
top seven fishing ports in the nation by weight. The Gulf of Mexico has eight of the top twenty 
fishing ports in the nation by dollar value. 


According to the EPA, the Gulf is the home of 59 percent of U.S. oyster production. 
Nearly three-quarters of wild shrimp harvested in the United States call it home. It is a 
major breeding ground for some of the globe's most prized and endangered fish, 
including bluefin tuna, snapper, and grouper. 


It would be a wise policy to protect the Gulf, to nurture the health of its ecosytems, to 
leave it at least as productive as we found it for the next generations. As climate change 
proceeds apace and population grows, sources of cheap, low-input, top-quality food will 
be increasingly precious. 


So, how are we doing? As I write this, oil is gushing into the Gulf at the rate of 5,000 
barrels per day, 5,000 feet below the water's surface, The New York Times reports.  
Above the surface, an oil slick with a circumference of 600 miles is lurching along, 
lashed by wind toward the coasts. 



http://www.planetforward.org/video/video/listTagged?tag=Lisa+Jackson

http://www.grist.org/member/1554

http://www.epa.gov/gmpo/about/facts.html

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/04/29/us/29spill.html?hp





By Friday, it will have reached Louisiana's wildlife-rich coast. And according to 
MarketWatch, "Beaches in Alabama and Mississippi are also threatened, and, if the spill 
spreads into the Gulf's 'Loop Current,' it could devastate coastlines as far away as 
southeastern Florida." 


For fisheries, the situation is atrocious. Direct contact with high oil concentrations kill 
fish quickly. But low-concentration contact can have horrible impacts, too. According to 
Greenpeace: 


Even when the oil does not kill, it can have more subtle and long-lasting negative 
effects. For example, it can damage fish eggs, larva and young -- wiping out 
generations. It also can bio-accumulate up through the food chain as predators 
(including humans) eat numbers of fish (or other wildlife) that have sub-lethal amounts 
of oil stored in their bodies. 


Tragically, now seems to be a particularly awful time for a massive spill. On the Oceana 
blog, Matt Niemerski writes: 


[S]cientists say this is a critical time for bird life in the region because it is peak nesting 
and migration time for hundreds of species. Endangered sea turtles are beginning to lay 
their eggs along beaches in the area and bluefin tuna are spawning right now. Whales, 
dolphins and sea turtles are also at risk because they could inhale oil when they come 
to the surface to breathe. 


What started with a human tragedy and suspected tragic loss of 11 lives on April 21, 
now appears to be unfolding into one of the worst environmental disasters in U.S. 
history. 


And that's not all 


It should be remembered that oil drilling is not the only human activity that imperils this 
vital ecosystem. Every year, millions of tons of synthetic nitrogen and mined 
phosphorous leach from Midwestern farm fields and into streams that drain into the 
Mississippi. The great river deposits those agrichemicals right into the Gulf, where they 
feed a 7,000-square-mile algae bloom that sucks up oxygen and snuffs out sea life 
underneath. 


The bulk of this vast Dead Zone's rogue nutrients come from the growing of corn, our 
nation's largest farm crop. Half of the corn crop ends up in feedlots, feeding cows, 
chicken, and pigs stuffed together in pollution-spewing, factory-style feedlots. 


The federal government has mounted an effort to stem the flow of fertilizer from farms to 
the Gulf. But policies that encourage maximum production of corn -- including mandates 
and tax breaks for corn ethanol -- overwhelm those gestures. Thus the Dead Zone has 
become a routine fact of life in the Gulf, the cost of doing business for a food system 



http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSN298848720100429?type=marketsNews

http://www.marketwatch.com/story/oil-spill-threatens-gulf-fisheries-and-tourism-2010-04-28

http://www.greenpeace.org/international/news/recent-oil-spills

http://www.greenpeace.org/international/news/recent-oil-spills

http://na.oceana.org/en/blog/2010/04/oil-spill-threatens-hundreds-of-species

http://www.grist.org/article/2010-02-23-new-research-synthetic-nitrogen-destroys-soil-carbon-undermines-

http://www.grist.org/article/2010-04-21-foreign-policy-mag-spotlights-peak-phosphorous/

http://www.grist.org/article/2010-04-21-foreign-policy-mag-spotlights-peak-phosphorous/





that prizes cheapness and industry profit above all else. As the writer Richard Manning 
puts it in the winter 2004 American Scholar (unavailable online): 


Already, the Dead Zone has seriously damaged what was once a productive fishery, 
meaning that a high-quality source of low-cost protein is being sacrificed so that a 
source of low-quality, high-input subsidized protein can blanket the Upper Midwest. 


The government-generated boom in corn-based ethanol plays its role, too. Five years 
ago, just 13 percent of the corn crop went into ethanol factories. Today, a third does; by 
2015, if government mandates hold, fully one-half will. Already, increased demand from 
ethanol is taking its toll on the Gulf. 


Back in 2008, after ethanol production had soared, the Louisiana Universities Marine 
Consortium reported, "The nitrogen loading to the Gulf of Mexico in May of this year 
was 37 percent higher than 2007 and the highest since measurements began in 1970." 
The group added: "The intensive farming of more land, including crops used for 
biofuels, has definitely contributed to this high nitrogen loading rate." 


Thus like the oil spill, the Dead Zone owes some of its existence to our reliance on auto 
transportation. 


At this time of year, fertilizer runoff is streaming into the Gulf, and the algae bloom is just 
beginning to do its dirty work. Now, adding to the routine depredations of the agricultural 
runoff, we have what's looking likely to emerge as the nation's largest oil spill ever. 


Rather than protect the Gulf, we seem determined to destroy it in pursuit of cheap car 
fuel and cheap meat. Is it too late to reverse course? 


 



http://www.lumcon.edu/information/news/default.asp?XMLFilename=200807281352.xml
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EPA smog rule rejection stirs anger at White House 
Boston Globe 
September 2, 2011 
By Theo Emery, Globe Staff 
 
WASHINGTON – A surprise decision from the White House today to reject tighter controls on smog 
emissions infuriated environmentalists and heartened business groups who had fought against the 
stronger pollution controls.  
 
The White House sent back to Environmental Protection Agency Administrator Lisa Jackson a proposed 
regulatory change that would have tightened restrictions on the amount of ozone released into the 
atmosphere. In a statement, President Obama said reducing air pollution is a priority, but so is reducing 
regulatory burdens.  
 
Coming amid a bitter partisan debate over how to jumpstart the economy, the decision to delay new 
ozone regulations and retain a 2008 rule adopted under George W. Bush’s administration had a deeply 
symbolic meaning. For White House allies, the decision was a bitter disappointment that, for some, invited 
comparisons with President Obama’s predecessor.  
 
“I disagree that the 2006 pollution science that the Bush Administration ignored should be ignored once 
again in favor of additional delays in issuing rules to reduce the smog-producing ozone that threatens 
public health,” US Representative Edward J. Markey of Malden, the top Democrat on the House Natural 
Resources Committee, said in a statement.  
 
 







At the same time, the move stirred calls among Republicans for further action, as well as from groups 
seeking less business regulation. US Chamber of Commerce President and CEO Thomas J. Donohue 
said that the White House had “heeded our warning.”  
 
“This an enormous victory for America’s job creators, the right decision by the President, and one that will 
help reduce the uncertainty facing businesses. It’s also a big first step in what needs to be a broader 
regulatory reform effort,” he said.  
 
The move represented the latest jockeying between the White House and Congressional Republicans 
over the lackluster economy and regulatory hurdles. House Speaker John A. Boehner of Ohio had asked 
the president for a list of pending regulations that would cost over $1 billion. The ozone rule topped the 
list that the president provided on Aug. 30, with a cost pegged between $19 billion and $90 billion.  
 
In a letter rejecting the regulation, the White House said it wasn’t necessary to make the change now, that 
the science it was based on was outdated and that other rules would protect air quality. The 
administration also defended its record in a blog posting, and the president released a statement 
appearing to anticipate criticism.  
 
“I want to be clear: my commitment and the commitment of my administration to protecting public health 
and the environment is unwavering,” he said.  
 
Republicans cheered the decision. Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell of Kentucky said “this action 
alone will prevent more job losses than any speech the President has given.” House Majority Leader Eric 
Cantor of Virginia said he was hopeful that the president would strike down more regulations. A 
spokesman for Boehner called it “a good first step,” but said it’s not enough. “It is only the tip of the 
iceberg when it comes to stopping Washington Democrats’ agenda of tax hikes, more government 
‘stimulus’ spending, and increased regulations,” said the spokesman, Michael Steel.  
 
Environmental groups were scathing in their criticism of the president. Frances Beinecke, president of the 
Natural Resources Defense Council, accused the White House of “siding with corporate polluters over the 
American people,” and said the organization will revive a lawsuit against the administration over the smog 
standard.  
 
“The Clean Air Act clearly requires the Environmental Protection Agency to set protective standards 
against smog--based on science and the law. The White House now has polluted that process with 
politics,” she said.  
 
Theo Emery can be reached at temery@globe.com. Follow him on Twitter @temery. 
 
 
White House tells EPA to withdraw draft ozone standard  
Washington (Platts) 
2Sep2011/300 pm EDT/1900 GMT 
By Nick Juliano, Sarah Smith 
 
Following the Obama administration's Friday announcement to shelve plans to review the Bush-era 
ozone standard, the White House pushed back against claims that its decision was influenced by political 
and industry pressure. 







 
Instead, the decision to hold off on reviewing the 2008 ozone standards -- otherwise scheduled for 
reassessment in 2013 -- was based on a need for updated scientific input, White House officials said 
Friday in a conference call.  
 
Prior to today's announcement, the Environmental Protection Agency had been looking reassess the 
Bush administration's 2008 national ambient air quality standards for ozone, which the Obama 
administration said was not stringent enough. That standard, set at 75 parts per billion, rejected 
recommendations of a congressionally chartered science advisory board that called for a more stringent 
standard to protect public health.  
 
The energy sector had repeatedly said a more stringent standard would be too costly, slowing job growth 
and damaging the economy. On Friday the American Petroleum Institute praised the president's decision 
to withdraw the draft rule, saying that it would have prevented the very job creation that Obama has 
identified as his top priority.  
 
"Ozone levels and air quality continue to improve under current regulations and our industry is committed 
to making the air we all breathe cleaner while creating new jobs," API President Jack Gerard said in a 
statement. 
 
White House officials also said existing rules would reduce ozone, citing the fuel efficiency standards for 
cars and trucks and the Cross State Air Pollution rule to reduce sulfur and nitrogen oxides. If the EPA 
were to issue a new standard at the end of 2011, it would have to base it on 2006 science, and should 
instead wait until 2013, when it can use updated research. 
 
EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson said in a statement her agency will revisit the standard in the future, in 
compliance with the Clean Air Act.  
 
Ozone is created when emissions of nitrogen oxide from power plants, motor vehicles and other sources 
combine with volatile organic compounds, such as gasoline vapors, in the presence of sunlight. It can 
cause asthma and other respiratory problems, according to EPA and public health organizations. 
 
Friday's decision sparked anger from environmental groups. Earthjustice called the administration's 
decision a "travesty," and Friends of the Earth said in a statement that Obama's record on environmental 
action "bordered on pathetic."  
 
Obama's announcement clears the way for litigation to resume over the 2008 standard, said Allison 
Wood, an attorney for industry plaintiffs in the legal battle has been on hold since 2009. Some states and 
industry groups had challenged the Bush administration's decision to lower the standard from 84 parts per 
billion to 75 ppb, saying it was too strict, while environmentalists and public health advocates contended 
the standard should be lowered even further to the 60-70 ppb recommended by EPA's science advisers 
in 2006.  
 
The case, State of Mississippi et al. v. EPA et al., has been on hold in the US Court of Appeals for the 
District of Columbia Circuit since early 2009, when the Obama administration announced it would 
reconsider the standard. The court likely will set a briefing schedule shortly now that Obama has 
abandoned the reconsideration, Wood said.  
 







EPA's protracted reconsideration of the standard could complicate its ability to defend the 2008 version in 
court, said Daniel Weiss, senior fellow for climate and energy at the liberal Center for American Progress. 
Weiss pointed to a July 13 letter from Administrator Jackson to Senator Thomas Carper, a Delaware 
Democrat, observing that the Bush-era standard was "not legally defensible given the scientific evidence."  
 
Groups including the American Lung Association and Natural Resources Defense Council likely will rely 
on that and similar statements to argue that the court should force EPA to reduce the limits.  
 
ALA President Charles Connor said his group would resume its challenge to the 2008 standard now that 
Obama has abandoned the reconsideration.  
 
"For two years the administration dragged its feet by delaying its decision, unnecessarily putting lives at 
risk," Connor said in a statement. "Its final decision not to enact a more protective ozone health standard 
is jeopardizing the health of millions of Americans, which is inexcusable." 
 
--Nick Juliano, nicholas_juliano@platts.com, --Sarah Smith, sarah_smith@platts.com  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Obama backs off tough clean air regulation 
CNN 
Sept. 2, 2011 
CNN White House Producer Alexander Mooney  
 
CNNMoney has the latest on President Obama's surprising move Friday to back off tightening clean-air 
standards. The EPA proposal was heavily criticized by Republicans, who argued stricter regulations 
would slow down job growth: 
 
From CNNMONEY's Steve Hargreaves 
 
NEW YORK (CNNMoney) - After weeks of Republican attacks on the Obama administration's tightening 
of environmental regulations, the president said Friday he would halt a planned increase in clean air 
standards. 
 
In a statement released just hours after the U.S. Labor Department said the economy created no new 
jobs in August, Obama said he told Environmental Protection Agency head Lisa Jackson to withdraw the 
draft Ozone National Ambient Air Quality Standards. 
 
While stressing his environmental record, Obama said he has "continued to underscore the importance of 
reducing regulatory burdens and regulatory uncertainty, particularly as our economy continues to 
recover." 
 
Needless to say, environmentalists, who had considered the president an ally, expressed their anger with 
the move: 
 







"The White House is siding with corporate polluters over the American people," Frances Beinecke, 
president of the Natural Resources Defense Council, said in a statement. "Our public officials, including in 
the White House, serve to protect us from harm. They need to get on with doing their jobs." 
 
 
 
US SMALL/MIDCAPS-Industrials down after Obama drops smog rule 
Reuters 
NEW YORK, Sept 2 | Fri Sep 2, 2011 2:47pm EDT  
 
NEW YORK, Sept 2 (Reuters) - Small and mid-cap industrial stocks fell on Friday after U.S. President 
Barack Obama unexpectedly asked the Environmental Protection Agency to withdraw a plan to limit smog 
pollution. 
 
The President's comments followed a grim report on the labor market that U.S. employment growth 
ground to a halt in August with the unemployment rate stuck at 9.1 percent. The weak jobs report 
triggered a broad market sell-off, sending major indexes down more than 2 percent. The midcap 
industrials sector index .4GSPI fell 4.3 percent. 
 
Shares of Koppers Holdings (KOP.N) fell 8.3 percent to $29.69. The company provides carbon 
compounds and commercial wood treatment products to aluminum, railroad, specialty chemical, utility, 
rubber, concrete, and steel industries. 
 
Obama said the move to kill one the EPA's major initiatives to clean up the environment was part of a 
broader government effort to reduce regulatory burdens and uncertainty. 
 
In the technology sector, Netflix (NFLX.O) was one of the top decliners. The stock fell 9.6 percent to 
$210.76 following the collapse of its content distribution talks with pay-TV operator Starz Entertainment, 
underscoring investor concerns that it may lose its edge in the online rental market. For more see 
[ID:nN1E7801V6]. 
 
In earnings news, Esterline Technologies Corp (ESL.N) shares fell 13.9 percent to $63.60, a day after the 
defense contractor forecast a weaker-than-expected outlook for 2011, hurt by slower aftermarket 
products growth at its largest avionics and controls segment. [ID:nL4E7K22B5] 
 
The S&P MidCap 400 index .MID fell 3.4 percent while the S&P SmallCap 600 index .SML lost 3.3 
percent. In comparison, the benchmark S&P 500 markets/index?symbol=us%21spx">.SPX declined 2.6 
percent. (Reporting by Angela Moon; Editing by James Dalgleish)  
 
 
 
Public health groups slam Obama retreat on smog, vow legal action 
The Hill (Healthwatch blog) 
09/02/11 03:12 PM ET  
By Julian Pecquet -  
   
Public health advocates slammed the White House on Friday for abandoning tougher ozone regulations, 
and vowed to fight the Obama administration in court. 







 
The American Lung Association called the decision "outrageous" and said it would "severely jeopardize 
public health." The association said it would restart litigation that had been put on hold following the 
administration's promises to strengthen standards set under then-President George W. Bush. 
 
"For two years the Administration dragged its feet by delaying its decision, unnecessarily putting lives at 
risk," President and CEO Charles Connor said in a statement. "Its final decision not to enact a more 
protective ozone health standard is jeopardizing the health of millions of American, which is inexcusable." 
 
The American Public Health Association also expressed its "extreme disappointment" with the 
administration. 
 
"We in the public health community, including EPA's own scientific advisors, have urged stronger ozone 
standards to safeguard the health of Americans," the group's interim executive director, Alan Baker, said 
in a statement. "The science is clear that ozone can cause asthma attacks, harm those suffering from 
respiratory illness, send people to the hospital and lead to death. We urge the administration to 
reconsider its decision and strengthen the health protections provided under the Clean Air Act based on 
the overwhelming scientific evidence." 
 
The EPA has estimated that the new standards could have prevented 12,000 premature deaths and 
58,000 asthma attacks a year. 
 
 
White House moves to limit fallout from retreat on clean air rule 
The Hill (E2 blog) 
By Ben Geman - 09/02/11 03:30 PM ET  
   
The White House moved quickly Friday to try and quell anger from the left over President Obama's 
decision to shelve planned smog regulations. 
 
White House officials vowed Friday to defend other Clean Air Act regulations that are under attack by 
Capitol Hill Republicans, who plan to move several bills to kill or weaken separate rules including those 
on power plant mercury emissions, greenhouse gases and toxic emissions from industrial boilers. 
 
 
“This administration has a very significant record of success when it comes to protecting public health and 
the environment and that is a record that we are going to stand behind,” a White House official told 
reporters on a call Friday. 
 
Leading green groups blasted the White House decision in a series of scathing press releases that 
sounded like the attacks once lodged against the George W. Bush administration. 
 
"The Sierra Club condemns the Obama administration's decision to delay critical, long-overdue 
protections from smog, an acidic air pollutant that when inhaled is like getting a sunburn on your lungs,” 
said Sierra Club President Michael Brune, whose group has an active political field operation. 
 
“By putting the interest of coal and oil polluters first, the White House seems to be saying that ‘clean air 
will have to wait,’” he said.  
 







Frank O’Donnell of Clean Air Watch called Obama's decision an “abject act of political cowardice.” 
 
The backlash underscores Obama’s delicate position as he tries to show that he’s seeking to boost jobs 
in the sour economy, while fending off relentless GOP claims that his environmental agenda is a brake on 
growth. 
 
Since last year's disastrous election for Democrats, the president has tried to move to the political center 
and repair frayed relations with the business community. That effort — epitomized by the selection of 
William Daley as chief of staff — has already stirred up tension with labor unions, which were among the 
president's strongest backers in 2008. 
 
Now, with the business-friendly move on the ozone rules, Obama risks alienating another group of key 
supporters as he embarks on a grueling reelection campaign. 
 
Even before announcing the retreat on ozone rules, Obama’s standing among environmentalists had 
grown precarious ahead of the 2012 elections. 
 
Some activists are warning that potential approval of a major oil sands pipeline could dampen enthusiasm 
in 2012 among young and green-minded voters that vigorously backed Obama in 2008. 
 
The White House decision to scuttle EPA’s plan followed immense pressure from industry groups such as 
the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, The Business Roundtable, the National Association of Manufacturers 
and several oil industry groups. 
 
But one White House official insisted Friday that the political heat from business was not behind the 
decision. 
 
“This is not a product of industry pressure. This is a judgment on the merits,” the White House official 
said. 
 
Obama, in his statement on the decision, did not reference specific GOP or industry attacks, but said “my 
commitment and the commitment of my administration to protecting public health and the environment is 
unwavering.” 
 
“My administration will continue to vigorously oppose efforts to weaken EPA’s authority under the Clean 
Air Act or dismantle the progress we have made,” he said. 
 
 
But White House officials also said their accomplishments to date will help reduce ozone — which is 
linked to asthma and other ailments — even as they’re abandoning the smog rule itself.   
 
They are citing completed auto efficiency rules and standards to reduce power plant emissions of sulfur 
dioxide and nitrogen oxides, as well as upcoming utility air toxics rules, among the measures they note 
will help cut smog-forming pollution. 
 
The White House on Friday said it would not issue pending rules that would have toughened Bush-era 
ozone standards and instead will wait until the next scheduled review in 2013.  
 







Obama — citing the need to reduce regulatory uncertainty during the economic recovery — said Friday 
he did not want to implement a new standard that will be reconsidered so soon. 
 
“Work is already underway to update a 2006 review of the science that will result in the reconsideration of 
the ozone standard in 2013,” Obama said in his statement. “Ultimately, I did not support asking state and 
local governments to begin implementing a new standard that will soon be reconsidered.” 
 
Cass Sunstein, the top regulatory official at the White House Office of Management and Budget, said in a 
letter to EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson that delay will allow more updated science to be brought to bear 
on ozone policy. 
 
An array of business groups applauded the decision. U.S. Chamber of Commerce President Tom 
Donohue cited Friday’s Labor Department report that the economy added no net jobs in August in 
praising the retreat on the ozone rule. 
 
“If today’s employment report reveals anything, it’s that our economy is in neutral and may soon be rolling 
backwards,” he said, citing industry-funded studies that claimed the ozone rule would have eventually 
cost millions of jobs. 
 
“I'm pleased the administration recognizes that now is not the time to burden America’s job creators with 
unwarranted regulations," he said. 
 
 
 
EDITORIAL: 
 
 
Did the White House double-cross its supporters on the smog rule? 
Washington Post/Bloomberg Business Blog (Ezra Klein) 
By Brad Plumer 
 
(BRIAN NICHOLSON/ASSOCIATED PRESS) Get ready to hear a lot about ozone in the coming weeks. 
On Friday, in a surprise move, the White House told the EPA to pull back on national standards for 
ground-level ozone pollution — smog — which the agency has been working on for the past two years. 
My colleague Juliet Eilperin has the full story, but the upshot is that this represents a clear victory for 
business groups and Republicans, who had been lobbying to postpone the regulations until a new 
scheduled review in 2013. 
 
To add a bit to this, though, it’s worth taking a closer look at why environmentalists and clean-air 
advocates are so furious right now. Groups that have been lobbying for the long-delayed ozone update 
say they were essentially betrayed by the Obama administration, which, back in 2009, had fended off a 
lawsuit over Bush-era ozone rules by promising to issue tougher new standards. That, obviously, isn’t 
going to happen now. What’s more, critics note, the White House’s stated reasons for yanking the rules 
make no sense at all. Do they have a point?  
 
First, some context. Under the Clean Air Act, the EPA is required to conduct a review of national 
standards on industrial smog every five years. Ground-level ozone is formed when emissions from power 
plants, vehicles and factories reacts with sunlight. The resulting pollution can, as the EPA explains, 







“trigger a variety of health problems including chest pain, coughing, throat irritation, and congestion. It can 
worsen bronchitis, emphysema, and asthma.” 
 
The last time new ozone standards were set was back in 1997 — at 84 parts per billion. In 2006, the EPA 
reviewed the science on ozone and health, which had advanced considerably over the years: It wasn’t 
until the 2000s, for instance, that researchers realized ground-level ozone might actually be killing people, 
not just causing respiratory problems. Realizing that the old standards were woefully out of date, EPA 
scientists recommended a new level of 60 to 70 parts per billion. The Bush administration, however, 
decided to go with a less-stringent level of 75 parts per billion in its final rules, issued in 2008. 
 
Groups such as the American Lung Association quickly filed a lawsuit to stop the Bush rules, which they 
claimed were too weak and would lead to thousands of unnecessary deaths and cases of respiratory 
disease. After Obama got elected, however, the new EPA said it basically agreed with the critics and 
would issue stronger rules by August 2010. At that point, the ALA agreed to hold off on its lawsuit. “We 
said, that sounds reasonable to us,” says Paul Billings, the ALA’s vice-president for policy and advocacy. 
“We basically trusted their intentions.” 
 
But August 2010 rolled around. Still no rules. The EPA asked for a further extension. Then October. Then 
December. Still nothing. Then the EPA said it wanted to go back and look at the science again, just to 
double-check. Sure enough, EPA’s scientific review board said that a standard of 60 to 70 parts per billion 
was the most cost-effective way to protect public health. And EPA administrator Lisa Jackson announced 
that the final rules would be in line with the science. 
 
Industry groups, obviously, weren’t pleased with this. They noted that complying with a stricter standard 
could cost them anywhere from $19 billion to $90 billion per year by 2020. (The EPA did, however, note 
that a tougher standard would yield benefits of $13 billion to $100 billion, and that the benefits would 
outweigh the costs.) Republican House Majority Leader Eric Cantor dubbed the ozone proposal “possibly 
the most harmful of all the currently anticipated Obama administration regulations.” 
 
So now, today, the White House announced that it’s not going to have any new rules. On a call with 
reporters, White House officials argued that it doesn’t make sense to put out new rules in 2011 when 
there’s going to be another scheduled review of the ozone science in 2013.  
 
But critics say that this reasoning is flawed. For one, notes Amy Royden-Bloom of the National 
Association of Clean Air Agencies, if the EPA did issue a new ozone standard this year, then it could 
always just postpone its next scientific review until 2016, in line with the law. Second, notes Frank 
O’Donnell of Clean Air Watch, there’s no reason to think that a brand-new ozone standard will actually be 
issued by 2013. That’s just when the scientific review is due. Crafting new rules will take longer than that, 
given the inevitable delays and lawsuits. “I’d say three years, minimum,” says O’Donnell. (When I asked 
White House officials about this, they said they weren’t sure how long it would take.) And third, says Paul 
Billings of the ALA, it’s not clear that the science on ozone and human health will change dramatically 
between now and 2013 — if anything, the case for regulating ozone is likely to get stronger. 
 
So what happens now? Right now, most states are still operating under the old 1997 standards. The EPA 
had earlier directed states not to follow the (somewhat stricter) 2008 Bush standards, because it was 
working on even tighter rules. But now those tighter rules aren’t happening. As Bill Becker of the National 
Association of Clean Ar Agencies told me, the EPA now has the option of directing states to follow the 
Bush-era rules, but that seems unlikely, given the White House’s preference to wait until the 2013 review. 
Which means states would keep operating under the old 1997 standards, which are more lax than even 







what the Bush administration had proposed. “We would have stricter protections right now if we had just 
followed the Bush-era rules back in 2008,” says Becker. 
 
And it’s unclear whether the ozone rules will get updated anytime soon. Becker notes that with each 
delay, the political debate over ratcheting up the standard becomes fiercer and fiercer, because the costs 
of compliance of any new rule will go up. And if a new president hostile to environmental regulation 
comes into office — Rick Perry, say — then the EPA may never get around to issuing new ozone rules. 
 
Not surprisingly, business groups are pleased with this prospect. “This is an enormous victory for 
America’s job creators,” the Chamber of Commerce announced today. The White House, meanwhile, is 
trying to deflect criticism by pointing out all the other new EPA regulations they’ve been moving forward 
with. But this move looks like it could leave a lasting rift between the White House and its environmental 
base. 
 
By Brad Plumer |  02:19 PM ET, 09/02/2011  
 
 
 
Obama Burns Gas Drillers On Ozone  
WSJ – Heard on the Street blog 
Sept. 2, 2011 
By LIAM DENNING  
 
It is amusing that Washington, of all places, gets to regulate emissions of hot air. But natural-gas 
producers aren't laughing. 
 
The White House's climb-down on tightening rules for levels of smog-forming ozone, announced Friday, 
came the same day as dreadful August jobs data. The president is caught between the demands of 
environmentalists and a struggling economy, where any regulation can be framed as "job killing." 
 
The big question is whether Friday's cave on ozone portends a scaling back of the Environmental 
Protection Agency's plans for other emissions. 
 
New EPA rules curbing emissions of airborne nasties like mercury could force the closure of 54 gigawatts, 
or 16%, of U.S. coal-fired electricity generating capacity, according to Sanford C. Bernstein. Gas 
producers need this in order to boost demand for their fuel in an oversupplied market. 
 
The prevailing view is that, despite coming House votes aimed at derailing tighter EPA standards, the 
White House and Senate provide solid support. But Friday's announcement suggests economic malaise 
is eroding that. 
 
Republicans will be encouraged to press for more concessions, perhaps through anti-EPA riders on 
spending bills. They will be aided by a report this week from the grid operator in—where else?—Texas 
warning that EPA-inspired plant closures could lead to rolling blackouts there. 
 
Against this, the president must still consider his base, and even arch-partisans across the aisle will find 
defending mercury a tough sell. One political concession doesn't a trend make. But gas producers were 







struggling already with demand-damping effects of high unemployment. The latter now also serves to 
throw into doubt the environmental program they hoped would ride to their rescue. 
 
Write to Liam Denning at liam.denning@wsj.com  
 
 
Obama Gets Hearts — and Darts — for Halting Proposed Ozone Rule  
Wall Street Journal (blogs) 
September 2, 2011, 4:37 PM ET  
 By Mary Lu Carnevale 
 
President Barack Obama’s move to withdraw a proposed air pollution rule had a predictable mixed 
reaction: Environmental groups scolded the president, while Republicans and business leaders, who 
have often cited the ozone rule as a job killer, offered praise. 
 
Still, business organizations greeted the announcement with warnings that more needed to be done. 
 
“If President Obama’s speech next week is as positive as this decision was today, it will be a success,” 
said John Engler, president of the Business Roundtable. 
 
At the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, President and CEO Thomas Donohue said his organization “is glad 
the White House heeded our warning and withdrew these potentially disastrous . . . actions from the 
EPA.” He said the move “will help reduce the uncertainty facing businesses. It’s also a big first step in 
what needs to be a broader regulatory reform effort.” 
 
Environmental groups called the decision a loss for public health. “The Obama administration is caving to 
big polluters at the expense of protecting the air we breathe,” League of Conservation Voters President 
Gene Karpinski said in a statement. Sierra Club Executive Director Michael Brune described the now-
withdrawn rule as a needed protection against smog, “an acidic air pollutant that when inhaled is like 
getting a sunburn on your lungs.” 
 
And Natural Resources Defense Council President Frances Beinecke saw potential trouble for future air-
quality regulations. “The Clean Air Act clearly requires the Environmental Protection Agency to set 
protective standards against smog—based on science and the law. The White House now has polluted 
that process with politics,” she said. 
 
In the House, Rep. Pete Sessions (R., Texas) who heads the House Republicans’ campaign committee, 
used the occasion to throw some darts at Mr. Obama. 
 
“President Obama has been an economic arsonist who now wants to play firefighter and take credit for 
saving American businesses from job-destroying regulations,” Mr. Sessions said. “As one of thousands of 
new regulations planned this year, President Obama’s excessively stringent ozone standard would cost 
billions of tax dollars and millions of American jobs.” 
 
 
 
 
 







 
Barb Arrigo: Bad air day 
2:55 PM, Sep. 2, 2011  
Detroit Free Press 
BY BARBARA ARRIGO 
DETROIT FREE PRESS EDITORIAL WRITER  
 
How appropriate. President Barack Obama chose a day forecast to be one of the dirtiest air days of the 
year to announce a postponement of one of the new clean air regulations. 
 
The reason he cited — that the science behind this particular smog standard is being re-evaluated in 
advance of another round of rules in fast-approaching 2013 — seems sensible. But the making of new air 
rules has been held up for years, mostly because of delay after delay during the Bush administration. The 
bing-bang-boom pace of recent EPA announcements is the result of all those delays and various court 
cases, not simple zealotry from Obama administration officials such as EPA administrator Lisa Jackson. 
 
Clearly over the long haul from the 1970s, the air is cleaner. If you believe it’s clean enough now, fine. 
And maybe in Michigan, where industrial activity has ratcheted back considerably and population is 
declining, we would be OK with holding steady. But that’s clearly not the case with other parts of the 
country. 
 
The National Park Service operates a set of visibility cameras (click on the NPS Air Webcams tab for the 
map), and as I write this, Joshua Tree National Park in southern California is already heading into the 
ozone danger zone. As is Shenandoah National Park in Virginia. Ready to take your lungs for a hike?  
 
Even more striking is the way ozone travels. As the camera at the Seney Wildlife Refuge often shows, 
ozone can drift into the Upper Peninsula (as we know it also does along the western side of the Lower 
Peninsula), even when there are few if any major emissions sources for miles and miles.  
 
In the long-term trend of mostly improving air quality, a delay of two years may not be significant. But in 
the medium term trend of all the politicking against the EPA and of all the claims that regulation hurts 
business so regular people just have to put up and shut up, this is disheartening. In 2013, do you think 
President Perry Paul Bachmann Romney will care about the air you breathe? 
 
 
 
Obama Rewards Polluters, Blocks New Smog Restrictions 
Rolling Stone 
September 2, 1:49 PM ET 
By Tim Dickinson  
 
Today the Obama administration did the indefensible. It did the bidding of the American Petroleum 
Insitute and pulled the plug on a new, stricter standard for ozone (i.e. smog) pollution, jeopardizing public 
health for short-term political gain. 
 
Some quick background: Smog is the nation's most prevalent pollutant. It causes lung damage and 
asthma attacks. People die early because of too much smog. In 2008, the Bush administration called for 







a standard of 75 parts per billion, a decision that flew in the face of the of a unanimous panel of EPA 
scientists who called for a smog standard as low as 60 ppb.  
 
Under administrator Lisa Jackson, the EPA has been at work revising the Bush regulation, seeking to 
replace it with a science-based standard. The agency estimated that tighter controls on smog at 60 ppb 
might create costs of $90 billion for polluters, but that society could reap as much as $100 billion in return 
on that investment -- in the form of fewer sick days and reduced medical expenses. 
 
API met with the White House in late July to make the case that a reduction in smog would be too costly, 
and argued the administration wasn't technically obligated to revisit the faulty Bush standard until 2013.  
 
In a letter today, Obama's regulator czar Cass Sunstein, acting "at the President's direction," instructed 
Jackson to withdraw the new rule, forestalling action until 2013, because "finalizing a new standard now is 
not mandatory." While observing that the EPA is barred from considering financial costs when creating 
new Clean Air regulations, Sunstein nonetheless emphasized Obama's wish to "minimize regulatory costs 
and burdens, particularly in this economically challenging time." 
 
Health and environmental advocates have been rightfully outraged. But the oil industry couldn't be 
happier: 
 
"The President's decision is good news for the economy and Americans looking for work," said API 
President and CEO Jack Gerard. "The oil and natural gas industry was one of the few industries to 
actually create jobs in August. With the right public policies, we can do more to help generate more 
American jobs and help get our economy back on track." 
 
 
Obama backs down on smog standards  
Seattle Post-Intelligencer (Politics blog) 
Sept. 2, 2011 
 
President Obama announced Friday that he will keep in place Bush-era smog standards described by his 
own EPA director Lisa Jackson  “not legally defensible given the scientific evidence on the record” of 
dangers to human health. 
 
The president’s decision, vetoing an EPA plan to lower emissions of ozone into the atmosphere, is a 
victory for business groups and was applauded by an aide to GOP  House Speaker John Boehner. 
 
It was roundly condemned by environmental groups, which have lately suffered a series of setbacks at 
hands of the Obama administration. 
 
Republican House Majority Leader Eric Cantor hailed Obama’s decision as “a step in the right direction.” 
Cantor  had described EPA’s draft of ozone limits as “possibly the most harmful of all the currently 
anticipated Obama administration regulations.” 
 
 
But Gene Karpinski, head of the League of Conservation Voters, said of Obama’s decision:  “This is a 
huge win for corporate polluters and a huge loss for public health.” 
 







“Smog standards exist because smog is dangerous to human health,”  added Frances Beinecke, 
president of the Natural Resources Defense Council.  “It causes respiratory illness, cardiac disease and 
premature death . . . The stronger smog standards would have saved up to 4,300 lives and avoided as 
many as 2,200 heart attacks every year.” 
 
Obama’s decision keeps in place a three-year old rule implemented under President George W. Bush. 
 
The EPA’s scientific experts recommended in 2006 that ground-level ozone be limited to between 60 and 
70 parts per billion.  The Bush administration set a standard of 75 parts per billion. 
 
The EPA’s Jackson announced in January of last year that the standard would be set in the 60-70 parts 
per billion range.  On Friday, however, Obama asked her to dump the draft standards and argued that 
they were due to be reconsidered anyway. 
 
“Work is already underway to update a 2006 review of the science that will result in the reconsideration of 
the ozone standard in 2013: Ultimately, I did not support asking state and local governments to begin 
implementing a new standard that will soon be reconsidered.” 
 
The Obama administration has disappointed its environmental allies on several fronts in recent weeks. 
 
It approved Shell Oil’s proposed drilling for oil in the Beaufort Sea of Arctic Alaska.  The U.S. Statement 
Department found there will be no adverse environmental impacts to a 1,711-mile-long pipeline that will 
link Alberta’s oil sands project to the Gulf Coast. 
 
“In his statement today, President Obama referred to a need to reduce ‘regulatory burdens’: But having 
cleaner air to breathe is not a burden for the American people,”  said the NRDC’s Beinecke. 
 
Obama’s announcement came on the day that new employment figures showed no new jobs created by 
the American economy during August — a month that saw debt impasse in Washington, D.C., a major 
hurricane and the Verizon strike. 
 
Rep. Fred Upton, R-Mich., chairman of the House Energy and Commerce Committee, told the 
Washington Post earlier in the week:  “If you’re serious about a jobs agenda, the last thing you want to be 
doing is adding tens of billions of dollars in costs every year.” 
 
Bur proponents have argued that tighter smog standards will save billions of dollars in health costs, and 
make breathing easier for 24 million Americans living with asthma. 
 
“Today’s decision means the Obama administration now accepts the Bush-era standard: It also means 
we will resume our lawsuit challenging it,” said the NRDC’s Beinecke. 
 
 
Obama Administration Delays Life-Saving Smog Standards  
Huffington Post (Green page) 
By Frances Beinecke, President, Natural Resources Defense Council 
Posted: 9/2/11 02:32 PM ET  
 







Today the Obama administration made a decision that will endanger the health of tens of thousands of 
Americans. Its choice to delay stronger standards for smog lets polluters off the hook and leaves 
Americans with sicker family members and higher medical costs.  
 
Smog standards exist because smog is dangerous to human health. It causes respiratory illness, cardiac 
disease, and premature death. Though we have made progress in reducing this harmful pollution in 
American skies, we haven't licked the problem yet.  
 
The stronger smog standards would have saved up to 4,300 lives and avoid as many as 2,200 heart 
attacks every year. They would have made breathing easier for the 24 million Americans living with 
asthma. And they also would have created up to $37 billion in health benefits annually. 
 
By failing to deliver these health and economic benefits to the American people, President Obama has 
come down on the side of polluters and those extreme forces who deny the value of government 
safeguards.  
 
In his statement today, President Obama referred to a need to reduce "regulatory burdens." But having 
cleaner air to breathe is not a burden for the American people.  
 
Nor is complying with safeguards an undue burden for business. Businesses would have incurred costs 
to reduce their smog pollution, just as they have to pay to haul away garbage, make sure transit fleets 
don't endanger drivers, and make sure their food products don't sicken people. These are some of the 
costs of doing business.  
 
In the case of ozone standards, the costs wouldn't have kicked in for several years, long after the current 
economic downturn. And keep in mind that in 2010, the top 10 utilities had a combined $28.4 billion in 
profits and $7.5 billion in cash balances. They can afford to embrace innovative pollution controls and 
protect their customers' health.  
 
Meanwhile clean air investments yield enormous returns. The smog standards would generate $37 billion 
in value for a cost of about $20 billion by 2020. Take together, Clean Air Act standards generated 
approximately $1.3 trillion in public health and environmental benefits in 2010 alone for a cost of $50 
billion. That's a value worth more than 9 percent of GDP for a cost of only .4 percent of GDP. The ratio of 
benefits to costs is more than 26 to 1.  
 
Americans know it's cheaper to stay healthy than it is to pay for asthma attacks, missed work days, 
emergency room visits, and hospital stays. That's why a June poll for the American Lung Association of 
likely 2012 voters from all parties found that 75 percent support the EPA's effort to set stronger smog 
standards and 66 percent believe that EPA scientists -- not Congress -- should establish clean air 
standards.  
 
Strengthening the standards for smog isn't just popular. It's required by law.  
 
In 2008, the Bush EPA adopted ozone standards outside the range unanimously recommended by the 
EPA's science advisors. As a result, those standards were challenged by more than a dozen states, the 
American Lung Association, NRDC, and others for being unlawfully harmful to public health.  
 
When the Bush EPA ignored its own science advisors on another air quality standard, the D.C. Circuit 
Court of Appeals unanimously overturned those standards. Lisa Jackson, the current EPA administrator, 







wanted to avoid a similar legal fate on ozone. She concluded that the Bush-era ozone rules are "not 
defensible" under the Clean Air Act, and she committed to creating a legal standard that protects 
Americans' health.  
 
Today's decision means the Obama administration now accepts the Bush-era standard. It also means 
NRDC will resume our lawsuit challenging it.  
 
The Obama administration has been on the right side of the law and the science on other strong clean air 
protection -- including the one limiting mercury pollution -- which are now under attack in Congress. The 
president needs now to mount a forceful defense of those standards so we don't endanger Americans 
further. 
 
This post originally appeared on NRDC's Switchboard blog.  
 
 
 
Obama Drops Smog Initiative 
Slate Magazine 
Posted Friday, Sep. 2, 2011, at 2:26 PM EDT  
By Daniel Politi  
  
The president hands victory to businesses and Republicans by abandoning new standard. 
 
 For the White House, it seems economy trumps environment. Shortly after the dismal jobs report, 
President Barack Obama surprised Washington by unexpectedly asking the Environmental Protection 
Agency to withdraw a plan that would have cut smog levels, handing a victory to businesses and 
Republicans that had long criticized the initiative. The business community has been carrying out an 
intense lobbying campaign against tightening the restrictions on ground-level ozone, insisting “the new 
rule would cost billions of dollars and hundreds of thousands of jobs,” writes the New York Times. 
 
Obama said the standards were scheduled to be reviewed two years from now anyway and there was no 
sense in rushing the process. “Work is already underway to update a 2006 review of the science that will 
result in the reconsideration of the ozone standard in 2013,” Obama said. “Ultimately, I did not support 
asking state and local governments to begin implementing a new standard that will soon be 
reconsidered.” 
 
The ground-level ozone standards are usually reviewed every five years. But EPA Administrator Lisa P. 
Jackson had pushed to review it now because the one set  under George W. Bush’s administration of 75 
parts per billion in 2008 “was significantly higher than the 60 to 70 parts per billion recommended by the 
EPA’s scientific advisory committee at the time,”  explains the Washington Post. Businesses quickly 
praised the decision and some Republicans offered guarded praise. House Speaker John Boehner called 
it a “good first step” but said it was "only the tip of the iceberg," reports the Los Angeles Times. For their 
part, environmentalists condemned the move and harshly criticized the president. “Obama utterly caved,” 
said Bill Snape of the Center for Biological Diversity. 
 
The Associated Press points out that while a stronger standard could cost billions to implement, it “would 
also save billions in avoided health care costs and hospital visits.” Yet that was clearly not at the forefront 
of the administration’s concerns. One lobbyist who refused to be identified tells the Post that the White 
House was nervous about pushing for the rule at a time when the economy is struggling to recover.  








 
Ozone Standards Clips – 9/7/2011 – Round 4 


 
- Wall Street Journal – “Another EPA Rule Comes Under Attack” 
- San Francisco Chronicle – “Republicans attack EPA regulations as job killers” 
- Politico – “Spurned on smog, Lisa Jackson has a choice to make” 
- Politico – “Ex-EPA official slams Obama on ozone” 
- Politico – “Boxer: I hope greens sue Obama” 
- Environmental Finance – “Industry pressure and politics blamed for Obama’s smog rule delay" 
 


Editorial: 
- New York Times (Opinion page) – “Broken Windows, Ozone, and Jobs” 
- TIME (Swampland) – “Obama’s Ozone Flip-Flop: Bad Policy and Bad Politics” 
- Chicago Tribune – “Environmental economy; Revive growth, then curb smog” 
- Houston Chronicle – “Obama ozone decision a giant step backward” 
- Fox News (Fox Nation blog) – “EPA’s Rules May Force Power Failures” 
- Fort Worth Star-Telegram – “Obama environmental policy buckles under pressure” 
- Huffington Post – “Obama: A No-Go on Ozone” 
- Salt Lake Tribune – “Dirty Air, Politics” 
- The Daily Targum (Rutgers) – “Recognize Obama’s many conservative tendencies” 
- NRDC Switchboard – “Killing the Ozone Rule: President Obama's Bad Air Day” 


 
 
Another EPA Rule Comes Under Attack  
Wall Street Journal 
September 6, 2011 
By Deborah Solomon 
 
Just ahead of President Barack Obama’s big jobs speech, the American Forest & Paper Association says 
a pending environmental rule could cost 20,500 jobs or 18% of the industry’s workforce. 
 
In a study to be released Wednesday, the group is taking aim at an Environmental Protection Agency rule 
to cut pollution from factory boilers, saying the regulation will cause 36 U.S. paper and pulp mills to close. 
The study comes on the heels of a decision by Mr. Obama to jettison another EPA air quality rule related 
to ozone that industry complained would kill millions of jobs. 
 
The so-called boiler rule has come under sharp attack from both Republican and Democratic lawmakers, 
as well as industry, which say the regulations would be too costly and difficult to implement. House 
Majority Leader Eric Cantor included the rule in his list of 10 “job-destroying regulations” that he has 
vowed to fight. 
 
The boiler rule would affect paper mills, refineries, chemical factories and other facilities that use boilers, 
such as universities, hospitals and apartment buildings. Boilers are on-site generators that can provide 
energy for facilities and factories. Bipartisan legislation is now pending in the House and Senate to delay 
implementation of the rule, with the aim of having EPA reconsider the regulation. 
 
The AF&PA study, conducted by Fisher International, looked at how many mills would be in danger of 
closing if they had to comply with the new air quality regulations and install new pollution controls. The 
study found 36 mills would have to close, impacting 18% of the industry’s workforce. 
 







Supporters of the rule say the benefits far outweigh the costs and counter job loss claims by saying the 
new controls being required could provide an economic boost. 
 
“Industry is trying to leverage fears about the economic impact and jobs and ignoring that pollution 
controls are made and installed here in the U.S.,” said Paul G. Billings, vice president of national policy 
and advocacy for the American Lung Association. 
 
Gina McCarthy, a top EPA official, is expected to testify Thursday before a U.S. House subcommittee 
about the rule. The agency, which has touted the health benefits of the rule, has delayed issuing final 
regulations, saying it needs more time for public input. That’s frustrated environmental and public-health 
groups, which say the rules would save lives and help avoid thousands of heart and asthma attacks. 
 
John Walke, clean air director at the Natural Resources Defense Council, said the boiler rule is critical 
because it will cut mercury and other toxic air emissions from incinerators and boilers at industrial 
facilities. “The the reason it’s important is those sectors are one of only a handful that still have not had 
lawful toxic emission standards adopted for them under the 1990 clean air act amendments,” he said. 
 
Donna Harman, president and CEO of AF&PA, said the rule will hurt an already hard-hit sector and said 
lawmakers and regulators should give the industry more time and impose a less stringent standard. 
 
“We’re not asking to not be regulated. We’re asking to have a regulation that can be achieved based on 
the technology that’s currently available,” she said. 
 
 
 
Republicans attack EPA regulations as job killers 
San Francisco Chronicle  
Carolyn Lochhead, Chronicle Washington Bureau 
September 7, 2011 04:00 AM  
 
Washington --  
 
The Republican prescription for job growth, shared by tonight's presidential debaters and Republicans in 
Congress, is to dismantle regulations proposed by the Obama administration, especially the 
Environmental Protection Agency, claiming these are a key culprit in widespread unemployment. 
 
The antiregulation campaign joins deficit reduction as the foundation of the Republican economic 
program.  
 
The campaign is heavily backed by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and small business groups that 
contend regulations are destroying jobs. It follows more than a year of intense verbal attacks launched by 
Republicans in the House against everything from the Endangered Species Act to new rules on light 
bulbs.  
 
Obama will announce his jobs plan Thursday in an address to Congress. It is expected to lean heavily on 
new infrastructure spending and to include extending a temporary payroll tax cut and perhaps including 
employers as well as employees. 
 







Last week, the Obama administration retreated on new ozone regulations, saying they would cause 
"needless uncertainty." Environmental groups were enraged. Obama has proposed streamlining existing 
rules but Republicans say that effort pales next to an edifice of new rules to implement health care and 
financial laws.  
 
Environmental, consumer and labor groups say the Bush administration's lax regulation led to the housing 
bubble and 2008 financial collapse, from which the economy is still struggling to recover. 
 
When the chamber announced its campaign to reduce regulations in July 2010, "I thought to myself that it 
was preposterous, given that it was in the wake of the Wall Street crash, due to regulatory failures, the 
Massey mine disaster, due to regulatory failures, the BP gulf oil spill disaster, due to regulatory failures," 
said Robert Weissman, president of Public Citizen, a liberal consumer group.  
 
"But politically the chamber was right," Weissman said. "Clearly it's been taken up in a major way." 
 
Truth, exaggeration 
Experts say there is truth and exaggeration on both sides but that environmental rules are not a major 
source of anemic job growth. The core economic problem, they say, is the debt hangover from the 
housing bubble that has severely curtailed consumer spending. 
 
"I'm unhappy with the direction that the EPA has been going, but is it the No. 1 or No. 2 reason for lack of 
jobs in the U.S.? No," said Murray Weidenbaum, a regulatory expert at Washington University in St. Louis 
and former Reagan administration economist.  
 
Rep. Mike Thompson, D-St. Helena, said he often hears complaints about regulations from businesses, 
but seldom gets specifics. Thompson helped block an effort to roll back the Endangered Species Act that 
he said would have sent most of Northern California's water to Central Valley farms at the expense of 
coastal salmon. 
 
"If there are regulations that need to be fixed, we ought to fix them, but I don't think you throw all 
regulations out because somehow it hampers someone's bottom line," he said.  
 
House Republican leaders have issued a top-10 list of regulations to roll back, citing administration 
estimates that seven big new rules would cost more than $100 billion a year. 
 
These include tighter pollution controls on coal-fired power plants, commercial boilers, cement plants, 
farm dust, greenhouse gases and the retracted ozone rule. 
 
"The EPA is our No. 1 issue, and the reason is pretty simple: This is what our member companies have 
complained about more than anything else," said Ross Eisenberg, the chamber's environment and energy 
counsel. 
 
Several utilities have said they will close coal-fired power plants because compliance with new rules is too 
costly. "How could these not have an impact on jobs if you're announcing that you're closing down 
facilities?" Eisenberg said.  
 
But business groups use a discredited study by a government consultant to claim that regulations cost 
$1.75 trillion a year, and extrapolate that to $10,000 per worker at small businesses. 
 







Costs and benefits 
The EPA and its supporters also may exaggerate the benefits of regulations. The administration's budget 
office estimated that the last decade of regulations cost as much as $62 billion a year while producing 
$655 billion in benefits. 
 
But the budget office said the EPA alone accounts for most of these figures, and that the benefits come 
mainly from reducing one pollutant: fine particulates. 
 
Susan Dudley, director of the Regulatory Studies Center at George Washington University and a former 
Bush administration regulatory chief, pointed to EPA claims that its proposed rule on mercury pollution 
from power plants would prevent as many as 17,000 premature deaths and 11,000 heart attacks each 
year, saving $140 billion. 
 
Even the EPA estimated that would save just $6 million a year. Most of the $140 billion in claimed 
benefits came not from mercury but from ancillary reductions in fine particulates.  
 
"If businesses have to spend money to comply with regulations, that's money they can't spend hiring 
more people or being more productive," Dudley said, while the benefits may not directly boost economic 
growth. 
 
But Isaac Shapiro, head of regulatory policy for the liberal Economic Policy Institute, said Republicans 
exaggerate costs to reframe regulation as a jobs issue. By his estimate, all rules finalized under the 
Obama administration cost less than 0.1 percent of the gross domestic product, hardly enough to affect 
the economy. 
 
"When we adopted legislation to deal with acid rain from power plants, which poisoned lakes and streams 
in the Northeast and Canada," said Rep Henry Waxman, D-Los Angeles, who has been behind many 
health and environmental regulations in the past 30 years, "industry claimed millions of dollars in costs 
that turned out to be a fraction of what they predicted when they finally had to do what they were required 
to do."  
 
E-mail Carolyn Lochhead at clochhead@sfchronicle.com. 
 
 
 
Spurned on smog, Lisa Jackson has a choice to make 
Politico 
9/6/11 9:19 PM EDT  
By ROBIN BRAVENDER 
 
 
The EPA chief hasn’t spoken publicly on the rule beyond an official statement. | AP Photo Close 
 
Will EPA chief Lisa Jackson stay or go? 
 
That’s the new parlor game among Washington insiders after the White House publicly undercut the 
agency’s attempts to install tougher regulations on smog. 
 







Since the White House’s announcement Friday, Jackson hasn’t spoken publicly on the rule beyond an 
official statement touting the president’s leadership on clean air issues. Someone who has spoken with 
Jackson since Friday told POLITICO she’s still digesting it all and hasn’t shared even with those closest 
to her what her thinking is. 
 
President Barack Obama invited Jackson on Air Force One Sunday when he toured areas of New Jersey 
that had been damaged by Hurricane Irene. Jackson served as a New Jersey state official for several 
years. 
 
As the EPA administrator, Jackson’s been a loyal foot soldier for the Obama administration, leading the 
Gulf Coast Restoration Task Force and fighting congressional Republicans tooth and nail on 
environmental regulations. 
 
“I certainly think the White House genuinely wants her to be comfortable with this decision and to stay,” 
an administration source said. 
 
A White House official said Obama expects Jackson will stay with the administration. 
 
“Under the leadership of Lisa Jackson, the EPA has taken historic steps to protect public health and in his 
statement on Friday, the president again reiterated the important role she has played and will continue to 
play as a member of his team,” the official said in an email. 
 
“The president fully expects Administrator Jackson to continue to play an aggressive role in protecting the 
air we breathe, the water we drink and most importantly the health of our families,” the official added. 
 
The EPA declined to comment, pointing to the White House statement. And Jackson ducked a question 
on the rule from a pool reporter during Sunday’s New Jersey trip. 
 
For Jackson — whose teenage son suffers from asthma — the smog rule has been a long time coming. 
 
“This is one of the most important protection measures we can take to safeguard our health and our 
environment,” Jackson said in 2009 when announcing plans to tighten the George W. Bush-era 
standards. “Smog in the air we breathe can cause difficulty breathing and aggravate asthma, especially in 
children.” 
 
And she doubled down this summer, calling the Bush administration standards “not legally defensible,” 
given the Bush White House rejected science advisers’ calls for tougher limits. 
 
As recently as July, EPA lawyers were asking a federal appellate court in Washington to delay litigation 
over the Bush-era ozone standard because a new Obama ozone rule was just around the corner. 
 
But major business groups appealed directly to the White House, warning that the ozone rule would be 
one of the most expensive environmental rules ever imposed on the U.S. economy — with an estimated 
cost of up to $90 billion annually — and that a new rule would hurt Obama’s reelection bid. 
 
Jackson didn’t get much of a heads up prior to the announcement, prompting criticism from greens that 
the White House had blindsided the EPA chief. An administration official said that the White House didn’t 
notify the agency of the decision until last Thursday — and that the EPA was not involved in the decision-
making process. 







 
The White House had been reviewing EPA’s proposal since July. Many observers speculated that the 
administration would try to appease both sides with a final standard of 70 parts per billion — more than 
environmentalists wanted, but less than industry feared. 
 
So far, the White House has taken several steps that appear aimed at blunting the force of its decision on 
Jackson. 
 
Obama issued the decision himself, calling it part of a larger effort aimed at “reducing regulatory burdens 
and regulatory uncertainty, particularly as our economy continues to recover.” And top White House 
officials have also doubled down on their commitment to setting new limits for mercury from power plants 
— another one of Jackson’s top priorities. 
 
Still, some of Jackson’s supporters don’t expect her to stick around much longer in light of the decision, 
and some are even calling for her to resign in protest. 
 
“I don’t think she’s going to resign immediately,” said Frank O’Donnell, president of the advocacy group 
Clean Air Watch. But, he added, “If six months from now Lisa Jackson was going to go off and spend 
more time with her family, who could blame her?” 
 
Thomas McGarity, a professor at the University of Texas Law School and a member scholar at the Center 
for Progressive Reform, wrote in a blog post Tuesday that Jackson should either defy the president by 
issuing the standard or “do the honorable thing and resign.” 
 
Plenty of other observers don’t think Jackson is looking to get out in a hurry, pointing to other high-profile 
EPA regulations coming down the pike, such as the utility air toxics rule and greenhouse gases 
regulations. 
 
GOP energy strategist Michael McKenna said he doesn’t think Jackson is on the outs. “Where's she 
going to go?” he said. 
 
But he said Jackson’s clout has been jeopardized now that she’s been so publicly overruled by the White 
House. 
 
She’ll be thinking, “What am I going to get sandbagged on next?” McKenna said. “This is just throwing 
chum into the water for sharks.” 
 
EPA’s critics in industry and on Capitol Hill have already called for Obama to ease up on rules beyond 
just the ozone standard. 
 
Sen. Jim Inhofe (R-Okla.) the ranking member of the Environment and Public Works Committee, said 
Tuesday that he hopes Obama will continue to pull back on other controversial rules. 
 
“I think that definitely that he is going to do that because that’s where the politics is,” Inhofe said. 
However, he said, “I wouldn’t want him to do that to the extent that he’d be reelected.” 
 
House Speaker John Boehner and Majority Leader Eric Cantor asked Obama on Tuesday to use ozone 
as a starting point for scaling back regulations. 
 







“While we appreciate your announcement on Friday asking the EPA to withdraw its new draft ozone 
standards, we believe it is critical to not stop there, and instead act to further reduce this cumulative 
regulatory drag of uncertainty on economic growth and job creation,” the Republicans wrote in a letter to 
the White House. 
 
Darren Samuelsohn contributed to this report. 
 
This article first appeared on POLITICO Pro at 9:12 p.m. on September 6, 2011. 
 
 
Ex-EPA official slams Obama on ozone 
Politico 
By Robin Bravender  
9/7/11 9:44 AM EDT 
 
A former top Obama EPA official is slamming the president's decision to pull the plug on setting a tougher 
smog rule. 
 
Lisa Heinzerling, who served as chief of the EPA policy office for President Barack Obama before 
returning to work as a law professor at Georgetown, wrote a scathing critique Sunday in Grist Magazine, 
calling Obama's announcement "terribly bad news, and terribly bad policy." 
 
Obama on Friday announced that he had instructed EPA chief Lisa Jackson to withdraw the rule as part 
of his administration's effort to "underscore the importance of reducing regulatory burdens and regulatory 
uncertainty, particularly as our economy continues to recover." 
But pulling the rule for that reason is "unlawful," Heinzerling wrote. The U.S. Supreme Court has 
"unequivocally held that the Clean Air Act forbids the consideration of economic costs" in setting national 
air quality standards. 
Heinzerling also blasted Obama for keeping the George W. Bush administration's 2008 standard in place 
after the EPA's independent science advisers had said it didn't go far enough to protect public health. 
"It is hard to see how President Obama's decision today reflects an attitude toward science that is any 
more respectful than the attitude the Bush administration displayed in its 2008 ozone standard," she said. 
And in light of Obama's stated commitment to transparency, Heinzerling called for the White House to 
release the final rule that the EPA sent over to the Office of Management and Budget in July. "[T]here 
exists a full package from EPA containing the final rule and the explanation for it," she wrote. "The least 
the White House can do at this point is to release that package." 
 
 
 
Boxer: I hope greens sue Obama 
Politico 
By Darren Goode  
9/7/11 8:52 AM EDT 
 
Senate Environment and Public Works Chairwoman Barbara Boxer said she hopes green groups sue 
President Barack Obama over his decision to punt a regulation curbing smog-creating emissions until at 
least 2013. 







Boxer — whose relatively mild reaction to Obama’s surprise announcement Friday was in contrast to 
heated rebukes by environmental groups — said she will stand by those groups in any litigation to force 
the administration to issue a final ozone rule that goes beyond what was enacted by President George W. 
Bush. 
Environmental groups charged that Obama made a political calculus by punting on a rule that was a 
particular target of critics who charge his regulatory agenda has hurt the economy and jobs. 
Boxer didn’t quite go there. “I’m not making any charge. I’m just saying I disagree, strongly, with their 
decision,” she told reporters Tuesday. She added, “And I hope they’ll be sued in court and I hope the 
court can stand by the Clean Air Act.” 
Noting that every president regardless of political party has been sued by environmental groups, Boxer 
said, “And I’m on the side of the environmentalists. If you factor in the health benefits you save so many 
lives and you prevent so many hospital admissions that it’s a big plus for the economy.” 
Boxer issued a statement Friday saying she was “disappointed” in the decision but also “heartened” by 
Obama’s pledge in his announcement to safeguard the EPA and more specifically the Clean Air Act. 
On Tuesday, she defended the milder tone of Friday’s statement. 
“I’m involved in a hand-to-hand combat with people in the House; they’re trying to destroy the EPA, 
destroy the Clean Air Act,” Boxer said, noting she fought a similar battle when GOP presidential 
candidate Newt Gingrich was House speaker more than a decade ago. “So I was heartened to see that 
the president went out of his way to address the larger issue of this battle that we’re facing.” 
She added: “So that’s why the statement was balanced because I thought what he said was balanced.” 
Obama — in a letter to House Speaker John Boehner last week — listed the ozone rule at the top of the 
list of seven regulations whose annual costs top $1 billion annually. The rule was estimated to cost 
between $19 billion and $90 billion annually. 
Boxer said she would use a hearing called by Sen. Tom Carper (D-Del.) on the ozone rule to “examine 
the charge that this type of regulation actually harms our economy. I don’t believe that. Because I don’t 
think they’re factoring in the health benefits.” 
 
 
 
Industry pressure and politics blamed for Obama’s smog rule delay 
Environmental Finance 
By Gloria Gonzalez 
7 September 2011  
 
The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) will abandon its pursuit of stricter smog standards at the 
direction of President Barack Obama and in what environmentalists and some legislators decried as a 
cave-in to industry. 
 
Obama announced on Friday that he asked EPA administrator Lisa Jackson to withdraw the draft Ozone 
National Ambient Air Quality Standards, which were designed to replace regulations proposed by the 
previous administration in 2008 that fell short of standards suggested by the EPA’s independent science 
advisory board. 
 
Environmental groups and 14 states sued over the weaker standards and Jackson announced in 2010 
that the EPA would reconsider the standards rather than wait for a scheduled review in 2013. But at the 
president’s direction, the agency will reconsider the ozone standards according to the original schedule. 
 







The decision drew sharp criticism and accusations that the administration is prioritising business interests 
over public health. 
 
“By putting the interest of coal and oil polluters first, the White House seems to be saying that 'clean air 
will have to wait’,” said Michael Brune, executive director of environmental NGO the Sierra Club. 
 
  
 American smog: voters might choke Obama's re-election if he deals with it (Photocredit) 
  
 
In the revised rule submitted for White House approval, the EPA proposed lowering the current eight-hour 
ground-level ozone standard of 75 parts per billion (ppb) to a standard in the range of 60-70 ppb, a level 
estimated to prevent 12,000 premature deaths per year from heart or lung diseases and thousands of 
respiratory illnesses and non-fatal heart attacks. 
 
"I honestly believe the administration could have picked a number in the range recommended by the 
science advisory board that would have protected public health, been legally defensible, and would have 
seen greater benefits than costs,” said Senator Tom Carper (D-Delaware), who said White House officials 
would have to explain their decision at a Congressional hearing. 
 
Obama insisted his administration will not back down from its pursuit of stronger clean air regulations and 
pledged to continue to vigorously oppose efforts to weaken EPA’s authority under the Clean Air Act. 
 
“At the same time, I have continued to underscore the importance of reducing regulatory burdens and 
regulatory uncertainty, particularly as our economy continues to recover,” he said. 
 
The president’s decision delays enactment of new smog regulations until after the 2012 presidential 
elections. 
 
“What is shameful about the president’s decision to delay the new ozone rule is that it’s all about 
improving his chances of being re-elected and has nothing to do with the economic damage that the rule 
would do,” said Myron Ebell, director of the Competitive Enterprise Institute’s Center for Energy and 
Environment. “The fact that the president still wants to go ahead after he gets re-elected with a regulation 
that has been estimated to cost $1 trillion a year shows that he could [not] care less about the US 
economy and the millions of people who have lost their jobs.” 
 
The EPA’s work on smog and other new regulations has become a hot-button political issue, with the 
Republican majority in the House of Representatives considering several bills and amendments to thwart 
the EPA from proceeding with certain regulations or strip the agency of its funding to enact new rules. 
 
“The political folks at the White House must believe that the president needs to show that he is concerned 
about too much regulation from EPA,” said Jeff Holmstead, head of the environmental strategies group at 
law firm Bracewell & Giuliani, which represents utilities. 
 
Industry experts said the smog rule withdrawal is a good start, but insisted that the administration should 
also defer new regulations for controlling sulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxides emissions and to reduce 
mercury pollution from power plants. 
 







“Even with today’s decision, there are still a bunch of new EPA rules that are keeping industry from 
investing in the US,” Holmstead said. “Around the country, there are companies who want to build new 
projects, but EPA has put the brakes on them.” 
 
 
 
 
 
EDITORIAL: 
 
Broken Windows, Ozone, and Jobs 
New York Times (Opinion Page) 
Paul Krugman 
Sept. 3, 2011 
 
I’ve actually been avoiding thinking about the latest Obama cave-in, on ozone regulation; these repeated 
retreats are getting painful to watch. For what it’s worth, I think it’s bad politics. The Obama political 
people seem to think that their route to victory is to avoid doing anything that the GOP might attack — but 
the GOP will call Obama a socialist job-killer no matter what they do. Meanwhile, they just keep 
reinforcing the perception of mush from the wimp, of a president who doesn’t stand for anything. 
Whatever. Let’s talk about the economics. Because the ozone decision is definitely a mistake on that 
front. 
As some of us keep trying to point out, the United States is in a liquidity trap: private spending is 
inadequate to achieve full employment, and with short-term interest rates close to zero, conventional 
monetary policy is exhausted. 
This puts us in a world of topsy-turvy, in which many of the usual rules of economics cease to hold. Thrift 
leads to lower investment; wage cuts reduce employment; even higher productivity can be a bad thing. 
And the broken windows fallacy ceases to be a fallacy: something that forces firms to replace capital, 
even if that something seemingly makes them poorer, can stimulate spending and raise employment. 
Indeed, in the absence of effective policy, that’s how recovery eventually happens: as Keynes put it, a 
slump goes on until “the shortage of capital through use, decay and obsolescence” gets firms spending 
again to replace their plant and equipment. 
And now you can see why tighter ozone regulation would actually have created jobs: it would have forced 
firms to spend on upgrading or replacing equipment, helping to boost demand. Yes, it would have cost 
money — but that’s the point! And with corporations sitting on lots of idle cash, the money spent would 
not, to any significant extent, come at the expense of other investment. 
More broadly, if you’re going to do environmental investments — things that are worth doing even in flush 
times — it’s hard to think of a better time to do them than when the resources needed to make those 
investments would otherwise have been idle. 
 
So, a lousy decision all around. Are you surprised? 
 
 
 
Obama’s Ozone Flip-Flop: Bad Policy and Bad Politics 
TIME (Swampland) 
Tuesday, September 6, 2011  
By Michael  







 
 
My lefty friends have been asking me: If I think President Obama has been so great for the earth, and I 
think his enviro critics are ungrateful whiners, then how do I defend his capitulation to industry on new 
smog regulations? And the answer is…I don’t. He ignored the science, threw the EPA under the bus, and 
double-crossed green groups who had held off on lawsuits based on administration promises. 
 
All I can say is that it’s uncharacteristic. One of President Obama’s appealing qualities—although, 
arguably, a source of some of his problems—has been his stubborn insistence on a distinction between 
“governing” and “politicking.”  The ozone decision suggests to me that governing season is over for this 
term. Politicking season has begun. 
 
Bryan Walsh has explained why White House claims that withdrawing their new ozone regulations had 
nothing to do with politics are “frankly ludicrous.” Industry was kicking and screaming that the rules would 
kill jobs, so the White House (now managed by former J.P. Morgan Chase executive William Daley, who 
wasn’t a fan of financial regulation either) apparently wanted to signal that its overarching concern is the 
economy, and that it feels the pain of businessmen who keep complaining about “uncertainty.” There are 
a lot of coal plants in swing states like Ohio. 
 
Substantively, it’s a terrible decision. The new ozone regulations would not have gone into effect for at 
least a year, so the warnings of short-term job-killing were obviously overblown. The history of air-quality 
regulations suggests that industry would have figured out a way to comply at a reasonable cost in the 
medium term, saving lives and ensuring a healthier workforce. And even if you don’t think we need 
significantly stricter ozone rules, it was silly to give up a bargaining chip that could have been used in the 
more important fight over carbon emissions. 
 
I’m skeptical of the politics, too, even in Ohio. Is this flip-flop going to convince the kind of people who 
believe our economic problems are caused by burdensome regulation (is that what caused the financial 
implosion of 2008?) and Obama-related “uncertainty” (unemployment has been high for three years on 
fears that Obama would resurrect Clinton-era tax rates on the rich?) rather than a crippling lack of 
demand (ding! ding!) that Obama is on their side? And is he sure he wants to pick a fight with 
environmentalists? They helped defeat Al Gore in 2000 because he wasn’t pure enough on Everglades 
issues.  And Obama isn’t Al Gore. 
 
I suspect that politically, the real danger in this kind of crass political calculation is undermining what’s left 
of the Obama brand.  I’ve said before that the Obama campaign doesn’t seem to have a message for 
2012.  It’s going to be hard to run on hope and change when unemployment is 9%. The argument that 
Obama’s policies prevented even worse outcomes, while true, would be an even harder sell. Presumably, 
the main message will be that his Republican opponent is an extremist nut—and chances are excellent 
that he’ll have a plausible case to make.  But it wouldn’t hurt to be able to argue at the same time that 
whether or not Americans agree with everything he did, Obama has always tried to do the right thing for 
the country. He said in his Inaugural Address that he would restore science to its rightful place.  “Under 
the bus” is not that place. 
 
Obama is obviously a politician with political advisers and political calculations, but he really has 
promoted an administration culture of trying to figure out the best policy and let the political chips fall 
where they may. My favorite example is the little-noticed tax cuts in his stimulus bill, which were dribbled 
out through tiny weekly decreases in withholding instead of big rebate checks, because behavioral 
economists believe that people are a bit more likely to spend extra money when they don’t realize they’re 







getting it—even though any political operatives can see that people are a heck of a lot more likely to be 
grateful about the extra money when they do realize they’re getting it. 
 
This is a different approach.  Maybe Obama thinks that ticking off ungrateful eco-freaks will enhance his 
credibility as a reasonable man. But people like clear air. And if they liked crass flip-floppery, right now 
they’d be enjoying President Kerry’s second term—or President Romney’s first. 
 
 
 
Environmental economy  
Chicago Tribune 
September 7, 2011 
 
Revive growth, then curb smog. 
 
In matters regarding pollution, President Barack Obama often finds himself with an impossible choice. 
Should he protect public health, as environmentalists demand, or preserve jobs, as congressional 
Republicans urge? Both concerns are valid, and both are important tasks for the president. But 
sometimes, he has to give one or the other priority. 
 
Last week, Obama decided against a new Environmental Protection Agency proposal to reduce smog, 
which contributes to such illnesses as asthma and heart disease. The decision on ground-level ozone 
drew a chorus of condemnation from such groups as the Sierra Club and the American Lung Association, 
which said it will cost lives and raise health care costs. 
 
That prediction is no doubt accurate. But every public policy decision involves trade-offs, and this one 
was trickier than most. 
 
American Lung Association It would have been one of the most expensive environmental measures ever 
— with an annual price tag as high as $90 billion. The expected benefits could be even higher, but they 
could also be as low as $13 billion per year, according to the EPA.  
 
Hundreds of counties would have found themselves in violation of the new standards. Electric utilities and 
other businesses would have had to lay out funds for upgraded pollution-control equipment. Most would 
have complied, but some would have closed down. 
 
On a strict cost-benefit basis, the proposal comes close to a tossup. Other expenditures could yield a 
much bigger payoff. 
 
That's not the only reason the White House rejected the change. Cass Sunstein, head of the president's 
Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs, noted in a letter to the EPA that the agency is required to 
revisit the smog standard in 2013, by which time better scientific data will be available.  
 
It made little sense, he indicated, to impose a new rule that may be overhauled in just two years — 
particularly when the president has promised that federal regulations "must promote predictability and 
reduce uncertainty." Besides, said Sunstein, the EPA has taken other anti-pollution steps that will have 
the side effect of reducing smog. 
 







Even if the ozone rule were clearly worth the eventual cost, presidents also have to think about the 
immediate future. At the moment, Obama is right to focus on the short-term health of the economy, which 
would suffer from new mandates that put a burden on the private sector. 
 
If the economy remains stalled, the funds needed to pay for environmental improvements will be hard to 
come by. A strong economy, by contrast, will make such investments more affordable — and far more 
appealing to the electorate. 
 
Sometimes the difference between a good idea and a bad one is a simple matter of timing. Exercise, for 
instance, fosters good health. But someone in bed with the flu is well-advised to put off a strenuous run or 
spin class until after the malady passes. 
 
Over the coming decades, Americans may very well be better off with tighter rules on ozone. But right 
now, as Obama wisely understands, it's more important to nurse the U.S. economy back to health. 
 
 
 
Obama ozone decision a giant step backward 
Houston Chronicle 
September 6, 2011 
By THOMAS O. MCGARITY 
 
Last Friday, President Obama ordered Lisa Jackson, administrator of the Environmental Protection 
Agency, to withdraw the EPA's new ambient air quality standard for photochemical oxidants (ozone). The 
order flies in the face of the available science on the human health effects of ozone and means that the 
people who live in the most urban areas of Texas will remain exposed to levels of ozone in the air that 
pose a significant risk of death and heart disease. Persons suffering from asthma will be at especially 
high risk. 
 
Under the Clean Air Act, the EPA is required to establish ambient air quality standards at a level that 
protects human health with an adequate margin of safety. Once a standard is established, the states are 
supposed to require sources of ozone-producing pollutants, such as power plants and refineries, to 
implement controls that are sufficient to ensure that the standard will be attained in the future. 
 
The act also requires the EPA to re-examine the science every five years and determine whether the 
standard needs to be revised. In 1990 Congress created a scientific advisory board, called the Clean Air 
Act Scientific Advisory Committee (CASAC), to assist the EPA in this exercise. 
 
Since the EPA first began writing standards for ozone in 1970, they have become increasingly stringent 
as more scientific information has demonstrated that photochemical oxidants have adverse effects on 
human beings at lower and lower concentrations.  
 
The currently applicable standard of 84 parts per billion (ppb) was promulgated almost 15 years ago in 
1997. Despite the five-year-review requirement, the George W. Bush administration put off revising the 
standard in 2008, and when it did, it proposed a standard of 75 ppb, which was less stringent than the 60-
70 ppb range that the CASAC had recommended. In an extraordinary act of resistance, the CASAC told 
the EPA administrator that the standard was not supported by the scientific evidence. Not surprisingly, a 
number of environmental organizations challenged the Bush administration standard in court. 
 







Soon after President Obama was inaugurated, Administrator Jackson struck a deal with those 
environmental organizations under which the EPA promised to withdraw the Bush standard and 
promulgate a more stringent one by August 2010. The agreement effectively left the outdated 1997 
standard in place, because the EPA told the states not to worry about implementing the withdrawn 
standard. 
 
The EPA missed the August 2010 deadline. Out of an abundance of caution, Jackson asked the CASAC 
to analyze the scientific information one more time. The CASAC did so and once again recommended a 
standard in the 60-70 ppb range. In January of this year, Administrator Jackson said that the EPA would 
propose a standard in that range.  
 
The agency then completed its proposal and sent it to the White House Office of Management and 
Budget, where it languished until last Friday, when the president killed it outright. 
 
The upshot of all of this is that the old 1997 standard remains in place. Urban Americans are in worse 
shape than they would have been had the inadequate Bush administration standards gone into effect. 
 
To say that the environmental organizations that agreed to the postponement have been betrayed would 
be an understatement. While the Obama administration has dilly-dallied over what should have been a 
very easy standard-setting exercise, exposure to ground-level ozone has caused, according to the EPA's 
own calculations, up to 2,200 heart attacks and killed up to 4,300 people per year. The human cost of 
leaving the 1997 standard in place is that the death toll will continue for at least a few more years. 
 
The administration says that it ordered the EPA to pull back the standard because it would have had an 
adverse effect on jobs. But the reality is that the standard would create jobs as companies go to greater 
lengths to reduce pollutants and spend more resources developing alternative energy supplies. Moreover, 
the EPA estimated that increasing the stringency of the standard would produce up to $37 billion in health 
benefits annually. 
 
As the 2012 presidential campaign gets under way, President Obama's political advisers apparently 
believe that it is necessary for him to cozy up to the energy industry. But to those of us who saw the 2008 
election as a sign of hope for a cleaner environment after eight years of scientific denial, this remarkable 
act of political cowardice sounds a lot like "No, we can't." 
 
McGarity teaches environmental law at the University of Texas School of Law and is a member of the 
board of the Center for Progressive Reform. 
 
 
 
EPA’s Rules May Force Power Failures 
Fox Nation 
September 6, 2011 
By Tina Korbe, Hot Air 
 
It was easy last week, when President Obama scrubbed an expensive proposed environmental 
regulation, to wonder whether the world had turned right side up. Without doubt, Obama made the wise 
decision when it came to proposed new ozone regulations. As Mitch McConnell said on the Senate floor 
today, the president created more jobs by reversing one regulation than he ever will with a speech. But as 
I wrote this weekend, only if Republicans continue to hammer away at other job-killing regulations will this 







have been a first step worth celebrating — otherwise, it’s just a chance for Obama to tout a job-creation 
gesture and a supposed spirit of compromise. 
 
May I humbly suggest one such regulation to next spotlight for elimination? The Cross-State Air Pollution 
Rule, when combined with another proposed regulation (the Utility Maximum Achievable Control 
Technology or “Utility MACT” rule), will cost the country $17.8 billion a year and put 175,000 jobs at risk 
each year, as well. Now, that’s nowhere near as expensive as the proposed ozone regulations — which 
would have cost the country up to $90 billion a year, with as many as 7.3 million jobs lost by 2020 — but 
I’d say 175,000 newly employed is nothing to sneeze at. Plus, the two regulations would increase 
electricity rates by more than 23 percent in some areas of the United States that rely on coal for 
electricity. In addition, consumers will be paying more than $8 billion a year in higher natural gas prices 
because of these proposed rules. 
 
 
 
Obama environmental policy buckles under pressure 
Fort Worth Star-Telgram 
Tuesday, Sep. 06, 2011  
 
President Barack Obama gutted his credibility on environmental issues Friday when he ordered 
Environmental Protection Agency Administrator Lisa Jackson to back away from new restrictions on 
ozone pollution.  
 
He cited the slow and sluggish economy and said his order shows he has "continued to underscore the 
importance of reducing regulatory burdens and regulatory uncertainty."  
 
That sounds a lot like Gov. Rick Perry, who hopes tobe the Republican seeking to unseat Democrat 
Obama in next year's presidential election.  
 
Obama wasn't correcting a rogue agency that had somehow strayed from his guidance. The EPA had 
been working on new ozone standards for two years, going step-by-laborious-step through procedures 
required by the Clean Air Act.  
 
At the 11th hour, Obama wouldn't let his agency tighten ozone standards to a level that even the Bush 
administration had declared necessary to protect public health.  
 
Ground-level ozone is often called smog. It is formed when sunlight cooks and combines pollutants called 
volatile organic compounds and oxides of nitrogen, which come from vehicle tailpipes and industrial 
processes, among other sources. It causes some serious health problems and sharply aggravates others.  
 
The EPA has labeled Dallas-Fort Worth a "serious nonattainment area" for its continued failure to meet 
ozone standards that date back to 1997.  
 
The Clean Air Act requires the EPA to review standards for ozone and other pollutants periodically and 
set new standards based on the latest scientific knowledge.  
 







The 1997 standard limits ozone in ambient air to no more than 84 parts per billion. In March 2008, after 
lengthy study showed that the 1997 standard did not adequately protect public health, the Bush 
administration lowered the limit to 75 parts per billion.  
 
Two months later, environmental groups and others sued in federal court, saying the new standard was 
not tough enough. Court proceedings were getting under way when Obama took office. In March 2009, 
the Obama EPA asked the court to halt those proceedings while it reconsidered the standards.  
 
The environmentalists and other parties to the suit agreed to back away. The EPA formally began its 
standard-setting process in September 2009, and eventually targeted an ozone limit of 60 to 70 parts per 
billion.  
 
The new standard was due to be released more than a month ago, July 29. The EPA said it was being 
delayed for administrative review.  
 
Meanwhile, the 1997 limit of 84 parts per billion has remained in effect. Ozone pollution in Dallas-Fort 
Worth has declined somewhat over time, but the area still has not instituted enough controls to meet the 
federal standard.  
 
The ozone season this year has been a disaster. Ozone monitors have reached "Level Red" nine times 
this summer, denoting unhealthy air. At least six monitoring sites will exceed the EPA limit for the year.  
 
Some industry representatives have pressed the White House not to set a new standard, citing the up-to-
$90 billion estimated cost of needed pollution controls. Other parties pushed for a new standard, citing the 
public health cost of not acting.  
 
There is not a more serious environmental issue on Obama's plate than ground-level ozone. At any point 
during the past two years, he could have sat down with Jackson and told her that economic conditions 
would get in the way of setting new standards.  
 
The fact that he didn't leads to only one conclusion: Obama buckled under pressure from people who 
would de-emphasize environmental protection. That's a huge disappointment.  
 
 
 
Obama: A No-Go on Ozone  
Huffington Post 
Bill Chameides, Dean, Duke University's Nicholas School of the Environment 
Sept. 6, 2011 
 
A tactical retreat or an abdication? 
 
It's a scant 14 months to the 2012 elections. The economy's in the tank as are the president's poll 
numbers. (See here, here, here and here.) The pundits tell us (for instance here and here) that Obama 
will pivot to jobs, jobs, jobs in an effort to rehabilitate his re-election chances. In the wake of recent White 
House decisions, one has to wonder if that jobs pivot also includes a calculated pivot away from the 
environment? 
 







In the wake of recent White House decisions, one has to wonder if Obama's been making a calculated 
pivot away from the environment?  
 
Keystone Cop-Out? 
On August 26, the State Department finalized a required environmental impact statement, concluding 
there'd be no "significant" environmental impacts from the proposed Keystone XL pipeline which would 
bring tar sands oil from Canada to American refineries in Texas. The pipeline is opposed by many 
environmentalists (see here, here and here) because its route goes directly across sensitive wilderness 
areas as well as the Ogallala Aquifer, a critical U.S. groundwater system. There's also general opposition 
to tar sands oil itself because of its relatively large environmental cost. 
 
Though it's received an environmental green light, the pipeline is not a done deal yet. But the weeks of 
protests at the White House, which saw more than 1,000 arrested for civil disobedience, have now 
subsided. Not the kind of protest, I suspect, either Obama or the environmental community would have 
envisioned on election night 2008 (even if the reality of how much environmental progress could be made 
and how fast was duly noted). 
 
Not a Standard Bearer on a New Ozone Standard 
And then last Friday came what John D. Walke, the Natural Resources Defense Council's clean air 
director, reportedly compared to "a bomb being dropped." (See here, here and Walke's blog post.) Said 
bomb was Obama's announcement that he was instructing the Environmental Protection Agency to 
withdraw its proposed new air quality standard for ground-level ozone, one of the main, noxious 
components of smog. 
 
This decision is especially disappointing to many of the green persuasion since it harks back to a bitter 
fight with the Bush administration. In 2008 the Bush EPA chose to set the ozone air quality standard at 
0.075 parts per million, meaning that in a given eight hours in a defined region the amount of ground-level 
ozone in the air cannot exceed 7.5 "parts" of ozone per one million "parts" of air. This, despite 
recommendations by the Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee that that standard could not be 
scientifically justified and that it should be set between 0.07 ppm and 0.06 ppm (the latter being the 
European Union's current standard). 
 
When Lisa Jackson became EPA administrator in early 2009, she promised the agency would revisit the 
ozone standard before the statutorily required date of 2013. And work got off to a quick start. By 
September 2009, the process was formally underway, and in January 2010 EPA announced a proposed 
new standard between 0.06 and 0.07 ppm. 
 
Everything looked to be on track for a final rule later that summer, but then came multiple delays and 
missed deadlines. After a July 2011 deadline came and went without a final rule, EPA promised that one 
was coming soon, one that would be "based on the best science and meet the obligation established 
under the Clean Air Act to protect the health of the American people" while "consider[ing] costs, jobs and 
the economy." And one that looked to be in the recommended range of 0.06 to 0.07 ppm. This move 
praised by some received loud protests from others, with industry claiming that the standard was overly 
tight, impossible to attain, and too costly in a struggling economy. 
 
In a seeming cave to industry pressure, Obama announced he'd instructed EPA to delay changing the 
ozone standard until 2013 out of concern that promulgating a new standard would slow the economy and 
stifle job growth. 
 







A Look on the Green Side 
While this isn't his only punt on environmental issues (see here, here, here, and here), to be fair and 
balanced, we should duly note that Obama has been pushing forward on other environmental fronts, 
including the following: 
 
Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) standards: Calling it "the single most important step we've ever 
taken as a nation to reduce our dependence on foreign oil," Obama announced this past July an 
agreement with 13 major automakers responsible for 90 percent of the market to raise fuel economy 
standards to 54.5 miles per gallon for cars and light-duty trucks by 2025.  
 
 
Greenhouse gas rules: Building on a 2007 Supreme Court ruling that EPA must regulate greenhouse 
gases if they pose a threat to public health and welfare, the environmental agency has been laying the 
groundwork to limit greenhouse gas emissions from major sources. In January 2011 EPA announced it's 
developing standards for power plants and refineries slated for release by the end of 2011 and expected 
to be finalized by 2012.  
 
 
The Cross-State Air Pollution Rule (CSAPR): In July 2011 EPA announced a replacement for the 
embattled 2005 Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR), promulgated in the Bush years. The new Cross-State 
Air Pollution Rule for smokestack emissions aims at tackling emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx) and 
sulfur dioxide (SO2) from power plants in the 27 eastern states that together cause ground-level ozone 
pollution, smog, fine particle pollution, and acid rain.  
 
 
Suffice it to say, not all of these initiatives have met with applause from industry. 
 
So, is the president jettisoning his environmental agenda to appease the private sector and garner votes 
(and presumably campaign dollars)? Or is this latest decision a tactical one, perhaps throwing the 
opposition a bone (by law, the ozone standard has to be revisited at a later date anyway) while preserving 
the more essential pieces of environmental agenda? 
 
The interesting aspect of this puzzle is that if Obama is not re-elected, we may never know. 
 
 
 
Dirty air, politics  
The Salt Lake Tribune 
Sep 7, 2011 01:01AM 
  
President Barack Obama is playing politics with the health of Americans, and that should not be 
acceptable to either his political allies or his political foes. The ability to breathe clean air should be an 
issue on which everyone can agree. 
 
Despite warnings from his own clean-air regulators and scientists in the Environmental Protection 
Agency, the president is backing away from stricter air-quality standards that would require big polluters 
to spew fewer dangerous emissions into the air.  
 







Current EPA regulations set a limit of 75 parts per billion of ozone, a noxious substance created when the 
sun cooks chemicals emitted by vehicles, refineries, energy development and mining. The change that 
Obama now says can be considered later, after the 2012 election, would have lowered that level to 60 to 
70 ppb. 
 
The president has defended the move, saying that stricter standards would ask too much of industry and 
local governments at a time when the nation’s economic recovery from the Great Recession is fragile. He 
is repeating the mantra of Republicans, who have reduced the complexities of nearly every pressing 
political issue onto a simple scorecard: job killer or job creator.  
 
Neither they, nor the president, offer any evidence that job creation would be negatively affected anytime 
soon by cleaning up the air and reducing the lung diseases, asthma and early deaths that pollution 
causes. But there is ample evidence that cleaner air would save billions on health-care costs and prevent 
much human suffering.  
 
That kind of benefit is not so easily reduced to a two- or three-word slogan that can be thrown around 
glibly in a political campaign. And so, it appears, the president will give it short shrift.  
 
Even in conservative Utah, business leaders agree the Beehive State is adversely affected by the high 
ozone levels along the Wasatch Front during summertime heat waves. The Salt Lake Chamber’s position 
is that Utah’s economy would gain by a reduction of unhealthy air pollution. 
 
People do not want to relocate to a state that appears to be following the model of Los Angeles in the 
‘60s. 
 
But it seems politics will trump the health of Americans in Utah and other states where ozone is a 
problem. Obama is convinced that they can wait, and continue to suffer with toxic air pollution, while he 
tries to woo the votes of right-leaning independents.  
 
He’s turning his back on those who depend on him to do the right thing, and that is unconscionable. 
 
 
 
 
Recognize Obama’s many conservative tendencies 
The Daily Targum (Rutgers) 
Tuesday, September 6, 2011 
By Matt Kuchtya 
 
Letter 
 
 President Barack Obama rejected a proposed rule from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) this 
past week, which would have imposed stricter air quality standards. Lisa Jackson, the EPA administrator, 
fought for these ozone reductions but was on the losing end of a battle with Obama and his White House 
staff. The decision to abandon the tougher emissions standards angered environmentalists and liberal 
Democrats who formed a large portion of Obama's political base since the lead-up to the 2008 election. 
Despite Obama's protestations that the new policies would hurt potential economic growth, these 
constituencies see Obama's most recent pivot as a betrayal of principles they believe the president once 
held when "change" was the buzzword around the country. 







 
At first glance, this move seems to be another sellout by the president, which runs counter to the 
ideologies many liberal Democrats believed he held. In the recent debate over the raising of the debt 
ceiling, Obama was all too willing to compromise with Republicans at any cost and succumbed to their 
brinkmanship tactics. Of course, the president was unwilling to foolishly let the country default on its 
financial obligations, but he did not push hard enough for what many people on both sides of the aisle feel 
the president believes in. The resulting debt "compromise" featured some shared sacrifice on the targeted 
areas of future spending cuts, but the deal did not contain meaningful revenue increases, of which 
Obama has supposedly been a proponent. 
 
Moves that repeatedly appear as political sellouts to Democratic followers of the president, however, may 
in fact be decisions consistent with a moderate conservative ideology. In the same way that former 
President Richard Nixon was painted as a far-right conservative by those on the left despite some of his 
center-left policies, Obama may indeed be a center-right moderate who has been painted as a far-left 
liberal. Republicans felt betrayed by Nixon's support of more liberal policies such as maintaining Great 
Society programs, creating the EPA and opening relations with China, prompting rebuke from liberals and 
conservatives alike. 
 
Obama's campaign rhetoric falsely enticed people into believing he would produce extreme changes, but 
he was often noncommittal and careful with what he was actually saying. Many of his policies while in 
office have been very moderate or conservative. In regards to domestic issues, his fiscal stimulus 
package was half the size his economic advisers suggested. His health care reform legislation rejected 
the single-payer system advocated by members of his liberal base and was rather similar to proposals by 
Mitt Romney when the latter was governor of Massachusetts. Obama also maintained the Bush tax cuts 
with little opposition to conservative demands. In foreign affairs, he continued wars in Iraq and 
Afghanistan and failed to close Guantanamo Bay promptly as he said he would. His personnel included 
former President George W. Bush's Secretary of Defense and many other long-time Washington advisers 
who would make change difficult. 
 
Seeing Obama as a political sellout rather than a moderate conservative showcases the fissures and 
divisions in our current political environment. Some liberals still believe in the "change" Obama advocated 
on the campaign trail, while others are correctly beginning to perceive his conservative tendencies (see 
Paul Krugman). The recent rejection of more stringent EPA standards highlights this latter fact perfectly. 
However, conservatives, even those closer to the center of the political spectrum, still label Obama as a 
big-government socialist and even question his identity as an American. Misunderstanding Nixon as a far-
right conservative and Obama as a far-left liberal demonstrates the close-minded nature of the American 
two-party system. 
 
Matt Kuchtya is a School of Arts and Sciences junior majoring in economics and political science with a 
minor in history. 
 
 
Killing the Ozone Rule: President Obama's Bad Air Day 
NRDC Switchboard 
By Pete Altman  
September 6, 2011  
 
 
To say that President Obama had a “bad air day” Friday is putting it mildly. 







 
In reversing his Administration’s previously strong support for ozone regulations to protect the health of 
American children, President Obama (in the words of one observer):  “drank the conservative Kool-Aid, 
and agreed that tightening ozone emission rules would have cost billions and hurt the economy. But clean 
air is very popular politically, and the EPA's own studies show that a tighter standard could have created 
$17 billion in economic benefits.” 
 
President Obama’s decision to throw public health under the proverbial bus isn’t playing very well on 
America’s editorial and op-ed pages. Hopefully the White House is paying attention to these clips, 
because with the GOPolluters getting ready to attack more clean air safeguards this fall, the White House 
will have to make the call on protecting public health vs polluters again and again: 
 
A Bad Call on Ozone, New York Times, (editorial), 09/03/11. This summer, Lisa Jackson, the 
administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, sent a new and stronger standard to the White 
House — igniting a fierce lobbying campaign by industry groups asserting that the standards would 
require impossibly costly investments in new pollution controls and throw people out of work. Industry has 
made these arguments before. They almost always turn out to be exaggerated. 
 
The EPA’s costs and benefits, Washington Post, (editorial), 09/02/11. What is clear is that the “job-
destroying regulation” line is a better slogan than it is an expression of the real trade-offs involved in EPA 
regulation. Aside from ozone pollution, EPA rules under development would restrict the emission of 
mercury, acid gases, dangerous fine particles and other pollutants from power plants and other sources. 
These regulations have costs that can be predicted and measured, in jobs and dollars. They also have 
measurable benefits — lives saved, chronic illnesses prevented, hospital visits avoided and sick days not 
taken, which in turn have economic effects. 
 
In a cloud over ozone, Washington Post, (op-ed), 09/02/11. Columnist Eugene Robinson: On Friday, 
Obama appeared to cede the point. He blocked new EPA rules limiting ground-level ozone — otherwise 
known as smog — as part of a larger effort to reduce “regulatory burdens and regulatory uncertainty” for 
U.S. businesses. The move came hours after a disappointing labor report showing that the economy 
added no new jobs in August. The move to block the ozone rules may make sense politically, since it 
defuses an issue on which Republicans were prepared to hammer Obama and the Democrats all year. 
As a matter of public policy, however, it’s wrong. 
 
EPA assault advances, Memphis Commercial Appeal, (editorial), 09/03/11. Their contention that easing 
EPA rules will create jobs seems to be gaining traction. The Obama administration on Friday said it was 
overruling the EPA's plan to adopt a stricter standard for ground-level ozone, which causes respiratory 
illness.  It's hard to imagine an agenda more transparently callous. That it is getting White House support 
now, too, leaves advocates for the protection of human lives and the environment wondering what's next. 
 
Don't fall for the anti-regulatory smokescreen, Tampa Bay Tribune, (op-ed), 09/06/11. Sidney Shapiro: 
Regulatory benefits for significant regulations exceed regulatory costs by 7 to 1. The payoff for 
environmental regulations is even greater. EPA estimates the regulatory benefit of the Clean Air Act 
exceeds its costs by a ratio of 25 to 1. Similarly, a study of EPA rules issued during the Obama 
administration found that their regulatory benefits exceeded costs by a ratio as high as 22 to 1. Even 
these estimates don't capture the full advantages of regulations; some benefits, such as reducing toxic 
mercury pollution, are difficult to monetize and aren't even counted. The estimates of benefits from 
agencies have historically proven lower than reality. Sidney Shapiro is a professor at the Wake Forest 
University School of Law and a member scholar at the Center for Progressive Reform. 







 
Editorial writers and op-ed columnists are not alone in their criticism of the Obama White House on the 
ozone rule.   The backlash from several quarters has been strong.   Consider this item from today’s 
Politico/Morning Energy, a message from my own organization’s CEO, Frances Beinecke: 
 
“PRESIDENT OBAMA JUST THREW YOU OVERBOARD.” That’s the subject line from an email NRDC 
President Frances Beinecke is sending to supporters this morning over the Obama administration’s 
decision to drop plans for rewriting the Bush-era ozone standards. “Clearly, his political advisers decided 
he had better curry favor with the fossil fuel barons by throwing us overboard. We get it,” Beinecke writes, 
urging members to call the White House comment line and express their outrage. “The White House has 
obviously calculated … that there is little or no political price to pay for stabbing the environment in the 
back. And they have absolutely no reason to stop selling out our families’ health and natural heritage to 
big polluters until they feel our outrage and anger.” 
 
(John Walke, also here at NRDC, had equally strong things to say about the ill-considered White House 
move.) 
 
And then there’s the fact that MoveOn.org is now very unhappy with the White House: 
 
“… Justin Ruben, executive director of MoveOn.org, a five-million-member online progressive political 
organization that played a significant role in President Obama’s election in 2008, said he was sure that 
his members would be deflated.  “How are our members in Ohio and Florida who pounded the pavement 
in 2008 going to make the case for why this election matters?” Mr. Ruben said. “Stuff like this is 
devastating to the hope and passion that fuels the volunteers that made the president’s 2008 campaign 
so unique and successful.” 
 
I could go on, but I think the message is clear enough:  A win for polluters is no win for the Obama 
Administration. 
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PEOPLE ARE TALKING  
==================================================================== 


 
With the internet, blogs, Twitter, forums - people are talking about EPA 24/7 


Here’s a sampling of what was said on March 18, 2010: 
 


NOTE:  To read the entire blog entry, click on underlined URL.  To learn more about the 
blogger, click on the name/link in first line.  Notes and headings are from OPA. 
 
 
MTR Protests 
 
our post on @LisaPJackson’s reaction to our #MTR protest asking her to 
#gotoAppalachia! 


Posted by:  joshkahnrussell:    8:10 pm      Full post: http://tinyurl.com/yky2n2q 
 
@LisaPJackson’s reaction to activist lockdown by @RAN on EPA lawn.  
 Posted by:  RAN:     8:05 pm      Full post:  http://bit.ly/a0xfzM 
(Rainforest Action Network) 
 
Lisa Jackson’s Reaction To Mountaintop Removal Activist Lock Down At EPA – It’s 
Getting Hot In  


Posted by: MillMsgr    8:00 pm     Full post: http://url4.eu/1rGXc 
(Note:  From Blog:  “Take Action: 
1. Facebook Action: Comment on the Lisa Jackson’s Facebook page, and ask her to “Please go 
to Appalachia and see for yourself, it’s time to end MTR!” Facebook.com/lisapjackson 
2. Twitter Action: Follow and Retweet @RAN’s tweets about MTR, including: 
Dear @LisaPJackson, Over 470 American mountains are gone forever. How many more will it 
take for @EPAgov to ban #MTR #coal? #GoToAppalachia! 
The Appalachian Mountains are being being blown to bits. To protest, tweet @LisaPJackson”)  
 
Lisa Jackson’s Reaction To Mountaintop Removal Activist Lock Down At EPA  


Posted by:  RisingTideNA     6:10 pm  Full Post:  http://bit.ly/diMHiN 
(Note:  by Rainforest Action Network) 
 
Please join today’s EPA #mtr protest action: Tweet @lisapjackson : #GoToAppalachia! 
 Posted by:  @thecitizen       5:43 pm 
 
 
 
EPA to Study Hydraulic Fracturing 
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NEWS10: Stakeholders discuss future of gas drilling: More than a hundred people turned 
up at the Regency Hotel in ...  


Posted by: binghamtonnews:  7:00 pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/dyWBkj 
 
Denver Business Journal:  EPA to study impact of hydraulic fracturing - an area of faculty 
research and interest for mountain communities  


Posted by: ColoradoSPH:  6:45 pm     Full post: http://tinyurl.com/yhek3f5 
(Note:  Colorado School of Public Health) 
 
EPA to Focus Impacts from on Hydraulic Fracturing in Marcellus and other Shales...  


Posted by: rsenvironmental:   6:32 pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/cqjlad 
 
EPA to renew study of gas drilling impacts: Hydraulic fracturing has helped fuel an energy 
development boom, but h...  


Posted by: GreenVisionIPV    6:05 pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/bhcMGX 
 
NYT:  EPA Begins Study of Fracturing’s Effects on Water Supplies 


Posted by: Freshpurewater:   6:30 pm     Full post: http://tinyurl.com/ylrdadm 
 
The Hill: EPA launches study of controversial drilling method 


Posted by: http://thehill.com/blogs    2:30 pm     Full post: http://thehill.com/blogs/e2-
wire/677-e2-wire/87649-epa-launches-study-of-controversial-gas-drilling-method  
(“Our research will be designed to answer questions about the potential impact of hydraulic 
fracturing on human health and the environment,” said Dr. Paul T. Anastas, A.A. for ORD, in a 
prepared statement.) 
 
 
GHG Regulation and Climate Change 
 
News9.com AG says EPA finding could hurt economy  


Posted by: oklahomanews:   6:50 pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/9ilUVl 
(Oklahoma Attorney General Drew Edmondson says an Environmental Protection Agency 
finding could cripple economic development in the state.) 
 
 
Flea and Tick Products Announcement (Con’t) 
 
EPA issues warning on pet flea and tick products  


Posted by: @the_daily_green   7:23 pm     Full post: http://su.pr/2AQOYK 
 
EPA Flea & Tick Safety Announcement Improves Labels, But Are the Products Safe?  


Posted by: JadeGemAqua:   7:21 pm     Full post: http://shar.es/mWDFs 
 


Due to a significant increase in adverse incidents, the EPA is taking a series of actions to 
increase the safety of...  


Posted by: TheCVMA   7:19 pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/a3pICI 
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(Note:  California Veterinary Medical Association – on Facebook) 
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EPA To Do A New Study On Natural Gas ‘Fracking’ (Huffington Post) 


CAIN BURDEAU | 03/18/10 06:27 PM  


NEW ORLEANS — The Environmental Protection Agency said Thursday that it will study 
potential human health and water quality threats from an oil and natural gas drilling technique 
that injects massive amounts of water, sand and chemicals underground. 


Hydraulic fracturing, also known as "fracking," has gained widespread use to unlock huge 
natural gas reserves, but the technique also has raised concerns about environmental damage. 


EPA said the $1.9 million study, expected to be completed by 2012, will look at the effect on 
groundwater, surface water, human health and the environment in general. 


Hydraulic fracturing injects millions of gallons of fluids under high pressure into a well drilled 
into rock formations to enlarge cracks and release oil or gas. Sand is pumped into the fractures to 
keep them from closing. 


Recently fracking has been used to tap natural gas stored in shale formations; most notably the 
Barnett Shale in west Texas, the Haynesville Shale in north Louisiana, the Fayetteville Shale in 
northern Arkansas, Woodford Shale in southern Oklahoma and the Marcellus Shale beneath New 
York, Pennsylvania, West Virginia and Ohio. 


According to the Energy Information Administration, there are 1,744 trillion cubic feet of 
technically recoverable natural gas in the U.S., or enough to supply the country for 90 years at 
current rates of production. Much of it can only be recovered with fracking wells, according to 
the industry. 


Concern is mounting that unregulated fracking will taint drinking water, siphon off too much 
surface material, deplete aquifers and produce briny wastewater that can kill fish. 


A 2004 EPA study found no evidence that fracking threatens drinking water, but critics argued 
that the report was flawed and last year Congress asked EPA for a new study. 



http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2010/03/19/epa-to-do-a-new-study-on-_n_505531.html?view=print##





U.S. Rep. Maurice Hinchey, D-N.Y., has pushed Congress to regulate the practice. He said the 
2004 EPA study was "marred by biased data influenced by senior officials" in the Bush 
administration. A spokesman said he was referring to former Vice President Dick Cheney. 


A provision in the 2005 energy bill prevented EPA from regulating fracking. Houston-based 
oilfield giant Halliburton Co. pioneered the technique. The 2005 provision was called the 
"Halliburton loophole" by foes. 


"You take 7 million gallons of water (per well) out of an aquifer in a little area, you're not going 
to get recovery for who knows how long," said Jimmy Couvillion, a landowner in Keithville, La. 
He wants more oversight of drillers scrambling to tap the Haynesville field. 


Wilma Subra, a Louisiana chemist and environmentalist who's investigated shale field 
exploration nationwide, said leaks and spills were a threat and drillers should divulge what 
chemicals they're using. They're not required to do that now. 


Arthur E. Berman, a Houston-based petroleum geologist who's questioned the headlong rush to 
open up shale fields on economic grounds, said the environmental risks have been overblown. 


"We have been doing hydraulic fracturing for 50, 60 years and there is no evidence whatsoever 
that there has been ground or surface water contamination," he said. 


He said only "point-5 percent" of what goes into a well were chemicals, and those were mostly 
"common chemicals that you would put in your swimming pool or hot tub, something like 
chlorine." 


"Having said that, the companies should come clean and reveal the content (of the chemicals 
they use)," he said. "We're dealing with people's fears, and that's justified." 


He said water conservation was a bigger issue because wells require as much as 10 million 
gallons of water. 


Drillers said leaks are rare because a well is covered in a steel casing capped at both ends with 
cement. 


"Fracturing has a long and clear record of safely leveraging otherwise unreachable homegrown, 
clean-burning, job-creating energy reserves," said Lee Fuller, the head of Energy In Depth, a 
Washington-based coalition of natural gas and oil producers. 


In response to environmental concerns, Fuller said the industry has been drawing up standards 
for well casings and how to best handle the fluids in wells. He said efforts in Congress to 
regulate fracking should be halted until the EPA study was completed. 


 







EPA Launches National Study of Hydraulic Fracturing ( Grist) 
by Abrahm Lustgarten, ProPublica - March 18, 2010 3:38 pm EDT  
Responding to reports of environmental contamination [1] in gas drilling areas across the 
country, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency will conduct a nationwide scientific study 
[2] to determine if the problems are caused by the practice of injecting chemicals and water 
underground [3] to fracture the gas-bearing rock. 


The study, announced Thursday but hinted at for months, will revisit research the agency 
published in 2004 [4], which concluded that the process of hydraulic fracturing [5] did not pose a 
threat to drinking water. The 2004 report has been widely criticized, in part because the agency 
didn't conduct any water tests in reaching that conclusion. 


"The use of hydraulic fracturing has significantly increased well beyond the scope of the 2004 
study," EPA spokeswoman Enesta Jones wrote in response to questions from ProPublica. The 
old study, she said, did not address drilling in shale, which is common today. It also didn't take 
into account the relatively new practice of drilling and hydraulically fracturing horizontally for 
up to a mile underground, which requires about five times more chemical-laden fluids than 
vertical drilling. "This study is the agency's response to public concern about this practice and 
Congressional request." 


The 2004 report was used by the Bush administration and Congress to justify legislation 
exempting hydraulic fracturing from oversight under the Safe Drinking Water Act. The 
exemption came to be known in some quarters as the "Halliburton loophole" and has inhibited 
federal regulators ever since. 


The fracturing technology, in which a mixture of chemicals and water is injected underground 
with sand at high pressure to crack the earth and release natural gas, made it possible for energy 
companies to open vast domestic energy reserves across the country and fueled a nationwide 
boom in drilling activity. 


"EPA needs to finish what is started," said Gwen Lachelt, director of the Oil and Gas 
Accountability Project, a Colorado-based advocacy group that represents landowners with 
contaminated water. "We need comprehensive studies of the entire exploration and production 
process, but this is an important place to start." 


The American Petroleum Institute released a statement saying it expects the study "to confirm 
what 60 years of experience and investigation have already demonstrated: that hydraulic 
fracturing is a safe and well understood technology for producing oil and natural gas." 


Lee Fuller, vice president of government affairs for the Independent Petroleum Association of 
America, said hydraulic fracturing is one of the industry's "crowning achievements." 


"Adding another study to the impressive list of those that have already been conducted [6] and 
completed is a welcome exercise," he said. 
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A series of investigations by ProPublica [4] found that fracturing is the common thread in more 
than 1,000 cases of water contamination across seven states [1]. In some cases fracturing may 
have caused dozens of well failures where [7] the concrete or steel meant to protect aquifers from 
the gas and drilling fluids cracked under high pressure, allowing contaminants to seep into the 
water. In hundreds of other cases the waste and chemicals generated by hydraulic fracturing have 
been spilled or seeped into surface and groundwater supplies. 


Fuller said that Congress' efforts to allow the EPA to regulate [8] the process "should come to a 
standstill until this study is completed." 


More than 50 members of the House of Representatives have co-sponsored the Frack Act [9], a 
bill that would reverse the drilling industry's exemption from the Safe Drinking Water Act and 
allow the EPA to regulate fracturing if it chose to do so. The Frack Act also would require 
companies to disclose the chemicals pumped underground in the process -- information that is 
usually protected as trade secrets. The House Energy and Commerce Committee is also 
conducting a separate investigation [10] of hydraulic fracturing's impact on water resources. 


The EPA has yet to say exactly how the new study will be conducted or when it will begin, but 
sources within the agency told ProPublica that it will likely involve a number of EPA regional 
offices in Colorado, Texas, New York, Pennsylvania and elsewhere, and could build off two 
related investigations [11] the EPA is undertaking in Wyoming gas fields. 


In its announcement [2] Thursday, the agency said it will spend nearly $2 million on the research 
this year and is asking for more money for next year. It promised a transparent, peer-reviewed 
process that includes stakeholder input. The EPA is seeking input from its Science Advisory 
Board on exactly how the study should proceed. 


Write to Abrahm Lustgarten at Abrahm.Lustgarten@propublica.org [12] . 
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Ozone Standards Clips – 9/7/2011 – Round 5 
 


- ABC News.com – “Gore Accuses Obama of ‘Bowing to Pressure from Polluters’ Which Will Hurt 
Seniors and Children” 


- Wall Street Journal – “Al Gore Slams Obama Over EPA Ozone Rule” 
- National Journal – “Gore Calls Out Obama on EPA-Ozone Reversal” 
- New York Times (Greenwire) – “Lawyers Plot Next Steps in Legal Battle Over Ozone Rule” 
- Los Angeles Times (Politics Now) – “Al Gore takes Obama to task over ozone rules” 
- Seattle Post-Intelligencer (blog) – “Al Gore: Barack Obama is Bad for the Environment”  
- USA Today (The Oval blog) – “Now Gore blasts Obama over pollution regs” 
- Politico – “Carol Browner 'disappointed' by ozone move” 
- Washington Post (Afternoon Fix) – “Afternoon Fix: Al Gore takes Obama to task” 


 
 
Editorial: 
 


- Huffington Post – “Obama's Ozone Capitulation: Celebrated by Conservatives and Denounced by 
Liberals”  


- Baltimore Sun – “Breathing uneasily: Obama retreats on tightening smog standards” 
- Sarasota Tribune – “Ozone decision shortsighted” 
- Grist – “Memo to EPA chief Lisa Jackson: Defy Obama or resign” 
- Newsday – “Letters: Foul decision on air quality” 


 
 
 
Gore Accuses Obama of ‘Bowing to Pressure from Polluters’ Which Will Hurt Seniors 
and Children  
Abcnews.com 
By; Jake Tapper 
Sept. 7, 2011 5:06pm 
 
Former Vice President Al Gore on Wednesday said President Obama, instead of “relying on science … 
appears to have bowed to pressure from polluters who did not want to bear the cost of implementing”  the 
draft Ozone National Ambient Air Quality Standards that the Environmental Protection Agency was 
pushing. 
 
 Gore made his public rebuke in a blog post  called “Confronting Disappointment,” reflecting  how on 
Friday “President Obama ordered the EPA to abandon its pursuit of new curbs on emissions that worsen 
disease-causing smog in U.S. cities” because of economic concerns. 
 
Gore noted that EPA administrator Lisa Jackson had previously written that the pollutant levels put in 
place by President Bush were “not legally defensible.” 
 
“Those very same rules have now been embraced by the Obama White House,” Gore wrote, saying that 
the “result of the White House’s action will be increased medical bills for seniors with lung disease, more 
children developing asthma, and the continued degradation of our air quality.” 
 
President Obama last Friday defended his action, saying that his administration “has taken some of the 
strongest actions since the enactment of the Clean Air Act four decades ago to protect our environment 
and the health of our families from air pollution,” including “reducing mercury and other toxic air pollution 
from outdated power plants” and “doubling the fuel efficiency of our cars and trucks. …” 
 
At the same time,” President Obama wrote, “I have continued to underscore the importance of reducing 
regulatory burdens and regulatory uncertainty, particularly as our economy continues to recover. ” 







 
President Obama’s fellow Nobel Laureate is not the only disappointed Democrat. 
 
President Obama’s own former EPA associate administrator of office of Policy, Lisa Heinzerling, blogged 
that the “reason the president gave for asking EPA to withdraw its standard is an unlawful reason,” since 
“the Supreme Court has unequivocally held that the Clean Air Act forbids the consideration of economic 
costs in setting” air quality standards. 
 
Heinzerling also wrote that: “Weirdly, even though President Obama stated that economic concerns were 
his reason for asking EPA to withdraw the ozone standard, shortly before this announcement was made, 
a White House blog post extolled the economic virtues of the Clean Air Act. This is a statute that has 
returned over 30 times the amount in benefits that it has imposed in costs. It is one of the most successful 
pieces of public health legislation ever. And the White House seems to know it. Stranger still, then, that 
President Obama used economics as the cited reason for asking EPA to take back the standard.” 
 
-Jake Tapper 
 
 
 
Al Gore Slams Obama Over EPA Ozone Rule 
Wall Street Journal  
September 7, 2011, 5:57 PM ET 
By Danny Yadron 
 
Public opinion polls show that President Barack Obama is seriously disappointing many of voters who 
made up his winning coalition in 2008. 
 
 Then President-elect Barack Obama sits with former Vice President Al Gore during a meeting Dec. 9, 
2008. (AP Photo/Charles Dharapak) Add Al Gore to the list. 
 
The former vice president and environmental activist accused the White House of bowing to “polluters” 
when it asked the Environmental Protection Agency to withdraw an air quality rule that Republicans said 
was costing the country jobs. The January 2010 proposal by the EPA would have set stricter standards 
on ground-level ozone, a main ingredient of smog. 
 
“Instead of relying on science, President Obama appears to have bowed to pressure from polluters who 
did not want to bear the cost of implementing new restrictions on their harmful pollution,” Mr. Gore wrote 
in a blog post. “The result of the White House’s action will be increased medical bills for seniors with lung 
disease, more children developing asthma, and the continued degradation of our air quality.” 
 
It’s another sign of the trouble Mr. Obama faces as he begins his re-election campaign. Independents 
have soured on him because of the weak economy and high unemployment. In trying to appease them by 
moving to the middle, he is exasperating the liberal Democratic base. 
 
 
Gore Calls Out Obama on EPA-Ozone Reversal 
National Journal 
By Amy Harder 
Updated: September 7, 2011 | 5:58 p.m.  
 







Then President-elect Obama meets with former Vice President Al Gore in 2008. Gore is now questioning 
Obama's commitment to the environment.  
Former Vice President Al Gore is blasting President Obama for his refusal to strengthen environmental 
regulations governing ground-level ozone. 
 
In a short, 179-word blog post Wednesday, the renowned climate activist joined a chorus of other 
environmentalists who have expressed bitter opposition to Obama's action last week. 
 
“Instead of relying on science, President Obama appears to have bowed to pressure from polluters who 
did not want to bear the cost of implementing new restrictions on their harmful pollution,” Gore wrote. 
 
Gore’s condemnation shouldn’t come as a surprise. He criticized Obama for not being bolder on climate 
change in a 7,000-word essay in Rolling Stone in June. 
 
Obama’s reversal on the EPA's smog—or ground-level ozone—standard on Friday infuriated nearly all 
corners of the environmental and public health community. Obama also directly contradicted EPA 
Administrator Lisa Jackson, who had indicated she wanted to move forward with the rule now. Obama 
punted proposing a tougher ozone standard until at least 2013.  
 
The ground-level ozone standard enacted during the George W. Bush administration remains in place as 
environmental and public health groups revive their challenges in court, alleging that the Bush-era 
standard isn’t aggressive enough given the current scientific understanding of the detrimental health 
affects of excessive ground-level ozone. 
 
Gore retorted that the Bush standard has “now been embraced by the Obama White House.” 
 
And there could be more disappointing news in store for Gore and other climate activists. Obama’s EPA 
has indicated it will issue the first-ever regulations to control greenhouse gases that contribute to climate 
change by Sept. 26. But it seems likely the EPA may delay the proposal for a second time. 
 
The regulations have not been sent to the White House Office of Management and Budget for review. 
And rules typically spend at least a month in OMB's hands before agencies can release them. EPA 
already has delayed these rules once, from an initial target date of July 26 to Sept. 26. EPA maintains 
that it will still meet its May 26, 2012, deadline to finalize the rules.  
 
Want to stay ahead of the curve? Sign up for National Journal's AM & PM Must Reads. News and 
analysis to ensure you don't miss a thing. 
 
 
Lawyers Plot Next Steps in Legal Battle Over Ozone Rule 
New York Times (Greenwire) 
By LAWRENCE HURLEY AND GABRIEL NELSON of Greenwire 
Published: September 7, 2011  
 
 A blog about energy and the environment. 
 
Litigation before the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia had been put on hold when 
President Obama took office in early 2009 and U.S. EPA considered whether to revise the rules first 
introduced the previous year, at the tail end of the George W. Bush administration.  







 
The White House dismayed environmentalists last Friday when Obama announced that the 
administration wouldn't adopt the new regulations (Greenwire, Sept. 2).  
 
The White House told EPA to wait for another ongoing review to finish, to avoid having two reviews 
hanging over the economy at once. Obama framed it as a step toward "reducing regulatory burdens and 
regulatory uncertainty, particularly as our economy continues to recover."  
 
That means a new final rule wouldn't come until 2013 at the earliest, unless the court decides to speed up 
the process.  
 
The now-abandoned proposal would have set the national ambient air quality standard (NAAQS) for 
ground-level ozone at between 60 and 70 parts per billion (ppb). The Bush administration's rule set the 
standard at 75 ppb.  
 
The Bush standard seemed to please no one. Industry groups challenged it, saying it was too stringent, 
while environmental groups and the American Lung Association say it didn't go far enough.  
 
The American Lung Association has already said it will "revive its participation in litigation with the 
administration, which was suspended following numerous assurances that the administration was going 
to complete the reconsideration and obey the law."  
 
 
Even while the Obama administration was considering what to do with the Bush-era rule, industry groups 
had made it clear they wanted to continue with the litigation.  
 
Allison Wood, a lawyer at Hunton & Williams who represents industry groups in the case, said she now 
expected briefing of the case to resume.  
 
The first step would be for the court to issue an updated briefing schedule.  
 
Wood said the White House announcement didn't have any bearing on her side's litigation strategy.  
 
"This is more of a curveball for the other side," she added.  
 
As for EPA, Justice Department lawyers notified the court of the administration's decision in a two-page 
filing Friday.  
 
"In light of this development, EPA no longer expects that it will take final action to complete its 
reconsideration of the 2008 Ozone NAAQS in the near future," the filing states.  
 
EPA said it would elaborate on its position in a subsequent filing, expected next Monday.  
 
Earthjustice attorney David Baron, who represents the American Lung Association and other groups, said 
how his side proceeds depends on what EPA says in that filing.  
 
"We are exploring all our legal options," he added.  
 
'Not legally defensible'  







 
Justice Department lawyers will return to court knowing that EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson has publicly 
said the Bush standards wouldn't hold up in court.  
 
On July 11, two days after sending her package of final rules to the White House, Jackson wrote Sen. 
Tom Carper (D-Del.), one of the agency's staunchest allies as chairman of the Senate subcommittee that 
oversees the Clean Air Act.  
 
The Bush administration's standards, she wrote, are "not legally defensible."  
 
It's a sign of the abruptness of the change of course by the White House, which could be helpful to the 
American Lung Association and its allies, according to Peter Iwanowicz, the group's assistant vice 
president.  
 
Considering that Jackson undercut the basis for the old standards in her letter, "lawyers at the EPA and 
the Justice Department are going to have to bend themselves into very curious-looking pretzels in order 
to defend against our lawsuit," he said.  
 
The reason is Whitman v. American Trucking Associations Inc., a Supreme Court decision from 2001 in 
which Justice Antonin Scalia, writing for a unanimous court, wrote that the air quality standards for ozone 
must be based solely on public health -- not on implementation costs.  
 
The decision to revisit the Bush-era standard was one of Jackson's first steps after being made 
administrator. EPA had just lost a lawsuit saying that it hadn't set strict enough limits on particulate 
matter, a blend of dust and soot that, like ozone, is regulated using air quality standards that apply in 
every corner of the country.  
 
Making the case for the old ozone standard "posed major challenges for the federal government given the 
strength of the scientific record at that time, the weakness of the 2008 ozone decision in light of that 
scientific record and the requirements of the [Clean Air Act], and other factors," Jackson wrote to Carper 
last month, explaining her thinking.  
 
"Were the standard to be overturned in court," she added, "it would have resulted in more financial and 
planning uncertainty for cities and states, when they could afford it the least."  
 
In another twist, environmental groups have not completely abandoned efforts to implement the Bush 
rule, even while continuing their criticism of it.  
 
WildEarth Guardians, in a separate case in the District of Arizona, is seeking to kick-start EPA 
designation of areas that have fallen below the 2008 standards.  
 
The group claimed in a complaint filed Aug. 24 that EPA has missed Clean Air Act deadlines.  
 
"Importantly, air quality is not being cleaned up to protect public health," the lawsuit states.  
 
Copyright 2011 E&E Publishing. All Rights Reserved.  
 
 







Al Gore takes Obama to task over ozone rules 
Los Angeles Times (Politics Now) 
September 7, 2011, 12:52 p.m. 
 
Former Vice President Al Gore is condemning President Obama's decision to back off stricter regulation 
of ozone emissions, saying he has "bowed to pressure from polluters" instead of "relying on science." 
 
In a posting on his official blog, Gore noted that Obama was disregarding the advice of his own EPA 
administrator, Lisa Jackson, who called the levels of pollution now allowed "not legally defensible." In 
doing so, Gore writes, Obama has "embraced" the environmental views of his Republican predecessor. 
 
"The result of the White House's action will be increased medical bills for seniors with lung disease, more 
children developing asthma, and the continued degradation of our air quality," Gore said. 
 
Obama's decision on controversial rules to cut smog levels was announced Friday, to the delight of the 
business community but roundly condemned by some in the president's base. 
 
In his announcement, Obama cited "the importance of reducing regulatory burdens and regulatory 
uncertainty, particularly as our economy continues to recover."  
Copyright © 2011, Los Angeles Times 
 
 
Al Gore: Barack Obama is bad for the environment  
Seattle Post-Intelligencer (blog) 
September 7, 2011 
By Chris Grygiel  
 
Al Gore has some harsh words for President Barack Obama because of his announcement last week that 
he’ll  keep in place Bush-era smog standards. 
 
Obama’s blocked an EPA plan to lower emissions of ozone into the atmosphere. 
 
On his personal blog, Gore, the former vice president and environmentalist, said: 
 
“On Friday afternoon, as brave and committed activists continued their non-violent civil disobedience 
outside the White House in protest of the tar sands pipeline that would lead to a massive increase in 
global warming pollution, President Obama ordered the EPA to abandon its pursuit of new curbs on 
emissions that worsens disease-causing smog in US cities. Earlier this year, the EPA’s administrator, Lisa 
Jackson, wrote that the levels of pollution now permitted — put in place by the Bush-Cheney 
administration– are “not legally defensible.” Those very same rules have now been embraced by the 
Obama White House. 
 
 
Instead of relying on science, President Obama appears to have bowed to pressure from polluters who 
did not want to bear the cost of implementing new restrictions on their harmful pollution—even though 
economists have shown that the US economy would benefit from the job creating investments associated 
with implementing the new technology. The result of the White House’s action will be increased medical 







bills for seniors with lung disease, more children developing asthma, and the continued degradation of 
our air quality.” 
 
Follow Chris Grygiel on Twitter 
 
 
 
Now Gore blasts Obama over pollution regs 
USA Today (The Oval blog) 
September 7, 2011 
By David Jackson 
 
"Instead of relying on science, President Obama appears to have bowed to pressure from polluters who 
did not want to bear the cost of implementing new restrictions on their harmful pollution," Gore wrote 
today on his blog, "even though economists have shown that the US economy would benefit from the job 
creating investments associated with implementing the new technology." 
 
Obama --who has also been attacked by Robert Redford and other environmentalists -- announced 
Friday he wanted to remove uncertainty for businesses that would be affected by new ozone standards. 
 
"I have continued to underscore the importance of reducing regulatory burdens and regulatory 
uncertainty, particularly as our economy continues to recover," Obama said. "Ultimately, I did not support 
asking state and local governments to begin implementing a new standard that will soon be 
reconsidered." 
 
Gore, who has criticized Obama economic policy before, isn't buying the president's argument on ozone 
standards. 
 
In his blog entry, the 2000 Democratic Party presidential nominee also cited recent White House protests 
over a proposed oil pipeline: 
 
On Friday afternoon, as brave and committed activists continued their non-violent civil disobedience 
outside the White House in protest of the tar sands pipeline that would lead to a massive increase in 
global warming pollution, President Obama ordered the EPA to abandon its pursuit of new curbs on 
emissions that worsens disease-causing smog in US cities. Earlier this year, the EPA's administrator, Lisa 
Jackson, wrote that the levels of pollution now permitted -- put in place by the Bush-Cheney 
administration-- are "not legally defensible." Those very same rules have now been embraced by the 
Obama White House. 
 
Instead of relying on science, President Obama appears to have bowed to pressure from polluters who 
did not want to bear the cost of implementing new restrictions on their harmful pollution -- even though 
economists have shown that the US economy would benefit from the job creating investments associated 
with implementing the new technology. The result of the White House's action will be increased medical 
bills for seniors with lung disease, more children developing asthma, and the continued degradation of 
our air quality. 
 
 
Carol Browner 'disappointed' by ozone move 







Politico 
September 7, 2011 
By ROBIN BRAVENDER | 9/7/11 11:24 AM EDT  
 
 
 'I think that this particular provision of the Clean Air Act is a very important provision,' Carol Browner said.  
 
Add Carol Browner to the list of people dismayed by the White House's backtracking on smog. 
 
“Obviously I was disappointed,” said Browner, President Barack Obama’s former top energy and 
environmental adviser, during an energy policy discussion Wednesday hosted by The Atlantic. 
 
 “I think that this particular provision of the Clean Air Act is a very important provision,” she said, referring 
to the national air quality standards required for certain air pollutants. “It requires EPA to review the 
science for the most commonly found air pollutants on a regular basis and set a standard based on the 
best available science.” 
 
Despite her disappointment, Browner said she found a silver lining. 
 
She welcomed the "commitment the president made in the announcement to ensuring that EPA is able to 
move forward with other important regulations," like the upcoming mercury standard for power plants, 
which she said "will be very important from a public health perspective." 
 
Browner also said the president made a “valuable point about the fact that there is another review under 
way” at EPA, and that more science has emerged since the George W. Bush administration's 2008 ozone 
standard was set. 
 
On Friday, Obama jettisoned his administration’s plans to revise the 2008 smog standard, citing “the 
importance of reducing regulatory burdens and regulatory uncertainty.” Obama also said the EPA should 
wait to revise the rule until the next scheduled round of review is due in 2013. 
 
The Bush administration's 2008 ozone standard has never actually taken effect, leaving in place a weaker 
limit set when Browner was EPA administrator during the Clinton administration. 
 
Since stepping down from her White House post this year, Browner has joined the Center for American 
Progress and the Albright Stonebridge Group. 
 
This article first appeared on POLITICO Pro at 11:09 a.m. on September 7, 2011. 
 
 
Afternoon Fix: Al Gore takes Obama to task 
Washington Post (Afternoon Fix) 
Sept, 7, 2011 
 
* The latest environmentalist to take President Obama to task for overriding the Environmental Protection 
Agency on smog restrictions — former vice president Al Gore. “Instead of relying on science, President 
Obama appears to have bowed to pressure from polluters who did not want to bear the cost of 
implementing new restrictions on their harmful pollution,” Gore wrote on his blog. 







 
 
 
EDITORIAL 
 
Obama's Ozone Capitulation: Celebrated by Conservatives and Denounced by Liberals  
Huffington Post 
Josh Nelson, Campaign Manager, CREDO Action 
September 7, 2011 
 
President Obama's decision to undercut EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson by cancelling a long-overdue 
update to smog standards was a mistake on both the politics and the policy. For smart takes on the 
politics of this, you can read Steve Benen and Paul Krugman. For smart takes on the policy implications, 
read Brad Plumer, Kate Sheppard and David Dayen. 
 
In assessing the implications of policy decisions, it is useful to consider how various individuals and 
organizations respond. To that end, I've compiled some key reactions to President Obama's 
announcement. 
 
So far I've found 7 Republican politicians and 7 industry groups that are supportive of the President's 
decision, and 2 Democratic politicians and 12 public interest groups that are critical of the decision. If you 
know of other statements that should be included here, please let me know. 
 
Notably, even as the Republicans and industry groups praised the decision, many of them managed to 
include an attack on the President in their statement as well. 
 
 
 
Breathing uneasily: Obama retreats on tightening smog standards 
Baltimore Sun (Editorial) 
2:48 p.m. EDT, September 7, 2011 
By Rena Steinzor 
 
 
Obama's pandering to business on air pollution will cost lives 
   
In a decision that outraged public health experts and environmentalists Friday, President Barack Obama 
announced that he had directed the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency not to do anything further to 
lower smog in the air until 2013 — after he has been reelected (or so he hopes). EPA Administrator Lisa 
Jackson was about to tighten controls, which are at this moment significantly less protective even than 
what the Bush administration thought acceptable. But President Obama, apparently anxious to placate 
relentless critics at the American Petroleum Institute and the Chamber of Commerce, told Ms. Jackson to 
back off. 
 
The business groups could hardly contain their glee, disingenuously describing the president's decision 
as an "enormous victory for America's job creators." Too bad, I guess, for Americans who breathe, the 
vast majority of whom will now be faced with the consequence of this phony choice between jobs and 
clean air — air that is, according to the EPA's scientific advisory panel, unsafe. 







 
For Maryland, Mr. Obama's pander was very bad news. The air in the Baltimore/Washington corridor fails 
to meet the EPA's current — weaker — safety standards. As a result, Code Orange alert days, when the 
air is so bad that children, asthmatics and the elderly are warned to stay indoors, have become routine. 
Evaluating Maryland air quality, the American Lung Association gave every place an "F" except for 
Baltimore City and Garrett County, which got "C's," and Worcester County, which got a "D." 
 
Republican Party Harford County has had 49 Code Orange days this year, leading the state. Cecil is next 
with 34; Anne Arundel had 31; and Baltimore County had 24. (It seems paradoxical for the state's biggest 
city to be doing better than Harford or Anne Arundel, but the reason is the wind, which blows all the 
smothering gases from I-95 traffic, power plants and chemical plants into the suburbs.) 
 
About 1.3 million Marylanders suffer from cardiovascular disease, and 140,000 of our children have 
asthma. For many of them, unrelenting smog could become debilitating. That's if they're lucky. If they're 
not, it could become an early death sentence. According to the EPA's analysis, stronger smog standards 
could have saved 4,300 lives nationally and avoided as many as 2,200 heart attacks a year. 
 
President Obama's retreat is particularly craven because EPA Administrator Jackson had made a deal 
with environmental organizations in 2009 to immediately reconsider the Bush administration's ozone 
standard. The groups had brought lawsuits against the EPA because the Bush-proposed standard was so 
much weaker than the one a blue ribbon panel of scientific experts said was necessary to fulfill the Clean 
Air Act's mandate to protect public health. The deal Ms. Jackson struck with the organizations required 
action by August 2010, but the EPA missed the deadline repeatedly. Now, we must live with a 1997 
standard much weaker even than what the Bush administration proposed, at least until 2013. 
 
After taking the unusual step of issuing a statement personally derailing the EPA's efforts, Mr. Obama 
sent White House regulatory czar Cass Sunstein out to give Ms. Jackson her humiliating marching orders. 
The logic of these orders suggests he has been making visits down the Rabbit Hole with Alice: The 1997 
standard cannot be changed because in 2013, the EPA might decide to change it again. Better to have 
only one decision made, and a let a few more thousand people die in the meantime. They're anonymous 
deaths, after all. 
 
The science here is squarely against the president. But what makes the decision doubly mystifying is that 
the politics are lousy as well. Business groups and Republicans in Congress won't lay off Mr. Obama now 
that they've won this one; they'll just move on to a different regulatory fight. And it's hard to imagine a 
groundswell of campaign contributions from polluting industries to the Obama reelection effort. 
 
Perhaps President Obama is assuming that voters who have children with asthma or heart conditions will 
conclude they have no better choice than him. That may well be true. But it takes more than traditional 
Democrats listlessly pulling levers to win these days, as the president should remember from the last time 
around, when he pledged to be a transformative — not a business-as-usual —leader. 
 
Rena Steinzor is a professor of law at the University of Maryland Carey School of Law and the president 
of the Center for Progressive Reform (www.progressivereform.org). Her email is rsteinzor@verizon.net 
 
 
Ozone decision shortsighted 
Sarasota Tribune 
Published: Wednesday, September 7, 2011 at 1:00 a.m. 







 
Too often, our nation fails to seize opportunity. Worse, it sometimes throws one away. 
 
The Environmental Protection Agency states:  
 
* Ground-level ozone is created by a chemical reaction between oxides of nitrogen and volatile organic 
compounds in the presence of sunlight. 
 
* Sources include motor vehicle exhaust and industrial emissions, gasoline vapors, and chemical solvents 
as well as natural sources. 
A case in point is the president's recent decision to scuttle proposed new standards for the reduction of 
ground-level ozone, a major component of smog. 
 
The proposal represented an opportunity to improve public health and nudge the U.S. toward more 
sustainable practices, with long-needed investments in clean-energy infrastructure. 
 
But President Barack Obama chose to stick with current ozone standards, out of fear that stricter rules 
would impose high costs on industry, consumers and out-of-compliance county governments. 
 
To be sure, the expense of implementation — projected broadly between $19 billion and $90 billion a 
year by 2020 — would be considerable. Business interests warned of job cuts and higher prices. 
 
Those impacts are clearly unwelcome as the U.S. struggles with an unemployment rate stuck near 9 
percent. But if the country had done more to fight ozone in good times, when the economy was strong, 
we would now be reaping the benefits. 
 
Such is the danger of delay when it comes to doing the right thing. A narrow focus on lowering costs 
today can prevent the country from making clean-air investments for the future. 
 
Practices that save money for industry can shift expenses onto the victims of ozone pollution, leading to 
thousands of emergency room visits a year, countless lost workdays and possibly increased deaths. 
Ozone pollution also can lower crop yields and damage vegetation, according to the Environmental 
Protection Agency. 
 
Federal studies predict that the cost of tighter ozone restrictions would be balanced by savings related to 
better health. 
 
In addition, we believe, money plowed into industrial emission controls would support jobs, as all 
infrastructure investments do. That's not to say there would be no market disruptions, but the point is that 
the short-term pain ultimately would lead to economic growth and help the U.S. reach long-term 
environmental goals. Those are productive, desirable ends. 
 
A great nation must continually invest in itself. Dollars for ozone reduction are now scarce, but Americans 
can still contribute to better air quality by making conservation improvements in their own lives. 
 
These steps are no mystery: Drive less. Cut energy waste at home and at work. Be cautious with paints 
and other chemicals whose vapors contribute to ozone. In landscapes, reduce the use of polluting lawn 
mowers. Develop walkable communities that do not foster urban sprawl. 
 







These are ways to help the nation and each other — even if Washington won't. 
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the short-term pain ultimately would lead to economic growth and help the U.S. reach long-term 
environmental goals. Those are productive, desirable ends. 
 
A great nation must continually invest in itself. Dollars for ozone reduction are now scarce, but Americans 
can still contribute to better air quality by making conservation improvements in their own lives. 
 
These steps are no mystery: Drive less. Cut energy waste at home and at work. Be cautious with paints 
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Memo to EPA chief Lisa Jackson: Defy Obama or resign 
Grist 
September 7, 2011 
By Thomas McGarity  
 
Last Friday, President Obama ordered EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson to withdraw EPA's new ambient 
air quality standard for ground level ozone (smog). The order came in a letter [PDF] from Cass Sunstein, 
the head of the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs in the Office of Management and Budget.  
 
The order does not pretend to be based on science. Indeed, it flies in the face of the available science on 
the human health effects of ozone as determined on at least two occasions by EPA's Clean Air Scientific 
Advisory Committee (CASAC). The White House acknowledges -- even touts -- that the order is based on 
economic considerations. (President Obama wrote in a statement Friday that "I have continued to 
underscore the importance of reducing regulatory burdens and regulatory uncertainty, particularly as our 
economy continues to recover. With that in mind, and after careful consideration, I have requested that 
Jackson withdraw the draft Ozone National Ambient Air Quality Standards at this time.") But the Supreme 
Court, in a unanimous decision written by Justice Antonin Scalia, held that costs are not to be considered 
in setting ambient air quality standards. 
 
If Jackson obeys the order, her action may not strictly violate the letter of the Clean Air Act, but it will 
violate the spirit of that statute. It will also be the wrong thing to do from a public policy perspective. 
Leaving the current standard in place will (according to EPA's own calculations) result in up to 2,200 heart 
attacks and up to 4,300 deaths per year.  
 
Jackson should therefore disobey the order or resign. 
 







The determination of the appropriate level for the national ambient air quality standard for ozone is not 
Cass Sunstein's or Barack Obama's decision to make. The Clean Air Act delegates the decision to 
promulgate ambient air quality standards to the administrator of EPA, not the president or his White 
House underlings.  
 
In other words, Jackson is the delegated decision-maker, and she is duty-bound to act in accordance with 
the statute. Although the White House has not disclosed the contents of the package that EPA sent to it 
back in July, Jackson had concluded that the law and the available science demand a more stringent 
standard (citing, in 2010, "concerns that the 2008 standards were not legally defensible"). She should 
therefore propose the standard that she, not President Obama, deems most appropriate. Furthermore, 
she should honor a commitment that she made to environmental organizations who had challenged the 
insufficiently stringent George W. Bush administration standard that she promulgate a new standard 
expeditiously if they put their lawsuit on hold.  
 
Realistically, it is not very likely that Jackson will violate a direct order of the president to put the standard 
aside until after the election. If not, she should therefore do the honorable thing and resign. 
 
Let me explain. 
 
Under the Clean Air Act, EPA is required to establish ambient air quality standards at a level that protects 
human health with an adequate margin of safety. It's at this standard-setting stage that the Supreme 
Court made clear that costs may not be considered -- the law doesn't call for it, and it's not for the courts, 
EPA, or the president to attempt to insert cost as a factor. Once a standard is established, the states are 
supposed to require sources of ozone-producing pollutants, such as power plants and refineries, to 
implement controls that are sufficient to ensure that the standard will be attained in the future. Costs may, 
of course, be taken into account in writing state implementation plans. That means that EPA's task at 
hand is to make a scientific judgment about what the standard should be -- not a political or economic 
one. How, when, and at what cost the states live up to the standard is a separate decision. 
 
The act also requires EPA to reexamine the science every five years and determine whether a standard 
needs to be revised, again, based on the science. Since EPA first began writing standards for ozone in 
1970, the standards have become increasingly stringent as more scientific information has demonstrated 
that photochemical oxidants have adverse effects on human beings at lower and lower concentrations.  
 
The currently applicable standard of 84 parts per billion (ppb) was promulgated in 1997. When the 
George W. Bush administration finally got around to revising the standard in 2008, it proposed a standard 
of 75 ppb, which was less stringent than the 60-70 ppb range that CASAC had recommended. In an 
extraordinary act of resistance, CASAC told the EPA administrator that the proposed standard was not 
supported by the scientific evidence. Not surprisingly, environmental groups challenged the Bush 
administration standard in court. As mentioned above, they put their lawsuit on hold to give EPA time to 
write a more stringent standard. 
 
Soon after president Obama was inaugurated, Jackson struck a deal with the environmental 
organizations, under which EPA withdrew the Bush administration standard and promised to propose a 
new (and presumably more stringent) standard by August 2010. The agreement effectively left the 
outdated 1997 standard in place, because EPA told the states not to worry about implementing the 
withdrawn standard. 
 







EPA missed the August 2010 deadline. Out of an abundance of caution, Jackson asked CASAC to review 
the scientific information one more time. CASAC did so and once again recommended a standard in the 
60-70 ppb range. In January of this year, Jackson said that EPA would propose a standard in that range. 
The agency then completed its proposal and sent it to the White House Office of Management and 
Budget in July, where it languished until last Friday. 
 
If Jackson now reneges on her agreement with the environmental organizations and puts the ozone 
standard on the back burner until 2013 or later, Americans living in cities -- where ozone pollution is at its 
worst -- will be left in worse shape than they would have been had the inadequate Bush administration 
standard gone into effect. 
 
When White House officials ordered EPA Administrator Bill Reilly to narrow the agency's definition of 
"wetlands" under the Clean Water Act during the George H.W. Bush administration, he refused to do so, 
and the White House backed off. Four days after being humiliated by the disclosure that a White House 
underling had rewritten the global warming section of a major agency report on air quality, President 
George W. Bush's first EPA administrator, Christine Todd Whitman, deleted the rewritten section from the 
report and resigned.  
 
For the last two-and-a-half years, Jackson has been an outstanding EPA administrator. Like Bill 
Ruckelshaus in 1983, she stirred a shell-shocked agency into action and renewed the government's 
commitment to clean air and water. The nation owes her an enormous debt of gratitude.  
 
But she has now been ordered to sacrifice the public health in pursuit of an elusive promise from the 
energy industry that reducing environmental protections will magically yield economic growth. We have 
been down that road before during the early years of the Reagan administration, during the last year of 
the George H.W. Bush administration, and during the entire George W. Bush administration. And we 
know from past experience that both environmental degradation and economic stagnation lie at the end of 
that road. 
 
Jackson has served ably and courageously. With her boss now telling her to do the unconscionable, she's 
got one last act of courage ahead of her, leaving her with only two reasonable alternatives. She should 
either defy him or step down. Either way, she'll be a hero. 
Thomas O. McGarity holds the Joe R. and Teresa Lozano Long Endowed Chair in Administrative Law at 
the University of Texas in Austin. He is a member of the board of directors of the Center for Progressive 
Reform, and the immediate past president of the organization. 
 
 
 
Letters: Foul decision on air quality 
Newsday 
Published: September 7, 2011 5:22 PM 
 
President Barack Obama speaks to an enthusiastic crowd during a Labor Day event in the shadow of the 
GM Renaissance Center in Detroit, Mich. (Sept. 5, 2011)  
 
President Barack Obama has caved in to big polluters ["Obama drops smog rule after GOP pressure," 
News, Sept. 3]. After all the years of clean air legislation, we are moving backwards. 
 







Doesn't the president know that more people, not fewer, are suffering from asthma and other lung and 
respiratory diseases? Aren't we trying to reduce the cost of health care? 
 
How can you speak of one without thought to what the consequences will be to everyone's health if we 
step backwards on environmental control? 
 
Janet Lehmbeck-Morgan, Valley Stream 
  
 
President Obama is taking a Republican wrong position on the environment. If he does not update smog 
standards, he will not get my vote in the next Democratic primary, as I am sure there will be another 
person opposing him. 
 
I am 82 years old, and all of a sudden, I am having all kinds of breathing problems. But, I am mainly 
concerned about my young grandchildren. 
 
Robert E. Tolimieri, Seaford 
  
 
Why did President Obama back away from a recommendation to update smog standards? Studies have 
shown that raising the standards would save thousands of people with asthma and other lung ailments. 
 
I'm concerned that the president is slowly backing off from the proposals he ran for in the last election. He 
should stop trying to make everyone happy, especially the Republicans in Congress, and do what is right! 
 
Although it would cost some industries money to upgrade, it would also create jobs making clean-air 
products. I urge all my fellow Long Islanders to contact the president, the EPA and our congressional 
leaders to support the recommended clean-air initiatives. 
 
Nick VanAtter, Centereach 
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PEOPLE ARE TALKING  
==================================================================== 


 
With the internet, blogs, Twitter, forums - people are talking about EPA 24/7 


Here’s a sampling of what was said on April 5, 2010: 
 


NOTE:  To read the entire blog entry, click on underlined URL.  To learn more about the 
blogger, click on the name/link in first line.  Notes and headings are from OPA. 
 
 
Lisa Jackson 
 
@lisapjackson Does the CWA allow the EPA to issue a permit for #coal exploration, then 
withdraw it for no reason?  


Posted by: ierenergy    3:40 pm     Full post: http://ow.ly/1uFI7 
(Note:  Institute for Energy Research) 
 
Thank you! RT @lisapjackson: Announced more guidance on mountaintop mining 
standards to protect Appalachian waters:  


Posted by: ttennheat:    1:40 pm     Full post: http://budurl.com/wxg2 
 
 
GHG Regulation & Climate Change 
 
HuffPost:  Brendan DeMelle: Ads ask Limbaugh/Beck audience: What would Reagan do 
about climate change?: ...  


Posted by: Freedomman11:    7:20 pm     Full post: http://huff.to/cST9ZG 
(Note:  Radio ads airing in New Hampshire during the Limbaugh and Beck shows ask the 
question “What would Reagan do" about climate change? .  The new ad campaign launched by 
Republicans for Environmental Protection (REP) seeks to remind conservatives that stewardship, 
including action to address climate change, is consistent with true conservative values. 
The ads feature a Reagan quote:  “If we've learned any lessons during the past few decades, 
perhaps the most important is that preservation of our environment is not a partisan challenge; 
it's common sense. Our physical health, our social happiness, and our economic well-being will 
be sustained only by all of us working in partnership as thoughtful, effective stewards of our 
natural resources.”  - Ronald Reagan, July 11, 1984) 
 
 
DC Progressive (blog):  California Climate Change Initiative Under Attack - Boston Globe 
California Climate Change I...  


Posted by: California_Club   7:10 pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/aWvjOT 
(Note:  Why are a number of Texas-based oil companies pouring money into a nascent ballot 
initiative in California? Becasue they don't want to clean up their act. ...) 
 
 



http://twitter.com/lisapjackson

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23coal

http://twitter.com/ierenergy

http://ow.ly/1uFI7

http://twitter.com/lisapjackson

http://twitter.com/ttennheat

http://budurl.com/wxg2

http://twitter.com/Freedomman11

http://huff.to/cST9ZG

http://www.latimes.com/news/nationworld/nation/la-na-reagan-climate4-2010apr04,0,1093600.story

http://twitter.com/California_Club

http://bit.ly/aWvjOT
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McKibben said "social media" was an integral component to 350’s campaign to recruit 
young activists for issues of climate change 


Posted by: TuftsLive:    7:05 pm     Full post: 
 
Tell Rupert Murdoch to Get His Facts Straight on Climate Change:  


Posted by: jburak1101    7:00 pm     Full post: 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/takeaction/873247096 
 
Industry Groups Challenge EPAs Reconsideration of “Johnson Memo”: Jackson said EPA 
plans to begin regulating som...  


Posted by: diyana1104:   6:30 pm     Full post: http://nyti.ms/c5PMF7 
 
 
Mountain Top Removal Mining Announcement 
 
Famous NYC performance artist @RevBillyTalen arrested yesterday for putting "hex" on 
2 branches of Chase bank.  


Posted by: ran:    3:50 pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/btDXmX 
(Note:  The self-ordained Rev. Billy Talen was arrested on Easter Sunday after putting a "holy 
hex" on JPMorgan Chase bank, which he calls the nation's largest financier of coal-mining 
mountaintop removal.) 


 
EPA and DOT Enact New Auto Fuel Efficiency Standards 
 
 
EPA Limits Role Electric Cars Will Play in Automakers’ Emissions Averages  


Posted by: V8Driving:     6:30 pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/dabHd5 
(Note: Since they produce no emissions and consume no fuel, electric vehicles could 
dramatically skew CAFE and emission averages. To prevent companies from building swarms of 
EVs and neglecting to improve other vehicles, the EPA ruled that through 2016, only 200,000 
EVs could be incorporated into averages as "zero-emission" vehicles. 
 
 


 


 


 


 


 



http://twitter.com/TuftsLive

http://twitter.com/jburak1101

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/takeaction/873247096

http://twitter.com/diyana1104

http://nyti.ms/c5PMF7

http://twitter.com/RevBillyTalen

http://bit.ly/btDXmX

http://twitter.com/V8Driving

http://bit.ly/dabHd5

http://rumors.automobilemag.com/6629425/green/epa-limits-role-electric-cars-will-play-in-automakers-emissions-averages/index.html##
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ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 


CLIMATE  CHANGE 


 


Cuccinelli’s Climate Denier Lawsuits Could Junk Auto Industry Recover 
(Wonk Room) 


Virginia’s radical attorney general, Ken Cuccinelli (R-VA), is threatening the recovery of the 
American auto industry with new climate denial lawsuits. To the applause of automakers, 
Environmental Protection Agency and Department of Transportation finalized landmark new 
fuel economy standards last week, completing President Obama’s campaign promise. Cuccinelli 
has already filed a lawsuit challenging the Environmental Protection Agency’s finding that 
greenhouse gas emissions endanger the public, claiming that hacked “Climategate” emails prove 
a conspiracy by scientists involved with the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 
to replace real science with “political science.” In response to the new fuel economy standards — 
the first rules to take into account greenhouse pollution — Cuccinelli is filing yet another 
lawsuit, according to spokesman Brian Gottstein: 


In that motion, the attorney general’s office asked the EPA to reopen its proceedings in light of 
the recent evidence that the reports the EPA was relying on for its decision contained erroneous 
and/or unverifiable global temperature and other data. We will file a notice of appeal with 
respect to today’s ruling. 


Cuccinelli’s suit against the science of global warming is baseless, as numerous Virginia 
climatologists have told the Wonk Room. Furthermore, the auto industry stands fully behind this 
new program,” as Dave McCurdy, President and CEO of the Alliance of Automobile 
Manufacturers has written. 


Killing the endangerment finding — as numerous state legislatures, attorneys general, and 
lawmakers in Congress are trying to do — would destroy the stakeholders’ fuel economy 
agreement. The United Auto Workers describe that “California and other states have agreed to 
forgo state-level regulation of tailpipe emissions and abide by the new national standard that will 
be created by these NHTSA and EPA rules.” If the denier Dirty Air Act efforts go through, 
UAW explains the “critically important progress” will be “overturned”: 


However, the critically important progress that was achieved with this historic agreement will be 
undermined if EPA’s endangerment finding is overturned. Without this finding, EPA will not 
be able to proceed with its current rulemaking on light duty vehicles. If the joint rulemaking 
process collapses, NHTSA has indicated that it will not be able to meet the statutory timetable 
for implementing any fuel economy increases for the 2012 model year. And in the absence of the 
EPA standard, California and other states would certainly move forward with their standards, 
thereby subjecting auto manufacturers to all of the burdens that the one national standard was 
designed to avoid.  



http://www.epa.gov/fueleconomy/regulations.htm

http://www.epa.gov/fueleconomy/regulations.htm

http://www.politifact.com/truth-o-meter/promises/promise/449/raise-fuel-economy-standards/

http://wonkroom.thinkprogress.org/2010/02/18/virginia-climatologist-conspiracy/

http://voices.washingtonpost.com/local-breaking-news/virginia/cuccinelli-challenges-feds-on.html

http://voices.washingtonpost.com/local-breaking-news/virginia/cuccinelli-challenges-feds-on.html

http://wonkroom.thinkprogress.org/2010/02/18/virginia-climatologist-conspiracy/

http://wonkroom.thinkprogress.org/2010/02/18/virginia-climatologist-conspiracy/

http://wonkroom.thinkprogress.org/2010/03/24/mccurdy-epa-regulation/

http://wonkroom.thinkprogress.org/2010/03/24/mccurdy-epa-regulation/

http://thehill.com/blogs/e2-wire/677-e2-wire/86809-uaw-to-congress-dont-block-epa-climate-rules
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The fears of UAW that multi-state standards would be catastrophic are a self-fulfilling prophecy. 
Even though the American auto industry can certainly handle multi-state standards, a return to 
the Bush era of recrimination and lawsuit instead of a focus on competitiveness and innovation 
would be crippling. Cuccinelli is not only wasting taxpayer money trying to overturn EPA’s 
scientific finding, he’s trying to dismantle the historic agreement that all stakeholders agree will 
create American jobs and increase national competitiveness. 


 
 
 
Posted: April 5, 2010 04:41 PM  
   
   
Climate and Energy Policy and Politics and the Mid term Elections (Huffington Post) 
 
While a great deal of attention has been focused on Congress, the real action in U.S. climate 
policy over the past two years has been at the state and local level and in the U.S. EPA. 
Municipalities like New York City have moved to reduce greenhouse gasses emissions with 
more energy efficient building codes and programs like Mayor Bloomberg's plan to plant one 
million trees. Meanwhile EPA's tortoise-like regulatory process has been making slow and 
steady progress to set a regulatory cap on greenhouse gas emissions. Since the U.S. Supreme 
Court's 2007 ruling that greenhouse gasses could be regulated as an air pollutant under the Clean 
Air Act, EPA has been moving to collect information on emissions and then put in place a set of 
rules that would gradually kick in over the next decade. 


Meanwhile, the fellahs in the Senate, Senators John Kerry (D-Mass.), Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.) 
and Joe Lieberman (I-Conn.) are putting together an energy and climate bill that would strip EPA 
of some of its authority to regulate greenhouse gasses under the Clean Air Act and prohibit state 
and regional cap and trade programs. Now that the health bill is finally off the agenda, the 
climate and energy dance begins in earnest. 


There are a number of political facts that will guide this process between now and the mid term 
elections in November. First, President Obama will be focusing on jobs and the economy 
between now and November, so climate and energy will only gain traction as part of an 
economic initiative to create jobs. Second, a Senate bill that is substantially weaker than 
Waxman-Markey will not survive a conference and could be opposed explicitly or implicitly by 
the White House with the argument that EPA's regulatory cap is a stronger environmental law. 


Clearly the move against EPA in the Senate is a political strategy to appease anti-regulatory 
forces in the Congress and the business community. A new national standard limiting greenhouse 
gases could be established without removing old authorities in the Clean Air Act. A Senate bill 
could easily add to EPA's regulatory authority and encourage them to shift their administrative 
initiative from the Clean Air Act to a new and better crafted piece of legislation. The choice 
could be left to EPA. In fact, due to the need for certainty and the possibility of legal challenges 
to a new bill, EPA and the Administration should retain the right to use the Clean Air Act to limit 
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greenhouse gasses. Limiting EPA's authority is not necessary and creates a symbolic debate that 
Kerry and his colleagues will lose.  


A comprehensive approach to climate policy is needed and should include efforts to address the 
energy crisis, However, a plausible case can be made that the U.S. is putting in place a workable, 
if imperfect greenhouse gas regulatory program. It is unlikely at this point that President Obama 
will expend massive amounts of political capital to get a climate bill out of Congress. If a 
reasonable one emerges, he probably will support and sign it, but a controversial bill limiting 
EPA and state authority is not going to get anywhere. Health care became a must-win battle for 
the President. Climate policy will not develop in the same way. 


The energy issue may very well get separated from the climate issue, by the argument that EPA 
is handling climate. If this happens, a bill that provides capital for energy efficiency retrofits and 
infrastructure, pays for energy research and development, and creates jobs in a massive effort to 
create a green energy economy could get somewhere. I work at a university, so to some degree I 
should be seen as a lobbyist for research funds. Special pleading aside, I really think that in 
addition to moving energy technology off of the shelf into more rapid use, we need to focus 
resources and attention on energy research. Research should focus on solar cells and batteries, 
smart grids, carbon capture and storage, non-fission nuclear, wind and geothermal technologies. 
We need to unleash our brainpower on all possible solutions to the transition to the post-fossil 
fuel energy economy. Just as defense and interstate highways steered economic development in 
the U.S. after World War II, investment in the energy future can make our economy more 
efficient, secure and prosperous in the 21st century. 


Investment in the research and development of improved energy will pay off. One of the 
problems with the federal budget is the absence of a capital budget. It is difficult to separate 
deficits that come from overspending on annual expenses from borrowing for capital facilities 
and investments that result in wealth creation or long term benefits. There is a long tradition in 
America of public investment in infrastructure. Government has always invested in roads, trains, 
ports and power. An important part of that tradition is a division of labor and funding with 
private partners. The Defense department invented internet, but at a crucial point in its 
development, the department made an effort to commercialize the web through the private 
sector. We need to develop a sophisticated national strategy of research, development and 
commercialization of the energy technologies I mentioned earlier. In the midst of all of this 
posturing and symbolic energy and climate politics, it would be great if somebody in 
Washington could focus on the serious business of creating a real energy policy for the 21st 
century. Perhaps we could do it next winter in the 90 days between the mid term election and the 
start of the 2012 Presidential campaign. 


 Follow Steven Cohen on Twitter: www.twitter.com/earthinstitute  
 
 


Abandoning Congress is not a winning strategy for climate activists (Grist) 
 
Cross-posted from the Wonk Room.  



http://www.twitter.com/earthinstitute

http://wonkroom.thinkprogress.org/2010/04/03/dont-abandon-congress/
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Senators drafting comprehensive climate and clean energy legislation are negotiating 
with polluters, and talking about combining a cap on carbon with public incentives for 
nuclear plants, "clean coal," and offshore drilling. Should supporters of strong, 
progressive action to solve the climate crisis give up on Congress and work within the 
existing legal framework of the Clean Air Act, Endangered Species Act, and other 
environmental legislation? 


We would then rely entirely on the Environmental Protection Agency's existing authority 
to set rules for greenhouse gas pollution. However, the EPA is subject to the same 
outside political pressures as lawmakers, who control the EPA's purse-strings. Single 
members of Congress or single committee chairmen can interfere quite effectively with 
agency activities if they put their mind to it. 


In addition, polluters have all kinds of legal tools they can -- and already are starting to -
- use to tie up, slow down and otherwise impede the implementation of EPA rules. 
Without a Congressional mandate behind it, the EPA will not have the political power it 
needs to implement rules with the kind of strength activists want and the science 
demands. The success of EPA rules absent Congressional action would depend on the 
politics of whatever administration is in power. 


By abandoning legislative reform, climate advocates could instead spend their 
resources on litigating against sources of global warming pollution. But it also takes a lot 
of money and time to litigate against a coal plant, and even more to win at it. Even if we 
could knock out all the new coal plants through litigation, that isn't going to be a 
workable strategy for dealing with the ones that are already chugging away, not to 
mention the refineries, chemical plants, and the rest of the industrial sector, or the 
transportation sector. 


If climate legislation reaches President Obama's desk with a robust framework, and gets 
core elements in place, we will come back to it and keep making it better over time. We 
couldn't get Congress to get the Clean Air Act right the first time. So the original 1967 
law was amended -- in 1970, then again in 1977, then again in 1990. This is why strong 
-- and rapid -- scientific review provisions are an important element. 


It is a travesty that political reality makes it is incredibly difficult to get even a watered-
down climate bill even into the ballpark of passage. To change that situation, we need to 
mobilize grassroots activism to change the political calculus for key states like 
Arkansas, Missouri, the Dakotas, Indiana, West Virginia, and so on. 


At the same time, the federal legislative push shouldn't be the basket where all the eggs 
are placed either; policymaking at the local, state, and regional levels have always led 
the federal level, and the traditional Clean Air Act framework is well-designed and 
understood. New climate legislation should integrate with existing policy through 
amendment, not blanket preemption. 



http://wonkroom.thinkprogress.org/2010/03/26/aeeg-pollutocrats/

http://wonkroom.thinkprogress.org/2010/03/26/aeeg-pollutocrats/

http://wonkroom.thinkprogress.org/2010/03/29/sanders-kgl-bonanza/

http://wonkroom.thinkprogress.org/2010/03/26/aeeg-pollutocrats/

http://wonkroom.thinkprogress.org/2010/02/22/jackson-ghg-weaken-delay/

http://wonkroom.thinkprogress.org/2010/02/22/jackson-ghg-weaken-delay/

http://www.nytimes.com/gwire/2010/03/30/30greenwire-brazen-environmental-upstart-brings-legal-musc-82242.html?pagewanted=4

http://www.1sky.org/

http://www.greenforall.org/get-involved
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Anyone who wants to see a stronger bill can help make it happen by putting meaningful 
pressure on the senators who are sitting on the fence or near it to support strong 
climate legislation, and being descriptive in naming what you'd like to see legislation do. 


That's the only way to reduce the number of unappetizing deals that are going to get 
made. Telling people that the vehicle that's moving right now is hopeless and worthless 
makes the sponsors' jobs that much harder -- which means they'll just cut more deals in 
order to get the bill done. 


What's critical for activists -- including professional environmentalists -- to remember is 
that the goal of climate activism isn't comprehensive climate legislation, or strong EPA 
enforcement of the Clean Air Act. Our shared, common goal is a green economy that 
rewards work, not pollution, and saves the natural gifts of the world without which we all 
perish. 


 
 


ENERGY 
 
April 6, 2010    
   
Posted: April 5, 2010 12:59 PM  
   


 ‘Total Energy’ Makeover Continues – How’s Your Energy (Huffington Post) 


The energy makeover continues and Marissa comments that her energy improvements occur on 
so many different levels. Let's take a look. 


Meeting with Dr Frank Lipman (author, Revive!) was a critical step in the initial stages of the 
Total Energy makeover. As with any health program, it is necessary to include evaluation by a 
healthcare practitioner prior to beginning the program. Thus, although I suspected adrenal fatigue 
and excessive caffeine intake, as well as minimal timeout to "unplug and recharge," as the 
primary culprits for Marissa's fatigue and energy spikes throughout the day, we required Dr 
Lipman to do blood work and a physical exam. What makes Dr Lipman's exam so much more 
valuable lies in his approach to medicine, an integrative approach. Thus, he explored much more 
than potential physiologic issues, inquiring about how Marissa invests other energy -- work, 
family, social. As he described this for an ABC employee in the Green room last week, the 
employee said, "Isn't this just good medicine." I couldn't agree more. So with his clinical 
findings (Marissa had very low vitamin D and had signs of adrenal fatigue but no other 
deficiencies) as well as his psychosocial ones, Lipman prescribed vitamin D supplementation, 
fish oil, greens, and protein supplementation, weekly acupuncture as well as "go out with your 
friends more."  



http://www.theleadershipcampaign.org/

http://www.theleadershipcampaign.org/

http://www.eenews.net/eed/documents/climate_debate_senate.pdf

http://www.1sky.org/about/solutions

http://yglesias.thinkprogress.org/archives/2010/03/sanders-voices-concerns-about-emerging-senate-legislation.php
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Putting it all together.  


So now that we had that critical piece, Marissa and I met to discuss her supplement regime -- it's 
important to know when, how much, and which brands to take when it comes to 
supplementation. I wanted to make sure that adding these items in wouldn't in any way subtract 
from Marissa's progress with compliance to her food plan, her yoga practice, and her before bed 
regime (to "unplug and recharge"). Right now Marissa is on a high dose of vitamin d3 (from 
Complementrix by Dr Soram Khalsa -- see his Huffington Post on vitamin D deficiency) to 
replete her levels. Vitamin D is fat-soluble so she is taking it twice daily with meals as well as 
taking her fish oil (a fat source) at the same time. I recommended Wholeomega by New Chapter 
for her fish oil as we discussed the benefits of getting her EPA and DHA in the balance supplied 
naturally (in wild salmon) as well as being an eco-friendly choice as well. She is also taking an 
organic greens powder -- choosing from either Berry Greens by New Chapter or NanoGreens by 
BioPharma -- as an energy boost in the morning or mid-afternoon where she would have 
previously turned to artificial sources. And she often mixes the greens with a protein powder -- 
Manitoba Harvest Hemp protein 70 now as she wants to eliminate all dairy from her diet (she 
had been using a whey protein powder).  


Marissa continues to balance her nutrients at each eating occasion (carb + protein + healthy fat + 
unlimited vegetables), aiming for eating occasions every three hours. What changed this month 
was a desire to move to a vegetarian or even vegan diet. This prompted our spending time to 
review vegetarian protein and healthy fat sources to make sure she didn't lose anything in the 
adjustment phase (for more on this see the AKA menu worksheet in the client resources section 
at www.ashleykoffapproved.com). Marissa still needs quick and easy -- but much to my 
excitement she also began to cook a bit this month. I explained to her that an "IKEA" approach -- 
some assembly required -- would be ideal for her as she controls the ingredient quality, limits 
preservatives used, and can portion control yet without being overwhelmed by the prospect of 
full cooking daily. So she stocks up on the basics -- and assembles as needed/desired. And lastly, 
when we discussed becoming a vegan, being a vegetarian, doing a cleanse (this was of interest at 
month's start), I talked with Marissa about my approach or label -- being Qualitarian -- and 
explained that I created this because I've seen too many patients making lesser quality choices 
when they eliminate foods from their diet. For example, eating lots of processed vegetarian foods 
or those that exchange fat or carbohydrate food sources for processed replacements to achieve 
"net-zero" status. And as for the cleanse, switching to whole foods, removing extra sugar, 
removing artificial energy sources, eliminating dairy -- Marissa, you are cleansing and you didn't 
even know it!  


Check in with Tara Stiles and Marissa's posts to see how her yoga continues to be a core (pun 
intended) part of her energy makeover.  


Looking ahead, now that the physical pieces are in place and even starting to become habit, we 
have the right foundation to work on Marissa's energy on different levels. She's meeting with 
several Huffington Post experts, so stay tuned to see how her energy improvements take shape. 
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April 6, 2010  
 


Obama on Energy: Two Steps Forward, One Big Step Back (Huffington 
Post) 


During a week of highs and lows, President Obama sent us mixed signals on his commitment to 
true clean energy solutions in the U.S.  


Here's a recap of President Obama's game of energy hopscotch last week: the significant steps 
forward with a national greenhouse gas reduction standard for vehicles and new restrictions on 
the devastating practice of mountaintop removal, as well as the monumental step back with 
President Obama's announcement of the largest expansion of offshore oil and natural gas drilling 
in half a century.  


Making Progress 


Last Thursday, the Obama administration took historic action towards curbing the nation's global 
warming footprint by establishing a greenhouse gas reduction standard for motor vehicles that 
would extend California's 2002 Clean Cars law nationwide. 
 
The new rules require automakers to build cars and light duty trucks that average 35.5 miles per 
gallon by 2016, thereby reducing global warming pollution by nearly 30 percent, saving an 
estimated 1.8 billion barrels of oil, and resulting in healthier air and lower fuel costs.  
 
On the same day, EPA administrator Lisa Jackson announced a major new decision to crack 
down on Clean Water Act violations from mountaintop removal coal mining. This occurred less 
than two weeks after activists dangled from 20-foot tripods on the lawn of the EPA's D.C. 
headquarters, releasing a 25-foot banner calling for an end to mountaintop removal. 


Mountaintop removal is a destructive practice that involves clear cutting forests, blowing the 
tops off of mountains to access the coal below, and then dumping the debris into valleys and 
streambeds. In the process, mountaintop removal poisons essential drinking water, pollutes the 
air, and costs potential jobs in other industries while the number of coal miners continues to 
shrink (the number of miners in West Virginia has declined from more than 60,000 to just 22,000 
since 1979).  


Jackson cited new EPA studies concluding that dumping coal mining waste into valleys and 
waterways has permanently destroyed ecosystems in Appalachia with toxicity levels up to 50 
percent beyond what guidelines permit.  


Let's hope this decision is the beginning of the end for the nightmare of mountaintop removal. 


For these steps forward in the fight against climate chaos and environmental injustice, the 
Obama administration is to be lauded.  



http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/d0cf6618525a9efb85257359003fb69d/562b44f2588b871a852576f800544e01!OpenDocument

http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f=/n/a/2010/03/31/national/w133205D12.DTL

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/dan-becker-and-james-gerstenzang/future-cars-now-the-next_b_524261.html

http://www.epa.gov/owow/wetlands/guidance/pdf/appalachian_mtntop_mining_press_release.pdf

http://itsgettinghotinhere.org/2010/03/18/lisa-jackson%E2%80%99s-reaction-to-mountaintop-removal-activist-lock-down-at-epa/

http://www.democracynow.org/2010/3/19/headlines/activists_protest_mountaintop_removal_outside_epa

http://www.earthjustice.org/library/features/mountaintop-removal-mining-how-it-s-done.html

http://www.wvmetronews.com/index.cfm?func=displayfullstory&storyid=33928

http://www.wvmetronews.com/index.cfm?func=displayfullstory&storyid=33928

http://blogs.wvgazette.com/coaltattoo/2010/04/05/mtr-update-epa-study-confirms-mining-damage/

http://sundaygazettemail.com/News/201004030245

http://sundaygazettemail.com/News/201004030245

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jeff-biggers/breaking-news-appalachian_b_522109.html
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A Big Backward Step 


However, President Obama's disappointing announcement last Wednesday that he plans to open 
large expanses of America's coastline to offshore drilling eliminates the momentum that could 
have been create with the transportation and mining advances. 


President Obama proposes to lift a decades-old moratorium on offshore oil drilling in the U.S., 
permitting drilling in vast swaths of territory along the eastern seaboard, the Gulf Coast, and 
within the Arctic Ocean, all in the name of currying political favor for the passage of a climate 
bill. 


This plan is, simply put, running on empty.  


Beyond poor politics, opening 167 million acres of pristine ocean to drilling is poor policy. 
Expanded drilling threatens our coastal communities while perpetuating our dependence on dirty 
fossil fuels.  


Drilling pads the greasy pockets of Big Oil while doing virtually nothing to make gas more 
affordable for Americans at the pump. President Obama's plan fails to hold Big Oil accountable 
on royalty reform. Because of this, the plan will leave taxpayers shortchanged by billions of 
dollars.  


You don't need me to tell you this plan doesn't make sense. Listen to Obama himself. In June 
2008, candidate Obama told a crowd of coast-dwellers in Jacksonville, FL that offshore drilling 
"would only worsen our addiction to oil and put off investments in clean, renewable energy."  


The United States consumes 25 percent of the world's oil, but has only three percent of the 
world's reserves. There likely won't be any oil from these new offshore areas until 2017, and full 
production won't ramp up until 2030.  


Meanwhile, the National Renewable Energy Laboratory estimates that onshore U.S. wind 
resources could generate nearly 37 million gigawatt-hours (GWh) of clean energy every year, 
more than nine times the amount of energy Americans consume each year. Investments in 
renewable energy and energy efficiency have the potential to create 14.5 million more jobs by 
2050 than continued reliance on fossil fuels, cutting our dependence on fossil fuels and our 
global warming pollution. 


We've seen a reversal like this before. We can't stake our future or our economy on antiquated 
energy. Now, more than ever, President Obama should heed the advice of candidate Obama. 
Let's stop fooling around with gimmicks and invest in the truly clean energy our country needs.  


 
MINING 



http://www.nytimes.com/2010/04/01/science/earth/01energy-text.html

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2010/03/31/AR2010033100024.html

http://www.salon.com/news/opinion/joe_conason/2010/04/01/offshore/index.html?source=newsletter

http://publiccitizenenergy.org/2010/04/01/obamas-drill-to-nowhere/

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v8fkbEuCQss

http://www.grist.org/article/2010-04-01-me-in-the-nyt-on-obamas-drilling-plan/

http://www.awea.org/newsroom/releases/02-18-10_US_Wind_Resource_Larger.html

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/erich-pica/president-obamas-nuclear_b_467423.html
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Reclaiming Our Hope (Huffington Post) 
 
How do we counter political demoralization among those who had such high hopes for the 
American political process just over a year ago? It helped to finally pass the healthcare reform 
bill--Democratic Party donations have surged since the vote. But we're still facing dashed hopes 
(including those due to the bill's more mixed aspects); exhaustion from eight years of Bush; the 
dispiriting legacy of the Massachusetts, New Jersey and Virginia elections; and the disastrous 
Supreme Court campaign finance decision. Even before all these last, too many long-time 
activists spent much of the past year withdrawing from the fray. Too many newer ones quit 
before they barely began. We need to reverse this process of withdrawal.  


The 1994 midterm elections offer a cautionary tale. Long-time activist friends seemed strangely 
detached, so disgusted with the Party-driven political sphere--particularly after the passage of 
NAFTA--that they wanted nothing to do with it. Other labor, environmental, and social justice 
activists responded similarly. Instead of volunteering, as they'd done to elect Bill Clinton, they 
watched as disgruntled spectators while the Gingrich Republicans prevailed. According to 
national surveys, the 45 percent of registered voters who stayed home would have reversed the 
electoral outcome had they only gone to the polls. But no one reached out to them directly, just 
as far too few approached their counterparts after recent Democratic defeats.  


If we want to prevent a similar dynamic from happening this fall, we might remember how 
demoralization and withdrawal create self-reinforcing cycles. We decide that little we do will 
matter, so withdraw our energy, time and money. Though we may still sign the occasional online 
petition, we stop reaching out to the unconverted, stop rallying publicly to voice our stands, 
detach ourselves from situations in which we actually engage our fellow citizens. No wonder we 
then feel helpless.  
Face-to-face community can be an antidote. If we just hunker down behind our computers, 
reading the daily bad news, it's easy to feel isolated. When we work directly with others, even if 
the challenges are great, we're supported by their imagination and energy, their living, breathing 
presence, the possibilities of common action. We can start to create this sense of a community in 
pursuit of a common goal online, but once we meet offline, our connections become far stronger. 
Even successful virtual activism often builds on more personal connections. In 2006, 100,000 
MoveOn volunteers called voters in key swing states. Follow-ups suggested these efforts made a 
significant difference, but only three percent of the organization's three million members 
participated. Two years later, MoveOn got a fifth of its list involved through a massive phone 
bank where members invited other members to participate.  


It also helps to find concrete tasks. People feel bleakest when they feel there's nothing they can 
do, but that's never actually the case. Even in when imprisoned in Robben Island, Nelson 
Mandela and his compatriots retrieved forbidden letters and notes wrapped in plastic at the 
bottom of their food drums. They then copied the inspiring stories on scraps of toilet paper and 
taped them inside the rim of their toilet bowls. Republican obstructionism and Democratic 
compromises may be infuriating, but they hardly equal living under a dictatorship. If we can 
reach out to the now more dispirited legions who carried Obama to victory and give them ways 
to act between now and November, we have a chance to shift America's political dynamics, and 
build on the victories we've begin to win: covering 30 million people with health care, making 
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college far more affordable, a recent EPA ruling that may well put an end to the coal companies' 
hideously destructive mountain top removal. But further progress won't happen by simply 
lamenting the bad news, wishing Congress had passed something better, or being satisfied with 
what we've gained so far.  


The more we can cross expected political boundaries, the stronger the impact of our actions. In 
the spring of 2006, net neutrality--the principle that all Internet traffic should be treated equally--
seemed doomed. The House passed a bill that would have effectively ended it. The Senate was 
expected to follow suit. Then the cofounder of MoveOn met the Christian Coalition's 
communications director at a retreat aimed at bridging political lines. They became friends, then 
joined to help save net neutrality with a joint New York Times ad and joint press conference at 
which they presented over a million signatures in support of net neutrality. They played a critical 
role in keeping the Internet as a commons open to all. We might build similarly unexpected 
coalitions with some of the more populist elements of the Tea Party movement, particularly 
around curtailing Wall Street.  


We can take heart from remembering that when we do get people involved, or keep them 
involved, we never know where they'll end up. Nobel Peace prize winner Wangari Maathai 
recalled the pivotal role of social justice conversations at the small Catholic college she attended 
in Kansas, and how they helped set her on her path. Similarly, while canvassing a white working 
class Chicago neighborhood, a friend of mine once knocked on the door of a local woman who 
complained how a nearby body shop was always blocking the alley with junked-up cars. He 
helped get her to take her first stand, and she went on to become one of the city's most influential 
neighborhood voices. Who knows what the young (and not so young) Obama activists might go 
on to accomplish, if we just can get them reengaged.  


We need to avoid the trap of purism. It may leave us feeling righteous, but it ducks the key 
question: how to create change within our actual historical context while working to shift the 
horizon of what's deemed politically possible. Think of how Kennedy and Johnson worked to put 
brakes on the civil rights movement for fear of shattering the Democratic coalition, with LBJ 
twisting the arms of Martin Luther King and Walter Reuther to oppose seating the integrated 
Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party delegation at the 1964 Atlantic City Convention. Only 
after the movement continued to push did Johnson muster all his political capital and skill to help 
to pass the Civil Rights and Voting Rights acts--a model on how we might continue to push to 
build on the partial changes we've won. The activists who created this shift didn't demonize 
Johnson. They just continued to speak out for their most compelling vision of justice, until 
America's political culture shifted and Johnson took the risk of embracing their cause. We need 
to create equivalent public pressure in our time, and dismissing Obama as The Great Betrayer 
doesn't help.  


Finally, it helps to recognize the unpredictability of our common future. There's no inevitable 
historical pendulum, but when people take the risks needed to create what Mandela has called 
"the multiplication of courage," we never know what new possibilities will open up. Not all 
moments of promise are realized, but we'd do well to view the future as at least partly contingent 
on our actions, as it has been so often in the past.  
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It's been a frustrating time since November 2008, but our challenge is to spend less time 
bemoaning our disappointments and more energy engaging with ordinary citizens the way so 
many of us did a year and a half ago. If we give people enough ways to act on our present crises, 
we never know how history might turn.  


This was originally posted on TheNation.com 


Paul Rogat Loeb is the author of Soul of a Citizen: Living with Conviction in Challenging Times, 
whose wholly updated new edition will be released March 30, of The Impossible Will Take a 
Little While: A Citizen's Guide to Hope in a Time of Fear, named the #3 political book of 2004 
by the History Channel and the American Book Association, and of Generation at the 
Crossroads: Apathy and Action on the American Campus. See www.paulloeb.org To receive his 
articles directly email sympa@lists.groundwire.org with the subject line: subscribe paulloeb-
articles.  


 
 
 


RECYCLING 
 
Posted: April 6, 2010 12:07 AM  


Morning Bell: Red Tape Rising (Heritage) 
 
Posted By Conn Carroll On April 5, 2010 @ 9:40 am In Enterprise and Free Markets | 28 Comments 


Just three days after President Barack Obama’s health plan was signed into law, AT&T announced [1] 
that due to an obscure tax change in the bill, the nation’s largest telephone company would take a $1 
billion hit to its bottom line this quarter. According to health benefits analysts [2] this tax law 
modification would shave as much as $14 billion from U.S. corporate profits. While it would have been 
better had these tax losses been made more public before Congress voted, at least these tax charges 
are transparent and easily quantifiable enough to get noticed by the American people. Unfortunately 
the same cannot be said of the hundreds of new regulations that the federal government will enforce 
as it tries to implement Obama’s redistributionist health agenda [3]. 


In addition to the federal government’s explicit taxes and spending, Americans are also burdened with 
a slew of hidden taxes imposed by an ever-increasing number of regulations. More than 50 agencies 
have a hand in federal regulatory policy, enforcing more than 150,000 pages of rules. Many of these 
regulations provide needed benefits. Most Americans would agree on the need for security regulations 
to protect citizens from terrorist attacks, although the extent and scope of those rules may be subject 
to debate. But each regulation comes at a cost–a “regulatory tax” imposed on all Americans. 
According to a 2005 study [4] commissioned by the Small Business Administration, the cost of all 
regulations then on the books was some $1.1 trillion per year. 


Worse than the existing size of our country’s regulatory burden, is the pace at which it has been 
growing. Contrary to what most liberals and media elites would have you believe, President George 
Bush had a decidedly mixed record on regulation. While he should be praised for strengthening the 
role of the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA) in screening new regulations, by every 



http://www.paulloeb.org/soul.html

http://www.paulloeb.org/soul.html

http://www.paulloeb.org/soul.html

http://www.paulloeb.org/

mailto:sympa@lists.groundwire.org

http://blog.heritage.org/2010/04/05/morning-bell-red-tape-rising/print/#comments_controls#comments_controls

http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSTRE62P48W20100326

http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=20601087&sid=avzJQOAr5ro0&pos=2

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/03/24/business/24leonhardt.html

http://www.sba.gov/ADVO/research/rs264tot.pdf

http://www.heritage.org/Research/Reports/2008/03/Red-Tape-Rising-Regulatory-Trends-in-the-Bush-Years
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objectively measurable metric the size and scope of the regulatory state grew significantly under his 
tenure [5]. And President Bush’s last years in office were his worst. In 2008 36 major regulations were 
enacted by the Bush administration, and in 2009 some $15 billion [6] in new regulatory costs were 
imposed on the American people. 


President Bush doesn’t deserve all the blame for that $15 billion in new costs for 2009. About $4.4 
billion is attributable to regulations approved by the Obama administration. While that may seem like 
a significant decrease, it is actually an ominous sign when put in context. Regulatory activity always 
increases near the end of a presidency and is slower at the beginning. So in President Bush’s first 
year, he enacted only one major rule and he was in his third year in office before the new regulatory 
costs he inflicted on the American people hit President Obama’s one-year $4 billion mark [6]. And that 
$4 billion does not yet include all the regulations for Obamacare. Or all of the regulations Obama’s EPA 
wants to pass under the Clean Air Act. Or any of the new financial regulations that Rep. Barney Frank 
(D-MA) and Sen. Chris Dodd (D-CT) want to inflict on the American people. 


There are some things Congress can do now to help better manage the onslaught of federal 
regulations. First the authority and scope of OIRA should be protected. Establishing a sunset date for 
all new regulations would also help. But ultimately things will not change for the better until 
policymakers exercise the will and resolve to guard against the deluge. As Rep. Paul Ryan (R-WI) 
asked [7] last week: “If Congress can’t control what a few mortgage finance bureaucrats do with your 
dollars, why would anyone trust Congress to control what tens of thousands of bureaucrats will do 
with your health? … Should unchecked centralized government be allowed to grow and grow in power 
… or should its powers be limited and returned to the people?” 


Quick Hits: 


• According to economists, our nation’s 9.7% unemployment rate is likely to be driven higher [8] 
as more people look for work as the economy finally recovers.  


• After spending $700 billion bailing out Wall Street, the Obama administration plans to start a 
$21 million [9] pilot program to help small businesses.  


• After one week of the White House campaign to sell Obamacare, support for the bill has 
decreased in the CBS News poll [10] from 48% – 37% against to 53% – 32% against.  


• Speaking about the Obama administration’s signature education policy initiative, Race to the 
Top, Colorado Gov. Bill Ritter (D) said: “It was like the Olympic Games, and we were an 
American skater with a Soviet judge from the 1980s.”  


• According to a new Gallup poll [11] of self-proclaimed Tea Party supporters, the age, 
educational background, employment status, and race of the Tea Party movement is “quite 
representative of the public at large.” 
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PEOPLE ARE TALKING  
==================================================================== 
NO PEOPLE ARE TALKING INFORMATION FOR TODAY 


 
 


ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 
TOXICS 
==================================================================== 
 
TVA or CYA? 
 


On first anniversary of massive spill, coal ash remains unregulated (Grist) 
 
22 Dec 2009 12:28 PM 
by Michael A. Livermore  
On December 22nd, 2008, a quiet evening in the town of Harriman, Tennessee was interrupted 
when 1.2 billion gallons of toxic coal ash sludge burst out of a nearby landfill, poisoning the land 
and water in its path and causing untold hardship for families whose lives were turned upside 
down. A year later, the underlying cause of this massive environmental disaster is still 
unregulated. 


Despite some rumblings and tentative first steps, the EPA has a long way to go before 
adopting rules that require safer storage of this dangerous muck. At the very least, the 
agency should move quickly to ban the slurry from being kept in unlined ponds where, 
even without a spill, it threatens public health by seeping carcinogens into the water 
supply. 


Clean up of the spill is still ongoing—the Tennessee Valley Authority, the entity 
responsible for the plant in Kingston, says it’s likely to take another two or three years 
and at least $933 million total to finish the job. Add that to the health costs of 
contaminated water and respiratory issues of having this stuff around, and the benefits 
of regulations far outweigh the price electricity companies would pay to comply. 


Last year’s spill was a consequence of TVA’s underinvestment in adequate protection.  
What began as a dike designed to keep about 5 feet of coal ash from flowing into the 
nearby creek eventually had to contain a mountain of gelatinous waste that was a 
notable feature of the area’s landscape. With no regulation requiring it, only nominal 
improvements were made to keep the slurry in place and nothing was done to keep the 
toxins out of the drinking water. 



http://www.grist.org/member/11496

http://www.google.com/hostednews/ap/article/ALeqM5j8ybrc97riF29IcqTGOVAWufvhKgD9CLA0UO1
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http://www.policyintegrity.org/publications/documents/NoMoreExcuses.pdf

http://www.knoxnews.com/news/2009/dec/09/epa-says-water-still-ok-around-tva-ash-spill/

http://www.knoxnews.com/news/2009/dec/09/epa-says-water-still-ok-around-tva-ash-spill/
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This kind of behavior is just another way society hides the expensive consequences of 
burning dirty fuel. “Cheap” energy prices too often comes at the expense of hazards 
foisted onto unsuspecting neighbors. The families of Harriman experienced the true cost 
of cheap coal the hard way. 


There is much more work to be done to uncover all the health risks associated with 
unlined coal ash ponds and to conduct a complete cost-benefit analysis of regulating 
these sites. But most of the missing information is on the benefit side of the equation, so 
further research is likely to strengthen the economic case for EPA to step in. 


Hopefully many years will pass without another spill, but as the head of TVA has 
recently acknowledged, plants will need to change their storage practices to truly 
prevent another disaster like Kingston. It’s unclear that we can rely on these facilities to 
learn from TVA’s mistakes and protect their neighbors from harm without strong rules 
requiring adequate protection. The EPA should regulate quickly knowing that doing so 
will yield far more benefits than costs. 


Michael A. Livermore is the executive director of the Institute for Policy Integrity at New 
York University School of Law. He is the author, with Richard L. Revesz, of Retaking 
Rationality: How Cost-Benefit Analysis Can Better Protect the Environmental and Our 
Health. 
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Ozone Standards Clips – 9/3 – 9/6/2011 – Round 3 


 
- TIME – “Is Obama Bad for the Environment?” 
- WSJ – “Jobs Focus for Regulations” 
- Houston Chronicle (blog) – “Obama spokesman dismisses as “ridiculous” suggestion president is 


soft on smog” 
- National Journal – “Obama Delays New Smog Standard” 
- Niles Daily Star – “Upton applauds Obama’s EPA decision”  
- Kokomo Perspective – “Coats Statement on Obama’s Decision to Withdraw the Proposed EPA 


National Smog Standards” 
 
Editorial: 


- Talk News Radio – “OPINION: EPA Called Off” 
- Boston Herald – “Obama Overrules EPA” 
- National Journal (blog) – “Sizing Up Obama's Ozone Standard Delay” 
- New Scientist (blog) – “Ozone climbdown: Is Obama giving up on environment?” 
- Washington Examiner – “Zero jobs prompts Obama retreat on EPA regs” 
- New York Post – “Obama’s war on red tape” 
- The Daily Caller – “Ozone in the No-Zone”  
- NRDC (blog) – “Labor Day Debacle for Clean Air and Health” 


 
 
Is Obama Bad for the Environment? 
TIME 
Tuesday, Sept. 06, 2011  
By Bryan Walsh  
  
 Amid a floundering economy and a looming re-election battle, the environment is going to come second 
for President Obama 
 
Over the past few weeks, there have been two very distinct lobbying efforts directed at President Barack 
Obama over environmental and energy policy. One has been done very publicly — more than 1,000 
activists, ranging from celebrities and scientists to former Obama campaign organizers — have been 
arrested outside the White House, protesting the proposed Keystone XL pipeline, which would transport 
half a million barrels a day of carbon-intensive crude from oil-sands developments in western Canada. 
The other effort has been a bit quieter: representatives from industry groups like the U.S. Chamber of 
Commerce and the American Petroleum Institute have heavily lobbied the White House to abandon a 
move by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to strengthen air-pollution regulations that limit 
smog. 
 
So which lobbying campaign won out? Maybe not the one you'd expect for a President who came into 
office two and a half years ago with the greenest credentials in recent memory. On Sept. 2, President 
Obama shocked his environmental allies when he pulled back the proposed tougher smog standards, 
despite the fact that the EPA had been promising stronger rules for months. Meanwhile, the Keystone XL 
pipeline — which needs White House approval — seems almost certain to go forward, with a State 
Department assessment last month seen as largely in favor of the project and Administration officials 
signaling their support. Big business won while activists and environmentalists lost out.  
(See why the GOP has a hidden agenda to gut the EPA.) 
 
From the extreme to the mainstream, environmental groups reacted to Obama's announcement on smog 
with the fury of the scorned. It didn't help that Obama's political capital with environmentalists was already 
dwindling after his perceived failure to push through carbon cap-and-trade legislation and the gradual 
disappearance of global warming as a White House priority. Greens pondered aloud how a President 
they had worked so hard to elect, one who had pledged to put science before politics, could screw them 
over so badly — and they asked whether he was no longer worth the same effort in 2012. "Many MoveOn 







members are wondering today how they can ever work for President Obama's re-election, or make the 
case for his to their neighbors, when he does something like this," MoveOn executive director Justin 
Ruben said in a statement. "This is a decision we'd expect from George W. Bush." 
 
Ouch. It doesn't get much worse than comparing Obama to a man widely considered to be the least 
environmental President ever. But has Obama really surrendered his green credentials, and given how 
uniformly hostile the Republican presidential candidates are to any form of environmental or climate 
policy, is there anything greens can really do about it? 
 
First, a little background. Under the Clean Air Act, the Administration is required to review air-pollution 
regulations every five years, consulting the latest science to see whether rules need to be tightened to 
protect public health. Back in 2008, Bush's EPA set the new limit for ground-level ozone — the main 
ingredient of smog and a health hazard in its own right — at 75 parts per billion (ppb). That was tighter 
than the existing regulations, but considerably weaker than the 60 to 70 ppb recommended at the time by 
the EPA's own scientists.  
(Read more about the battle over EPA's emissions regulations.) 
 
Advocacy groups like the American Lung Association launched lawsuits to force the government to stop 
the Bush ozone regulations, which they argued would lead to thousands of unnecessary deaths; but 
when Obama took office, they announced a cease-fire at the behest of the new Administration. EPA head 
Lisa Jackson — who said that the Bush rules were "legally indefensible" — promised that the 
Administration would issue stronger ozone regulations that would fall into the 60- to 70-ppb levels 
recommended by the current science. 
 
But industry groups screamed bloody murder over the possibility of tougher regulations, arguing that strict 
air-pollution rules could cost the economy as much as $90 billion a year by 2020. The EPA has said that 
the proposed regulations would still have net positive economic benefits, thanks to the reduction of 
premature deaths, hospitalizations and lost-worker productivity due to bad air. But with the economy 
worsening by the month and the White House increasingly seen as unfriendly to business, that was a 
tough argument to make, and EPA delayed the finalization of the new regulations again and again while 
always promising that they would eventually come. Finally on Sept. 2 — just before the Labor Day 
weekend — White House regulatory chief Cass Sunstein sent a letter to Jackson urging her to reconsider 
the new ozone regulations, adding that new rules "would create needless uncertainty" — essentially 
ending the debate. 
 
 
Since the announcement the White House has tried to make the case that issuing new ozone regulations 
in 2011 would be unnecessary and confusing because the rules are automatically up for review in 2013 
under the Clean Air Act. But the EPA could have been free under the law to issue new rules now and 
then postpone the next review until 2016. In any case, chances are it will take well past 2013 for new 
rules to actually make it into practice-after all, the EPA is already years past its last deadline. 
 
In a conference call after the announcement, one White House official tried to reassure reporters that the 
decision "had nothing to do with politics," but that's frankly ludicrous. This decision came from Obama, 
and he chose to overrule his EPA and disregard science in favor of a political goal-in this case, giving 
business a break at a time when the economy is floundering and his opponents are trying to paint him as 
a job-killing bureaucrat. Greens — and the 4,300 people a year the stronger regulations were predicted to 
save — were left in the cold. "President Obama has come down on the side of the polluters and those 
extreme forces who deny the value of government safeguards," wrote Natural Resources Defense 
Council president Frances Beinecke after Obama's announcement.  
(See photos of the effects of global warming.) 
 







Of course, those "extreme forces" happen to include virtually the entire Republican Party, including all the 
major GOP Presidential candidates, many of whom would be happy to eliminate the EPA altogether. And 
that puts the greens in a political quandary — they may be extremely unhappy with Obama, but a 
Republican victory in 2012 would be an environmental catastrophe. Withdraw their support from Obama, 
and they'll only be shooting themselves in the foot. 
 
It's hard to see any environmental group actually campaigning against Obama, even after the ozone and 
oil sands disappointments, although the effect could be felt in fundraising and grassroots enthusiasm. 
And Obama has still done a lot for greens, from ambitious new fuel economy standards to unprecedented 
funding for alternative energy — not to mention the fact that the President, unlike most of his GOP 
opponents, actually accepts the reality of climate change. But the events of the past few weeks drive 
home an unhappy fact: amid a floundering economy and a scarily tight reelection battle, the environment 
is going to come second for the White House. 
 
Worst of all, there doesn't seem to be much that greens can do about it. More than 1,000 people were 
arrested over the course of the two-week-long protests over the Keystone XL oil sands pipeline, engaging 
in what the writer and activist Bill McKibben called the "largest civil disobedience action in the 
environmental movement in a generation." While the protests were going on, reporters asked White 
House press secretary Jay Carney whether Obama was even aware of the demonstrations going on 
outside his home. Carney said he didn't know. The President's attention is somewhere else. 
 
Read more: http://www.time.com/time/health/article/0,8599,2091814,00.html#ixzz1XBDuQclo  
 
 
 
Jobs Focus for Regulations Article Stock Quotes Comments (15) more in Business  
WSJ 
September 6, 2011 
By DEBORAH SOLOMON, CAROL E. LEE and THOMAS CATAN  
 
President Barack Obama is expected to use his jobs speech to Congress on Thursday to blunt business 
and Republican criticism that his administration is engaged in regulatory overreach. 
 
In the run-up to the speech, Mr. Obama on Friday abandoned a proposed Environmental Protection 
Agency rule tightening air-quality standards. The administration also says a regulatory review will save 
businesses more than $10 billion over five years, and it eased offshore drilling restrictions in the Gulf of 
Mexico and Alaska.  
 
President Obama spoke on Labor Day to a union audience outside General Motors' headquarters in 
Detroit. 
 
But the president's pushback has limits. Last week, for example, the federal government sued to block 
AT&T Corp. from acquiring wireless carrier T-Mobile USA and filed suit against 17 of the world's biggest 
financial institutions for not adequately disclosing the risks of home loans they sold. The White House 
also isn't backing away from the Dodd-Frank financial-regulatory overhaul and the health care law. 
 



http://www.time.com/time/health/article/0,8599,2091814,00.html#ixzz1XBDuQclo





Mr. Obama applauded the new financial regulations in a Labor Day speech in Detroit, saying "working 
folks shouldn't be taken advantage of—so we passed tough financial reform." And he touted a new law to 
stop pay discrimination and regulations to promote worker safety. 
 
Mr. Obama may also talk Thursday about giving industry more time to comply with other regulations, 
including environmental rules that businesses have complained are coming too quickly, according to 
people familiar with the matter.  
 
Mr. Obama has made an effort to appeal to business in the second half of his first term after two initial 
years of frayed relations. The political goal is to show that Mr. Obama is pro-regulation on some key 
fronts, but is generally friendly to business. 
 
The U.S. Chamber of Commerce and the Business Roundtable have accused the White House of 
undercutting the economic recovery by imposing new and onerous regulations.  
 
Republicans in Congress say they are causing businesses to delay investments and hiring. On Friday, 
Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell (R., Ky.) said the president's reversal on the air-quality rule 
"alone will prevent more job losses than any speech the president has given." 
 
Mr. Obama personally said he would jettison the EPA rule that would have reduced smog-forming ozone 
levels. He said the EPA would consider the rule again in 2013. The decision came after an aggressive 
industry-led push to oppose the rule, which the EPA estimated would cost as much as $90 billion per 
year. Chief of Staff William Daley, who was brought in to help smooth relations with business, and Cass 
Sunstein, who heads the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs, are said to have been sympathetic 
to the industry point of view that the rule was unnecessary and could impose too many costs in the midst 
of a struggling economy, according to people familiar with the matter. Central to their thinking was that 
EPA is to reconsider ozone standards again in 2013. EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson, who proposed the 
tighter standard, pushed for its implementation. 
 
Mr. Obama's decision infuriated many Democrats and environmental groups, who say he sided with 
polluters over public health. But White House officials say the president has come to agree that 
regulations such as the EPA rule hurt job growth. Industry-funded studies said the rule would cost millions 
of jobs. 
 
On a call Friday with supporters of the rule, a White House official said the EPA is "under unprecedented 
assault right now" and that Republicans have made the agency "the focus of their efforts." The official 
referenced a letter from House Majority Leader Eric Cantor of Virginia to GOP members vowing to fight 
10 "job-destroying regulations" including seven EPA rules. Some Republican presidential candidates 
have talked about shuttering the EPA, a line that often draws applause. 
 
Jared Bernstein, the former top economic adviser to Vice President Joe Biden now at the Center on 
Budget and Policy Priorities, said Mr. Obama's decision on ozone had little to do with creating jobs. "The 
president is correctly committed to getting rid of outdated and harmful regulations. But to tie it to jobs and 
economic growth is misguided," he said 
 
In other areas, such as antitrust, the administration has had to juggle the competing demands. In 2009, 
Mr. Obama vowed to "reinvigorate" antitrust enforcement. Since then, the Obama Justice Department has 
trod a careful middle path. The administration recently stepped-up challenges to mergers, including 
Nasdaq OMX Group's offer for NYSE Euronext. Even so, it has disappointed some who thought it would 







more consistently place the interests of consumers above those of big business.The administration has 
also resisted efforts to unwind financial rules put in place to prevent a repeat of the 2008 financial crisis. 
Business groups and Republicans have attacked the rules as onerous but the administration has so far 
defended the Dodd-Frank law and continued to call for swift implementation. 
 
"The Obama administration has certainly been more aggressive in its merger enforcement than Bush 43," 
said Melissa Maxman, an antitrust lawyer at Cozen O'Connor law firm in Washington. "But it's come 
under criticism from consumer and antitrust groups for not being as aggressive as it had promised." 
 
Write to Deborah Solomon at deborah.solomon@wsj.com and Thomas Catan at thomas.catan@wsj.com  
 
 
 
Obama spokesman dismisses as “ridiculous” suggestion president is soft on smog 
Houston Chronicle (blog) 
September 4, 2011 
 
White House spokesman Jay Carney responded testily today to a reporter’s suggestion that President 
Obama is soft on smog following the administration’s Friday announcement that it was blocking new 
Environmental Protection Agency ozone standards. 
 
“That suggestion, that question is ridiculous given all the amazing steps he has taken to ensure that we 
enforce the Clean Air Act,” the press secretary told reporters en route to New Jersey for a tour of 
hurricane damage, “including steps on mercury, as well as historic standards for — new standards for fuel 
efficiency for cars and trucks.” 
 
Here’s the question that set Carney off: 
 
Jay, could you talk about the President’s decision to pull back the ozone regulations? The President, as a 
candidate, talked about the importance of protecting clean air. Does this show that that commitment might 
be wavering? 
 
Carney explained that Obama was simply delaying a final decision for two years, not caving in to industry 
groups in an attempt to curry favor with anti-regulation voters. 
 
“The president, as he said in his statement, had to look at the fact that the new standards are being 
reviewed and will be out 2013, on ozone, and that he did not feel at this time that it was wise to add to 
regulatory uncertainty,” Carney said. “So he asked the EPA administrator to withdraw that as we wait for 
new science and new standards.” 
 
Texas lawmakers from both parties hailed Obama’s decision, even as environmentalists and liberal media 
types objected. 
 
“This is great news,” Rep. Sheila Jackson Lee, D-Houston, told Texas on the Potomac. ”This is the result 
of a lot of work in the Texas delegation, Republicans and Democrats working together.” 
 
Jackson Lee said the administration decision is cause for “celebration for saving jobs, and not losing 
jobs.” 







 
But National Resources Defense Council president Frances Beinecke said Obama “is siding with 
corporate polluters over the American people.” 
 
 
Obama Delays New Smog Standard 
National Journal 
By Amy Harder  
Friday, September 2, 2011 | 11:09 a.m. 
 
Bowing to Republican and industry pressure and contradicting his top environmental aide, President 
Obama announced on Friday he was delaying for at least two years one of his administration’s most 
significant environmental and public health standards. 
 
Obama said he was asking EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson to delay until 2013 a tougher smog standard 
that health and environmental groups—and Jackson herself—have said is critical to protecting public 
health, especially for children. 
 
The U.S. Chamber of Commerce, American Petroleum Institute and other major industry groups have 
been putting intense pressure on White House Chief of Staff Bill Daley since early July to punt until 2013, 
arguing that the tougher standard would freeze economic growth and kill jobs. Staring down his reelection 
path, Obama bowed to that pressure—overruling Jackson and other top EPA officials who kept saying the 
agency was going to issue the standard this summer. 
 
“I have continued to underscore the importance of reducing regulatory burdens and regulatory 
uncertainty, particularly as our economy continues to recover,” Obama said in a statement on Friday. 
 
“With that in mind, and after careful consideration, I have requested that Administrator Jackson withdraw 
the draft Ozone [smog] National Ambient Air Quality Standards at this time,” Obama added. “Work is 
already under way to update a 2006 review of the science that will result in the reconsideration of the 
ozone standard in 2013. Ultimately, I did not support asking state and local governments to begin 
implementing a new standard that will soon be reconsidered.” 
 
Obama’s decision quickly drew praise from top GOP lawmakers and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. 
 
“This action alone will prevent more job losses than any speech the president has given, and I hope he 
will listen to the bipartisan calls from across the country to address his administration’s negative impact on 
job creation,” Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell said in a statement. 
 
Michael Steel, spokesman for House Speaker John Boehner, said it was a “good first step” in rolling back 
a job-destroying regulation. “But it is only the tip of the iceberg when it comes to stopping Washington 
Democrats’ agenda of tax hikes, more government ‘stimulus’ spending, and increased regulations—which 
are all making it harder to create more American jobs,” Steel said. 
 
“It is worth noting that the president agreed with just about every one of the chamber’s arguments against 
a new ozone standard,” President and CEO Thomas Donohue said in a statement. “This an enormous 
victory for America’s job creators, the right decision by the president, and one that will help reduce the 
uncertainty facing businesses. It’s also a big first step in what needs to be a broader regulatory-reform 
effort,” Donohue said. 







 
Environmental groups and liberal Democrats were predictably disappointed. Likely offering a glimpse of 
the pressure Obama will get from the left on the campaign trail, the Sierra Club shot out an e-mail with the 
subject line: “Sorry kids, Obama delays smog protections until at least 2013.”  
 
The American Lung Association promised to revive its court action against the administration, "which was 
suspended following numerous assurances that the administration was going to complete this 
reconsideration and obey the law. We had gone to court because the Bush administration failed to follow 
the law and set a protective health standard.” Charles Connor, president and CEO of the group, said in a 
statement. 
 
“By choosing to ignore the recommendations of the Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee, the 
president is failing to follow the nation’s landmark air pollution law, the Clean Air Act, and therefore failing 
to protect public health, particularly those most at risk including children, older people, and people who 
suffer from chronic lung diseases.” 
 
The smog rule would set tougher air-quality standards for states, which in turn would require businesses 
and localities to reduce their pollution. The new rules would have put many counties nationwide into a 
regulatory category known as “nonattainment.” That designation might ultimately require businesses to 
cut air emissions in order for the counties in which they’re located to meet the new federal standards. 
Critics say that could cripple economic growth in many places. The Obama administration has already 
delayed the standard several times in the past two years, and Friday’s announcement makes for the 
biggest delay yet.  
 
White House officials denied that the move was in response to industry pressure or electoral politics. 
“This is not a product of industry pressure. This is a judgment on the merits,” one official said on a 
conference call on Friday. “The point is to rely on the current science, rather than 2006 science.” 
 
Boehner sent a letter to the White House last week that asserted the number of administration regulatory 
actions with a significant impact on jobs and the economy had risen 15 percent since last year. The 
speaker requested that Obama identify for Congress which of these regulations have an estimated 
economic impact of more than $1 billion. 
 
In his response, Obama admitted that the ozone air-quality standard he is now asking the EPA to 
withdraw is among seven proposed rules that would cost upwards of $1 billion to implement, Steel said in 
an e-mailed statement to reporters.  
 
The back-and-forth is a sign of what could be many testy months ahead between Republicans who 
control the House and the administration over whether the White House’s rhetoric over reducing 
regulatory burdens matches its actions. At the core of this tension lies Republican anxiety over President 
Obama’s ability to push new policies through without congressional input. 
 
House Majority Leader Eric Cantor announced on Monday that tackling “job-destroying” regulations will 
be a House Republican focus this fall. Congressional Democrats, including House Minority Whip Steny 
Hoyer, have characterized the GOP focus on regulations as evidence that Republicans “do not have a 
real, comprehensive jobs agenda." 
 







The White House officials said on the conference call that Jackson and Obama were on the same page. 
She “has reconsidered and accepted the president’s own judgment, which is that this should not move 
forward,” one of the officials said.  
 
In a statement, Jackson hailed the progress EPA has made on several other major clean-air rules, yet did 
not comment on Obama’s decision to punt the ozone standard, other than to say the agency will “revisit 
the ozone standard, in compliance with the Clean Air Act.” 
 
Obama in his statement and his top aides on the conference call vowed to fight GOP efforts to delay 
other clean-air regulations. The first test of this promised commitment will come at the end of this month, 
when EPA is expected to announce draft regulations to control climate-change-related pollution from 
power plants. The agency continues to say it will issue them by Sept. 26, but it said the same thing about 
the ozone standard, which the White House ultimately pulled the plug on despite EPA.  
 
Sophie Quinton and Billy House contributed  
 
 
 
Upton applauds Obama’s EPA decision 
Niles Daily Star 
Published 4:53pm Monday, September 5, 2011 
 
U.S. Rep. Fred UptonPresident Obama is calling on the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to 
withdraw its controversial proposal to voluntarily revisit a 2008 ozone standard — a plan that the agency 
itself projected would impose annual costs of as much as $90 billion. 
The EPA’s ozo–ne rule is one of numerous pending regulations from the agency that will cost hundreds of 
thousands of jobs and impose tens of billions of dollars in costs on the struggling economy, Upton claims. 
“After 32 consecutive months of double-digit unemployment, Michigan cannot afford the economic costs 
of more ill-conceived regulations,” said Upton, of St. Joseph. “Nearly every single county in our state and 
across the country would be directly impacted by the proposed change. I commend the president for 
recognizing that adding to costs of doing business is not the key to job creation and innovation. 
“We all know that folks cannot go to work at factories that are never built or are forced to shut their doors 
— it is very clear that EPA’s new ozone proposal would have done just that, forcing millions of jobs to 
someplace other than the United States,” Upton said. “While this is a very positive step forward, it is 
unfortunately but one of this agency’s countless regulatory proposals that have threatened jobs and 
contributed to greater economic uncertainty.” 
Kalamazoo Regional Chamber of Commerce President and CEO Steward Sandstrom made the following 
statement on the president’s announcement: “This is a really great day for southwest Michigan and the 
Kalamazoo region. Had the EPA’s rules gone into effect as proposed, it would have been one of the 
largest job killers we have seen. The remediation the agency proposed would have been ridiculous and 
the economic consequences would have been devastating. We can now look forward and continue 
working to move our economy in a positive direction.” 
 
 
 
Coats Statement on Obama’s Decision to Withdraw the Proposed EPA National Smog 
Standards  
Kokomo Perspective 
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Coats Statement on Obama’s Decision to Withdraw the Proposed EPA National Smog Standards 0 
comments  
 
Senator Dan Coats (R-Ind.), a member of the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee, made 
the following statement today regarding President Obama's request to EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson to 
withdraw the draft of the Ozone National Ambient Air Quality Standards: 
 
"The announcement by the President today to withdraw the EPA's proposed national smog standards is 
welcome news. I am glad the Obama administration is finally realizing that its overreaching regulations 
are hurting American jobs and preventing economic growth. Although today's announcement is a step in 
the right direction, more work needs to be done to get our economy moving again. I hope the President 
will work with Congress to remove the remaining costly regulations that are keeping businesses from 
growing and hiring. With the unemployment rate still above nine percent, it's time the administration 
abandon its old ways and start focusing on a pro-growth agenda that will get Americans back to work." 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EDITORIAL 
 
OPINION: EPA Called Off  
Talk News Radio 
Tuesday, September 6, 2011 at 9:09AM  
Ernest Istook  
 
To his credit, President Obama ordered the EPA to stand down and retract new ozone regulations that 
could have made our struggling economy even worse. 
 
The EPA plan carried a price tag of $90-billion a year, making it tougher than ever for companies to stay 
in business, much less to expand. Since there were no net jobs added nationwide in August—zero—we 
don’t need more killer red tape. 
 
But Obama can do more. He’d been taking the position that federal bureaucrats are just doing their job—
but now he acknowledges that they work for him and he can give them directions. 
 
Obama can and should get other bureaucrats to shape up—like the National Labor Relations Board that 
is giving labor unions undue and uneven advantage over employers. Cutting red tape would go a long 
way to giving businesses the reassurance that it’s safe to start hiring again. 
 
From The Heritage Foundation, I’m Ernest Istook. 
 
 







 
Obama overrules EPA 
Boston Herald 
Monday, September 5, 2011  
By Boston Herald Editorial Staff 
 
 
The president actually gave the nation one big hint that he gets it when it comes to the impact of 
regulations on the economy at the end of last week when he ordered a halt to pending EPA smog 
regulations. The announcement came on the heels of dismal jobs numbers — a situation Barack Obama 
wisely decided not to exacerbate. 
 
The proposed regulations aimed at more strictly controlling the amount of allowable ground level 
pollutants would have added anywhere from $19 billion to $90 billion — depending on how tight the 
standard applied would be — to the cost of doing business. That’s $19 billion to $90 billion that would not 
be available to put into growing jobs or productivity. 
 
Of course, it was also last week that the Obama administration was touting it own efforts to pare back 
needless and costly regulations — regs they estimated would save business $10 billion over five years or 
barely a drop in the bucket of what the EPA regs would have added to that burden. 
 
Environmentalists insisted that now we all are doomed. To which we can only repeat an analogy used by 
The Associated Press. The EPA proposed “a range for the concentration of ground-level ozone allowed in 
the air — from 60 parts per billion to 70 parts per billion. That’s about equal to a single tennis ball in an 
Olympic-size swimming pool full of tennis balls.” 
 
Any questions? 
 
 
Sizing Up Obama's Ozone Standard Delay 
National Journal (blog) 
By Amy Harder 
Tuesday, September 6, 2011 
 
Was President Obama right or wrong to withdraw the Environmental Protection Agency's smog standard?  
 
Last week, Obama announced he was withdrawing EPA's re-proposal of the George W. Bush-era 
ground-level ozone standard until at least 2013 when the agency will regularly review it. While 
underscoring his commitment to EPA's efforts to clean up the air, he said: "Ultimately, I did not support 
asking state and local governments to begin implementing a new standard that will soon be 
reconsidered." 
 
What implications does this have for the economy and the country's air quality? How does this affect 
Obama's commitment to other EPA rules, such as those controlling mercury and greenhouse gas 
emissions from power plants? 
 
1 Response 
 







September 6, 2011 10:38 AM 
 
Don’t Fall for Ozone Distraction 
By Phil Kerpen 
 
Vice President, Policy, Americans for Prosperity 
 
 
The disastrous EPA proposal for unreasonably low ozone standards would have destroyed over seven 
million jobs and ground industrial activity to a halt. Nearly the whole country would have been out of 
attainment. 
 
Obama said that he would pause the regulations “at this time.” He went on to explain: “Work is already 
underway to update a 2006 review of the science that will result in the reconsideration of the ozone 
standard in 2013.” In other words, Obama still plans to pursue this disastrous regulation, but not until after 
the next election. 
 
Most likely, that was always the plan. The out-of-cycle ozone reproposal never made much sense from a 
political or practical standpoint, given the weak economy, the impending election, and regularly-scheduled 
review in 2013. 
 
In fact, the gratuitous ozone reproposal may have been a diversionary tactic from the beginning, giving 
Democratic lobbyists and fundraisers an opportunity to shake the trees and delivery a "victory" while 
allowing the president to look balanced while his EPA continu... 
 
 
The disastrous EPA proposal for unreasonably low ozone standards would have destroyed over seven 
million jobs and ground industrial activity to a halt. Nearly the whole country would have been out of 
attainment. 
 
Obama said that he would pause the regulations “at this time.” He went on to explain: “Work is already 
underway to update a 2006 review of the science that will result in the reconsideration of the ozone 
standard in 2013.” In other words, Obama still plans to pursue this disastrous regulation, but not until after 
the next election. 
 
Most likely, that was always the plan. The out-of-cycle ozone reproposal never made much sense from a 
political or practical standpoint, given the weak economy, the impending election, and regularly-scheduled 
review in 2013. 
 
In fact, the gratuitous ozone reproposal may have been a diversionary tactic from the beginning, giving 
Democratic lobbyists and fundraisers an opportunity to shake the trees and delivery a "victory" while 
allowing the president to look balanced while his EPA continues its multi-trillion-dollar regulatory agenda. 
 
The day after the 2010 election, President Obama said: “Cap and trade was just one way of skinning the 
cat; it was not the only way. It was a means, not an end.” 
 
While the left feigns outrage over ozone – distracting the public and trying to make Obama look like a 
centrist – the EPA will move forward with its MACT rules and its NSPS for greenhouse gases. And unless 







Congress steps in and stops the EPA, the cat that will get skinned is an American economy simply can’t 
afford steeply higher energy prices and hundreds of thousands of lost jobs. 
 
(Of course, if Obama is re-elected his disastrous ozone proposal will still have to be defeated in 2013.) 
 
Ozone climbdown: Is Obama giving up on environment? 
New Scientist (blog) 
6 September 2011  
Andy Coghlan, reporter 
 
Did President Barack Obama sell out to big business last week by abandoning plans for stricter limits on 
ozone pollution? Announced on 2 September, the decision was greeted with deep suspicion by 
environmental and health groups, who fear he has caved in to pressure from Republicans and industry to 
rid the country of what they say are burdensome regulations that could cost jobs.  
 
The upshot is that legal ozone limits will stay at 84 parts of ozone per billion of air, the same as they were 
in 1997 when they were last upgraded. If the new rules had been adopted, they would have reduced the 
limit to 60 ppb, a tightening of standards denounced by industry as too costly.  
 
Hardly surprisingly then, that industry was delighted with the news. "We loudly applauded President 
Obama today for his decision to send the Environmental Protection Agency's voluntary reconsideration of 
the 2008 Ozone National Ambient Air Quality Standards back to EPA with instructions to withdraw the 
rule," wrote Ross Eisenberg in a blog for the US Chamber of Commerce.  
 
But environmental groups such as the National Resources Defense Council see it as a sell-out that will 
cost lives. "The stronger smog standards would have saved up to 4300 lives and as many as 2200 heart 
attacks every year," wrote the NRDC's Frances Beinecke in a blog. "They would have made breathing 
easier for the 24 million Americans living with asthma, and they would have created up to $37 billion in 
health benefits annually." 
 
As noted by The Washington Post, environmentalists could be forgiven for wondering whether Obama is 
quietly abandoning the green credentials that helped him win office.  
 
"It's hard to understand why [Obama] made this decision, which will only embolden [his] enemies and 
alienate [his] allies," says Daniel Weiss of the liberal research group, Center for American Progress 
(CAP). Obama was naive, Weiss says, to think that Republicans would be satisfied with one regulatory 
concession on air pollution.  
 
According to The New York Times, green suspicions of a sell-out president had already been aroused in 
August when Obama gave the OK for the Keystone XL pipeline that would bring tar sands oil from 
Canada to the Gulf Coast. Just last Friday, more than 1000 protesters against the pipeline were arrested 
outside the White House.  
 
But the White House has fought back against the "sell-out" claims. Jay Carney, a White House 
spokesman, told the Houston Chronicle that the president is not "soft on smog". Carney said that Obama 
was simply delaying a final decision on ozone for two years, not caving in to industry groups in an attempt 
to butter up anti-regulation voters. The reason, he said, was that the new standards were in the process 







of being reviewed anyway, so it would have been premature to introduce them until the review was 
complete in 2013.  
 
Even the gung-ho US Chamber of Commerce has acknowledged that the ozone standards could yet pop 
up to haunt them in two years' time. "While [Obama's] decision is clearly a victory for the American 
economy, keep in mind that it may be short lived," wrote Ross Eisenberg on the group's blog. "EPA has 
the chance to do it all again in a few short years."  
 
 
 
Zero jobs prompts Obama retreat on EPA regs 
Washington Examiner  
09/05/11 8:05 PM 
By: Examiner Editorial |  
  
President Obama announced that his administration was rescinding proposed ozone regulations that the 
EPA estimated would cost the U.S. economy $90 billion a year. If the first step is admitting you have a 
problem, then President Obama may have begun rehabilitating his presidency last Friday when he 
announced that his administration was rescinding proposed ozone regulations that the Environmental 
Protection Agency estimated would cost the U.S. economy $90 billion a year. Obama's announcement 
came just hours after the latest Labor Department jobs report showed the unemployment rate unchanged 
at 9.1 percent after the economy added zero jobs in August. 
 
 In a conference call following the announcement, a senior White House official insisted that Obama's 
decision "has nothing to do with politics." We hope that is not true. We hope that the pressure of near-
double-digit unemployment, 32 months after Obama passed his $820 billion stimulus package, is forcing 
Obama to put job creation ahead of the whims of the environmental movement. 
 
When the enviro-leftists scream, put in earplugs because there is no concern that Obama's decision will 
harm the air you breathe. The Environmental Protection Agency is still regulating ozone levels, a major 
contributor to smog, in accordance with standards that the Bush EPA established in 2008. By law the 
EPA must review its National Ambient Air Quality Standards for air pollutants every five years, so Obama 
EPA's decision to issue new standards 2 1/2 years early was mystifying. 
 
Perhaps he has learned his lesson. As encouraging as this decision is, Obama's explanation for it was 
even better. He said he decided to rescind the proposed regulations because of "the importance of 
reducing regulatory burdens and regulatory uncertainty, particularly as our economy continues to 
recover." 
 
It is a huge step for Obama to admit that his regulatory agenda is creating burdens and uncertainty for job 
creators. This is the president who once blithely quipped, "You know, the business community is always 
complaining about regulations." But Friday's decision can only be viewed positively if it is indeed a first 
step.  
 
There are still six other proposed regulations from the EPA that would cost the economy dearly. 
According to the EPA's own estimates, the cost to small businesses for obtaining carbon emission 
permits alone would be $76 billion per year, not including the hundreds of billions of dollars in widespread 
economic damage from higher energy prices. 







 
If Obama really wanted to remove "regulatory uncertainty" from the economy, he would use his Thursday 
jobs speech to announce that he is ordering EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson to halt all of her agency's 
work on global warming regulations. 
 
Read more at the Washington Examiner: http://washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/2011/09/zero-jobs-
prompts-obama-retreat-epa-regs#ixzz1XBApZpy5  
 
 
 
Obama’s war on red tape 
New York Post 
Posted: September 06, 2011 
 
The White House at week’s end deep-sixed proposed environmental regulations that delighted greenies 
but would certainly have killed jobs. 
 
Good for the White House. 
 
Among the rules was one that would’ve brought allowable ground ozone levels down so low that even 
Yellowstone National Park -- not exactly an asthmatic’s nightmare -- would likely have been out of 
compliance. 
 
The regs would also have socked it to power producers and the industries that rely on them, imposing a 
total estimated cost of as much as $90 billion. 
 
Friday, President Obama overruled his own Environmental Protection Agency, directing Administrator 
Lisa Jackson to nix the proposed regs. 
 
For sure, the greenies won’t take “no” for an answer: Already, some are pledging they’ll try to foist their 
ozone-free utopia upon the nation through (of course) the courts. 
 
But, for now, it seems the president at least has thrown over the environmentalists in favor of sounder 
advice. 
 
Indeed, his EPA decision was surely influenced by pleading by many industry groups -- from the Business 
Roundtable to the US Chamber of Commerce -- not to drive another stake into the economy’s heart. 
 
And he obviously heard the collective gasp early Friday morning, when the Bureau of Labor Statistics 
revealed that August had seen the creation of zero new jobs, while simultaneously downgrading the 
figures for June and July. 
 
Of course, Obama should feel no shame in listening to what the nation’s employers -- and brutal 
economic figures -- are telling him. 
 
Indeed, he’d do well to double down on the ozone decision and take a hatchet to a lot of other regs as 
well. 
 



http://washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/2011/09/zero-jobs-prompts-obama-retreat-epa-regs#ixzz1XBApZpy5

http://washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/2011/09/zero-jobs-prompts-obama-retreat-epa-regs#ixzz1XBApZpy5





Researchers at Washington University in St. Louis and George Washington University have found that, 
despite record debt, regulatory agencies’ budgets have jumped 16 percent so far this year. Against a 
backdrop of 9.1 percent unemployment, their hiring has climbed a staggering 13 percent. 
 
According to the Office of Management and Budget, the administration has issued more than 340 
regulations just this year -- and has another 4,200 in the works. 
 
And Obama’s two signature legislative achievements -- the Dodd-Frank Act and ObamaCare -- wrap the 
financial and health-care industries in so much red tape that they’re practically mummified. 
 
The ozone-rule rollback was a terrific first step. 
 
But it was only a first step. 
 
Read more: 
http://www.nypost.com/p/news/opinion/editorials/obama_war_on_red_tape_eDHumZw6GaRkkDAJKYuM
3I#ixzz1XBIEGnIK  
 
 
Ozone in the no-zone    
The Daily Caller 
September 6, 2011  
By Susan Dudley  
 
Susan E. Dudley is Director of the George Washington University Regulatory Studies Center, which 
works to raise awareness of regulations’ effects and improve regulatory policy through research, 
education, and outreach. She formerly served as Administrator of the Office of Information and 
Regulatory Affairs in the U.S. Office of Management and Budget. 
 
President Obama made an important decision Friday not to pursue discretionary new EPA regulations 
that would have set more stringent standards for levels of ozone in the ambient air. In a statement 
announcing the decision, he noted that EPA was working on revising the standard again in 2013 and 
concluded: 
 
“Ultimately, I did not support asking state and local governments to begin implementing a new standard 
that will soon be reconsidered.” 
 
The national ambient air quality standards (NAAQS) for ozone have a checkered history. This is the third 
time in as many revisions of the standard that a president has had to weigh in on EPA’s decision. 
 
In 1997 EPA’s proposed standard of 80 parts per billion (ppb) ran into strong objections from other federal 
agencies, including the Department of Commerce (then led by current White House Chief of Staff William 
Daley) and OMB’s Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA). President Clinton ultimately sided 
with EPA Administrator Carol Browner, but promised states that EPA would not actually enforce the very 
expensive standard — at least not right away, and not beyond some agreed-upon cost thresholds. 
 
Ten years later, EPA again faced objections from other agencies and OIRA, as well as from state and 
local governments, when it proposed to tighten the standard to 75 ppb. Many regions of the country were 
unable to comply with the 1997 standards, so ratcheting them down again appeared unlikely to yield any 



http://www.nypost.com/p/news/opinion/editorials/obama_war_on_red_tape_eDHumZw6GaRkkDAJKYuM3I#ixzz1XBIEGnIK

http://www.nypost.com/p/news/opinion/editorials/obama_war_on_red_tape_eDHumZw6GaRkkDAJKYuM3I#ixzz1XBIEGnIK





health benefits but was certain to raise costs and constrain economic growth. This time, EPA also wanted 
to add a distinct welfare-based “secondary” standard, aimed at protecting vegetation rather than human 
health. 
 
Again the interagency dispute reached the oval office, but the question to President Bush was not the 
appropriate level of the health standard (on which OIRA reluctantly deferred to EPA) but the addition of 
the welfare standard with a distinct form. EPA argued that the new form of secondary standard would not 
affect air quality because the primary standard was binding, but other agencies viewed it as a troubling 
precedent and a pointless proliferation of complicated rules. This time, the president sided with OIRA and 
directed EPA not to adopt a new form for the secondary standard. 
 
Unhappy with President Bush’s decision, in 2009 disgruntled EPA staff convinced their new administrator, 
Lisa Jackson, to revisit the ozone standard ahead of the five-year scheduled review. In January 2010, 
EPA proposed not only to adopt a distinct form for the secondary standard, but also to tighten the primary 
standard below the level established in 2008. These new standards appeared destined to become law 
until the president’s announcement last week. 
 
President Obama cited current economic conditions as part of his rationale for staying EPA’s hand on the 
2011 standard. In doing so, he rejected EPA’s argument that the Clean Air Act allows no room for such 
considerations. The president’s decision likely will stand because environmental groups that would 
challenge the decision will have a stronger case by waiting until 2013, when EPA has a statutory duty to 
revisit the ozone standard. The threat of litigation will make it much more difficult, at that point, for any 
president to maintain control of the outcome. 
 
Read more: http://dailycaller.com/2011/09/06/ozone-in-the-no-zone/#ixzz1XBaMmgdX 
 
 
A Labor Day Debacle for Clean Air and Health 
NRDC (blog) 
Posted September 5, 2011  
Kim Knowlton 
 
The President refused to set lower, more health-protective ozone air quality standards.  The decision 
ignores the unanimous recommendation of the scientific advisors who were asked to look at the evidence 
and agreed: a lower standard is needed to protect Americans’ health. 
 
Friday’s retreat is a tragedy of public health victories “that-might-have-been,” now abandoned:   
 
4,300 lives every year could have been saved – and now, will not be.  
2,200 heart attacks every year could have been avoided – and now, won’t be.  
770,000 days when people miss work or school could have been avoided - but not now.  
23,000 asthma attacks annually could've been prevented because of cleaner air.  
Are you one of the 25 million Americans with asthma? That includes an estimated 7 million kids. The 
Centers for Disease Control & Prevention (CDC) says asthma prevalence rates are on the rise 
nationwide. The greatest 2001-2009 increase was among African-American children (almost a 50% 
increase). Friday’s decision is terrible news for people with asthma. The White House will need to answer 
if you’re asking, what happened? 
 



http://dailycaller.com/2011/09/06/ozone-in-the-no-zone/#ixzz1XBaMmgdX





This one decision hurts tens of millions vulnerable to ozone smog air pollution: people with asthma, 
children, seniors, people with chronic heart, respiratory or lung ailments, outdoor workers, athletes, and 
those of us trying to exercise outside, breathe deeply, get fit and stay fit --- but work and play is more 
difficult in ozone-polluted air. 
 
EPA’s website describes how breathing ozone irritates airways and reduces lung function in ways likened 
to “getting a sunburn on your lungs.” It can trigger chest pain, coughing, throat irritation, worsen 
bronchitis, emphysema, and asthma. Repeated exposure can permanently scar lung tissue. 
 
The President’s decision is a capitulation to industry polluters at the expense of public health. It retreats 
from the mission of protecting human health and our children’s right to breathe clean, healthy air. 
 
Even considering costs, we need a lower ozone standard. As my colleague Laurie Johnson explains 
here, EPA’s economic analysis finds that the benefits of a lower, more health-protective air quality 
standard outweigh costs 26 to 1. NRDC’s Frances Beinecke highlights this and more here. 
 
At the very least, now we expect President Obama to strongly defend what remains of the Clean Air Act 
rules that are already out. 
 
Undoubtedly, public health will face more House attacks. But public health should not be negotiable. Our 
children’s health is not for sale. 
 








Topline Messages: 


 
 We are opening for public comment flexible standards to protect the United 


State’s aquatic ecosystems.   The Clean Water Act protects the health of our 
nation’s lakes, rivers and other waterbodies so that they can be safely used by the 
American public for drinking, recreation, fishing, agriculture, and to support a 
strong, vibrant economy.  
 


 This proposal establishes a strong baseline level of protection and then allows 
additional safeguards for aquatic life to be developed through a rigorous site-
specific analysis, an approach that ensures the most up to date technology 
available is being used. 


 
 By setting flexible technology standards for cooling water  structures, EPA’s 


common sense proposal would greatly reduce the damage to ecosystems while 
accommodating site specific circumstances and providing a cost effective options.    


 
 EPA is proposing these standards to meet its obligations under the Clean Water 


Act pursuant to a recent settlement agreement with environmental groups 
whereby EPA agreed to issue cooling water intake regulations in three phases. 


 
 By the time the agency takes final action in July 2012, industry will have been 


waiting nearly twenty years for the regulatory certainty that facilitates sound 
investment decisions. The public will have been waiting just as long for 
reassurance that the aquatic environment is being protected. With this action, we 
are closer to doing both. 


 
 The public’s comments will be instrumental in shaping sensible safeguards for 


aquatic life and providing the case-by-case details we need to build a 
commonsense path forward. The input we receive will make certain that we end 
up with a flexible and effective rule to protect the health of our waters and 
ecosystems. 
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PEOPLE ARE TALKING  
==================================================================== 


 
With the internet, blogs, Twitter, forums - people are talking about EPA 24/7 


Here’s a sampling of what was said on April 1, 2010: 
 


NOTE:  To read the entire blog entry, click on underlined URL.  To learn more about the 
blogger, click on the name/link in first line.  Notes and headings are from OPA. 
 
 
Lisa Jackson 
 
Call on EPA to reduce coal ash health risks for everyone @LisaPJackson 


Posted by: @ ssctrain      6:40 pm     Full post: http://www.bit.ly/aWHXFE 
 
Destroying America with the EPA’s Carbon Lies by Alan Caruba: Lisa Jackson, Obama’s 
EPA director…. 


Posted by: climaterealists:    4:40 pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/aK1Klk 
 
Good moves, not enough RT @lisapjackson more guidance on mountaintop mining 
standards to protect Appalachian waters:  


Posted by: AdamJermstad:      3:40 pm     Full post: http://budurl.com/wxg2 
 
Thank you! RT @lisapjackson: Today announced more guidance on MTM standards to 
protect App waters:  


Posted by: jwrandolph      2:35 pm     Full post: http://budurl.com/wxg2 
 
Music to my ears! RT @jwrandolph: Roughly quoting @LisaPJackson: None-to-very few 
valleyfills wd b able 2 meet this guidance 


Posted by: kycarrie:     2:45 pm     Full post: http://budurl.com/wxg2 
  
 
 
Mountain Top Removal Mining Announcement 
 
Guardian (UK):  EPA Raises the Bar for Mountaintop Mining:  The Obama 
administration effectivel...  


Posted by: solveclimate    7:10 pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/briHkg 
 


NY Times:  EPA Rules to Limit Water Pollution From Mining 
Posted by: Berry_Smith:    7:07 pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/aUbTfP 


(Note:  “Let me be clear,” Ms. Jackson said during a phone call with reporters. “This is not about 
ending coal mining. This is about ending coal mining pollution.”) 
 



http://twitter.com/LisaPJackson

http://www.bit.ly/aWHXFE

http://bit.ly/aK1Klk

http://twitter.com/lisapjackson

http://twitter.com/AdamJermstad

http://budurl.com/wxg2

http://twitter.com/lisapjackson

http://budurl.com/wxg2

http://twitter.com/jwrandolph

http://twitter.com/LisaPJackson

http://twitter.com/kycarrie

http://budurl.com/wxg2

http://bit.ly/briHkg

http://twitter.com/Berry_Smith

http://bit.ly/aUbTfP
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Wash. Independent: EPA Sharply Limits Mountaintop Mining: By curbing the practice of 
dumping waste in valleys, the...  


Posted by: TMCMemberFeed:   7:00 pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/cPhdD5 
 
Earth Justice News: EPA Issues Guidelines to Prevent Further Environmental Harm to 
Appalachia  


Posted by: Earthjustice:    6:50 pm     Full post: http://goo.gl/fb/1RSdw 
(Note:  From Earthjustice president Trip Van Noppen:  "We commend Administrator Jackson 
and the EPA for recognizing that the people of coal communities deserve the full protection of 
our clean water laws, and we're glad to see that EPA is back on the job. 
 
 
EPA and DOT Enact New Auto Fuel Efficiency Standards 
 
Yet more reason to flee VA RT @postmetro: Ken #Cuccinelli to challenge Obama/EPA 
over fuel standards for cars, trucks  


Posted by: mjanssen     6:20 pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/99Pu2R 
 


NY Times:  A very good move today by EPA! U.S. Issues Limits on Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions From Cars  


Posted by: fjwakron    6:00 pm     Full post: - http://nyti.ms/c4fGjn 
 


US DOT/EPA & Canada set higher mpg standards & 1st ever GHG levels for pass. cars & 
lt. trucks.  


Posted by: USClimateLaw:    4:28 pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/9yNYXl 
 
EPA & DOT Finalize New Vehicle Standards to Save Oil, Cut Pollution, And Create Jobs  


Posted by: FloorMatGuys     4:30 pm     Full post: - http://bit.ly/a48c77 
 
EPA estimates new auto regs boost price of cars & trucks by average US $1,300 per vehicle.  


Posted by: FraserInstitute:    3:35 pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/drDhaA 
 
EPA historic #tailpipe rule cuts GH gases from cars, trucks, & reduce smog and soot in 
southern cities  


Posted by: selc_org:     2:05 pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/d1ZEqR 
(Note:  Southern Environmental Law Center) 


 


 


 


 



http://twitter.com/TMCMemberFeed

http://bit.ly/cPhdD5

http://twitter.com/Earthjustice

http://goo.gl/fb/1RSdw

http://twitter.com/postmetro

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23Cuccinelli

http://bit.ly/99Pu2R

http://twitter.com/fjwakron

http://nyti.ms/c4fGjn

http://twitter.com/USClimateLaw

http://bit.ly/9yNYXl

http://twitter.com/FloorMatGuys

http://bit.ly/a48c77

http://bit.ly/drDhaA

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23tailpipe

http://bit.ly/d1ZEqR
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ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 
ENERGY 


EPA Announces New Water Quality Standards For Mountaintop Removal 
Permits (Tree Hugger) 


by Rachel Cernansky on 04. 1.10  


Lisa Jackson announced a new EPA guidance document today that will create new standards for mountaintop 
removal project permits. Some of us were hoping (if unrealistically) for an all-out ban, but the move should at least 
reduce the damage to water quality that mountaintop removal is known for. 


The major highlight of the new guidance is the EPA's concern over the electrical conductivity found in streams near 
mining sites. (Conductivity is the measure of water's ability to conduct an electric current, and in the context of 
mountaintop removal, it is a good indicator of damage to a stream because it reveals dissolved solids in the water 
that can kill aquatic life.)  


In trying to understand the environmental impact of mountaintop removal, some studies looking at conductivity have 
relied on a benchmark of 500 microsiemens per cubic centimeter, a level above which streams can suffer irreversible 
damage—but today's announcement points to a new study warning that even levels of 300 microsiemens can be 
harmful. (Scary, then, that Jackson mentioned this morning having seen levels as high as 4,000 or 5,000.) 


For non-scientists, what this means is that permits for mountaintop removal projects will be held to higher 
environmental standards. So in theory, if a mining proposal has no plan for keeping water damage to below 500 
microsiemens per cubic centimeter, it will not be granted a permit. The case of Spruce Mine gives reason to believe 
this will be upheld. 


As for the 300 level, as Coal Tattoo explains, "if modeling suggests conductivity will end up between 300 and 500, 
then EPA 'should work with the permitting authority to ensure that the permit includes conditions that protect against 
conductivity levels exceeding 500.'" 


In a conference call with the press today, Lisa Jackson made it clear that "this is not about ending coal mining—this is 
about ending coal mining pollution." 


 
 


EPA issues 'sweeping' mountaintop mining rules (The Hill) 
 
By Jim Snyder - 04/01/10 02:23 PM ET  


EPA announced today new permit requirements for mountaintop mining operations designed to 
reduce water pollution levels. An industry official called the changes "sweeping" in scope and a 
threat to jobs in Appalachia.  
 
The guidance from EPA establishes a range of conductivity levels for streams affected by runoff 
from mountaintop mining, a controversial practice in which explosives literally blow off the tops 



http://www.treehugger.com/author/rachel-cernasky/

http://www.epa.gov/owow/wetlands/guidance/mining.html#memo20100401

http://www.treehugger.com/files/2009/07/mountaintop-removal-coal-mining-stream-damage-1000-years-to-fix.php

http://www.treehugger.com/files/2010/03/epa-data-shows-streams-near-mountaintop-removal-coal-mines-toxic.php

http://www.epa.gov/volunteer/stream/vms59.html

http://blogs.wvgazette.com/coaltattoo/2009/09/28/conductivity-a-looming-problem-for-coal-wvdep/

http://blogs.wvgazette.com/coaltattoo/2009/10/16/huge-mtr-news-epa-moves-to-veto-spruce-mine-permit/

http://blogs.wvgazette.com/coaltattoo/2010/04/01/breaking-news-not-an-april-fools-joke-epa-actually-does-take-unprecedented-steps-to-reduce-damage-from-mountaintop-removal-coal-mining/

http://www.treehugger.com/files/2009/04/treehugger-talks-lisa-jackson-epa-administrator-earth-day.php
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of mountains to expose coal seams near the surface. Conductivity is a measure of the salt in the 
water. The higher the salt levels the more difficult it is for organisms to survive. 
 
EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson said the intention wasn't to stop coal mining but to stop water 
pollution from coal mining and to provide the industry with greater clarity on water standards 
mines have to meet. 
 
"The people of Appalachia shouldn't have to choose between a clean, healthy environment in 
which to raise their families and the jobs they need to support them," Jackson said in a statement. 


Luke Popovich, a spokesman for the National Mining Association, said the group was "deeply 
concerned" that EPA's action would harm the regional economy. 
 
"This guidance ignores a much-needed balance between economic needs and environmental 
expectations," Popovich said. 
 
EPA's guidance establishes a range of conductivity levels mine applications will be measured 
against. The standard sets a maximum level of 500 microSiemens per centimeter, which is about 
five times the normal level, EPA said. The goal is to protect 95 percent of aquatic life in fresh 
water streams in Appalachia, where this type of mining is performed. 
 
One target of the new guidance is the "valley fills" mountaintop mining operations can create. 
Mine operators sometimes dump the mountain debris in nearby valleys, a practice that 
environmental groups say causes severe damage to the environment. 
 
Jackson said the guidance would likely severly curtail valley fills, if not eliminate them 
altogether. NMA's Popovich said the guidance would apply to other types of mining operations 
and could also put new restrictions on construction and other commercial activities.  
 
The new guidance doesn't affect mines now operating but will be applied to 79 permits under 
review at EPA and future mine applications, Jackson said. 
 
EPA also released two studies on the effects of mountaintop mining. The studies show 
"significant damage to local streams that are polluted with the mining runoff from mountaintop 
mining removal," EPA said in a release. 


Michael Brune, executive director of the Sierra Club, said the policy "represents the most 
significant administrative action ever taken to address mountaintop removal coal mining." 


This story was updated at 4:25 
on Thursday.    
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EPA Proposes New Mountaintop Removal Pollution  Controls (Huffington 
Post) 
TIM HUBER | 04/ 1/10 04:26 PM |  


 


CHARLESTON, W.Va. — The Obama administration Thursday spelled out tighter water quality 
standards for surface coal mines in Appalachia in a move that could curtail mountaintop removal 
mining. 


The policy will sharply reduce the practice of filling valleys with waste from mountaintop 
removal and other types of surface mines in a six-state region, U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency Administrator Lisa Jackson said. 


The policy met with immediate praise from opponents who consider mountaintop mining too 
destructive and disappointment from mine operators who say the new approach will eliminate 
many valuable jobs. 


The agency also released two reports discussing watershed damage in the region from surface 
mining. Burying streams with mine wastes increases salt levels in waterways downstream, 
hurting fish and other aquatic life, the EPA said. Jackson said the new policy should protect 95 
percent of aquatic life. 


"You're talking about either no or very few valley fills," Jackson said. "That's just the truth, that's 
the science of it." 


The lone major permit approved by federal regulators since Jackson began cracking down on 
Appalachian surface mining a year ago includes no valley fills. 


"These new guidelines will reduce the destruction caused by mountaintop removal, and 
communities will be able to focus on building a clean energy economy," Sierra Club Executive 
Director Michael Brune said in a statement. 


Virginia-based Massey Energy, one of the largest producers in the affected region, provided a 
chart showing San Pellegrino and Perrier mineral waters exceed the EPA standard, as did water 
from a pond at a southern West Virginia mine. 


"We're deeply concerned by the impact this policy will have on employment and economic 
activity throughout the Appalachian region," National Mining Association spokesman Luke 
Popovich said. 


Story continues below  


The organization's figures show surface mines in the six states covered by the policy produced 
more than 150 million tons of coal and employed nearly 20,500 people in 2008. U.S. production 
totaled more than 1.17 billion that year. 



http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2010/04/01/epa-proposes-new-mountain_n_522048.html?view=print##
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"To painstakingly try to limit the impacts to one kind of mining operation, to a single industry 
and to future operations is frankly disingenuous," Popovich said. 


The EPA is applying the policy in West Virginia, Kentucky, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Virginia and 
Tennessee. "All the science here and all the data, much of it comes from the state of West 
Virginia," Jackson said. 


She said it may be applied to underground mining as well, though that practice typically is more 
palatable to environmental groups. "Please don't think we won't look at and use this same science 
in evaluating other types of operations," she said. 


West Virginia's Department of Environmental Protection Secretary Randy Huffman questioned 
EPA's approach, saying the agency was changing the permitting process through a guidance 
document rather than regulations. "They put the standards they want on the mining industry 
without going through any legal framework," he said. 


Moreover, Huffman said EPA's new standard is lower than what his agency had determined was 
protective of water quality and aquatic life. 


"The geology and other characteristics of a stream impact are what causes adverse impacts or 
doesn't," he said. "There is not a one-size fits all for dissolved solids. That's one of the concerns 
of the approach EPA is taking here." 


Associated Press Writer Brian Farkas contributed to this story. 


 


 


FUEL 
LaHood: New auto mileage rules were a hard slog(The Hill) 
 
By Ben Geman - 04/01/10 01:28 PM ET  


Transportation Secretary Ray LaHood said Thursday that finalizing new auto efficiency rules 
took lots of work for his department. 
 
The Transportation Department and EPA rolled out final rules Thursday – covering model years 
2012-2016 – that sharply increase fuel economy standards and impose first-time carbon dioxide 
limits on vehicles. 
 
Asked on a conference call if DoT and EPA would continue collaborating on rules for 
subsequent years, he joked: “Anything post-2016 will come after people get a good week of 
sleep.” 



http://thehill.com/blogs/e2-wire/677-e2-wire/90151-big-federal-auto-mileage-rule-on-tap-thursday
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Source:  
http://thehill.com/blogs/e2-wire/677-e2-wire/90233-lahood-new-auto-mileage-rules-were-a-
hard-slog 
 


Green groups, automakers praise new vehicle mileage rules (The Hill) 
 
By Ben Geman - 04/01/10 02:36 PM ET  


A day after environmentalists roundly criticized the Obama administration for expanding 
offshore drilling, green groups are cheering newly-finalized rules that boost vehicle fuel 
economy and limit tailpipe greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
The Transportation Department and EPA completed joint rules Thursday – covering model years 
2012-2016 – that they estimate will conserve nearly 1.8 billion barrels of oil and cut emissions 
by nearly a billion tons over the lives of the vehicles. 
 
“This action represents an essential step toward meeting the president’s goals of transforming 
our nation’s energy policies, rebuilding the struggling economy and protecting the planet for 
future generations,” said Gene Karpinski, president of the League of Conservation Voters, one of 
several environmental groups that cheered the new rules. 


 
The rules have buy-in from the auto industry. They represent a deal struck last year between the 
industry, the White House, and states under which California and roughly a dozen other states 
planning to impose vehicle emissions standards agreed to defer to the federal rule.  
 
That meant the auto industry avoided a patchwork of state rules, and in return accepted a faster 
ramp-up in mileage standards than called for under a 2007 law. 
 
The Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers – a trade group representing 11 automakers including 
Detroit’s big three – praised the rules. 
 
“America needs a roadmap to reduced dependence on foreign oil and greenhouse gases, and only 
the federal government can play this role,” said Alliance CEO Dave McCurdy. “Today, the 
federal government has laid out a course of action through 2016, and now we need to work on 
2017 and beyond.” 
 
According to EPA and DoT, the rules will add an average of $950 to the cost of a model year 
2016 car, but consumers will see a net savings of $3,000 over the life of the vehicle thanks to the 
improved mileage. 
 
Not everyone is thrilled with the rules, however. The first-time regulation of vehicle carbon 
dioxide sets the stage for planned EPA rules covering greenhouse gases from factories, power 
plants and other large stationary sources. 
 



http://thehill.com/blogs/e2-wire/677-e2-wire/90233-lahood-new-auto-mileage-rules-were-a-hard-slog

http://thehill.com/blogs/e2-wire/677-e2-wire/90233-lahood-new-auto-mileage-rules-were-a-hard-slog
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“The rule is not just about vehicle efficiency. It’s about EPA overreaching to create an 
opportunity for regulating greenhouse gas emissions from virtually every firm and business in 
America, no matter how unwieldy, intrusive and burdensome such regulation might be,” the 
American Petroleum Institute said in a statement Thursday. 
 
EPA has vowed not to begin regulating stationary sources until next year, and plans to phase-in 
the requirements slowly. The Obama administration says it wants Congress to pass a new climate 
law, but that EPA will move ahead with rules under its current Clean Air Act powers if 
lawmakers do not act. 


 
April Fuel 
 


Everything you need to know about Obama’s new fuel-economy rules 
(Grist) 
 
by Jonathan Hiskes  
1 Apr 2010 11:07 AM 
Big Auto, Business, cars, Climate & Energy, Department of Transportation, EPA, fuel, 
greenhouse-gas emissions, news, Obama administration, Politics, transportation more»  
The federal government rolled out new auto fuel-efficiency standards today, capping more than a 
year of planning and, as the New York Times notes, a 30-year battle between regulators and 
automakers. 


The new standards are a big deal—they’ll do more to cut the pollution of heat-trapping 
gasses than anything the Obama administration has done so far. But if it seems like 
you’ve heard about them before, you probably have—the regs got lots of press when 
they were first proposed last May. Thursday’s action puts that plan into effect, for 2012-
2016 vehicles. 


So I'm reposting our cheat sheet from last May, The scoop on Obama's new fuel-
economy rules. Here it is: 


On May 19, President Barack Obama unveiled new standards to regulate fuel economy 
and greenhouse-gas emissions from cars and light trucks.   
 
The bottom line:  New automobiles will have to get better gas mileage 
 
The numbers: 


• Current standards: 27.5 miles per gallon for cars and 24 mpg for light trucks  
• Starting in 2012, fuel efficiency will rise more than 5 percent each year  
• New standards for 2016:  39 mpg for cars and 30 mpg for light trucks -- an overall average of 


about 35.5 mpg  


The environmental benefits:   



http://www.grist.org/member/1448

http://www.grist.org/tags/Big+Auto

http://www.grist.org/kingdom/business

http://www.grist.org/tags/cars

http://www.grist.org/kingdom/climate-energy

http://www.grist.org/tags/Department+of+Transportation

http://www.grist.org/tags/EPA

http://www.grist.org/tags/fuel

http://www.grist.org/tags/greenhouse-gas+emissions

http://www.grist.org/tags/news

http://www.grist.org/tags/Obama+administration

http://www.grist.org/kingdom/politics

http://www.grist.org/tags/transportation

http://www.grist.org/tags/transportation

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/04/02/science/earth/02emit.html?hp

http://www.grist.org/article/2009-05-18-obama-administration-takes/

http://www.grist.org/article/2009-05-19-obama-new-fuel-economy-rules/

http://www.grist.org/article/2009-05-19-obama-new-fuel-economy-rules/
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• Will save 1.8 billion barrels of oil over the life of the program  
• Will prevent 900 million metric tons of greenhouse-gas emissions  
• Will be like taking 177 million of today's cars off the road, or shutting down 194 coal-fired power 


plants  


Fans of the plan: 


• The major automakers, because they now have certainty and one clear set of regulations to 
follow  


• The major environmental groups, because the federal government is actually doing something to 
reduce greenhouse-gas emissions  


• California and 13 other states, because they have long wanted tougher auto emissions standards  


Obama sings the plan's praises: 


In the past, an agreement such as this would have been considered impossible. That is 
why this announcement is so important, for it represents not only a change in policy in 
Washington, but the harbinger of a change in the way business is done in Washington. 
... And at a time of historic crisis in our auto industry, this rule provides the clear 
certainty that will allow these companies to plan for a future in which they are building 
the cars of the 21st century. 


Find out more: 


• Kate Sheppard reports that the new rules are the administration's first real step to curb 
greenhouse-gas emissions.  


• The Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers says it's happy with the new rules.  
• Michael Moynihan argues that fuel-economy rules are among the least precise tools for 


addressing climate change.  


  


For some related big-picture pondering… 


I’m glad to tell you why the bakery of transportation choices includes tastier options than 
stale auto dependency. 


And Grist’s David Roberts considers what a post-auto American city might look like.        


 


Cuccinelli challenges fuel standards (Washington Post) 
Virginia Attorney General Ken Cuccinelli will challenge new standards for fuel efficiency for cars and 
trucks finalized Thursday by the Obama administration and Enivironmental Protection Agency. 


Cuccinelli has already filed suit against the EPA based upon the agency's determination that it can 
regulate greenhouse gases because they cause global warming harmful to human health. In a 
statement, Cuccinelli's spokesman said he believes Thursday's announcement by the Obama 
administration amounts to a "tacit denial" of his request that the EPA reconsider its determination. 



http://www.grist.org/article/2009-05-18-obama-administration-takes/

http://www.grist.org/article/2009-05-19-mccurdy-auto-alliance-fuel/

http://www.grist.org/article/fuel-economy-in-context/

http://www.grist.org/article/2010-03-31-understanding-the-allure-of-drill-baby-drill/

http://prospect.org/cs/articles?article=this_is_how_youll_get_there
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"In that motion, the attorney general's office asked the EPA to reopen its proceedings in light of the 
recent evidence that the reports the EPA was relying on for its decision contained erroneous and/or 
unverifiable global temperature and other data," said spokesman Brian Gottstein in a statement. "We 
will file a notice of appeal with respect to today's ruling." 


The appeal would raise the issue to the D.C. Court of Appeals. 


Gottstein also said the fuel standards will prompt a new filing from the AG's office in its case against 
the EPA and a presentation of new evidence in the case. The new motion has not yet been filed, he 
said. 


-- Rosalind Helderman 


By Monica Norton  |  April 1, 2010; 5:35 PM ET 
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FACT SHEET 
The Cross-State Air Pollution Rule: 


Reducing the Interstate Transport of Fine  
Particulate Matter and Ozone     


 


On July 6, 2011, the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) finalized a rule 
that protects the health of millions of Americans by helping states reduce air 
pollution and meet Clean Air Act standards. This final rule replaces EPA’s 2005 
Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR).  A December 2008 court decision found flaws in 
CAIR, but kept CAIR requirements in place temporarily while directing EPA to 
issue a replacement rule.  In order to replace CAIR as quickly as possible, 
addressing the problem of air pollution that is transported across state 
boundaries, EPA is adopting federal implementation plans, or FIPs, for each of 
the states covered by this rule. This final Cross-State Air Pollution Rule meets 
the Clean Air Act requirements and responds to the court’s concerns. 


ACTION 


 
The Cross-State Air Pollution Rule requires 27 states in the eastern half of the 
United States to significantly improve air quality by reducing power plant 
emissions that cross state lines and contribute to ground-level ozone and fine 
particle pollution in other states. This action builds on more than fifteen years of 
progress in implementing Clean Air Act reductions of sulfur dioxide (SO2) and 
nitrogen oxides (NOX). 
 
At the same time, the Agency also issued a supplemental proposal that would 
require six states — Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Missouri, Oklahoma, and 
Wisconsin — to make summertime NOX reductions under the Cross-State Air 
Pollution Rule ozone-season control program. Five of those states are already 
covered in the final rule for interstate fine particle pollution (PM2.5). Finalizing this 
supplemental proposal would bring the total number of covered states under the 
Cross-State Air Pollution Rule to 28. 
 
The $800 million spent annually on this rule in 2014, along with the roughly $1.6 
billion per year in capital investments already under way as a result of CAIR, are 
improving air quality for over 240 million Americans and will result in $120 to 
$280 billion in annual benefits, including the value of avoiding 13,000 to 34,000 
premature deaths each year. These estimates include the costs and benefits of 
the supplemental proposal. Moreover, states where investments in control 
technology are required also receive large benefits. 
 
This final rule requires significant reductions in SO2 and NOX emissions from 
power plants in the eastern half of the United States. These pollutants react in 
the atmosphere to form PM2.5 and ground-level ozone and are transported long 
distances, making it difficult for a number of states to meet the national clean air 
standards that Congress directed EPA to establish to protect public health.   
 
Emission reductions under the Cross-State Air Pollution Rule will begin to take 
effect quickly. The first phase of compliance begins January 1, 2012 for SO2 and 
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annual NOX reductions and May 1, 2012 for ozone season NOX reductions. The 
second phase of SO2 reductions begins January 1, 2014.  By 2014, the Cross-
State Air Pollution Rule and other final state and EPA actions will reduce power 
plant SO2 emissions by 73 percent from 2005 levels.  Power plant NOX emissions 
will drop by 54 percent. 
 
 
 


 
 
This rule also lays out a process for determining each upwind state's 
responsibility to protect downwind air quality. Each time the NAAQS are 
changed, EPA can apply this process and determine if interstate pollution 
transport contributes to exceedances of the new standard and whether new 
emission reductions should be required from upwind states. For example, 
additional emission reductions from power plants or other sources in upwind 
states – in addition to actions taken in downwind states – may be needed in 
order for many areas to meet future ozone or PM2.5 standards. EPA will work 
expeditiously with states to meet these future challenges using as a precedent 
the Cross-State Air Pollution Rule’s approach to determining upwind 
responsibility. 
 
 


Cross-State Air Pollution Rule Region 
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Of the states affected by the final Cross-State Air Pollution Rule: 
KEY FEATURES OF THE CROSS-STATE AIR POLLUTION RULE 


• Twenty-three states are required to reduce both annual SO2 and NOX 
emissions.  By reducing emissions in upwind states, the rule improves 
PM2.5 air quality in downwind states and helps them attain and maintain 
the 24-hour PM2.5 air quality standards established in 2006 and the 1997 
annual PM2.5 standards.   


 
• Twenty states are required to reduce NOX emissions during the ozone 


season (May through September) because they contribute to downwind 
states’ ozone pollution.  By reducing emissions in upwind states, the rule 
improves ozone air quality in downwind states and helps them attain and 
maintain the 1997 8-hour ozone standard.  


 
Additionally, EPA is issuing a proposed rule requesting comment on inclusion of 
the following six states in the Cross-State Air Pollution Rule ozone season 
program:  Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Missouri, Oklahoma, and Wisconsin. The final 
Cross-State Air Pollution Rule does not include ozone season NOX reduction 
requirements for these six states. However, all of these states, except for 
Oklahoma, are included in the final Cross-State Air Pollution Rule annual NOX 
program for PM2.5 that begins January 1, 2012. EPA intends to finalize the 
supplemental proposal as soon as possible. Once final, it would increase the 
total number of covered states in the Cross-State Air Pollution Rule region to 28 
and the number required to reduce ozone season NOX emissions to 26.   
 
The table at the end of this fact sheet identifies the states covered by the final 
rule and the emissions they will need to control, including the six states proposed 
in the supplemental notice of proposed rulemaking to be included for ozone 
season NOX emission reductions. 
 
EPA carefully considered the court’s direction in developing the Cross-State Air 
Pollution Rule. The rule defines what portion of an upwind state’s emissions 
“significantly contribute” ozone or PM2.5 pollution to nonattainment or 
maintenance areas in downwind states. This definition considers the magnitude 
of a state’s contribution, the air quality benefits of reductions, and the cost of 
controlling pollution from various sources. Once these obligations are 
determined, the rule requires states to eliminate the portion of their emissions 
defined as their “significant contribution” by setting a pollution limit (or budget) for 
each covered state. 
 
The rule allows air-quality-assured allowance trading among covered sources, 
utilizing an allowance market infrastructure based on existing, successful 
allowance trading programs.  The final Cross-State Air Pollution Rule allows 
sources to trade emissions allowances with other sources within the same 
program (e.g., ozone season NOX) in the same or different states, while firmly 
constraining any emissions shifting that may occur by requiring a strict emission 
ceiling in each state (the budget plus variability limit). It also includes assurance 
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provisions that ensure each state will make the emission reductions necessary to 
fulfill the “good neighbor” provision of the Clean Air Act. 
 
In response to the court’s direction to replace CAIR as quickly as possible, EPA 
is adopting federal implementation plans, or FIPs, for each of the states covered 
by this rule; states may replace the FIPs with State Implementation Plans (SIPs). 
 


• The Cross-State Air Pollution Rule includes an expedited process for 
states to adjust specific aspects of the FIP, such as allowance allocations, 
as early as 2013, including crediting sources for NOX allowances banked 
under earlier programs. 


• A state also may choose to develop a state plan (SIP) to achieve the 
required reductions, replacing its federal plan, and may choose which 
types of sources to control by 2014. 


 


Compared to 2005, EPA estimates that by 2014 this rule and other federal rules 
will lower power plant annual emissions in the Cross-State Air Pollution Rule 
region by: 


EMISSION REDUCTIONS AND COMPLIANCE WITH THE CROSS-STATE AIR 
POLLUTION RULE 


• 6.4 million tons per year of SO2 (2005 emissions were 8.8 million tons) 
• 1.4 million tons per year of NOX (2005 emissions were 2.6 million tons) 


o Including 340,000 tons per year of NOX during the ozone season. 
 
The Cross-State Air Pollution Rule, including states proposed for inclusion in the 
supplemental notice of proposed rulemaking, covers 3,642 electric generating 
units at 1,081 coal-, gas-, and oil-fired facilities in 28 states. EPA’s modeling 
projects that by 2014, in the states covered by the Cross-State Air Pollution Rule: 


• Approximately 70 percent of the power generated from coal-fired power 
plants will come from units with state-of-the-art SO2 controls (such as 
scrubbers). 


• Approximately 50 percent of the power generated from coal-fired power 
plants will come from units with state of the art NOX controls (such as 
SCR). 


 
EPA modeling shows that coal use will continue to grow under the Cross-State 
Air Pollution Rule and power plants may achieve the necessary emission 
reductions by: 


• Maintaining effective and frequent operation of already installed control 
equipment,  


• Using low sulfur coal, 
• Increasing generation from relatively cleaner units, and/or 
• Installing existing, commercially proven technologies that are widely 


available and frequently used in this industry, such as low NOX burners, 
scrubbers (flue gas desulfurization), or dry sorbent injection. 
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The Cross-State Air Pollution Rule will improve air quality in thousands of 
counties throughout the eastern, central, and southern U.S. – counties that are 
home to over 75% of the U.S. population. State, local and federal actions have 
already improved air quality so that many counties meet the National Ambient Air 
Quality Standards for ozone and fine particle pollution. Many areas have already 
been brought into attainment with these standards, this rule will help to bring 
several more areas into attainment and help many more areas continue to meet 
the level of the standards. 


AIR QUALITY IMPROVEMENTS UNDER THE CROSS-STATE AIR 
POLLUTION RULE 


 


The emission reductions from this final rule will have significant and immediate 
public health benefits.  By 2014, this rule will annually prevent: 


BENEFITS AND COSTS OF THE CROSS-STATE AIR POLLUTION RULE  


• 13,000 to 34,000 premature deaths, 
• 19,000 cases of acute bronchitis, 
• 15,000 nonfatal heart attacks, 
• 19,000 hospital and emergency room visits, 
• 1.8 million days when people miss work or school, 
• 400,000 cases of aggravated asthma, and  
• 420,000 cases of upper and lower respiratory symptoms. 


 
These emission reductions will also improve visibility in national and state parks, 
and increase protection for sensitive ecosystems including Adirondack lakes and 
Appalachian streams, coastal waters and estuaries, and forests.   


 
The $800 million spent annually on this rule in 2014, along with the roughly $1.6 
billion per year in capital investments already under way as a result of CAIR, are 
improving air quality for over 240 million Americans and will result in $120 to 
$280 billion in annual benefits. These estimates include the costs and benefits of 
the supplemental proposal. 
 
The employment effects of this rule are modest, but by our analysis positive.  
EPA examined some employment impacts using two methodologies which are 
detailed in the RIA. Both show that some jobs are lost, but more are gained as 
some companies construct and operate pollution control equipment to comply 
with the rule. 
 


This Cross-State Air Pollution Rule replaces the 2005 Clean Air Interstate Rule 
(CAIR) starting January 1, 2012. EPA issued CAIR on May 12, 2005 and the 
CAIR federal implementation plans (FIPs) on April 26, 2006. In 2008, the US 
Court of Appeals for the DC Circuit remanded CAIR to the Agency, leaving 
existing CAIR programs in place while directing EPA to replace them as rapidly 
as possible with a new rule consistent with the Clean Air Act.   


BACKGROUND 
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The Cross-State Air Pollution Rule was proposed July 6, 2010. EPA held three 
public hearings on the proposed rule during the 60-day comment period. EPA 
also issued three notices of data availability (NODAs) to provide additional 
opportunities for public comment on data, modeling, and other key aspects of the 
rule. The Agency received hundreds of detailed comments from states, 
environmental and public health groups, industry, and other stakeholders during 
the comment periods for the proposed rule and NODAs. 
 


To see or download a copy of the final rule, go to 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 


www.epa.gov/airtransport. 
 
For more information, call Meg Victor of EPA’s Office of Atmospheric Programs 
at 202-343-9193 or email at victor.meg@epa.gov. 



http://www.epa.gov/airtransport�

mailto:smith.tim@epa.gov�
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State 
Reducing Emissions of NOX 


during the Ozone Season 
(1997 Ozone NAAQS) 


Reducing Annual Emissions of 
SO2 and NOX (1997 Annual 


PM2.5 NAAQS) 


Reducing Annual Emissions of 
SO2 and NOX (2006 24-Hour 


PM2.5 NAAQS) 


Alabama X X X 


Arkansas X    


Florida X   


Georgia X X X 


Illinois X X X 


Indiana X X X 


Iowa X (proposed) X X 


Kansas X (proposed)  X 


Kentucky X X X 


Louisiana X   


Maryland X X X 


Michigan X (proposed) X X 


Minnesota   X 


Mississippi X    


Missouri X (proposed) X X 


Nebraska   X 


New Jersey X  X 


New York X X X 


North Carolina X X X 


Ohio X X X 


Oklahoma X (proposed)   


Pennsylvania X X X 


South Carolina X X  


Tennessee X X X 


Texas X X  


Virginia X  X 


West Virginia X X X 


Wisconsin X (proposed) X X 


Number of States 20 (excludes proposed states) 18 21 
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The State of the Air 2012


State of the Air 2012  
shows that 


cleaning up 
air pollution 
produces 
healthier air 
across the nation.


18 cities had their 
fewest unhealthy ozone 
days in any State of the  
Air report.
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Figure 1. Since 1990, the air we breathe has gotten much cleaner, as shown on this chart. That progress comes thanks 
to the Clean Air Act. Even as the economy continues to recover from the recession, emissions targeted by the tools 
in the Clean Air Act continue to drop. (Source: U.S. EPA, Our Nation’s Air: Status and Trends Through 2010. February 
2012. http://www.epa.gov/air/airtrends/2011/index.html.) Data for CO2 emissions only goes through 2009.


Thanks to the Clean Air Act, we’ve made great progress 
in cleaning up air pollution from across the U.S. !e 
State of the Air 2012 shows that the air quality in many 


places has improved, but that over 127 million people—41 
percent of the nation—still su$er pollution levels that are too 
o%en dangerous to breathe. Unhealthy air remains a threat to 
the lives and health of millions of people in the United States, 
despite great progress. Air pollution lingers as a widespread 
and dangerous reality even as some seek to weaken the Clean 
Air Act, the public health law that has driven the cuts in pollu-
tion since 1970.


!e State of the Air 2012 report looks at levels of ozone and 
particle pollution found 
in o#cial monitoring 
sites across the United 
States in 2008, 2009, 
and 2010. !e report 
uses the most current 
quality-assured nation-
wide data available for 
these analyses. 


For particle pollution, 
the report examines 
"ne particulate matter 
(PM2.5) in two di$erent 
ways: averaged year-
round (annual average) 
and over short-term lev-
els (24-hour). For both 
ozone and short-term 
particle pollution, the 
analysis uses a weighted 


average number of days that allows recognition of places with 
higher levels of pollution. For the year-round particle pollution 
rankings, the report uses averages calculated and reported by 
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). For compar-
ison, the State of the Air 2011 report covered data from 2007, 
2008 and 2009.1


Overall 
Trends


!anks to stronger standards for pollutants 
and for the sources of pollution, the 
United States has seen continued reduc-
tion in ozone and particle pollution as 


1 A complete discussion of the sources of data and the methodology is 
included in the chapter, Methodology.



http://www.epa.gov/air/airtrends/2011/index.html
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well as other pollutants for decades. !e chart from the EPA on 
the previous page shows that since 1990, the air has gotten 
cleaner while the population, the economy, energy use and 
miles driven increased greatly. Even as the economy begins to 
improve a%er the recession, air emissions continue to drop. 


Air quality has improved greatly since 2001. As of 20102:
 ! Ozone is 13 percent lower; 
 ! Year-round particle pollution is 24 percent lower; and
 ! Short-term particle pollution is 28 percent lower.


Ozone Twenty two of the 25 cities with the most 
ozone pollution improved their air quality 
over the past year’s report. More than half 


of the country’s most smog-polluted cities experienced their 
best year yet. However, people living there are still forced to 
breathe air that reaches dangerous levels.


Los Angeles, CA remained the city with the worst ozone 
pollution problem, but reported its fewest unhealthy ozone 
days since the State of the Air reports began. Of the 25 met-
ropolitan areas most polluted by ozone, eighteen reported 
the fewest unhealthy ozone days3: Los Angeles, CA; Visalia, 
CA; Bakers"eld, CA; Sacramento, CA; San Diego, CA; Hous-
ton, TX; Dallas-Fort Worth, TX; Washington-Baltimore, 
DC-MD-VA; El Centro, CA; New York, NY; Charlotte, NC; 
Phoenix, AZ; Pittsburgh, PA; Birmingham, AL; Cincinnati, 
OH; Baton Rouge, LA; Philadelphia, PA; and Atlanta, GA. 


2 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Our Nation’s Air: Status and Trends 
Through 2010. February 2012. EPA-454/R-12-001. http://www.epa.gov/air/
airtrends/2011/index.html.


3 Full names for all these metropolitan areas can be found in the tables 
showing the most polluted and cleanest cities. The full metropolitan areas 
often include multiple counties, incorporated cities and counties in adjacent 
states.


Year-round 
Particle Pollution


!e State of the Air 2012 
"nds continued progress in 
cutting year-round particle 
pollution, compared to the 


2011 report. !anks to reductions in emissions from coal-"red 
power plants and the transition to cleaner diesel fuels and 
engines, cleaner air shows up repeatedly in the monitoring 
data, especially in the eastern U.S. 


All but three cities with the most year-round particle pollution 
improved over the previous report.4 Philadelphia, PA, Fairbanks, 
AK, and Columbus, GA each had worse average year-round 
levels in 2008-2010 than in 2007–2009. Bakers"eld, CA, 
remained the city with the highest year-round average levels. 
Improving over the previous report were these 24 metropolitan 
areas: Bakers"eld, CA; Hanford, CA; Los Angeles, CA; Visalia, 
CA; Fresno, CA; Phoenix, AZ; Cincinnati, OH; Louisville, KY; 
St. Louis, MO; Philadelphia, PA; Birmingham, AL; Weirton-
Steubenville, WV-OH; Indianapolis, IN; Cleveland, OH; 
Dayton, OH; Charleston, WV; Huntington, WV; Parkersburg, 
WV; Wheeling, WV; Houston, TX; Atlanta, GA; Davenport, 
IA; Fairmont, WV; and Hagerstown, MD. 


Four cities moved to the list of the most polluted cities this 
year despite having improved annual particle average levels 
because other cities made greater improvements. !ose cities 
included Wheeling, WV; Atlanta, GA; Fairmont, WV; and 
Davenport, IA. 


Six cities that had previously been ranked among the most  
polluted improved enough to fall out of the list: Detroit, MI; 
New York, NY; Lancaster, PA; York, PA; Modesto, CA; and 
Knoxville, TN. !is report marks the "rst time Detroit and 
York have been o$ this list entirely. 


Twenty of these cities actually had average year-round par-
ticle pollution below the o#cial “safe” level, the EPA-adopted 


4 The usual list of 25 cities with the most year-round particle pollution 
actually includes 27 cities because of ties in the rankings values among 
many cities.


All but two cities with the 
most year-round particle 
pollution improved since 
the last report.



http://www.epa.gov/air/airtrends/2011/index.html

http://www.epa.gov/air/airtrends/2011/index.html
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national air quality standard. However, that standard is out 
of date. !e American Lung Association and other public 
health and medical groups have long supported a much more 
protective national air quality standard for particle pollution. 
!e Lung Association has taken legal action to require EPA to 
update the particle pollution standards. 


Short-term 
Particle Pollution


Among the 26 cities with the 
worst short-term levels of 
particle pollution, thirteen 
cities improved in 2008-


2010: that is, they had fewer unhealthy days or lower daily 
levels. In addition, nine cities that were on this list in previous 
reports moved o$ the list entirely, including one—
Birmingham, AL—that had been on since the list began. 
Twelve of the cities on the list had more high particle days in 
2008-2010 than in the previous report. Although “short-term” 
particle pollution looks at the same type of pollution that the 
year-round levels do, this measure focuses on the spikes in 
particle levels that can last from hours to days. !ose days or 
weeks of high levels can be dangerous, even deadly.


In 2008-2010, these thirteen cities improved, cutting their 
average number of days with high particle levels: Bakers"eld, 
CA(still ranked most polluted); Fresno, CA; Pittsburgh, PA; 
Salt Lake City, UT; Provo, UT; Visalia, CA; Eugene-Spring"eld, 
OR; Stockton, CA; Chicago, IL; San Diego, CA; Sacramento, 
CA; Davenport, IA; Philadelphia, PA. Nine previously ranked 
cities had improved enough to drop o$ the most polluted list 
this year: Birmingham, AL; Louisville, KY; Phoenix, AZ; San 
Jose-San Francisco-Oakland, CA; Wheeling, WV; Seattle- 
Tacoma, WA; Macon, GA; Portland, OR; and Madison, WI. 
Four cities had their lowest average yet, despite still being 
among the 25 most polluted: Pittsburgh, PA; Visalia, CA; 
Philadelphia, PA; and San Diego, CA. 


Five cities were never ranked on this list before but moving to 
this list because so many other cities had fewer unhealthy air 


days: Las Cruces, NM; Harrisburg, PA; Washington, DC-Balti-
more, MD; South Bend, IN; and Yakima, WA. !e remaining cities 
on the list had more days or higher daily levels than in the last 
report: Hanford, CA; Los Angeles, CA; Modesto, CA; Logan, UT; 
Milwaukee, WI; Fairbanks, AK; Merced, CA; and Green Bay, WI. 


Cleanest  
Cities  Only one city emerged  as the 


cleanest for all three categories: 
Santa Fe-Espanola, NM. Five 
cities ranked as the cleanest cities 


for both ozone and year-round particle pollution: 


 


Bismarck, ND
Duluth, MN-WI 
 Honolulu, HI 
Port S. Lucie-Sebastian-Vero Beach, FL. 
Rapid City, SD


Seven cities ranked as the cleanest for both ozone and  
short-term particle pollution:


Brownsville-Harlingen-Raymondville, TX
Champaign-Urbana, IL
Decatur, IL
Florence-Muscle Shoals, AL
Monroe-Bastrop, LA
Peoria-Canton, IL
Springfield, IL


Fi%een cities ranked as the cleanest for both measures of  
particle pollution: 


Albuquerque, NM
Bangor, ME
Burlington, VT
Cape Coral-Fort Myers, FL
Cheyenne, WY
Claremont-Lebanon,  
NH-VT
Colorado Springs, CO
Flagsta(, AZ


Fort Collins-Loveland, CO
Gainesville, FL
Palm Bay-Melbourne-
Titusville, FL
Prescott, AZ
Salinas, CA 
Sarasota, FL
Tucson, AZ


Nine cities dropped o( 
the list of the 25 cities 
with the worst short-term 
levels of particle pollution 
in 2008-2010.
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People At Risk Looking at the nation as a whole, 
the American Lung Association 
State of the Air 2012 "nds— 


 ! More than 4 in 10 people (41%) in the United States live 
in counties that have unhealthful levels of either ozone 
or particle pollution.  
Over 127.2 million Americans live in the 235 counties 
where they are exposed to unhealthful levels of air pollu-
tion in the form of either ozone or short-term or year-round 
levels of particles. 


 ! Nearly 4 in 10 people in the United States (38.5%) live in 
areas with unhealthful levels of ozone. 
Counties that were graded F for ozone levels have a com-
bined population of almost 116.7 million. !ese people 
live in the 195 counties where the monitored air quality 
places them at risk for decreased lung function, respiratory 
infection, lung in&ammation and aggravation of respiratory 
illness. !e actual number who breathe unhealthy levels of 
ozone is likely much larger, since this number does not in-
clude people who live in adjacent counties in metropolitan 
areas where no monitors exist. 


 ! Nearly one in six (16.1%) of people in the United States 
live in an area with unhealthful short-term levels of par-
ticle pollution. 
Nearly 50 million Americans live in 66 counties that ex-
perienced too many days with unhealthy spikes in particle 
pollution, a decrease from the last report. Short-term spikes 
in particle pollution can last from hours to several days and 
can increase the risk of heart attacks, strokes and emergen-
cy-room visits for asthma and cardiovascular disease, and 
most importantly, can increase the risk of early death.


 ! Nearly 6.4 million people (2.1%) in the United States live 
in an area with unhealthful year-round levels of particle 
pollution. 
!ese people live in areas where chronic levels are regularly 
a threat to their health. Even when levels are fairly low, 


exposure to particles over time can increase risk of hospi-
talization for asthma, damage to the lungs and, signi"cantly, 
increase the risk of premature death. 


 ! Over 5.7 million people (1.9%) in the United States live 
in six counties with unhealthful levels of all three: ozone 
and short-term and year-round particle pollution. 


With the risks from airborne pollution so great, the Ameri-
can Lung Association seeks to inform people who may be in 
danger. Many people are at greater risk because of their age 
or because they have asthma or other chronic lung disease, car-
diovascular disease or diabetes. !e following list identi"es the 
numbers of people in each at-risk group. 


 ! People with Asthma—Nearly 2.5 million children and over 
7.4 million adults with asthma live in parts of the United 
States with very high levels of ozone. Over 3.1 million adults 
and over 940,000 children with asthma live in areas with 
high levels of short-term particle pollution. Over 382,000 
adults and over 125,000 children with asthma live in coun-
ties with unhealthful levels of year-round particle pollution. 


 ! Older and Younger—Over 13.7 million adults age 65 and 
over and nearly 29 million children age 18 and under live 
in counties with unhealthful ozone levels. Over 5.6 million 
seniors and over 12.5 million children live in counties with 
unhealthful short-term levels of particle pollution. Over 
765,000 seniors and over 1.7 million children live in coun-
ties with unhealthful levels of year-round particle pollution. 


 ! Chronic Bronchitis and Emphysema—Over 3.7 million 
people with chronic bronchitis and nearly 1.6 million with 
emphysema live in counties with unhealthful ozone levels. 
Over 1.5 million people with chronic bronchitis and over 
652,000 with emphysema live in counties with unhealthful 
levels of short-term particle pollution. Over 196,000 people 
with chronic bronchitis and more than 84,000 with emphy-
sema live in counties with unhealthful year-round levels of 
particle pollution. 


THE STATE OF THE AIR 2012


Over 5.7 million  
people in the US live in 
counties where the outdoor 
air failed all three tests.
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 ! Cardiovascular Disease—Over 11.6 million people with 
cardiovascular diseases live in counties with unhealthful lev-
els of short-term particle pollution; nearly 1.5 million live in 
counties with unhealthful levels of year-round particle pollu-
tion. Cardiovascular diseases include coronary heart disease, 
heart attacks, strokes, hypertension and angina pectoris. 


 ! Diabetes—Over 3.1 million people with diabetes live in 
counties with unhealthful levels of short-term particle pol-
lution; over 409,000 live in counties with unhealthful levels 
of year-round particle pollution. Research indicates that 
because diabetics are already at higher risk of cardiovascular 
disease, they may face increased risk due to the impact of 
particle pollution on their cardiovascular systems.


 ! Poverty—Over 16.9 million people with incomes meeting 
the federal poverty de"nition live in counties with unhealth-
ful levels of ozone. Over 7.9 million people in poverty live in 
counties with unhealthful levels of short-term particle pol-
lution, and over 1.1 million live in counties with unhealthful 
year-round levels of particle pollution. Evidence shows that 
people who have low incomes may face higher risk from air 
pollution. 


What Needs 
To Be Done


Many major challenges require 
the Administration and Congress 
to take steps to protect the health 
of the public. Here are a few that 


the American Lung Association calls for to improve the air we 
all breathe. 


 ! Protect the Clean Air Act. !e continued improvement 
shown in the State of the Air report is possible because of 
the Clean Air Act, the nation’s strong public health law that 
the U.S. Congress passed 40 years ago. !e Act requires that 
the EPA and each state take steps to clean up the air. Some 
members of Congress are proposing changes to the Clean 
Air Act that could dismantle progress made in the last 40 
years. !e nation must keep that law strong to continue to 
protect public health. 


 ! Clean up dirty power plants. Over 400 coal-"red power 
plants in over 40 states are among the largest contributors to 
particulate pollution, ozone, mercury, and global warming. 
!eir pollution blows across state lines into states hundreds 
of miles away. !ey produce 84 known hazardous air pollut-
ants, including arsenic, mercury, dioxins, formaldehyde and 
hydrogen chloride, as shown in the Lung Association report 
Toxic Air: !e Case for Cleaning Up Coal-"red Power 
Plants. In 2011, EPA issued the "nal rules that will cut the 
emissions that create ozone and particle pollution and, for 
the "rst time, set national limits on the toxic pollutants they 
can emit. However, some have challenged these standards in 
the courts. !e Lung Association has taken legal steps to de-
fend EPA’s e$orts. Congress needs to support EPA’s actions 
to clean these plants up. 


 ! Clean up industrial, commercial and institutional boilers 
and incinerators. Boilers provide power and fuel processes 
for industry, commercial facilities and institutions. Similar 
to power plants, but smaller, boilers are also more numer-
ous: there are 1.5 million of them. Many produce toxic air 
emissions, including the same toxic emissions that power 
plants produce. EPA needs to adopt strong "nal standards to 
limit emissions from these boilers. 


 ! Clean up the existing fleet of dirty diesel vehicles and 
heavy equipment. Rules EPA put in e$ect over the past 
several years mean that new diesel vehicles and equip-
ment must be much cleaner. Still, the vast majority of diesel 
trucks, buses, and heavy equipment (such as bulldozers) 
will likely be in use for thousands more miles, spewing 
dangerous diesel exhaust into communities and neighbor-
hoods. !e good news is that a$ordable technology exists to 
cut emissions by 90 percent. Congress needs to fund EPA’s 
diesel cleanup (“retro"t”) program. Congress should also 
require that clean diesel equipment be used in federally-
funded construction programs. 


 ! Strengthen the particle pollution standards. In 2006, EPA 
failed to strengthen the annual standard for "ne particles, 


The nation must 


keep the 
Clean Air 
Act strong  
to protect public health.



http://www.lung.org/healthy-air/outdoor/resources/toxic-air-report/

http://www.lung.org/healthy-air/outdoor/resources/toxic-air-report/
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despite the near unanimous recommendation by their of-
"cial science advisors. EPA tightened the 24-hour standard, 
though not to the level the Lung Association and other 
public health groups recommended. Last year, the Lung 
Association and its partners issued Sick of Soot, a report 
that showed that EPA can save thousands of lives each year 
by dramatically strengthening the annual average and the 
24-hour standards. However, EPA ignored its own deadlines 
to complete the review, failing to complete steps essential to 
protecting public health. !e Lung Association "led legal 
action against EPA to require them to follow the law. 


 ! Clean up harmful emissions from tailpipes. EPA needs to 
set new pollution standards for cars, light trucks, SUVs and 
reduced sulfur in gasoline to reduce nitrogen oxides, hydro-
carbons, and particle pollution emissions. Science shows 
that people who live or work near highways or busy roads 
bear a disproportionate health burden from air pollution. 
Cleaner gasoline will reduce pollution from every car on the 
road. Cleaner cars will help reduce this impact for all, but 
especially those who live closest to the tra#c.


What You 
Can Do


Individual citizens can do a great 
deal to help reduce air pollution 
outdoors as well. Simple but 
e$ective ways include— 


 ! Send a message to Congress: Don’t block the power plant 
mercury and air toxic standards. Send a message to your 
Senators urging them to support cleaner, healthier air and 
oppose measures to block or delay the cleanup of hazardous 
air pollutants from coal-"red power plants.


 ! Share your story. Do you or any member of your family 
have a personal reason to want healthier, cleaner air? Let us 


know how healthy air a$ects you.
 ! Drive less. Combine trips, walk, bike, carpool or vanpool, 


and use buses, subways or other alternatives to driving. Ve-
hicle emissions are a major source of air pollution. Support 
community plans that provide ways to get around that don’t 
require a car, such as more sidewalks, bike trails and transit 
systems.


 ! Use less electricity. Turn out the lights and use energy-
e#cient appliances. Generating electricity is one of the big-
gest sources of pollution, particularly in the eastern United 
States.


 ! Don’t burn wood or trash. Burning "rewood and trash 
are among the largest sources of particles in many parts of 
the country. If you must use a "replace or stove for heat, 
convert your woodstoves to natural gas, which has far 
fewer polluting emissions. Compost and recycle as much as 
possible and dispose of other waste properly; don’t burn it. 
Support e$orts in your community to ban outdoor burning 
of construction and yard wastes. Avoid the use of outdoor 
hydronic heaters, also called outdoor wood boilers, which 
are frequently much more polluting than woodstoves.


 ! Make sure your local school system requires clean 
school buses, which includes replacing or retro"tting old 
school buses with "lters and other equipment to reduce 
emissions. Make sure your local schools don’t idle their 
buses, a step that can immediately reduce emissions.


 ! Get involved. Participate in your community’s review of 
its air pollution plans and support state and local e$orts to 
clean up air pollution. To "nd your local air pollution con-
trol agency, go to www.4cleanair.org.



http://www.lung.org/press-room/press-releases/35700-deaths-smog.html

http://action.lung.org/site/Advocacy?pagename=homepage&id=5621

http://action.lung.org/site/Advocacy?pagename=homepage&id=5621

http://www.fightingforair.org/share-your-story/

http://www.fightingforair.org/share-your-story/

http://www.4cleanair.org
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People!at!Risk!from!Short-term!Particle!Pollution!("#-Hour!PM"$%)
 Chronic!Diseases Age!Groups


In!Counties!where Adult Pediatric Chronic  Cardiovascular    &%!and Total Number!of 
the!Grades!were' Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty Under!() Over Population Counties


Grade!A!('#') ,-&"'-,** $-%%*-))& $-.'"-+$' &,,-*"* $*-*)$-&.& *-','-*.* &-&,.-&$, $,-&+$-&." )-",+-"$. "&-$*)-$") %*,


Grade!B!!('#,-'#.) ,-"+&-",' $-$&+-,)& $-)+%-"** )"+-"++ $,-%&,-).+ ,-)")-',& )-",)-)'% $,-$$&-'"% +-+*)-*') "*-,'+-"$% $)*


Grade!C!($#'-%#') %-,%+-%&, )$"-%"& $-$')-"') *),-$%" &-,$"-%)" %-%*&-+.% *-..$-*&+ )-&%"-&.+ *-%'"-',) ,,-&+&-*%, ),


Grade!D!(%#$-,#%) $-$)$-."& ,)&-$)& "*)-$+& %*%-$$$ *-$)&-)&) $-$.%-)'+ %-),)-+$* ,-.++-'") %-%'.-$&* $+-+'.-'+) ,*


Grade!F!(,#,/) ,-$'.-*,% .*$-",) $-"+"-%*) +"%-&+" $$-+%"-".. ,-$$*-$&) )-.+)-**% $%-"'%-&&$ "-+"&-"*% *.-+)*-..& ++


National!Population!in 
Counties!with!PM%#"!Monitors $*-,+'-++% *-"*,-+$$ )-'""-$)" ,-',%-.&% ",-$".-.'. $*-+&,-"+) ,%-)")-)", "%-**$-)$. %+-.*%-.)+ %$)-+'*-+)+ +*,


People!at!Risk!from!Year-Round!Particle!Pollution!(Annual!PM"$%)
 Chronic!Diseases Age!Groups


In!Counties!where Adult Pediatric Chronic  Cardiovascular    &%!and Total Number!of 
the!Grades!were' Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty Under!() Over Population Counties


Pass $%-.'"-+)% *-'&%-+&* +-,$&-.$) %-)$'-'"" *)-"+,-'%, $,-$%*-).& %.-$+'-&.% *+-))'-$), %*-''"-**, $.*-&%.-**% "$+


Fail ,&%-*,& $%"-&$& $.+-%'. &*-,)" $-*)"-")$ *'.-,") $-$,+-+$+ $-)%%-'$$ )+"-%$) +-,,.-'&' &


National!Population!in 
Counties!with!PM%#"!Monitors $*-,+'-++% *-"*,-+$$ )-'""-$)" ,-',%-.&% ",-$".-.'. $*-+&,-"+) ,%-)")-)", "%-**$-)$. %+-.*%-.)+ %$)-+'*-+)+ +*,


People!at!Risk!from!Ozone
 Chronic!Diseases Age!Groups


In!Counties!where  Adult Pediatric Chronic    &%!and Total Number!of 
the!Grades!were'  Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Poverty Under!() Over Population Counties


Grade!A ('#') $-*"*-)&* *,.-)"* ),%-)". ,%,-)%, ,-')+-''% "-%$'-'** %-.""-"', %%-$+%-.$% $".


Grade!B ('#,-'#.) $-+&&-"+) "$'-&++ &,)-+', ,))-)+' ,-&+"-$%' "-&*'-,.' ,-"*.-,"$ %"-'.'-,), $*$


Grade!C ($#'-%#') %-*%)-.", )+.-).& $-$"+-""& "'*-)&' "-%",-*'" &-*%%-,++ *-",)-%*+ ,"-%.+-&'+ $"'


Grade!D (%#$-,#%) $-+,,-.", *)*-+%. )")-,)+ ,%.-%%' ,-,&.-+)) "-$*+-*"$ %-.+$-&." %%-)..-*%) )%


Grade!F (,#,/) )-*$"-$&' %-*+*-")% ,-)%+-)*" $-"))-.)' $+-.'%-&,% %&-..)-*&+ $,-)$+-,'$ $$+-+)%-"," $."


National!Population!in 
Counties!with!Ozone!Monitors $*-&).-..* *-)*%-%'+ )-,,)-+** ,-$+&-"'' ,,-'*.-,&% "*-"+)-.,+ %&-%$*-'*$ %%"-.%$-$$' )+$


Note!"The"State!of!the!Air!"#$""covers"the"period"#$$%-#$&$'"A"complete"discussion"of""the"methodology"begins"on"page"($'"       
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People!at!Risk!In!"%!U$S$!Cities!Most!Polluted!by!Short-term!Particle!Pollution!("#-hour!PM"$%)
"*(" ! Total ! &%!and! Pediatric Adult Chronic! ! CV
 Rank( Metropolitan!Statistical!Areas Population" Under!()+ Over+ Asthma$


#,) Asthma%,) Bronchitis&,) Emphysema-,) Disease. Diabetes(* Poverty((


 $ Bakersfield-Delano-!CA &,.-+,$ %"*-'&$ )"-*,) $+-&"" **-")% %*-'*) .-,.& $),-"++ *)-'.) $)%-",$


 % Fresno-Madera-!CA $-'&$-,$" ,%'-,"+ $$'-+&, %$-%"$ ")-..$ ,$-".+ $%-&+" %,$-)"' +,-%,. %)+-%*%


 , Hanford-Corcoran-!CA $"%-.&% *%-"*& $%-',' %-&%% &-,*& *-*%, $-+$. ,$-'$. &-%.. %.-+'+


 * Los!Angeles-Long!Beach-Riverside-!CA $)-&))-''+ *-"+"-*)& $-."$-+$. ,'%-&", $-'$)-.), "")-'+) %%&-&"& *-$'.-*%+ $-$%"-.$) %-&+.-.,"


 " Modesto-!CA "$*-*", $*)-$"& "*-&,$ .-)+% %&-$,* $"-*** +-*'$ $$*-*,% ,$-*%) $''-""*


 + Pittsburgh-New!Castle-!PA %-**)-,., *.*-,%, *%*-%$' *)-$'' $.%-),, &&-$$& *%-+.$ )'%-%%& %$'-%)& %.%-.'+


 ) Salt!Lake!City-Ogden-Clearfield-!UT $-)**-&&+ ",,-&%+ $",-*)$ ,+-)'. $$'-$)% *.-,,$ $.-'*& ,",-+)% ).-&'% %$'-)."


 & Logan-!UT-ID $%"-**% *'-$,) $'-,,) %-+"& )-)$) ,-,*" $-%%& %,-%", "-$." $&-+",


 . Fairbanks-!AK .)-"&$ %"-''$ +-,)" $-),$ )-$&* %-.$. $-'%+ %'-%.+ ,-*.$ &-&'*


 $' Merced-!CA %""-)., &'-+.& %,-.+' "-,", $,-,'% )-$.$ %-&", "%-$%$ $*-$*% "&-%$%


 $$ Provo-Orem-!UT "%+-&$' $&"-&$* ,*-"'' $%-))) ,'-.%) $%-.)+ *-,." &)-'&* $&-&&, )"-))"


 $% Visalia-Porterville-!CA **%-$). $**-$%* *$-)). .-"+$ %%-+)" $%-%.) *-.,$ &.-")' %*-,+% $'&-$*,


 $, Eugene-Springfield-!OR ,"$-)$" +.-+&. "%-)&$ "-%"+ %+-&,' $%-,'. "-"&) ."-'%& %'-*%* +"-&*.


 $* Green!Bay-!WI ,'+-%*$ )"-$'* ,&-%'* +-+)$ $.-$$& $'-'$, *-,+) )+-$)* $+-%"$ ,$-"%*


 $" Stockton-!CA +&"-,'+ %''-)%* )$-$&$ $,-,$" ,)-$'+ %'-,,& &-,&' $"'-,,, *$-%"' $%&-,,$


 $+ Las!Cruces-!NM %'.-%,, ""-&"& %"-&&$ *-*"+ $*-.)$ +-"', %-&'+ *&-.$' $%-""+ "%-%+%


 $) Harrisburg-Carlisle-Lebanon-!PA +&,-'*, $"%-,.& $'%-+'. $*-"%$ "%-+,* %,-*&& $'-&++ $&,-,'$ "*-")" )$-.))


 $& Chicago-Naperville-Michigan!City-!IL-IN-WI .-+&+-'%$ %-*,$-.*+ $-$$'-..) %,+-)$* ++&-**' ,')-.*. $%.-"%+ %-,''-$,' +%+-*.% $-,'*-&%%


 $& San!Diego-Carlsbad-San!Marcos-!CA ,-'."-,$, )%*-$+& ,"$-*%" *&-',& $&$-'&' ..-'%+ *'-)%+ ),'-$%) $..-&%) **"-""+


 %' Milwaukee-Racine-Waukesha-!WI $-)"$-,$+ *,$-**+ %%$-")$ ,&-,%* $'.-%%+ ")-$'$ %*-.&* *,*-"&) .%-)), %+)-',&


 %$ Sacramento—Arden-Arcade—Yuba!City-!CA-NV %-*+$-)&' +$'-+,) ,'+-,'+ *'-+.' $*,-$$. ).-+$$ ,*-",. +',-',) $++-.,. ,+$-'$*


 %% Davenport-Moline-Rock!Island-!IA-IL ,).-+.' &.-"+& ")-$$$ )-,*) %*-"+. $%-&+, "-.&) $''-+%+ %"-*') *.-,&'


 %% Philadelphia-Camden-Vineland-!PA-NJ-DE-MD +-",,-+&, $-"%+-)%, &)$-&,) $*.-''% *&,-)$* %$)-$&" .+-$+& $-++'-*,* *).-'+$ &%$-.))


 %% Washington-Baltimore-Northern!Virginia-!DC-MD-VA-WV &-"%+-%&% %-'$,-).* .%&-+$' %$.-$+$ ""*-.'. %)"-)$" $$,-+'' %-'*"-',% "+&-"%+ ))'-&')


 %" South!Bend-Elkhart-Mishawaka-!IN-MI "+,-&,* $*+-.,, )*-)&+ $,-$.) ,.-.+& $&-$%$ &-$'% $,.-',) *$-),* &)-.'*


 %" Yakima-!WA %*,-%,$ )*-',& %&-$%% *-*", $+-%*% )-$., ,-'.+ "*-$$. $%-)$+ ")-+$%


Notes'
&' Cities"are"ranked"using"the"highest"weighted"average"for"any"county"within"that"Combined"or"Metropolitan"Statistical"Area'     
#' Total!Population"represents"the"at-risk"populations"for"all"counties"within"the"respective"Combined"or"Metropolitan"Statistical"Area'    
)' Those"()!and!under"and"&%!and!over"are"vulnerable"to"PM#'*"and"are+"therefore+"included'"They"should"not"be"used"as"population"denominators"for"disease"estimates'   
(' Pediatric!asthma"estimates"are"for"those"under"&%"years"of"age"and"represent"the"estimated"number"of"people"who"had"asthma"in"#$&$"based"on"state"rates"(BRFSS)"applied"to"population"estimates"(U'S'"Census)' 
*' Adult!asthma"estimates"are"for"those"&%"years"and"older"and"represent"the"estimated"number"of"people"who"had"asthma"in"#$&$"based"on"state"rates"(BRFSS)"applied"to"population"estimates"(U'S'"Census)' 
,' Chronic!bronchitis"estimates"are"for"adults"&%"and"over"who"had"been"diagnosed"in"#$&$+"based"on"national"rates"(NHIS)"applied"to"population"estimates"(U'S'"Census)'   
-' Emphysema"estimates"are"for"adults"&%"and"over"who"have"been"diagnosed"within"their"lifetime+"based"on"national"rates"(NHIS)"applied"to"population"estimates"(U'S'"Census)'   
%' Adding"across"rows"does"not"produce"valid"estimates+"e'g'+"summing"pediatric"and"adult"asthma"and.or"emphysema"and"chronic"bronchitis'    
/' CV!disease"is"cardiovascular"disease"and"estimates"are"based"on"National"Heart"Lung"and"Blood"Institute"(NHLBI)"estimates"of"cardiovascular"disease"applied"to"population"estimates"(U'S'"Census)'  
&$' Diabetes"estimates"are"for"adults"&%"and"over"who"have"been"diagnosed"within"their"lifetime+"based"on"state"rates"(BRFSS)"applied"to"population"estimates"(U'S'"Census)'   
&&' Poverty"estimates"come"from"the"U'S'"Census"Bureau"and"are"for"all"ages'
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People!at!Risk!In!"%!U$S$!Cities!Most!Polluted!by!Year-Round!Particle!Pollution!(Annual!PM"$%)
"*(" ! Total ! &%!and! Pediatric Adult Chronic! ! CV
 Rank( Metropolitan!Statistical!Areas Population" Under!()+ Over+ Asthma$


#,) Asthma%,) Bronchitis&,) Emphysema-,) Disease. Diabetes(* Poverty((


 $ Bakersfield-Delano-!CA &,.-+,$ %"*-'&$ )"-*,) $+-&"" **-")% %*-'*) .-,.& $),-"++ *)-'.) $)%-",$


 % Hanford-Corcoran-!CA $"%-.&% *%-"*& $%-',' %-&%% &-,*& *-*%, $-+$. ,$-'$. &-%.. %.-+'+


 , Los!Angeles-Long!Beach-Riverside-!CA $)-&))-''+ *-"+"-*)& $-."$-+$. ,'%-&", $-'$)-.), "")-'+) %%&-&"& *-$'.-*%+ $-$%"-.$) %-&+.-.,"


 * Visalia-Porterville-!CA **%-$). $**-$%* *$-)). .-"+$ %%-+)" $%-%.) *-.,$ &.-")' %*-,+% $'&-$*,


 " Fresno-Madera-!CA $-'&$-,$" ,%'-,"+ $$'-+&, %$-%"$ ")-..$ ,$-".+ $%-&+" %,$-)"' +,-%,. %)+-%*%


 + Pittsburgh-New!Castle-!PA %-**)-,., *.*-,%, *%*-%$' *)-$'' $.%-),, &&-$$& *%-+.$ )'%-%%& %$'-%)& %.%-.'+


 ) Phoenix-Mesa-Glendale-!AZ *-$.%-&&) $-$')-"+$ "$*-)$% $',-&"' %.)-$"& $,'-+)) "+-$"' .&$-%*. %"'-*') +)+-".'


 & Cincinnati-Middletown-Wilmington-!OH-KY-IN %-$)%-$.$ "*$-+*' %+"-&+, "%-'%% $".-*)+ )'-*,) ,'-"** ",*-,". $+'-)+$ %.)-%"*


 . Louisville-Je(erson!County-Elizabethtown-Scottsburg-!KY-IN $-*%)-*&, ,**-*$* $&$-%%" ,"-,"* $$'-)%' *+-..% %'-"&+ ,"&-$+$ $'&-+)$ %$%-.+'


 $' Philadelphia-Camden-Vineland-!PA-NJ-DE-MD +-",,-+&, $-"%+-)%, &)$-&,) $*.-''% *&,-)$* %$)-$&" .+-$+& $-++'-*,* *).-'+$ &%$-.))


 $' St#!Louis-St#!Charles-Farmington-!MO-IL %-.'%-."$ +.$-%", ,&&-*)& ),-+%* $.)-"%& .+-*"* *%-.&$ )*'-,'* %')-+%* ,))-.%)


 $% Birmingham-Hoover-Cullman-!AL $-%'&-*", %&&-,,$ $"&-.*. ,,-$%' )%-".$ ,.-&+" $)-".& ,'*-,"& $$%-)+' %'%-,"%


 $% Steubenville-Weirton-!OH-WV $%*-*"* %*-).% %,-$$% %-'%' &-"$$ *-"), %-%&% ,+-..) $$-)), %'-'+'


 $* Cleveland-Akron-Elyria-!OH %-&&$-.,) ++%-+'* *,$-,)+ +%-$%+ %$,-%+$ .&-++. *"-&*% ))%-%** %,,-%., *,%-*%,


 $* Fairbanks-!AK .)-"&$ %"-''$ +-,)" $-),$ )-$&* %-.$. $-'%+ %'-%.+ ,-*.$ &-&'*


 $* Indianapolis-Anderson-Columbus-!IN %-'&'-)&% ",)-,'. %,.-*+& *)-%*' $*)-+$$ +"-&&' %)-.%) *.*-%,$ $*)-++$ ,'$-*$%


 $) Charleston-!WV ,'*-%&* +"-+,% *&-",& *-%.% $)-%.+ $'-),$ "-'&& &*-&"& %&-",' *+-'+"


 $) Columbus-Auburn-Opelika-!GA-AL *"+-"+* $$'-&)" "'-*%% $$-%'% %+-.$$ $*-,.' "-&)+ $'"-)*$ ,+-%'+ .$-%)+


 $) Dayton-Springfield-Greenville-!OH $-')%-&.$ %*.-,$* $+%-,') %,-,)+ ).-'&) ,+-*"* $+-."" %&*-.)' &+-$$" $+.-%+,


 %' Huntington-Ashland-!WV-KY-OH %&)-)'% +$-..) *+-+%" "-%*$ $.-+$" $'-'$. *-),+ )&-)&" %"-'&, "&-",&


 %' Parkersburg-Marietta-!WV-OH $+%-'"+ ,*-+&* %)-+,* %-+," $'-,+. "-))$ %-&'% *+-'&& $*-.'' %"-''&


 %' Wheeling-!WV-OH $*)-."' %.-%$% %+-**+ %-,', .-.%% "-*'% %-+"' *,-,*' $,-&&+ %,-,'.


 %, Houston-Baytown-Huntsville-!TX +-'"$-,+, $-+&,-%). "%,-)&. $%)-,%" ,%%-+'* $&'-$+, +.-"$% $-%.&-$"% *$$-$,& ..%-+',


 %* Atlanta-Sandy!Springs-Gainesville-!GA-AL "-+$&-*,$ $-*&.-*&+ "$"-"". $,*-'") ,$.-*%% $)$-*". +)-%$. $-%**-*'$ ,.$-+)* &"$-).+


 %* Davenport-Moline-Rock!Island-!IA-IL ,).-+.' &.-"+& ")-$$$ )-,*) %*-"+. $%-&+, "-.&) $''-+%+ %"-*') *.-,&'


 %* Fairmont-Clarksburg-!WV $"'-+$* ,$-"+) %"-'%% %-'+* &-+,% "-,,, %-"*) *%-%$+ $*-$*, %"-.'+


 %* Hagerstown-Martinsburg-!MD-WV %+.-$*' +,-"." ,+-$)& "-."' $+-$,' &-.&' *-''. +.-'') %$-,*. ,$-,$)


Notes'
&' Cities"are"ranked"using"the"highest"design"value"for"any"county"within"that"Combined"or"Metropolitan"Statistical"Area'
#' Total!Population"represents"the"at-risk"populations"for"all"counties"within"the"respective"Combined"or"Metropolitan"Statistical"Area'
)' Those"()!and!under"and"&%!and!over"are"vulnerable"to"PM#'*"and"are+"therefore+"included'"They"should"not"be"used"as"population"denominators"for"disease"estimates'
(' Pediatric!asthma"estimates"are"for"those"under"&%"years"of"age"and"represent"the"estimated"number"of"people"who"had"asthma"in"#$&$"based"on"state"rates"(BRFSS)"applied"to"population"estimates"(U'S'"Census)'
*' Adult!asthma"estimates"are"for"those"&%"years"and"older"and"represent"the"estimated"number"of"people"who"had"asthma"in"#$&$"based"on"state"rates"(BRFSS)"applied"to"population"estimates"(U'S'"Census)'
,' Chronic!bronchitis"estimates"are"for"adults"&%"and"over"who"had"been"diagnosed"in"#$&$+"based"on"national"rates"(NHIS)"applied"to"population"estimates"(U'S'"Census)'
-' Emphysema"estimates"are"for"adults"&%"and"over"who"have"been"diagnosed"within"their"lifetime+"based"on"national"rates"(NHIS)"applied"to"population"estimates"(U'S'"Census)'
%' Adding"across"rows"does"not"produce"valid"estimates+"e'g'+"summing"pediatric"and"adult"asthma"and.or"emphysema"and"chronic"bronchitis'
/' CV!disease"is"cardiovascular"disease"and"estimates"are"based"on"National"Heart"Lung"and"Blood"Institute"(NHLBI)"estimates"of"cardiovascular"disease"applied"to"population"estimates"(U'S'"Census)' 
&$' Diabetes"estimates"are"for"adults"&%"and"over"who"have"been"diagnosed"within"their"lifetime+"based"on"state"rates"(BRFSS)"applied"to"population"estimates"(U'S'"Census)'
&&' Poverty"estimates"come"from"the"U'S'"Census"Bureau"and"are"for"all"ages'
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People!at!Risk!In!"%!Most!Ozone-Polluted!Cities


"*(" ! Total ! &%!and! Pediatric Adult Chronic
 Rank( Metropolitan!Statistical!Areas Population" Under!()+ Over+ Asthma$


#,) Asthma%,) Bronchitis&,) Emphysema-,) Poverty.


 $ Los!Angeles-Long!Beach-Riverside-!CA $)-&))-''+ *-"+"-*)& $-."$-+$. ,'%-&", $-'$)-.), "")-'+) %%&-&"& %-&+.-.,"


 % Visalia-Porterville-!CA **%-$). $**-$%* *$-)). .-"+$ %%-+)" $%-%.) *-.,$ $'&-$*,


 , Bakersfield-Delano-!CA &,.-+,$ %"*-'&$ )"-*,) $+-&"" **-")% %*-'*) .-,.& $)%-",$


 * Fresno-Madera-!CA $-'&$-,$" ,%'-,"+ $$'-+&, %$-%"$ ")-..$ ,$-".+ $%-&+" %)+-%*%


 " Hanford-Corcoran-!CA $"%-.&% *%-"*& $%-',' %-&%% &-,*& *-*%, $-+$. %.-+'+


 + Sacramento--Arden-Arcade--Yuba!City-!CA-NV %-*+$-)&' +$'-+,) ,'+-,'+ *'-+.' $*,-$$. ).-+$$ ,*-",. ,+$-'$*


 ) San!Diego-Carlsbad-San!Marcos-!CA ,-'."-,$, )%*-$+& ,"$-*%" *&-',& $&$-'&' ..-'%+ *'-)%+ **"-""+


 & Houston-Baytown-Huntsville-!TX +-'"$-,+, $-+&,-%). "%,-)&. $%)-,%" ,%%-+'* $&'-$+, +.-"$% ..%-+',


 . San!Luis!Obispo-Paso!Robles-!CA %+.-+,) "'-&*$ *$-'%% ,-,), $+-.$+ .-""+ *-,*% ,+-$).


 $' Merced-!CA %""-)., &'-+.& %,-.+' "-,", $,-,'% )-$.$ %-&", "&-%$%


 $$ Modesto-!CA "$*-*", $*)-$"& "*-&,$ .-)+% %&-$,* $"-*** +-*'$ $''-""*


 $% Dallas-Fort!Worth-!TX +-+.)-*'% $-&"'-&*+ +$)-$%" $*'-''' ,")-&)% %''-&%' )&-.,, .+'-"))


 $, Washington-Baltimore-Northern!Virginia-!DC-MD-VA-WV &-"%+-%&% %-'$,-).* .%&-+$' %$.-$+$ ""*-.'. %)"-)$" $$,-+'' ))'-&')


 $* El!Centro-!CA $)*-"%& "$-'.& $&-$"% ,-,.' .-*$" "-$,. %-$'* ,+-+++


 $" New!York-Newark-Bridgeport-!NY-NJ-CT-PA %%-'&"-+*. "-'".-)*$ %-.'+-",, *.+-'&$ $-+'.-%*$ ),,-'"& ,%$-',' %-&.,-.")


 $+ Chico-!CA %%'-''' *+-$+& ,,-&$) ,-'+, $,-,.$ )-"+, ,-*+* *,-,.%


 $+ Philadelphia-Camden-Vineland-!PA-NJ-DE-MD +-",,-+&, $-"%+-)%, &)$-&,) $*.-''% *&,-)$* %$)-$&" .+-$+& &%$-.))


 $& Charlotte-Gastonia-Salisbury-!NC-SC %-*'%-+%, +$'-**& %+.-''" ""-,$& $,+-',% )"-."" ,$-),) ,+)-$)'


 $. Phoenix-Mesa-Glendale-!AZ *-$.%-&&) $-$')-"+$ "$*-)$% $',-&"' %.)-$"& $,'-+)) "+-$"' +)+-".'


 %' Pittsburgh-New!Castle-!PA %-**)-,., *.*-,%, *%*-%$' *)-$'' $.%-),, &&-$$& *%-+.$ %.%-.'+


 %$ Birmingham-Hoover-Cullman-!AL $-%'&-*", %&&-,,$ $"&-.*. ,,-$%' )%-".$ ,.-&+" $)-".& %'%-,"%


 %$ Cincinnati-Middletown-Wilmington-!OH-KY-IN %-$)%-$.$ "*$-+*' %+"-&+, "%-'%% $".-*)+ )'-*,) ,'-"** %.)-%"*


 %, Stockton-!CA +&"-,'+ %''-)%* )$-$&$ $,-,$" ,)-$'+ %'-,,& &-,&' $%&-,,$


 %* Baton!Rouge-Pierre!Part-!LA &%"-.'" %'*-'&, &.-%.) $+-."" *$-"$& %+-$", $'-)," $,'-'.'


 %" Atlanta-Sandy!Springs-Gainesville-!GA-AL "-+$&-*,$ $-*&.-*&+ "$"-"". $,*-'") ,$.-*%% $)$-*". +)-%$. &"$-).+


Notes'
&' Cities"are"ranked"using"the"highest"weighted"average"for"any"county"within"that"Combined"or"Metropolitan"Statistical"Area'
#' Total!Population"represents"the"at-risk"populations"for"all"counties"within"the"respective"Combined"or"Metropolitan"Statistical"Area'
)' Those"()!and!under"and"&%!and!over"are"vulnerable"to"PM#'*"and"are+"therefore+"included'"They"should"not"be"used"as"population"denominators"for"disease"estimates'
(' Pediatric!asthma"estimates"are"for"those"under"&%"years"of"age"and"represent"the"estimated"number"of"people"who"had"asthma"in"#$&$"based"on"state"rates"(BRFSS)"applied"to"population"estimates"(U'S'"Census)'
*' Adult!asthma"estimates"are"for"those"&%"years"and"older"and"represent"the"estimated"number"of"people"who"had"asthma"in"#$&$"based"on"state"rates"(BRFSS)"applied"to"population"estimates"(U'S'"Census)'
,' Chronic!bronchitis"estimates"are"for"adults"&%"and"over"who"had"been"diagnosed"in"#$&$+"based"on"national"rates"(NHIS)"applied"to"population"estimates"(U'S'"Census)'
-' Emphysema"estimates"are"for"adults"&%"and"over"who"have"been"diagnosed"within"their"lifetime+"based"on"national"rates"(NHIS)"applied"to"population"estimates"(U'S'"Census)'
%' Adding"across"rows"does"not"produce"valid"estimates+"e'g'+"summing"pediatric"and"adult"asthma"and.or"emphysema"and"chronic"bronchitis'
/' Poverty"estimates"come"from"the"U'S'"Census"Bureau"and"are"for"all"ages'
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People!at!Risk!in!"%!Counties!Most!Polluted!by!Short-term!Particle!Pollution!("#-hour!PM"$%) High!PM"$%!Days!in! 
  Unhealthy!Ranges,! 
 At-Risk!Groups "**)–"*(*


"*("   Total   &%!and! Pediatric Adult Chronic!  CV   Weighted
 Rank( County ST Population" Under!()+ Over+ Asthma#,) Asthma%,) Bronchitis&,) Emphysema-,) Disease. Diabetes(* Poverty(( Avg$(" Grade(+


 $ Kern CA &,.-+,$ %"*-'&$ )"-*,) $+-&"" **-")% %*-'*) .-,.& $),-"++ *)-'.) $)%-",$ ",#& F


 % Fresno CA .,'-*"' %))-"') .,-*%$ $&-*'. *.-)%$ %)-',* $'-.,% $.)-+)' ",-&+$ %*"-,,' *$#% F


 , Kings CA $"%-.&% *%-"*& $%-',' %-&%% &-,*& *-*%, $-+$. ,$-'$. &-%.. %.-+'+ %.#& F


 * Riverside CA %-$&.-+*$ +%'-$'& %"&-"&+ *$-$," $%'-$++ ++-**) %&-**$ *.&-%.+ $,)-%)' ,"*-)+& %&#& F


 " Stanislaus CA "$*-*", $*)-$"& "*-&,$ .-)+% %&-$,* $"-*** +-*'$ $$*-*,% ,$-*%) $''-""* %+#& F


 + Allegheny PA $-%%,-,*& %*$-++, %'"-'". %,-'%+ .+-.,& *,-)'" %'-)". ,**-""% $'%-.,* $*$-*", %+#, F


 ) Hawaii HI $&"-'). *%-%&' %+-&,* *-++% $,-*%+ +-*'* %-.+* "'-%$% $%-,.' ,,-%&" %,#" F


 & Los!Angeles CA .-&$&-+'" %-*'%-%'& $-'+"-+.. $".-,"% "++-$*) ,'&-)"+ $%"-+$$ %-%++-"+" +$.-,)$ $-+..-%+* %'#, F


 . Salt!Lake UT $-'%.-+"" %..-)&$ &.-,+) %'-+$* ++-,&* %.-",$ $$-%,$ %$'-%%* *)-%%) $,.-+)" $.#, F


 $' Cache UT $$%-+"+ ,"-+,. &-+.* %-*"$ +-.&& %-.&" $-'+% %'-*++ *-"', $)-,%, $"#' F


 $$ Shoshone ID $%-)+" %-++' %-",) $%% .$" *)* %*" ,-.$' .&" %-+'+ $%#) F


 $% Fairbanks!North! 
  Star!Borough AK .)-"&$ %"-''$ +-,)" $-),$ )-$&* %-.$. $-'%+ %'-%.+ ,-*.$ &-&'* $$#& F


 $, Merced CA %""-)., &'-+.& %,-.+' "-,", $,-,'% )-$.$ %-&", "%-$%$ $*-$*% "&-%$% $$#) F


 $* Utah UT "$+-"+* $&$-.)) ,,-*") $%-"$* ,'-,** $%-)'" *-%&' &"-'+' $&-*$, )*-",. $$#" F


 $" Weber UT %,$-%,+ +.-,$$ %,-,&& *-)++ $*-),' +-+.& %-)$, *&-.&% $$-%'$ ,$-"*% $'#' F


 $+ Tulare CA **%-$). $**-$%* *$-)). .-"+$ %%-+)" $%-%.) *-.,$ &.-")' %*-,+% $'&-$*, .#& F


 $) Muscatine IA *%-)*" $$-$+* "-&*, +." %-*)+ $-,., +," $'-&'. %-*', "-)&% .#% F


 $& Lane OR ,"$-)$" +.-+&. "%-)&$ "-%"+ %+-&,' $%-,'. "-"&) ."-'%& %'-*%* +"-&*. &#) F


 $. Brown WI %*&-'') +$-&%, %&-)&. "-*.$ $"-**' )-.+, ,-,)& ".-)., $%-+)+ %*-&%. )#' F


 %' San!Joaquin CA +&"-,'+ %''-)%* )$-$&$ $,-,$" ,)-$'+ %'-,,& &-,&' $"'-,,, *$-%"' $%&-,,$ +#& F


 %$ Lemhi ID )-.,+ $-")+ $-)"& ), "&% ,'& $+) %-+'% +". $-++' +#) F


 %$ Doña!Ana NM %'.-%,, ""-&"& %"-&&$ *-*"+ $*-.)$ +-"', %-&'+ *&-.$' $%-""+ "%-%+% +#) F


 %, Plumas CA %'-'') ,-+'$ *-$"* %,. $-,'& )&* *$' +-"%) $-&&+ ,-'$% +#" F


 %, Lewis!and!Clark MT +,-,." $*-,)+ &-)") ..' *-*"" %-$&. ..+ $)-'*. ,-*)* )-'*$ +#" F


 %" San!Bernardino CA %-',"-%$' ".*-"&& $&$-,*& ,.-**% $'.-.)+ ".-*,, %,-$.. *%.-+"" $$+-&&% ,+%-'.. +#, F


 %" Cumberland PA %,"-*'+ *&-)$% ,+-)*" *-+*$ $&-*&* &-%,% ,-&$& +*-%$' $.-$%+ $+-*"$ +#, F


Notes'
&' Counties"are"ranked"by"weighted"average'"See"note"&#"below'
#' Total!Population"represents"the"at-risk"populations"in"counties"with"PM#'*"monitors' 
)' Those"()!and!under!and!&%!and!over"are"vulnerable"to"PM#'*"and"are+"therefore+"included'"They"should"not"be"used"as"


population"denominators"for"disease"estimates' 
(' Pediatric!asthma"estimates"are"for"those"under"&%"years"of"age"and"represent"the"estimated"number"of"people"who"had"


asthma"in"#$&$"based"on"state"rates"(BRFSS)"applied"to"population"estimates"(U'S'"Census)'
*' Adult!asthma"estimates"are"for"those"&%"years"and"older"and"represent"the"estimated"number"of"people"who"had"


asthma"in"#$&$"based"on"state"rates"(BRFSS)"applied"to"population"estimates"(U'S'"Census)'
,' Chronic!bronchitis"estimates"are"for"adults"&%"and"over"who"had"been"diagnosed"in"#$&$+"based"on"national"rates"


(NHIS)"applied"to"population"estimates"(U'S'"Census)' 
-' Emphysema"estimates"are"for"adults"&%"and"over"who"have"been"diagnosed"within"their"lifetime+"based"on"national"


rates"(NHIS)"applied"to"population"estimates"(U'S'"Census)'


%' Adding"across"rows"does"not"produce"valid"estimates+"e'g'+"summing"pediatric"and"adult"asthma"and.or"emphysema"
and"chronic"bronchitis' 


/' CV!disease"estimates"are"based"on"National"Heart"Lung"and"Blood"Institute"(NHLBI)"estimates"of"cardiovascular"
disease"applied"to"population"estimates"(U'S'"Census)'


&$' Diabetes"estimates"are"for"adults"&%"and"over"who"have"been"diagnosed"within"their"lifetime+"based"on"state"rates"
(BRFSS)"applied"to"population"estimates"(U'S'"Census)'


&&' Poverty"estimates"come"from"the"U'S'"Census"Bureau"and"are"for"all"ages'
&#' The"Weighted!Average"was"derived"by"counting"the"number"of"days"in"each"unhealthful"range"(orange+"red+"purple+"


maroon)"in""each"year"(#$$%-#$&$)+"multiplying"the"total"in"each"range"by"the"assigned"standard"weights"(i'e'+"&"for"
orange+"&'*"for"red+"#'$"for"purple+"#'*"for"maroon)+"and"calculating"the"average'


&)' Grade"is"assigned"by"weighted"average"as"follows!"A0$'$+"B0$')-$'/+"C0&'$-#'$+"D0#'&-)'#+"F0)')1'
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People!at!Risk!in!"%!Counties!Most!Polluted!by!Year-round!Particle!Pollution!(Annual!PM"$%)  !! 
  PM"$%!Annual,! 
 At-Risk!Groups "**)–"*(*


"*("   Total   &%!and! Pediatric Adult Chronic!  CV   Design
 Rank( County ST Population" Under!()+ Over+ Asthma#,) Asthma%,) Bronchitis&,) Emphysema-,) Disease. Diabetes(* Poverty(( Value(" Grade(+


 $ Kern CA &,.-+,$ %"*-'&$ )"-*,) $+-&"" **-")% %*-'*) .-,.& $),-"++ *)-'.) $)%-",$ %$#% Fail


 % Hawaii HI $&"-'). *%-%&' %+-&,* *-++% $,-*%+ +-*'* %-.+* "'-%$% $%-,.' ,,-%&" $&#* Fail


 , Kings CA $"%-.&% *%-"*& $%-',' %-&%% &-,*& *-*%, $-+$. ,$-'$. &-%.. %.-+'+ $)#$ Fail


 * Riverside CA %-$&.-+*$ +%'-$'& %"&-"&+ *$-$," $%'-$++ ++-**) %&-**$ *.&-%.+ $,)-%)' ,"*-)+& $)#' Fail


 " Tulare CA **%-$). $**-$%* *$-)). .-"+$ %%-+)" $%-%.) *-.,$ &.-")' %*-,+% $'&-$*, $+#" Fail


 + Fresno CA .,'-*"' %))-"') .,-*%$ $&-*'. *.-)%$ %)-',* $'-.,% $.)-+)' ",-&+$ %*"-,,' $+#* Fail


 ) Allegheny PA $-%%,-,*& %*$-++, %'"-'". %,-'%+ .+-.,& *,-)'" %'-)". ,**-""% $'%-.,* $*$-*", $+#' Fail


 & Pinal AZ ,)"-))' ..-)'' "%-')$ .-,*& %+-"., $$-&"% "-,,$ .'-+&" %,-$*, "$-"'' $"#* Fail


 . San!Bernardino CA %-',"-%$' ".*-"&& $&$-,*& ,.-**% $'.-.)+ ".-*,, %,-$.. *%.-+"" $$+-&&% ,+%-'.. $*#" Pass


 $' Los!Angeles CA .-&$&-+'" %-*'%-%'& $-'+"-+.. $".-,"% "++-$*) ,'&-)"+ $%"-+$$ %-%++-"+" +$.-,)$ $-+..-%+* $*#* Pass


 $' Hamilton OH &'%-,)* $&.-+*' $'+-&+, $)-)&$ "&-.&+ %+-"", $$-)"* %'%-.$% +$-'$, $**-)*$ $*#* Pass


 $% Clark IN $$'-%,% %+-$'. $*-'"" %-%." &-'%$ ,-+*' $-".$ %)-+.. &-%.. $,-+,% $*#$ Pass


 $, Madison IL %+.-%&% +$-%*+ ,&-*%& +-'%+ $&-&** .-'.+ *-$$. )'-%$+ $.-$+% ,&-'+& $,#& Pass


 $, Chester PA *.&-&&+ $%*-'"" +,-&)" $$-&%' ,)-*%) $+-*"+ )-,'& $%+-*&) ,)-*+* ,$-$)% $,#& Pass


 $" Je(erson AL +"&-*++ $"*-"%& &+-**, $)-)"' ,.-)%+ %$-)"* .-""& $+"-+,+ +$-*'% $$.-&'. $,#) Pass


 $" Brooke WV %*-'+. *-")) *-+'% %.. $-*$$ &." **. )-%"" %-*,% ,-*'% $,#) Pass


 $) Fairbanks!North! 
  Star!Borough AK .)-"&$ %"-''$ +-,)" $-),$ )-$&* %-.$. $-'%+ %'-%.+ ,-*.$ &-&'* $,#+ Pass


 $) Marion IN .',-,., %%+-"'" .+-$'% $.-.$* +*-.+& %&-%+& $$-*.+ %')-)") +$-)+% $&*-",) $,#+ Pass


 $) Cuyahoga OH $-%&'-$%% %.'-%+% $.&-"*$ %)-%$" ."-'%+ **-'$* %'-+,. ,*"-*)' $'*-*). %%)-)$+ $,#+ Pass


 %' Butler OH ,+&-$,' .%-+'* *%-*&* &-+&, %+-".' $$-))" *-.&. &&-,+" %+-**. *&-$.) $,#* Pass


 %' Westmoreland PA ,+"-$+. )%-+$$ +&-&)) +-.$. %&-&'$ $,-"'& +-)." $'.-)&' ,,-'%' ,)-'$) $,#* Pass


 %% Summit OH "*$-)&$ $%,-")" )&-.+& $$-"&+ *'-%$, $&-"$) &-"'. $**-%," *,-"%* &%-$.* $,#, Pass


 %, Muscogee GA $&.-&&" *&-".& %%-'&% *-,+& $'-.), "-."' %-"'' **-%&& $,-.$+ ,+-..& $,#% Pass


 %, Je(erson KY )*$-'.+ $)$-&') ..-'." $&-%,. ".-$+$ %*-)'% $'-.,. $&&-&&* ")-,." $%"-&+$ $,#% Pass


 %, Montgomery OH ","-$", $%,-%). &$-'*$ $$-"". ,.-"*. $&-$&+ &-**$ $*$-.,. *%-&&+ .,-+.) $,#% Pass


 %, Kanawha WV $.,-'+, ,.-),* ,%-,$" %-".& $$-$$$ +-.$. ,-,%% "*-.&& $&-*+" %&-$'$ $,#% Pass


Notes'
&' Counties"are"ranked"by"design"value'"See"note"&#"below'
#' Total!Population"represents"the"at-risk"populations"in"counties"with"PM#'*"monitors'
)' Those"()!and!under!and!&%!and!over"are"vulnerable"to"PM#'*"and"are+"therefore+"included'"They"should"not"be"used"as"


population"denominators"for"disease"estimates'
(' Pediatric!asthma"estimates"are"for"those"under"&%"years"of"age"and"represent"the"estimated"number"of"people"who"had"


asthma"in"#$&$"based"on"state"rates"(BRFSS)"applied"to"population"estimates"(U'S'"Census)'
*' Adult!asthma"estimates"are"for"those"&%"years"and"older"and"represent"the"estimated"number"of"people"who"had"


asthma"in"#$&$"based"on"state"rates"(BRFSS)"applied"to"population"estimates"(U'S'"Census)'
,' Chronic!bronchitis"estimates"are"for"adults"&%"and"over"who"had"been"diagnosed"in"#$&$+"based"on"national"rates"


(NHIS)"applied"to"population"estimates"(U'S'"Census)'
-' Emphysema"estimates"are"for"adults"&%"and"over"who"have"been"diagnosed"within"their"lifetime+"based"on"national"


rates"(NHIS)"applied"to"population"estimates"(U'S'"Census)'


%' Adding"across"rows"does"not"produce"valid"estimates+"e'g'+"summing"pediatric"and"adult"asthma"and.or"emphysema"
and"chronic"bronchitis'


/' CV!disease"is"cardiovascular"disease"and"estimates"are"based"on"National"Heart"Lung"and"Blood"Institute"(NHLBI)"
estimates"of"cardiovascular"disease"applied"to"population"estimates"(U'S'"Census)'


&$' Diabetes"estimates"are"for"adults"&%"and"over"who"have"been"diagnosed"within"their"lifetime+"based"on"state"rates"
(BRFSS)"applied"to"population"estimates"(U'S'"Census)'


&&' Poverty"estimates"come"from"the"U'S'"Census"Bureau"and"are"for"all"ages'
&#' The"Design!Value"is"the"calculated"concentration"of"a"pollutant"based"on"the"form"of"the"National"Ambient"Air"Quality"


Standard+"and"is"used"by"EPA"to"determine"whether"the"air"quality"in"a"meets"the"standard'"The"source"for"the"Design"
Values"is"http!..www'epa'gov.air.airtrends.pdfs.PM#*2DesignValues2#$$%#$&$2FinalRevised'xlsx+"downloaded"
September"#(+"#$&&'


&)' Grades"are"based"on"EPA’s"determination"of"meeting"or"failure"to"meet"the"NAAQS"for"annual"PM#'*"levels"during"#$$%-
#$&$'"Counties"meeting"the"NAAQS"received"grades"of"Pass3"counties"not"meeting"the"NAAQS"received"grades"of"Fail'
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People!at!Risk!in!"%!Most!Ozone-Polluted!Counties
  High!Ozone!Days!in! 
  Unhealthy!Ranges,! 
 At-Risk!Groups "**)–"*(*


"*("   Total  &%!and! Pediatric Adult Chronic!  Weighted
 Rank( County ST Population" Under!()+ Over+ Asthma#,) Asthma%,) Bronchitis&,) Emphysema-,) Poverty. Avg$(* Grade((


 $ San!Bernardino CA %-',"-%$' ".*-"&& $&$-,*& ,.-**% $'.-.)+ ".-*,, %,-$.. ,+%-'.. $%)#& F


 % Riverside CA %-$&.-+*$ +%'-$'& %"&-"&+ *$-$," $%'-$++ ++-**) %&-**$ ,"*-)+& $$$#, F


 , Tulare CA **%-$). $**-$%* *$-)). .-"+$ %%-+)" $%-%.) *-.,$ $'&-$*, ."#) F


 * Kern CA &,.-+,$ %"*-'&$ )"-*,) $+-&"" **-")% %*-'*) .-,.& $)%-",$ ."#' F


 " Los!Angeles CA .-&$&-+'" %-*'%-%'& $-'+"-+.. $".-,"% "++-$*) ,'&-)"+ $%"-+$$ $-+..-%+* &+#% F


 + Fresno CA .,'-*"' %))-"') .,-*%$ $&-*'. *.-)%$ %)-',* $'-.,% %*"-,,' +$#" F


 ) Kings CA $"%-.&% *%-"*& $%-',' %-&%% &-,*& *-*%, $-+$. %.-+'+ *%#, F


 & Sacramento CA $-*$&-)&& ,+,-'", $"&-""$ %*-'&, &$-''+ **-")' $&-"+* %,*-*)' *$#" F


 . El!Dorado CA $&$-'"& *$-$)" %+-"%* %-),$ $$-'") +-,.% ,-''% $+-&%" %)#% F


 $' San!Diego CA ,-'."-,$, )%*-$+& ,"$-*%" *&-',& $&$-'&' ..-'%+ *'-)%+ **"-""+ %"#% F


 $$ Harris TX *-'.%-*". $-$*)-&," ,,,-*&) &+-&%, %$)-$", $$.-)&& **-.&% )"&-.$+ %*#, F


 $% Placer CA ,*&-*,% &"-'&" ",-"+% "-+** %'-"$% $$-)+" "-""+ ,$-*&. %*#% F


 $, San!Luis!Obispo CA %+.-+,) "'-&*$ *$-'%% ,-,), $+-.$+ .-""+ *-,*% ,+-$). %,#' F


 $, Ventura CA &%,-,$& %$$-.$" .+-,'. $*-'") *)-$)& %+-%$' $$-$.* &.-&&' %,#' F


 $" Merced CA %""-)., &'-+.& %,-.+' "-,", $,-,'% )-$.$ %-&", "&-%$% %%#" F


 $+ Nevada CA .&-)+* $.-$'+ $.-$)* $-%+) +-,%$ ,-)"* $-.%% $$-*"+ %%#' F


 $) Stanislaus CA "$*-*", $*)-$"& "*-&,$ .-)+% %&-$,* $"-*** +-*'$ $''-""* %$#" F


 $& Tarrant TX $-&'.-',* "')-'+$ $+$-,&" ,&-,"" .+-$*. ",-&*, %'-.&. %"&-"." %$#% F


 $. Mariposa CA $&-%"$ ,-%*% ,-&%$ %$" $-$.+ )$) ,)+ %-++" $.#& F


 %' Harford MD %**-&%+ +'-*$' ,'-"+* )-$"" $"-*%& &-'.% ,-"++ $+-)$" $.#% F


 %$ Uintah UT ,%-"&& $'-&") %-..) )*) $-.)) &.* ,"+ *-".* $&#' F


 %% Madera CA $"'-&+" *%-&*. $)-%+% %-&*% &-%)' *-"+% $-.,, ,'-.$% $+#) F


 %, Imperial CA $)*-"%& "$-'.& $&-$"% ,-,.' .-*$" "-$,. %-$'* ,+-+++ $"#) F


 %* Fairfield CT .$+-&%. %%)-'$. $%*-')" %"-*.% +,-%%, ,'-,%" $,-+&' &*-$%" $,#) F


 %" Amador CA ,&-'.$ +-,., )-&+" *%* %-"$% $-*." ))% *-%&+ $%#) F


Notes'
&' Counties"are"ranked"by"weighted"average'"See"note"&$"below'         
#' Total!Population"represents"the"at-risk"populations"in"counties"with"PM#'*"monitors'      
)' Those"()!and!under!and!&%!and!over"are"vulnerable"to"PM#'*"and"are+"therefore+"included'"They"should"not"be"used"as"population"denominators"for"disease"estimates' 
(' Pediatric!asthma"estimates"are"for"those"under"&%"years"of"age"and"represent"the"estimated"number"of"people"who"had"asthma"in"#$&$"based"on"state"rates"(BRFSS)"applied"to"population"estimates"(U'S'"Census)' 
*' Adult!asthma"estimates"are"for"those"&%"years"and"older"and"represent"the"estimated"number"of"people"who"had"asthma"in"#$&$"based"on"state"rates"(BRFSS)"applied"to"population"estimates"(U'S'"Census)' 
,' Chronic!bronchitis"estimates"are"for"adults"&%"and"over"who"had"been"diagnosed"in"#$&$+"based"on"national"rates"(NHIS)"applied"to"population"estimates"(U'S'"Census)'    
-' Emphysema!estimates"are"for"adults"&%"and"over"who"have"been"diagnosed"within"their"lifetime+"based"on"national"rates"(NHIS)"applied"to"population"estimates"(U'S'"Census)' 
%' Adding"across"rows"does"not"produce"valid"estimates+"e'g'+"summing"pediatric"and"adult"asthma"and.or"emphysema"and"chronic"bronchitis' 
/' Poverty"estimates"come"from"the"U'S'"Census"Bureau"and"are"for"all"ages' 
&$' The"Weighted!Average"was"derived"by"counting"the"number"of"days"in"each"unhealthful"range"(orange+"red+"purple)"in"each"year"(#$$%-#$&$)+"multiplying"the"total"in"each"range"by"the"assigned"standard"weights"(i'e'+"&"for"orange+"&'*"for"red+"#'$"


for"purple)+"and"calculating"the"average'   
&&' Grade"is"assigned"by"weighted"average"as"follows!"A0$'$+"B0$')-$'/+"C0&'$-#'$+"D0#'&-)'#+"F0)')1'        
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Cleanest!U$S$!Cities!for!Short-term!Particle!Pollution!("#-hour!PM"$%)(


Note'
&' This"list"represents"cities"with"the"lowest"levels"of"short"term"PM#'*"air"pollution'"Monitors"in"these"cities"reported"no"days"with"unhealthful"PM#'*"levels' 
 


Metropolitan!Statistical!Area Population


Albuquerque-!NM &&)-'))


Alexandria-!LA $",-.%%


Amarillo-!TX %*.-&&$


Asheville-Brevard-!NC *")-.*&


Athens-Clarke!County-!GA $.%-"*$


Atlantic!City-Hammonton-!NJ %)*-"*.


Austin-Round!Rock-Marble!Falls-!TX $-)$+-%&.


Bangor-!ME $",-.%,


Baton!Rouge-Pierre!Part-!LA &%"-.'"


Beckley-Oak!Hill-!WV $%*-&.&


Bowling!Green-!KY $%"-.",


Brownsville-Harlingen-Raymondville-!TX *%&-,"*


Burlington-South!Burlington-!VT %$$-%+$


Cape!Coral-Fort!Myers-!FL +$&-)"*


Champaign-Urbana-!IL %,$-&.$


Charleston-North!Charleston-Summerville-!SC ++*-+')


Charlotte-Gastonia-Salisbury-!NC-SC %-*'%-+%,


Cheyenne-!WY .$-),&


Claremont-Lebanon-!NH-VT %$&-*++


Clarksville-!TN-KY %),-.*.


Colorado!Springs-!CO +*"-+$,


Columbia-Newberry-!SC &'"-$'+


Corpus!Christi-Kingsville-!TX *+'-++%


Decatur-!IL $$'-)+&


Dover-!DE $+%-,$'


Farmington-!NM $,'-'**


Metropolitan!Statistical!Area Population


Fayetteville-!NC ,++-,&,


Fayetteville-Springdale-Rogers-!AR-MO *+,-%'*


Flagsta(-!AZ $,*-*%$


Florence-!SC %'"-"++


Florence-Muscle!Shoals-!AL $*)-$,)


Fort!Collins-Loveland-!CO %..-+,'


Fort!Smith-!AR-OK %.&-".%


Gainesville-!FL %+*-%)"


Gulfport-Biloxi-Pascagoula-!MS *$$-'++


Hattiesburg-!MS $*%-&*%


Hickory-Lenoir-Morganton-!NC ,+"-*.)


Hot!Springs-!AR .+-'%*


Houma-Bayou!Cane-Thibodaux-!LA %'&-$)&


Jackson-Humboldt-!TN $+"-$'&


Jackson-Yazoo!City-!MS "+)-$%%


Lafayette-Acadiana-!LA ""'-$,*


Lake!Charles-Jennings-!LA %,$-%'$


Lakeland-Winter!Haven-!FL +'%-'."


Lansing-East!Lansing-Owosso-!MI ",*-+&*


Little!Rock-North!Little!Rock-Pine!Blu(-!AR &))-'.$


Longview-Marshall-!TX %&'-'''


Lubbock-Levelland-!TX ,')-&%"


Lumberton-Laurinburg-!NC $)'-,%"


Lynchburg-!VA %"%-+,*


McAllen-Edinburg-Pharr-!TX ))*-)+.


Mobile-Daphne-Fairhope-!AL "."-%")


Metropolitan!Statistical!Area Population


Monroe-Bastrop-!LA %'*-*%'


Niles-Benton!Harbor-!MI $"+-&$,


Oklahoma!City-Shawnee-!OK $-,%%-*%.


Orlando-Deltona-Daytona!Beach-!FL %-&$&-$%'


Owensboro-!KY $$*-)"%


Paducah-Mayfield-!KY-IL $,"-&&,


Palm!Bay-Melbourne-Titusville-!FL "*,-,)+


Pensacola-Ferry!Pass-Brent-!FL **&-..$


Peoria-Canton-!IL *$+-%""


Pocatello-!ID .'-+"+


Prescott-!AZ %$$-',,


Pueblo-!CO $".-'+,


Rocky!Mount-!NC $"%-,.%


Salinas-!CA *$"-'")


San!Antonio-New!Braunfels-!TX %-$*%-"'&


Santa!Fe-Espanola-!NM $&*-*$+


Sarasota-Bradenton-Punta!Gorda-!FL &+%-%".


Shreveport-Bossier!City-Minden-!LA *,.-&$$


Springfield-!IL %$'-$)'


Syracuse-Auburn-!NY )*%-+',


Tampa-St#!Petersburg-Clearwater-!FL %-)&,-%*,


Texarkana-!TX-Texarkana-!AR $,+-'%)


Tucson-!AZ .&'-%+,


Tulsa-Bartlesville-!OK .&&-*"*


Wichita-Winfield-!KS +".-,)%


Yuma-!AZ $."-)"$
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Cleanest!U$S$!Cities!for! 
Ozone!Air!Pollution(


Metropolitan!Statistical!Area Population


Ames-Boone-!IA $$"-&*&


Appleton-Oshkosh-Neenah-!WI ,.%-++'


Bend-Prineville-!OR $)&-)$$


Bismarck-!ND $'&-)).


Bloomington-Normal-!IL $+.-")%


Brownsville-Harlingen-Raymondville-!TX *%&-,"*


Brunswick-!GA $$%-,)'


Cedar!Rapids-!IA %")-.*'


Champaign-Urbana-!IL %,$-&.$


Coeur!d’Alene-!ID $,&-*.*


Davenport-Moline-Rock!Island-!IA-IL ,).-+.'


Decatur-!IL $$'-)+&


Des!Moines-Newton-Pella-!IA +,.-)&*


Dothan-Enterprise-Ozark-!AL %*"-&,&


Duluth-!MN-WI %).-))$


Eugene-Springfield-!OR ,"$-)$"


Fargo-Wahpeton-!ND-MN %,$-+)*


Florence-Muscle!Shoals-!AL $*)-$,)


Fond!du!Lac-Beaver!Dam-!WI $.'-,.%


Gadsden-!AL $'*-*,'


Honolulu-!HI .",-%')


Janesville-!WI $+'-,,$


La!Crosse-!WI-MN $,,-++"


Laredo-!TX %"'-,'*


Lincoln-!NE ,'%-$")


Note'
&' This"list"represents"cities"with"no"monitored"ozone"air"pollution"


in"unhealthful"ranges"using"the"Air"Quality"Index"based"on"#$$%"
NAAQS'


Metropolitan!Statistical!Area Population


Logan-!UT-ID $%"-**%


Madison-Baraboo-!WI +,'-"+.


Minneapolis-St#!Paul-St#!Cloud-!MN-WI ,-+$"-.'%


Monroe-Bastrop-!LA %'*-*%'


Muncie-!IN $$)-+)$


Naples-Marco!Island-!FL ,%$-"%'


Ocala-!FL ,,$-%.&


Peoria-Canton-!IL *$+-%""


Port!St#!Lucie-Sebastian-Vero!Beach-!FL "+%-$,"


Rapid!City-!SD $%+-,&%


Rochester-!MN $&+-'$$


Rockford-Freeport-Rochelle-!IL *"'-+,.


Santa!Fe-Espanola-!NM $&*-*$+


Savannah-Hinesville-Fort!Stewart-!GA *%"-"%&


Sioux!Falls-!SD %%&-%+$


Spokane-!WA *)$-%%$


Springfield-!IL %$'-$)'


Terre!Haute-!IN $)%-*%"


Tuscaloosa-!AL %$.-*+$


Waterloo-Cedar!Falls-!IA $+)-&$.


Wausau-Merrill-!WI $+%-&'+


Top!"%!Cleanest!U$S$!Cities!for!Year-round 
Particle!Pollution!(Annual!PM"$%)(


 
  Design
Rank" Value+ Metropolitan!Statistical!Area Population


 $ *#$ Santa!Fe-Espanola-!NM $&*-*$+


 % *#% Cheyenne-!WY .$-),&


 , "#' Prescott-!AZ %$$-',,


 * "#* Tucson-!AZ .&'-%+,


 " "#+ Albuquerque-!NM &&)-'))


 + "#. Redding-!CA $))-%%,


 ) +#' Colorado!Springs-!CO +*"-+$,


 & +#$ Flagsta(-!AZ $,*-*%$


 . +#, Anchorage-!AK ,&'-&%$


 . +#, Boise!City-Nampa-!ID +$+-"+$


 $$ +#* Salinas-!CA *$"-'")


 $% +#+ Fort!Collins-Loveland-!CO %..-+,'


 $% +#+ Rapid!City-!SD $%+-,&%


 $* +#& Cape!Coral-Fort!Myers-!FL +$&-)"*


 $* +#& Claremont-Lebanon-!NH-VT %$&-*++


 $* +#& Sarasota-Bradenton-Punta!Gorda-!FL &+%-%".


 $) +#. Palm!Bay-Melbourne-Titusville-!FL "*,-,)+


 $& )#$ Bismarck-!ND $'&-)).


 $& )#$ Duluth-!MN-WI %).-))$


 %' )#, Burlington-South!Burlington-!VT %$$-%+$


 %$ )#* Bangor-!ME $",-.%,


 %$ )#* Gainesville-!FL %+*-%)"


 %, )#" El!Centro-!CA $)*-"%&


 %, )#" Honolulu-!HI .",-%')


 %, )#" Port!St#!Lucie-Sebastian-Vero!Beach-!FL "+%-$,"


Notes'
&' This"list"represents"cities"with"the"lowest"levels"of"annual"PM#'*"air"pollution'
#' Cities"are"ranked"by"using"the"highest"design"value"for"any"within"that"metropolitan"area'
)' The"Design!Value"is"the"calculated"concentration"of"a"pollutant"based"on"the"form"of"the"


National"Ambient"Air"Quality"Standard+"and"is"used"by"EPA"to"determine"whether"the"
air"quality"in"a"county"meets"the"standard'"The"source"for"the"Values"is"http!..www'epa'
gov.air.airtrends.pdfs.PM#*2DesignValues2#$$%#$&$2FinalRevised'xlsx+"downloaded"
September"#(+"#$&&'
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Cleanest!Counties!for!Short-term!Particle!Pollution!("#-hour!PM"$%)(


Notes'
&' This"list"represents"counties"with"the"lowest"levels"of"short"term"PM#'*"air"pollution'"Monitors"in"these"counties"reported"no"days"with"unhealthful"PM#'*"levels'
#' MSA"and"CSA"are"terms"used"by"the"U'S'"O4ce"of"Management"and"Budget"for"statistical"purposes'"MSA"stands"for"Metropolitan"Statistical"Area'"CSA"stands"


for"Combined"Statistical"Area+"which"may"include"mutiple"MSAs"and"individual"counties'


County State MSAs!and!Respective!CSA"


Baldwin AL Mobile-Daphne-Fairhope-!AL


Clay AL 


Colbert AL Florence-Muscle!Shoals-!AL


DeKalb AL 


Mobile AL Mobile-Daphne-Fairhope-!AL


Morgan AL Huntsville-Decatur-!AL


Shelby AL Birmingham-Hoover-Cullman-!AL


Talladega AL 


Walker AL Birmingham-Hoover-Cullman-!AL


Anchorage!Municipality AK Anchorage-!AK


Cochise AZ 


Coconino AZ Flagsta(-!AZ


Pima AZ Tucson-!AZ


Yavapai AZ Prescott-!AZ


Yuma AZ Yuma-!AZ


Arkansas AR 


Ashley AR 


Crittenden AR Memphis-!TN-MS-AR


Faulkner AR Little!Rock-North!Little!Rock-Pine!Blu(-!AR


Garland AR Hot!Springs-!AR


Phillips AR 


Polk AR 


Pope AR 


Pulaski AR Little!Rock-North!Little!Rock-Pine!Blu(-!AR


Sebastian AR Fort!Smith-!AR-OK


Union AR 


Washington AR Fayetteville-Springdale-Rogers-!AR-MO


White AR Little!Rock-North!Little!Rock-Pine!Blu(-!AR


Humboldt CA 


Mendocino CA 


Monterey CA Salinas-!CA


San!Benito CA San!Jose-San!Francisco-Oakland-!CA


Santa!Cruz CA San!Jose-San!Francisco-Oakland-!CA


Siskiyou CA 


Sonoma CA San!Jose-San!Francisco-Oakland-!CA


Adams CO Denver-Aurora-Boulder-!CO


County State MSAs!and!Respective!CSA"


Arapahoe CO Denver-Aurora-Boulder-!CO


Denver CO Denver-Aurora-Boulder-!CO


Douglas CO Denver-Aurora-Boulder-!CO


El!Paso CO Colorado!Springs-!CO


Elbert CO Denver-Aurora-Boulder-!CO


Larimer CO Fort!Collins-Loveland-!CO


Montezuma CO 


Pueblo CO Pueblo-!CO


Litchfield CT New!York-Newark-Bridgeport-!NY-NJ-CT-PA


Kent DE Dover-!DE


Sussex DE 


Alachua FL Gainesville-!FL


Brevard FL Palm!Bay-Melbourne-Titusville-!FL


Broward FL Miami-Fort!Lauderdale-Pompano!Beach-!FL


Citrus FL 


Escambia FL Pensacola-Ferry!Pass-Brent-!FL


Hillsborough FL Tampa-St#!Petersburg-Clearwater-!FL


Lee FL Cape!Coral-Fort!Myers-!FL


Orange FL Orlando-Deltona-Daytona!Beach-!FL


Palm!Beach FL Miami-Fort!Lauderdale-Pompano!Beach-!FL


Pinellas FL Tampa-St#!Petersburg-Clearwater-!FL


Polk FL Lakeland-Winter!Haven-!FL


Sarasota FL Sarasota-Bradenton-Punta!Gorda-!FL


Seminole FL Orlando-Deltona-Daytona!Beach-!FL


Volusia FL Orlando-Deltona-Daytona!Beach-!FL


Clarke GA Athens-Clarke!County-!GA


Gwinnett GA Atlanta-Sandy!Springs-Gainesville-!GA-AL


Maui HI 


Bannock ID Pocatello-!ID


Adams IL 


Champaign IL Champaign-Urbana-!IL


Jersey IL St#!Louis-St#!Charles-Farmington-!MO-IL


Lake IL Chicago-Naperville-Michigan!City-!IL-IN-WI


LaSalle IL 


Macon IL Decatur-!IL


McHenry IL Chicago-Naperville-Michigan!City-!IL-IN-WI
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County State MSAs!and!Respective!CSA"


Peoria IL Peoria-Canton-!IL


Randolph IL 


Rock!Island IL Davenport-Moline-Rock!Island-!IA-IL


Sangamon IL Springfield-!IL


Dubois IN 


Gibson IN Evansville-!IN-KY


Knox IN 


LaPorte IN Chicago-Naperville-Michigan!City-!IL-IN-WI


Madison IN Indianapolis-Anderson-Columbus-!IN


Spencer IN 


Johnson KS Kansas!City-Overland!Park-Kansas!City-!MO-KS


Linn KS Kansas!City-Overland!Park-Kansas!City-!MO-KS


Sedgwick KS Wichita-Winfield-!KS


Sumner KS Wichita-Winfield-!KS


Wyandotte KS Kansas!City-Overland!Park-Kansas!City-!MO-KS


Boyd KY Huntington-Ashland-!WV-KY-OH


Campbell KY Cincinnati-Middletown-Wilmington-!OH-KY-IN


Carter KY 


Christian KY Clarksville-!TN-KY


Daviess KY Owensboro-!KY


Franklin KY Lexington-Fayette—Frankfort—Richmond-!KY


Hardin KY Louisville-Je(erson!County-Elizabethtown- 
  Scottsburg-!KY-IN


Henderson KY Evansville-!IN-KY


Kenton KY Cincinnati-Middletown-Wilmington-!OH-KY-IN


Madison KY Lexington-Fayette—Frankfort—Richmond-!KY


McCracken KY Paducah-Mayfield-!KY-IL


Ohio KY 


Warren KY Bowling!Green-!KY


Caddo!Parish LA Shreveport-Bossier!City-Minden-!LA


Calcasieu!Parish LA Lake!Charles-Jennings-!LA


East!Baton!Rouge!Parish LA Baton!Rouge-Pierre!Part-!LA


Iberville!Parish LA Baton!Rouge-Pierre!Part-!LA


Lafayette!Parish LA Lafayette-Acadiana-!LA


Ouachita!Parish LA Monroe-Bastrop-!LA


County State MSAs!and!Respective!CSA"


Rapides!Parish LA Alexandria-!LA


Tangipahoa!Parish LA 


Terrebonne!Parish LA Houma-Bayou!Cane-Thibodaux-!LA


West!Baton!Rouge!Parish LA Baton!Rouge-Pierre!Part-!LA


Hancock ME 


Kennebec ME 


Penobscot ME Bangor-!ME


Harford MD Washington-Baltimore-Northern!Virginia-! 
  DC-MD-VA-WV


Bristol MA Boston-Worcester-Manchester-!MA-RI-NH


Essex MA Boston-Worcester-Manchester-!MA-RI-NH


Middlesex MA Boston-Worcester-Manchester-!MA-RI-NH


Plymouth MA Boston-Worcester-Manchester-!MA-RI-NH


Worcester MA Boston-Worcester-Manchester-!MA-RI-NH


Berrien MI Niles-Benton!Harbor-!MI


Genesee MI Detroit-Warren-Flint-!MI


Ingham MI Lansing-East!Lansing-Owosso-!MI


Lenawee MI 


Macomb MI Detroit-Warren-Flint-!MI


Manistee MI 


Missaukee MI 


Washtenaw MI Detroit-Warren-Flint-!MI


Adams MS 


Bolivar MS 


DeSoto MS Memphis-!TN-MS-AR


Forrest MS Hattiesburg-!MS


Grenada MS 


Harrison MS Gulfport-Biloxi-Pascagoula-!MS


Hinds MS Jackson-Yazoo!City-!MS


Jackson MS Gulfport-Biloxi-Pascagoula-!MS


Jones MS 


Lauderdale MS 


Lee MS 


Cedar MO 


Flathead MT 


Cleanest!Counties!for!Short-term!Particle!Pollution!("#-hour!PM"$%)(!(cont$)


Notes'
&' This"list"represents"counties"with"the"lowest"levels"of"short"term"PM#'*"air"pollution'"Monitors"in"these"counties"reported"no"days"with"unhealthful"PM#'*"levels'
#' MSA"and"CSA"are"terms"used"by"the"U'S'"O4ce"of"Management"and"Budget"for"statistical"purposes'"MSA"stands"for"Metropolitan"Statistical"Area'"CSA"stands"


for"Combined"Statistical"Area+"which"may"include"mutiple"MSAs"and"individual"counties'
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County State MSAs!and!Respective!CSA"


Richland MT 


Hall NE 


Scotts!Blu( NE 


Belknap NH Boston-Worcester-Manchester-!MA-RI-NH


Grafton NH Claremont-Lebanon-!NH-VT


Hillsborough NH Boston-Worcester-Manchester-!MA-RI-NH


Atlantic NJ Atlantic!City-Hammonton-!NJ


Essex NJ New!York-Newark-Bridgeport-!NY-NJ-CT-PA


Gloucester NJ Philadelphia-Camden-Vineland-!PA-NJ-DE-MD


Middlesex NJ New!York-Newark-Bridgeport-!NY-NJ-CT-PA


Bernalillo NM Albuquerque-!NM


Chaves NM 


Grant NM 


Lea NM 


San!Juan NM Farmington-!NM


Santa!Fe NM Santa!Fe-Espanola-!NM


Chautauqua NY 


Essex NY 


Niagara NY Bu(alo-Niagara-Cattaraugus-!NY


Onondaga NY Syracuse-Auburn-!NY


Alamance NC Greensboro—Winston-Salem—High!Point-!NC


Buncombe NC Asheville-Brevard-!NC


Caswell NC 


Catawba NC Hickory-Lenoir-Morganton-!NC


Cumberland NC Fayetteville-!NC


Davidson NC Greensboro—Winston-Salem—High!Point-!NC


Duplin NC 


Durham NC Raleigh-Durham-Cary-!NC


Edgecombe NC Rocky!Mount-!NC


Gaston NC Charlotte-Gastonia-Salisbury-!NC-SC


Haywood NC Asheville-Brevard-!NC


Jackson NC 


McDowell NC 


Mecklenburg NC Charlotte-Gastonia-Salisbury-!NC-SC


Mitchell NC 


County State MSAs!and!Respective!CSA"


Montgomery NC 


Robeson NC Lumberton-Laurinburg-!NC


Rowan NC Charlotte-Gastonia-Salisbury-!NC-SC


Swain NC 


Watauga NC 


Billings ND 


Mercer ND 


Athens OH 


Clermont OH Cincinnati-Middletown-Wilmington-!OH-KY-IN


Greene OH Dayton-Springfield-Greenville-!OH


Lawrence OH Huntington-Ashland-!WV-KY-OH


Medina OH Cleveland-Akron-Elyria-!OH


Scioto OH 


Caddo OK 


Mayes OK 


Muskogee OK 


Oklahoma OK Oklahoma!City-Shawnee-!OK


Ottawa OK 


Pittsburg OK 


Sequoyah OK Fort!Smith-!AR-OK


Tulsa OK Tulsa-Bartlesville-!OK


Multnomah OR Portland-Vancouver-Hillsboro-!OR-WA


Umatilla OR 


Union OR 


Kent RI Boston-Worcester-Manchester-!MA-RI-NH


Charleston SC Charleston-North!Charleston-Summerville-!SC


Chesterfield SC 


Florence SC Florence-!SC


Lexington SC Columbia-Newberry-!SC


Oconee SC Greenville-Spartanburg-Anderson-!SC


Richland SC Columbia-Newberry-!SC


Spartanburg SC Greenville-Spartanburg-Anderson-!SC


Brown SD 


Lawrence TN 


Madison TN Jackson-Humboldt-!TN


Cleanest!Counties!for!Short-term!Particle!Pollution!("#-hour!PM"$%)(!(cont$)


Notes'
&' This"list"represents"counties"with"the"lowest"levels"of"short"term"PM#'*"air"pollution'"Monitors"in"these"counties"reported"no"days"with"unhealthful"PM#'*"levels'
#' MSA"and"CSA"are"terms"used"by"the"U'S'"O4ce"of"Management"and"Budget"for"statistical"purposes'"MSA"stands"for"Metropolitan"Statistical"Area'"CSA"stands"


for"Combined"Statistical"Area+"which"may"include"mutiple"MSAs"and"individual"counties'
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County State MSAs!and!Respective!CSA"


Maury TN Nashville-Davidson—Murfreesboro—Columbia-!TN


McMinn TN Chattanooga-Cleveland-Athens-!TN-GA


Montgomery TN Clarksville-!TN-KY


Putnam TN 


Bexar TX San!Antonio-New!Braunfels-!TX


Bowie TX Texarkana-!TX-Texarkana-!AR


Brewster TX 


Cameron TX Brownsville-Harlingen-Raymondville-!TX


Harrison TX Longview-Marshall-!TX


Hidalgo TX McAllen-Edinburg-Pharr-!TX


Lubbock TX Lubbock-Levelland-!TX


Nueces TX Corpus!Christi-Kingsville-!TX


Potter TX Amarillo-!TX


Tarrant TX Dallas-Fort!Worth-!TX


Travis TX Austin-Round!Rock-Marble!Falls-!TX


Bennington VT 


Chittenden VT Burlington-South!Burlington-!VT


Bristol!city VA Johnson!City-Kingsport-Bristol!(Tri-Cities)-!TN-VA


Charles!City VA Richmond-!VA


Chesterfield VA Richmond-!VA


Frederick VA Washington-Baltimore-Northern!Virginia-! 
  DC-MD-VA-WV


Lynchburg!city VA Lynchburg-!VA


Page VA 


Salem!city VA Roanoke-!VA


King WA Seattle-Tacoma-Olympia-!WA


Marion WV Fairmont-Clarksburg-!WV


Ohio WV Wheeling-!WV-OH


Raleigh WV Beckley-Oak!Hill-!WV


Campbell WY 


Converse WY 


Laramie WY Cheyenne-!WY


Sweetwater WY 


Teton WY 


Cleanest!Counties!for!Short-term!Particle!Pollution!("#-hour!PM"$%)(!(cont$)


Notes'
&' This"list"represents"counties"with"the"lowest"levels"of"short"term"PM#'*"air"pollution'"Monitors"in"these"counties"reported"no"days"with"unhealthful"PM#'*"levels'
#' MSA"and"CSA"are"terms"used"by"the"U'S'"O4ce"of"Management"and"Budget"for"statistical"purposes'"MSA"stands"for"Metropolitan"Statistical"Area'"CSA"stands"


for"Combined"Statistical"Area+"which"may"include"multiples"and"individual"counties'
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Top!"%!Cleanest!Counties!for!Year-round 
Particle!Pollution!(Annual!PM"$%)(


 
"*(" 
Rank" County ST Design!Value+


 $ Santa!Fe NM *#$


 % Elbert CO *#%


 % Laramie WY *#%


 * Hancock ME *#*


 * Essex NY *#*


 * Jackson SD *#*


 ) Billings ND *#"


 & Lake CA *#+


 & Maui HI *#+


 $' Teton WY *#)


 $$ Grant NM *#&


 $% Custer SD *#.


 $, Yavapai AZ "#'


 $* Piscataquis ME "#,


 $" Pima AZ "#*


 $+ Bernalillo NM "#+


 $) Douglas CO "#&


 $) Belknap NH "#&


 $) Ashland WI "#&


 %' Shasta CA "#.


 %$ El!Paso CO +#'


 %$ Litchfield CT +#'


 %, Coconino AZ +#$


 %, San!Benito CA +#$


 %, Missaukee MI +#$


 %, Mercer ND +#$


Notes'
&' This"list"represents"counties"with"the"lowest"levels"of"monitored"long"term"PM#'*"air"


pollution'
#' Counties"are"ranked"by"design"value'
)' The"Design"Value"is"the"calculated"concentration"of"a"pollutant"based"on"the"form"


of"the"National"Ambient"Air"Quality"Standard+"and"is"used"by"EPA"to"determine"
whether"the"air"quality"in"a"county"meets"the"standard'"The"source"for"the"Design"
Values"is"http!..www'epa'gov.air.airtrends.pdfs.PM#*2DesignValues2#$$%#$&$2
FinalRevised'xlsx+"downloaded"September"#(+"#$&&
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Cleanest!Counties!for!Ozone!Air!Pollution(


Note'
&' This"list"represents"counties"with"no"monitored"ozone"air"pollution"in"unhealthful"ranges"using"the"Air"Quality"Index"based"on"#$$%"NAAQS'


County State Metropolitan!Statistical!Area
County ST Metropolitan!Statistical!Area


Colbert AL Florence-Muscle!Shoals-!AL


Elmore AL Montgomery-Alexander!City-!AL


Etowah AL Gadsden-!AL


Houston AL Dothan-Enterprise-Ozark-!AL


Morgan AL Huntsville-Decatur-!AL


Russell AL Columbus-Auburn-Opelika-!GA-AL


Tuscaloosa AL Tuscaloosa-!AL


Navajo AZ 


Newton AR 


Glenn CA 


Humboldt CA 


Lake CA 


Marin CA San!Jose-San!Francisco- 
  Oakland-!CA


Mendocino CA 


San!Francisco CA San!Jose-San!Francisco- 
  Oakland-!CA


Santa!Cruz CA San!Jose-San!Francisco- 
  Oakland-!CA


Siskiyou CA 


Sonoma CA San!Jose-San!Francisco- 
  Oakland-!CA


Baker FL Jacksonville-!FL


Collier FL Naples-Marco!Island-!FL


Columbia FL 


Holmes FL 


Marion FL Ocala-!FL


St#!Lucie FL Port!St#!Lucie-Sebastian- 
  Vero!Beach-!FL


Volusia FL Orlando-Deltona- 
  Daytona!Beach-!FL


Chatham GA Savannah-Hinesville- 
  Fort!Stewart-!GA


County State Metropolitan!Statistical!Area
Chattooga GA 


Glynn GA Brunswick-!GA


Sumter GA 


Honolulu HI Honolulu-!HI


Butte ID 


Kootenai ID Coeur!d’Alene-!ID


Champaign IL Champaign-Urbana-!IL


Clark IL 


DuPage IL Chicago-Naperville- 
  Michigan!City-!IL-IN-WI


E0ngham IL 


Macon IL Decatur-!IL


McHenry IL Chicago-Naperville- 
  Michigan!City-!IL-IN-WI


McLean IL Bloomington-Normal-!IL


Peoria IL Peoria-Canton-!IL


Randolph IL 


Rock!Island IL Davenport-Moline- 
  Rock!Island-!IA-IL


Sangamon IL Springfield-!IL


Will IL Chicago-Naperville- 
  Michigan!City-!IL-IN-WI


Winnebago IL Rockford-Freeport-Rochelle-!IL


Delaware IN Muncie-!IN


Elkhart IN South!Bend-Elkhart- 
  Mishawaka-!IN-MI


Huntington IN Fort!Wayne-Huntington- 
  Auburn-!IN


Madison IN Indianapolis-Anderson- 
  Columbus-!IN


St#!Joseph IN South!Bend-Elkhart- 
  Mishawaka-!IN-MI


Vigo IN Terre!Haute-!IN


Bremer IA Waterloo-Cedar!Falls-!IA


Clinton IA 


County State Metropolitan!Statistical!Area
Linn IA Cedar!Rapids-!IA


Montgomery IA 


Palo!Alto IA 


Polk IA Des!Moines-Newton-Pella-!IA


Scott IA Davenport-Moline- 
  Rock!Island-!IA-IL


Story IA Ames-Boone-!IA


Van!Buren IA 


Warren IA Des!Moines-Newton-Pella-!IA


Linn KS Kansas!City-Overland!Park- 
  Kansas!City-!MO-KS


Trego KS 


Wyandotte KS Kansas!City-Overland!Park- 
  Kansas!City-!MO-KS


Jessamine KY Lexington-Fayette- 
  Frankfort-Richmond-!KY


Perry KY 


Pike KY 


Pulaski KY 


Warren KY Bowling!Green-!KY


Ouachita!Parish LA Monroe-Bastrop-!LA


Aroostook ME 


Oxford ME 


Sagadahoc ME Portland-Lewiston- 
  South!Portland-!ME


Ingham MI Lansing-East!Lansing-Owosso-!MI


Washtenaw MI Detroit-Warren-Flint-!MI


Anoka MN Minneapolis-St#!Paul- 
  St#!Cloud-!MN-WI


Becker MN 


Carlton MN Duluth-!MN-WI


Goodhue MN Minneapolis-St#!Paul- 
  St#!Cloud-!MN-WI


Lake MN 
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Cleanest!Counties!for!Ozone!Air!Pollution(!(cont$)
County State Metropolitan!Statistical!Area
Lyon MN 


Mille!Lacs MN 


Olmsted MN Rochester-!MN


Scott MN Minneapolis-St#!Paul- 
  St#!Cloud-!MN-WI


St#!Louis MN Duluth-!MN-WI


Stearns MN Minneapolis-St#!Paul- 
  St#!Cloud-!MN-WI


Washington MN Minneapolis-St#!Paul- 
  St#!Cloud-!MN-WI


Wright MN Minneapolis-St#!Paul- 
  St#!Cloud-!MN-WI


Lauderdale MS 


Lee MS 


Monroe MO 


Flathead MT 


Douglas NE Omaha-Council!Blu(s- 
  Fremont-!NE-IA


Lancaster NE Lincoln-!NE


Lyon NV Reno-Sparks-Fernley-!NV


Eddy NM 


Lea NM 


Luna NM 


Sandoval NM Albuquerque-!NM


Santa!Fe NM Santa!Fe-Espanola-!NM


Swain NC 


Billings ND 


Burke ND 


Burleigh ND Bismarck-!ND


Cass ND Fargo-Wahpeton-!ND-MN


Dunn ND 


McKenzie ND 


Mercer ND 


Oliver ND 


County State Metropolitan!Statistical!Area
Adair OK 


Cleveland OK Oklahoma!City-Shawnee-!OK


Dewey OK 


Lincoln OK Oklahoma!City-Shawnee-!OK


Mayes OK 


Pittsburg OK 


Columbia OR Portland-Vancouver- 
  Hillsboro-!OR-WA


Deschutes OR Bend-Prineville-!OR


Lane OR Eugene-Springfield-!OR


Umatilla OR 


Washington OR Portland-Vancouver- 
  Hillsboro-!OR-WA


Charleston SC Charleston-North!Charleston- 
  Summerville-!SC


Colleton SC 


Brookings SD 


Custer SD 


Jackson SD 


Meade SD Rapid!City-!SD


Minnehaha SD Sioux!Falls-!SD


Brewster TX 


Cameron TX Brownsville-Harlingen- 
  Raymondville-!TX


Webb TX Laredo-!TX


Cache UT Logan-!UT-ID


Page VA 


Clallam WA 


Skagit WA Seattle-Tacoma-Olympia-!WA!


Spokane WA Spokane-!WA


Greenbrier WV 


Ashland WI 


Brown WI Green!Bay-!WI


County State Metropolitan!Statistical!Area
Columbia WI Madison-Baraboo-!WI


Dane WI Madison-Baraboo-!WI


Dodge WI Fond!du!Lac-Beaver!Dam-!WI


Florence WI 


Fond!du!Lac WI Fond!du!Lac-Beaver!Dam-!WI


Forest WI 


Je(erson WI 


La!Crosse WI La!Crosse-!WI-MN


Marathon WI Wausau-Merrill-!WI


Oneida WI 


Outagamie WI Appleton-Oshkosh-Neenah-!WI


Rock WI Janesville-!WI


Sauk WI Madison-Baraboo-!WI


St#!Croix WI Minneapolis-St#!Paul- 
  St#!Cloud-!MN-WI


Vernon WI 


Vilas WI 


Washington WI Milwaukee-Racine-Waukesha-!WI


Waukesha WI Milwaukee-Racine-Waukesha-!WI


Campbell WY 


Crook WY 


Uinta WY


Note'
&' This"list"represents"counties"with"no"monitored"ozone"air"pollution"in"unhealthful"ranges"using"the"Air"Quality"Index"based"on"#$$%"NAAQS'
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Health E!ects of Ozone and Particle Pollution


Ozone and particle pollution are the most widespread 
air pollutants—and among the most dangerous. Re-
cent research has revealed new insights into how they 


can harm the body—including taking the lives of infants and 
altering the lungs of children. All in all, the evidence shows 
that the risks are greater than we once thought.


Recent "ndings provide more evidence about the health im-
pacts of these pollutants:


 ! A major review of particle pollution and other air pollutants 
concluded that many cause heart attacks, even when people 
inhale elevated levels for as little as one week.1 !is review 
looked at evidence from 177 studies and found that particle 
pollution (both "ne and coarse), carbon monoxide, nitro-
gen oxides, and sulfur dioxide all increased the risk of heart 
attack. 


 ! Particle pollution that lasts for just a short while may be 
causing strokes, even at levels considered safe, according to 
a study of Boston area patients.2 In particular, researchers 
found that breathing levels of tra#c-related particles were 
linked to increased risk of stroke within 12 to 14 hours of 
breathing them. 


 ! Up to 35,700 premature deaths can be prevented in the 
United States every year if the Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) strengthens the health standards for particle 
pollution—also known as soot—according to a report, Sick 
of Soot: How the EPA Can Save Lives by Cleaning Up Fine 
Particle Pollution, released in November by the American 
Lung Association, Clean Air Task Force and Earthjustice. 
!at report summarized the "ndings of an in-depth look at 
how cleaning up the particles could have powerful, life-
saving bene"ts.3


 ! Good news: Reducing air pollution has extended life expec-
tancy. !anks to a drop in particle pollution between 1980 


and 2000, life expectancy in 51 U.S. cities increased by "ve 
months on average, according to a 2009 analysis.4 


 ! Growing evidence shows that diabetics face a greater risk 
from air pollution than once believed. Several studies found 
increased risk of several factors associated with cardiovas-
cular risks in people with diabetes.5 Some new research with 
animals indicates that "ne particle pollution may impact 
insulin resistance and other factors.6 


 ! More people may be vulnerable to air pollution than previ-
ously understood. Researchers studying people who had 
received kidney transplants found that long-term exposure 
to ozone pollution increased their risk of fatal coronary 
heart disease.7 


 ! Lower levels of ozone and particle pollution pose bigger 
threats. A Canadian study showed that particle pollution 
levels well below those considered safe in the U.S. for these 
pollutants caused premature death.8 An earlier study had 
found higher risk of asthma attacks and emergency room 
visits and hospital admissions for children with asthma.9 
Another study found that low levels of these pollutants 
increased the risk of hospital treatment for pneumonia and 
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD).10 


 ! Ozone pollution can shorten life, a conclusion con"rmed by 
a 2008 scienti"c review by the National Research Council.11 


Evidence warns that some segments of the population may 
face higher risks from dying prematurely because of ozone 
pollution, including communities with high unemploy-
ment or high public transit use and large African-American 
populations.12


 ! Could particulate matter cause lung cancer in never-smokers? 
!at question is getting closer to being answered with a 
strong “yes” a%er researchers looked at the records of 1.2 
million volunteers which found that levels of "ne particles 



http://www.earthjustice.org/soot

http://www.earthjustice.org/soot

http://www.earthjustice.org/soot
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measured across the nation in the past few decades are 
linked to small, but measurable increases in lung cancer in 
people who never smoked.13 


 ! Research is warning that obesity may place people at higher 
risk from particle pollution. Some studies link particle pol-
lution to increases in measurable reactions in the body that 
signal harm to health.14 !e increase in the prevalence of 
obesity in the nation may mean that more people are at risk. 


 ! Busy highways are high risk zones. Not only may they 
worsen diseases, but some evidence warns that years of 
breathing the pollution near busy roads may increase the 
risk of developing chronic diseases. 


 " A growing body of evidence suggests breathing 
pollution from heavy tra#c may cause new cases of 
asthma in children.15 


 " Emerging research has found particle pollution 
associated with increasing the risk of new cases 
of three chronic diseases in adults: adult-onset 
asthma,16 diabetes,17 and COPD, especially in people 
who already have asthma or diabetes.18 


 " Research had already connected pollution from 
heavy highway tra#c to higher risks for heart at-
tack, allergies, premature births and the death of 
infants around the time they are born.19 Evidence 
of the impact of tra#c pollution, even in a city with 
generally “cleaner” air, expanded the concern over 
the health e$ects of chronic exposure to exhaust 
from heavy tra#c.20


Two types of air pollution dominate the problem in the U.S.: 
ozone and particle pollution. !ey aren’t the only serious air 
pollutants: others include carbon monoxide, lead, nitrogen 
dioxide, and sulfur dioxide, as well as scores of toxins such 
as mercury, arsenic, benzene, formaldehyde, and acid gases. 
However, ozone and particle pollution are the most widespread 
pollutants. 


Ozone 
Pollution


It may be hard to imagine that pollution 
could be invisible, but ozone is. !e most 
widespread pollutant in the U.S. is also one 
of the most dangerous. 


Scientists have studied the e$ects of ozone on health for de-
cades. Hundreds of research studies have con"rmed that ozone 
harms people at levels currently found in the United States. In 
the last few years, we’ve learned that it can also be deadly.


What Is Ozone?
Ozone (O3) is an extremely reactive gas molecule composed 
of three oxygen atoms. It is the primary ingredient of smog air 
pollution and is very harmful to breathe. Ozone attacks lung 
tissue by reacting chemically with it. 


!e ozone layer found high in the upper atmosphere (the 
stratosphere) shields us from much of the sun’s ultraviolet ra-
diation. However, ozone air pollution at ground level where we 
can breathe it (in the troposphere) is harmful. It causes serious 
health problems.


Where Does Ozone Come From?
What you see coming out of the tailpipe on a car or a truck 
isn’t ozone, but the raw ingredients for making ozone. Ozone 
is formed by chemical reactions in the atmosphere from two 
raw gases that do come out of tailpipes, smokestacks and many 
other sources. !ese essential raw ingredients for ozone are 
nitrogen oxides (NOX) and hydrocarbons, also called volatile 
organic compounds (VOCs). !ey are produced primarily 
when fossil fuels like gasoline, oil or coal are burned or when 
some chemicals, like solvents, evaporate. 


When NOX and VOCs come in contact with both heat and 
sunlight, they combine and form ozone smog. NOX is emit-
ted from power plants, motor vehicles and other sources of 
high-heat combustion. VOCs are emitted from motor vehicles, 
chemical plants, re"neries, factories, gas stations, paint and 
other sources. !e formula for ozone is simple, and like any 
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formula, the ingredients must all be present and in the right 
proportions to make the "nal product.


NOx OZONEVOCs


You may have wondered why “ozone action day” warnings are 
sometimes followed by recommendations to avoid activities 
such as mowing your lawn or re"lling your gas tank during 
daylight hours. Lawn mower exhaust and gasoline vapors are 
VOCs that could turn into ozone in the heat and sun. Take 
away the sunlight and ozone doesn’t form, so re"lling your 
gas tank a%er dark is better on high ozone days. Since we can’t 
control sunlight and heat, we must reduce the chemical raw 
ingredients if we want to reduce ozone. 


Who is at risk from breathing ozone?
Five groups of people are especially vulnerable to the e$ects of 
breathing ozone: 


 ! children and teens; 
 ! anyone 65 and older;
 ! people who work or exercise outdoors;
 ! people with existing lung diseases, such as asthma and 


chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (also known as 
COPD, which includes emphysema and chronic bronchitis); 
and


 ! “responders” who are otherwise healthy but for some reason 
react more strongly to ozone.21


!e impact on your health can depend on many factors, how-
ever. For example, the risks would be greater if ozone levels 
are higher, if you are breathing faster because you’re working 
outdoors or if you spend more time outdoors.


Lifeguards in Galveston, Texas, provided evidence of the im-
pact of even short-term exposure to ozone on healthy, active 


adults in a study published in 2008. Testing the breathing ca-
pacity of these outdoor workers several times a day, researchers 
found that many lifeguards had greater obstruction in their 
airways when ozone levels were high. Because of this research, 
Galveston became the "rst city in the nation to install an air 
quality warning &ag system on the beach.22 


How Ozone Pollution Harms Your Health
Breathing ozone can shorten your life. Two early studies 
published in 2004 found strong evidence of the deadly impact 
of ozone in cities across the U.S. and in Europe. Even on days 
when ozone levels were low, the researchers found that the risk 
of premature death increased with higher levels of ozone. !ey 
estimated that over 3,700 deaths annually in the U.S. could be 
attributed to a 10-parts-per-billion increase in ozone levels.23 
Another study, published the same week, looked at 23 Euro-
pean cities and found similar e$ects on mortality from short-
term exposure to ozone.24 


Con"rmation came in the summer of 2005. !ree groups of 
researchers working independently reviewed and analyzed the 
research around deaths associated with short-term exposures 
to ozone. !e three teams—at Harvard, Johns Hopkins and 
New York University—used di$erent approaches but all came 
to similar conclusions. All three studies reported a small but 
robust association between daily ozone levels and increased 
deaths.25 Writing a commentary on these reviews, David Bates, 
MD, explained how these premature deaths could occur: 


“Ozone is capable of causing inflammation in 
the lung at lower concentrations than any other 
gas. Such an e5ect would be a hazard to anyone 
with heart failure and pulmonary congestion, 
and would worsen the function of anyone with 
advanced lung disease.”26 


In 2008 a committee of the National Research Council, a 
division of the National Academy of Sciences, reviewed the 
evidence again and concluded that “short-term exposure to 
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ambient ozone is likely to contribute to premature deaths.” 
!ey recommended that preventing early death be included in 
any future estimates of the bene"ts of reducing ozone.27


New research has begun to identify which groups face higher 
risk of death from ozone. A study published in 2010 examined 
records from ten cities in Italy and found women, diabetics 
and older adults to have a higher risk of premature death from 
high ozone.28


Ozone at levels currently in the U.S. causes immediate health 
problems. Many areas in the United States produce enough 
ground-level ozone during the summer months to cause health 
problems that can be felt right away. Immediate problems—in 
addition to increased risk of premature death—include:


 ! shortness of breath;
 ! chest pain when inhaling; 
 ! wheezing and coughing;
 ! asthma attacks;
 ! increased susceptibility to respiratory infections;
 ! increased susceptibility to pulmonary in&ammation; and
 ! increased need for people with lung diseases, like asthma or 


chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), to receive 
medical treatment and to go to the hospital.29


Breathing ozone for longer periods can alter the lungs’ ability 
to function. Two studies published in 2005 explored ozone’s 
ability to reduce the lung’s ability to work e#ciently, a term 
called “lung function.” Each study looked at otherwise healthy 
groups who were exposed to ozone for long periods: outdoor 
postal workers in Taiwan and college freshmen who were 
lifelong residents of Los Angeles or the San Francisco Bay area. 
Both studies found that the long exposure to elevated ozone 
levels had decreased their lung function.30


Inhaling ozone may a$ect the heart as well as the lungs. A 
2006 study linked exposures to high ozone levels for as little as 


one hour to a particular type of cardiac arrhythmia that itself 
increases the risk of premature death and stroke.31 A French 
study found that exposure to elevated ozone levels for one to 
two days increased the risk of heart attacks for middle-aged 
adults without heart disease.32 


New studies warn of serious e$ects from breathing ozone 
over longer periods. With more long-term data, scientists are 
"nding that long-term exposure—that is, for periods lon-
ger than eight hours, including days, months or years—may 
increase the risk of early death. Examining the records from a 
long-term national database, researchers found a higher risk 
of death from respiratory diseases associated with increases in 
ozone.33 New York researchers looking at hospital records for 
children’s asthma found that the risk of admission to hospitals 
for asthma increased with chronic exposure to ozone. Younger 
children and children from low income families were more 
likely to need hospital admissions even during the same time 
periods than other children.34 California researchers digging 
into data from their long-term Southern California Children’s 
Health Study found that some children with certain genes were 
more likely to develop asthma as adolescents in response to the 
variations in ozone levels in their communities.35


Breathing other pollutants in the air may make your lungs 
more responsive to ozone—and breathing ozone may increase 
your body’s response to other pollutants. For example, research 
warns that breathing sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide—two 
pollutants common in the eastern U.S.—can make the lungs 
react more strongly than to just breathing ozone alone. Breath-
ing ozone may also increase the response to allergens in people 
with allergies. A large study published in 2009 found that chil-
dren were more likely to su$er from hay fever and respiratory 
allergies when ozone and PM2.5 levels were high.36 


Even low levels of ozone may be deadly. A large study of 48 
U.S. cities looked at the association between ozone and all-
cause mortality during the summer months. Ozone concentra-
tions by city in the summer months ranged from 16 percent to 
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80 percent lower than EPA currently considers safe. Research-
ers found that ozone at those lower levels was associated with 
deaths from cardiovascular disease, strokes, and respiratory 
causes.37 


Particle 
Pollution


Ever look at dirty truck exhaust? 


!e dirty, smoky part of that stream 
of exhaust is made of particle pollu-
tion. Overwhelming evidence shows 


that particle pollution—like that coming from that exhaust 
smoke—can kill. Particle pollution can increase the risk of 
heart disease, lung cancer and asthma attacks and can interfere 
with the growth and work of the lungs. 


What Is Particle Pollution?
Particle pollution refers to a mix of very tiny solid and liquid 
particles that are in the air we breathe. But nothing about 
particle pollution is simple. First of all, the particles themselves 
are di$erent sizes. Some are one-tenth the diameter of a strand 
of hair. Many are even tinier; some are so small they can only 
be seen with an electron microscope. Because of their size, you 
can’t see the individual particles. You can only see the haze that 
forms when millions of particles blur the spread of sunlight. 
You may not be able to tell when you’re breathing particle pol-
lution. Yet it is so dangerous it can shorten your life.


!e di$erences in size make a big di$erence in how they a$ect 
us. Our natural defenses help us to cough or sneeze larger 
particles out of our bodies. But those defenses don’t keep out 
smaller particles, those that are smaller than 10 microns (or 
micrometers) in diameter, or about one-seventh the diameter 
of a single human hair. !ese particles get trapped in the lungs, 
while the smallest are so minute that they can pass through 
the lungs into the blood stream, just like the essential oxygen 
molecules we need to survive. 


Researchers categorize particles according to size, grouping 
them as coarse, "ne and ultra"ne. Coarse particles fall be-


tween 2.5 microns and 10 microns in diameter and are called 
PM10-2.5. Fine particles are 2.5 microns in diameter or smaller 
and are called PM2.5. Ultra"ne particles are smaller than 0.1 
micron in diameter38 and are small enough to pass through the 
lung tissue into the blood stream, circulating like the oxygen 
molecules themselves. No matter what the size, particles can be 
harmful to your health. 


Because particles are formed in so many di$erent ways, they 
can be composed of many di$erent compounds. Although we 
o%en think of particles as solids, not all are. Some are com-
pletely liquid; some are solids suspended in liquids. As the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency puts it, particles are really “a 
mixture of mixtures.”39 !e mixtures di$er between the eastern 
and western United States and in di$erent times of the year. 
For example, the Midwest, Southeast and Northeast states have 
more sulfate particles than the West on average, largely due 
to the high levels of sulfur dioxide emitted by large, coal-"red 
power plants. By contrast, nitrate particles from motor vehicle 
exhaust form a larger proportion of the unhealthful mix in the 
winter in the Northeast, Southern California, the Northwest, 
and North Central U.S.40


Who Is at Risk?
Anyone who lives where particle pollution levels are high is at 
risk (you can take a look at levels in your state in this report). 
Some people face higher risk, however. People at the greatest 
risk from particle pollution exposure include:


 ! Anyone with lung disease such as asthma and chronic 
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), which includes 
chronic bronchitis and emphysema; 


 ! Anyone with heart disease or diabetes41; 
 ! Anyone over 65;
 ! Infants, children and teens; 
 ! People with low incomes; and
 ! People who work or are active outdoors.42 
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Diabetics face increased risk at least in part because of their 
higher risk for cardiovascular disease. A 2010 study examined 
prevalence of diagnosed diabetes in relation to "ne particle 
pollution in 2004-2005. !e evidence suggested that air pollu-
tion is a risk factor for diabetes.43 Tra#c-related air pollution 
was implicated in two studies. A German study of nondiabetic 
women found that new cases of diabetes were more likely as 
levels of tra#c-related pollution and particle pollution in-
creased.44 A similar "nding of an increased risk for diabetes 
in women who lived near roadways came in a large study of 
nurses and health professionals, although that study did not 
"nd a strong association with levels of particle pollution.45


What Can Particles Do to Your Health?
Particle pollution can be very dangerous to breathe. Breath-
ing particle pollution may trigger illness, hospitalization and 
premature death, risks showing up in new studies that validate 
earlier research.46 


Good news came in 2009 from researchers who looked at the 
impact of the drop in year-round levels of particle pollution 
between 1980 and 2000 in 51 U.S. cities. !anks to reduc-
tions in particle pollution people living in these cities had "ve 
months added to their life expectancy on average.47 !is study 
adds to the growing research that cleaning up air pollution 
improves life and health. Other researchers estimated that 
reductions in air pollution can be expected to produce rapid 
improvements in public health, with fewer deaths occurring 
within the "rst two years a%er reductions.48


Researchers are exploring possible di$erences in health ef-
fects of the three sizes of particles and particles from di$erent 
sources, such as diesel particles from trucks and buses or sul-
fates from coal-"red power plants. So far, the evidence remains 
clear that all particles from all sources are dangerous.49 


Short-Term Exposure Can Be Deadly
First and foremost, short-term exposure to particle pollution 
can kill. Peaks or spikes in particle pollution can last for hours 
to days. Deaths can occur on the very day that particle levels 
are high, or within one to two months a%erward. Particle pol-
lution does not just make people die a few days earlier than 
they might otherwise—these are deaths that would not have 
occurred if the air were cleaner.50 


Researchers from Harvard University recently tripled the esti-
mated risk of premature death following a review of the newer 
evidence from "ne particle monitors (PM2.5) in 27 U.S. cities.51 


Particle pollution also diminishes lung function, causes greater 
use of asthma medications and increased rates of school absen-
teeism, emergency room visits and hospital admissions. Other 
adverse e$ects can be coughing, wheezing, cardiac arrhythmias 
and heart attacks. According to the "ndings from some of the 
latest studies, short-term increases in particle pollution have 
been linked to:


 ! death from respiratory and cardiovascular causes, including 
strokes;52, 53, 54, 55


 ! increased mortality in infants and young children;56


 ! increased numbers of heart attacks, especially among the 
elderly and in people with heart conditions;57


 ! in&ammation of lung tissue in young, healthy adults;58


 ! increased hospitalization for cardiovascular disease, includ-
ing strokes and congestive heart failure;59, 60, 61


 ! increased emergency room visits for patients su$ering from 
acute respiratory ailments;62


 ! increased hospitalization for asthma among children;63, 64, 65 


and
 ! increased severity of asthma attacks in children.66


Again, the impact of even short-term exposure to particle pol-
lution on healthy adults showed up in the Galveston lifeguard 
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study, in addition to the harmful e$ects of ozone pollution. 
Lifeguards had reduced lung volume at the end of the day 
when "ne particle levels were high.67


Year-Round Exposure
Breathing high levels of particle pollution day in and day out 
also can be deadly, as landmark studies in the 1990s conclu-
sively showed.68 Chronic exposure to particle pollution can 
shorten life by one to three years.69 Other impacts range from 
premature births to serious respiratory disorders, even when 
the particle levels are very low.


Year-round exposure to particle pollution has also been  
linked to:


 ! increased hospitalization for asthma attacks for children liv-
ing near roads with heavy truck or trailer tra#c;70, 71


 ! slowed lung function growth in children and teenagers;72, 73


 ! signi"cant damage to the small airways of the lungs;74


 ! increased risk of dying from lung cancer;75 and
 ! increased risk of death from cardiovascular disease.76


Research into the health risks of 65,000 women over age 50 
found that those who lived in areas with higher levels of par-
ticle pollution faced a much greater risk of dying from heart 
disease than had been previously estimated. Even women who 
lived within the same city faced di$ering risks depending on 
the annual levels of pollution in their neighborhood.77


!e Environmental Protection Agency released the most 
thorough review of the current research on particle pollution 
in December 2009.78 !e Agency had engaged a panel of expert 
scientists, the Clean Air Scienti"c Advisory Committee, to 
help them assess the evidence, in particular research published 
between 2002 and May 2009. EPA concluded that particle pol-
lution caused multiple, serious threats to health. !eir "ndings 
are highlighted in the box below.


EPA Concludes Fine Particle Pollution Poses 
Serious Health Threats


 ! Causes early death (both short-term and long-term 
exposure)


 ! Causes cardiovascular harm (e.g. heart attacks, strokes, 
heart disease, congestive heart failure) 


 ! Likely to cause respiratory harm (e.g. worsened asthma, 
worsened COPD, inflammation)


 ! May cause cancer 


 ! May cause reproductive and developmental harm
—U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Integrated Science Assessment for 
Particulate Matter, December 2009. EPA 600/R-08/139F.


Where Does Particle Pollution Come From?
Particle pollution is produced through two separate processes—
mechanical and chemical. 


Mechanical processes break down bigger bits into smaller bits 
with the material remaining essentially the same, only becom-
ing smaller. Mechanical processes primarily create coarse 
particles.79 Dust storms, construction and demolition, mining 
operations, and agriculture are among the activities that pro-
duce coarse particles. Tire, brake pad and road wear can also 
create coarse particles. Bacteria, pollen, mold, and plant and 
animal debris are also included as coarse particles.80


By contrast, chemical processes in the atmosphere create 
most of the tiniest "ne and ultra"ne particles. Combustion 
sources burn fuels and emit gases. !ese gases can vaporize 
and then condense to become a particle of the same chemi-
cal compound. Or, they can react with other gases or particles 
in the atmosphere to form a particle of a di$erent chemical 
compound. Particles formed by this latter process come from 
the reaction of elemental carbon (soot), heavy metals, sulfur 
dioxide (SO2), nitrogen oxides (NOX) and volatile organic com-
pounds with water and other compounds in the atmosphere.81 
Burning fossil fuels in factories, power plants, steel mills, 
smelters, diesel- and gasoline-powered motor vehicles (cars 
and trucks) and equipment generate a large part of the raw 
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materials for "ne particles. So does burning wood in residen-
tial "replaces and wood stoves or burning agricultural "elds or 
forests. 


Focusing on 
Children’s Health


Children face special risks 
from air pollution because 
their lungs are growing and 
because they are so active. 


Just like the arms and legs, the largest portion of a child’s lungs 
will grow long a%er he or she is born. Eighty percent of their 
tiny air sacs develop a%er birth. !ose sacs, called the alveoli, 
are where the life-sustaining transfer of oxygen to the blood 
takes place. !e lungs and their alveoli aren’t fully grown until 
children become adults.82 In addition, the body’s defenses that 
help adults "ght o$ infections are still developing in young 
bodies.83 Children have more respiratory infections than 
adults, which also seems to increase their susceptibility to air 
pollution.84


Furthermore, children don’t behave like adults, and their 
behavior also a$ects their vulnerability. !ey are outside for 
longer periods and are usually more active when outdoors. 
Consequently, they inhale more polluted outdoor air than 
adults typically do.85 


In 2004, the American Academy of Pediatrics issued a special 
statement on the dangers of outdoor air pollution on children’s 
health, pointing out the special di$erences for children.86


Air Pollution Increases Risk of  
Underdeveloped Lungs
Another "nding from the Southern California Children’s 
Health study looked at the long-term e$ects of particle pollu-
tion on teenagers. Tracking 1,759 children between ages 10 and 
18, researchers found that those who grew up in more polluted 
areas face the increased risk of having underdeveloped lungs, 
which may never recover to their full capacity. !e average 
drop in lung function was 20 percent below what was expected 


for the child’s age, similar to the impact of growing up in a 
home with parents who smoked.87


Community health studies are pointing to less obvious, but 
serious e$ects from year-round exposure to ozone, especially 
for children. Scientists followed 500 Yale University students 
and determined that living just four years in a region with high 
levels of ozone and related co-pollutants was associated with 
diminished lung function and frequent reports of respiratory 
symptoms.88 A much larger study of 3,300 school children in 
Southern California found reduced lung function in girls with 
asthma and boys who spent more time outdoors in areas with 
high levels of ozone.89


Cleaning Up Pollution Can Reduce  
Risk to Children
!ere is also real-world evidence that reducing air pollution 
can help protect children. Two studies published in 2005 added 
more weight to the argument. 


Changes in air pollution from the reuni"cation of Germany 
proved a real-life laboratory. Both East and West Germany had 
di$erent levels and sources of particles. Outdoor particle levels 
were much higher in East Germany, where they came from 
factories and homes. West Germany had higher concentrations 
of tra#c-generated particles. A%er reuni"cation, emissions 
from the factories and homes dropped, but tra#c increased. 
A German study explored the impact on the lungs of six-year 
olds from both East and West Germany. Total lung capacity 
improved with the lower particle levels. However, for those 
children living near busy roads, the increased pollution from 
the increased tra#c kept them from bene"ting from the overall 
cleaner air.90


In Switzerland, particle pollution dropped during a period 
in the 1990s. Researchers there tracked 9,000 children over a 
nine-year period, following their respiratory symptoms. A%er 
taking other factors such as family characteristics and indoor 
air pollution into account, the researchers noted that during 
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the years with less pollution, the children had fewer episodes 
of chronic cough, bronchitis, common cold, and conjunctivitis 
symptoms.91


Disparities in 
the Impact of 
Air Pollution


!e burden of air pollution is not 
evenly shared. Poorer people and 
some racial and ethnic groups are 
among those who o%en face 
higher exposure to pollutants and 
who may experience greater 


responses to such pollution. Many studies have explored the 
di$erences in harm from air pollution to racial or ethnic 
groups and people who are in a low socioeconomic position, 
have less education, or live nearer to major sources,92 including 
a workshop the American Lung Association held in 2001 that 
focused on urban air pollution and health inequities.93 


Many studies have looked at di$erences in the impact on pre-
mature death. Results have varied widely, particularly for ef-
fects between racial groups. Some studies have found no di$er-
ences among races,94 while others found greater responsiveness 
for Whites and Hispanics, but not African-Americans,95 or 
for African-Americans but not other races or ethnic groups.96 
Other researchers have found greater risk for African-Ameri-
cans from air toxics, including those pollutants that also come 
from tra#c sources.97 


Socioeconomic position has been more consistently associated 
with greater harm from air pollution. Recent studies show evi-
dence of that link. Low socioeconomic status consistently in-
creased the risk of premature death from "ne particle pollution 
among 13.2 million Medicare recipients studied in the largest 
examination of particle pollution mortality nationwide.98 In 
the 2008 study that found greater risk for premature death for 
African-Americans, researchers also found greater risk for 
people living in areas with higher unemployment or higher use 
of public transportation.99 A 2008 study of Washington, DC 
found that while poor air quality and worsened asthma went 
hand-in-hand in areas where Medicaid enrollment was high, 


the areas with the highest Medicaid enrollment did not always 
have the strongest association of high air pollution and asthma 
attacks.100 However, two other recent studies in France have 
found no association with lower income and asthma attacks.101 


Scientists have speculated that there are three broad reasons 
why disparities may exist. First, groups may face greater 
exposure to pollution because of factors ranging from racism 
to class bias to housing market dynamics and land costs. For 
example, pollution sources may be located near disadvantaged 
communities, increasing exposure to harmful pollutants. Sec-
ond, low social position may make some groups more suscep-
tible to health threats because of factors related to their disad-
vantage. Lack of access to health care, grocery stores and good 
jobs, poorer job opportunities, dirtier workplaces or higher 
tra#c exposure are among the factors that could handicap 
groups and increase the risk of harm. Finally, existing health 
conditions, behaviors, or traits may predispose some groups to 
greater risk. For example, diabetics are among the groups most 
at risk from air pollutants, and the elderly, African-Americans, 
Mexican-Americans and people living near a central city have 
higher incidence of diabetes.102


Highways May 
Be Especially 
Dangerous for 
Breathing


Being in heavy tra#c, or living 
near a road, may be even more 
dangerous than being in other 
places in a community. Growing 
evidence shows that the vehicle 
emissions coming directly from 


those highways may be higher than in the community as a 
whole, increasing the risk of harm to people who live or work 
near busy roads. 


!e number of people living “next to a busy road” may include 
30 to 45 percent of the population in North America, accord-
ing to the most recent review of the evidence. In January 2010, 
the Health E$ects Institute published a major review of the 
evidence by a panel of expert scientists. !e panel looked at 
over 700 studies from around the world, examining the health 
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e$ects. !ey concluded that tra#c pollution causes asthma 
attacks in children, and may cause a wide range of other ef-
fects including: the onset of childhood asthma, impaired lung 
function, premature death and death from cardiovascular 
diseases, and cardiovascular morbidity. !e area most a$ected, 
they concluded, was roughly 0.2 mile to 0.3 mile (300 to 500 
meters) from the highway.103 


Children and teenagers are among the most vulnerable—
though not the only ones at risk. A Danish study found that 
long-term exposure to tra#c air pollution may increase the 
risk of developing chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 
(COPD). !ey found that those most at risk were people who 
already had asthma or diabetes.104 Studies have found increased 
risk of premature death from living near a major highway or an 
urban road.105 Another study found an increase in risk of heart 
attacks from being in tra#c, whether driving or taking public 
transportation.106 Urban women in a Boston study experienced 
decreased lung function associated with tra#c-related pollu-
tion.107


How to Protect Yourself from Ozone, Particle 
Pollution
To minimize your exposure to ozone and particle pollution:


 ! Pay attention to forecasts for high air pollution days to know 
when to take precautions;


 ! Avoid exercising near high-tra#c areas;
 ! Avoid exercising outdoors when pollution levels are high, or 


substitute an activity that requires less exertion;
 ! Do not let anyone smoke indoors and support measures to 


make all places smokefree; and
 ! Reduce the use of "replaces and wood-burning stoves.


Bottom line: Help yourself and everyone else breathe easier. 
Support national, state and local e$orts to clean up sources 
of pollution. Your life and the life of someone you love may 
depend on it.
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Statistical 
Methodology: 
The Air 
Quality Data


Data Sources
!e data on air quality through-
out the United States were 
obtained from the U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency’s Air 
Quality System (AQS), formerly 


called Aerometric Information Retrieval System (AIRS) 
database. !e American Lung Association contracted with 
Dr. Allen S. Lefohn, A.S.L. & Associates, Helena, Montana, 
to characterize the hourly averaged ozone concentration 
information and the 24-hour averaged PM2.5 concentration 
information for the 3-year period for 2008–2010 for each 
monitoring site. 


Design values for the annual PM2.5 concentrations by county 
for the period 2008–2010 were downloaded on September 24, 
2011 from EPA’s website at http://www.epa.gov/air/airtrends/
values.html. 


Ozone Data Analysis 
!e 2008, 2009, and 2010 AQS hourly ozone data were used 
to calculate the daily 8-hour maximum concentration for 
each ozone-monitoring site. !e hourly averaged ozone data 
were downloaded on June 28, 2011. !e data were consid-
ered for a 3-year period for the same reason that EPA uses 
three years of data to determine compliance with the ozone 
standard: to prevent a situation in any single year, where 
anomalies of weather or other factors create air pollution 
levels, which inaccurately re&ect the normal conditions. !e 
highest 8-hour daily maximum concentration in each county 
for 2008, 2009, and 2010, based on the EPA-de"ned ozone 
season, was identi"ed.


!e current national ambient air quality standard for ozone 
is 0.075 ppm measured over eight hours. EPA’s Air Quality 


Index re&ects the 0.075 ppm standard. A.S.L. & Associates 
prepared a table by county that summarized, for each of the 
three years, the number of days the ozone level was within 
the ranges identi"ed by EPA based on the EPA Air Quality 
Index:
 8-hour Ozone 
 Concentration Air Quality Index Levels
 0.000 – 0.059 ppm ! Good (Green)


 0.060 – 0.075 ppm ! Moderate (Yellow)


 0.076 – 0.095 ppm ! Unhealthy for Sensitive Groups 
   (Orange)


 0.096 – 0.115 ppm ! Unhealthy (Red)


 0.116 – 0.374 ppm ! Very Unhealthy (Purple)


 >0.374 ppm ! Hazardous (Maroon)


!e goal of this report was to identify the number of days that 
8-hour daily maximum concentrations occurred within the 
de"ned ranges, not just those days that would fall under the 
requirements for attaining the national ambient air quality 
standards. !erefore, no data capture criteria were applied to 
eliminate monitoring sites or to require a number of valid days 
for the ozone season. All valid days of data within the ozone 
season were used in the analysis. However, for computing an 
8-hour average, at least 75 percent of the hourly concentra-
tions (i.e., 6-8 hours) had to be available for the 8-hour period. 
In addition, an 8-hour daily maximum average was identi"ed 
if valid 8-hour averages were available for at least 75 percent 
of possible hours in the day (i.e., at least 18 of the possible 24 
8-hour averages). Because the EPA includes days with inad-
equate data if the standard value is exceeded, our data capture 
methodology may result at times in underestimations of the 
number of 8-hour averages within the higher concentration 
ranges. However, our experience is that underestimates are 
infrequent.
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Following receipt of the above information, the American 
Lung Association identi"ed the number of days each county, 
with at least one ozone monitor, experienced air quality desig-
nated as orange (Unhealthy for Sensitive Groups), red (Un-
healthy), or purple (Very Unhealthy).


Short-term Particle Pollution Data Analysis
A.S.L. & Associates identi"ed the maximum daily 24-hour 
AQS PM2.5 concentration for each county in 2008, 2009, and 
2010 with monitoring information. !e 24-hour PM2.5 data 
were downloaded on August 1, 2011. In addition, hourly aver-
aged PM2.5 concentration data were characterized into 24-hour 
average PM2.5 values by the EPA and provided to A.S.L. & 
Associates. Using these results, A.S.L. & Associates prepared 
a table by county that summarized, for each of the 3 years, the 
number of days the maximum of the daily PM2.5 concentration 
was within the ranges identi"ed by EPA based on the EPA Air 
Quality Index, adjusted by the American Lung Association as 
discussed below:
 24-hour PM2.5  Air Quality 
 Concentration Index Levels
 0.0 +g/m3 to 15.4 +g/m3 ! Good (Green)


 15.5 +g/m3 to 35.0 +g/m3 ! Moderate (Yellow)


 35.1 +g/m3 to 65.4 +g/m3 ! Unhealthy for 
   Sensitive Groups 
   (Orange)


 65.5 +g/m3 to 150.4 +g/m3 ! Unhealthy (Red)


 150.5 +g/m3 to 250.4 +g/m3 ! Very Unhealthy 
   (Purple)


 greater than or equal to 250.5 +g/m3 ! Hazardous (Maroon)


In 2006, the EPA revised the 24-hour National Ambient Air 
Quality standard for PM2.5, changing the standard to 35 µg/m3 
from 65 µg/m3. As of December 2011, the EPA had not  
announced changes to the Air Quality Index based on that stan-
dard. !e Lung Association adjusted the level of the category 
“Unhealthy for Sensitive Groups” to re&ect the 2006 standard, 
making that category range from 35.1 µg/m3 to 65.4 µg/m3.


!e goal of this report was to identify the number of days that 
the maximum in each county of the daily PM2.5 concentration 
occurred within the de"ned ranges, not just those days that 
would fall under the requirements for attaining the national 
ambient air quality standards. !erefore, no data capture 
criteria were used to eliminate monitoring sites. Both 24-hour 
averaged PM data, as well as hourly averaged PM data aver-
aged over 24 hours were used. Included in the analysis are data 
collected using only FRM and FEM methods, which reported 
hourly and 24-hour averaged data. As instructed by the Lung 
Association, A.S.L. & Associates included the exceptional and 
natural events that were identi"ed in the database and identi-
"ed for the Lung Association the dates and monitoring sites 
that experienced such events. Some data have been &agged by 
the state or local air pollution control agency to indicate that 
they had raised issues with EPA about those data. 


Following receipt of the above information, the American 
Lung Association identi"ed the number of days each county, 
with at least one PM2.5 monitor, experienced air quality desig-
nated as orange (Unhealthy for Sensitive Groups), red (Un-
healthy), purple (Very Unhealthy) or maroon (Hazardous).


Description 
of County 
Grading System


Ozone and 
short-term 
particle pollution 
(24-hour PM2.5)
!e grades for ozone and 


short-term particle pollution (24-hour PM2.5) were based on a 
weighted average for each county. To determine the weighted 
average, the Lung Association followed these steps:


1. First, assigned weighting factors to each category of the Air 
Quality Index. !e number of orange days experienced by 
each county received a factor of 1; red days, a factor of 1.5; 
purple days, a factor of 2; and maroon days, a factor of 2.5. 
!is allowed days where the air pollution levels were higher 
to receive greater weight. 
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2. Next, multiplied the total number of days within each cat-
egory by their assigned factor, then summed all the catego-
ries to calculate a total.


3. Finally, divided the total by three to determine the weighted 
average, since the monitoring data were collected over a 
three-year period. 


!e weighted average determined each county’s grades for 
ozone and 24-hour PM2.5.


 ! All counties with a weighted average of zero (correspond-
ing to no exceedances of the standard over the three-year 
period) were given a grade of “A.” 


 ! For ozone, an “F” grade was set to generally correlate with 
the number of unhealthy air days that would place a county 
in nonattainment for the ozone standard. 


 ! For short-term particle pollution, fewer unhealthy air days 
are required for an F than for nonattainment under the 
PM2.5 standard. !e national air quality standard is set to 
allow 2 percent of the days during the three years to exceed 
35 µg/m3 (called a “98th percentile” form) before violating 
the standard. !at would be roughly 21 unhealthy days in 
three years. !e grading used in this report would allow 
only about 1 percent of the days to be over 35 µg/m3 (called 
a “99th percentile” form) of the PM2.5. !e American Lung 
Association supports using the tighter limits in a 99th per-
centile form as a more appropriate standard that is intended 
to protect the public from short-term spikes in pollution. 


Grading System
 


Grade
Weighted 
Average


Approximate Number of Allowable 
Orange/Red/Purple/Maroon days


A 0.0 None


B 0.3 to 0.9 1 to 2 orange days with no red


C 1.0 to 2.0 3 to 6 days over the standard: 3 to 5 
orange with no more than 1 red OR 
6 orange with no red


D 2.1 to 3.2 7 to 9 days over the standard: 7 
total (including up to 2 red) to 9 
orange with no red


F 3.3 or higher 9 days or more over the standard: 
10 orange days or 9 total includ-
ing at least 1 or more red, purple or 
maroon


Weighted averages allow comparisons to be drawn based on 
severity of air pollution. For example, if one county had nine 
orange days and 0 red days, it would earn a weighted average 
of 3.0 and a D grade. However, another county which had only 
8 orange days but also two red days, which signify days with 
more serious air pollution, would receive an F. !at second 
county would have a weighted average of 3.7.


Note that this system di$ers signi"cantly from the methodolo-
gy EPA uses to determine violations of both the ozone and the 
24-hour PM2.5 standards. EPA determines whether a county 
violates the standard based on the 4th maximum daily 8-hour 
ozone reading each year averaged over three years. Multiple 
days of unhealthy air beyond the highest four in each year are 
not considered. By contrast, the system used in this report 
recognizes when a community’s air quality repeatedly results 
in unhealthy air throughout the three years. Consequently, 
some counties will receive grades of “F” in this report, showing 
repeated instances of unhealthy air, while still meeting EPA’s 
2008 ozone standard. !e American Lung Association’s posi-
tion is that the evidence shows that the 2008 ozone standard 
fails to protect public health. 
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Counties were ranked by weighted average. Metropolitan areas 
were ranked by the highest weighted average among the coun-
ties within a given Metropolitan Statistical Area as of 2009 as 
de"ned by the White House O#ce of Management and Budget 
(OMB). 


Year-round particle pollution (Annual PM2.5)
Since no comparable Air Quality Index exists for year-round 
particle pollution (annual PM2.5), the grading was based on 
EPA’s determination of the national ambient air quality stan-
dard for annual PM2.5 of 15 µg/m3. Counties that EPA listed 
as being at or below 15.0 µg/m3 were given grades of “Pass.” 
Counties EPA listed as being at or above 15.1 µg/m3 were given 
grades of “Fail.” Where insu#cient data existed for EPA to 
determine a design value, those counties received a grade of 
“Incomplete.” 


Design value is the calculated concentration of a pollutant 
based on the form of the national ambient air quality standard 
and is used by EPA to determine whether or not the air qual-
ity in a county meets the standard. Counties were ranked by 
design value. Metropolitan areas were ranked by the highest 
design value among the counties within a given Metropolitan 
Statistical Area as of 2009 as de"ned by the OMB.


!e Lung Association received critical assistance from mem-
bers of the National Association of Clean Air Administrators, 
formerly known as the State and Territorial Air Pollution Con-
trol Administrators and the Association of Local Air Pollution 
Control Administrators. With their assistance, all state and lo-
cal agencies were provided the opportunity to review and com-
ment on the data in dra% tabular form. !e Lung Association 
reviewed all discrepancies with the agencies and, if needed, 
with Dr. Lefohn at A.S.L. and Associates. Questions about the 
annual PM design values were referred to Mr. Schmidt of EPA, 
who reviewed and had "nal decision on those determinations. 
!e American Lung Association wishes to express its contin-
ued appreciation to the state and local air directors for their 


willingness to assist in ensuring that the characterized data 
used in this report are correct. 


Calculations 
of Populations- 
at-Risk


Presently county-speci"c 
measurements of the number of 
persons with chronic 
conditions are not generally 
available. In order to assess the 


magnitude of chronic conditions at the state and county levels, 
we have employed a synthetic estimation technique originally 
developed by the U.S. Census Bureau. !is method uses 
age-speci"c national and state estimates of self-reported 
conditions to project disease prevalence to the county level. 
!e primary exception to this is poverty, for which estimates 
are available at the county level.


Population Estimates 
Total population for each county was obtained from U.S. Cen-
sus Bureau summary "les of the 2010 decennial census data, 
which included age- and gender-speci"c breakdowns.


Poverty estimates came from the Census Bureau’s Small Area 
Income and Poverty Estimates (SAIPE) program. !e program 
does not use direct counts or estimates from sample surveys, as 
these methods would not provide su#cient data for all coun-
ties. Instead, a model based on estimates of income or poverty 
from the Annual Social and Economic Supplement (ASEC) to 
the Current Population Survey (CPS) is used to develop esti-
mates for all states and counties.


Prevalence Estimates 
Chronic Bronchitis, Emphysema and Cardiovascular Dis-
ease Estimates. In 2010, the National Health Interview Survey 
(NHIS) estimated the nationwide annual prevalence of diag-
nosed chronic bronchitis at 9.9 million, the nationwide lifetime 
prevalence of diagnosed emphysema at 4.3 million, and the 
nationwide lifetime prevalence of diagnosed cardiovascular 
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disease at 74.7 million. Estimates for chronic bronchitis and 
emphysema should not be combined as they represent dif-
ferent types of prevalence estimates. Cardiovascular disease 
includes coronary heart disease, hypertension, stroke and heart 
failure.


Local area prevalence of chronic bronchitis, emphysema, and 
cardiovascular disease are estimated by applying age-speci"c 
national prevalence rates from the 2010 NHIS to age-speci"c 
county-level resident populations obtained from the U.S. 
Census Bureau web site. Prevalence estimates for chronic 
bronchitis, emphysema, and cardiovascular disease are calcu-
lated for those aged 18-44 years, 45-64 years and 65 years and 
older.


Asthma and Diabetes. In 2010, the Behavioral Risk Factor 
Surveillance System (BRFSS) survey indicated that approxi-
mately 8.6 percent of adults residing in the United States and 
9.1 percent of children from twenty-nine states and Wash-
ington, D.C. reported currently having asthma. !e BRFSS 
indicated that 9.2 percent of adults in the United States had 
ever been diagnosed with diabetes in 2010.


!e prevalence estimate for pediatric asthma is calculated 
for those younger than 18 years; adult asthma and diabetes is 
calculated for those aged 18-44 years, 45-64 years and 65 years 
and older. Local area prevalence of pediatric asthma is estimat-
ed by applying the most recent state prevalence rates, or  
if none are available, the national rate from the BRFSS to  
pediatric county-level resident populations obtained from  
the U.S. Census Bureau web site. Pediatric asthma data from 
the 2010 BRFSS were available for thirty-two states and  
Washington D.C., "ve states1 from 2009, three states2 from 
2008, and one state each3 for 2007 and 2006. National data was 
used for the eight states4 that had no data available since 2006. 


1  California, Delaware, Idaho, New York and Virginia.
2  Maine, New Hampshire, and Ohio.
3  Alaska for 2007 and Minnesota for 2006.
4  Arkansas, Colorado, Florida, Massachusetts, North Carolina, South Carolina, 


South Dakota, and Tennessee.


Local area prevalence of adult asthma and diabetes is esti-
mated by applying age-speci"c state prevalence rates from the 
2010 BRFSS to age-speci"c county-level resident populations 
obtained from the U.S. Census Bureau web site.


Limitations of Estimates. Since the statistics presented by 
the NHIS, BRFSS and SAIPE are based on a sample, they will 
di$er (due to random sampling variability) from "gures that 
would be derived from a complete census or case registry of 
people in the U.S. with these diseases. !e results are also sub-
ject to reporting, non-response and processing errors. !ese 
types of errors are kept to a minimum by methods built into 
the survey.


Additionally, a major limitation of both surveys is that the 
information collected represents self-reports of medically di-
agnosed conditions, which may underestimate disease preva-
lence since not all individuals with these conditions have been 
properly diagnosed. However, the NHIS is the best available 
source that depicts the magnitude of chronic disease on the 
national level and the BRFSS is the best available source for 
state-speci"c asthma and diabetes information. !e conditions 
covered in the survey may vary considerably in the accuracy 
and completeness with which they are reported.


Local estimates of chronic diseases are scaled in direct propor-
tion to the base population of the county and its age distribu-
tion. No adjustments are made for other factors that may a$ect 
local prevalence (e.g. local prevalence of cigarette smokers or 
occupational exposures) since the health surveys that obtain 
such data are rarely conducted on the county level. Because 
the estimates do not account for geographic di$erences in 
the prevalence of chronic and acute diseases, the sum of the 
estimates for each of the counties in the United States may not 
exactly re&ect the national estimate derived by the NHIS or 
state estimates derived by the BRFSS.
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Alabama  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *&


Alaska . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "'


Arizona  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "%


Arkansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "*


California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "+


Colorado . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . +'


Connecticut  . . . . . . . . . . . . +%


Delaware . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . +*


District!of!Columbia  . . . . . ++


Florida . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . +&


Georgia  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . )%


Hawaii . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . )+


Idaho  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . )&


Illinois . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . &'


Indiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . &%


Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . &+


Kansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . &&


Kentucky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .'


Louisiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .*


Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .+


Maryland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .&


Massachusetts  . . . . . . . . . $''


Michigan  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $'%


Minnesota . . . . . . . . . . . . . $'+


Mississippi . . . . . . . . . . . . . $')


Missouri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $$'


Montana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $$%


Nebraska . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $$*


Nevada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $$+


New!Hampshire . . . . . . . . $$&


New!Jersey . . . . . . . . . . . . $%'


New!Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . $%%


New!York . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $%*


North!Carolina . . . . . . . . . $%&


North!Dakota . . . . . . . . . . $,%


Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $,*


Oklahoma . . . . . . . . . . . . . $,&


Oregon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $*'


Pennsylvania . . . . . . . . . . . $*%


Rhode!Island . . . . . . . . . . . $*+


South!Carolina . . . . . . . . . $*&


South!Dakota . . . . . . . . . . $"'


Tennessee . . . . . . . . . . . . . $"%


Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $"*


Utah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $"&


Vermont . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $+'


Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $+%


Washington . . . . . . . . . . . . $++


West!Virginia  . . . . . . . . . . $+&


Wisconsin . . . . . . . . . . . . . $)'


Wyoming . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $)*


State Tables
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Notes for all state data tables 
1. Total Population is based on 2010 U.S. Census and represents 


the at-risk populations in counties with ozone or PM2.5 pollution 
monitors; it does not represent the entire state’s sensitive 
populations. 


2. Those 18 & under and 65 & over are vulnerable to ozone and 
PM2.5. Do not use them as population denominators for disease 
estimates—that will lead to incorrect estimates.


3. Pediatric asthma estimates are for those under 18 years of 
age and represent the estimated number of people who had 
asthma in 2010 based on the state rates (Behavioral Risk Factor 
Surveillance System, or BRFSS), applied to county population 
estimates (U.S. Census).


4. Adult asthma estimates are for those 18 years and older and 
represent the estimated number of people who had asthma 
during 2010 based on state rates (BRFSS) applied to county 
population estimates (U.S. Census).


5. Chronic bronchitis estimates are for adults 18 and over who had 
been diagnosed within 2010 based on national rates (from the 
National Health Interview Survey, or NHIS) applied to county 
population estimates (U.S. Census).


6. Emphysema estimates are for adults 18 and over who have been 
diagnosed within their lifetime based on national rates in 2010 
(NHIS) applied to county population estimates (U.S. Census).


7. Cardiovascular disease estimates are for adults 18 and over who 
have been diagnosed within their lifetime, based on national 
rates in 2010 (NHIS) applied to county population estimates 
(U.S. Census). CV disease includes coronary heart disease, 
hypertension, stroke, and heart failure.


8. Diabetes estimates are for adults 18 and over who have been 
diagnosed within their lifetime based on state rates (BRFSS) 
applied to county population estimates (U.S. Census).


9. Poverty estimates include all ages and come from the U.S. 
Census Bureau’s Small Area Income and Poverty Estimates 
program. The estimates are derived from a model using estimates 
of income or poverty from the Annual Social and Economic 
Supplement and the Current Population Survey, 2010.


10. Adding across rows does not produce valid estimates. Adding 
emphysema and chronic bronchitis will double-count people with 
both diseases.


Notes for all state grades tables. 
1. Not all counties have monitors for either ozone or particle 


pollution. If a county does not have a monitor, that county’s name 
is not on the list in these tables. The decision about monitors 
in the county is made by the state and the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency, not by the American Lung Association.


2. INC indicates that monitoring is underway for that pollutant in 
that county, but that the data are incomplete for all three years. 
Those counties are not graded or received an Incomplete.


3. DNC (Data Not Collected) indicates that data on that particular 
pollutant is not collected in that county.


4. The Weighted Average (Wgt. Avg) was derived by adding the 
three years of individual level data (2008-2010), multiplying 
the sums of each level by the assigned standard weights (i.e. 
1=orange, 1.5=red, 2.0=purple and 2.5=maroon) and calculating 
the average. Grades are assigned based on the weighted 
averages as follows: A=0.0, B=0.3-0.9, C=1.0-2.0, D=2.1-3.2, 
F=3.3+.


5. The Design Value is the calculated concentration of a pollutant 
based on the form of the National Ambient Air Quality Standard, 
and is used by EPA to determine whether the air quality in a 
county meets the standard. Design values for the annual PM2.5 
concentrations by county were collected from data previously 
summarized by the EPA and were downloaded on September 
24, 2011 from EPA’s website at http://www.epa.gov/air/airtrends/
values.html. The numbers refer to micrograms per cubic meter,  
or +g/m3. 


6. The annual average National Ambient Air Quality Standard for 
PM2.5 is 15 +g/m3. Counties with design values of 15 or lower 
received a grade of “Pass.” Counties with design values of 15.1 or 
higher received a grade of “Fail.”


State Table Notes
A full explanation of the sources of data and methodology is in the Methodology.
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Baldwin &%#+#,* (&+%/% )$+*,% (+%&) &&+&)% ,+)#) )+$,) *$+),( &%+(%- #(+$*,


Clay &)+/)# )+&(( #+((/ ),& %*- (%/ #(& )+/#& &+()- #+%$#


Colbert *(+(#% &#+$)( /+(,) &+)%# )+),* &+/&, /)- &*+)## *+,&/ &$+)#/


DeKalb -&+&$/ &%+),, /+%-* #+&&$ (+&,) #+)$# &+$(* &-+-,, ,+*,, &(+*%,


Elmore -/+)$) &%+-$- /+(), #+&(/ (+--, #+*// &+&$- &/+**, -+#,/ /+#-,


Etowah &$(+()$ #)+/%, &,+*$% #+-** ,+)-& )+*%& &+,/# #%+&%- &$+)-) &/+(*-


Houston &$&+*(- #(+/#, &(+,-* #+%,) ,+$*% )+)-& &+*(/ #,+#$& /+,,/ &%+$&(


Je5erson ,*%+(,, &*(+*#% %,+(() &-+-*$ )/+-#, #&+-*( /+**% &,*+,), ,&+($# &&/+%$/


Madison ))(+%&& -/+(/$ ($+%-) /+&)& #$+&)& &$+/%, (+-#, %)+$## )$+%)$ (&+,-,


Mobile (&#+//# &$)+*%& *)+)#& &&+%/% #(+(&# &)+($, *+/&( &$#+)), )-+/&, %)+(*-


Montgomery ##/+),) *,+&,- #-+(#& ,+(*# &)+,$( -+))& )+&$( *(+%$& #$+)/- (,+/-#


Morgan &&/+(/$ #%+,#( &,+%-& )+#%% -+&%( )+//$ &+%&* )$+%%/ &&+($/ &,+*,#


Russell *#+/(- &)+(// ,+-#$ &+**& )+&$% &+,// -(( &#+/&& (+-%% &#+,*(


Shelby &/*+$%* (/+/,# #$+,#- *+-)/ &&+(#% ,+&-# #+**& (*+/$$ &-+&$- &%+/(%


Sumter &)+-,) )+$,% #+$,) )*# %(* (,/ #&* )+,), &+)(# (+$%$


Talladega %#+#/& &/+#%* &&+*/& #+#&* (+/%( #+--& &+#*% #&+((/ -+/#) &-+/&#


Tuscaloosa &/(+,*, (&+-%, #&+$*$ (+%$$ &&+/#& ,+##/ #+(*% ((+/)) &,+%*% ))+#*%


Walker ,-+$#) &*+&$- &$+%/( &+-)* (+&&/ #+))& &+&&* &%+(-$ ,+-%% &*+#%%


Totals ",.&-,.*( -*),(%) +.*,)#) )(,+#% (-),(." .-,-(. #+,*." -#%,+*( "-&,()( %*.,(+&


ALABAMA
American Lung Association in Alabama
2200 Riverchase Center #604
Birmingham, AL  35244
(205) 987-7432
www.lung.org/alabama



www.lung.org/alabama
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Baldwin * $ $ &'- C $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC


Clay DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A &$'& PASS


Colbert $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A &$') PASS


DeKalb DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A &$'/ PASS


Elmore $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Etowah $ $ $ $'$ A # $ $ $'- B &&'( PASS


Houston $ $ $ $'$ A # $ $ $'- B &$'& PASS


Je5erson )& $ $ &$') F - $ $ #') D &)'- PASS


Madison ( $ $ &') C # $ $ $'- B &&'# PASS


Mobile &$ $ $ )') F $ $ $ $'$ A /'% PASS


Montgomery ) $ $ &'$ C # $ $ $'- B INC INC


Morgan $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A &$'% PASS


Russell $ $ $ $'$ A # $ $ $'- B &#'( PASS


Shelby &$ $ $ )') F $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC


Sumter & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Talladega DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC


Tuscaloosa $ $ $ $'$ A & $ $ $') B &$'- PASS


Walker DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A &&'$ PASS


ALABAMA
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Anchorage" 
Municipality #/&+%#, -*+-%, #&+&)/ *+#(, #&+(,% %+%-# )+#,# ,#+/%% &&+$,& #-+)*&


Fairbanks"North"Star" 
Borough /-+*%& #*+$$& ,+)-* &+-)& -+&%( #+/&/ &+$#, #$+#/, )+(/& %+%$(


Juneau"City"and" 
Borough )&+#-* -+)), #+,)* *$% #+)/$ &+$## ($& -+*$) &+)** #+*#(


Matanuska-Susitna" 
Borough %%+//* #*+-&/ -+$,/ &+-%$ ,+)## #+,%$ &+$(* &/+*-# )+*#% /+,&%


Yukon-Koyukuk" 
Census"Area *+*%% &+**# *,/ &$- ($% &-- -* &+))% #*$ &+*&#


Totals %(%,"&% (+%,+.# +-,-)- .,+-" +-,--" (%,&-* %,)*. (((,&.- (.,&)& #.,)*.


ALASKA
American Lung Association in Alaska
500 West International Airport Road, #A
Anchorage, AK 99518-1105
(907) 276-5864
www.lung.org/alaska



www.lung.org/alaska
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Anchorage" 
Municipality INC INC INC INC INC $ $ $ $'$ A ,') PASS


Fairbanks" 
North"Star"Borough DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC #, * & &&'% F &)', PASS


Juneau"City"and" 
Borough DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC , $ $ #'$ C -', PASS


Matanuska-Susitna" 
Borough DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC * $ $ &'- C INC INC


Yukon-Koyukuk" 
Census"Area & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


ALASKA
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Cochise &)&+)(, )$+#*$ ##+,%% #+%), /+%,$ (+*)$ #+#$% ),+$%- /+))& ##+&//


Coconino &)(+(#& )&+-%% &&+/#( #+/%& /+%*/ (+&/& &+*%/ #/+/)# -+,&* )$+&#&


Gila *)+*/- &&+(-& &#+(*$ &+$-, (+&-% #+$#& &+&&( &-+&#* (+(/& &$+($)


La"Paz #$+(%/ )+,-% ,+,%) )(* &+,*- %() *#* -+*() &+/,& (+-,/


Maricopa )+%&-+&&- &+$$-+%,& (,#+,(& /(+*$# #-$+*,* &&%+%#* *$+%&/ %/$+*,( ##-+#,( ,#*+$/$


Mohave #$$+&%, (&+#,* (,+,*% )+%,/ &*+-#% -+*%% (+&,, ,(+&#/ &,+-%* ),+%)&


Navajo &$-+((/ )&+/-) &(+#(& #+//% -+)-) )+)## &+*#$ #*+-%) ,+,%* #/+#/&


Pima /%$+#,) ##*+)&, &*&+#/) #&+&#- -)+#(* ))+$*- &*+)(( #*-+#)& ,,+&-, &-$+%$,


Pinal )-*+--$ //+-$$ *#+$-& /+)(% #,+*/) &&+%*# *+))& /$+,%* #)+&() *&+*$$


Santa"Cruz (-+(#$ &(+*,$ ,+##( &+),* )+#&* &+(*& ,,, &&+#%/ #+/)# &)+#(-


Yavapai #&&+$)) ($+#,/ *$+-,- )+--, &,+/(( %+#$* (+*)* ,/+,#/ &%+#,* )-+/-*


Yuma &/*+-*& **+&%* )$+,(, *+&-( &)+(%% ,+&$& #+%/& (-+,#% &#+$// ($+#&$


Totals &,"-#,)#" (,%.+,+(& )&),")& (#.,+.- #%",-*# "*(,.)& .*,-*) (,%#-,&"% +.&,-#) (,*-",##"


ARIZONA
American Lung Association in Arizona
102 West McDowell Road
Phoenix, AZ 85003-1213
(602) 258-7505
www.lung.org/arizona



www.lung.org/arizona
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Cochise & $ $ $') B $ $ $ $'$ A -'& PASS


Coconino ( $ $ &') C $ $ $ $'$ A ,'& PASS


Gila &) $ $ (') F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


La"Paz ( $ $ &') C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Maricopa )( $ $ &&') F # # $ &'- C &$'# PASS


Mohave DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Navajo $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Pima ) $ $ &'$ C $ $ $ $'$ A *'( PASS


Pinal &- $ $ *'- F % $ $ #'- D &*'( FAIL


Santa"Cruz DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC ) & $ &'* C &#'# PASS


Yavapai & $ $ $') B $ $ $ $'$ A *'$ PASS


Yuma &( $ $ ('- F $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC


ARIZONA
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Arkansas &/+$&/ (+(#* )+&&* ($& &+&(, ,*- )&- *+##, &+*&$ )+(--


Ashley #&+%*) *+))$ )+*(( (%) &+#/- -(# )*- *+%/, &+-$# (+#$$


Crittenden *$+/$# &(+%$/ *+(-- &+)(# #+%#, &+*(( ,*# &&+*-, )+)&* &*+#&-


Faulkner &&)+#)- #-+-(# &&+)&% #+*&( ,+,(( )+(/$ &+),, #*+&)/ -+$/) &,+&%*


Garland /,+$#( #$+$/) #$+$/% &+%#& *+/*% )+*&/ &+%(& #%+//* %+)/& #$+*$#


Jackson &-+//- )+-)( #+%*, ))% &+&&- ,)& #/* (+/)% &+(#$ (+&#$


Newton %+))$ &+-), &+-$& &*- *#$ )$/ &,# #+**% -(( &+/#$


Phillips #&+-*- ,+&&) )+#*( **( &+##% -$& ))( *+*() &+,$$ -+,/-


Polk #$+,,# (+/#& (+$#* ((, &+#)- -)$ )-% *+//& &+-), (+,-$


Pope ,&+-*( &(+#(& %+&&) &+#/& )+-$* #+$## %-- &*+#*# (+)(, &$+)*-


Pulaski )%#+-(% /#+&%* (*+/$% %+)*( ##+-## &#+($% *+#%% /)+#(, #,+,,( ,(+*$#


Sebastian &#*+-(( )&+%%# &,+*&% #+%%/ -+)(( (+$,* &+%$) )&+$-- %+/$- #*+(&#


Union (&+,)/ &$+$,& ,+(%& /&# #+(%$ &+(&* ,-& &&+&%$ )+##% %+%--


Van"Buren &-+#/* )+*)- )+/#) )#& &+$%# ,*# )*) *+(,% &+*%/ )+*(-


Washington #$)+$,* *&+(%( &/+,(& (+,,* &&+-*- ,+&#( #+)*/ ()+-&/ &#+#%- )%+(#%


White --+$-, &%+()) &$+%(% &+,-$ (+*-* #+*#( &+&)& &/+)$( *+*&# &#+),#


Totals (,"-.,(*" +(*,-"& (&&,)"* "),(%) -%,&+& #(,%++ (),()# +(%,(*) .*,*## "#(,#-+


ARKANSAS
American Lung Association in Arkansas
217 W 2nd Street, Suite 105
Little Rock, AR  72201
(501) 975-0758
www.lung.org/arkansas



www.lung.org/arkansas
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Arkansas DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A &$'/ PASS


Ashley DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A &$'( PASS


Crittenden && $ $ )'- F $ $ $ $'$ A &&'& PASS


Faulkner DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A &$'% PASS


Garland DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A &$'- PASS


Jackson DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC & $ $ $') B &$'( PASS


Newton $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Phillips DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A &$'- PASS


Polk # $ $ $'- B $ $ $ $'$ A &$'( PASS


Pope DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A &&'& PASS


Pulaski , $ $ #'$ C $ $ $ $'$ A &#'$ PASS


Sebastian DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A &&'& PASS


Union DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A &$'/ PASS


Van"Buren INC INC INC INC INC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Washington & $ $ $') B $ $ $ $'$ A &$'- PASS


White DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A &$'- PASS


ARKANSAS
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Alameda &+*&$+#-& )($+,#& &,-+-(, ##+*/* %/+-$* (/+&,) #$+&,$ ),)+&&% //+-&- #$$+#-)


Amador )%+$/& ,+)/) -+%,* (#( #+*&# &+(/* --# &#+))- )+*(/ (+#%,


Butte ##$+$$$ (,+&,% ))+%&- )+$,) &)+)/& -+*,) )+(,( *%+(-( &,+)$, ()+)/#


Calaveras (*+*-% %+/() /+*,* */) #+/#( &+-,# /)) &(+-(- (+#-$ (+//,


Colusa #&+(&/ ,+(&$ #+(/* (#* &+&** ,() #-/ (+%,# &+)(- )+&,&


Contra"Costa &+$(/+$#* #,$+*$* &)$+()% &-+#%& ,&+&,* )(+#// &*+$$% #,&+*%# -#+//) /-+*((


El"Dorado &%&+$*% (&+&-* #,+*#( #+-)& &&+$*- ,+)/# )+$$# *$+,-# &(+()& &,+%#*


Fresno /)$+(*$ #--+*$- /)+(#& &%+($/ (/+-#& #-+$)( &$+/)# &/-+,-$ *)+%,& #(*+))$


Glenn #%+&## -+%,* )+-)- *## &+*,, %%) )// ,+%$* &+/$$ (+%/$


Humboldt &)(+,#) #-+$,& &-+-#* &+-/* %+)$* (+,)( #+$&& )*+&#* /+-*% #)+-*#


Imperial &-(+*#% *&+$/% &%+&*# )+)/$ /+(&* *+&)/ #+&$( )-+-/# &$+)#- ),+,,,


Inyo &%+*(, )+/$$ )+*)* #*/ &+&** ,%) )(% *+*%/ &+,$& #+*)*


Kern %)/+,)& #*(+$%& -*+()- &,+%** ((+*-# #(+$(- /+)/% &-)+*,, (-+$/- &-#+*)&


Kings &*#+/%# (#+*(% &#+$)$ #+%## %+)(% (+(#) &+,&/ )&+$&/ %+#// #/+,$,


Lake ,(+,,* &)+,-# &&+(($ /$- (+$#) #+)*/ &+&-& &/+&$) *+(,& &)+()%


Los"Angeles /+%&%+,$* #+($#+#$% &+$,*+,// &*/+)*# *,,+&(- )$%+-*, &#*+,&& #+#,,+*,* ,&/+)-& &+,//+#,(


Madera &*$+%,* (#+%(/ &-+#,# #+%(# %+#-$ (+*,# &+/)) )(+$-/ /+)-% )$+/&#


Marin #*#+($/ *#+#&( (#+&/# )+(,( &*+--) /+&-/ (+((/ -)+*,, #$+/,* ##+(*,


Mariposa &%+#*& )+#(# )+%#& #&* &+&/, -&- )-, *+/-( &+-#- #+,,*


Mendocino %-+%(& &/+(,& &)+(/) &+#/& *+)** )+$-/ &+((% #(+#/- ,+%-, &,+/-,


Merced #**+-/) %$+,/% #)+/,$ *+)*) &)+)$# -+&/& #+%*) *#+&#& &(+&(# *%+#&#


Monterey (&*+$*- &&&+$&) ((+(## -+),( #)+&/# &#+,*) *+&,% /#+/%$ #*+($# ,%+$)&


Napa &),+(%( )&+(%, #$+*/( #+$%/ %+&(/ (+,(& #+&*( ),+#)* &$+&-* &(+&%/


Nevada /%+-,( &/+&$, &/+&-( &+#,- ,+)#& )+-*( &+/## )$+%%% %+%%- &&+(*,


Orange )+$&$+#)# -),+,*/ )(/+,-- (%+%,- &-(+*$* /,+##& ($+(&) -&-+*#/ &/-+,-/ ),)+/#(


CALIFORNIA
American Lung Association in California
424 Pendleton Way
Oakland, CA 94621
(510)638-5864
www.lung.org/california



www.lung.org/california
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Placer )(%+()# %*+$%* *)+*,# *+,(( #$+*&# &&+-,* *+**, /#+,/( #,+&() )&+(%/


Plumas #$+$$- )+,$& (+&*( #)/ &+)$% -%( (&$ ,+*#- &+%%, )+$&#


Riverside #+&%/+,(& ,#$+&$% #*%+*%, (&+&)* &#$+&,, ,,+((- #%+((& (/%+#/, &)-+#-$ )*(+-,%


Sacramento &+(&%+-%% ),)+$*) &*%+**& #(+$%) %&+$$, ((+*-$ &%+*,( ))&+#(& /&+&*# #)(+(-$


San"Benito **+#,/ &,+$,, *+),$ &+$,, )+$#) &+,,& ,-% &#+#%% )+)%% -+$&$


San"Bernardino #+$)*+#&$ */(+*%% &%&+)(% )/+((# &$/+/-, */+()) #)+&// (#/+,** &&,+%%# ),#+$//


San"Diego )+$/*+)&) -#(+&,% )*&+(#* (%+$)% &%&+$%$ //+$#, ($+-#, -)$+&#- &//+%#- ((*+**,


San"Francisco %$*+#)* &$-+*#( &$/+%(# -+&)) *)+$#, #%+/%) &#+$,& #&)+/*, *%+)%* &$$+/&$


San"Joaquin ,%*+)$, #$$+-#( -&+&%& &)+)&* )-+&$, #$+))% %+)%$ &*$+))) (&+#*$ &#%+))&


San"Luis"Obispo #,/+,)- *$+%(& (&+$## )+)-) &,+/&, /+**, (+)(# -)+%&& #$+,## ),+&-/


San"Mateo -&%+(*& &*/+--# /,+#,# &$+*// ()+#&* #(+#(* &$+-$% &%*+#(- *&+,#- (/+/$%


Santa"Barbara (#)+%/* /%+$(- *(+)/% ,+*$( #(+%(% &)+,/- *+%*& &$#+)-# #%+&$& -#+&&#


Santa"Clara &+-%&+,(# (#/+*(* &/,+/(( #%+(/( &$)+*(* *,+-#) #)+)&) (&%+/$) &&(+/&/ &%,+$*&


Santa"Cruz #,#+)%# **+(&% #/+&*% )+,-, &*+/,) %+-/& )+,## ,*+#%, &%+$#( ),+&-(


Shasta &--+##) )/+,*# #/+/,- #+,)$ &$+-*% ,+#), )+$)) (/+%)/ &(+&), )&+-,,


Siskiyou ((+/$$ /+)#* %+-%# ,&/ #+%&% &+,-, %,( &)+%&- )+/-( /+**%


Solano (&)+)(( &$&+*)* (,+%(- ,+-)* #(+&)$ &)+)/% *+,,( &$$+,/& #-+/(% (/+&*/


Sonoma (%)+%-% &$,+(-& ,-+),( -+$,) #/+)*/ &,+,&% -+(%/ &#%+(## ),+$#$ ,$+/$/


Stanislaus *&(+(*) &(-+&*% *(+%)& /+-,# #%+&)( &*+((( ,+($& &&(+()# )&+(#- &$$+**(


Sutter /(+-)- #,+&&# &&+//$ &+-)# *+#-* #+/() &+#/( ##+)*/ ,+&/- &*+-%$


Tehama ,)+(,) &,+&,$ &$+$-& &+$-# )+,%/ #+&#% &+$#) &,+%/, (+--% &#+%&$


Tulare ((#+&-/ &((+&#( (&+--/ /+*,& ##+,-* &#+#/- (+/)& %/+*-$ #(+),# &$%+&()


Tuolumne **+),* /+,%# &&+#/( ,(# )+,$& #+&)# &+$/* &-+(/% *+$&* -+-#$


Ventura %#)+)&% #&&+/&* /,+)$/ &(+$*- (-+&-% #,+#&$ &&+&/( &/-+)%# *(+-&* %/+%%$


Yolo #$$+%(/ (*+,)& &/+--& )+$#- &&+-#, ,+#,- #+($# ((+,-# &#+$$% )&+/(#


Totals +-,*-&,"*- .,"%+,()) #,""%,*(. &(+,)(# ",(+","%- (,(-",&#* #).,(&) ),-(+,**. ",+.%,%-% %,-%+,&**


CALIFORNIA


(continued)
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Alameda &( # $ *'- F , $ $ #'$ C /'$ PASS


Amador #/ , $ &#'- F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Butte )& ) $ &&'% F ( ) $ #'% D &&'* PASS


Calaveras #/ ) $ &&'# F # $ $ $'- B -'& PASS


Colusa # $ $ $'- B # $ $ $'- B INC INC


Contra"Costa &, $ $ *') F - $ $ #') D %') PASS


El"Dorado ,) && & #-'# F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Fresno &)( )& # ,&'* F &&, * $ (&'# F &,'( FAIL


Glenn $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Humboldt $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A ,'% PASS


Imperial (- $ $ &*'- F - $ $ #') D -'* PASS


Inyo % $ $ #'- D && # $ ('- F -'$ PASS


Kern #$/ (% # /*'$ F &#, #& # *)'% F #&'# FAIL


Kings &$( &( & (#') F %* ) $ #/'% F &-'& FAIL


Lake $ $ $ $'$ A & & $ $'% B (', PASS


Los"Angeles &%* (& , %,'# F ** ( $ #$') F &('( PASS


Madera (( ( $ &,'- F INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Marin $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Mariposa *$ * & &/'% F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Mendocino $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A %'- PASS


Merced *# / & ##'* F )* $ $ &&'- F INC INC


Monterey & $ $ $') B $ $ $ $'$ A ,'( PASS


Napa * $ $ &'- C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Nevada ,$ ( $ ##'$ F * # $ #'- D -'$ PASS


Orange #/ # $ &$'- F &- & $ ,'# F &&'/ PASS


Placer ,* * $ #('# F & $ $ $') B %'( PASS


CALIFORNIA
American Lung Association in California
424 Pendleton Way
Oakland, CA 94621
(510)638-5864
www.lung.org/california



www.lung.org/california
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Plumas DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC &# * $ ,'* F &$') PASS


Riverside ##- ,, ( &&&') F %* & $ #%'% F &-'$ FAIL


Sacramento %) #* # (&'* F &# & $ ('* F &$'/ PASS


San"Benito &( $ $ ('- F $ $ $ $'$ A ,'& PASS


San"Bernardino #&& &$) / &#-'% F &/ $ $ ,') F &('* PASS


San"Diego ,% * $ #*'# F &* # $ ,'$ F &#'& PASS


San"Francisco $ $ $ $'$ A ( $ $ &') C &$'$ PASS


San"Joaquin #* ) $ /'% F &/ & $ ,'% F &#'& PASS


San"Luis"Obispo ,, # $ #)'$ F # $ $ $'- B -'/ PASS


San"Mateo & $ $ $') B & $ $ $') B INC INC


Santa"Barbara &( $ $ ('- F & $ $ $') B /'- PASS


Santa"Clara &/ & $ ,'% F &$ $ $ )') F &$'# PASS


Santa"Cruz $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A ,') PASS


Shasta &- & $ ,'# F # # & #') D *'/ PASS


Siskiyou $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC


Solano &# $ $ ('$ F &# $ $ ('$ F /'& PASS


Sonoma $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A %'$ PASS


Stanislaus *$ - # #&'* F -, ) $ #,'% F INC INC


Sutter &( # $ *'- F , - $ *'* F %'# PASS


Tehama )( & $ &&'% F INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Tulare ##/ ), # /*'- F #% & $ /'% F &,'* FAIL


Tuolumne #, * $ &&'# F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Ventura ,/ $ $ #)'$ F & $ $ $') B /'/ PASS


Yolo / & $ )'* F & $ $ $') B INC INC


CALIFORNIA


(continued)
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Adams ((&+,$) &#,+&#) ),+%,# &&+(#/ #/+&/$ &#+%(# (+%,& /&+*(& &-+)-- *-+#$&


Arapahoe *-#+$$) &(-+)#( *-+*%$ &)+)*$ )/+$$* &-+/(& -+#%% &)#+(#/ #*+(*- ,*+&-)


Boulder #/(+*,- ,#+-*( #/+*#& *+,%- #&+)(/ /+,,) )+%&/ -$+)/, &)+(,% )/+$/-


Denver ,$$+&*% &#%+-,, ,#+&)# &&+,,/ ()+,-# &/+$(( -+),- &),+&&* #*+/#- &#*+-##


Douglas #%*+(,* %-+$&# #$+)() -+%%* &%+#*) %+))* )+&,% ,$+#,* &&+(*% /+/%*


Elbert #)+$%, *+%*( #+&/) *)$ &+**% -%* ))* ,+$*$ &+&-( &+(/$


El"Paso ,##+#,) &,#+,-, ,#+$*& &(+-(& (#+#*/ &/+)$, -+-/* &(&+/)/ #-+#*( %&+*$-


Garfield *,+)%/ &*+#&, (+-&- &+)-/ )+-/) &+-&* ,,& &#+($) #+),) *+)$,


Je5erson *)(+*() &&/+$/$ ,-+(&& &$+-/# )-+%)$ &%+#/$ %+$)* &($+#-% #-+)), (,+*,,


La"Plata *&+))( &$+*&# *+/-/ /*) )+-)* &+-*% -($ &)+#$, #+**( *+-$*


Larimer #//+,)$ ,(+$*- )*+*(& *+%$* #&+,)( /+/*# (+&*) -(+$&/ &(+#/# )/+--#


Mesa &(,+-#) )(+*&- #&+%-# )+&#% &$+#&# (+/(* #+#%, )%+*#& -+*-& #$+//%


Montezuma #*+*)* *+/// (+#,/ *(( &+-,# %/- (($ -+##& &+()( (+($#


Pitkin &-+&(% #+/// &+/,( #-# &+#/# ,&, #*% (+,($ %/- &+&//


Pueblo &*/+$,) )%+/&* #(+)(, )+*#, &$+/&/ *+))& #+*$( (&+%)& %+#(( )$+(&%


Rio"Blanco ,+,,, &+,#& %#- &(- (,$ ##& /- &+,/& )#/ **$


Weld #*#+%#* -$+($& #(+#)* ,+)%$ &,+%$% -+*%* )+$#& **+)#$ &$+*/, )*+(*(


Totals #,+).,**( (,*)+,)+& #&(,)#+ .),"(& +*+,-". (+.,""& %&,)") (,*"-,)&# (.-,-+" %-*,%#%


COLORADO
American Lung Association in Colorado
5600 Greenwood Plaza Blvd., Suite 100
Greenwood Village, CO 80111-2316
(303) 388-4327
www.lung.org/colorado



www.lung.org/colorado
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Adams , $ $ #'$ C $ $ $ $'$ A %'- PASS


Arapahoe , $ $ #'$ C $ $ $ $'$ A ,'- PASS


Boulder - $ $ #') D # $ $ $'- B -'( PASS


Denver & $ $ $') B $ $ $ $'$ A -'/ PASS


Douglas &- $ $ *'- F $ $ $ $'$ A *'% PASS


Elbert DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A ('# PASS


El"Paso ( $ $ &') C $ $ $ $'$ A ,'$ PASS


Garfield # $ $ $'- B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Je5erson #) $ $ -'- F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


La"Plata # $ $ $'- B INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Larimer &( $ $ ('- F $ $ $ $'$ A ,', PASS


Mesa & $ $ $') B / $ $ )'$ D /') PASS


Montezuma & $ $ $') B $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC


Pitkin INC INC INC INC INC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Pueblo DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC


Rio"Blanco INC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Weld ( $ $ &') C & $ $ $') B -'% PASS


COLORADO
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Fairfield /&,+%#/ ##-+$&/ &#(+$-* #*+(/# ,)+##) )$+)#* &)+,%$ #)(+#/$ *$+/&) %(+&#*


Hartford %/(+$&( #$(+$() &)$+&&/ ##+/&# ,)+&&, )$+(#( &)+/)- #),+($) *&+(-$ /%+#()


Litchfield &%/+/#- ($+/*# )$+)(# (+*/% &)+(*( ,+%)% )+#%( *(+,,, &&+/)/ &#+,*$


Middlesex &,*+,-, )*+$/% #*+,#& )+/(& &&+%,$ *+%/& #+--$ (,+*&, &$+&(( &&+$)$


New"Haven %,#+(-- &/#+/-( &#)+/-# #&+,,/ ,&+)/- #/+#/& &)+#-- ##,+##- (/+#&, /-+#&$


New"London #-(+$** */+*// )%+//* ,+,/# &/+,(# /+(() (+#-- -)+$%% &*+%/$ #)+)%#


Tolland &*#+,/& )$+%%( &%+##$ )+(,% &&+#/$ *+#$) #+&%, )%+/(* %+($# %+-/(


Totals +,#%%,&&. -.*,%&. #.(,+## )),--" "#+,.)# ((-,#(% %+,#(( .(*,(+% (.-,.-# ++%,#+#


CONNECTICUT
American Lung Association in Connecticut
45 Ash Street
East Hartford, CT 06108-3272
(860) 838-4376
www.lung.org/connecticut



www.lung.org/connecticut
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Fairfield )* ( $ &)'- F * $ $ &'- C &$'$ PASS


Hartford % $ $ #'- D & $ $ $') B /'( PASS


Litchfield , $ $ #'$ C $ $ $ $'$ A ,'$ PASS


Middlesex &* $ $ *'$ F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


New"Haven &, & $ *'% F % $ $ #'- D &$') PASS


New"London &$ $ $ )') F ( $ $ &') C %'% PASS


Tolland &( & $ *'# F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


CONNECTICUT
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Kent &,#+)&$ ($+)-/ #&+/%# *+(*( &#+##* *+#-( #+)*( ($+)-, &$+($- &/+&(*


New"Castle *)%+(-/ &#*+$-/ ,,+### &,+%/, (&+-*& &-+,// -+*%* &))+)** )(+&&$ *%+)%,


Sussex &/-+&(* ($+)$- (&+$-) *+((* &*+$), -+)$/ )+%#& ,$+)#* &,+$%, #,+/#(


Totals ).-,.+# "*%,-&% (".,"-- "-,-.% &.,*(" +*,")" (+,-&* "+#,*%& &*,&*+ (*#,#%%


DELAWARE
American Lung Association in Delaware
630 Churchmans Road, Suite 202
Newark, DE  19702
(302) 737-6414
www.lung.org/delaware



www.lung.org/delaware
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Kent &) $ $ (') F $ $ $ $'$ A &$'& PASS


New"Castle #, & $ /'# F &# $ $ ('$ F &&'- PASS


Sussex &- # $ ,'- F $ $ $ $'$ A &$', PASS


DELAWARE
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


District"of"Columbia ,$&+-#) &$$+%&* ,%+%$/ &%+&$) *&+/,# #$+#*, -+/#% &(*+)&& )%+,%% &$-+#-/


Totals &*(,-"+ (**,)(% &),)*. (),(*+ %(,.&" "*,"%& -,.") (#%,+(( +),&)) (*-,"-.


DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
American Lung Association in the District of Columbia
1301 Pennsylvania Ave. NW #800 
Washington, DC, DC 20004 
1-800-LUNG USA
www.lung.org/districtofcolumbia



www.lung.org/districtofcolumbia
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


District"of"Columbia #* ) $ /'% F - $ $ #') D &&'# PASS


DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Alachua #(-+)), ((+#%* #,+,#- (+$&) &-+#,* %+&-& )+&(* *%+### &,+&() */+)&*


Baker #-+&&* -+$(- #+/*, ,)/ &+,%% %** )*- ,+)-/ &+-,% (+)&%


Bay &,%+%*# )-+$-, #(+**/ )+),$ &&+$*- *+-%( #+,)# ((+--% &#+(#/ #(+%,#


Brevard *()+)-, &$-+,%, &&$+-&# /+-*% ),+)(* #$+#,$ &$+(-% &,,+*$* (,+)$/ -#+&*-


Broward &+-(%+$,, )/&+)(/ #(/+(#( )*+(,( &&)+%/% */+)(% #,+%() (*%+$(* &#-+&)- #*,+#/*


Citrus &(&+#), ##+)/( (*+$(& #+$#/ /+%-% *+/(* )+,)) *#+%)/ &(+-(, #)+%,/


Collier )#&+*#$ ,#+,(- %(+/*& *+,-- #&+,-, &#+)$% -+$&/ &$*+##- #/+)(- *$+#&%


Columbia ,-+*)& &*+&/) &$+)/$ &+)-- (+)%- #+)## &+$%( &%+&%% *+$*& &#+#*)


Duval %,(+#,) #$)+*&( /,+&,/ &%+((# **+,*% #-+/#$ &&+*(( #$-+&)% *-+(&, &($+#*(


Escambia #/-+,&/ ,(+&*( (#+/#/ *+%&( &/+,)% &$+&)# (+**- --+%)* #&+,$% *)+,**


Highlands /%+-%, &-+/-# )&+%## &+,#/ ,+-*% )+/%( #+(,) )*+(&$ /+%/# #$+&)-


Hillsborough &+##/+##, #/(+#$% &(*+#)- #,+,,& -%+%), )/+*,# &,+,*- #/*+#$) %&+%-# #$#+%#-


Holmes &/+/#- (+#%# )+(#* )%% &+)&# -$$ ))/ *+*,( &+*(, (+$-#


Lake #/-+$*# ,&+-(& -&+%#* *+*/* &/+,/$ &&+$/# ,+&(# /)+,)/ #,+$/* )/+-&&


Lee ,&%+-*( &#$+%,/ &(*+&$, &$+/*) (&+,-- #)+#-, &#+,)- &/(+,/& *(+#), &$(+-*#


Leon #-*+(%- *)+/-) #*+/%$ (+%/& &%+%)$ %+%*) )+#/$ ,#+#%- &-+#*- ,%+-,*


Manatee )##+%)) ,,+#%) -*+&$/ ,+$$, #&+(*& &#+$*) ,+*,% &$&+$/, #%+&,$ (,+&&/


Marion ))&+#/% ,(+&%& %*+)&% *+%&, ##+))# &#+-&/ -+&%, &$%+()- )$+#)$ ,)+),%


Martin &(,+)&% #*+-(, )/+/-# #+))) &$+$(, *+%(% )+)-& *$+(%( &(+$-( &,+&)$


Miami-Dade #+(/,+()* *(*+-#% )*#+$&) (/+(*) &,(+(#% %)+-,% )-+&/( ,)%+*&, &--+#-/ *$$+*)-


Okaloosa &%$+%## ($+)%% #*+#&% )+,,$ &&+-/# ,+&#* #+-(, (-+$/* &)+$-$ #&+-/#


Orange &+&(*+/*, #-$+&(- &&$+/&/ #(+(%$ -(+&#% )*+%-& &)+/#( #*%+&)% -&+*## &%)+%&#


Osceola #,%+,%* -$+(&, #/+,*, ,+)%& &,+-$- %+)%) )+(/) ,#+)(/ &-+#%, ()+),*


Palm"Beach &+)#$+&)( #,%+%%( #%*+&** #(+),, %%+&-, (%+#-, #*+),- )/-+&-/ &&$+*/( &%,+)**


Pasco (,(+,/- /%+*-) /,+#(* %+/)) )$+,*, &,+%*- %+--( &)%+)-- )%+*&) ,/+,-$


FLORIDA
American Lung Association in Florida
6852 Belfort Oaks Place
Jacksonville, FL 32216
(904) 743-2933
www.lung.org/florida



www.lung.org/florida
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Pinellas /&,+*(# &,#+%%% &/(+$// &(+-,& ,#+/$& )*+$)- &%+&/- #%%+)## %$+#$) &#-+*,-


Polk ,$#+$/* &(&+-), &$%+#/, &#+%(( )%+,,# #$+,** &$+##/ &,*+(#* (,+$&$ &$)+#--


St'"Lucie #--+-%/ ,#+$$% **+)-% *+,&/ &%+$%# /+%-# *+$%# %$+*%& ##+(#( (%+*-%


Santa"Rosa &*&+)-# ),+#$/ &/+(,$ )+#%& /+,(/ *+$)% #+##, )%+,&& &$+-$% &%+,$/


Sarasota )-/+((% */+-)* &&%+##- *+(&) #,+,(* &*+--, /+*&% &)/+$(* )%+%$* (%+%/,


Seminole (##+-&% /-+&%& *$+,-- %+%$, #-+)(& &(+$$( *+/-/ &$*+*/# #/+#-( (,+$-&


Volusia (/(+*/) /)+#-) &$(+#%/ %+(*# ))+*(/ &%+*,) /+,(, &*#+*)$ (#+(($ -/+*&)


Wakulla )$+--, ,+/#* )+))/ ,#% #+$$& &+$## (#( -+,#% #+&&) )+%*,


Totals (&,.(),&%- +,&(),&.( ",)-*,%"+ +"-,."( (,((-,(+) %.*,+-. ")",-## #,&&(,+%% (,".%,%%) ",-##,.-%


(continued)
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Alachua & $ $ $') B $ $ $ $'$ A -'( PASS


Baker $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Bay , $ $ #'$ C INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Brevard & $ $ $') B $ $ $ $'$ A ,'/ PASS


Broward & $ $ $') B $ $ $ $'$ A -'$ PASS


Citrus DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A -'( PASS


Collier $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Columbia $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Duval # $ $ $'- B & $ $ $') B %', PASS


Escambia / $ $ )'$ D $ $ $ $'$ A /'$ PASS


Highlands # $ $ $'- B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Hillsborough && & $ ('# F $ $ $ $'$ A %'$ PASS


Holmes $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Lake # $ $ $'- B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Lee & $ $ $') B $ $ $ $'$ A ,'% PASS


Leon ) $ $ &'$ C # $ $ $'- B &$'$ PASS


Manatee * $ $ &'- C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Marion $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Martin INC INC INC INC INC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Miami-Dade , $ $ #'$ C # $ $ $'- B -'% PASS


Okaloosa INC INC INC INC INC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Orange # $ $ $'- B $ $ $ $'$ A -') PASS


Osceola # $ $ $'- B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Palm"Beach # $ $ $'- B $ $ $ $'$ A ,') PASS


Pasco ( $ $ &') C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Pinellas # $ $ $'- B $ $ $ $'$ A -'/ PASS


FLORIDA
American Lung Association in Florida
6852 Belfort Oaks Place
Jacksonville, FL 32216
(904) 743-2933
www.lung.org/florida



www.lung.org/florida
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Polk ( $ $ &') C $ $ $ $'$ A -'- PASS


St'"Lucie $ $ $ $'$ A & $ $ $') B -'* PASS


Santa"Rosa &$ $ $ )') F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Sarasota - $ $ #') D $ $ $ $'$ A ,'% PASS


Seminole & $ $ $') B $ $ $ $'$ A -', PASS


Volusia $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC


Wakulla * $ $ &'- C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


FLORIDA


(continued)
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American Lung Association in Georgia
2452 Spring Road
Smyrna, GA 30080-3862
(770) 434-5864
www.lung.org/georgia


 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Bibb &**+*(- ($+&&/ &/+,%/ )+,$, %+/-# (+/-( #+&%$ )-+%&/ &&+/$, )%+-)-


Chatham #,*+&#% ,$+$$- )#+%,( *+)/) &*+/() %+,#& )+,($ ,(+#$- #$+&,) (/+%//


Chattooga #,+$&* *+%*% )+%$& *#, &+*-$ %%) ($) ,+%(& #+&** (+/##


Clarke &&,+-&( #$+(#) /+/*# &+%)* -+(,, )+,&/ &+#&) #(+$%& -+(,/ )*+%$&


Clayton #*/+(#( -(+/-/ &-+#), ,+-)/ &(+##- -+)/( #+,## *&+((% &,+&)) *-+,(/


Cobb ,%%+$-% &-,+(%- */+/-# &*+%,& )/+*#/ #&+#&, %+&%- &*)+##, (%+&%- /*+)/%


Columbia &#(+$*) ))+%&$ &#+-$$ )+$)/ ,+/%( )+%-# &+,$% #%+/)- /+&#( &$+/*/


Coweta &#-+)&- )(+%)# &)+#($ )+&)$ -+&,( )+/)* &+,)$ #/+#/( /+##, &(+$#,


Dawson ##+))$ *+$%) )+&)# (*- &+)($ -,* )(% *+/(- &+%-- )+$((


DeKalb ,/&+%/) &,*+&), ,#+##% &(+%(& ($+-(, #&+(/% %+&-/ &*)+,#% (%+#$( &)&+/(,


Dougherty /(+*,* #(+))( &&+(*- #+&%- *+(*% #+/%$ &+#-( ##+),$ -+$#/ )&+/)$


Douglas &)#+($) )-+*)) &&+#(( )+)-) -+))# )+/)) &+*#& #%+(&( %+/)( &,+*%&


Fayette &$,+*,- #%+$// &)+*(* #+*#* ,+$%$ )+*-# &+,)) #%+$*- %+%%/ -+&(*


Floyd /,+)&- #)+((* &)+-$# #+&$- *+,-, )+&-) &+(($ #(+(-# -+-$* &-+,)(


Fulton /#$+*%& #&/+,%, %)+(#( &/+-(( *(+##* #%+*%/ &$+%%/ #$(+)$/ ,(+$/- &*/+$(%


Glynn -/+,#, &/+#)& &&+/-, &+-#% (+-$, #+,%( &+#*( #&+$(& ,+,), &(+-*,


Gwinnett %$*+)#& #)(+-$- **+&$* #&+$/( ()+//) #)+#*, %+(*/ &,(+$/) *&+*,* &$%+-*(


Hall &-/+,%( *$+&,, #$+$&$ (+*$/ &$+$** *+(,/ #+#/* ($+-)% &#+%$, )&+(/*


Henry #$)+/## */+,*- &-+$(% *+),# &&+&(, ,+$$* #+))$ ()+*$* &)+,%- #$+%)/


Houston &)/+/$$ )-+(/& &(+*-& )+),/ -+/)* (+)## &+--* )&+//$ &$+$,* &/+*,#


Lowndes &$/+#)) #,+/-$ &$+,/) #+(#( ,+)-/ )+)#* &+#%# #)+-*& -+()* #(+$--


Murray )/+,#% &$+,(% (+#%, /*- #+#(- &+#)# *&( /+&/# #+%/( -+(/&


Muscogee &%/+%%* (%+*/% ##+$%# (+),% &$+/-) *+/*$ #+*$$ ((+#%% &)+/&, ),+//%


Paulding &(#+)#( ()+$/( &$+##$ )+%-) -+,,$ (+$#- &+(-- #%+(#% %+/#) &#+(,%


Richmond #$$+*(/ (/+)$* ##+-&# (+()& &&+-)- ,+)*% #+,)/ (-+&#/ &(+%&& (/+(,%



www.lung.org/georgia
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Rockdale %*+#&* ##+/&( /+$,, #+$*/ (+%#* #+,-- &+&#) #$+$-& ,+)#% &#+*#-


Sumter )#+%&/ %+)$& (+&() -(, &+/$- &+$() (*& -+%,$ #+(-& /+((&


Walker ,%+-*, &,+#*, &$+)$# &+(,& (+$/$ #+)#, &+$%& &%+&%/ *+-), &&+/-$


Washington #&+&%- *+$(, #+%%& (*) &+#** -$/ )&/ *+(-( &+-#, *+%-%


Wilkinson /+*,) #+)#( &+*$( #$/ *,( )#% &*- #+,$- %#( &+/%#


Totals &,(+#,%## (,%)#,%+. %)#,-)% (#",#*- +%",()+ ()),-+% -#,#"+ (,+-(,+.- #+*,."+ (,*#",#"%


(continued)
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Bibb &$ $ $ )') F ) & $ &'* C &#'% PASS


Chatham $ $ $ $'$ A # $ $ $'- B &$'- PASS


Chattooga $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Clarke - $ $ #') D $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC


Clayton DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC & $ $ $') B &#'/ PASS


Cobb &% $ $ ,'$ F ) $ $ &'$ C &#') PASS


Columbia ) $ $ &'$ C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Coweta ) $ $ &'$ C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Dawson * $ $ &'- C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


DeKalb &- # $ ,'- F ( & $ &'% C &#') PASS


Dougherty DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC , $ $ #'$ C &#') PASS


Douglas &# $ $ ('$ F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Fayette INC INC INC INC INC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Floyd DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC ( $ $ &') C &#'* PASS


Fulton #* & $ %'% F ( & $ &'% C INC INC


Glynn $ $ $ $'$ A # $ $ $'- B &$'& PASS


Gwinnett / $ $ )'$ D $ $ $ $'$ A &#'& PASS


Hall DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC & $ $ $') B &&'# PASS


Henry &, & $ *'% F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Houston DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC & $ $ $') B &&'( PASS


Lowndes DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC & & $ $'% B &$'& PASS


Murray / $ $ )'$ D DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Muscogee # $ $ $'- B ) $ & &'- C &)'# PASS


Paulding ( $ $ &') C & $ $ $') B &&'$ PASS


Richmond , $ $ #'$ C # $ $ $'- B &#'- PASS


Rockdale #$ & $ -'# F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


GEORGIA
American Lung Association in Georgia
2452 Spring Road
Smyrna, GA 30080-3862
(770) 434-5864
www.lung.org/georgia



www.lung.org/georgia
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Sumter $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Walker DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC & $ $ $') B &$'- PASS


Washington DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC & $ $ $') B &&'* PASS


Wilkinson DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ & $ $'* B &)'$ PASS


GEORGIA
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Hawaii &%*+$-/ (#+#%$ #,+%)( (+,,# &)+(#, ,+($( #+/,( *$+#&# &#+)/$ ))+#%*


Honolulu /*)+#$- #&$+*$$ &)%+(/$ #)+#&& ,/+--# )#+&$% &(+(,# #(,+(&/ ,$+,)) %-+(&&


Maui &*(+%)( )*+%&* &/+%$) )+/(/ &&+#*# *+#&- #+)$$ )/+/%/ /+%## &%+#&(


Totals (,".+,("* ")),%.% ()%,("- +(,)"+ .#,##. #+,-". (.,-"& ++&,&"* )",)#& (+),.(*


HAWAII
American Lung Association in Hawaii
650 Iwilei Rd., Suite 208
Honolulu, HI 96817
(808) 537 5966
www.lung.org/hawaii



www.lung.org/hawaii
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Hawaii DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC ,, ) $ #)'* F &%'( FAIL


Honolulu $ $ $ $'$ A & $ $ $') B -'* PASS


Maui DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A (', PASS


HAWAII
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Ada )/#+),* &$)+-$, (&+$(% (+--# #*+)$- &#+&)- (+/,% %/+,$, ##+$#( *)+&%%


Bannock %#+%)/ ##+-&( /+#() &+$(* *+#(# #+*&* &+$(, &%+,$/ (+*-* &)+#))


Benewah /+#%* #+#$& &+,// &$& ,(# ))& &,/ #+-&- ,%( &+*()


Butte #+%/& %&* *$, )% &%% /- *$ -// #$& ((*


Canyon &%%+/#) */+(/# #$+)/, #+-)% &&+#%- *+(#, #+#-, ($+#/% /+/&( ),+,#$


Cassia ##+/*# -+*%- #+/*( )(/ &+)*) ,,% )$( *+&*# &+#-/ )+*-%


Franklin &#+-%, (+(/% &+,() #$- -#/ ),$ &,, #+-%- ,/# &+))$


Kootenai &)%+(/( )(+#(( #$+$-% &+*-, /+#,/ (+,&# #+&)$ )*+/,- %+/*# #$+$,*


Lemhi -+/), &+*-, &+-*% -) *%# )$% &,- #+,$# ,*/ &+,,$


Power -+%&- #+(&( /(- &&& (-% #)* &$* &+%$) ((- &+#%)


Shoshone &#+-,* #+,,$ #+*)- &## /&* (-( #(* )+/&$ /%* #+,$,


Totals )-.,*%+ "#(,.*- (*",)*. ((,(+( %%,..( "-,(&+ ((,&"& "*#,"%* %*,#(( (+%,%%(


IDAHO
American Lung Association in Idaho
1412 W. Idaho St. Suite 100
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 345-5864
www.lung.org/idaho



www.lung.org/idaho
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Ada ) $ $ &'$ C ( $ $ &') C ,') PASS


Bannock DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC


Benewah DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC &$ $ $ )') F /'( PASS


Butte $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Canyon DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC & $ $ $') B INC INC


Cassia INC INC INC INC INC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Franklin DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC % & $ )'# D INC INC


Kootenai $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Lemhi DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC #$ $ $ ,'- F /'/ PASS


Power DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Shoshone DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC )% $ $ &#'- F &#'$ PASS
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Adams ,-+&$) &*+(,& &&+-(- &+*#& (+,$/ #+)#, &+&(# &%+,$( *+&&- %+*(-


Champaign #$&+$%& )/+$-/ #$+$,, )+%(* &*+)%) ,+(## #+)/% (*+$%* &#+$(/ ),+)()


Clark &,+))* )+-&% #+/(, ),, &+&&/ *-( #%, (+,)& &+#-, &+/)(


Cook *+&/(+,-* &+#)#+#%$ ,#$+)#/ &#&+#), ),*+,-# &,,+/$$ -$+&*- &+#(#+*(/ )),+(*) %*%+)/#


DuPage /&,+/#( ##-+()$ &$,+)/% ##+)-* ,#+,-$ #/+%/( &#+%&( ##,+)(& ,&+(-* ,#+(%(


E4ngham )(+#(# %+((# *+&/, %)& #+)&) &+&*$ *(& /+$(* #+(-% )+)*)


Hamilton %+(*- &+/)& &+,-& &/$ *-* )$& &*, #+(-& ,%) &+#&*


Jersey ##+/%* *+#)/ )+,$* *&* &+*/$ -/# )-( ,+#)% &+-&$ #+#$(


Kane *&*+#,/ &(/+&/$ (/+,/$ &(+,-% ))+-%* &*+)/, ,+#)& &&)+)#$ )$+*%/ *,+#))


Lake -$)+(,# &/#+,-# -)+$/) &%+/*, (,+,#- #&+/*& /+&,% &,(+($% ((+*(# ,&+*&*


LaSalle &&)+/#( #,+#&% &%+,-% #+*-/ -+%)& )+/() &+%/* )&+)$- %+*/* &(+*,,


McHenry )$%+-,$ %(+&-* )&+)#$ %+#%& #$+(,& /+,%* (+$)# -#+*,, &/+,*% ##+)%&


McLean &,/+*-# )%+(&# &-+)($ )+--/ &#+#-* *+),) #+&$& )%+,,, &$+)/( &%+,,*


Macon &&$+-,% #*+#%( &%+&(# #+(%% -+,(( )+%)) &+%)- )$+)-- %+))- &%+/-)


Macoupin (-+-,* &$+--* %+&-& &+$,$ )+#/& &+,-( %&- &)+)%, )+,%$ ,+$-*


Madison #,/+#%# ,&+#(, )%+(#% ,+$#, &%+%(( /+$/, (+&&/ -$+#&, &/+&,# )%+$,%


Peoria &%,+(/( ((+%/) #*+/,) (+(&- &#+%-* ,+&(% #+-,( (-+##% &#+%-- #*+%/#


Randolph ))+(-, ,+,)& *+)($ ,*# #+(&% &+&%- **) /+#%# #+*($ )+/(&


Rock"Island &(-+*(, ))+&%- #)+%%& )+#,* &$+#*/ *+$/- #+(## ($+#$, &&+$#( &-+%%&


St'"Clair #-$+$*, ,%+*%% ))+%&$ ,+-(% &%+))* %+-#) )+%&% ,,+(&# &%+$,, (#+##(


Sangamon &/-+(,* (,+%&, #-+),# (+,$, &)+*%$ ,+,(( )+$&# *&+(,, &(+$*# #*+,-%


Will ,--+*,$ &/,+/*( ,#+%&( &/+)-- ((+))# #$+##, %+&&, &(%+**- ($+$-, *-+#$-


Winnebago #/*+#,, -)+*%$ ($+-&* -+#)/ #$+$(& /+-#- (+($% -*+&/- #$+*#, *$+%&-


Totals (*,%*),#&- ",%.","*( (,"#&,-*% "%%,*". -"&,%+* ++-,*%" (#+,(&( ",%"-,%&* &)%,+&* (,#+#,%))


ILLINOIS
American Lung Association in Illinois
55 W. Wacker Drive, Suite 800
Chicago, IL 60601
(312) 781-1100
www.lung.org/illinois



www.lung.org/illinois
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Adams & $ $ $') B $ $ $ $'$ A /') PASS


Champaign $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A &$', PASS


Clark $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Cook &( & $ *'# F &% $ $ ,'$ F &#'- PASS


DuPage $ $ $ $'$ A & $ $ $') B &$'/ PASS


E4ngham $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Hamilton # $ $ $'- B & $ $ $') B &&') PASS


Jersey & $ $ $') B $ $ $ $'$ A &$'( PASS


Kane & $ $ $') B & $ $ $') B &$', PASS


Lake , $ $ #'$ C $ $ $ $'$ A /') PASS


LaSalle DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC


McHenry $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A &$'$ PASS


McLean $ $ $ $'$ A & $ $ $') B &$'* PASS


Macon $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A &&'- PASS


Macoupin & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Madison #$ $ $ ,'- F * $ $ &'- C &)'% PASS


Peoria $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A &&'& PASS


Randolph $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A &$'& PASS


Rock"Island $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A /'- PASS


St'"Clair # & $ &'# C & $ $ $') B &#'( PASS


Sangamon $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A &&'$ PASS


Will $ $ $ $'$ A & $ $ $') B &&') PASS


Winnebago $ $ $ $'$ A ( $ $ &') C &$'& PASS


ILLINOIS
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Allen )**+)#/ /*+/*% (#+&)- %+()- #(+-,& &&+&), (+%$& %(+&(( #*+&,% (%+-,(


Boone *,+,($ &*+/&- ,+,(( &+)// )+%%( &+-/# -%% &)+-*# (+&)- (+*&,


Carroll #$+&** (+/*- )+&%# (), &+()) ,%% ))$ *+(,% &+,*# #+$#&


Clark &&$+#)# #,+&$/ &(+$** #+#/* %+$#& )+,($ &+*/& #-+,// %+#// &)+,)#


Delaware &&-+,-& #)+*-) &-+#-- #+$-) %+/(, )+//) &+-,- )$+#,/ /+$&/ #,+))/


Dubois (&+%%/ &$+,,/ ,+$-/ /)% #+/** &+)/( ,*$ &$+/(& )+#/% )+(*/


Elkhart &/-+**/ *,+&-* #)+/,# (+/)/ &)+(-, ,+$-, #+,*# (,+$/$ &)+-%* ))+#-$


Floyd -(+*-% &-+/)& /+,,$ &+*-, *+)/( #+(%, &+&$( &/+&$# *+-(& /+$/#


Gibson ))+*$) %+&(* *+&## -&, #+)/- &+&)) *)( %+/## #+,%/ )+/*$


Greene ))+&,* -+%%) *+)&- ,/) #+)%( &+&)% *(* /+$#/ #+-#( (+*-/


Hamilton #-(+*,/ %#+/)% #)+,%/ -+#/# &%+(,& %+$*% )+&%/ *%+/)- &-+*,- &)+*,(


Hancock -$+$$# &%+))% %+/)- &+,&# (+/&, #+#-, &+$&- &-+**& *+#-/ *+%%#


Hendricks &(*+((% )/+/$% &*+*,/ )+*$/ &$+&$/ (+*&) &+%/# ))+--) &$+$/% /+$)&


Henry (/+(,# &&+$(( %+$$& /-& )+,#, &+-#) %#& &)+,)& (+&&$ -+(/)


Howard %#+-*# &/+*%* &)+((& &+-## *+/*( #+%(( &+),% ##+*/( ,+%&- &#+//(


Huntington )-+&#( %+-/* *+(,, --) #+,%( &+#*) *-/ /+-,% #+/)% (+$#)


Jackson (#+)-, &$+(&, ,+$,% /&, )+$)$ &+($* ,() &$+/$( )+#-, *+)#*


Johnson &)/+,*( ),+/$$ &-+&-( )+#(( /+-/% (+()( &+/)) ))+,-, &$+$%) &(+),-


Knox )%+(($ %+&/# ,+$,# -#$ #+%,# &+)#/ ,&% &$+),) )+&&# ,+#*%


Lake (/,+$$* &#-+#-) ,*+%-$ &&+&/$ )*+$*( &,+&)$ -+#)- &#(+&%/ )-+#%* %,+*--


LaPorte &&&+(,- #*+)%# &*+%,- #+#)# %+&-# )+-/) &+-#* #/+($$ %+%)/ &,+/%%


Madison &)&+,), )$+)%/ #$+#)( #+,-# /+*-% (+(,) #+$-/ )(+%*& &$+(-# ##+*,-


Marion /$)+)/) ##,+*$* /,+&$# &/+/&( ,(+/,% #%+#,% &&+(/, #$-+-*- ,&+-,# &%(+*)-


Monroe &)-+/-( ##+(-& &(+$(- &+/-, &&+&,$ (+*$/ &+,(% )&+#(/ /+&&% )$+$(/


Morgan ,%+%/( &-+)#% %+/&/ &+*#) (+/$, #+#%) &+$#( &-+,(% *+)&( %+$/#


INDIANA
American Lung Association in Indiana
115 W. Washington Street, Suite 1180 South
Indianapolis, IN 46204
(317) 819-1181
www.lung.org/indiana



www.lung.org/indiana
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Perry &/+))% (+&() #+/)* ),( &+()/ ,-( )&# *+#,# &+*%( #+)$-


Porter &,(+)() )/+/#& #$+),) )+*&$ &&+%,/ *+(&/ #+),- (&+)#% &#+($) &-+(,(


Posey #*+/&$ ,+&)% )+-)& *($ &+%-) %/# (&* -+$## #+&## #+*#$


St'"Joseph #,,+/)& ,*+%*& )*+*,* *+-/$ &/+&)# %+,%/ )+%*) ,,+),# &/+%,- ($+-$/


Shelby ((+(), &$+%(* ,+&%% /*) )+&%% &+(/# ,%) &&+,#( )+*$& *+*-#


Spencer #$+/*# *+$,) )+&(* ((* &+*$# -#$ )(& *+-$% &+-#, #+))*


Tippecanoe &-#+-%$ )*+-&- &,+)-/ )+&($ &)+#(, *+)%( &+/-# )-+((# &$+/(% ))+&%(


Vanderburgh &-/+-$) )/+%/, #*+%/, )+*$% &)+#-* ,+$%) #+-(- (,+%#% &(+$)- #/+&/%


Vigo &$-+%(% #)+$(/ &(+*&& #+$#, %+$%) )+,&$ &+*,/ #-+#*# %+&)& &%+-%#


Warrick */+,%/ &*+()& -+/*% &+)*- (+#$( &+/-& %/- &*+)(* (+,#, (+))*


Whitley ))+#/# %+&%) (+,(/ -&/ #+)%# &+&#& *&* %+-*% #+,(& )+$*$


Totals #,)&%,(+. (,"*-,*() &**,"*( (*&,("* +#.,("" (%&,)(" &-,-*" (,()#,&+. +%#,(&) -+&,)"%


INDIANA
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Allen & $ $ $') B &$ $ $ )') F &&'* PASS


Boone & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Carroll & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Clark , $ $ #'$ C % $ $ #'- D &('& PASS


Delaware $ $ $ $'$ A & $ $ $') B &&'/ PASS


Dubois DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC


Elkhart $ $ $ $'$ A * $ $ &'- C &#'$ PASS


Floyd * $ $ &'- C ( & $ &'% C &#'% PASS


Gibson DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A &&'* PASS


Greene & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Hamilton ( $ $ &') C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Hancock ) $ $ &'$ C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Hendricks & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Henry DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC & $ $ $') B &&'( PASS


Howard DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC # $ $ $'- B &&'- PASS


Huntington $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Jackson # $ $ $'- B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Johnson # $ $ $'- B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Knox DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A &&'% PASS


Lake ) $ $ &'$ C &, $ $ *') F &#'( PASS


LaPorte ( $ $ &') C $ $ $ $'$ A &$'- PASS


Madison $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC


Marion , $ $ #'$ C &# $ $ ('$ F &)', PASS


Monroe DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Morgan # $ $ $'- B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


INDIANA
American Lung Association in Indiana
115 W. Washington Street, Suite 1180 South
Indianapolis, IN 46204
(317) 819-1181
www.lung.org/indiana



www.lung.org/indiana
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Perry * $ $ &'- C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Porter ( $ $ &') C * $ $ &'- C &&'# PASS


Posey # $ $ $'- B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


St'"Joseph $ $ $ $'$ A &) $ $ (') F &&') PASS


Shelby ) $ $ &'$ C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Spencer DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A &#') PASS


Tippecanoe DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC # $ $ $'- B &&'( PASS


Vanderburgh * $ $ &'- C & $ $ $') B &#'% PASS


Vigo $ $ $ $'$ A ) $ $ &'$ C &#'( PASS


Warrick ) $ $ &'$ C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Whitley DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


INDIANA


(continued)
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Black"Hawk &)&+$/$ #%+(/, &%+&)& &+--( %+$*- (+)-$ &+/&- ))+$%* -+#)* ##+*(#


Bremer #(+#-, *+*&) (+&/# )() &+(,, %)* ($* ,+,#( &+(-* &+-##


Clinton (/+&&, &&+*/$ %+#,- -## #+/)& &+-$& %)$ &)+,&$ )+$** ,+*$*


Delaware &-+-,( (+(%) #+/(( #-/ &+$)- ,$/ )$$ (+/$/ &+&$% &+-,(


Harrison &(+/#% )+*/* #+,*/ ##( %%( *#) #,) (+#(, /*/ &+(,%


Johnson &)$+%%# #*+/&% &&+#&& &+,&( %+)&# (+&&- &+(,* #%+)/( *+/(( #&+$&,


Lee )*+%,# -+/,& ,+$-% (/, #+&-/ &+#,/ ,&% &$+&,& #+#%* *+)/$


Linn #&&+##, *&+%(- #-+(%% )+##% &#+*&/ ,+%,& )+$&) *#+&-) &&+(-) #$+)/#


Montgomery &$+-($ #+*&& #+&(& &*, ,($ )%, #$# )+&%% -#( &+*&#


Muscatine (#+-(* &&+&,( *+%() ,/* #+(-, &+)/) ,)* &$+%$/ #+($) *+-%#


Palo"Alto /+(#& #+$,% #+$$/ &#/ *-& )(# &%& #+%)( ,(& &+$#)


Polk ()$+,($ &$/+/#* (,+*(* ,+%(( #*+#-& &)+(,, *+*)( //+(%& #&+,), (,+(/)


Pottawattamie /)+&*% ##+(-/ &)+))) &+($$ *+*($ )+&&, &+(#- #(+#$, *+)-% &)+#&/


Scott &,*+##( ($+*,, #&+,$* #+*#, /+-%/ *+(#/ #+($% (&+*%, /+&/, #(+)$/


Story %/+*(# &*+/*) %+/(* //) *+%#$ #+%-$ &+$(% &/+%-* (+&(& &*+$*)


Tama &-+-,- (+*($ )+#-( #%) &+$)$ ,$% )&$ (+/,$ &+&&% #+&&)


Van"Buren -+*-$ &+%## &+(/% &&) ((- #,- &)/ #+#$# (/% &+##*


Warren (,+##* &#+$&% ,+&*/ -(% #+,%( &+*$& ,-, &&+*%) #+*,/ )+#-&


Woodbury &$#+&-# #-+#&( &)+&#* &+,/( *+%%, )+#)) &+(#% #(+,() *+(#) &*+$(/


Wright &)+##/ )+$%, #+-,/ &/# -%% (-, #*) )+/*( %/- &+(,(


Totals (,&#+,%-- +.",-#. "*),"(& "#,#%" .),+") %+,+-" "+,*%" #*",%"% )),(%) "((,+("


IOWA
American Lung Association in Iowa
2530 73rd Street
Des Moines, IA 50322
(515) 309-9507
www.lung.org/iowa



www.lung.org/iowa
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Black"Hawk DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC % $ $ #'- D &$', PASS


Bremer $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Clinton $ $ $ $'$ A &* $ $ *'$ F &#'& PASS


Delaware DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Harrison & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Johnson DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC - $ $ #') D &$'/ PASS


Lee DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC # $ $ $'- B &&'& PASS


Linn $ $ $ $'$ A && $ $ )'- F &$'% PASS


Montgomery $ $ $ $'$ A & $ $ $') B /') PASS


Muscatine DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC #, & $ /'# F &)'$ PASS


Palo"Alto $ $ $ $'$ A & $ $ $') B %'% PASS


Polk $ $ $ $'$ A - $ $ #') D /'% PASS


Pottawattamie DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC # $ $ $'- B &$'/ PASS


Scott $ $ $ $'$ A &( $ $ ('- F &#'/ PASS


Story $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Tama DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Van"Buren $ $ $ $'$ A & $ $ $') B /') PASS


Warren $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Woodbury DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC ) $ $ &'$ C INC INC


Wright DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


IOWA
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Johnson *((+&-/ &()+)*, */+)## &$+-/# )(+*$% &-+&)& -+&%# &#%+&-$ )#+,)& )*+)*,


Leavenworth -,+##- &/+&(- %+(#, &+((& (+/&$ #+((% &+$#/ &%+)*( (+,-% ,+*-,


Linn /+,*, #+#($ &+%,- &,/ ,#/ )(- &%$ #+%,& -(, &+),,


Sedgwick (/%+),* &)*+)-, *,+/,/ &$+&/& )&+#/# &*+(%# ,+*-/ &&,+&/$ #/+*,* -*+#,,


Shawnee &--+/)( ((+&-& #*+,&# )+)#* &&+(,, *+/$* #+-&/ (*+/%$ &&+%&, )$+),)


Sumner #(+&)# ,+)&( )+-%, (-* &+*&% %&& )/# ,+(-/ &+,-% #+%,&


Trego )+$$& *// -$) (* #$# &&- ,* //, #,# ))/


Wyandotte &*-+*$* ((+()* &,+%$* )+)(* /+--* (+-*( &+/,% )*+#$% %+/&/ )-+),*


Totals (,#.*,... +.%,&+) (-+,#.* ".,-)% .#,+** #&,..% "*,((# +%#,"+& .*,".% ().,#."


KANSAS
American Lung Association in Kansas
2400 Troost Avenue, #4300
Kansas City, MO 64108
(816) 842-5242
www.lung.org/kansas



www.lung.org/kansas
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Johnson & $ $ $') B $ $ $ $'$ A %'& PASS


Leavenworth & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Linn $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A /') PASS


Sedgwick ( $ $ &') C $ $ $ $'$ A /'& PASS


Shawnee # $ $ $'- B & $ $ $') B /'# PASS


Sumner * $ $ &'- C $ $ $ $'$ A %', PASS


Trego $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Wyandotte $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A &$') PASS


KANSAS
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Bell #%+,/& ,+##/ (+*$% ,,& #+))) &+$$$ (-$ -+%*/ #+)// %+)-)


Boone &&%+%&& ))+*-/ &&+)&) )+*,* %+%,& )+,$# &+(*, #,+**$ %+$*, &$+%/*


Boyd (/+*(# &$+*/) %+#(# &+&#* (+$(* &+-(% %)% &)+%*/ (+#)) /+$&/


Bullitt -(+)&/ &%+-%) %+#%- &+//( *+--& #+)// &+$&, &%+$-) *+*&( -+--&


Campbell /$+)), #$+,$$ &&+**- #+&%- -+#(% #+//- &+)$$ ##+-$$ ,+%%) &&+(#(


Carter #-+-#$ ,+*$( (+&&/ ,/$ #+#$( /)- ()) -+)$$ #+##( ,+#($


Christian -)+/** #&+$-* -+*/) #+#)- *+*$) #+&(* %*# &*+(-# (+*/# &)+*,*


Daviess /,+,*, #)+,$* &(+&&% #+*$, -+*%/ )+##/ &+(/# #*+&-% -+,-, &*+#&*


Edmonson &#+&,& #+,*- #+$#) #%# /%- (#- #$* )+)/$ &+$), #+#,(


Fayette #/*+%$) ,#+,)) )&+&)% ,+,(/ #(+#*/ /+**/ )+-,) ,/+$/& #$+,,/ *,+%#&


Franklin (/+#%* &$+,,* ,+%%# &+&)# (+$&# &+,/( -,& &)+$,( )+/%( -+*/#


Greenup ),+/&$ %+)#* ,+#%% %%( #+/,% &+#/* ,)# &$+)*/ )+&-& ,+#/,


Hancock %+*,* #+##* &+&/, #), ,*% #%# &)$ #+#$, ,-* &+#$/


Hardin &$*+*() #-+(&, &&+,$% #+/&& %+&#) )+)&$ &+)-/ #(+,)) -+(*) &*+#$#


Henderson (,+#*$ &$+%-$ ,+**& &+&*( )+,-* &+*,- -&- &#+&/) )+-#% -+(%$


Je5erson -(&+$/, &-&+%$- //+$/* &%+#)/ */+&,& #(+-$# &$+/)/ &%%+%%( *-+)/* &#*+%,&


Jessamine (%+*%, &#+*(/ *+(/( &+))# )+-(, &+*), ,(% &&+*$# )+(%- -+*(/


Kenton &*/+-#$ )/+/(, &-+%*) (+#(& &#+(*& *+&$* #+&)/ )%+&(, &&+*-# #$+/$,


Livingston /+*&/ &+/*) &+-#* #$- -%* )(/ &-( #+%#- %-$ &+)%$


McCracken ,*+*,* &(+-$, &&+$$& &+*,& *+#%& #+)$$ &+&&( &%+)() *+,&( &$+)*$


Madison %#+/&, &-+%*$ /+)&# &+%/* ,+-,/ #+,%- &+$%( &/+,$/ *+%-# &,+**%


Ohio #)+%(# *+/)( )+,%# ,)$ &+%,$ -/- )-- ,+#-, &+/&( (+--&


Oldham ,$+)&, &,+-/, *+*-) &+-%) (+*## &+%%- --( &(+&&( (+)), (+#/(


Perry #%+-&# ,+#(( )+%(* ,,) #+))( /%* ()- -+*,( #+)&$ %+$*#


Pike ,*+$#( &(+#,# %+/## &+*&( *+#-) #+#), &+$$) &-+#*- *+#-( &-+($(


KENTUCKY
American Lung Association in Kentucky
4100 Churchman Avenue
Louisville, KY 40215
(502) 363-2652
www.lung.org/kentucky



www.lung.org/kentucky
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Pulaski ,)+$,) &(+)*% &$+#(& &+*#( *+$*% #+&%( &+$(( &-+#/) *+#%# &)+))&


Simpson &-+)#- (+#,% #+(-& (*) &+)*- *-- #,* (+(/( &+)-& #+-*%


Trigg &(+))/ )+##% #+-#- )() &+&*) *&* #,) (+#&& &+#/) #+&()


Warren &&)+-/# #*+/&# &#+(($ #+-*& /+&(# )+,#, &+(*% #,+()$ -+/&( ##+&,%


Totals ",&*),+&# &(%,%-" +".,)*# &%,+%* "*-,(+* )%,&-- +-,(&+ &#),)-& (.&,-.- #+&,).(


KENTUCKY


(continued)
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Bell # $ $ $'- B & $ $ $') B &&'/ PASS


Boone & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Boyd ( $ $ &') C $ $ $ $'$ A &&'( PASS


Bullitt ( $ $ &') C & $ $ $') B &#'- PASS


Campbell ) $ $ &'$ C $ $ $ $'$ A &&'- PASS


Carter # $ $ $'- B $ $ $ $'$ A /', PASS


Christian ) $ $ &'$ C $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC


Daviess # $ $ $'- B $ $ $ $'$ A &#'# PASS


Edmonson # $ $ $'- B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Fayette & $ $ $') B & $ $ $') B &&'% PASS


Franklin DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A &&'& PASS


Greenup ) $ $ &'$ C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Hancock # $ $ $'- B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Hardin # $ $ $'- B $ $ $ $'$ A &&', PASS


Henderson ( $ $ &') C $ $ $ $'$ A &#'$ PASS


Je5erson #( & $ %'* F * & $ #'# D &)'# PASS


Jessamine $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Kenton ) $ $ &'$ C $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC


Livingston & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


McCracken & $ $ $') B $ $ $ $'$ A &&', PASS


Madison DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A &$') PASS


Ohio DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC


Oldham && $ $ )'- F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Perry $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Pike $ $ $ $'$ A & $ $ $') B &$'& PASS


Pulaski $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


KENTUCKY
American Lung Association in Kentucky
4100 Churchman Avenue
Louisville, KY 40215
(502) 363-2652
www.lung.org/kentucky



www.lung.org/kentucky
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Simpson & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Trigg & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Warren $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A &&'* PASS


KENTUCKY


(continued)
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American Lung Association in Louisiana
2325 Severn Avenue, Suite 8
Metairie, LA 70001-6918
(504) 828-5864
www.lung.org/louisiana


 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
Parish Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Ascension"Parish &$-+#&* )$+-** /+(/( #+*** *+&$/ )+&%, &+#*& #)+&,# -+#*# &)+,##


Bossier"Parish &&,+/-/ )$+$)( &(+$#, #+(/* *+%$& )+,/$ &+*-) #-+,,/ %+-,, &,+$/$


Caddo"Parish #*(+/,/ ,#+,*( )(+,() *+#$* &#+%)) %+)(% )+-)( ,(+$)* #$+*#* (%+,$,


Calcasieu"Parish &/#+-,% (/+$&# #(+)#, (+$-# /+*/- ,+#$/ #+-&/ (-+#)( &*+$/, ))+#%#


East"Baton"Rouge" 
Parish (($+&-& &$)+,,* (%+$)$ %+,&# ##+(** &)+//% *+,%& &$#+,*% )#+&*, -(+(&,


Iberville"Parish ))+)%- -+*$# (+$$( ,#) &+-#/ &+&&( (-* %+)/# #+,-* ,+-$/


Je5erson"Parish ()#+**# /-+)/- *%+/%% %+$/& ##+)-, &(+,$& ,+*$( &&#+$$* )*+/*# ,/+(#,


Lafayette"Parish ##&+*-% *(+#,) ##+-%- (+*$% &&+&,/ ,+/*% #+-%/ *$+%(# &*+/&* )%+,%*


Lafourche"Parish /,+)&% #)+,,, &#+$)& &+/,, (+%*$ )+&&/ &+)*# #)+,$* -+*## &#+*%*


Livingston"Parish &#%+$#, )*+))$ &#+,-& #+/)* ,+&/& )+%%% &+*-# #%+*%$ %+/%% &*+/$)


Orleans"Parish )()+%#/ -)+#&* )-+,)/ ,+$%) &%+$,- &&+)$) (+*-( %#+/,$ #,+$)* /$+/(%


Ouachita"Parish &*)+-#$ ($+)-) &%+/#$ )+)*( -+*,# (+%#% #+$%( ),+)-- &&+*(% )$+*$*


Pointe"Coupee"Parish ##+%$# *+(-* )+*)( (** &+&*- -%* )-* ,+#)% #+$)/ )+/-%


Rapides"Parish &)&+,&) )(+$&( &%+$&# #+%#, ,+*&( (+#,% &+/)# )#+/(/ &$+*// #*+$(%


St'"Bernard"Parish )*+%/- /+&-- )+#%% -,# &+-%* &+&$/ ()) %+$)/ #+*&# ,+(/&


St'"Charles"Parish *#+-%$ &(+#$% *+#)* &+&%$ #+*%$ &+,*( ,%$ &#+)#& )+/&- ,+,$(


St'"James"Parish ##+&$# *+-$& #+%(& (-( &+$/, -&/ )#& *+*)* &+-%# )+*(#


St'"John"the"Baptist" 
Parish (*+/#( &#+)*, (+-), &+$#- #+#(( &+()* */* &$+-$, )+($& %+)/-


St'"Tammany"Parish #))+-($ ,$+&), #/+,#% (+//, &&+,$* -+,-# )+(#* */+#$, &/+&#) #&+(($


Tangipahoa"Parish &#&+$/- )$+(#$ &)+%$) #+*#- ,+$*) )+%)) &+,$( #%+*() /+$#$ #*+*//


Terrebonne"Parish &&&+%,$ #/+&#) &#+*,, #+(&/ *+*#* )+*#) &+(%# #,+)() %+)*( #$+&/#


West"Baton"Rouge" 
Parish #)+-%% *+/#- #+,&- (/# &+&/) -,# )&/ *+,/, &+%$% )+*$,


Totals +,+"+,((% )(#,#*+ +.+,)(. &-,&%) (&-,#). (*-,**" #%,#-# )*+,*.% "%#,.)# %-%,%-#



www.lung.org/louisiana
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
Parish Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Ascension"Parish &$ $ $ )') F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Bossier"Parish && & $ ('# F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Caddo"Parish % $ $ #'- D $ $ $ $'$ A &$'/ PASS


Calcasieu"Parish &( & $ *'# F $ $ $ $'$ A /'# PASS


East"Baton"Rouge" 
Parish #- $ $ /'$ F $ $ $ $'$ A &$', PASS


Iberville"Parish &% $ $ ,'$ F $ $ $ $'$ A &$'* PASS


Je5erson"Parish && $ $ )'- F & $ $ $') B /'# PASS


Lafayette"Parish - $ $ #') D $ $ $ $'$ A /'# PASS


Lafourche"Parish # $ $ $'- B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Livingston"Parish &$ $ $ )') F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Orleans"Parish ) $ $ &'$ C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Ouachita"Parish $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A /'# PASS


Pointe"Coupee"Parish &$ $ $ )') F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Rapides"Parish DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A %'/ PASS


St'"Bernard"Parish ( $ $ &') C & $ $ $') B &$', PASS


St'"Charles"Parish ( $ $ &') C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


St'"James"Parish & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


St'"John"the"Baptist" 
Parish ( $ $ &') C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


St'"Tammany"Parish &$ $ $ )') F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Tangipahoa"Parish DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A /'& PASS


Terrebonne"Parish DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A %', PASS


West"Baton"Rouge" 
Parish # $ $ $'- B $ $ $ $'$ A &$'/ PASS


LOUISIANA
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Androscoggin &$-+-$# #(+)$% &*+&%( #+#-( %+)), )+,,- &+,,$ #%+),, ,+/(- &*+#($


Aroostook -&+%-$ &(+)%( &)+,*& &+)(, *+-&, #+,,& &+)(( #&+,-) *+),- /+%#%


Cumberland #%&+,-( *%+%/( ($+&*- *+*&$ ##+#-, /+%#- (+((, -,+$%/ &%+,(* #%+&-,


Hancock *(+(&% /+/-- /+/)- /)) (+(#, #+$*% &+$#& &,+,-( (+&#/ -+(,&


Kennebec &##+&*& #*+)$% &%+/,$ #+),% /+,-$ (+)*/ #+$(, )(+)-* %+(,& &)+%/,


Knox )/+-), -+-&$ -+*/( -#& )+&%* &+(/& -** &#+&-( )+$&% *+#*&


Oxford *-+%)) &#+)&- /+%() &+&*# (+*), #+$/, &+$#, &,+%-) (+&-) %+*&&


Penobscot &*)+/#) )$+)** ##+#*) #+%($ &#+)*( *+)// #+(#, (&+*,- &$+&,* #)+*$%


Piscataquis &-+*)* )+),* )+*,( )&* &+($- ,-# )*$ *+*-$ &+)%, #+%,/


Sagadahoc )*+#/) -+(## *+-%% ,/( #+-%$ &+#-* ,&* &$+&// #+*&/ )+,,#


Washington )#+%*, ,+*,( ,+(#, ,&( #+,&) &+##, ,#% &$+$*, #+(/( ,+&%#


York &/-+&)& (#+$/& )$+)*) )+/)% &*+(%# -+$$- )+#/- **+)-, &)+,(& #$+$,*


Totals (,(-",("" "#",&.% ()+,-(* "",-*& .",-)( #(,-+) (.,&(# +"),.." )*,.## (##,&#.


MAINE
American Lung Association in Maine
122 State Street
Augusta, ME 04330
(207) 624-0308
www.lung.org/maine



www.lung.org/maine
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Androscoggin & $ $ $') B # $ $ $'- B -'% PASS


Aroostook $ $ $ $'$ A & $ $ $') B -'& PASS


Cumberland ( & $ &'% C & $ $ $') B %'( PASS


Hancock % $ $ #'- D $ $ $ $'$ A ('( PASS


Kennebec & $ $ $') B $ $ $ $'$ A -'* PASS


Knox ( $ $ &') C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Oxford $ $ $ $'$ A # $ $ $'- B %'# PASS


Penobscot & $ $ $') B $ $ $ $'$ A -'( PASS


Piscataquis DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC & $ $ $') B *') PASS


Sagadahoc $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Washington # $ $ $'- B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


York % $ $ #'- D DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


MAINE
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Anne"Arundel *)-+,*, &#*+$,& ,)+,,( &(+%&# )(+*/# &-+-%% -+*/& &)(+#&, )%+)*) )(+(%(


Baltimore %$*+$#/ &-,+-*$ &&-+(-, #$+/)) *#+#*/ #-+*$& &#+*$* #&#+,(& ,&+#$* ,(+(/(


Calvert %%+-)- #)+#)& /+,%) #+-*& *+*$- #+%%( &+#)% #&+/,% ,+#%% *+()#


Carroll &,-+&)( (&+#)- #&+%$/ (+%%( &$+*#$ *+,$/ #+*#% ()+*)% &#+*)# %+%-)


Cecil &$&+&$% #*+)** &&+%-* )+$$) ,+)*$ )+)$& &+(#- #*+&$* -+&%- &$+(/)


Charles &(,+**& )%+%%( &)+%*# (+,$* /+$%# (+*-( &+%(* ))+--# /+*%% /+$--


Frederick #))+)%* */+$(( #*+/&( ,+//) &(+,(& -+*)% )+&/( *,+%#/ &,+#)$ &#+%%(


Garrett )$+$/- ,+,,$ *+#)& -%/ &+/)* &+$,% *#( %+*-) #+(/# (+(**


Harford #((+%#, ,$+(&$ )$+*,( -+&** &*+(#% %+$/# )+*,, ,#+$(- &-+%$* &,+-&*


Kent #$+&/- )+*(% (+)/- (#$ &+),$ -,/ ($& ,+)#* &+%*& #+,--


Montgomery /-&+--- #))+*)$ &&/+-,/ #-+,*% ,&+-%# )&+//% &)+%/& #()+&)/ ,/+,#$ -#+#*/


Prince"George’s %,)+(#$ #$*+/// %&+*&) #(+)/% **+(,$ #-+#%- &$+,-* &/-+%%( **+/#- -/+#$)


Washington &(-+()$ ))+--/ #&+&$( (+$$& /+(*- (+/%( #+#,* )%+*,$ &&+$// &*+%(,


Worcester *&+(*( /+(#) &&+/,& &+&&, )+(#$ #+$$& &+$%, &,+%)& (+/*$ *+),#


Baltimore"city ,#$+/,& &))+*,$ -#+%&# &*+%&% ($+%*, #$+)-* %+($( &*$+($- (#+-** &(-+**,


Totals %,*".,-&" (,(-&,#-( &((,&"# (+.,++& +"",&%( (&%,-&. -(,(#* (,"%(,)+- +%-,))" #).,)(*


MARYLAND
American Lung Association in Maryland
211 E. Lombard St., #260 
Baltimore, MD  21202
(443) 451-4950
www.lung.org/maryland



www.lung.org/maryland
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Anne"Arundel #& ) $ %'* F ) $ $ &'$ C &&', PASS


Baltimore #% ( $ &&') F / $ $ )'$ D &&'- PASS


Calvert &) # $ *') F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Carroll && & $ ('# F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Cecil ## & $ -'% F * $ $ &'- C &$', PASS


Charles &, $ $ *') F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Frederick &$ $ $ )') F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Garrett * $ $ &'- C INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Harford (- - $ &/'# F $ $ $ $'$ A &$'& PASS


Kent &, & $ *'% F INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Montgomery &$ $ $ )') F # $ $ $'- B &$') PASS


Prince"George’s )) & $ &&'* F , $ $ #'$ C &&'* PASS


Washington % $ $ #'- D ) $ $ &'$ C &&'$ PASS


Worcester * & $ #'# D DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Baltimore"city # & $ &'# C &( $ $ ('- F &&', PASS


MARYLAND
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Barnstable #&*+%%% )-+#(/ *)+%-/ )+)-* &%+$)# %+,#/ (+%$) -)+*&/ &-+&%% #)+&$#


Berkshire &)&+#&/ #*+,#( #(+)%, #+)## &$+-/) (+%(- #+(&, )/+&/- %+//* &*+*(#


Bristol *(%+#%* &##+($/ --+%-/ &&+$/) ()+//- &%+,** %+()) &((+$#/ )#+*(, ,%+#(-


Dukes &,+*)* )+&-) #+,// #%% &+),, ,&) #/) (+%/) &+&&# &+),$


Essex -()+&*/ &-#+$%/ &$*+$%) &*+*/( *%+%*/ #*+#%* &&+*)* &/,+*#) ((+(#) -,+&#%


Hampden (,)+(/$ &$/+%%* ,*+-(* /+/*% ),+*#- &*+(/, -+$($ &&/+%)( #-+&$% -,+-%$


Hampshire &*%+$%$ #,+-,, #$+$## #+(#, &)+,-, *+*(# #+)&- (&+##% /+#$% &-+&#*


Middlesex &+*$)+$%* )#$+()/ &/-+$&* #/+$)% &##+,/& *$+%#* ##+$-% )%*+$#- %,+(%# &&%+*%(


Norfolk ,-$+%*$ &*#+&)# /-+)$( &)+-%, *)+(,# ##+/,% &$+*)* &-%+%$) ($+(,/ (&+#$-


Plymouth (/(+/&/ &&/+(-* ,%+%(, &$+%#- )%+,)# &,+-*$ -+,-) &)$+-$) #/+*)% ($+$,#


Su5olk -##+$#) &#,+#-* -*+-#, &&+(() ,#+%,& #)+**% %+%)) &,*+)-% ),+(-- &*)+*&(


Worcester -/%+**# &%-+#)& &$#+$)* &,+/,- ,)+#(* #,+,&, &&+,%# #$)+#() (*+,,$ %(+&(#


Totals &,#&&,*)% (,#*",-#- ).*,&(. ("-,((% %"#,(#+ "(.,-)# .-,&+) (,&)",+-& +-.,"*& -(%,-.+


MASSACHUSETTS
American Lung Association in Massachusetts
460 Totten Pond Road, Suite 400
Waltham, MA 02451-1991
(781) 314-9006
www.lung.org/massachusetts



www.lung.org/massachusetts
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Barnstable % & $ )'# D DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Berkshire ( & $ &'% C # $ $ $'- B /'# PASS


Bristol &$ $ $ )') F $ $ $ $'$ A %') PASS


Dukes % ) $ ('# F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Essex &$ $ $ )') F $ $ $ $'$ A %'* PASS


Hampden &# $ $ ('$ F # $ $ $'- B /'% PASS


Hampshire &, $ $ *') F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Middlesex , $ $ #'$ C $ $ $ $'$ A %'# PASS


Norfolk / $ $ )'$ D DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Plymouth DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A %', PASS


Su5olk * $ $ &'- C & $ $ $') B &$'* PASS


Worcester &( & $ *'# F $ $ $ $'$ A /'( PASS


MASSACHUSETTS
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Allegan &&&+($% #/+##( &(+()% )+#)* %+*&# )+,() &+,(# #%+##) %+,)# &,+#%)


Bay &$-+--& #)+/*# &-+*$- #+,*& %+,(& )+--- &+%$- #/+/,- /+&-/ &,+/#)


Benzie &-+*#* )+,-% )+,&- ($- &+($* ,*# )(# *+($/ &+,,& #+&-&


Berrien &*,+%&) ),+,-# #*+*(/ (+$,$ &#+)%/ *+(&# #+,$) ()+$$/ &)+&-( #,+%(-


Cass *#+#/) &#+#*% %+)** &+)*- (+&$- &+%#* %-/ &(+*,- (+(,( %+$*/


Chippewa )%+*#$ -+-*& *+,#- %*% )+#&) &+))% ,$# &$+#%% )+&(( ,+*%$


Clinton -*+)%# &%+,&# /+-$* #+$,$ *+/&# #+(%# &+&$$ &/+$)# *+%&- -+%%&


Emmet )#+,/( -+)%/ *+()- %&% #+*/) &+&*% *,( /+#%) #+%(, )+%%*


Genesee (#*+-/$ &$,+*-/ *%+&%/ &&+-/% ))+&%, &(+$)* ,+)*, &$%+*,* ))+&/- %-+/)&


Huron ))+&&% ,+%(# -+&/% -*- #+,,# &+#(( ,,* &$+)/# )+&/) *+&*(


Ingham #%$+%/* *%+*// #/+(&) ,+(%- #)+-$/ /+$-% )+**# ,*+)/) &/+%/# *)+$#/


Kalamazoo #*$+))& *,+/#, )$+-%$ ,+)$# #$+(&% %+&*& )+(() ,$+-%( &%+*), (%+)/&


Kent ,$#+,## &*%+&)( ,-+&$( &-+*$* (,+-// &%+%)% -+%%) &($+(&& (#+%#* /,+/)*


Leelanau #&+-$% (+#($ *+$%# (,/ &+-(- %*) (-& -+#,- #+#), #+$$#


Lenawee //+%/# #)+&#% &(+*%$ #+*,$ -+/*% )+($) &+*,% #,+*(& %+&#$ &)+((*


Macomb %($+/-% &/)+,** &#$+&%$ #&+()% ,-+#%, #%+(/$ &#+/-, ##$+%), ,-+*)* &$*+()/


Manistee #(+-)) (+-&, *+&$% *## #+$)# /(& (/$ -+--( #+)%- )+/,-


Mason #%+-$* ,+#($ *+*$/ ,/& #+#%% &+$(- *), %+*%* #+,)* (+(,&


Missaukee &(+%(/ )+*/, #+*%& )/% &+&*& *&% #*% (+&// &+#%% #+)),


Monroe &*#+$#& ),+,-- #$+)/# (+$,$ &&+/($ *+&#& #+)&* )/+-)& &#+&*( &%+#,$


Muskegon &-#+&%% (#+-%- #)+)*# (+-), &)+(*- *+,%( #+*,* ()+/$) &)+(#( )(+-,$


Oakland &+#$#+),# #%#+&$* &*/+&#( )&+##/ /*+(%/ ($+*/* &%+&,$ )&)+#() /*+-%# &##+/)#


Ottawa #,)+%$& ,%+-)- )&+$#) -+,$/ #$+*&- %+#// )+*)# ,#+#*% &%+//, #/+&-$


St'"Clair &,)+$($ )%+,&) #)+,-& (+#-( &#+%(& *+*-- #+*%/ ()+-,$ &)+)/* #(+,//


Schoolcraft %+(%* &+,%- &+%$# &%- ,%, )#( &-# #+-$% %)# &+)##


MICHIGAN
American Lung Association in Michigan
25900 Greenfield Road, Suite 601
Oak Park, MI 48237
(248) 784-2000
www.lung.org/michigan



www.lung.org/michigan
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Washtenaw )((+-/& -&+/*) )(+/*& -+/,* #/+$($ &&+&/, (+),, %$+-), #(+*,( (#+*,*


Wayne &+%#$+*%( (,&+-/* #)$+-$) *&+&#$ &(&+/-# *%+%/* #*+%%) ((/+&)# &)-+#$) (#/+($%


Totals -,+#+,".. (,-&&,%#% .&*,.-- (.%,%%& %)(,.#) "#",%-& (*-,+(. (,)%%,..% %&-,(*. (,"(#,)+%


MICHIGAN


(continued)
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Allegan - & $ #'% D & $ $ $') B %'/ PASS


Bay DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC & $ $ $') B %'( PASS


Benzie # $ $ $'- B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Berrien ( $ $ &') C $ $ $ $'$ A /'# PASS


Cass & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Chippewa INC INC INC INC INC &# $ $ ('$ F INC INC


Clinton & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Emmet DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Genesee # $ $ $'- B $ $ $ $'$ A /'& PASS


Huron ) $ $ &'$ C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Ingham $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A /') PASS


Kalamazoo * $ $ &'- C & $ $ $') B &$'& PASS


Kent ) $ $ &'$ C & $ $ $') B &$'# PASS


Leelanau INC INC INC INC INC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Lenawee ) $ $ &'$ C $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC


Macomb && $ $ )'- F $ $ $ $'$ A /'- PASS


Manistee ( $ $ &') C $ $ $ $'$ A ,'% PASS


Mason ( $ $ &') C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Missaukee # $ $ $'- B $ $ $ $'$ A ,'& PASS


Monroe DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC # $ $ $'- B &$') PASS


Muskegon - & $ #'% D & $ $ $') B %'/ PASS


Oakland * $ $ &'- C & $ $ $') B &$'$ PASS


Ottawa ( $ $ &') C & $ $ $') B /'- PASS


St'"Clair , $ $ #'$ C # $ $ $'- B /'/ PASS


Schoolcraft ( $ $ &') C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


MICHIGAN
American Lung Association in Michigan
25900 Greenfield Road, Suite 601
Oak Park, MI 48237
(248) 784-2000
www.lung.org/michigan



www.lung.org/michigan
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Washtenaw $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A &$'$ PASS


Wayne &# $ $ ('$ F - $ $ #') D &#') PASS


MICHIGAN


(continued)
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Anoka ))$+%(( %,+$)& )#+#)# *+//% &%+,-% &$+(*% (+#,& --+*// &*+)/, #(+#%%


Becker )#+*$( -+/// *+,)- **% &+%&- &+&#% *,# /+&)$ &+/#- (+,-)


Carlton )*+)%, %+),( *+)&- *%) #+$#, &+#$- *,( /+(-/ &+/,* )+,)(


Cass #%+*,- ,+#$) ,+$#/ ()# &+,)- &+$,# *,* %+%,% &+/$- (+,**


Crow"Wing ,#+*$$ &(+)-# &&+*,( &+$$# )+*-$ #+#$* &+&&& &-+%%& )+-/% -+,#(


Dakota )/%+**# &$*+$,$ )/+%&, -+)#* ##+)-- &#+*** *+&*- /)+(&- &%+*/& #-+,*$


Goodhue (,+&%) &$+/*$ -+*/( -,) #+,#( &+,$# --% &#+%&( #+,%( )+-,)


Hennepin &+&*#+(#* #,&+)(* &)$+%&( &%+##& ,%+&#& )-+,#) &*+*%$ #-/+&,) *,+$,# &**+/),


Lake &$+%,, #+$,- #+(#% &(( ,() (&/ ##* )+*&% -*/ &+&/&


Lyon #*+%*- ,+#,* )+*&/ ()- &+(%% %)/ )-& ,+)%, &+)&) #+%),


Mille"Lacs #,+$/- ,+,&* (+#$, (,& &+(*% %-# (#$ ,+/&- &+(*& )+))%


Olmsted &((+#(% ),+(($ &%+&)) #+*(& %+&-% (+,** #+$)* )*+)/) -+#&) &#+&*&


Ramsey *$%+,($ &&%+(/) ,&+&%& %+#,& #/+-%% &,+*$) ,+/,( &#)+#$, #(+/)$ %(+,/%


St'"Louis #$$+##, )/+**/ )&+%&, #+-*% &#+$,( -+&), )+))# **+/&% &&+,$, ))+)#(


Scott &#/+/#% )/+##% &$+$&, #+-)* ,+//$ )+-*) &+(#, #,+/,% *+#,& ,+*&%


Stearns &*$+,(# )(+/$$ &%+##% #+()) %+%*) (+%,# #+$(# ),+&(% -+)#& &-+($(


Washington #)%+&), ,)+*/% #(+/%( (+()( &)+#(- -+*-, )+&/& *-+$/, &&+(## &)+,/-


Wright &#(+-$$ )-+),& &&+/)( #+,$* ,+,%/ )+,-) &+(%/ #-+$(% *+)/$ -+#&$


Totals +,&#&,+*( ))#,)%* #"%,##) &(,&.( "(*,"#. ((),(") %*,*-+ ))&,.%* (-),..# #(#,%.*


MINNESOTA
American Lung Association in Minnesota
490 Concordia Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55103-2441
(651) 227-8014
www.lung.org/minnesota



www.lung.org/minnesota
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Anoka $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Becker $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Carlton $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Cass DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Crow"Wing & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Dakota DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC , $ $ #'$ C /', PASS


Goodhue $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Hennepin DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC , $ $ #'$ C /'- PASS


Lake $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Lyon $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Mille"Lacs $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Olmsted $ $ $ $'$ A * $ $ &'- C /'- PASS


Ramsey DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC &$ $ $ )') F &$', PASS


St'"Louis $ $ $ $'$ A & $ $ $') B -'& PASS


Scott $ $ $ $'$ A ( $ $ &') C /') PASS


Stearns $ $ $ $'$ A ( $ $ &') C %', PASS


Washington $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Wright $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


MINNESOTA
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Adams )#+#/- -+&/* *+&&, ,&/ &+%*/ &+&#- *)( %+/$% )+($) /+#&)


Bolivar )(+&(* %+,() (+&&) -(( &+%(% &+$%% (,, %+&%/ )+&&$ &&+$#*


DeSoto &,&+#*# (*+,#* &,+)(& )+/#% %+))* (+%** &+/%& )*+-/# &)+*/( &,+-)/


Forrest -(+/)( &-+-$) %+,,( &+*#( (+$,- #+)** /,# &-+##, ,+(,( #$+-%$


Grenada #&+/$, *+)/& )+#-- (,( &+#&* -)# )(# *+-), #+&%* (+,(/


Hancock ()+/#/ &$+(/% ,+,%* /$( #+(-/ &+*$# -$% &&+%*$ (+*)) %+#)*


Harrison &%-+&$* (*+%*) #&+/*# )+/(% &$+#)( ,+$&# #+*(( (*+$)# &-+&&* )*+-/,


Hinds #(*+#%* ,*+$() #,+**& *+,$$ &#+//, -+*%- )+&)- *,+#$( #&+)#* *(+((%


Jackson &)/+,,% )*+,$$ &-+)(& )+$,* -+,$( (+*&$ &+/-# )(+)($ &)+$/, ##+/%%


Jones ,-+-,& &-+)(% /+-(% &+(/( )+,%# #+#$( &+$&# &-+$%, ,+(%# &*+*)*


Lauderdale %$+#,& #$+$%$ &&+)&% &+-#/ (+)%% #+,#$ &+&%/ #$+#$* -+,,* &%+,#/


Lee %#+/&$ ##+&$, &$+-(/ &+/$) (+(#/ #+,)& &+&,% #$+&&, -+,(# &,+-)#


Lowndes */+--/ &*+$** -+-$( &+#/, )+#** &+/)$ %(/ &(+,/% *+*%, &*+$%*


Webster &$+#*) #+*-/ &+,&( ### *,- )(( &,( #+-## &+$)- #+)%,


Totals (,"#(,#)% +(),-(. (%(,(-+ "-,##* &&,.&* +.,#.- (-,*") ".),(*% ((+,"+& "%","#*


MISSISSIPPI
American Lung Association in Mississippi
P.O. Box 2178
Ridgeland, MS 39158
(601) 206-5810
www.lung.org/mississippi



www.lung.org/mississippi
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Adams & $ $ $') B $ $ $ $'$ A &$'# PASS


Bolivar # $ $ $'- B $ $ $ $'$ A &$'- PASS


DeSoto % $ $ #'- D $ $ $ $'$ A &$'* PASS


Forrest DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A &#'$ PASS


Grenada DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A /'% PASS


Hancock INC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Harrison && $ $ )'- F $ $ $ $'$ A /'* PASS


Hinds & $ $ $') B $ $ $ $'$ A &&'( PASS


Jackson % $ $ #'- D $ $ $ $'$ A /', PASS


Jones DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A &#'# PASS


Lauderdale $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A &&'( PASS


Lee $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A &&') PASS


Lowndes DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Webster INC INC INC INC INC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


MISSISSIPPI
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Andrew &-+#/& (+&,( #+,%& (*( &+&-) */& #%& (+,-* &+)#% &+-#-


Boone &,#+,(# )(+#*& &*+$-# )+-)- &&+&(% *+&&( &+%/( )*+%/& /+/-, #/+$#)


Buchanan %/+#$& #$+/,) &#+*$& #+#%- ,+$## #+/*% &+)#% ##+-$# ,+($& &)+((/


Callaway ((+))# &$+$$) *+(,$ &+$/& )+$*( &+(-/ ,), &&+&%& )+&,# *+*%$


Cass //+(-% #,+)%* &)+(/$ #+%-/ ,+(// )+#&# &+(*/ #(+%,- -+$)/ %+)&(


Cedar &)+/%# )+)$% )+&#, ),& /(# *$* #-, (+#(* &+#$) #+-,,


Clay ##&+/)/ *-+#,- #(+/,( ,+#(% &(+,$/ -+$&, #+/*# *#+(%$ &(+%&) #$+/)#


Clinton #$+-() *+$/( )+#,$ **, &+)/- -$, ))% *+,$# &+*/$ #+#),


Greene #-*+&-( *%+)-) )%+*/) ,+),/ &%+//# /+#(# (+$,* -$+$(/ &/+,,- *$+)%*


Jackson ,-(+&*% &,*+,)* %)+//$ &%+$-& (*+$$- #&+%#) /+((% &,*+$,% (,+*,- &&&+%&,


Jasper &&-+($( )$+#-/ &*+-&( )+)$( -+,,$ )+-(( &+,,) #%+*(/ %+$)# #$+##(


Je5erson #&%+-)) *(+/%% #(+)/( *+/// &(+,-$ -+$-/ )+$$& *)+)-# &*+&(& #,+&%$


Lincoln *#+*,, &(+-#, *+-&* &+,$- )+)-* &+,#, ,%/ &#+##/ )+(,# *+%)(


Monroe %+%($ #+$,& &+,(% ##* ,$, )&* &,$ #+*-& -)& &+)#,


Perry &%+/-& (+-,# #+/,$ *#$ &+#,$ ,)( )$& *+$$& &+(&* #+*#%


St'"Charles ),$+(%* /#+%,$ ($+)-% &$+&)& #)+%** &&+(%% (+%*- %,+)$/ #(+(## #&+-)*


Ste'"Genevieve &%+&(* (+##& #+/&& (,& &+#*& ,)* )$, *+$-& &+((( #+$$)


St'"Louis //%+/*( #)(+&-( &(/+(/) #*+*(/ ,%+&&, )(+$$$ &*+%## #,,+#)/ -*+(*- &$#+/-#


Taney *&+,-* &&+(#- /+&*$ &+#(- )+*(/ &+%$, %%( &(+(&& (+$-& &$+$#%


St'"Louis"city )&/+#/( ,-+*)/ )*+&-* -+),/ ##+$%- &$+(&, (+&%) -*+/%% #&+#/% %*+,&%


Totals +,-)#,**- .*",#)* #.*,&-% .),#&+ "%%,"-+ ("#,+). %#,%#+ .#&,%*( "&-,"(. %"#,&-&


MISSOURI
American Lung Association in Missouri
1118 Hampton Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63139-3196
(314) 645-5505
www.lung.org/missouri



www.lung.org/missouri
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Andrew INC INC INC INC INC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Boone INC INC INC INC INC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Buchanan DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC & $ $ $') B &&'( PASS


Callaway INC INC INC INC INC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Cass # $ $ $'- B & $ $ $') B /'/ PASS


Cedar # $ $ $'- B $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC


Clay / $ $ )'$ D & $ $ $') B /', PASS


Clinton / $ $ )'$ D DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Greene & $ $ $') B & $ $ $') B &$'$ PASS


Jackson DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC ) $ $ &'$ C &&'& PASS


Jasper INC INC INC INC INC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Je5erson &$ $ $ )') F # $ $ $'- B INC INC


Lincoln , $ $ #'$ C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Monroe $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Perry - $ $ #') D DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


St'"Charles &% $ $ ,'$ F INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Ste'"Genevieve ( $ $ &') C INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


St'"Louis - $ $ #') D & $ $ $') B INC INC


Taney INC INC INC INC INC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


St'"Louis"city , $ $ #'$ C ( & $ &'% C &)'& PASS


MISSOURI
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Cascade %&+)#- &%+,)$ &#+,/$ &+#%) *+-)$ #+--% &+)$) #&+--, (+((- &$+,*-


Flathead /$+/#% #&+#*( &)+&$) &+(,( ,+))) )+&)) &+(*) #(+,$- *+$#/ &)+)&-


Gallatin %/+*&) &%+-)) %+(-$ &+#/$ ,+(%& #+%-$ &+$%% #$+()# (+$#& &&+$%*


Glacier &)+)// (+#), &+(&( #/# %)* )/* &,% #+/-, *// )+-%#


Lewis"and"Clark ,)+)/* &(+)-, %+-*- //$ (+(** #+&%/ //, &-+$(/ )+(-( -+$(&


Lincoln &/+,%- )+%/, (+$($ #,% &+()( -*- )/% ,+)&- &+)&% )+,#&


Missoula &$/+#// #&+%#% &#+(*- &+*$( %+$$$ )+,*$ &+(%( #,+%&, *+)(( &*+%%)


Powder"River &+-() ),) )/, #* &#* ,- )- *-( &#$ #(*


Ravalli ($+#&# %+%#( -+-#% ,$% #+%*, &+(-, -,$ &#+&*, #+*#, ,+//#


Richland /+-(, #+#%) &+((% &*- ,-% ))- &*% #+,,$ *(* &+&$-


Rosebud /+#)) #+-)# &+$*% &%% */$ #%/ &#% #+#)$ (*) &+-&,


Sanders &&+(&) #+)*( #+(*, &,# %#) ()/ #), )+-$) --* #+&,%


Silver"Bow )(+#$$ -+&%( *+,&( (/* #+(,, &+#&& *-, /+*-) &+/,& *+%,(


Yellowstone &(-+/-# )*+$($ #$+%,% #+(&( &$+)$, (+/*/ #+#*# )%+)-& -+%$$ &%+,-&


Totals -"",*&- (&(,-++ (**,#.. ((,(#* %(,((" "#,%%* ((,*+- ().,"#* +),#(" (*",(#.


MONTANA
American Lung Association in Montana
825 Helena Avenue
Helena, MT 59601-3459
(406) 442-6556
www.lung.org/montana



www.lung.org/montana
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Cascade DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Flathead $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A %'* PASS


Gallatin DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC ( $ $ &') C %'& PASS


Glacier INC INC INC INC INC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Lewis"and"Clark DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC &% & $ ,'* F INC INC


Lincoln DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC ( $ $ &') C &&'- PASS


Missoula INC INC INC INC INC , $ $ #'$ C -'/ PASS


Powder"River INC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Ravalli DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC &$ $ $ )') F -'/ PASS


Richland INC INC INC INC INC $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC


Rosebud INC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Sanders DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC & $ $ $') B ,') PASS


Silver"Bow DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC &, $ $ *') F /'/ PASS


Yellowstone DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


MONTANA
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Douglas *&-+&&$ &)(+-&/ *(+%-* %+&/- )$+)*) &*+//* ,+*)# &&-+-,% #,+,(# -(+#*)


Hall *%+,$- &*+/-- -+%*$ /-# )+)), &+%*( %)* &(+#*/ )+#/) -+*,#


Lancaster #%*+($- ,*+/$& )&+&$& (+$&$ &-+*$, /+$-& )+,*) ,,+&/, &(+/#) ($+($/


Sarpy &*%+%($ (*+-## &)+*(( #+-%# /+$&% (+,,% &+%$& ))+,(& -+*#* /+&%%


Scotts"Blu5 ),+/-$ /+&*# ,+#&* **- #+&*$ &+#*& ,&$ /+/-- #+)(& *+-&#


Sioux &+)&& #/) #%$ &% -- (/ #, (&$ /% #&/


Washington #$+#)( *+$/# #+%(& )&$ &+&,- ,%# )&, *+)*/ &+#(, &+)$$


Totals (,*-),#-. "-&,)%& ((&,-*& (&,)#& &+,&*& ++,%-* (+,--+ "#-,&*. %&,*&. (+),&#+


NEBRASKA
American Lung Association in Nebraska
8990 W. Dodge Road, Suite 226
Omaha, NE 68114
(402) 502-4250
www.lung.org/nebraska



www.lung.org/nebraska
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Douglas $ $ $ $'$ A * $ $ &'- C /'# PASS


Hall DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A -'( PASS


Lancaster $ $ $ $'$ A & $ $ $') B %'( PASS


Sarpy DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC ) $ $ &'$ C &$'# PASS


Scotts"Blu5 INC INC INC INC INC $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC


Sioux INC INC INC INC INC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Washington DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC # $ $ $'- B %'% PASS


NEBRASKA
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Churchill #(+%-- ,+#-( )+-%& *)- &+,%( %#/ )/& ,+*#& &+-&, #+%)&


Clark &+/*&+#,/ (%%+,&% ##$+((* (&+%*- &)*+)$$ ,&+(,$ #*+*## (**+*#$ &##+*#* #/$+(%&


Lyon *&+/%$ &#+/#% %+#&* &+&$- )+*$( &+-,% %*$ &(+$-/ )+,%& *+%-)


Washoe (#&+($- //+))# *$+%-/ %+*$/ #/+(*/ &)+%&- *+/$/ &$(+&#) #-+-(/ ,)+%(,


White"Pine &$+$)$ #+&-) &+(/( &%, -&$ )(/ &,& #+-#* -&- &+&$*


Carson"City **+#-( &&+%&* /+&)) &+$&# )+/#* &+/*$ /)# &*+((# (+$*) -+%$*


Totals ",%(#,)+- &"(,(#* ".+,.#- %+,"(* (-#,%)( )*,(-+ ++,-&% %.),#(* (&*,##" +-(,.#(


NEVADA
American Lung Association in Nevada
3552 W. Cheyenne Avenue, Suite 130
North Las Vegas NV  89032
(702) 431-6333
www.lung.org/nevada



www.lung.org/nevada
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Churchill & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Clark #( $ $ %'$ F # $ $ $'- B %'* PASS


Lyon $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Washoe , & $ #'* D - & $ #'% D %'& PASS


White"Pine # $ $ $'- B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Carson"City ( $ $ &') C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


NEVADA
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Belknap ,$+$%% &#+(%& &$+$*- &+$-) (+%&$ #+&%- &+$,# &-+**# (+&)/ *+,#,


Cheshire --+&&- &*+&&# &&+)(# &+#// ,+(&& #+-#/ &+#)% #&+&#) (+/*/ %+&/,


Coos ))+$** ,+#*# ,+)// *)% #+,%( &+#*$ ,)* &$+##& #+()* (+(/-


Grafton %/+&&% &,+)%( &)+%&& &+($/ -+*$- )+#&& &+(-* #(+/%$ *+%%) /+*)#


Hillsborough ($$+-#& /(+$%# (-+*#- %+$%/ )&+/&/ &)+))) *+-)* &$&+&,& #)+()/ #/+//,


Merrimack &(,+((* )&+/(, #$+$$% #+-(- &&+-%/ *+$%) #+#/$ )/+)/( /+&%- &)+#%#


Rockingham #/*+##) ,-+()% )-+(#( *+-/% #)+)%& &$+&-/ (+*)* -%+%&/ &%+#() &,+*,$


Sullivan ()+-(# /+#$# -+#&- -/& )+*$& &+*-% -,& &#+,&$ #+/-* (+%(&


Totals (,(#%,%*. "%",).- (%+,-)% "(,-## .",**" +.,%%* (-,-+( +*%,)&( -(,"&* .",%+*


NEW HAMPSHIRE
American Lung Association in New Hampshire
1800 Elm Street
Manchester, NH 03104
(603) 410-5108
www.lung.org/newhampshire



www.lung.org/newhampshire
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Belknap & $ $ $') B $ $ $ $'$ A *'% PASS


Cheshire & $ $ $') B ) $ $ &'$ C /'% PASS


Coos * $ $ &'- C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Grafton & $ $ $') B $ $ $ $'$ A ,'% PASS


Hillsborough / $ $ )'$ D $ $ $ $'$ A %'( PASS


Merrimack & $ $ $') B # $ $ $'- B %'* PASS


Rockingham - $ $ #') D & $ $ $') B -'( PASS


Sullivan INC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


NEW HAMPSHIRE
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Atlantic #-(+*(/ ,)+%%% )%+/$# *+-&/ &%+)(/ /+)$) (+#(& -#+##* #$+&)) ),+,/)


Bergen /$*+&&, #$(+($* &)-+&$) &%+#// ,$+/#- )&+&/% &(+*), #((+*&, ,%+(%# ,&+-&*


Camden *&)+,*- &#*+&&- ,*+-#* &&+#$& ))+/,* &,+%(# -+)/* &#%+(&& )*+((& ,#+$*#


Cumberland &*,+%/% )-+-$* &/+-/* )+)-* &$+(*$ *+$%& #+&/# )%+#/, &$+(%/ #(+,*)


Essex -%)+/,/ &/(+/&% /$+#%- &-+(*$ *&+-$% #(+/-) &$+(/* &%,+)%% *$+%&# &#*+*$)


Gloucester #%%+#%% -$+#,& )*+,// ,+#/$ &/+$*$ /+(%* (+&)/ -#+#%& &/+/,) &/+((/


Hudson ,)(+#,, &)&+&,# ,,+$,, &&+-(# ((+*#) #$+),# -+%%) &(*+,%* )%+,*) &$)+*-,


Hunterdon &#%+)(/ )$+#&- &,+)(( #+-$* %+*$% (+(*- #+$&, )(+%-& /+%$# *+$&,


Mercer ),,+*&) %#+/%# (,+)(- -+(#/ #(+%), &#+&*, *+#() /&+%&& #*+&/- ($+,)*


Middlesex %$/+%*% &%*+(*- //+(,# &,+,$) *(+-,$ #,+*/* &&+))( &//+,*- *(+*// ,$+-%%


Monmouth ,)$+)%$ &*$+#// %,+,/& &)+(** (&+-)) #&+(*& /+-/, &,-+)&* (,+%#, (#+)/(


Morris (/#+#-, &&-+,/* ,%+&** &$+*), )#+*-- &,+,/$ -+,#) &)$+$*) ),+),* #-+*,(


Ocean *-,+*,- &)(+/&/ &#&+&$( &#+$-% )%+$-$ #$+)/- &$+-%* &,%+(,- (%+#,, ,#+,)(


Passaic *$&+##, &#(+,&) ,$+)#( &&+&*, ))+$#) &,+$*- ,+%*/ &#$+,-* ))+$#$ -,+/&$


Union *),+(// &)&+#*% ,-+-,& &&+-*& )*+(*& &-+(/, -+,)( &)#+/(, ),+,&/ *%+$$-


Warren &$%+,/# #*+,$% &*+#/# #+#/# -+##& )+-&) &+-$* #/+$&, %+&#* -+%-)


Totals -,-*-,(*+ (,)(*,%*# (,*+%,*%- (&",*)( %(%,(%( "%&,"%& ((+,)-& (,.&",&(" %#",-." )(%,#&"


NEW JERSEY
American Lung Association in New Jersey
1031 Route 22 West Suite 203
Bridgewater, NJ 08807-2919
(908) 685-8040
www.lung.org/newjersey



www.lung.org/newjersey
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Atlantic % $ $ #'- D $ $ $ $'$ A /', PASS


Bergen &) $ $ (') F ) $ $ &'$ C /'% PASS


Camden )# $ $ &$'- F * $ $ &'- C &$') PASS


Cumberland &* $ $ *'$ F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Essex INC INC INC INC INC $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC


Gloucester #% ) $ &$'% F $ $ $ $'$ A &$'$ PASS


Hudson &# & $ ('* F , $ $ #'$ C &&', PASS


Hunterdon #) $ $ -'- F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Mercer #* $ $ %') F , $ $ #'$ C &$'$ PASS


Middlesex #% $ $ /') F $ $ $ $'$ A %'% PASS


Monmouth &% $ $ ,'$ F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Morris &( $ $ ('- F & $ $ $') B %'- PASS


Ocean )& & $ &$'% F ) $ $ &'$ C /'$ PASS


Passaic % $ $ #'- D # $ $ $'- B /'% PASS


Union DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC , $ $ #'$ C &&', PASS


Warren DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC # $ $ $'- B /'- PASS


NEW JERSEY
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Bernalillo ,,#+*,( &*/+&)$ %&+$&( &#+,/, (/+&$( #&+*$, /+#&# &,&+%%& (&+**/ &$-+&%,


Chaves ,*+,(* &%+)%) /+#/) &+(,- (+*,$ #+$,- /*( &,+$*& (+&,- &(+,#*


Doña"Ana #$/+#)) **+%*% #*+%%& (+(*, &(+/-& ,+*$) #+%$, (%+/&$ &#+**, *#+#,#


Eddy *)+%#/ &(+$)* -+*(& &+&#$ )+%), &+-*( %$* &)+,)( )+*($ %+%#$


Grant #/+*&( ,+(-) ,+#// *&, #+&*, &+$%, *-/ /+$*) #+($, *+(#%


Lea ,(+-#- &/+$#% ,+//& &+*&% (+(%$ &+/#& %$& &(+#*% )+,(# &&+#,)


Luna #*+$/* ,+,(* (+/$- *)$ &+-(# %(( (($ ,+/&% &+%#/ -+*((


Sandoval &)&+*,& )*+&*/ &*+%%$ #+%$* /+))% (+##* &+%*- )#+),& %+)*- &%+&$,


San"Juan &)$+$(( )-+,*& &(+$%) )+$$( /+$#- )+/)/ &+,,$ #/+(%* -+**( )$+-#-


Santa"Fe &((+&-$ )$+#), #&+%$( #+(&# &$+/$/ *+&*$ #+($% ($+,#- &$+*// #)+(#&


Valencia -,+*,/ #$+&%# /+-(# &+,&$ *+(*( #+(-* &+&$) &/+$() (+/#, &,+%-%


Totals (,%.",.%( #*",-)* "*+,#+% +",(+% ((%,%-) %(,#-* "",&"% +.",""( (*(,(+% ".&,"&*


NEW MEXICO
American Lung Association in New Mexico
5911 Je(erson Street, NE
Albuquerque, NM  87109
(505) 265-0732
www.lung.org/newmexico



www.lung.org/newmexico
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Bernalillo & $ $ $') B $ $ $ $'$ A *', PASS


Chaves DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC


Doña"Ana - $ $ #') D #$ $ $ ,'- F &&'# PASS


Eddy $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Grant & $ $ $') B $ $ $ $'$ A ('% PASS


Lea $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC


Luna $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Sandoval $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


San"Juan & $ $ $') B $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC


Santa"Fe $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A ('& PASS


Valencia INC INC INC INC INC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


NEW MEXICO
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Albany )$(+#$( ,$+,)& (#+)&( ,+$/$ #)+//$ &$+*&* (+,)- %$+&*$ #&+-*$ )%+&($


Bronx &+)%*+&$% ),%+&/, &(*+%%# ),+/%# &$$+**% (#+&*& &-+$-( )$%+(/- %#+)#/ ($(+*-,


Chautauqua &)(+/$* #/+((, ##+)%& #+/*% &$+))% (+-#( #+#,) )-+(#- &$+#%* ##+),*


Chemung %%+%)$ &/+%%$ &)+/() &+//- ,+-,, )+$%& &+(*# #(+#,# ,+,,* &)+$)/


Dutchess #/-+(%% ,*+/,/ ($+)$( ,+,#, ##+-/# &$+&,* (+*($ -%+#,& #&+)/* #)+$##


Erie /&/+$($ &/%+/(( &((+),( &/+/%# -$+,/# )&+/&) &(+/)& #*$+$&/ ,%+(,* &#-+(%/


Essex )/+)-$ -+*%, -+&() -,# )+&&$ &+(*) -&, &&+,/) )+#)* (+%&(


Franklin *&+*// &$+-#$ ,+%%$ &+$-- (+$#% &+--$ --, &)+(%, )+,,- -+)&)


Hamilton (+%), -/* &+&)$ %$ )/) &/- &$- &+,-# (-# *&#


Herkimer ,(+*&/ &(+#/% &$+%*, &+(), (+/#$ #+#-( &+&$# &%+&() *+$$* /+%*)


Je5erson &&,+##/ #/+,)) &#+/%& #+/-, %+**- )+,$& &+(%$ #,+*$& -+$%$ &*+%$/


Kings #+*$(+-$$ */(+)-% #%-+,)) */+-$$ &%%+-,$ -/+)/% )#+,** *%(+#-- &*,+$() *,%+#)/


Madison -)+((# &,+$$* &$+#)/ &+,$% *+,*# #+*&% &+&)$ &/+($# *+#/% -+%*(


Monroe -((+)(( &,%+,// &$)+*/( &,+/(( *,+,(/ #*+$%- &&+#(/ &/#+%*) *#+*#* &$/+$%)


Nassau &+))/+*)# )&&+*%$ #$(+,%& )&+#/, &$$+/$$ (,+$&* #&+,#) ),#+#,( //+,#* %&+)$&


New"York &+*%*+%-) #)(+()* #&(+&*) #)+*(- &))+(,* **+,*- #)+$)( ($%+-,- &$%+*%/ #*(+-($


Niagara #&,+(,/ (,+(/$ )(+)%% (+,-$ &,+,-% -+,#/ )+,$- ,$+#)& &,+*-- #/+/$,


Oneida #)(+%-% *&+)-- )%+&,% *+&,$ &-+//% %+&%$ )+%%( ,(+*&$ &-+,/- ))+*-&


Onondaga (,-+$#, &$-+#** ,*+*-% &$+--) )*+)/( &*+-#* -+$/& &#&+### ))+$*# ,)+($,


Orange )-#+%&) &$&+*#/ ($+/%* &$+&/% #,+-%& &&+,,) (+/)/ %-+-&) #)+%$* (&+&(,


Oswego &##+&$/ #%+##) &*+($$ #+%)* /+#*( (+$-, &+--- )&+$)# %+(*$ &/+%&%


Putnam //+-&$ #)+,*$ &#+(&- #+)-* -+(/# )+)/, &+*&$ #,+#-) -+#(& ,+$*(


Queens #+#)$+-## (,&+/$& #%,+&(, (,+)/( &-(+*&$ -(+%*# )&+%,- *,$+)*$ &*$+%## )))+#//


Rensselaer &*/+(#/ ))+/,/ #&+,$- )+(&# &#+)*, *+(,& #+(&- (&+-/% &&+)%, #$+-((


Richmond (,%+-)$ &$/+#$& */+)(( &$+/,% )*+()/ &*+*,& ,+--/ &&%+)$$ )#+&,( *,+&),


NEW YORK
American Lung Association in New York
155 Washington Ave., Suite 210
Albany, NY 12210
(518) 465-2013
www.lung.org/newyork



www.lung.org/newyork
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Rockland )&&+,%- %-+*%$ (&+%(& %+-/- ##+$)* /+%** (+(/) -,+)%- #$+%-( )*+*-)


St'"Lawrence &&&+/(( #)+%$* &*+**) #+)/& %+,-/ )+%$& &+,%# #%+//# -+%,# &-+,#*


Saratoga #&/+,$- (/+%*, #/+//( *+$$% &,+-$( -+*$/ )+)%* *%+&)$ &*+/)% &*+$()


Schenectady &*(+-#- )*+*$/ #)+$%) )+*,- &&+-&# *+#-) #+()/ (&+&)( &&+#,& &%+$%(


Steuben /%+//$ #)+&/% &*+-&% #+))$ -+()# )+(#$ &+,)( #-+&), -+(%& &(+$&#


Su5olk &+(/)+)*$ )*-+,-$ #$&+-/) )*+/#* &&&+-,) (/+%/* ##+(#& )%(+/(/ &$*+#)) /,+$,-


Ulster &%#+(/) ),+%&, #-+$(( )+,/% &(+)#$ ,+(%# #+/-( *$+**, &)+%%* #&+%#$


Wayne /)+--# ##+#// &)+),) #+#($ -+$#) )+#$/ &+(%( #*+&-# ,+/)/ /+-%)


Westchester /(/+&&) ##%+$$$ &)/+&## ##+/$& -$+%(- )&+/$% &(+-(- #(%+/$/ ,%+&,$ %)+$(&


Totals (-,&#(,%)) +,.%.,%"+ ",+%*,*"" +.-,-*" (,+#-,.)) %)),#(# "%-,).. #,#-*,#&. (,"((,"%# ",&*+,"--


NEW YORK


(continued)
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Albany % $ $ #'- D # $ $ $'- B %'* PASS


Bronx / $ $ )'$ D - $ $ #') D &#'* PASS


Chautauqua && $ $ )'- F $ $ $ $'$ A -', PASS


Chemung ) $ $ &'$ C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Dutchess / $ $ )'$ D DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Erie , $ $ #'$ C ) $ $ &'$ C &$'& PASS


Essex / $ $ )'$ D $ $ $ $'$ A ('( PASS


Franklin # $ $ $'- B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Hamilton & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Herkimer # $ $ $'- B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Je5erson &$ $ $ )') F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Kings DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC ) $ $ &'$ C &$'% PASS


Madison ( $ $ &') C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Monroe ( $ $ &') C & $ $ $') B %') PASS


Nassau DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC & $ $ $') B /'* PASS


New"York % $ $ #'- D ( $ $ &') C &#'& PASS


Niagara ) $ $ &'$ C $ $ $ $'$ A %'/ PASS


Oneida # $ $ $'- B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Onondaga , $ $ #'$ C $ $ $ $'$ A -'% PASS


Orange , & $ #'* D # $ $ $'- B %'* PASS


Oswego # $ $ $'- B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Putnam && $ $ )'- F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Queens / $ $ )'$ D ) $ $ &'$ C &$'$ PASS


Rensselaer , $ $ #'$ C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Richmond &, & $ *'% F # $ $ $'- B &$'* PASS


Rockland INC INC INC INC INC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


NEW YORK
American Lung Association in New York
155 Washington Ave., Suite 210
Albany, NY 12210
(518) 465-2013
www.lung.org/newyork



www.lung.org/newyork
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


St'"Lawrence DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Saratoga - $ $ #') D DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Schenectady ) $ $ &'$ C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Steuben & $ $ $') B & $ $ $') B -'( PASS


Su5olk )) & $ &&'* F & $ $ $') B %'/ PASS


Ulster & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Wayne # $ $ $'- B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Westchester &( & $ *'# F # $ $ $'- B /', PASS


NEW YORK
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Alamance &*&+&)& )*+(() ##+$%& )+#&# %+,%( *+$*# #+)$- )/+$-, &&+%/) #-+#&-


Alexander )-+&/% %+(*) *+,#- -,, #+&,) &+#-/ */, &$+$#) )+$-( ,+$-,


Avery &-+-/- )+$*/ )+$/- #-- &+&$/ ,** )&& *+&*, &+*-% )+,#&


Buncombe #)%+)&% (%+%($ )%+$/, (+(#, &(+#(% %+)%( )+/## ,*+,($ #$+$-* )/+,)$


Caldwell %)+$#/ &%+-%, &#+%&, &+-$# (+%), #+%-$ &+)(% ##+*-) ,+/)) &*+$($


Caswell #)+-&/ (+%%/ )+-** (() &+(#$ %** ($* ,+--/ #+$/, (+,*(


Catawba &*(+)*% ),+-/* #&+--) )+))( %+%)# *+&-, #+)*- ($+&#) &#+#,# #&+/*$


Chatham ,)+*$* &)+%(& &&+,)& &+#*( )+-*) #+#%$ &+&(# &%+(-$ *+-&% %+/&%


Cumberland )&/+()& %*+*(& )$+#$$ -+-*# &-+($, /+*,* )+-#* ,%+%*) #$+($/ *,+(//


Davidson &,#+%-% )%+%-# #)+)%% )+*#) /+)#) *+(/) #+*#( (#+-/( &)+&$% #-+%(*


Davie (&+#($ /+-*& ,+%#/ %%( #+)-- &+()* ,// &&+(/- )+*** *+-##


Duplin *%+*$* &(+%-$ %+#/* &+)(% )+#-- &+/&* %-, &(+%*$ (+*)$ &)+-*&


Durham #,-+*%- ,$+)#& #,+&&- *+(,, &*+(&& %+(&& )+#)& ,$+&&% &-+-*& (-+*//


Edgecombe *,+**# &)+%-/ %+&$( &+#*% )+#&$ &+/$# %-/ &(+%-# (+*,, &)+*$%


Forsyth )*$+,-$ %*+($& (*+*&& -+-)/ &/+%-- &&+((% *+$#/ %-+&(, #,+(#- *,+%-$


Franklin ,$+,&/ &(+%,# -+,-% &+)(- )+()) #+$$$ %%# &*+)&- (+,-( /+(--


Gaston #$,+$%, (/+#(& #-+#/( (+(,# &&+-,* ,+%#/ )+$)# *#+)## &*+/#- ($+)),


Graham %+%,& &+/&) &+-(# &-) *#, )#& &,* #+,)# %&, &+/,,


Granville */+/&, &)+))) -+((& &+#$% )+(/& #+$#$ %-) &*+))# (+,,( %+#/*


Guilford (%%+($, &&(+(%) ,$+&#) &$+)-( #-+/,( &*+%/# ,+--% &&/+#)) )*+/)* %*+#-&


Haywood */+$), &&+*)* &#+(&, &+$(* )+*/% #+#&# &+&** &%+#(, *+,,- %+(/&


Jackson ($+#-& -+&#) ,+$%( ,(* #+(%& &+(&) ,#- &$+-)) )+#)# -+&$&


Johnston &,%+%-% (,+/-$ &-+#*/ (+#*, /+&$- *+&*( #+&&- )%+&-* &&+(/, #-+$&$


Lenoir */+(/* &(+))# /+*&( &+#// )+($* #+$() /%# &,+#*- *+$&( &)+,#&


Lincoln -%+#,* &%+(%& &$+),& &+,-* (+(/& #+,)- &+&%$ #$+)*$ ,+#)& &&+,#$


NORTH CAROLINA
American Lung Association in North Carolina
514 Daniels Street, #109
Raleigh, NC  27605
(919) 719-9960
www.lung.org/northcarolina
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


McDowell ((+//, /+-%* -+)-- %%- #+,*# &+*-/ -*( &#+(/, )+%($ %+,%#


Martin #(+*$* *+()* (+#/- (/) &+((# %-/ (), -+&$* #+#$* *+,%-


Mecklenburg /&/+,#% #))+))% %&+&&) #&+&(* *&+$)) #-+/)$ &$+*/, &//+&/( *%+/(- &(&+()*


Mitchell &*+*-/ )+$)* )+#,$ #-* /*$ *%( )$( (+%&& &+(/( #+%(,


Montgomery #-+-/% ,+-(, (+),( ,&& &+*%, /(( ((/ -+(,& #+#/) ,+*,/


New"Hanover #$#+,,- ($+(&) #%+$/# )+,,# &#+&(# ,+/&( )+$&, *#+#-$ &*+-*, )*+-*)


Orange &))+%$& #-+/,/ &#+%%/ #+*)* -+%-, (+)), &+,,% )&+&#% /+#(# #&+-),


Person )/+(,( /+&&( *+//) %#, #+#%, &+),* ,(# &$+-,* )+)&, ,+)/$


Pitt &,%+&(% )-+-/% &,+,&/ )+(#* /+,%/ *+#-& #+$#( )-+,$/ &&+$%& )*+&$/


Robeson &)(+&,% )*+/#- &*+$-% )+#*, -+)(* (+&-$ &+-** )&+&(% /+)%% (&+$#$


Rockingham /)+,() #$+-%/ &*+&-& &+%%( *+(/# )+#%/ &+*-( #,+&&) %+$(% &-+&#-


Rowan &)%+(#% )#+/(# &/+//) #+/%* -+/#( (+,($ #+&#* ),+$&* &$+//- #,+/(/


Swain &)+/%& )+#,/ #+)#& #/, %$% (%( #)( )+%*( &+&%- #+*()


Union #$&+#/# ,$+%%$ &/+(,, *+*&- &$+(/# *+/*( #+(($ ((+&#) &)+)&$ &%+()#


Wake /$$+//) #)(+,&) -,+*(/ #&+#,$ (/+*-* #-+#,# &$+))$ &/(+-/, *-+%#, &$,+,,#


Watauga *&+$-/ -+$-( ,+)#/ ,(& )+#-& &+--$ ,/% &#+-$$ )+-#, &&+)-$


Wayne &##+,#) )$+(%( &,+$-% #+-,# ,+/$- )+/%, &+-,) )$+()* /+#)% #)+,$/


Yancey &-+%&% )+*,# )+,-# )#) &+$%$ ,,) )(* *+(,# &+,/- )+*%*


Totals &,%*&,+&" (,%-#,()- -&%,).+ (#",&%( +&),-+& "*.,"&( )),".% (,%&#,*%# #-(,""" (,*--,%."


NORTH CAROLINA
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American Lung Association in North Carolina
514 Daniels Street, #109
Raleigh, NC  27605
(919) 719-9960
www.lung.org/northcarolina


 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Alamance DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A &$'/ PASS


Alexander - $ $ #') D DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Avery & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Buncombe # $ $ $'- B $ $ $ $'$ A /'# PASS


Caldwell # $ $ $'- B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Caswell , $ $ #'$ C $ $ $ $'$ A /'/ PASS


Catawba DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A &&'( PASS


Chatham & $ $ $') B $ & $ $'* B /') PASS


Cumberland , $ $ #'$ C $ $ $ $'$ A &&'& PASS


Davidson DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A &#'& PASS


Davie - $ $ #') D DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Duplin DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A /') PASS


Durham , $ $ #'$ C $ $ $ $'$ A &$'( PASS


Edgecombe ( $ $ &') C $ $ $ $'$ A /'% PASS


Forsyth #$ $ $ ,'- F & $ $ $') B &$'/ PASS


Franklin , $ $ #'$ C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Gaston DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A &&'& PASS


Graham - $ $ #') D DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Granville / $ $ )'$ D DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Guilford &$ $ $ )') F $ & $ $'* B &$'% PASS


Haywood && $ $ )'- F $ $ $ $'$ A &$', PASS


Jackson INC INC INC INC INC $ $ $ $'$ A /', PASS


Johnston * $ $ &'- C INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Lenoir # $ $ $'- B & $ $ $') B /'( PASS


Lincoln / & $ )'* F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC



www.lung.org/northcarolina
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


McDowell DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A &$') PASS


Martin ) $ $ &'$ C $ & $ $'* B /'# PASS


Mecklenburg #/ ( $ &&'- F $ $ $ $'$ A &&'/ PASS


Mitchell DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A /', PASS


Montgomery DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A /'/ PASS


New"Hanover & $ $ $') B INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Orange DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Person % $ $ #'- D DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Pitt ( $ $ &') C $ & $ $'* B INC INC


Robeson DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A &$'( PASS


Rockingham &) $ $ (') F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Rowan #, $ $ %'- F $ $ $ $'$ A &&'( PASS


Swain $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A /'/ PASS


Union && $ $ )'- F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Wake &$ $ $ )') F $ & $ $'* B &$'# PASS


Watauga DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A %', PASS


Wayne DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC & $ $ $') B &$'% PASS


Yancey * $ $ &'- C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


NORTH CAROLINA
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Billings -%) &)% &*& / (- )& &, #*( *% /)


Burke &+/,% ($/ (&# #, &&( -* ($ ,#, &(( &/*


Burleigh %&+)$% &%+)() &$+/&) &+&-( (+,%( #+-#( &+#$# #$+-%, (+,$% -+)*)


Cass &(/+--% )#+,,$ &(+**$ #+$/$ %+%&# (+-#/ &+%$& ))+,(, -+##) &-+((,


Dunn )+*), --- ,&, *$ #$) &#% ,) &+$)& #)( (#%


McKenzie ,+),$ &+,/& /$# &$% )(* #$/ /- &+,), ),- %),


Mercer %+(#( &+-// &+)#% &&* (%( )&$ &*$ #+(/% *,/ ,%*


Oliver &+%(, (&$ )$% #, &$* ,/ )( *,& &#/ #&*


Totals "%#,**+ %&,""- ".,()* +,%.) (#,-.+ ),"-% +,#*+ &(,*+. (+,++" "-,"%(


NORTH DAKOTA
American Lung Association in North Dakota
212 N. 2nd Street
Bismarck, ND 58501
(701) 223-5613
www.lung.org/northdakota



www.lung.org/northdakota
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Billings $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A ('* PASS


Burke $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Burleigh $ $ $ $'$ A & $ $ $') B -'& PASS


Cass $ $ $ $'$ A # $ $ $'- B %'* PASS


Dunn $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


McKenzie $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Mercer $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A ,'& PASS


Oliver $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


NORTH DAKOTA
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Allen &$,+))& #*+((* &*+,/- #+)%, -+-,/ )+*,* &+,(- #-+-,/ %+)%, &%+-,,


Ashtabula &$&+(/- #(+$$- &*+%-- #+#*& -+()% )+(%( &+,** #-+*,& %+)(* &*+--&


Athens ,(+-*- &$+#(/ ,+*)% /,& *+#,, #+&)& --- &(+-,/ (+),& &)+-&$


Butler ),%+&)$ /#+,$( (#+(%( %+,%) #,+*/$ &&+--* (+/%/ %%+),* #,+((/ (%+&/-


Clark &)%+))) )#+,() ##+(## )+$,& &$+&)# (+-(# #+#-( )-+,$& &&+)/% #,+//&


Clermont &/-+),) *$+*/$ #)+#(( (+-() &(+&-$ ,+($( #+--- (%+-,# &(+,#) &%+-/$


Clinton (#+$($ &$+#,# *+,%( /,# )+$,$ &+)// ,)& &$+%&) )+#*, ,+)/#


Cuyahoga &+#%$+&## #/$+#,# &/%+*(& #-+#&* /*+$#, ((+$&( #$+,)/ )(*+(-$ &$(+(-/ ##-+-&,


Delaware &-(+#&( *$+*$( &,+*&- (+-)* &&+/-- *+#%- #+&,& )/+#-$ &&+-$, &$+$)-


Franklin &+&,)+(&( #-%+*(# &&*+-$, #,+&&, %*+*(/ ),+(&% &(+)&( #,)+*#$ -%+)&) #&)+%//


Geauga /)+)%/ #(+#)- &(+(-( #+#-# ,+,(( )+&// &+**, #*+-() -+%$- -+#$-


Greene &,&+*-) )*+&)) #&+//% )+#/( &#+&-& *+(,) #+(&& (&+,,( &#+*#* #$+$)#


Hamilton %$#+)-( &%/+,($ &$,+%,) &-+-%& *%+/%, #,+**) &&+-*( #$#+/&# ,&+$&) &((+-(&


Je5erson ,/+-$/ &(+$*( &#+-*, &+)&% *+)#- #+*(( &+#,# #$+*&- ,+#($ &#+*)#


Knox ,$+/#& &(+-$& %+/%- &+)-% (+()/ #+$), /($ &*+%*& (+-%- /+(/$


Lake #)$+$(& *&+$#, ),+/,* (+-%( &-+&%) %+$%( )+%,$ ,(+&*% &/+()) #&+%#,


Lawrence ,#+(*$ &(+,(/ /+-&- &+)-) (+*%- #+&#- &+$$# &,+-#( *+$,$ &)+&(/


Licking &,,+(/# (&+&#* ##+$%- )+%*, &#+$-* *+*&) #+(-( (#+*)( &#+%$# #$+&/$


Lorain )$&+)*, -#+$-% ()+&)& ,+-*% ##+$*# &$+&-% (+,%$ -/+),, #)+/(/ (&+,&#


Lucas ((&+%&* &$,+&)- *-+%$/ /+/*& )#+)#* &(+*)- ,+($/ &&$+/)$ ))+)($ %*+#,/


Madison ()+()* /+%$- *+)%/ /#$ )+#(( &+(*& ,#, &$+/%, )+#/( *+-#,


Mahoning #)%+%#) *&+))% (#+-$# (+%&) &-+/(* %+*(( (+##( ,%+-*( #$+/$( )/+),$


Medina &-#+))# ()+-(& ##+,$& (+&$& &#+)/) *+-&- #+*%) ((+),- &)+)*/ &#+/*&


Miami &$#+*$, #(+-,% &*+-)& #+)## -+(,( )+(%% &+,(/ #-+*)- %+))) &#+$(-


Montgomery *)*+&*) &#)+#-/ %&+$(& &&+**/ )/+*(/ &%+&%, %+((& &(&+/)/ (#+%%, /)+,/-


OHIO
American Lung Association in Ohio
1950 Arlingate Lane
Columbus, OH 43228-4102
(614) 279-1700
www.lung.org/ohio



www.lung.org/ohio
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Portage &,&+(&/ ))+,-% #$+%&/ )+&*% &#+)&# *+(-, #+),$ (&+)(( &#+)/% #)+&(,


Preble (#+#-$ &$+#)% ,+(#% /,$ )+$-- &+(($ ,%$ &&+)-- )+((# *+$##


Scioto -/+(// &%+$/$ &#+)&- &+,/, *+%/# #+-$& &+#*% #&+$-% ,+)-# &,+-%&


Stark )-*+*%, %*+/%, ,$+/-% %+$,# #-+--* &)+$#- ,+#(# &$)+)*# )&+)## *)+*$#


Summit *(&+-%& &#)+*-* -%+/,% &&+*%, ($+#&) &%+*&- %+*$/ &((+#)* ()+*#( %#+&/(


Trumbull #&$+)&# (,+,)# ),+,&- (+)-# &*+,-- -+(,& )+,,/ */+/*& &%+#&, )-+)*/


Warren #&#+,/) *%+(-* ##+/), *+(%) &(+/$# ,+,(- #+%&$ *$+$&$ &(+/,$ &#+)&,


Washington ,&+--% &#+/(& &$+-/( &+#&) (+,-/ #+##$ &+$%, &-+-/* *+($( /+)//


Wood &#*+(%% #-+#-* &*+)%/ #+**- /+(-$ (+&,$ &+-*- )&+$-/ /+)$# &*+#,*


Totals ),.".,+.& ",*.-,-(( (,"+*,"*- (.&,&)( &%-,+%% ".),#)) (+#,(*& ",".),(** &.(,.)- (,+.%,*)"


OHIO
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American Lung Association in Ohio
1950 Arlingate Lane
Columbus, OH 43228-4102
(614) 279-1700
www.lung.org/ohio


 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Allen # $ $ $'- B INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Ashtabula &, $ $ *') F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Athens & $ $ $') B $ $ $ $'$ A /'- PASS


Butler #* $ $ %') F # $ $ $'- B &)'( PASS


Clark % $ $ #'- D ) $ $ &'$ C &#'% PASS


Clermont ) $ $ &'$ C $ $ $ $'$ A &&', PASS


Clinton % $ $ #'- D DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Cuyahoga &* $ $ *'$ F - $ $ #') D &)', PASS


Delaware ( $ $ &') C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Franklin &) $ $ (') F ) $ $ &'$ C &#'* PASS


Geauga &# $ $ ('$ F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Greene ( $ $ &') C $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC


Hamilton )& $ $ &$') F / $ $ )'$ D &('( PASS


Je5erson ) $ $ &'$ C , $ $ #'$ C &)'$ PASS


Knox ( $ $ &') C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Lake ## $ $ -') F & $ $ $') B INC INC


Lawrence / $ $ )'$ D $ $ $ $'$ A &#'# PASS


Licking * $ $ &'- C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Lorain ) $ $ &'$ C # $ $ $'- B &$', PASS


Lucas % $ $ #'- D ( $ $ &') C &&'* PASS


Madison ( $ $ &') C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Mahoning ) $ $ &'$ C * $ $ &'- C &#'( PASS


Medina * $ $ &'- C $ $ $ $'$ A &&'& PASS


Miami & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Montgomery &- $ $ *'- F ) $ $ &'$ C &)'# PASS


Portage & $ $ $') B & $ $ $') B &&'* PASS



www.lung.org/ohio
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Preble # $ $ $'- B & $ $ $') B &&'- PASS


Scioto DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A &&', PASS


Stark &- $ $ *'- F / $ $ )'$ D INC INC


Summit && $ $ )'- F &# $ $ ('$ F &)') PASS


Trumbull &$ $ $ )') F INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Warren &/ $ $ ,') F & $ $ $') B &&'% PASS


Washington % $ $ #'- D DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Wood & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


(continued)
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Adair ##+,%) ,+)*- #+/)( ,(/ &+**/ -&# )&/ *+(-& &+-)# *+/-&


Caddo #/+,$$ -+(%/ (+)() -,( #+&&) /-( (*& -+*%% #+($- *+/*/


Canadian &&*+*(& )&+$/( &#+*-, )+&-( %+$(, )+,$$ &+*$/ #,+/&$ %+(%* &$+*#,


Carter (-+**- &#+#(- -+$-% &+#*$ )+)-- &+*,* -)) &#+#,- )+%/- %+,&/


Cherokee (,+/%- &&+))) ,+))% &+&*- )+)/) &+*#% ,-( &&+,&- )+,*% /+//*


Cleveland #**+-** */+&-, #,+&-- ,+$($ &%+,#- %+$%- )+&/# *%+*-) &%+#,) ))+$-*


Comanche &#(+$/% )&+&)( &#+-$# )+&-% %+-/* )+-/% &+(// #-+(#- %+*#, #$+$$-


Cotton ,+&/) &+*#( &+$*& &*, ((% #&# &$( &+-$$ *() /*%


Creek ,/+/,- &-+(#% &$+(-* &+--/ *+$), #+)*( &+&$- &%+*)/ *+/&$ &$+--&


Dewey (+%&$ &+##& /*% &#* )(* &,- %% &+)%) (() ,,(


Je5erson ,+(-# &+*,* &+#)/ &,$ (-& ##- &&- &+%*( */) &+),$


Kay (,+*,# &&+-%& -+/)# &+#$# )+))# &+*-$ --) &#+*-% (+$$% -+/$&


Lincoln )(+#-) %+-(& *+#*# %/# #+(*$ &+&*# **$ /+&(& #+/&/ (+%$&


Love /+(#) #+#/( &+,&% #)( ,%) )#) &*/ #+*/# %#- &+(*(


McClain )(+*$, /+&/* (+*,, /)% #+(## &+&&* *$( %+,)# #+-() )+%%)


McCurtain ))+&*& %+*// *+&($ %-% #+)*$ &+$/, *## %+,,$ #+-** -+%&#


Mayes (&+#*/ &$+*&( ,+(-& &+$-) #+/(* &+)%$ ,,$ &$+/)# )+(%) -+),&


Muskogee -$+//$ &-+*&& &$+($% &+-%- *+&$% #+)*& &+$%* &%+#%% *+-/% &)+%,#


Oklahoma -&%+,)) &%&+&&% %,+)*- &%+(%, *&+&&% ##+-/& /+-$$ &-$+-)( *)+,,, &#)+/,-


Osage (-+(-# &&+**) -+#-% &+&-/ )+((/ &+,#, --) &#+%/% (+&#) -+*,)


Ottawa )&+%(% -+%*, *+(&% %$# #+#/( &+$-) *#) %+*)/ #+-&) ,+)&*


Pittsburg (*+%)- &$+&#$ %+$), &+$)) )+(#& &+,&$ -%% &#+%,* (+$/% %+&%&


Sequoyah (#+)/& &$+/#, ,+)#/ &+&&* )+$&& &+($$ ,*- &$+//( )+(/, %+#%(


Tulsa ,$)+($) &*(+#-, -#+%*, &*+-(, (#+-(% &/+&)/ %+#$$ &()+/)( (*+)&( /(+&%*


Totals ",#).,#(( &"%,*%" +(+,%+" &+,-.& (--,%#( -.,)%* +#,&)- &*#,((# (.*,#*" #*+,#-#


OKLAHOMA
American Lung Association in Oklahoma
11212 N. May Ave Suite 405
Oklahoma City, OK 73120
(405) 748-4674
www.lung.org/oklahoma



www.lung.org/oklahoma
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Adair $ $ $ $'$ A & $ $ $') B INC INC


Caddo & $ $ $') B $ $ $ $'$ A /'# PASS


Canadian ( $ $ &') C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Carter INC INC INC INC INC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Cherokee & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Cleveland $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Comanche ) $ $ &'$ C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Cotton INC INC INC INC INC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Creek # $ $ $'- B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Dewey $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Je5erson INC INC INC INC INC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Kay ) $ $ &'$ C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Lincoln $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Love INC INC INC INC INC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


McClain & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


McCurtain INC INC INC INC INC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Mayes $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A &&'$ PASS


Muskogee INC INC INC INC INC $ $ $ $'$ A &$'% PASS


Oklahoma &# $ $ ('$ F $ $ $ $'$ A /'- PASS


Osage INC INC INC INC INC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Ottawa & $ $ $') B $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC


Pittsburg $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A &$') PASS


Sequoyah & $ $ $') B $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC


Tulsa &( & $ *'# F $ $ $ $'$ A &$'/ PASS


OKLAHOMA


(continued)
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Clackamas )-*+//# %/+#)& *&+#)& ,+-)$ #-+(,* &#+-,% *+%$$ //+)&# #&+)-( )%+%)(


Columbia (/+)*& &&+,&/ ,+%%) %-, )+,&( &+,/& --, &)+##* #+%*( ,+**(


Crook #$+/-% (+,$$ (+#$) )(- &+*(- -,% ($$ ,+)(/ &+(&$ )+,&$


Deschutes &*-+-)) ),+##& #)+(/& #+-)# &&+*-, *+)/) #+(// (#+&*$ /+&$% #)+#(-


Harney -+(## &+,,( &+($# &#, *(, #,/ &)% #+#$% (%/ &+)%/


Jackson #$)+#$, ((+)&# )*+%)( )+)(# &*+$*( -+#&, )+**$ *-+/&$ &#+,/& )&+,#/


Josephine %#+-&) &,+%%) &%+()% &+#-) ,+&%, )+&#) &+,%) #,+&-- *+%,$ &*+)*,


Klamath ,,+)%$ &(+%$) &&+)*& &+&&, (+%/) #+))- &+&)/ &%+,%- (+$%- &&+)%(


Lake -+%/* &+*#* &+,&# &&* ,$) )$$ &*, #+(%& **& &+*#$


Lane )*&+-&* ,/+,%/ *#+-%& *+#*, #,+%)$ &#+)$/ *+*%- /*+$#% #$+(#( ,*+%(/


Linn &&,+,-# #%+&-) &-+//& #+&#* %+($/ )+/)/ &+%** )$+/,% ,+-&- #$+/$&


Marion )&*+))* %)+)%& ($+*(/ ,+#%/ ##+$%* /+/-$ (+)%/ -*+%#% &,+&-* **+$)$


Multnomah -)*+))( &*$+,%) --+(#) &&+),* **+/-) #(+&&& /+*#* &-(+%,, ),+)#( &)$+,#$


Umatilla -*+%%/ #$+#$$ /+,*- &+*#( *+)&$ #+($* &+$,$ &%+)#% )+/&# &&+&-#


Union #*+-(% *+-/- (+)$% ()- &+%/# %/, ()# -+&#& &+**) (+&%#


Washington *#/+-&$ &)*+%)% *)+&$/ &$+#(* )-+-,( &,+(), ,+*/( &#$+#/( #*+$/* *$+%/*


Totals +,("",*-+ -(#,&(. #(*,"&+ %+,).. "".,-#- (*+,.+( #%,%)+ -.*,.". (&),&"" #-",(-"


OREGON
American Lung Association in Oregon
7420 SW Bridgeport Road, Suite 200
Tigard, OR 97224-7711
(503) 924-4094
www.lung.org/oregon



www.lung.org/oregon
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Clackamas , $ $ #'$ C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Columbia $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Crook DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Deschutes $ $ $ $'$ A & $ $ $') B INC INC


Harney DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC # $ $ $'- B INC INC


Jackson & $ $ $') B && $ $ )'- F /'$ PASS


Josephine DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC # $ $ $'- B %'& PASS


Klamath DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC &) & $ ('% F &&'* PASS


Lake DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC &$ & $ )'% F /'% PASS


Lane $ $ $ $'$ A #, $ $ %'- F &$'* PASS


Linn DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC & $ $ $') B INC INC


Marion ( $ $ &') C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Multnomah & $ $ $') B $ $ $ $'$ A -'( PASS


Umatilla $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A -'- PASS


Union DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A ,'% PASS


Washington $ $ $ $'$ A # $ $ $'- B %'$ PASS


OREGON
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Adams &$&+($- ##+()% &*+/*( #+&)% -+%#& )+*#- &+,,# #-+--) %+#%% /+,$-


Allegheny &+##)+)(% #(&+,,) #$*+$*/ #)+$#, /,+/)% ()+-$* #$+-*/ )((+**# &$#+/)( &(&+(*)


Armstrong ,%+/(& &(+&%/ &#+,%- &+)*# *+)/( #+*#$ &+#*/ #$+(&/ ,+&)- /+)(,


Beaver &-$+*)/ )(+%-% )&+,,$ )+)#) &)+)*( ,+#), )+&#& *$+*#- &*+&%/ #*+#&&


Berks (&&+((# /%+&), */+**% /+)*& )&+$%& &)+-%, ,+)#& &$-+$,* )&+%(( *(+%#-


Blair &#-+$%/ #,+%-% ##+*#- #+*,& /+%,( (+*#* #+#&, ),+&/# &$+%*) &,+(*%


Bucks ,#*+#(/ &()+*&( /&+#&/ &)+,-( (-+/-# #&+,(/ &$+$** &-$+$-) *$+,(- )/+)#$


Cambria &()+,-/ #%+#)* #-+$-& #+,/$ &&+)(, *+#,/ #+,)& (#+*,$ &#+-/# &%+*-)


Centre &*)+//$ #(+*&# &-+),, #+)), &#+%/$ *+&(- &+/,% ),+(&# &$+*/- #*+%(-


Chester (/%+%%, &#(+$** ,)+%-* &&+%#$ )-+(#- &,+(*, -+)$% &#,+(%- )-+(,( )&+&-#


Clearfield %&+,(# &,+#/, &(+#*% &+**) ,+((, #+/(- &+()$ #)+(/* -+$)- &#+%)&


Cumberland #)*+($, (%+-&# ),+-(* (+,(& &%+(%( %+#)# )+%&% ,(+#&$ &/+&#, &,+(*&


Dauphin #,%+&$$ ,#+#&* ),+%(& *+/#% #$+*$( /+$*- (+$%# ,/+/,/ #$+-,) ),+,&/


Delaware **%+/-/ &)$+(&# -/+-#, &#+(#, (#+**& &%+-%/ %+*($ &(*+)(, ()+&%( *)+%%(


Erie #%$+*,, ,)+%$% ($+%#( ,+$%$ #&+*$& /+(/, (+))$ -)+*&$ #&+%*$ (,+&#(


Franklin &(/+,&% )*+-($ #(+,-/ )+($* &&+##) *+$/) #+(*) ($+)%( &#+$%, &(+$)-


Greene )%+,%, -+,%$ *+/)& -)# )+$-- &+)-$ ,)& &$+,-* )+&-- ,+($#


Indiana %%+%%$ &,+%(, &)+/(( &+,$* -+&#& )+&#, &+(#- #(+&#& -+&-) &*+*)-


Lackawanna #&(+()- ()+/(- )-+%/* (+&%- &,+-%# -+,*% )+-#- ,&+$&% &%+#%* #%+$)*


Lancaster *&/+((* &#/+$&* --+-%$ &#+#/) )%+,#* &-+##( %+$&/ &)(+*&, ($+$%% *)+)/(


Lawrence /&+&$% &/+)*# &-+&#% &+%(( -+$(% )+#/& &+,*- #,+,/* %+$)# &(+),#


Lehigh )(/+(/- %#+,%$ *&+,$( -+%-% #,+(*$ &&+--$ *+()) /&+,%) #-+#/& (*+$-,


Luzerne )#$+/&% ,(+%$$ *-+*/* ,+&-( #*+#$) &&+*(- *+,*# /#+#/# #-+,-* (/+&#(


Lycoming &&,+&&& #(+#&# &/+&&# #+)$- /+$%$ (+$/% &+/(, )#+)#- /+,*- &%+%-(


Mercer &&,+,)% #*+##/ #&+**, #+($( %+/-% (+&,/ #+$%* ))+,-% &$+&#* &%+#(&


PENNSYLVANIA
American Lung Association in Pennsylvania
3001 Old Gettysburg Road
Camp Hill, PA 17011-7206
(717) 541-5864
www.lung.org/pennsylvania



www.lung.org/pennsylvania
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Monroe &,/+%(# ($+*-( #&+-$& )+%,, &#+/)& *+-$/ #+*), ()+/-% &)+$#* #&+(%%


Montgomery -//+%-( &%)+(// &#$+-#- &-+(%( ,&+&#* #-+)/# &#+-*& #&(+(%# ,)+/$- ((+/$,


Northampton #/-+-)* ,*+&-- (,+,$, ,+#&$ #)+$)$ &$+)(* (+%*& %&+#&- #(+### )$+,*$


Perry (*+/,/ &$+-$, ,+#/( &+$#$ )+*#$ &+*-& -&( &#+#&/ )+,#/ (+**-


Philadelphia &+*#,+$$, )()+%)- &%*+)$/ )#+-,& &&-+*/( (/+#&* #$+(/( ),)+-$$ &$,+/)- )/$+*,)


Tioga (&+/%& %+*/$ -+*,# %&% )+#%, &+*&$ -(# &#+&$) )+,)& ,+)$$


Washington #$-+%#$ (#+,%( ),+),, (+$,- &,+)$( -+*&/ )+,-- ,$+#%# &%+$-$ #&+)%$


Westmoreland ),*+&,/ -#+,&& ,%+%-- ,+/&/ #%+%$& &)+*$% ,+-/* &$/+-%$ ))+$#$ )-+$&-


York ()(+/-# &$#+$&( ,&+$*- /+-#$ ))+&#/ &(+-$, ,+,/# &&(+&$/ ))+/$# )/+($%


Totals (*,)#+,.&. ",+..,(+# (,&+-,*.+ ""),%.# )+&,))* +-",(&" (-(,-)" ",).-,)#. )&",&++ (,+.-,*-#


PENNSYLVANIA
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Adams , $ $ #'$ C * $ $ &'- C &&'( PASS


Allegheny )$ & $ &$'* F -) ( $ #,') F &,'$ FAIL


Armstrong &( $ $ ('- F INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Beaver && $ $ )'- F & $ $ $') B &)'& PASS


Berks #) $ $ -'- F , $ $ #'$ C &&'& PASS


Blair * $ $ &'- C INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Bucks #( ) $ /'* F % $ $ #'- D &&') PASS


Cambria # $ $ $'- B / $ $ )'$ D &#', PASS


Centre ( $ $ &') C # $ $ $'- B /'- PASS


Chester &* $ $ *'$ F &# $ $ ('$ F &)'% PASS


Clearfield % $ $ #'- D DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Cumberland DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC &/ $ $ ,') F &&', PASS


Dauphin &# $ $ ('$ F &( $ $ ('- F &#'( PASS


Delaware &) $ $ (') F , $ $ #'$ C &)'& PASS


Erie , $ $ #'$ C ( $ $ &') C &$'* PASS


Franklin & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Greene , $ $ #'$ C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Indiana &# $ $ ('$ F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Lackawanna * & $ #'# D ) $ $ &'$ C /'- PASS


Lancaster #) $ $ -'- F / $ $ )'$ D &#', PASS


Lawrence ) $ $ &'$ C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Lehigh #$ $ $ ,'- F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Luzerne ( $ $ &') C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Lycoming - $ $ #') D DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Mercer &# $ $ ('$ F # $ $ $'- B &&'$ PASS


Monroe &$ $ $ )') F INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


PENNSYLVANIA
American Lung Association in Pennsylvania
3001 Old Gettysburg Road
Camp Hill, PA 17011-7206
(717) 541-5864
www.lung.org/pennsylvania



www.lung.org/pennsylvania
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Montgomery #) & $ %'# F # $ $ $'- B &$'* PASS


Northampton &( $ $ ('- F &# $ $ ('$ F &#', PASS


Perry % $ $ #'- D DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Philadelphia )( & $ &&'% F &( $ $ ('- F &#'$ PASS


Tioga * $ $ &'- C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Washington % $ $ #'- D - $ $ #') D &#'/ PASS


Westmoreland / $ $ )'$ D / $ $ )'$ D &)'( PASS


York &( & $ *'# F - $ $ #') D &#'# PASS


(continued)
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Kent &,,+&*% )(+#*( #,+$,/ )+//% &(+)$) *+/#( #+-%( (,+,/# &&+$%$ &,+-&,


Providence ,#,+,,- &)-+,#* %(+)%/ &,+$,( *)+*&) #$+/&( /+&($ &*%+(#& )-+$/, &$*+&#(


Washington &#,+/-/ #*+(/& &/+$&- #+/-* &&+$#& (+*)) #+$/& )*+(,( %+)%* &$+,-,


Totals .(.,)*# (.-,+-* (".,#-% "+,*+) -),)+& +(,+-( (#,*(% "#*,%-& %&,%&( (+",%(&


RHODE ISLAND
American Lung Association in Rhode Island
260 West Exchange Street, Suite 102-B
Providence, RI 02903
(401) 533-5171
www.lung.org/rhodeisland



www.lung.org/rhodeisland
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Kent ( $ $ &') C $ $ $ $'$ A ,', PASS


Providence % $ $ #'- D # $ $ $'- B /', PASS


Washington % $ $ #'- D DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


RHODE ISLAND
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American Lung Association in South Carolina
 44-A Markfield Drive 
Charleston, SC 29407 
 (843) 556-8451
www.lung.org/southcarolina


 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Abbeville #*+(&- *+-%- (+#$) *#( &+,)( %%- (#% -+$,) #+#,, (+,/(


Aiken &,$+$// ),+%#% #(+,&/ )+))- &$+#,& *+(%% #+*-# ()+$%/ &)+%)) #-+/,,


Anderson &%-+&#, ((+%#* #%+)#/ (+$,# &&+%(- ,+)&/ #+/*( (/+*)) &*+/$) )(+((,


Berkeley &--+%() ((+/,# &-+-/( (+$-( &&+$*) *+*,$ #+#)# ($+-() &)+&$% #,+#&-


Charleston )*$+#$/ -#+,*% ((+-#& ,+*%( #)+&&% &&+-*) *+$$& %-+//# #%+#/% ,)+%,-


Cherokee **+)(# &)+,*( -+((# &+#)- )+(-$ &+%&% %&( &)+/-& (+(%% &&+#(,


Chesterfield (,+-)( &&+**- ,+))# &+$(- #+/#, &+**& -$& &&+//% )+%*) &$+/&$


Colleton )%+%/# /+(/# ,+$-% %,$ #+((, &+)#* ,)# &$+*$( )+)-& %+,--


Darlington ,%+,%& &,+,*% /+-/) &+*&$ (+)#- #+)&& &+$,) &%+$)$ *+-%% &*+*-&


Edgefield #,+/%* *+--& )+*#( *#) &+-,) /#% ($/ -+&$% #+#%) (+/)/


Florence &),+%%* ))+-$$ &%+$&- )+$*( %+*%- (+(%/ &+//( )(+)%/ &&+$(% #/+$*(


Greenville (*&+##* &$/+)&- *-+*%& /+/$, #%+(,( &(+-$$ ,+($- &&&+(%/ )*+%)( ,%+$-)


Lexington #,#+)/& ,(+&,# )#+&&& *+%&( &,+(%- %+*-# )+-&) ,*+$)) #$+%/- ))+*%-


Oconee -(+#-) &*+-$- &(+&$, &+(#) (+%%& #+,%) &+)*( #&+--& ,+/%) &$+$)-


Pickens &&/+##( #(+#%- &*+//) #+#$& -+/&( (+$$* &+-#$ )$+$&/ /+,*, &/+$&%


Richland )%(+*$( %-+**) )-+*(& -+/)( #(+-#- &#+&)- (+-$$ %-+#$, #%+$%* ,$+)$-


Spartanburg #%(+)$- ,/+(*$ )%+##- ,+#/) &-+%%* /+)(* (+&-& -&+,/$ #)+$)) (-+,*,


York ##,+$-) *-+-(( #*+,#, *+#)) &(+$$$ -+#$, )+$(- *(+$%) &-+)%* #/+#&,


Totals +,*-&,"(* -"#,((" +.",*+- &%,&() (.%,-.( (*(,*-- #+,.(" -&%,-(* "#&,((+ %*%,#)(



www.lung.org/southcarolina
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Abbeville ) $ $ &'$ C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Aiken ) $ $ &'$ C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Anderson ) $ $ &'$ C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Berkeley & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Charleston $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A /'& PASS


Cherokee , $ $ #'$ C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Chesterfield # $ $ $'- B $ $ $ $'$ A &$') PASS


Colleton $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Darlington * $ $ &'- C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Edgefield ) $ $ &'$ C & $ $ $') B &$', PASS


Florence DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC


Greenville # $ $ $'- B # $ $ $'- B &&') PASS


Lexington DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A &&'* PASS


Oconee ) $ $ &'$ C $ $ $ $'$ A %'* PASS


Pickens - $ $ #') D DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Richland &$ $ $ )') F $ $ $ $'$ A &&'# PASS


Spartanburg &- $ $ *'- F $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC


York ) $ $ &'$ C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Brookings )&+/,* ,+$)% )+&-$ *(- &+/** &+$&# )-& -+$&% &+)(( (+/&-


Brown ),+*)& %+(-) *+%-) -,% #+&&# &+#() *%/ /+--( &+//# )+,(&


Codington #-+##- ,+-(/ (+$*& ,&# &+*)/ /$) (&/ -+$() &+()$ #+//(


Custer %+#&, &+,)$ &+-,, &(% (/) )#& &-) #+-&& *-$ %/-


Jackson )+$)& //- ($- /$ &*) %/ (# ,/, &(& //$


Meade #*+()( ,+(&* )+$)% *%& &+(#& %#, )*- ,+#-# &+#*- #+,&-


Minnehaha &,/+(,% (#+*,) &%+%() )+%*- /+*$* *+)*) #+### )/+-)$ -+%-, &/+&//


Pennington &$$+/(% #(+%)- &)+,&- #+#*& *+-$- )+)&% &+(%, #*+*$& *+&(# &*+&$$


Union &(+)// )+-,- #+$## )(& -/* (-- ### )+-(, -,) &+$&$


Totals #(-,"(. (*(,#&. %",-)- .,(.% "+,&)* (+,%#" %,))( (*",#." "*,%(% %(,+&%


SOUTH DAKOTA
American Lung Association in South Dakota
108 E. 38th Street, Suite 600
Sioux Falls, SD 57105
(605) 336-7222
www.lung.org/southdakota



www.lung.org/southdakota
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Brookings $ $ $ $'$ A # $ $ $'- B %'( PASS


Brown DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A %'# PASS


Codington DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC # $ $ $'- B /'$ PASS


Custer $ $ $ $'$ A ) ) $ #'* D ('/ PASS


Jackson $ $ $ $'$ A & $ $ $') B ('( PASS


Meade $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Minnehaha $ $ $ $'$ A ) $ $ &'$ C /'( PASS


Pennington DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC & $ $ $') B ,', PASS


Union INC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


SOUTH DAKOTA
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Anderson -*+&#/ &,+(,( &)+$,( &+(/# )+(), #+,,- &+)$% #&+)%, -+#/, &&+/,*


Blount &#)+$&$ #-+)-, &/+--$ #+(%& *+,)) (+#%* #+$)- ))+%,- &&+*(% &,+%,&


Davidson ,#,+,%& &),+)/& ,*+($) &#+),$ #/+-/( #$+&)# -+/)* &(*+,*# (/+)() &#$+-*-


Dyer )%+))* /+**# *+*&- %,, &+-$) &+#-, *%/ /+/*/ )+)/- -+-##


Hamilton )),+(,) -#+,&& (/+(&* ,+*%$ &*+,-( &&+*** *+#*/ %/+)%- )$+()# *&+)$%


Haywood &%+-%- (+%&$ #+*%) (), %#, ,## #%* (+%*& &+,*% (+)-%


Je5erson *&+($- &&+)*/ %+))( &+$#/ #+),) &+-%, %(% &(+$%* (+-/- %+)$-


Knox ()#+##, /(+(/$ *,+(/& %+*,) #$+#)) &(+(*& ,+#,) &$/+#&% )-+&## *(+)/*


Lawrence (&+%,/ &$+*#/ ,+-)% /*( &+%(- &+($& ,-) &&+$/% )+--- -+*((


Loudon (%+**, /+%,% &$+()( %/( #+#)- &+%&( /,$ &*+$*- *+&)# ,+%-)


McMinn *#+#,, &&+-/* %+%&) &+$,/ #+)-% &+%#* %%( &(+*)% (+/** /+*&*


Madison /%+#/( #)+,)( &#+/)# #+&(# (+(** )+#)$ &+(#* #(+,(, %+)%/ &%+)#*


Maury %$+/*, &/+,*- &$+(-/ &+-%& )+,() #+,%, &+&/# #$+,#* -+$(& &&+($-


Meigs &&+-*) #+*#, &+%%* ##/ *(# (&% &// )+)&- &+&)( #+*,#


Montgomery &-#+))& (%+#&( &)+-/& (+),/ -+,&- (+/(* &+%$% )(+,$$ &&+,%, #,+**&


Putnam -#+)#& &*+*,- &$+*,* &+(&& )+)/% #+(#% &+$%* &%+*#& ,+#-* &(+/%#


Roane *(+&%& &&+#%* &$+$** &+$#) #+(/, &+/%( //% &,+&)# *+*&# %+&)%


Rutherford #,#+,$( ,%+-&( #&+*,, ,+##- &&+%*) -+%#- #+/$) **+#%( &%+-)# )-+#&-


Sevier %/+%%/ &/+%/# &)+/&- &+%$) (+&)# )+&#$ &+(,& #(+*$& %+)*, &(+,,,


Shelby /#-+,(( #((+-(# /*+##( ##+&-% (&+&(/ #%+-%% &&+-*# #&#+,$- -#+)%$ &%*+/-,


Sullivan &*,+%#) )#+#/) #/+#&* #+/#, -+#-- *+,%/ #+%() (*+/-) &*+,-$ #-+--/


Sumner &,$+,(* ($+,)$ #$+#,# )+,%# -+&() *+#)- #+)$/ ($+$-* &)+,-* #&+&-*


Williamson &%)+&%# *)+,#/ &-+%$- (+%,$ -+-## *+,(% #+),* (#+*,* &(+,$$ &&+-($


Wilson &&)+//) #%+*,& &)+%,% #+*%% *+$%# )+-)% &+,)* #%+*,# /+-,) &&+#-&


Totals #,"".,+#% (,*(#,%). %(),(") .(,.#( (.",&+( (+-,%%" %.,*(& (,*+&,%*% +%",&-* &.(,#(#


TENNESSEE
American Lung Association in Tennessee
One Vantage Way, Suite D-220
Nashville, TN 37228
(615) 329-1151
www.lung.org/tennessee



www.lung.org/tennessee
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Anderson * $ $ &'- C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Blount #, $ $ %'- F & $ $ $') B &&'- PASS


Davidson ( $ $ &') C & $ $ $') B &&'# PASS


Dyer DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC & $ $ $') B &$'& PASS


Hamilton &* & $ *'* F $ & $ $'* B &&', PASS


Haywood INC INC INC INC INC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Je5erson &# $ $ ('$ F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Knox &* $ $ *'$ F * $ $ &'- C &#'( PASS


Lawrence DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A %'/ PASS


Loudon &# $ $ ('$ F # $ $ $'- B &#'( PASS


McMinn DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A &&'- PASS


Madison DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A /', PASS


Maury DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A /', PASS


Meigs ) $ $ &'$ C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Montgomery DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A &$'- PASS


Putnam DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A &$'# PASS


Roane DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC & & $ $'% B &&'/ PASS


Rutherford & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Sevier #, $ $ %'- F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Shelby &( & $ *'# F & $ $ $') B &$'% PASS


Sullivan * $ $ &'- C & $ $ $') B &&'$ PASS


Sumner &* $ $ *'$ F & $ $ $') B &$'* PASS


Williamson * $ $ &'- C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Wilson , $ $ #'$ C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


TENNESSEE
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Bell )&$+#)* %%+&&- #-+$$) ,+,,* &,+)#- %+/#) )+),) ,)+&-# &/+%-# ($+)&*


Bexar &+-&(+--) (,*+#%, &-*+%%) )*+&/* /#+&#/ *&+%-, #$+/(# )-/+*,( &#$+*$& #%*+%&-


Bowie /#+*,* ##+(*# &)+&$) &+,/% *+&%( )+$,$ &+)%% #)+,#$ -+*/( &,+#$)


Brazoria )&)+&,, %,+/%* #/+/#) ,+*%$ &,+-)& /+*$# )+%&% ,/+-,/ ##+#$, ),+%$/


Brewster /+#)# &+%-- &+*)& &(# *(* ))$ &*- #+,$/ %(( &+)*,


Cameron ($,+##$ &)(+&// ((+%/& &$+&*& #$+$)$ &&+(&/ (+%*- %*+&%, #-+&)- &((+()/


Collin -%#+)(& ##(+,-- ,$+$(% &,+//* (&+#($ ##+/*- %+,)# &,(+&)& *&+/)# ,$+))-


Dallas #+),%+&)/ ,*(+#,) #$-+/-# (/+(%/ &#,+)&% ,/+/#- #,+-,) *$$+(*& &*%+$-$ ((,+(,,


Denton ,,#+,&( &%#+#,$ (,+$() &)+-%, )*+()% &/+)&% ,+/&# &)(+/)* (#+(&& *)+(*-


Ector &)-+&)$ )/+%$% &)+/*( )+$&& -+&%& (+$,* &+,*% #/+/$, /+*$/ #,+(,,


Ellis &(/+,&$ ()+)&* &(+/(* )+#-, -+%-# (+*#( &+%,, ))+,)- &$+-(& &-+$,#


El"Paso %$$+,(- #($+%&) %#+##) &%+#&* (&+#*/ #)+#/$ /+*#) &-&+&,* *(+)-% &/)+%#,


Galveston #/&+)$/ -(+&,- )#+%$( *+,&$ &,+&$$ /+)-* )+/%( -$+,/# ##+,*) )-+*#&


Gregg &#&+-)$ )&+$#& &,+(-, #+)(, ,+,/, )+/&$ &+-(( #/+%%* /+*%# #(+&#(


Harris (+$/#+(*/ &+&(-+%)* )))+(%- %,+%#) #&-+&*) &&/+-%% ((+/%# %*&+-%, #,%+-(* -*%+/&,


Harrison ,*+,)& &,+/%& %+-&, &+#%( )+,$( #+&), /,& &,+(%$ *+)$( &&+&)&


Hays &*-+&$- )%+-,& &)+#%* #+/)# %+-&# (+-*/ &+-,# ))+*(& &$+*(/ #&+-%$


Hidalgo --(+-,/ #,%+(%( -#+#(% #$+)$% )-+&-# #$+*(# %+&(/ &(%+&)& (,+-,# #*%+$,*


Hood *&+&%# &$+/$# &$+%/# %#* #+/%- &+%/* &+$$, &*+-,% *+&*$ ,+$&(


Hunt %,+&#/ #&+(&/ &#+$$& &+,#$ (+-%/ #+%)* &+#%- #&+/&# -+$*$ &,+%-,


Je5erson #*#+#-) ,$+)/% )#+$$# (+*,/ &(+&-% %+##* )+*,- ,#+#&- &/+/&* *)+(*#


Johnson &*$+/)( (&+&(/ &-+))& )+&&) %+&#/ (+-#/ #+$#/ )*+-#( &&+((( &%+/&-


Kaufman &$)+)*$ #/+-*( &$+,## #+#*& *+((/ )+&)* &+)$) #)+)-$ -+(,* &#+#&*


Kleberg )#+$,& %+$*$ )+,%& ,$/ &+-,) /%( ($# -+&%$ #+#-) -+((*


Lubbock #-%+%)& ,-+%,# )$+,## *+&)) &*+*&( %+,*) )+(%) ,#+/(# &/+/#, *,+$,-


TEXAS
American Lung Association in Texas
8150 Brookriver Drive, Suite S102
Dallas, TX 75247
(214) 631-5864
www.lung.org/texas



www.lung.org/texas
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


McLennan #)(+/$, */+-(* #/+#*/ (+*&/ &#+/$/ -+)/% )+&-) **+(*% &-+,/) (%+#%$


Montgomery (**+-(, &#*+/-/ (-+($( /+*#/ #(+(#/ &(+$/# *+%,* &$*+#$/ ))+,)$ *#+(-)


Navarro (-+-)* &#+/#) ,+%,) /-% #+*-* &+*)* -&# &&+/-- )+%,$ &$+$-%


Nueces )($+##) %%+#** ($+/&) ,+,-, &%+,)) &$+%&& (+,*% %&+,*( #,+&)/ ,,+/-%


Orange %&+%)- #$+*$- &&+(-) &+**& (+*() #+-$, &+#)- #&+$&* ,+--# &#+##)


Parker &&,+/#- #/+%,/ &(+#%) #+#*/ ,+(,) )+%#& &+,%$ #/+#%& /+(#$ &)+-&#


Potter &#&+$-) ))+,*) &)+&(# #+*(, ,+(*& )+,-# &+*#) #-+&// %+,,& #%+$(,


Rockwall -%+))- #)+*$- -+*($ &+--% (+$,) #+))* /*% &-+))- *+*), (+/,-


Smith #$/+-&( *)+-/, #/+%*& (+$,/ &&+*$( ,+-*& )+$,% *&+/-- &,+,%* )$+%,(


Tarrant &+%$/+$)( *$-+$,& &,&+)%* )%+)** /,+&(/ *)+%() #$+/%/ )%/+(/# &#)+(*- #*%+*/*


Travis &+$#(+#,, #(*+$)- -(+-*/ &%+*)* *-+#/* )$+-&/ &$+-)/ #&&+),# ,,+$*/ &%/+%&&


Victoria %,+-/) #)+&-- &&+,,( &+-*) (+-$/ #+-%- &+#,& #&+*&/ ,+/#) &*+*)-


Webb #*$+)$( %%+&*% &/+*$- ,+,,% &&+/&# ,+(%( #+(#, (*+-#( &(+),* -%+#-*


Totals (.,*&(,++" %,+(",%*" (,--.,-". #*(,)#+ (,*(#,(++ %&-,((( """,)"- #,(*&,.-) (,+*(,"(& +,#(#,.(%


TEXAS
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American Lung Association in Texas
8150 Brookriver Drive, Suite S102
Dallas, TX 75247
(214) 631-5864
www.lung.org/texas


 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Bell INC INC INC INC INC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Bexar &- $ $ *'- F $ $ $ $'$ A /'& PASS


Bowie DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A &&'# PASS


Brazoria #/ & $ &$'# F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Brewster $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC


Cameron $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A &&'$ PASS


Collin &# $ $ ('$ F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Dallas #) & $ %'# F & $ $ $') B &$'- PASS


Denton )# $ $ &$'- F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Ector DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC & $ $ $') B INC INC


Ellis * $ $ &'- C & $ $ $') B &$'# PASS


El"Paso && $ $ )'- F % $ $ #'- D /'* PASS


Galveston &) & $ ('% F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Gregg - $ $ #') D DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Harris ,& % $ #(') F & $ $ $') B &)'$ PASS


Harrison # $ $ $'- B $ $ $ $'$ A &$'$ PASS


Hays ) $ $ &'$ C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Hidalgo & $ $ $') B $ $ $ $'$ A &$'* PASS


Hood &$ $ $ )') F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Hunt & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Je5erson #& $ $ -'$ F & $ $ $') B INC INC


Johnson #$ $ $ ,'- F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Kaufman ) $ $ &'$ C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Kleberg INC INC INC INC INC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Lubbock DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC


McLennan # $ $ $'- B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC



www.lung.org/texas
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Montgomery , $ $ #'$ C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Navarro INC INC INC INC INC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Nueces * $ $ &'- C $ $ $ $'$ A &$'( PASS


Orange % $ $ #'- D & $ $ $') B INC INC


Parker &* & $ *'* F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Potter DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC


Rockwall , & $ #'* D DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Smith ) & $ &'* C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Tarrant */ ) $ #&'# F $ $ $ $'$ A &$', PASS


Travis % $ $ #'- D $ $ $ $'$ A &$'$ PASS


Victoria & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Webb $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


(continued)
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Box"Elder (/+/-* &,+/-% *+*,) &+&,- )+$$) &+($& ,$* &$+**& #+(*, (+,,&


Cache &&#+,*, )*+,)/ %+,/( #+(*& ,+/%% #+/%* &+$,# #$+(,, (+*$) &-+)#)


Davis )$,+(-/ &$*+))/ #(+//# -+#(( &%+#/- %+&,, )+&#% *%+))* &)+&)# #(+*--


Salt"Lake &+$#/+,** #//+-%& %/+),- #$+,&( ,,+)%( #/+*)& &&+#)& #&$+##( (-+##- &)/+,-*


San"Juan &(+-(, *+$&- &+,$$ )(* %%, (&( &-% )+&&( -#( )+,-(


Tooele *%+#&% #&+$&% (+)-/ &+((* )+)%* &+*$, *,% &$+,// #+)/% *+#)$


Uintah )#+*%% &$+%*- #+//- -(- &+/-- %/( )*, ,+(/& &+(-- (+*/(


Utah *&,+*,( &%&+/-- ))+(*- &#+*&( )$+)(( &#+-$* (+#%$ %*+$,$ &%+(&) -(+*)/


Washington &)%+&&* (&+,%, #)+%#, #+%,- %+-** (+#(% #+&&% ))+%-/ %+&/- #$+&&&


Weber #)&+#), ,/+)&& #)+)%% (+-,, &(+-)$ ,+,/% #+-&) (%+/%# &&+#$& )&+*(#


Totals ",#.*,"+" -)-,&*+ "(),"&+ %#,(%. (%#,-#- &),%#) "&,"+. #)-,)** (*.,-") +"%,."&


UTAH
American Lung Association in Utah
1930 South 1100 East
Salt Lake City, UT 84106-2317
(801) 484-4456
www.lung.org/utah



www.lung.org/utah
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Box"Elder * $ $ &'- C && $ $ )'- F %') PASS


Cache $ $ $ $'$ A )/ ( $ &*'$ F &$'$ PASS


Davis && $ $ )'- F &) $ $ (') F /'% PASS


Salt"Lake &* $ $ *'$ F (, % $ &/') F &$'/ PASS


San"Juan & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Tooele ( $ $ &') C ( & $ &'% C ,'% PASS


Uintah #$ &, * &%'$ F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Utah * $ $ &'- C )$ ) $ &&'* F /'% PASS


Washington # $ $ $'- B INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Weber - $ $ #') D )$ $ $ &$'$ F /'% PASS


UTAH
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Bennington )-+&#* -+,$) ,+//* -*, )+#&$ &+),- ,/$ &&+&)& #+#,, (+%/(


Chittenden &*,+*(* )&+)&) &-+,%* )+&&) &(+),( *+#,, #+&*& )%+%*, -+()- &-+#%/


Rutland ,&+,(# &&+%%# &$+#*- &+&%& *+(,- #+#,( &+$%* &%+$)( )+,&% -+-%/


Totals "%%,+(" %*,-.) +#,.+- %,*%( "+,*#( ),).- +,."& &),*"( (+,+"( ".,.-"


VERMONT
American Lung Association in Vermont
372 Hurricane Lane, Suite 101
Williston, VT 05495
(802) 876-6862
www.lung.org/vermont



www.lung.org/vermont
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Bennington # $ $ $'- B $ $ $ $'$ A ,'/ PASS


Chittenden # $ $ $'- B $ $ $ $'$ A -') PASS


Rutland DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC # $ $ $'- B /'/ PASS


VERMONT
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Albemarle /%+/-$ #&+#%* &(+&#( &+-*- ,+*#% )+)-) &+*&) #*+%/* -+$)% %+(&/


Arlington #$-+,#- )#+,#, &%+$*( #+,/# &(+(-( ,+%#/ #+)/- (,+%#$ &&+/*) &(+/$)


Caroline #%+*(* ,+%(( )+-(( *,* &+%#% /*$ (## -+#/( &+/%& )+&*$


Charles"City -+#*, &+)$& &+#&( &$- *$- #-, &)) #+##$ ,&, %,(


Chesterfield )&,+#), %#+*&* )#+%-% ,+%$/ &/+,,% &$+$,# (+&/& -*+)*) #$+&%, #&+(-*


Fairfax &+$%&+-#, #,#+,(% &$,+#/$ #&+,-* ,%+--# )(+-*$ &(+$#) #*,+(*$ ,%+&,# ,)+/&*


Fauquier ,*+#$) &,+((* %+#%/ &+)*- (+&#/ #+&%( /%) &,+/-) (+,)* (+%)/


Frederick -%+)$* &/+,-* /+/*( &+,#( (+/)% #+*,& &+&)# &/+,#$ *+)#) *+-*,


Hanover //+%,) #(+//% &)+&$( #+$,) ,+))* )+)(% &+*&- #,+$*% -+&## *+#&%


Henrico )$,+/)* -(+)-# )-+/#( ,+&)- &/+*#% /+//, (+)&- -*+*/% #$+)-/ #/+/%-


Loudoun )&#+)&& /*+()( #$+(#* -+%-, &%+&$* %+%#/ )+&/# ,#+&,/ &,+$%/ &&+*#*


Madison &)+)$% #+/-$ #+))$ #(* %-% (-- #)- )+%,# &+$-- &+*((


Page #(+$(# *+&/) (+#(% (#/ &+*/* %*% (## ,+%/$ &+/&* )+-#*


Prince"William ($#+$$# &&,+&-* #-+##$ /+*%- #)+%,# &&+,(( (+##& %#+$-$ #&+#*# #(+,/,


Roanoke /#+)-, #$+&&) &*+/&# &+,,$ ,+&## )+#// &+,&, #,+(/# -+),$ ,+#/&


Rockbridge ##+)$- (+#,( (+,#$ )*# &+*)) %(* ()/ ,+/,/ &+/,# #+-$*


Rockingham -,+)&( &%+$-# &&+/,( &+(/& (+/&, #+,$( &+#)( #$+*(% *+,,& %+$*(


Sta5ord &#%+/,& )-+&/- /+(,( )+$-$ -+,/& )+%#& &+((& #-+(,* -+&/$ ,+*)&


Wythe #/+#)* ,+&&$ *+#&# *$( &+/*, &+$*& *&- %+(), #+)(( (+*-%


Alexandria"city &)/+/,, #)+/-$ &#+%$, &+/-% /+,)) (+,)) &+,/, )#+(,( %+)/& &#+%/%


Bristol"city &-+%)* )+-$- )+)%& )$, &+&/& ,)* )&- *+&$) &+(#$ )+-((


Hampton"city &)-+(), )&+#-( &,+%*, #+*%& %+/$) (+*#% &+/)$ )(+$&) /+&)- &-+()/


Lynchburg"city -*+*,% &(+--( &$+**, &+#&/ *+$*, #+*$% &+$,% &%+*/& (+/,/ &(+/#&


Newport"News"city &%$+-&/ ()+/&) &/+#&/ )+,#( &&+(&- *+,,# #+#-% (&+))# &$+/)- #,+$%%


Norfolk"city #(#+%$) *$+,&# ##+-/, (+&-- &*+/#, -+,#$ #+%&* *)+)(, &)+-/# )/+/$)


VIRGINIA
American Lung Association in Virginia
9702 Gayton Road, #110
Richmond, VA  23238
(804) 955-4910
www.lung.org/virginia



www.lung.org/virginia
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Roanoke"city /-+$)# #&+&#, &)+%), &+-() ,+)-/ )+#/% &+(%& #*+)(& ,+%/$ #&+(&(


Salem"city #(+%$# (+/)( (+#($ ($- &+,-) %%& (#$ ,+/(- &+/&* #+#(-


Su5olk"city %(+*%* ##+&)- /+-#- &+%#- *+#*( #+-$& &+&*% #$+()# *+*$, /+/*,


Virginia"Beach"city ()-+//( &$*+#(/ (,+()* %+,%, #-+%($ &)+/)% *+,*/ &$#+*&# #-+##) )(+)$)


Totals #,)+*,"&" (,(&.,.++ %*&,)"" .&,%#- +*&,&+) (%#,(&( &",-&. (,(+-,"&+ +*",#"& #((,*))


VIRGINIA
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Albemarle , $ $ #'$ C & $ $ $') B INC INC


Arlington ## & $ -'% F & $ $ $') B &$'% PASS


Caroline / $ $ )'$ D DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Charles"City &* $ $ *'$ F $ $ $ $'$ A /'* PASS


Chesterfield - ( $ (') F $ $ $ $'$ A &$') PASS


Fairfax #) # $ %'- F # $ $ $'- B &$') PASS


Fauquier & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Frederick ) $ $ &'$ C $ $ $ $'$ A &&'& PASS


Hanover &) $ $ (') F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Henrico &* & $ *'* F # $ $ $'- B &$'$ PASS


Loudoun &# & $ ('* F # $ $ $'- B &$') PASS


Madison % $ $ #'- D DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Page $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A /'% PASS


Prince"William ( $ $ &') C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Roanoke # $ $ $'- B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Rockbridge & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Rockingham & $ $ $') B # $ $ $'- B &$'% PASS


Sta5ord , $ $ #'$ C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Wythe & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Alexandria"city &) $ $ (') F INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Bristol"city DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A &$'# PASS


Hampton"city INC INC INC INC INC & $ $ $') B INC INC


Lynchburg"city DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A /'( PASS


Newport"News"city INC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Norfolk"city DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC * # $ #'- D &&'& PASS


VIRGINIA
American Lung Association in Virginia
9702 Gayton Road, #110
Richmond, VA  23238
(804) 955-4910
www.lung.org/virginia



www.lung.org/virginia
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Roanoke"city DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC & $ $ $') B &$'( PASS


Salem"city DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC


Su5olk"city && $ $ )'- F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Virginia"Beach"city DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC , ) $ )'* F &$') PASS


VIRGINIA
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Asotin #&+,#) (+-$( (+&-# #%) &+,#$ --/ )/- ,+)*, &+*#* )+)%(


Chelan -#+(*) &%+$,) &&+&-* &+$%, *+##- #+()* &+&** &/+### (+*-& &$+&%&


Clallam -&+($( &#+/%/ &-+&%/ -%& *+*-- #+-%% &+*)# #)+*,, *+-$- &$+%#%


Clark (#*+),) &&#+*-* (%+-&$ ,+--$ )$+&,* &)+(,* *+-*) &$&+*-, #)+%(, *)+-&-


King &+/)&+#(/ (&)+*$# #&$+,-/ #(+%,% &(,+#)& ,)+,/% #*+%-# (,%+/&) &$/+)%- #)#+-$(


Kittitas ($+/&* -+(%( *+#&# (*$ )+#$& &+)%* *-) &$+&/% #+)%( %+$(/


Okanogan (&+&#$ /+,,- -+$-$ *%& )+$#- &+((% -&- &&+,/* #+-/, %+/()


Pierce -/*+##* &/%+&#- %-+-%* &&+/&* *-+**$ #*+)*- &$+**- &%%+%-& ((+&/, /*+,%%


Skagit &&,+/$& #-+-)- &%+%-, &+,,% %+*,& (+$$& &+/&- )&+-&% -+**# &*+$&#


Snohomish -&)+))* &-(+&,- -)+*(( &$+(-( *#+&$$ ##+/#- /+)%$ &-$+$&& )/+,// -$+##,


Spokane (-&+##& &$/+*$# ,$+/,/ ,+*%* )(+-/- &*+*/- ,+%&( &&%+*$# #-+%/* ,-+#-#


Thurston #*#+#,( *%+&## )#+-,( )+(/* &%+-$% %+((% )+-&% ,(+*(% &*+#$/ #,+-,-


Whatcom #$&+&($ (#+#$* #,+,($ #+*)% &*+#,% ,+-/* #+/(* *&+))* &#+$-# #%+)#%


Yakima #()+#)& -(+$)% #%+&## (+(*) &,+#(# -+&/) )+$/, *(+&&/ &#+-&, *-+,&#


Totals %,+.-,### (,"&",))" &+",.*- -%,.%* +.),"-# (-&,+(& -#,#"& (,+"*,&+* +*.,%%# &)),-((


WASHINGTON
American Lung Association in Washington
822 John Street
Seattle, WA 98109
(206) 441-5100
www.lung.org/washington
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Asotin DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Chelan DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Clallam $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Clark & $ $ $') B % $ $ #'- D -'% PASS


King % $ $ #'- D $ $ $ $'$ A ,', PASS


Kittitas DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Okanogan DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Pierce ) $ $ &'$ C && $ $ )'- F %'/ PASS


Skagit $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Snohomish DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC &# $ $ ('$ F %'# PASS


Spokane $ $ $ $'$ A & $ $ $') B INC INC


Thurston & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Whatcom INC INC INC INC INC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Yakima DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC &) $ $ (') F /') PASS


WASHINGTON
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Berkeley &$(+&,/ #,+#&, &&+%*% &+-&( *+,,( )+)*# &+(## #*+#&/ %+(/& &)+&($


Brooke #(+$,/ (+*-- (+,$# #// &+(&& %/* ((/ -+#** #+()# )+($#


Cabell /,+)&/ &%+/$% &*+),( &+#), *+,#* )+),/ &+**) #,+&$) %+,%, #&+*--


Greenbrier )*+(%$ -+&&, ,+%)% (,* #+$*) &+)&$ ,,( &$+,-* )+*%$ -+##*


Hancock )$+,-, ,+&,& *+-*( ($) &+--( &+&)( *-& /+##* )+&$& (+&#,


Harrison ,/+$// &*+&-# &&+($% //# )+/$% #+()& &+&,% &/+)&% ,+(%) &&+%&/


Kanawha &/)+$,) )/+-)( )#+)&* #+*/% &&+&&& ,+/&/ )+)## *(+/%% &%+(,* #%+&$&


Marion *,+(&% &&+#$* /+*(& -)) )+#%& #+$$% /** &*+%#- *+#%( /+#)-


Marshall ))+&$- ,+%/# *+%&( (*& &+%/- &+#$) */# /+,/& )+#,# *+*)%


Monongalia /,+&%/ &*+#*# /+%#, //- *+/&- )+&%/ &+&-- ##+#,$ -+)#& &/+%((


Ohio ((+(() %+(,* %+#&) **( #+,$- &+,)( %$- &)+&)) (+)/, ,+/,#


Raleigh -%+%*/ &,+)%$ &#+,,& &+$-& (+*)& #+-%/ &+)&* #&+/** -+),( &)+(/*


Wood %,+/*, &%+//& &(+-&% &+#(# (+/#* )+$-# &+(%/ #(+*$( %+#&% &)+)$*


Totals .#),)#- (.%,*&. (#),.(" (",-%& %#,-*" ++,+*% (%,#)# "&*,(%" )-,*)" (%-,--(


WEST VIRGINIA
American Lung Association in West Virginia
415 Dickinson Street
P.O. Box 3980 
Charleston, West Virginia 25339-3980
(304) 342-6600
www.lung.org/westvirginia
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Berkeley # $ $ $'- B ( $ $ &') C &#'/ PASS


Brooke DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC % $ $ #'- D &)'- PASS


Cabell # $ $ $'- B & $ $ $') B &)'& PASS


Greenbrier $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Hancock % $ $ #'- D ) $ $ &'$ C &#'( PASS


Harrison DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC & $ $ $') B &&'% PASS


Kanawha * $ $ &'- C ) $ $ &'$ C &)'# PASS


Marion DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A &#'/ PASS


Marshall DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC * $ $ &'- C &)'& PASS


Monongalia ( $ $ &') C & $ $ $') B &&'* PASS


Ohio ( $ $ &') C $ $ $ $'$ A &#'( PASS


Raleigh DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A &$'& PASS


Wood ) $ $ &'$ C # $ $ $'- B &)'& PASS


WEST VIRGINIA
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Ashland &,+&*- )+-(( #+*,- ))) &+$#$ **- #,* (+($# /*- #+/#$


Brown #(%+$$- ,&+%#) #%+-%/ *+(/& &*+(($ -+/,) )+)-% */+-/) &#+,-, #(+%#/


Columbia *,+%)) &)+#,- %+#/( &+&-% )+*%& &+/(* /$& &*+#), )+#/* *+#))


Dane (%%+$-) &$,+$%( *$+&(( /+(#) )&+%/& &*+%&& ,+#*( &&(+%-* #)+/,) *%+)-*


Dodge %%+-*/ &/+*-/ &)+#*& &+-)/ *+,// )+$,# &+(&) #)+%%& *+&*/ -+,$%


Door #-+-%* *+$-, ,+#(* (*& &+%)% &+$/# *%% /+&%, #+$*) )+$(%


Eau"Claire /%+-), #$+%-# &#+()* &+%*( ,+(/& )+#,- &+)-, #(+)$$ *+&($ &*+,,)


Florence (+(#) --( /)& ,/ #/* &-* /# &+(,( )#, *%-


Fond"du"Lac &$&+,)) #)+$(( &*+##* #+$(- ,+(-) )+(%( &+,&( #-+#&, *+%%* &&+)-#


Forest /+)$( #+$() &+%%% &%& */) ))- &-* #+--& ,&* &+*#,


Grant *&+#$% &$+%%, -+/-( /,- )+)(& &+-*$ %$* &)+*), #+/#$ -+*,&


Je5erson %)+,%, &/+%*- &&+$(# &+-,( *+#-, #+--- &+#)$ #&+#** (+**$ %+-,,


Kenosha &,,+(#, (#+%#/ &%+,-/ )+%$( &$+#*$ *+#%$ #+##( )/+**$ %+)-# #&+)%$


Kewaunee #$+*-( (+%(/ )+)/) ()& &+#%% -&( )(- *+-&& &+#(% #+$))


La"Crosse &&(+,)% #(+(,# &*+#$& #+&-) -+(/- )+%)( &+,*- #%+%%$ ,+&(* &(+#&,


Manitowoc %&+((# &%+#&$ &)+-&( &+,&% *+&-- #+%%# &+($( #)+$%- *+$(/ /+#$*


Marathon &)(+$,) )#+%,/ &%+/%% #+/#$ %+))% (+(-( #+$*$ )(+%$& -+*$- &*+,/&


Milwaukee /(-+-)* #),+)-- &$/+&)) #$+//, */+#%) #/+%)$ &#+(#* ##&+&$- (,+,*, #$#+%#*


Oneida )*+//% ,+,)/ -+%$$ */$ #+)%) &+)/* -)/ &&+,)% #+*/# (+$&,


Outagamie &-,+,/* ((+(#( #$+%)( )+/(, &$+/*) *+,/( #+(($ (#+/%, /+&)( &*+-/%


Ozaukee %,+)/* #$+)-# &)+#$% &+%&$ *+)// )+$$/ &+()# #)+/)) *+#$% (+%)(


Racine &/*+($% (%+*&$ #*+-)/ (+)$/ &#+&$/ ,+(,) #+%/- (/+%*( &$+-$# #-+,-*


Rock &,$+))& ($+&%) #&+-*/ )+*,/ /+/#, *+#(/ #+),# ($+()$ %+,%* #&+/()


St'"Croix %(+)(* ##+%%) %+(,% #+$)) *+$/# #+,#- &+$%# &/+**- (+&#& *+,(%


Sauk ,&+/-, &(+-,- /+#%% &+)&# )+%%, #+$// /-/ &,+((/ )+*,# ,+/*#


WISCONSIN
American Lung Association in Wisconsin
13100 West Lisbon Road, Suite 700
Brookfield, WI 53005-2508
(262) 703-4200
www.lung.org/wisconsin



www.lung.org/wisconsin
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Sheboygan &&*+*$- #-+*%# &,+%#& #+(*$ -+#)( )+/&# &+%&$ )$+*%- ,+,&) &&+$%$


Taylor #$+,%/ *+$%/ )+))( (*# &+#-% -$/ )() *+,,* &+#)- #+%$-


Vernon #/+--) -+%-% (+/,# -$$ &+-%/ &+$$% *$$ %+&(% &+-%/ (+)#,


Vilas #&+()$ )+%$/ *+**, ))% &+(#) %,) (/$ -+()# &+,%$ )+$(,


Walworth &$#+##% #(+$$$ &)+-*- #+&)# ,+(,( )+(&$ &+*&/ #,+&,- *+,$/ &#+,//


Washington &)&+%%- )#+)-- &-+%$) #+%-, %+&-, (+()* #+$&- )(+*&( -+()* %+#%%


Waukesha )%/+%/& /)+%&$ **+,%% %+))) #(+#*% &)+),( ,+#&) &$*+&-/ ##+--& #)+(&,


Totals #,+%",*+% (,*+),.&) %&",.(* .",")- "-#,(#+ (#+,#-( &+,*"( (,*.+,%.+ "++,&%- %&%,+&&


WISCONSIN
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Ashland $ $ $ $'$ A & $ $ $') B *'% PASS


Brown $ $ $ $'$ A #& $ $ -'$ F &&'$ PASS


Columbia $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Dane $ $ $ $'$ A &# $ $ ('$ F &&'( PASS


Dodge $ $ $ $'$ A # $ $ $'- B INC INC


Door / $ $ )'$ D DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Eau"Claire DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Florence $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Fond"du"Lac $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Forest $ $ $ $'$ A & $ $ $') B ,', PASS


Grant DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC ( $ $ &') C &&'* PASS


Je5erson $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Kenosha &$ $ $ )') F # $ $ $'- B &$', PASS


Kewaunee * $ $ &'- C DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


La"Crosse $ $ $ $'$ A - $ $ #'$ C &$'* PASS


Manitowoc % $ $ #'- D # $ $ $'- B /'- PASS


Marathon $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Milwaukee % $ $ #'- D &- & $ *'- F &&'% PASS


Oneida $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Outagamie $ $ $ $'$ A &$ $ $ )') F &$'( PASS


Ozaukee - $ $ #') D , $ $ #'$ C &$'# PASS


Racine / $ $ )'$ D DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Rock $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


St'"Croix $ $ $ $'$ A , $ $ #'$ C &$'$ PASS


Sauk $ $ $ $'$ A * $ $ &'- C /'* PASS


Sheboygan &# $ $ ('$ F DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


WISCONSIN
American Lung Association in Wisconsin
13100 West Lisbon Road, Suite 700
Brookfield, WI 53005-2508
(262) 703-4200
www.lung.org/wisconsin
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Taylor DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC # $ $ $'- B %'- PASS


Vernon $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Vilas $ $ $ $'$ A & $ $ $') B ,'# PASS


Walworth & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Washington $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Waukesha $ $ $ $'$ A &$ $ $ )') F &#') PASS


WISCONSIN
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 AT-RISK GROUPS
 Lung Diseases
        Cardio- 
 Total  65 & Pediatric  Adult Chronic  vascular 
County Population Under 18 Over Asthma Asthma Bronchitis Emphysema Disease Diabetes Poverty


Albany ),+#// ,+$)- )+&,, )/% )+$#$ &+&,, ($( -+/#$ &+,)# -+$/,


Campbell (,+&)) &#+/%# #+,&, %** )+#/) &+)*# (-* /+(*- &+/*, )+&&-


Carbon &*+%%* )+-*& #+$(( #(- &+&%, *)( #)- (+&$* %/( &+%,)


Converse &)+%)) )+*&# &+--, #)& &+$$- (*- #$* )+*)& --& &+(#/


Crook -+$%) &+,%/ &+&*$ &&& *## #(/ &#& #+$$) ((* *%&


Fremont ($+&#) &$+#&# *+%$* ,-) #+/&# &+))# ,&/ &$+(#% #+#/* *+((-


Laramie /&+-)% ##+($& &&+*$* &+(-* ,+-/$ )+$$( &+)&& ##+%** (+/,& &$+%(/


Natrona -*+(*$ &%+$#$ /+)/# &+&%- *+,#, #+(%* &+$-/ &%+%-$ (+$/& -+,$&


Park #%+#$* *+/&& (+/(# )%/ #+&*% &+$#$ *$# %+#$/ &+%#/ )+#/*


Sheridan #/+&&, ,+(%* (+*(% (#- #+&/- &+$#* (%, %+&## &+-/* #+%%*


Sublette &$+#(- #+(#% &+$)/ &,$ -,% ))% &)/ #+*#* *(& ,$-


Sweetwater ()+%$, &&+%,/ )+,() -%# )+&** &+))# *&( /+,)/ #+$)* )+/&(


Teton #&+#/( (+$-, #+$/% #,% &+-$& -&) #-% *+&,# &+$/# &+/$#


Uinta #&+&&% ,+)-& &+%-( (#$ &+(*& ,)$ #** (+,,, //, #+)((


Totals #)*,++* ((%,-## %%,%.) -,&"+ +%,-)% (%,&+- &,&"% ((-,#.( "%,+++ %",.+*


WYOMING
American Lung Association in Wyoming
825 Helena Avenue
Helena, MT 59601-3459
(406) 442-6556
www.lung.org/wyoming



www.lung.org/wyoming
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 HIGH OZONE DAYS 2008–2010 HIGH PARTICLE POLLUTION DAYS 2008–2010


 24 Hour Annual
    Wgt.      Wgt.   Design Pass/ 
County Orange Red Purple Avg Grade Orange  Red  Purple  Avg Grade Value Fail


Albany DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Campbell $ $ $ $'$ A $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC


Carbon & $ $ $') B DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Converse DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A INC INC


Crook $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


Fremont - $ $ #') D # $ $ $'- B %'* PASS


Laramie DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC $ $ $ $'$ A ('# PASS


Natrona DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC INC INC INC INC INC INC INC


Park DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC & $ $ $') B INC INC


Sheridan DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC & $ $ $') B %'( PASS


Sublette / ( & *'- F & $ $ $') B INC INC


Sweetwater # $ $ $'- B $ $ $ $'$ A ,'# PASS


Teton & $ $ $') B $ $ $ $'$ A ('- PASS


Uinta $ $ $ $'$ A DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC DNC


WYOMING











About the American Lung Association


Now in its second century, the American Lung Association is the leading organization working to 
save lives by improving lung health and preventing lung disease. With your generous support, the 


American Lung Association is “Fighting for Air” through research, education and advocacy. 
For more information about the American Lung Association, a Charity Navigator Four Star Charity 
and holder of the Better Business Bureau Wise Giving Guide Seal, or to support the work it does, 


call 1-800-LUNG-USA (1-800-586-4872) or visit www.lung.org. 


We will breathe easier when the air in every
American community is clean and healthy.


We will breathe easier when people are free from the addictive
grip of tobacco and the debilitating effects of lung disease.


We will breathe easier when the air in our public spaces and
workplaces is clear of secondhand smoke.


We will breathe easier when children no longer
battle airborne poisons or fear an asthma attack.


Until then, we are !ghting for air.



www.lung.org











CONTACTS: 
Enesta Jones 
jones.enesta@epa.gov 
202-564-7873 
202-564-4355 
 
Richard Yost 
yost.richard@epa.gov 
202-564-7827 
202-564-4355 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
March 28, 2011 


 
EPA Opens Public Comment on Proposed 
Standards to Protect Aquatic Ecosystems  
 
WASHINGTON – Today, as required by the Clean Water Act and pursuant to a settlement 
agreement, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is proposing for public comment 
standards to protect billions of fish and other aquatic organisms drawn each year into cooling 
water systems at large power plants and factories. The proposal, based on Section 316(b) of the 
Clean Water Act, would establish a common sense framework, putting a premium on public input 
and flexibility.  
 
“This proposal establishes a strong baseline level of protection and then allows additional 
safeguards for aquatic life to be developed through a rigorous site-specific analysis, an approach 
that ensures the most up to date technology available is being used. It puts implementation 
analysis in the hands of the permit writers, where requirements can be tailored to the particular 
facility,” said Nancy Stoner, EPA’s Acting Assistant Administrator for the Office of Water. "The 
public’s comments will be instrumental in shaping safeguards for aquatic life and to build a 
commonsense path forward. The input we receive will make certain that we end up with a flexible 
and effective rule to protect the health of our waters and ecosystems." 
 
Safeguards against impingement will be required for all facilities above a minimum size; closed-
cycle cooling systems may also be required on a case by case basis when, based on thorough 
site-specific analysis by permitting authorities, such requirements are determined to be 
appropriate. EPA is proposing this regulation as a result of a settlement agreement with 
Riverkeeper, Inc. and other environmental groups.   
 
Flexible Technology Standards:  
 
Fish Impingement (Being pinned against screens or other parts of a cooling water intake 
structure):  
 
Existing facilities that withdraw at least 25 percent of their water exclusively for cooling purposes 
and have a design intake flow of greater than 2 million gallons per day (MGD) would be required 
to reduce fish impingement under the proposed regulations. To ensure flexibility, the owner or 
operator of the facility will be able to choose one of two options for meeting best technology 
available requirements for reducing impingement. They may conduct monitoring to show the 
specified performance standards for impingement mortality of fish and shellfish have been met, or 
they may demonstrate to the permitting authority that the intake velocity meets the specified 
design criteria. EPA estimates that a more than half of the facilities that could be impacted by this 
proposed rule already employ readily available technologies that are likely to put them into 
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compliance with the final standard without further modification.  
 
Fish Entrainment (Being drawn into cooling water systems and affected by heat, chemicals or 
physical stress): 
 
EPA is proposing a site-specific determination to be made based on local concerns and on a 
case-by-case basis, based on the unique circumstances of each facility. 
 
This proposed rule establishes requirements for the facility owner to conduct comprehensive 
studies and develop other information as part of the permit application, and then establishes a 
public process, with opportunity for public input, by which the appropriate technology to reduce 
entrainment mortality would be implemented at each facility after considering site-specific factors. 
 
Closed cycle cooling would be required at all new units of existing facilities which exceed a 
certain size threshold. 
 
The public now will be able to comment on ways to improve the proposal. EPA will conduct a 90 
day comment period, and will carefully consider those comments before taking final action on the 
proposal. The administrator must take final action by July 27, 2012.  
 
More information: http://water.epa.gov/lawsregs/lawsguidance/cwa/316b/ 
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_______________________________________________________________________ 
For Immediate Release    December 17, 2009 


 
FACT SHEET: Initiative to Reduce Black Carbon Emissions Affecting the Arctic  


 
Today in Copenhagen, on behalf of President Obama, Nancy Sutley, Chair of the White House 
Council on Environmental Quality, announced the Administration’s intention to commit $5 million 
towards international cooperation to reduce black carbon emissions in and around the Arctic.  
Science shows that these emissions play a significant role in warming the Arctic and accelerating 
ice melt. The United States invites other nations to join the initiative to fund and implement the 
necessary mitigation efforts, which will help reduce Arctic warming while yielding significant 
direct public health and ecosystem benefits.   
 
Black Carbon 
Black carbon, or soot, is composed of fine particles that are produced from the incomplete 
combustion of diesel fuel, wood, crop waste and other biomass, oil, refuse, and, in some cases, 
coal.  Black carbon pollution has well known and significant adverse impacts on human health. 
 
Strong evidence indicates that black carbon contributes to climate change by warming the 
atmosphere and by darkening the surface of snow and ice, speeding melting.  Recent studies have 
suggested that black carbon may be responsible for 30-50 percent of observed warming in the 
Arctic. Unlike long-lived greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide, black carbon’s warming effects 
are short-lived, and therefore reductions in emissions will help mitigate Arctic warming in the 
near term.  
 
While U.S. air quality regulations for fine particles have largely controlled black carbon emissions 
from industrial and other stationary sources, recent regulations have targeted diesel engines, 
which are the dominant source of remaining black carbon in the United States.  U.S. standards for 
fine particle emissions from new highway diesels are reducing black carbon emissions from these 
engines by 90 percent or more.  Similar emissions standards have been adopted for new off-road 
diesel engines, including locomotives, and thousands of older diesel vehicles have been retrofitted 
with particle filters.   
 
A Priority for the Arctic 
In launching the new initiative, Chair Sutley cited the 2009 Tromsø Declaration of the Arctic 
Council, in which the eight member nations recognized that black carbon and other “short-lived 
climate forcers,” including methane and tropospheric ozone, may pose a particular threat to the 
Arctic, and that reducing these forcers has “the potential to slow the rate of Arctic snow, sea ice 
and sheet ice melting in the near-term.”  The Arctic Council further decided “to establish a task 
force on short-lived climate forcers to identify existing and new measures to reduce emissions of 
these forcers and recommend further immediate actions that can be taken.”   
 
The United States views protection of the Arctic environment as an urgent priority.  For this 
reason we strongly supported the Tromsø Declaration statements on short-lived climate forcers, 
and we immediately volunteered to co-chair, with Norway, the new Arctic Council task force.  
Today's announcement further demonstrates the Administration's resolve on this issue and is 
intended to jump-start international collaboration.   







 


 
In this vein, Chair Sutley said that she is encouraged that Norway and Sweden have already 
expressed interest in participating in the context of Arctic Council cooperation. Different financial 
instruments managed by Nordic Environment Finance Corporation (NEFCO) could possibly 
contribute to and co-finance development and implementation of appropriate energy efficiency, 
clean technology, and transportation related projects. 
 
The New Initiatives 
 
The new initiative will include investments 1) to fill information gaps, 2) to identify barriers to 
implementation and develop approaches to overcome them, 3) to demonstrate technological and 
non-technological mitigation options, and 4) where possible, to lay the groundwork to quantify 
the climate and public health benefits of black carbon mitigation strategies.  The initiative is 
expected to focus on the following sources of black carbon: on-road and non-road diesel engines, 
including those used for port operations, older district heating and industrial facilities, and 
agricultural and forest fires. 
 
Emissions from international shipping 
 
In launching the new initiative, Chair Sutley further noted that the United States will work in the 
International Maritime Organization with other interested Parties to address particulate emissions 
from international shipping that contribute to Arctic warming. 
 


### 
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR 


 


SUBJECT:  Proposed Revised Habitat for the Spotted  


 Owl:  Minimizing Regulatory Burdens 


 


 


Today, compelled by court order, the Department of the Interior 


(Department) proposed critical habitat for the northern spotted 


owl.  The proposal is an initial step in gathering important 


information that will inform a final decision on what areas 


should be designated as critical habitat for the spotted owl, 


based on a full evaluation of all key criteria:  the relevant 


science, economic considerations, the impact on national 


security, and a balancing of other factors. 


Executive Order 13563 of January 18, 2011 (Improving Regulation 


and Regulatory Review), explicitly states that our "regulatory 


system must protect public health, welfare, safety, and our 


environment while promoting economic growth, innovation, 


competitiveness, and job creation" (emphasis added).  Consistent 


with this mandate, Executive Order 13563 requires agencies to 


tailor "regulations to impose the least burden on society, 


consistent with obtaining regulatory objectives" (emphasis 


added).  Executive Order 13563 also requires agencies to 


"identify and consider regulatory approaches that reduce burdens 


and maintain flexibility and freedom of choice" while selecting 


"those approaches that maximize net benefits."  To the extent 


permitted by law, our regulatory system must respect these 


requirements. 


The Endangered Species Act (ESA) states:  "[t]he Secretary shall 


designate critical habitat . . . on the basis of the best 


scientific data available and after taking into consideration 


the economic impact, the impact on national security, and any 


other relevant impact, of specifying any particular area as 


critical habitat" (emphasis added).  16 U.S.C. 1533(b).  The ESA 


also provides that "[t]he Secretary may exclude any area from 


critical habitat if he determines that the benefits of such 


exclusion outweigh the benefits of specifying such area as part 


of the critical habitat, unless he determines, based on the best 


scientific and commercial data available, that the failure to 


designate such area as critical habitat will result in the 


extinction of the species concerned" (emphasis added).  Id.  


Under the ESA, scientific, economic, and other considerations 


are relevant to critical habitat designations.  Under a 


regulation issued by the Department in 1984, however, the 


economic analysis follows the scientific assessment, rather than 


being presented simultaneously with it; one of the purposes of 


this memorandum is to direct you to propose revisions to that 


regulation.  
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Consistent with the ESA and Executive Order 13563, today's 


proposed rule emphasizes the importance of flexibility and 


pragmatism.  The proposed rule notes the need to consider "the 


economic impact" of the proposed rule, outlines a series of 


potential exclusions from the proposed critical habitat, and 


asks for public comments on those exclusions and on other 


possible exclusions.  Private lands and State lands are among 


the potential exclusions, based on a recognition that habitat 


typically is best protected when landowners are working 


cooperatively to promote forest health, and a recognition -- as 


discussed in the proposed rule -- that the benefits of excluding 


private lands and State lands may be greater than the benefits 


of including those areas in critical habitat. 


Importantly, the proposed rule recommends, on the basis of 


extensive scientific analysis, that areas identified as critical 


habitat should be subject to active management, including 


logging, in order to produce the variety of stands of trees 


required for healthy forests.  The proposal rejects the 


traditional view that land managers should take a "hands off" 


approach to forest habitat in order to promote species health; 


on-going logging activity may be needed to enhance forest 


resilience. 


In order to avoid unnecessary costs and burdens and to advance 


the principles of Executive Order 13563, consistent with the 


ESA, I hereby direct you to take the following actions: 


(1)  publish, within 90 days of the date of this 


memorandum, a full analysis of the economic impacts of 


the proposed rule, including job impacts, and make 


that analysis available for public comment; 


(2)  consider excluding private lands and State lands from 


the final revised critical habitat, consistent with 


applicable law and science;  


(3)  develop clear direction, as part of the final rule, 


for evaluating logging activity in areas of critical 


habitat, in accordance with the scientific principles 


of active forestry management and to the extent 


permitted by law; 


(4)  carefully consider all public comments on the relevant 


science and economics, including those comments that 


suggest potential methods for minimizing regulatory 


burdens; 


(5)  give careful consideration to providing the maximum 


exclusion from the final revised critical habitat, 


consistent with applicable law and science; and 


(6)  to the extent permitted by law, adopt the least 


burdensome means, including avoidance of unnecessary 


burdens on States, tribes, localities, and the private 


sector, of promoting compliance with the ESA, 


considering the range of innovative ecosystem 


management tools available to the Department and 


landowners. 
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Executive Order 13563 states that our regulatory system "must 


promote predictability and reduce uncertainty."  Uncertainty on 


the part of the public may be avoided, and public comment 


improved, by simultaneous presentation of the best scientific 


data available and the analysis of economic and other impacts.  


Accordingly, in order to provide more complete information in 


the future regarding potential economic impacts when critical 


habitat proposals are first offered to the public, I direct you 


to take prompt steps to propose revisions to the current rule 


(which, as noted, was promulgated in 1984 and requires that an 


economic analysis be completed after critical habitat has been 


proposed) to provide that the economic analysis be completed and 


made available for public comment at the time of publication of 


a proposed rule to designate critical habitat. 


This memorandum is not intended to, and does not, create any 


right or benefit, substantive or procedural, enforceable at law 


or in equity by any party against the United States, its 


departments, agencies, or entities, its officers, employees, 


or agents, or any other person. 


You are hereby authorized and directed to publish this 


memorandum in the Federal Register. 


 


      BARACK OBAMA 


 


# # # 








Press Release 
from the CHESAPEAKE BAY FOUNDATION,  DEFENDERS OF WILDLIFE,  


MIDSHORE RIVERKEEPER CONSERVANCY, NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION & PENN FUTURE 
 
 


SAVE THE BAY 
 


  
 
 
 


   
 
 
 


 
 
  
   


     
 
 
 


    
 
 


May 25, 2011 
For Immediate Release 
For Information Contact  
John Surrick 
443-482-2045 
 


CBF AND PARTNERS GO TO FEDERAL COURT 
TO DEFEND BAY RESTORATION 


 
 (ANNAPOLIS, MD)  --  A coalition of environmental groups announced today 
that they have filed a motion in federal court to oppose the efforts of major 
national agricultural organizations to force an end to federal and state programs to 
reduce pollution and restore the Chesapeake Bay. The coalition includes the 
Chesapeake Bay Foundation, Citizens for Pennsylvania’s Future, Defenders of 
Wildlife, the Jefferson County Public Service District, the Midshore Riverkeeper 
Conservancy, and the National Wildlife Federation. 
 
Within days after the federal government announced scientific pollution limits and 
the states laid out specific plans to reduce pollution in local rivers, streams, and the 
Chesapeake Bay, the American Farm Bureau Federation and the Pennsylvania 
Farm Bureau went to federal court in Pennsylvania to stop those efforts. They have 
since been joined by other national agricultural lobbying groups, including the 
Fertilizer Institute, the National Pork Producers Council, the National Corn 
Growers Association, the National Chicken Council, the U.S. Poultry and Egg 
Association, and the National Turkey Federation.  
 
“Just as the Bay is making progress in its long fight to survive, these big money 
industry lobbyists are trying to derail the process.  Why? A simple profit motive,” 
said Chesapeake Bay Foundation President William C. Baker. “They want the rest 
of us to suffer dirty and dangerous water so they can maximize their corn, hog, and 
poultry profit.” 
 
For decades, science has known that nitrogen and phosphorus pollution are 
responsible for the dead zones, fish kills, and harmful algal blooms that annually 
plague the Chesapeake Bay. Under the Clean Water Act, and as the result of 
numerous court cases, a scientific limit, or TMDL (Total Maximum Daily Load), 
has been set. State governments then developed plans designed to ensure that all 







 


pollution control measures needed to fully restore the Bay and its tidal rivers are in 
place by 2025, with at least 60 percent of the actions completed by 2017. Science set 
the limits, and the states designed individual plans to achieve the goals. 
 
“This lawsuit is a frivolous attack by polluters against the Chesapeake Bay’s rivers 
and streams, the source of drinking water for millions and an economic engine for 
the region.” said the National Wildlife Federation’s Mid-Atlantic Regional 
Executive Director Tony Caliguiri. “In these economic times it’s appalling that 
taxpayer money is being spent to defend clean water in local communities against 
polluters.  Responsible local leaders are working hard to set pollution limits for 
their communities and polluters would rather sue rather than be accountable.” 
 
The lobbyists claim the restoration plans were created overnight and in a vacuum. 
That is not the case. The plans were preceded by a long and arduous history of 
efforts to restore and preserve the Chesapeake Bay by the states and federal 
government.  The efforts included a lengthy, transparent series of public meetings, 
many of which were attended by representatives from plaintiff organizations. 
 
 
“The new Bay TMDL pollution limit is our best chance to reverse course and 
restore the health of the Chesapeake and the fish and wildlife that rely on it for 
survival,” said Greg Buppert, attorney for Defenders of Wildlife.  “It’s time for Big 
Ag to share the responsibility of protecting this economically valuable and 
treasured natural resource.”  
  
“Our Mid-Shore waterways are magical, special places, but to date they haven’t 
been adequately protected,” said Timothy D. Junkin, Director of the Midshore 
Riverkeeper Conservancy. “We have an historic opportunity in our hands to heal 
these waters, and we must not let it be taken away.” 
 
Opponents of the pollution limits claim that EPA is overstepping its authority, and 
wants the process to start all over again. 
 
“The Farm Bureau’s lawsuit is just another attempt to delay federal action,” said 
Brian Glass, senior attorney for Citizens for Pennsylvania’s Future (PennFuture). 
 “This delay will harm the very people the Bureau purports to represent, 
endangering farms that need a fresh and clean water supply, and preventing 
farmers from getting the help they need to protect their own land and waters.” 
 
 
 


### 
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PEOPLE ARE TALKING  
==================================================================== 


 
With the internet, blogs, Twitter, forums - people are talking about EPA 24/7 


Here’s a sampling of what was said on Feb. 3, 2010: 
 


NOTE:  To read the entire blog entry, click on underlined URL.  To learn more about the 
blogger, click on the name/link in first line.  Notes and headings are from OPA. 
 
 
Coal and EPA Coal Ash Impoundments 
 
TIME magazine: President Obama’s clean energy plan, "clean coal" included: not so clean 
after all? (via TIME) 


Posted by:  sustainablework    7:00 pm   Full post: http://bit.ly/dkBSWo 
 
Send a personal message to OMB to implement harsher regulations on coal ash: 


Posted by:  BUBeyondCoal      6:46 pm   Full post: http://action.sierraclub.org/omb 
(Note:  In response to the 2008 coal ash disaster in Tenn., the EPA moved quickly to submit draft 
regulations to WH and OMB for review, but now the coal industry is putting intense pressure on 
the White House to stop or weaken the rule) 
 
Obama creates clean-coal task force -  


Posted by:  newswatchoz:     6:10 pm   Full post: http://is.gd/7HzLC 
 
W. Virginia governor optimistic after Obama meeting about coal  


Posted by:  plattspower     6:05 pm   Full post: http://bit.ly/coal204 
 
 
RFS2 Standards 
 
 
Huffington Post: New Biofuels Strategy and EPA Policy: Promote Clean Energy & Green 
Jobs  


Posted by:  Kirbyshrxu    7:02 pm   Full post: http://cli.gs/pvTe1 
 
Sugar and Cellulosic Ethanol Stocks  



http://twitter.com/sustainablework

http://bit.ly/dkBSWo

http://twitter.com/BUBeyondCoal

http://action.sierraclub.org/omb

http://twitter.com/newswatchoz

http://is.gd/7HzLC

http://twitter.com/plattspower

http://bit.ly/coal204

http://twitter.com/Kirbyshrxu

http://cli.gs/pvTe1





Posted by:  CoralLakeBeach    6:50 pm   Full post: http://bit.ly/bAgdxH 
Note:  Green Chip Stocks – “a new way of life – a new generation of wealth”) 
 
Obama Reveals Plan for Biofuels, Clean Coal. Includes a carbon capture and storage A-
team.  


Posted by:  heatherfleming   7:00 pm   Full post: http://bit.ly/a7xfSC 
 


Gen. Clark applies tough tactics for ethanol industry: Retired Gen. Wesley Clark makes no 
apologies for leading a ...  


Posted by:  E2Wire     6:29 pm   Full post: http://bit.ly/b2OoMh 
(Note:  The Hill blog) 


 
NCGA: EPA Regulations Confirm Ethanol’s Environmental Superiority Over Gasoline  


Posted by:  JoeReneeVizi    5:20 pm   Full post: http://bit.ly/9R7BTA 
(Note:  National Corn Growers Association) 
 
No Silver Lining for IL Corn in EPA Clouds 


Posted by:  agchick    5:52 pm   Full post: http://bit.ly/c7pZn6 
(Note: EPA published the RFS2 rules as required by the 2007 Energy Independence and Security 
Act. Corn kernel based ethanol was credited with a 21% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions 
(GHG). However, EPA credited ethanol made from corn stover (cobs and stalks) with a 130% 
reduction in GHG.) 
 
Grist: EPA Disappoints On Ethanol, Clean Coal -  


Posted by:  grist    6:00 pm   Full post: http://tinyurl.com/ycef7ss 
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ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 
 
 


CLIMATE  CHANGE  
 


Climate Change Scientific Consensus Cloudy as Ever (Heritage 
Foundation) 
 
Posted By Nick Loris On February 4, 2010 @ 12:55 pm In Energy and Environment  


We’re a few days before a massive snowstorm whitewashes the District of Columbia, but the 
Climategate and Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change storms are already here and as fierce as 
ever. Earlier this week, The Guardian shed a little more light [2]on the flawed and hidden data from 
University of East Anglia’s Climate Research Unit: 


The apparent attempts to cover up problems with temperature data from the Chinese weather stations 
provide the first link between the email scandal and the UN’s embattled climate science body, the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, as a paper based on the measurements was used to 
bolster IPCC statements about rapid global warming in recent decades. 


Wang was cleared of scientific fraud by his university, but new information brought to light today 
indicates at least one senior colleague had serious concerns about the affair. It also emerges that 
documents which Wang claimed would exonerate him and Jones did not exist.The revelations come at 
a torrid time for climate science, with the IPPC suffering heavy criticism for its use of information that 
had not been rigorously checked – in particular a false claim that all Himalayan glaciers could melt by 
2035.” 


The Environmental Protection agency heavily relied on the IPCC report [3]to suggest there was a 
scientific consensus on global warming. The Himalayan glacier gaffe is just the tip of the iceberg when 
it comes to flaws in the IPCC report. Senior Policy Analyst Ben Lieberman expands [4], 


Similar shenanigans appear to have gone on with the IPCC’s claim that damage from hurricanes, 
floods and other natural disasters has worsened because of global warming. Like the Himalayan 
glacier melt assertion, it was based on the claim of a single researcher who had not published it in the 
scientific literature, and who now disassociates himself from the way it was used in the IPCC report. 
Indeed, when he did publish the study, he concluded that there was “insufficient evidence” of a link 
between warming and natural disaster damage.” 



http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2010/feb/01/leaked-emails-climate-jones-chinese

http://www.energybulletin.net/node/50936

http://blog.heritage.org/2010/02/01/rapidly-melting-credibility/





Further, the IPCC’s assessment of reductions in mountain ice in the Andes, Alps and Africa came from 
two sources. One was from a magazine [5]that discussed anecdotal evidence from mountain climbers 
and the other came [5]from a student’s dissertation. The student was pursuing a master’s equivalent in 
geography and used interviews with mountain guides for his research. 


Some are suggesting the Climategate storm is subsiding with the recent exoneration [6]of Penn State 
University professor Michael Mann, one of the notorious climate researchers at CSU involved in the 
email threads. But the university’s internal investigation is being called into question by the 
Commonwealth Foundation who feels an independent investigation [7] would provide more credibility. 
Chris Horner of the Competitive Enterprise Institute has serious issues [8]with Penn State’s initial 
report of the Mann investigation.   


And Congressman Issa (R-CA) is leading a charge [9]to freeze the $500,000 grant in stimulus money 
Mann received.  Don’t worry, that money was put to good use.  The grant has generated 1.62 jobs 
[10].  The more pertinent question is: were those jobs saved or created? 


We’re not sure what’s worse: The fact that some Members of Congress want to implement a cap and 
trade policy based on these reports that would result in [11]$4.6 trillion in higher energy taxes, job 
losses exceeding 2.5 million and nearly $10 trillion lost in gross domestic product (GDP). Or, the 
reduction in carbon dioxide from a cap and trade bill (and the economic pain that comes with it) would 
not make a dent [12]in the earth’s temperature. You can decide. 


 


FUEL 
 
Posted: February 4, 2010 06:42 PM  


New Biofuels Strategy and EPA Policy: Promote Clean Energy & Green 
Jobs (Huffington Post) 


With two important policy announcements, the Obama Administration is putting the nation on 
track to increase its production and use of clean-burning, American-made biofuels. 


That's good news for all Americans who care about protecting the environment, combating 
climate change, generating good-paying jobs, reviving rural communities, and reducing our 
dependence on imported petroleum. 


With its new biofuels strategy announced February 3, the Administration is right on target in four 
important ways. 


First, the strategy recognizes the importance of setting a bold national goal, similar to President 
Kennedy's call to put a man on the moon. Thus, the Administration is recommitting the nation to 
the goal mandated by Congress in the 2007 energy bill - producing and using 36 billion gallons 
of biofuels by 2022.  


Second, the Administration understands that the nation needs every proven or promising biofuels 
technology, from existing corn ethanol to the newer cellulosic (non-grain-based) technologies 
and the most visionary "next generation" technologies. New or old, we need them all. Yes, it is 



http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/environment/climatechange/7111525/UN-climate-change-panel-based-claims-on-student-dissertation-and-magazine-article.html

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/environment/climatechange/7111525/UN-climate-change-panel-based-claims-on-student-dissertation-and-magazine-article.html

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/02/04/science/earth/04climate.html

http://www.commonwealthfoundation.org/research/detail/climategate-penn-state

http://biggovernment.com/chorner/2010/02/04/climategate-penn-state-initial-report-signals-whitewash/

http://washingtontimes.com/news/2010/feb/03/issa-slams-grant-embattled-climate-researcher/

http://blog.heritage.org/2010/01/14/541000-in-stimulus-money-creates-1-62-jobs-and-a-climate-scandal/

http://www.heritage.org/Research/Economy/bg2365.cfm

http://blog.heritage.org/2009/05/04/will-cap-and-trade-save-the-planet-part-3-in-a-10-part-series/

http://blog.heritage.org/2009/05/04/will-cap-and-trade-save-the-planet-part-3-in-a-10-part-series/





essential that all the newer technologies - from those closest to fruition to those that are still 
years from commercialization - have every opportunity to succeed. 


But the strategy also recognizes that it would be premature to abandon near-commercial 
technologies, such as cellulosic ethanol, in favor of "drop in" fuels that are still years away. One 
renewable fuel need not be cannibalized for other technologies to succeed. 


Third, the Administration is addressing the concerns about federal loan guarantee programs that 
are being raised by cellulosic and next generation ethanol technology programs. The national 
recession and the financial crisis have made it more difficult for every industry, including 
biofuels, to obtain the capital and credit that are the lifeblood of the economy. The loan 
guarantee programs must be made to work for cellulosic ethanol producers if this plan is to 
succeed and its goals to be achieved. 


Fourth, this plan rightly recognizes that producing and using American-made biofuels such as 
ethanol is essential to generating good-paying jobs and taking charge of America's energy future.  


The U.S. ethanol industry supports almost 400,000 jobs, providing a strong economic base for 
many rural communities. According to the 2010 U.S. Ethanol Industry Salary study, nearly 75% 
of ethanol industry employees earn more than $50,000 a year, and 99% receive healthcare 
benefits from their employers. 


As President Obama understands, supporting the U.S. biofuels industry isn't only good energy 
policy and good environmental policy. It's also good economic policy, good job-creating policy, 
good healthcare policy, and good rural development policy.  


To add to the good news, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has issued its final 
rule for implementing the Renewable Fuels Standard that under-girds the national goal of 
producing and using 36 billion gallons of biofuels. 


Among other provisions, the Renewable Fuels Standard will set mandatory blend levels for 
renewable fuels in all motor fuels. Also, it will create a framework for calculating the carbon 
reductions achieved by biofuels.  


EPA is right when it declares that ethanol from all sources - grain-based, cellulosic, and the 
newest technologies - provides significant greenhouse gas reductions, compared to gasoline. 
According to EPA's modeling, corn-based ethanol achieves a 21% greenhouse gas reduction, 
while cellulosic ethanol achieves a reduction of 73-130%, depending upon feedstock and 
conversion processes. All these greenhouse gas reductions exceed those mandated by the 
existing Renewable Fuels Standard. 


However, there's still one pitfall in the EPA's modeling. The 21% greenhouse gas reduction 
results when the unproven idea of "international indirect land use change" is included in the 
calculation. Without this dubious concept - which holds that the production of corn-based 
ethanol in the U.S. results in the destruction of rainforests elsewhere in the world - this biofuel 
would be credited with a 52% greenhouse gas reduction. 







Nonetheless, the EPA has developed a workable program that will achieve the fossil fuel 
replacement goals outlined in the national energy legislation and embraced by the Obama 
Administration. With public policies moving forward on the right track, America can continue 
the journey from dirty fossil fuels to cleaner alternative fuels from all sources.  


Follow Bob Dinneen on Twitter: www.twitter.com/ethanolbob  


 
 


TOXICS 
 


       Fish for Thought (Grist)  


Editor’s Note: Anna wrote this post (and several others) before leaving on maternity 
leave. She gave birth to a healthy baby girl in December. 


To eat fish, or not? If you’re pregnant, nursing, or even thinking about becoming 
pregnant, it’s a Catch-22. Seafood is the best possible source of the long-chain omega-
3 fatty acid DHA, which is critical for a baby’s brain and eye development, both in utero 
and in the “fourth trimester,” while the baby is nursing and the brain is still developing. 
But there’s a catch: seafood contains contaminants that can be harmful to babies—
particularly methylmercury, which can harm the developing nervous system, causing 
subtle deficits in language, memory, motor skills, perception, and behavior. 
 
So for a pregnant woman, the decision whether to eat fish is now freighted with 
consequences.  Eat fish, and you’re putting your baby’s brain at risk of from toxic 
contaminants.  Skip fish, and you’re denying your baby’s brain of crucial nourishment.  


Pregnant and nursing women never asked to make this choice.  


Mercury is everywhere, even in the air we breathe.  It comes from a variety of sources, 
but the largest in the US are coal-fired power plants, which exhale elemental mercury in 
the fumes of coal smoke.  The mercury drifts around on air currents, and eventually 
settles into water bodies, where bacteria convert it into a far more troublesome form 
called methylmercury.  Methylmercury binds to protein,  and accumulates in every-
higher concentrations at every step of the food chain.  It’s poison. It hurts babies’ brains. 
All fish contain some methylmercury, and some fish species contain enough that 
doctors recommend that expectant mothers avoid eating them completely. 


And that’s a shame, since there’s s no better source of DHAs than fish.  DHAs build 
brain connectors while a baby’s body is developing in the womb.  


So, there, in a nutshell, is the dilemma.  As a community, we’ve allowed one of the most 
healthful foods for pregnant mothers to become contaminated with a compound that can 
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harm developing babies’ nervous systems.  We’ve given polluters free rein; but left the 
tough choices to women, and the hardships to the children they bring into the world. 


What’s the right choice for an expecting mother? Well, as a fisherman’s daughter, a 
former Puget Sound gillnetter myself, and proud resident of “Salmon Nation,” I believe 
in the power of fish—particularly salmon—as a super food. And the more I read, the 
more I believe it’s also super brain food. My favorite book about nutrition during 
pregnancy and early childhood, Nina Planck’s Real Food for Mother and Baby, goes so 
far as to say that your baby’s brain is “made of fish.” 


But that decision—“Yes, I’ll eat fish”—prompts one question more:  How much fish is 
safe? 


Well, it depends on the type of fish. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) officially advise women who “may become 
pregnant, pregnant women, nursing mothers, and young children” to limit consumption 
certain fish and shellfish to 12 ounces a week, and to avoid shark, swordfish, king 
mackerel, and Tilefish completely. (Drat—I’ve always loved swordfish!)  EPA says that, 
and I quote: “By following these recommendations for selecting and eating fish or 
shellfish, women and young children will receive the benefits of eating fish and shellfish 
and be confident that they have reduced their exposure to the harmful effects of 
mercury.”  In addiiton, each state has its own advisories about fish consumption as well. 


Generally speaking, the fish to avoid are large predators.  Peak predators act as 
concentrators for bioaccumulative toxics:  their bodies absorb the methylmercury from 
their prey, which, in turn, have absorbed methylmercury from living things lower on the 
food chain.  And the bigger the predator fish, the more fish it eats. Larger fish also tend 
to live longer than smaller fish, so there’s simply more time for mercury to build up in 
their bodies. 


But just as some fish contain high levels of mercury, others contain less.  Five of the 
most commonly eaten fish that are considered “low in mercury” are shrimp, canned light 
tuna, salmon, pollock, and catfish. Albacore (“white”) tuna, another commonly eaten 
fish, has more mercury than canned light tuna. So when choosing your two meals of fish 
and shellfish per week, the EPA/FDA recommendations suggest you limit yourself to up 
to 6 ounces (one average meal) of albacore tuna per week. 


But how confident can you be, really, that fish are actually a healthy, safe food for you 
and your kids? 
 
Studies are mixed. Planck points to a few that indicate more fish is better. In 2005, 
researchers at the Harvard School of Public Health announced that the government 
mercury warnings could cause pregnant women to eat too little fish to nourish her 
baby’s brain. In 2007, Joseph Hibbeln, an expert on omega-3 fats at the National 
Institutes of Health, published a study of more than eleven thousand pregnant women 
near Bristol, England. The women consumed varying degrees of seafood each week: 
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none at all, around the recommended portions, or more than 12 ounces (at least 3 
servings a week.) Researchers later assessed the women’s children, aged six months 
to eight years, for various measures of mental and social development. Even after 
accounting for about two dozen confounding factors—social disadvantage, perinatal 
health, diet, etc.—the children of women eating less than two servings of fish per week 
had lower verbal, fine motor, and social skills than the children of the fish-eating 
mothers. The lower the seafood intake, the higher the chances of poor development. 
Some health researchers have even begun to wonder whether fish oils might even 
protect against toxic methylmercury. 
 
Biologist Sandra Steingraber in her book Having Faith, An Ecologist’s Journey to 
Motherhood, on the other hand, cites a bunch of studies that strike fear in any mother-
to-be. A study in the Faroe Islands, for example, carried out by Danish researcher 
Philippe Grandjean, looked at 1,022 babies born in 1986-87 to women who ate fish and 
high-mercury content whale meat while pregnant. When they were seven years old, the 
children were evaluated on their cognitive and motor skills. The results were sobering. 
Deficiencies were found in memory, learning and attention that were proportional to the 
level of mercury that had been recorded in their umbilical cord blood and maternal hair. 
“These children were not actually sick. They were just slower in solving riddles and 
other puzzles.” In the 1970s, a group of mothers in Iraq unknowingly ate flour milled 
from mercury-dressed wheat. At high concentration levels of mercury, their children 
developed progressive retardation and paralysis.  
 
In 2000, the National Academy of Sciences released a report that concluded that each 
year in the United States, as many as 60,000 children are born at risk for 
neurodevelopmental problems owing to prenatal exposure to mercury—these are kids 
that the report described as “struggling to keep up in school and who might require 
remedial classes or special education.”  
 
Steingraber points out that “Big Fish”—fisheries industry lobbies equivalent to “Big 
Oil”—have stood side-by-side with utility companies to fight tighter standards for 
mercury. If this kind of pressure wins out, it means that levels of the metal could keep 
rising to the point where the choice would be all too clear: forego brain-nurturing fish 
altogether. (As I mentioned recently, the US has taken some baby steps towards 
curbing mercury pollution.)  
 
In my own deliberations, I’ve erred on the side of fish. Seafood is simply the best way to 
get the DHA my baby needs. Salmon is among the safer seafood choices and it’s a 
personal favorite. A 3.5-ounce portion of wild sockeye salmon contains more than 1,200 
milligrams of omega-3 fats—and it’s a yummy delivery system. I’ve eaten it a couple 
times a week during my pregnancy and now that I’m in the heavy-duty brain-
development stage (third trimester), I’m trying to eat even more. And even though every 
bite (while delicious) reminds me of the serious consequences I’m toying with, I will 
continue to do so when I start breastfeeding. 
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That’s the gamble I’m taking with my own baby. I’ll also continue to work toward climate 
and energy policy that frees us from the shackles of dirty energy—because the pollution 
from coal plants not only threatens the climate, but byproducts like mercury are also 
hurting all our kids. 


What’s your fish story? Did you eat fish during pregnancy? And how did you sort out all 
the conflicting information? What can moms do to insist on better standards for mercury 
pollution?  


Images courtesy: JG in SF and Manuel W,  Flickr.com. 


This post originally appeared at Sightline’s Daily Score blog. 


Anna Fahey is a communications strategist at Sightline Institute, a Seattle-based 
research and communications center working on sustainable solutions for the Pacific 
NW. 
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ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS  
 


AIR 
 
June 8, 2010     
 Gillian CaldwellCampaign Director for 1Sky 
Posted: June 8, 2010 10:47 AM  


A Rebuttal to Sen Murkowski's "Dirty Air Act" Op-Ed: Is She Serious? 
(Huffington Post) 
 
diggfacebook Twitter stumble reddit del.ico.us  
Read More: 1sky , Big Oil , Clean Air Act , Clean Energy , Climate Bill , Climate Change , Coal 
, Dirty Coal , Environment , Environmental Protection Agency , Epa , Gillian Caldwell , Global 
Warming , Greenhouse Gases , Gulf Oil Spill , Jeff Bingaman , Lisa Murkowski , Oil , 
Renewable Electricity Standard , Renewable Energy , S.J. Res. 26 , The Hill , Green News  
Nothing in D.C. should really surprise me anymore. But this week, my staff pointed me to 
Senator Lisa Murkowski's cynical and misdirected op-ed piece attempting to justify her assault 
on the Clean Air Act. The Senator's justification for her "Dirty Air Act" -- Senate resolution (S.J. 
Res. 26), scheduled for a vote later this week -- really galled me. 
 
After all, this is coming from a politician who has received more than $900,000 from the oil and 
gas and electrical utility industries during the course of her career. She is the third-leading 
recipient of oil industry money in this election cycle and -- in the shadow of our country's largest 
oil spill and one of the worst environmental disasters in American history -- she led the charge 
last month against raising the cap on liability costs for companies responsible for oil spills. This 
is a senator who, at the very least, has a metaphorical district office in the corporate headquarters 
of some of the biggest polluters in the world. 
 
But, despite knowing all of this about Murkowski, the nerve of the pure spin and misdirection 
she put out in an attempt to justify her efforts to gut the most effective environmental law ever 
passed in this country was infuriating.  
 
Murkowski's piece boiled down to two key points (once you get through the "bipartisanship" 
window dressing that her communications professionals used to make her arguments seem less 
extreme and less like a love letter to the fossil fuel industry): 
 
1. The EPA will run amok and ruin our economy by going after small business and unfairly 
reigning in large companies. 
 
2. There is another perfectly good alternative - the "energy only" bill that advanced through 
Senator Jeff Bingaman's Natural Resources Committee last summer but has been held up since 
then. 
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The first argument is a tired old refrain that we hear from industry every time we make 
significant progress forward on environmental issues. It has been refuted again and again. The 
Obama administration has been very consistent in saying that the Clean Air Act will only be used 
to increase fuel mileage standards in vehicles, and crack down on the oldest, dirtiest coal plants. 
The only people who have to worry about Clean Air Act enforcement are those who own coal 
plants or those who don't want our country to save an estimated 455 million barrels of oil over 
the next six years - the amount of oil equivalent to letting the BP disaster gush at the same rate 
for 65 years. Using scare tactics to convince Americans that a gang of bureaucratic thugs will 
kick in the doors to measure for carbon is sinking to a new low that should be unbecoming of a 
United States Senator. 
 
But Senator Murkowski's second main argument is almost more damaging, because it gives the 
average reader the impression that there is a perfectly good bill waiting in the wings that will 
solve our climate and energy crisis. The truth is that, while the Bingaman bill would do a lot of 
things, most of them are pretty bad. 
 
Shockingly, the Bingaman bill allows increased offshore drilling in the Gulf of Mexico, clearly 
something that no sane policy could condone in the light of current events. It also lacks a strong 
renewable energy standard that will push the energy sector to develop significant renewable 
energy assets. Finally, it puts a weak cap on U.S. carbon emissions that could start to send a 
signal to the market that investments in clean energy technology are a good bet for the future. 
 
With arguments that fall apart as easily as Murkowski's arguments in her op-ed piece do, it 
doesn't seem like the vote on her Dirty Air Act this week should be very close. But, 
unfortunately, this is still Washington, D.C., so it should surprise no one that fossil fuel industry 
interests have gone into overdrive on this issue and turned a clear no-brainer into a rather 
"Murky" one that is expected to come down to the wire. 
 
While we are disappointed Murkowski's resolution has gotten this far, we still believe that we 
can prevent an even more unpleasant surprise this Thursday by continuing to let our senators 
know exactly how we feel on this issue. Climate and environmental groups from across the 
country have come together strongly over the last few months in opposition to Murkowski's 
cynical move to gut the Clean Air Act. We've "stormed" Senate offices nationwide to send a 
strong message to our senators: a vote for Murkowski is a vote that you will come to regret for 
the rest of your political careers. 
 
The climate movement will continue this kind of political pressure all week to stop Murkowski's 
resolution. This should come as a surprise to no one. 
 
  
Follow Gillian Caldwell on Twitter: www.twitter.com/Gillian1Sky 
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EPA Administrator Pens Blog Against Murkowski's 'Dirty Air' Amendment 
(Treehugger) 
 
by Daniel Kessler on 06. 7.10 
Business & Politics 
    
The pundits are saying that the vote on Sen. Lisa Murkowski's amendment to upend the EPA's 
Endangerment Finding, which says the CO2 and other greenhouse gases are warming the planet, 
could be a harbinger of things to come on the Senate climate and energy bill. This is probably 
not the case, since the Murkowski language could never get through the House and the president 
wouldn't sign it. Nonetheless, EPA chief Lisa Jackson posted a blog today on the Huffington 
Post warning against Murkowski's move. 
 
Jackson, whose agency has strengthened vehicle efficiency standards, cracked down on 
mountaintop removal, and taken the first steps to regulating coal plants, is framing Murkowski's 
attack as nothing short of an assault on a clean energy future. 
 
    Senator Murkowski's resolution would take away EPA's ability to protect the health and 
welfare of Americans from greenhouse gas pollution. The resolution would ignore and override 
scientific findings and allow big oil companies, big refineries and others to continue to pollute 
without any oversight or consequence. It would also gut EPA's authority in the clean cars 
program, a program that would help reduce our dependence on foreign oil and cut down on air 
pollution. 
 
    This resolution would take us back to the old energy policies by allowing the polluters to 
simply pay modest penalties to avoid full compliance with the standards. As a result, the 
resolution would increase our dependence on oil by 455 million barrels. That dependence rises to 
billions of barrels when you factor in the Murkowski resolution's effect on a follow-on program 
that expands fuel efficiency to heavy-duty vehicles and extends beyond the 2016 model year. 
 
    Undermining a program supported by our automakers and autoworkers, environmentalists and 
governors from across the country seems questionable at any time. But going back to a failed 
approach and deepening our oil addiction at the very moment a massive spill -- the largest 
environmental disaster in American history -- is devastating families and businesses and 
destroying precious wetlands runs contrary to our national interests. It abdicates the 
responsibility we have to move the country forward in a way that creates jobs, increases our 
security by breaking our dependence on foreign oil, and protects the air and water we rely on. 
 
Essentially, the Murkowski amendment takes aim at the Clean Air Act. It would stop the EPA 
from regulating stationary sources of greenhouse gases and gut the EPA's ability to set emissions 
standards for vehicles. A deal was just brokered to increase vehicle efficiency, but this would 
negate that. 
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A vote on Murkowski's amendment is expected on Thursday. With 59 Democrats and and 
Republican Lindsay Graham, its fate looks sealed. Stay tuned to C-Span on Thursday to watch 
the drama unfold. 
 
 
 
Burning down the house 


CBD responds: David Roberts is right and wrong on the Clean Air Act and 
the Senate climate bill (Grist) 
 
 by Kevin Bundy  
8 Jun 2010 5:00 AM 
When your house is burning down, you don't debate whether grabbing a fire extinguisher is 
better than calling 911 or vice versa. You do both, and if you can, you drag out the garden hose 
too. 
 
Our global house is on fire. Congress and the president have answered the alarm by proposing a 
package of incentives that they hope will spur construction of a fire engine that will hold only a 
fraction of the water necessary to put the fire out. In exchange for these incentives, some in 
Congress want to shut down most of the existing fire department. And we in the environmental 
community -- the house we all love going up in flames around us -- are expected to act as if this 
is a good thing. 
 
David is right: keeping the fire department (i.e., regulatory authority under the existing Clean Air 
Act) as a backup would be best. But he nonetheless concludes that adopting the incentives (i.e., 
the American Power Act) is "overwhelmingly" worth doing, even if the fire department gets 
closed down as a result. With respect, I think this is where he's wrong -- and here's why. 
 
David essentially dismisses the idea that we should strenuously advocate for the best option: a 
bill that reduces carbon emissions, in accordance with scientifically defensible targets, while 
preserving existing environmental protections. This creates a catch-22: if we abandon our best 
option at the outset, we guarantee that it will be politically impossible to achieve. Put another 
way, if we assume right out of the gate that the correct outcome is too politically unrealistic to 
bother fighting for, we have already conceded the most important fight of all. 
 
I also part company with David's analysis of what the APA does to the Clean Air Act. With 
respect to greenhouse gases -- and potentially even old-fashioned toxic pollutants from those 
dirty, wheezing, old coal plants -- it's more than fair to say that the APA "guts" the Clean Air 
Act. So let's get into the real "nerdy" details-starting with "performance standards" for those old 
coal-fired power plants. 
 
The APA eliminates new source performance standards -- an emissions "bottom line" -- for 
greenhouse gases 
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The Clean Air Act's new source performance standards program allows state and federal 
authorities to set minimum emissions standards for particular classes of industrial polluters, such 
as industrial boilers, pulp and paper manufacturers, and chemical plants. Where so-called 
"criteria" pollutants are concerned-those for which EPA already has established national ambient 
air quality standards, like lead, ozone, and sulfur dioxide-the performance standards program 
applies only to new sources. For non-criteria pollutants, however, the Clean Air Act requires 
performance standards for existing sources as well.[1] 
 
As David acknowledges in his updated analysis, the APA doesn't "give" EPA authority to 
establish greenhouse gas performance standards (essentially minimum emissions standards that 
an entire industry sector must meet) for existing coal plants. EPA and the states already have that 
authority under Clean Air Act section 111(d). In fact, the Clean Air Act requires greenhouse gas 
performance standards not only for old coal plants, but also for any other class of industrial 
sources whose emissions are endangering the climate. So what the APA really does is take away 
the possibility of performance standards for everything but older coal plants.[2] If the APA 
leaves an "Easter egg," it does so only by emptying the rest of the Easter basket. 
 
That Easter egg also might turn out to be hollow -- or worse, rotten. The APA already creates a 
host of regulatory and financial incentives designed to increase efficiency and reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions at existing coal plants, and it isn't clear what more performance standards would 
do. Much more troubling is the possibility that dirty old coal plants could get a free pass from 
other pollution control requirements -- and thus get even dirtier -- in exchange for a promise to 
close down someday.[3] 
 
Losing authority to impose performance standards on polluters outside the APA's cap and trade 
program also has serious consequences. Regulation of these sources -- many of which emit high-
potency greenhouse gases like methane and refrigerants -- could provide dramatic, cost-effective 
emissions reductions in the very near term. Yet the APA precludes regulation of greenhouse 
pollution from these sources under any federal law, at least for the next decade, and instead treats 
emissions reductions from these sectors as offsets that can be purchased by capped entities.[4] 
So, instead of retaining EPA's power to reduce emissions from these sectors, the APA renders 
any reductions voluntary -- and then allows them to be cancelled out by emissions from capped 
entities. Thus a whole decade's worth of relatively cheap, efficient emissions reductions could go 
right up someone else's smokestack. 
 
I agree with David that losing the authority to prescribe new source performance standards for 
greenhouse gases is a bad thing. And this is only one of the many powerful tools we'll lose if the 
APA passes as written. 
 
The APA forecloses National Ambient Air Quality Standards -- a nationwide pollution cap 
 
The APA also eliminates the Clean Air Act's ability to set a scientifically based national 
pollution cap on greenhouse gases. We already know what that level should be: scientists tell us 
that we have to reduce carbon dioxide concentrations in the atmosphere to 350 parts per million 
(ppm) or less in order to have a good chance of avoiding the worst impacts of global warming. 
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The power of a national standard is twofold. First, the Clean Air Act requires that the cap or 
standard has to be grounded in current science. Physical reality, not political reality, must drive 
the program. Second, a national standard would unleash the full, coordinated power of federal 
and state governments under the Clean Air Act (a collaboration often called "cooperative 
federalism"). State and federal authorities would have to develop coordinated plans, covering all 
sectors of the economy, plotting a course for the United States to do its part in getting to 350. 
This is a global problem, so we can't do it alone -- but at least we'd be guided by emissions 
reduction targets dictated by the science, rather than the demands of a few recalcitrant senators 
from the coal and oil states. Losing sight of the science -- and the legal requirement that we act in 
accordance with it -- would be a major loss indeed. 
 
Critics of the pollution cap idea have raised a number of objections, beginning with the fact that 
it would raise new implementation issues. These are presented by critics as daunting obstacles, 
but in fact none are insurmountable. State-level plans for complying with the cap could be 
coordinated by EPA so that each state would aim to achieve its fair share of emissions 
reductions. As David recognizes, moreover, under the existing Clean Air Act individual states 
wouldn't necessarily be punished for failing to "attain" the standard if emissions from the rest of 
the world continue to make it impossible. A national cap based on the United States' fair share of 
global emissions reductions, coupled with state-level plans to achieve those reductions, also 
could function quite well within any future international climate change agreement. Of course 
there are hard political choices and difficult questions of international climate justice that we'll 
have to face -- but we'll have to face them anyway. 
 
Critics also point out that declaring greenhouse gases to be "criteria" pollutants would limit the 
ability of EPA and the states to develop performance standards for existing sources of 
greenhouse pollution. Of course, the APA would mostly accomplish the same thing -- which 
many of these critics oddly don't seem to mind. They also raise the specter of years of litigation 
against any pollution cap. But much of the APA also depends on as-yet-undrafted regulations. 
Industry will certainly drag those regulations through the courts if they're any good -- just as 
we'll have to challenge them ourselves if they're bad. The specter of a Palin Administration cuts 
both ways here. 
 
Perhaps the most unfortunate argument against the national cap is the one David offers in his 
post. It goes like this: establishing a national standard for greenhouse gas concentrations would 
be really ambitious and potentially very powerful -- so powerful, in fact, that Congress might try 
to take away EPA's authority to do it. So, we might as well let Congress take away that authority 
now. It's a variation on the same defeatist theme that has us constantly negotiating against (and 
often fighting amongst) ourselves: if we use the tools, they might take them away, so we 
shouldn't use the tools. But this is just a way of guaranteeing that our worst-case scenario occurs 
-- the only differences being that we've defeated ourselves, and that we've given up without a 
fight. We deserve better from one another -- and our planet deserves far better from us. 
 
The APA scraps new source review and other Clean Air Act programs 
 
The APA doesn't stop with eliminating new source performance standards and ambient air 
quality limitations. The bill also wipes out Clean Air Act authority to require permits for 
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individual sources of greenhouse gases under the new source review and Title V programs -- 
permits that otherwise could require those sources to adopt the best available technology for 
controlling their emissions. EPA also would lose the power to regulate greenhouse gases as 
hazardous pollutants (which, admittedly, they would never use so long as greenhouse gas 
emissions are designated as criteria air pollutants) and the authority to address the international 
dangers of domestic greenhouse emissions (which other countries, already suspicious of U.S. 
climate intransigence, might kind of resent). The bill even goes out of its way to bar the 
government from addressing ocean acidification under most Clean Air Act programs. 
 
As for regulation of so-called "mobile" sources like vehicles, ships, and airplanes, David states 
that the APA leaves this portion of the Clean Air Act "untouched." That isn't quite true; the bill 
creates new exemptions from greenhouse standards for certain heavy-duty vehicles and engines, 
and grants EPA broad discretion to delay implementing those standards where they still apply. 
The APA also authorizes an ill-defined "emissions credit" trading program among a wide range 
of mobile sources. 
 
So what's left of the Clean Air Act as we now know it? New source performance standards for 
old coal plants. Explicit authority to adopt one more round of fuel economy standards for 
passenger cars and trucks. Power to regulate other mobile sources, subject to various exceptions 
and exemptions. And that's about it, at least for the next 10 years. We shouldn't be trying to 
convince ourselves or each other that these few crumbs are really half a loaf. If we're honest, we 
have to admit that the APA really does gut the Clean Air Act, at least as far as global warming 
pollution is concerned. 
 
The real question on the table, of course, is whether it's worth it. David seems to think so. But his 
posts barely mention the bill's shamefully inadequate emissions targets, its incentives for 
expanded offshore drilling, its "Hail Mary" subsidies for carbon capture and sequestration in 
order to continue building new coal-fired power plants, and its promotion of a new generation of 
nuclear facilities, even though we still lack solutions to the known risks, long-lasting impacts, 
and extreme cost of nuclear energy relative to other cleaner energy sources. 
 
Given all this, I can't agree that it's a good idea to dismantle the fire department in exchange for a 
bunch of untested incentives for new fire engine construction -- especially when we already 
know that the fire engine won't be up to the task. By the time we're finally ready to fight this fire, 
if that day ever comes, our house will be long gone. That's why I firmly believe that whatever 
new climate legislation does -- whether it's encouraging efficiency, creating incentives for 
cleaner energy and transportation, setting a price on carbon, or some combination -- it must 
backed up by the solid, proven, science-based programs that EPA has successfully implemented 
under the Clean Air Act for the last 40 years. 
 
In the midst of a crisis, we have to be honest with one another. We can't afford to kid ourselves 
about what we're gaining and what we're giving up. So go ahead and build that new fire engine -- 
but let's make sure someone is still there to answer when we dial 911. 
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BP SPILL 
 
June 8, 2010     
Chris KrommDirector, Institute for Southern Studies 
Posted: June 7, 2010 06:32 PM 


Outdated Law Gives Oil Companies Incentives to Spill (Huffington Post) 
 
diggfacebook Twitter stumble reddit del.ico.us  
Read More: Bp , Congress , Gulf Oil Spill , Liability , Offshore Drilling , Oil , Oil Companies , 
Green News  
No one knows how much economic damage the Gulf oil spill will inflict on fishing fleets and 
coastal states: Most observers simply say it will cost "billions" of dollars, and this week 
President Obama only allowed that the economic consequences will be "substantial" and 
"ongoing." 
 
But how much of that cost is BP on the hook for? Not much, thanks to a law passed in 1990 that 
will limit the oil giant's liability for economic damages to a small fraction of the actual economic 
cost of the disaster. 
 
The Oil Pollution Act of 1990, signed in the wake of the Exxon Valdez oil spill, limits the 
economic liability a company is responsible for from an oil spill to $75 million -- a fixed number 
that hasn't risen with inflation over the last 20 years. 
 
Any costs above the $75 million are covered by the Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund, funded by a 
few sources, but importantly, U.S. taxpayers, which can spend up to $1 billion per incident for 
oil removal and damages. 
 
For a company like BP, $75 million is truly a drop in the bucket: In 2009, BP's daily profits 
averaged $93 million a day -- which means they could absorb their entire liability losses in 24 
hours and still have $18 million to spare. 
 
BP has said that it will waive the limits on its liability and pay whatever claims come their way, 
although there's nothing in the law that compels them to do so. And critics say that as long as the 
law only threatens companies with a financial slap on the wrist, they have no reason to stop risky 
drilling activities. 
 
In fact, as economist Michael Greenstone of the Brookings Institution wrote last week, this 
broken system "creates incentives for spills":  
 
[O]il companies make decisions about where to drill, and which safety equipment to use, based 
on benefit-cost analyses of the impact on their bottom line. For example, in choosing a location, 
oil companies assess whether the expected value of the oil exceeds the costs.  
So the [oil spill liability] cap inevitably distorts the way companies evaluate their risk. Locations 
where damages from a spill may be costly -- for example, places near coasts or in sensitive 
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environmental areas -- seem more attractive for drilling with the cap than if firms actually were 
responsible for all damages. 
 
The cap effectively subsidizes drilling in the very locations where the damages from spills would 
be the greatest. 
 
On May 4, Sen. Robert Menendez (D-NJ) introduced a bill to raise the liability cap from oil 
spills to $10 billion. Other Democrats have pushed to lift it entirely. But these efforts have been 
repeatedly blocked by Republicans and fiercely opposed by oil lobbyists, who, among other 
things, argue it will increase the cost of oil (Greenstone says the impact on a global industry like 
oil would be "imperceptible"). 
 
 
There are some loopholes for those seeking to hold a company like BP liable: The $75 million 
cap doesn't apply to claims made in state courts, and the limits don't apply if it's proven that the 
company violated federal safety regulations. 
 
But for today's multi-billion dollar deep water oil drilling industry -- which only took off in 
earnest in the mid-1990s -- the $75 million cap certainly looks quaint and out of date. 
 
And for BP and other offshore oil giants, it certainly won't do enough to their bottom line to 
convince them that protecting communities and the environment is a good investment.  
  
Follow Chris Kromm on Twitter: www.twitter.com/chriskromm 
 
 


CLIMATE  CHANGE 
 
June 8, 2010     
Posted: June 8, 2010 08:41 AM  


Obama: Missing from the climate war (Huffington Post) 
 
Talking about the Gulf oil disaster in a speech last week at Carnegie Mellon University, 
President Obama said we need an energy-and-climate bill because the only way the transition to 
clean energy will ultimately succeed is if the private sector is fully invested in this future -- if 
capital comes off the sidelines and the ingenuity of our entrepreneurs is unleashed. And the only 
way to do that is by finally putting a price on carbon pollution. 
 
Now, many businesses have already embraced this idea because it provides a level of certainty 
about the future. And for those that face transition costs, we can help them adjust. But if we 
refuse to take into account the full costs of our fossil fuel addiction -- if we don't factor in the 
environmental costs and the national security costs and the true economic costs -- we will have 
missed our best chance to seize a clean energy future. 
 



http://www.twitter.com/chriskromm
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The House of Representatives has already passed a comprehensive energy and climate bill, and 
there is currently a plan in the Senate -- a plan that was developed with ideas from Democrats 
and Republicans -- that would achieve the same goal... the votes may not be there right now, but 
I intend to find them in the coming months. (Applause.) I will continue to make the case for a 
clean energy future wherever and whenever I can. (Applause.) I will work with anyone to get this 
done -- and we will get it done. 
 
"We will get it done." Wow. Sounds good. The question is, when will the president's actions 
match his words? 
 
"He hasn't begun to fight," declares Eric Pooley, the author of The Climate War: True Believers, 
Power Brokers and Fight to Save the Earth (Hyperion, $27.99), a terrific new book on the 
politics of global warming. 
 
"I hope he will," Eric adds. After spending three years closely following the campaign to get 
climate and energy legislation through Congress, Eric says: "The missing ingredient here has 
been presidential leadership." 
 
How true. And even in this speech--which has won praise from environmentalists--Obama 
manages to avoid using the words "global warming" or "climate change," as David Roberts noted 
in Grist. Bold leadership this is not. 
 
 
 
Eric is my former boss at FORTUNE, and he's now the deputy editor of Bloomberg 
BusinessWeek. He's a good reporter and a smart guy but I have to say that I wasn't planning to 
reading this 481-page book (including notes and an index) about the repeated, failed attempts to 
get a climate bill through Congress. Why suffer through that again? But once I began reading, I 
couldn't stop. Eric found a way to tell the story by bringing the climate crusaders to life--
especially Fred Krupp of Environmental Defense Fund, Jim Rogers of Duke Energy and Al 
Gore--and by taking readers behind the scenes on Capitol Hill and into the strategy sessions of 
the green groups that have labored, not merely for years, but for more than a decade to get the 
U.S. government to impose a cap on greenhouse gas emissions. Hard to believe that a book about 
Congress, climate policy, utility companies and environmentalists, with Al Gore in a lead role, 
could be a page turner, but there you have it. 
 
Better yet, even as someone who has paid attention to the politics of climate, I found fresh 
insights in The Climate War. Among them: 
 
If what you care about is curbing global warming, the whole brouhaha over whether permits to 
emit CO2 should be auctioned or allocated--a major debating point among politicians, business 
people and policy wonks--is pretty much irrelevant. That's because the allocations-auctions 
debate, besides being hard for the public to grasp, and therefore off-putting, is about who should 
pay for the transition to clean energy. Should customers of coal companies pay more than those 
of nuclear power or hydro plants? Should government or private industry finance research into 
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so-called clean coal, or subsidize high-cost solar power? Those are important political questions 
but as Eric writes: 
 
 
The "targets and timetables"--the mandatory declining limit on global warming pollution -- was 
the point of the enterprise, and whether the EPA ended up selling or giving away allowances had 
no impact on that. 
 
In other words, the attacks on the bill as a giveaway to polluters from the likes of MoveOn.org 
were mostly a sideshow. 
 
People (including me) who complained that Waxman-Markey bill, which stretched to more than 
1,000 pages, was laden with favors for special interests, giveaways to industry and needlessly 
complex missed the point. Time magazine's Joe Klein, for instance, called the bill "a 
demonstration of all that's wrong with the legislative process in latter-day America." To the 
contrary, says Eric: 
 
 
Despite its flaws and contortions, it was a demonstration of much that was right. The bill didn't 
get complicated because legislators were cutting unsavory deals with corporate lobbyists. It got 
complicated because lawmakers and, yes, corporate lobbyists were working together with 
environmentalists and labor unions to arrive at a grand bargain that could reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions without punishing consumers or corporations. 
 
Indeed, Henry Waxman, the architect of the measure, emerges as one of the heroes in the book 
because he was able to win the support of powerful legislators from coal country (Rick Boucher) 
and Detroit (John Dingell) for his bill. With Ted Kennedy gone, it's not clear there's anyone with 
the skills needed to carry such a complex bill through the Senate. 
 
Transformational politics, not transactional politics, may be needed to get climate legislation 
done. In today's political climate, the compromises and complexities of Waxman-Markey or 
Kerry-Lieberman, along with the dubious rhetoric of "green jobs" and "energy independence," 
may well be the best hope for getting climate legislation passed. 
 
An imperfect bill is better than nothing, Eric says: "You've got to take a step before you can run 
a race. You need to start." Even putting a modest price on carbon will unleash investment, and 
demonstrate that a cap on emissions will not squeeze middle-class families or imperil the 
economy. 
 
But if the incremental, pragmatic, lets-make-a-deal approach fails yet again--and it's my belief 
that it probably will--what's called for a bigger vision, one that calls upon Americans to sacrifice 
for the common good and the well-being of future generations. This appeal to our better natures 
would, of course, have to be accompanied by old-fashioned, grass-roots political organizing in 
communities, churches and on campuses to build a movement to stop global warming. 
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Only then will we be able to close what Eric describes as "the gulf between what the science said 
was necessary and what the politics said was possible." 
 
With apologies to Bill McKibben and Al Gore, the person best equipped to lead such a 
movement is Barack Obama. He has the skill, but he has yet to show that he has the will. One of 
the most striking things about The Climate War how not just Obama but Steven Chu, Carol 
Browner and Lisa Jackson barely get a mention. (Van Jones, now gone, does appear in a cameo 
role.) Partly that's because Eric didn't get much access to the White House, but mostly it's 
because they have had little impact on the big job of getting legislation passed. 
 
The Gulf Oil disaster could be the crisis that's needed to galvanize action. We'll soon see. When 
Eric began working on The Climate War, he expected to write about the passage of a bill 
sometime before the summit last December in Copenhagen. Now, he says, "maybe there'll be an 
ending in the paperback." 
  
Follow Marc Gunther on Twitter: www.twitter.com/MarcGunther 
 
 
 


PESTICIDES 
 


Methyl Iodide Controversy: Warning About Strawberry Field Chemical 
Ignored (Huffington Post) 
  
First Posted: 06- 7-10 11:28 AM   |   Updated: 06- 7-10 12:22 PM  
Methyl Iodide, Methyl Iodide California, Methyl Iodide Strawberries, Pesticides, Toxic 
Strawberry Chemical, Toxic Strawberry Field Chemical, Los Angeles News  
 This story comes courtesy of California Watch. 
 
By Amy Standen 
 
California pesticide regulators plan to approve a new agricultural chemical called methyl iodide 
for the state's coastal strawberry fields, allowing levels of exposure that the state's own experts 
say will put farmworkers and bystanders at risk. 
 
The Department of Pesticide Regulation has set acceptable exposure levels for methyl iodide that 
are 120 times higher than recommended by its own scientists and an eight-person panel the 
department commissioned to peer-review its work. 
 
The decision to increase exposure levels has caused a rift within the DPR, a little-known but 
powerful agency that oversees a major segment of the state's multibillion-dollar farming 
industry. In interviews, all eight peer-review scientists said their warnings and scientific analysis 
of the health risks of methyl iodide appear to have been disregarded. 
 



http://www.twitter.com/MarcGunther
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"I've never seen anything like this," said Ron Melnick, a panel member and scientist at the 
National Institutes of Health, who has participated in similar assessments in the past. "Why have 
someone review a document when you're just going to ignore it?" 
 
Thousands of Californians live, work or play within a stone's throw of the state's strawberry 
fields. Thousands more do the hands-on field work that supplies supermarkets across the 
country, fueling a $2 billion industry. 
 
Currently, most California strawberry growers rely on a fumigant called methyl bromide. But 
that chemical is being phased out under an international treaty because it damages the ozone 
layer. 
 
Conventional strawberry growers have spent a decade looking for a viable alternative and have 
turned up only one: methyl iodide. Under the new regulation, farmers would use the chemical as 
a fumigant to sterilize the soil before the plants go in. 
 
Lab tests involving rats and rabbits show methyl iodide can cause thyroid cancer and 
miscarriages. But scientists say methyl iodide is also a neurotoxin. Although this research is less 
well-developed, case studies of people who were accidentally exposed to methyl iodide show 
"chronic, irreversible brain damage," according to John Froines, a chemist at UCLA who chaired 
the independent review panel. 
 
Amid this evidence, scientists at the DPR recommended a maximum exposure of .8 parts per 
billion for farmworkers. State regulators are proposing 96 parts per billion, over an eight-hour 
day. 
 
Scientists on the review panel said methyl iodide hasn't been sufficiently studied to justify the 
larger amount. They're concerned about damage the fumigant could inflict on developing brains 
in infants and children, including subtle changes to IQ, or behavioral changes that might take 
years to detect. 
 
Because of these concerns, the scientists added an extra "uncertainty factor" to their calculations, 
which lowered recommended exposure levels by a factor of ten. 
 
The DPR's scientists say they were left guessing as to how their supervisors had made the jump 
to the larger amount, according to e-mails obtained by KQED'S "Quest." In the e-mails, staff 
scientists said the uncertainty factor appears to have been removed. 
 
"We, as risk assessors, stand by our ... conclusions," one e-mail said. "We had to read between 
the lines to figure out how the target levels were calculated." 
 
DPR spokeswoman Lea Brooks said in an e-mail that the scientists' assessment is one factor in 
the decision. She said that managers consider other factors as well, including tools such as 
respirators and buffer zones that farm workers can use to keep themselves safe. Brooks said risk 
managers didn't think an extra uncertainty factor was necessary and that scientists had 
overestimated the exposure workers would receive. 
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"The risk managers in this case," she wrote, "believe that the proposed restrictions will allow 
these products to be used safely." 
 
Given the unknowns about neurotoxicity - and the proximity of California's strawberry fields to 
schools and residences - several scientists on the panel said they were surprised that the DPR 
would approve methyl iodide at all. 
 
"We were actually - I don't want to use the word - horrified that there would even be a 
consideration of registration, without data about neurotoxicity," said Melnick. 
 
In her e-mail, Brooks pointed to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, which approved 
methyl iodide in 2007, under the Bush administration, at levels well above what the DPR has set. 
 
"No pesticide has been evaluated more than methyl iodide in the history of the Department of 
Pesticide Regulation," she wrote. 
 
But the EPA appears to be having second thoughts about its own approval of methyl iodide. In 
September, the agency sent two representatives to California to take part in hearings held by the 
scientific review panel. 
 
"Depending on the outcome of this external peer review and final risk assessment, EPA may 
choose to initiate a reevaluation of [methyl iodide fumigant]" said EPA pesticide scientist Jeff 
Dawson. "So we are very open to the results and conclusions of the panel. And this message 
comes from highest levels of the agency." 
 
The public comment period on methyl iodide ends on June 29. California Sen. Dean Florez, D-
Fresno, is sponsoring a state Senate hearing on the issue in Sacramento on June 17. 
 
California Watch contributor Amy Standen is a radio reporter for KQED's QUEST, where she 
covers science and environmental issues facing Northern California. 
 
Get HuffPost Los Angeles On Twitter! Know something we don't? E-mail us at 
losangeles@huffingtonpost.com 
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Clean Water Act Section 316(b) Existing Facilities Proposed Rule 
Internal Qs and As  


March 28, 2011 
 


  
 


1. What facilities are affected by this rule? 
 
This proposed rule affects existing (as opposed to new) power plants and 
manufacturing facilities that generate electricity or manufacture other goods, 
and that also withdraw at least 2 million gallons per day of cooling water, which 
they use to dissipate waste heat.  Other than power plants, the industries most 
likely to be affected are manufacturers of aluminum, iron, steel, petroleum, 
paper, chemicals, and food processing.  


 
2. This rule affects new units but not new facilities.  What is the difference? 


 
A facility, whether it is a new or existing facility, is comprised of 1 or more units 
that generate electricity or manufacture goods.   


 
A new facility for purposes of 316(b) consists of 1 or more brand new units and is 
not affected by this rule.  New facilities must comply with the 316(b) Phase I rule 
affecting new facilities issued in 2001.   See Questions 23 and 24 below regarding 
requirements for some new units under this proposed rule. 


 
3. How many power plants and manufacturing facilities are covered by this rule?  


How many already comply with the requirements of the rule?  How many of 
each of these are power plants vs. manufacturing facilities? 


 
This rule covers roughly 1,260 existing facilities that each withdraw at least 2 
million gallons per day of cooling water.  EPA estimates that approximately 590 
of these facilities are manufacturers, and the other 670 are power plants.  
Approximately 740 facilities already employ technologies that are likely to 
comply with the impingement requirements of the rule.   
 


4. How does this rule, along with other EPA rules, affect the utility industry? 
 


 EPA is working on other power plant rules to address additional health and 
environmental problems.   To the full extent that the agency’s legal obligations permit, 
EPA plans to take into account the combined effects of this rule and other EPA rules, 
and to approach these rulemakings in ways that allow the industry to make practical, 
integrated compliance decisions that minimize costs -- while still providing the public 
health and environmental protection promised by our environmental laws.   


 







5. How many fish and other organisms are killed through impingement and 
entrainment? 


 
In order to compare different fish species of different ages from different regions 
of the U.S., EPA converts the number of eggs, larvae, and adults of varying ages 
of all species into an equivalent number of 1-year old fish.  Based on this 
approach, EPA estimates that 2.1 billion fish, crabs, and shrimp are killed 
annually by impingement and entrainment.  EPA was not able to estimate the 
numbers of other aquatic organisms killed by cooling water intakes, many of 
which comprise the foundation of aquatic food chains.    
 


6. Can you put these intake flows in perspective? 
 


Yes.  A facility that operates its cooling water intake structure at a rate of 95 
MGD would fill an Olympic-sized swimming pool every 10 minutes.  


 
7. Can you point to an example of an ecosystem that has been severely damaged 


by industrial water cooling practices? 


The Indian Point nuclear power plant is a 2,045 megawatt facility located in 
Westchester County, New York. The plant withdraws up to 2.5 billion gallons per 
day from the estuarine portion of the Hudson River, which is more than twice 
the average daily water consumption of New York City. The cooling water intake 
kills about 1 billion organisms annually, including shortnose sturgeon, an 
endangered species. Studies and sampling have predicted yearly reductions in 
several species of fish, including a 20 percent decline in striped bass, a 25 
percent decline in bay anchovy, and a 43 percent decline in Atlantic tomcod.  The 
Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) prepared by the New York State 
Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) concluded these levels of 
mortality “could seriously deplete any resilience or compensatory capacity of the 
species needed to survive unfavorable environmental conditions.”  


8. How is this proposed rule responding to the Supreme Court decision about costs 
and benefits? 


In 2008, the U.S, Supreme Court agreed to review an earlier 316(b) rulemaking 
concerning large power plants limited to a single issue: whether section 316(b) 
authorizes EPA to consider costs and benefits in 316(b) rulemaking.  In April 
2009, in Entergy Corp. v. Riverkeeper Inc, the Supreme Court ruled that it is 
permissible under section 316(b) to consider costs and benefits in determining 
the best technology available to minimize adverse environmental impacts (BTA). 
The court left it to EPA’s discretion to decide whether and how to consider costs 
and benefits in 316(b) actions.  The Supreme Court also indicated that given the 







absence of any specified statutory factors in 316(b) for determining BTA, EPA 
had wide discretion in what factors it considers in its rulemaking process. 


EPA has decided that it should not establish uniform entrainment controls 
because whether a particular entrainment technology can be used may depend 
on site-specific factors such as energy reliability, air pollution impacts, land 
availability, and age of facility.  Consequently, BTA entrainment controls will be 
established on a case-by-case basis by the Permitting Authority.  In the site-
specific process, after considering a broad range of factors, the Permitting 
Authority will decide whether the costs of such controls are not justified by the 
benefits.   


9. What are the costs and benefits of the proposed rule? 


The rule as proposed will annually save about 615 million fish and shellfish at a 
cost of $384 million annually.  The saved fish and shellfish benefit commercial 
and recreational fishing, and, in the case of forage fish, benefit the ecosystem 
generally. Healthier aquatic ecosystems provide a number of cultural and social 
benefits to the affected communities. 


10. What are the types of impingement technologies that might be used to comply 
with today’s proposed rule?  What are their costs? 


A facility can comply with the proposed rule’s impingement requirement by 
reducing the intake velocity of the facility’s cooling water to 0.5 feet/second.  By 
doing so, small fish can swim away from the intake and not be drawn into the 
facility.  Another technology that can be used to comply is a traveling screen with 
a fish friendly handling and return system.  This technology employs smooth 
woven mesh screens that rotate up and out of the water.  It also employs a low 
pressure wash to remove fish and return them to the water outside the facility.  
The costs of impingement controls will vary by the size of the facility.  For 
example, the total cost for a 100 million gallon per day (MGD) facility for 
impingement controls is about $500,000, and the total costs for a 200 MGD 
facility is about $650,000.    


 
11. What kinds of entrainment technologies are there?  What are the costs of 


entrainment controls? 


Closed-cycle cooling or cooling towers are the most effective entrainment 
technology, reducing entrainment by about 95%.   Less effective and available 
technologies (and sometimes less costly) are variable speed pumps, reduced 
operation of the facility during the peak fish spawning season, and fine mesh 
screens (regarding fine mesh screen, see Question 30 below).   The costs of 
entrainment controls will vary by the size of the facility, and the type of 
entrainment technology.   For example, annual costs of closed-cycle cooling at a 







100 MGD facility is estimated to be about $3 million.  The annual cost at a 200 
MGD facility is estimated to be about $6 million. 


 
12. Has EPA performed a cost-benefit analysis on this rule? Approximately how 


much would it cost for a company to install the best available technology to 
address this problem? 


Yes, EPA prepared a cost-benefit analysis for the proposed rule.  Costs of the rule 
at a particular location will depend greatly on the size of the facility.   Some 
facilities will incur no cost to comply because their existing technology already 
meets the proposed rule’s requirements.   Other facilities will incur costs.  For 
specific costs, see Questions 10 and 11 above.   


13. Did EPA consider the state of the economy before issuing this rule? How many 
facilities will be impacted?  Will some have to shut down? 


EPA considered the state of the economy before issuing the rule, and carefully 
performed an economic impact analysis that considered effects on the regulated 
industries and on household energy costs.  EPA estimates that thirteen of over 
1,200 facilities might close as an impact of the proposed rule.  Most of the 
facilities projected to close are peaking facilities that operate only part of the 
year when electricity demand is at its “peak.”  The closure estimate for these 
peaking facilities is in large part a result of the fact that these facilities only 
generate revenue part of the year.  It is likely that many of these facilities will 
continue to remain open once the rule is implemented.   


 
The estimated costs to a household’s electric bill once the rule is fully 
implemented over a number of years would be less than $2 per year on average.   


 
14. What impact will the proposed rule have on energy reliability? 


 
The proposed regulation would have a negligible effect on the capacity of the 
electricity generating sector – less than a quarter of a percent.  The site-specific 
approach for entrainment controls will expressly consider energy reliability on a 
localized basis. 


 
15. What are the requirements of this proposed rule? 


 
There are three components to the proposed regulation.  First, most facilities 
would be subject to an upper limit on how many fish can be killed by the facility.  
The facility would determine which technology would be best suited to meeting 
this limit. Alternately, the facility could reduce their intake velocity to 0.5 feet 
per second.  At this rate, most of the fish can swim away from the cooling water 
intake of the facility.  Second, facilities that withdraw very large amounts of 







water--at least 125 million gallons per day--would be required to conduct studies 
to help their permitting authority determine whether and what site-specific 
entrainment mortality controls, if any, would be required.  This process would 
include public input.  Third, new units at an existing facility that are built to 
increase the generating capacity of the facility would be required to reduce the 
intake flow to a level similar to a closed cycle, recirculation system.  Closed cycle 
systems are the most effective at reducing entrainment.  This can be done by 
incorporating a closed-cycle system into the design of the new unit, or by making 
other design changes equivalent to the reductions associated with closed-cycle 
cooling. 


 
16. How many facilities will have to perform the entrainment studies? 


 
As many as 380 facilities each withdraw more than 125 million gallons of water 
per day and, therefore, would be required to conduct studies.  EPA notes that 
some of these facilities already employ various technologies for reducing 
entrainment or have conducted some or all of the biological studies needed for 
the site-specific determinations.   


 
 


17. How many megawatts of new capacity annually will have to meet the closed-
cycle requirement? 


 
The new capacity per year expected to install closed-cycle as a result of the new 
units provision is 516 megawatts (MW).  This is about the size of 2/3 of a single 
combined-cycle unit. 


 
18. Does the technology required under the rule exist already? 


The technologies required under the rule have been in use for several decades 
and have been implemented at a large number of existing facilities.   
 


19. When will plants have to comply? 
 


All compliance dates are geared to the time EPA issues a final rule.  The 
proposed rule EPA just released is open for public comment.  The compliance 
dates won’t be relevant until EPA issues a final rule, which is scheduled for July 
2012.  When the final rule is effective, technologies to meet the impingement 
requirements of the rule would have to be implemented as soon as possible but 
within 8 years at the latest.  Larger facilities have to perform some additional 
studies but that will be determined by their permitting authority.  New units 
would have to comply by the time they begin operations.   


 







20. Why didn’t EPA require closed-cycle cooling, in whole, or in part, as part of this 
proposed rule?  


 
EPA rejected a closed-cycle cooling requirement that would have applied to all 
facilities because it identified four circumstances that may limit the availability of 
closed-cycle cooling. These circumstances include local energy reliability 
concerns, air quality issues, geographical constraints on the installation of 
closed-cycle cooling and facilities with a limited remaining useful plant life.  For 
example, EPA lacks sufficient data to fully understand all the site-specific impacts 
of closed-cycle cooling on energy reliability and air quality.  Further, some 
facilities might not have sufficient land available for the closed-cycle 
technologies.  Finally, it might not make sense for some older facilities to retrofit 
to closed cycle-cycle cooling at the end of the useful life of individual units.  


 
21. Isn’t this proposed rule less stringent than earlier rulemakings that were 


remanded by the courts?   
 


Prior to this proposal there were two rulemakings that addressed existing 
facilities and resulted in the following: 
 


a. Phase II rulemaking -- impingement and entrainment requirements for all 
large power plants.  Based on site visits and conversations with industry, 
it appears that restoration projects, rather than reduced cooling water 
intake flows, would have been used to meet the entrainment 
requirement.  The restoration compliance option was struck down by the 
Second Circuit in 2007.   


b. Phase III rulemaking – no national impingement and entrainment 
requirements for any small existing power plants or any manufacturing 
facility.   


 
The proposed rule issued today contains national impingement requirements for 
all existing facilities, and therefore is more environmentally protective than the 
previous rulemakings for existing facilities.   
 


22. How would you respond to members of Congress who point to this proposal as 
an example of EPA overreach and negative impact on American business? 


EPA has carefully considered impacts on industry and crafted a proposed rule 
that achieves a balance between environmental protection and costs to industry.  
EPA has proposed an approach that establishes common sense national 
requirements, while allowing for more stringent site-specific determinations to 
be made based on local concerns.   


 
  







 


23. What are the built-in flexibilities in the rule? 


In meeting the impingement requirement that a limited number of fish be killed 
by a facility, the facility would determine which technology to employ to meet 
the impingement limit, or the facility could reduce their intake velocity to 0.5 
feet per second.   


 
In meeting the requirement to reduce the intake flow to a level similar to a 
closed cycle, recirculating system, existing facilities looking to add a new unit to 
increase the electrical generating capacity of the facility may either incorporate a 
closed-cycle system into the design of the new unit, or make other design 
changes equivalent to the reductions associated with closed-cycle cooling. 
 


24. What do new facilities need to do to comply with the rule as opposed to existing 
facilities? 


 
A new facility for purposes of CWA section 316(b) consists of 1 or more brand 
new electric generation units and is not affected by this rule.  New facilities must 
comply with the 316(b) Phase I rule affecting new facilities, which was issued in 
2001. See 
http://water.epa.gov/lawsregs/lawsguidance/cwa/316b/phase1/index.cfm 


This proposed rule affects existing power plants and manufacturing facilities that 
generate electricity or manufacture other goods, and that also withdraw at least 
2 million gallons per day of cooling water.  


 
25. How will nuclear plants be affected by this rule? 


 
Nuclear facilities would have to meet the same requirements as all other 
facilities affected by this proposed rule.  However, conscious of the special 
nature of nuclear facilities, the proposed rule provides that if the Permitting 
Director, in consultation  with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, determines 
that compliance with this proposed rule would result in a conflict with a safety 
requirement established by the Commission, the Permit Director “must make a 
site-specific determination of best technology available for minimizing adverse 
environmental impact that would not result in a conflict with the Commission's 
safety requirement."  


Additionally, any water withdrawn for emergency purposes by any facility 
(including nuclear facilities) is not subject to the requirements of this proposed 
rule. 


 







 


Technology Questions 
 


26. What is once-through cooling? 
 


Once-through cooling is when a facility withdraws water from a waterbody, 
sends it through the cooling system one time, and then discharges the heated 
water back to a waterbody.  


 
27. What is closed-cycle cooling? 


 
Closed-cycle cooling is when a facility recycles or recirculates cooling water 
within its facility, and thus withdraws only 2% to 5% of the water it would 
withdraw if it were once-through cooling.  Closed cycle cooling is often referred 
to as cooling towers, or wet cooling, which may be tall, as in hyperbolic, natural 
draft cooling towers, or may be short and modular, employing fans to produce 
draft, as in mechanical evaporative cooling towers.   


 
28. What is the energy penalty associated with closed-cycle cooling? 


 
The energy penalty is associated with closed-cycle cooling.  The energy penalty 
variously refers to one or more of the following effects.  All closed-cycle systems 
require electricity to operate pumps, and that electricity cannot be sold to the 
electric grid.  Mechanical evaporative cooling towers also require electricity to 
operate fans.  In addition, when once-through facilities that were designed to 
use lower temperature water from a waterbody are retrofit to closed-cycle 
cooling, the recirculated water may not be as cool, thus reducing the efficiency 
of the heat dissipation of the cooling water system, which may temporarily 
reduce the electricity generation capacity of an electric power plant.   
 


29. Don’t cooling towers consume more water than once-through cooling?  
 


This comparison stems from a technical concern that because of evaporation, 
closed-cycle cooling consumes more water than once-through cooling.  While 
there are evaporative losses associated with closed-cycle cooling, it is not clear 
that evaporation associated with returning heated once-though cooling water to 
a waterbody doesn’t result in similar evaporative losses.   EPA is not aware of 
any studies that analyze this comparison and has asked for public comment on 
the issue.  
 
 
 


 







 
30. Were other entrainment technologies considered besides cooling towers? 


 
Yes.  Some facilities can employ practices or technologies to reduce cooling 
water withdrawals, such as variable speed pumps or reduced operation of the 
facility during the peak fish spawning season.  Additionally, while coarse mesh 
screens (3/8”) are used to control impingement, fine mesh screens (less than 
3/8”) may be used in some applications to control entrainment.   There are two 
issues with these screens that make their widespread use unlikely to be feasible 
for minimizing adverse environmental impacts.  First, smaller screen mesh sizes 
exclude more organisms from being drawn into and through the cooling water 
system, but this does not ensure organism survival (larvae are soft-bodied and 
even gentle impact on a screen can result in fatal injuries; the smaller the screen 
mesh, the more likely larvae are to impact the screen. Second, a finer mesh 
requires more screens to produce the same open area through which water can 
flow; at many facilities, there is insufficient space available to employ finer mesh 
screens without reducing the flow.  
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PEOPLE ARE TALKING  
==================================================================== 


 
With the internet, blogs, Twitter, forums - people are talking about EPA 24/7 


Here’s a sampling of what was said on April 15, 2010: 
 


NOTE:  To read the entire blog entry, click on underlined URL.  To learn more about the 
blogger, click on the name/link in first line.  Notes and headings are from OPA. 
 
 
Lisa Jackson 
 
Now I’m wondering what @lisapjackson with the EPA will have to say about this story...  


Posted by: elzapo:     7:15 pm    Full post: http://bit.ly/aAKHWH 
(Note:  Rainforest Action Network:  The end of mountaintop removal is this year) 
 
Lisa Jackson, Kate Sheppard, Andy Revkin, oh my! We have a great event coming up, i 
hope you can make it!  


Posted by: susannamurley:     5:15 pm    Full post: http://bit.ly/cvIzSu 
 
Mystery guest revealed! Lisa Jackson (US @EPA) will be joining us on 4/20. Register now! 
@lisapjackson  


Posted by: planet_forward:   4:25 pm    Full post: http://bit.ly/9vtBwQ 
(Note:  Be at GW's School of Media and Public Affairs for insider's guide to America's next 
great legislative challenge. Leaders from all sides of global environmental debate will hash out 
what's next for US climate change legislation post-Copenhagen and pre-midterm elections.) 
 
Amazing afternoon with administrator Jackson at epa and home star passes out of energy 
and commerce with great improvements. A great day! 


Posted by: jessytolkan:   2:33 pm    Full post:  
(Note:  Huffington Post writer) 
 
At the EPA speaking on a panel with Lisa Jackson, Gwen Ifill, and 1st epa admin. 
celebrating 40yrs of the EPA 


Posted by: jessytolkan:   12:25 pm    Full post: http://bit.ly/9vtBwQ 
(Note:  Huffington Post writer) 
 
EPA Administrator Jackson speaks at clean water conference  


Posted by: WaterTechOnline:   1:28 pm    Full post: 
http://www.watertechonline.com/news.asp?N_ID=73892 
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Earth Day 
 
EPA (Environmental Protection Agency) celebrates the 40th anniversary of Earth Day on 
April 22  


Posted by: pccpl:    6:45 pm    Full post: http://goo.gl/fb/45xaL 
(Note:  Pittsburgh Public Library) 
 
EPA Celebrates the 40th Anniversary of Earth Day – April 22, 2010  


Posted by: dopplick:   6:45 pm    Full post: http://epa.gov/earthday/ 
 
Do you want to participate in an Earth Day community service event next week? For 
details: 


Posted by: BallGround:    12:45 pm    Full post: http://www.epa.gov/earthday/events.htm 
(Cherokee County, GA) 
 
Energy Star and Home Star 
 
Home Star energy efficiency program clears key House committee  


Posted by:   Sierra_Club:    7:15 pm    Full post: http://bit.ly/b4Kc8D 
 
Statement from The President on House Energy and Commerce Committee Passage of 
"Home Star" Legislation: “Today’s b...  


Posted by: airforce1:    7:15 pm    Full post: http://bit.ly/aGrpDq 
 
In bipartisan vote, Energy and Commerce Committee passes Welch Home Star bill:  


Posted by: Sourcews_World:    7:05 pm    Full post: http://bit.ly/d06sVL 
 
USA Today:  US announces tighter scrutiny for Energy Star products  


Posted by: thinkenergy:     10:04 am     Full post: http://url4.eu/2fHDM 
(Note:  Prior to using the Energy Star label, the U.S. stamp of approval for energy efficiency, 
companies will now have to submit complete lab reports and results about their products to the 
EPA, according to the announcement Wednesday. The EPA will no longer rely on an automated 
approval process.) 
 


ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 
 


AIR 


Which Veggie Burgers Were Made With a Neurotoxin? (Treehugger) 
 
By Kiera Butler | Mon Apr. 12, 2010 2:30 AM PDT 
UPDATE: Veggie burger rumors are flying! Some readers and other news organizations have 
alleged that the study I wrote [1] about on Monday was funded by the pro-meat, anti-soy group 
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the Weston A. Price Foundation [2]. But this morning, I spoke with Cornucopia Institute [3] 
director Mark Kastel, who said that the Weston A. Price Foundation did not contribute any 
funding to the "Behind the Bean" (pdf [4]) study. More here [5]. 
UPDATE: Readers' questions about veggie burgers and hexane answered here [6]. 


This is about the time of year when I start keeping packages of veggie burgers in the 
freezer, just in case of an impromptu barbecue. In the past, I haven't had much fake 
meat brand loyalty: I've found that once I smother my hunk of textured vegetable protein 
in barbeque sauce, all soy patties are pretty much created equal. But after reading a 
recent investigation [7] by the Cornucopia Institute, I'm going to be a lot more picky: The 
food and agriculture nonprofit found that most non-organic veggie burgers currently on 
the market are made with the chemical hexane [8], an EPA-registered air pollutant and 
neurotoxin.  
 
In order to meet the demands of health-conscious consumers, manufacturers of soy-
based fake meat like to make their products have as little fat as possible. The cheapest 
way to do this is by submerging soybeans in a bath of hexane to separate the oil from 
the protein. Says Cornucopia Institute senior researcher Charlotte Vallaeys, "If a non-
organic product contains a soy protein isolate, soy protein concentrate, or texturized 
vegetable protein, you can be pretty sure it was made using soy beans that were made 
with hexane." 
 
If you've heard about hexane before, it was likely in the context of gasoline—the air 
pollutant is also a byproduct of gas refining. But in 2007, grain processors were 
responsible for two-thirds of our national hexane emissions. Hexane is hazardous [9] in 
the factory, too: Workers [10] who have been exposed to it have developed both skin and 
nervous system disorders. Troubling, then, that the FDA does not monitor or regulate 
hexane residue in foods. More worrisome still: According to the report, "Nearly every 
major ingredient in conventional soy-based infant formula is hexane extracted." 


The Cornucopia Institute found that a number of popular veggie burgers were made 
with hexane. The list (pdf [11], page 37, and below) is longer than you might think: 


Amy's Kitchen 
Boca Burger, conventional 
Franklin Farms 
Garden Burger 
It’s All Good Lightlife 
Morningstar Farms 
President’s Choice 
Taste Above 
Trader Joe's 
Yves Veggie Cuisine 
Hexane-free products: 
Boca Burgers "Made with organic soy" 
Helen's Kitchen 
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Morningstar "Made with organic" 
Superburgers by Turtle Island 
Tofurky 
Wildwood 


Also worth noting: Products labeled "organic" aren't allowed to contain any hexane-
derived ingredients, but that rule doesn't apply to foods that are labeled "made with 
organic ingredients." For more on soy sourcing, plus a list of popular "made with organic 
ingredients"-labeled protein bars that are made with hexane, read the Cornucopia 
Institute's full study, "Behind the Bean [7]." 


 


 


CLIMATE  CHANGE 
 


A Walk Through the Week's Climate News (Grist) 
 
The Climate Post: Why isn’t the Keeling Curve more famous?  
by Eric Roston  
15 Apr 2010 12:05 PM 
First Things First: IBM will ask its 28,000 suppliers to monitor and disclose their energy use, 
heat-trapping gas emissions, waste, and recycling. Spread across 90 countries, the suppliers are 
compelled to install software designed to help firms understand their impact–if they want to 
continue working with the computing and services giant. “Ultimately, if a supplier cannot be 
compliant with requirements on the environment and sustainability, we’ll stop doing business 
with them,” said IBM’s John Paterson. 


In Washington, the policy community anticipates in the next week or so the first public 
draft of a new Senate climate and energy bill. The bill will not surface on Earth Day, 
April 22, according to Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.). “We don’t want to mix messages 
here,” he said, “I’m all for protecting the Earth but this is about energy independence.” 


Capping It All off: The New York Times declared “cap-and-trade” dead several weeks 
ago, only to quietly run a sort of non-correction correction last weekend. The draft 
Senate bill is expected to create a market in which regulated companies can buy and 
sell permits to emit heat-trapping gases. 


Leaks from the Senate suggest that the bill, written by Senators John Kerry (D-Mass.), 
Graham, and Joe Lieberman (I-Conn.), would impose limits on the industrial pollution of 
heat-trapping gases and allow regulated companies to buy and sell emissions permits. 
The utility sector would initiate the program in 2012, followed by heavy industry in 2016. 
The Senate bill will treat transportation fuels differently, requiring a “fee” levied after 
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products are refined, and before drivers pump it into their vehicles. This sector-by-sector 
approach to climate policy has been greeted with some openness from a few 
Republican lawmakers, including Senators Lamar Alexander (R-Tenn.) and Scott Brown 
(R-Mass.). Would new support offset a loss of support among Democrats angered by 
President Barack Obama’s recent announcement to expand offshore oil exploration? 


When the troika introduces the bill, responsibility for moving it into the Senate goes to 
Majority Leaders Harry Reid. “His challenge could not be tougher,” writes Darren 
Samuelsohn in ClimateWire. Reid will try to navigate the bill to the Senate floor at the 
same time he’s juggling a new Supreme Court nomination, financial reform, and a rough 
re-election campaign. Graham and Kerry modestly disagreed on the possible 
implications for the climate bill of the Supreme Court confirmation process. 


The Senate bill will reportedly also contain a provision that eliminates both the 
Environmental Protection Agency’s new greenhouse gas regulations, and state and 
regional climate programs. That would halt development of programs including the 
Western Climate Initiative. The WCI this week previewed a new analysis that projects 
an average price of about $33 to emit a ton of carbon dioxide in 2020. States could 
continue programs that improve energy efficiency or set renewable energy standards. 


Down-to-Earth Business: Is most discernable “movement” in the environmental arena 
to be found this year in the private sector? Reuters finds supporting evidence. The still-
tough economic climate encourages firms to cut waste and inefficiency, and 
sustainability offers a common approach. Strained consumer budgets discourage 
spending on premium “clean” products. (The consumers who are interested in shelling 
out a little bit more for a greener product might note that the EPA and Department of 
Energy’s Energy Star label just became stricter.) The trend calls to mind a catch-phrase 
of Gregory Unruh, a corporate sustainability expert affiliated with the Thunderbird 
School of Global Management: “Embed it and forget it.” He writes in his new book, 
Earth, Inc.: “We’ll reach the sustainability destination when we embed the principles that 
account for the biosphere’s sustainability to business practice in profitable ways” [pdf 
introduction]. 


Energy efficiency is the fastest path to sustainability for many companies, and by 
extension the least intrusive way for policymakers to push climate-and-energy goals 
forward. This week Nicholas Institute Senior Policy Associate Etan Gumerman co-
authored an ambitious, widely received study with Professor Marilyn Brown of Georgia 
Tech that concludes smart policy should bring vast energy and financial savings. The 
modeling study shows that a suite of nine policies could result in $41 million in energy 
bill savings, the creation of 320,000 new jobs, and a water savings of 8.6 billion gallons 
in 2020. “We looked at how these policies might interact, not just single programs,” 
Gumerman said. “The interplay between policies compounds the savings. And it’s all 
cost-effective. On average, each dollar invested in energy efficiency over the next 20 
years will reap $2.25 in benefits.” The study was picked up by numerous major and 
trade media outlets across the country, and is available here. 
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Universities are stepping up their training of America’s future workforce. Engineering 
students increasingly seek programs that specialize in sustainability, drawn by renewed 
interest in industry and pushed by current and expected new government policies. US 
News and World Report writes, “Today’s engineering students are reacting to having 
grown up in environmentally ‘perilous times.’” [Duke's Pratt School of Engineering 
includes an environmental engineering initiative as one of its four academic pillars.] 


In the Clear: A panel dismissed charges of scientific fraud and other accusations levied 
against researchers affiliated with the Climate Research Unit at the University of East 
Anglia. Ron Oxburgh, an earth scientist, former defense adviser, and former Shell 
chairman, and colleagues pinged the climatologists for not consulting closely with top 
statisticians when they conduct their statistics-driven analysis of temperature records 
and proxy records. A statistician on the review panel said it was unlikely statistical errors 
undermine the basic science. 


Cat Exits Open Bag: The Guardian publishes a memo detailing U.S. communications 
strategy in international climate talks. The document was found “on a European hotel 
computer and passed to the Guardian,” which doesn’t offer much of a clue for 
pinpointing who might have left it there. At the top of the list: “Reinforce the perception 
that the US is constructively engaged in UN negotiations in an effort to produce a global 
regime to combat climate change.” 


Genie Exits Bottle: Social media, such as Facebook and Twitter, are making 
previously obscure monthly data dumps from NOAA and NASA into regular 
conversation pieces among observers to the climate arena. The March numbers came 
out this week and zipped across blogs and news sites: 


The combined global land and ocean average surface temperature for March 2010 was 
the warmest on record at 13.5 deg C (56.3 deg F), which is 0.77 deg C (1.39 deg F) 
above the 20th century average of 12.7 deg C (54.9 deg F). This was also the 34th 
consecutive March with global land and ocean temperatures above the 20th century 
average. 


It’s worth asking, particularly as Earth Day queues up next week, will climate data 
eventually make it big as an economic indicator? 


A volcanic eruption in Iceland has grounded aircraft in the U.K. and Europe, but early 
reports suggest it’s too small to have a noticeable short-term cooling effect globally. 
Sulfate aerosols released in volcanic explosions tend to have a cooling effect on the 
atmosphere. One controversial idea to manage climate change is to mimic eruptions by 
spraying aerosols into the high atmosphere from aircraft. For more on this and other 
“geoengineering” ideas, see (both!) of two great new books on the topic, Hack the 
Planet, by Eli Kintisch of Science, and How to Cool the Planet, by Jeff Goodell of Rolling 
Stone. I happily “blurbed” the former, and reviewed the latter recently in BusinessWeek. 
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Why Isn’t the Keeling Curve More Famous?: For a couple of weeks, I’ve had a tiny 
bee in my bonnet along these lines and I finally figured out why. It’s this sentence in the 
Washington Post review of Ian McEwan’s new novel, Solar (I mentioned this in this 
space two weeks ago). Here: 


The subject, though, is hot. Whether or not carbon dioxide is accumulating in the 
atmosphere, there’s no denying that novelists are warming up to the subject. [Emphasis 
added] 


Initially I was just hung up on how someone hoping to come across as an informed 
person, or who is supposed to be an informed person, could string together these words 
with a straight face. The larger problem is that this is just one signal–anecdotally 
reinforced elsewhere–that many smart, educated, successful people don’t know that 
carbon dioxide is increasing in the atmosphere. 


If Earth Day has any singular goal at all, and I’ve never been convinced, it should be 
this: Make the Keeling curve more famous. Deutsch Bank recently bought a huge 
billboard across the street from Madison Square Garden in New York City. It has a 
running tally of the tons of carbon dioxide humans have put into the atmosphere, in the 
spirit of the famous National Debt Clock. But what would happen if instead it were the 
Keeling Curve? With other Keeling Curves in Times Square, at the New York Stock 
Exchange, in Parisian art installations, projected on clouds on Earth Day like the Bat 
signal. What do the neuroeconomists and behaviorists say about this? Is there a 
Keeling Curve app yet for the iPad? 


What do you think? 


Eric Roston is Senior Associate at the Nicholas Institute and author of The Carbon Age: 
How Life’s Core Element Has Become Civilization’s Greatest Threat. Prologue available 
at Grist. Chapter about Ginkgo biloba and climate change available at Conservation. 
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Posted: April 15, 2010 01:47 PM  


Rubber Stamping is Out Energy Star to Close a Giant Loophole 
(Treehugger) 
 
by Michael Graham Richard, Ottawa, Canada on 04.15.10 
Business & Politics  
Trust Needs to be Earned 
No doubt in reaction to the Government Accountability Office's public report about how easy it 
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is to get fake products and companies approved by Energy Star (they got certification for a gas-
powered alarm clock and many other fake products), Energy Star has decided to close some 
loopholes and tighten things up a bit. But will it be enough? 
So What's New? 
Self-certification is out (about time), but we're not yet at the point where every product will be 
tested by Energy Star people directly. It understandable because that would be a big bottleneck... 
Instead: "Effective immediately, manufacturers wishing to qualify their products as Energy Star 
must submit complete lab reports and results for review and approval by EPA prior to labeling." 
The agency is also ditching an automated approval process. 
This should make Consumer Reports happy. They've been criticizing Energy Star on that point 
for years. 
This could indirectly improve the energy efficiency of products by providing a real incentive for 
efficient products (instead of those that merely claim to be but have never been properly tested). 
 
 
 


MINING 


E2 Round-up: Mines delay sanctions through appeals, Cape Wind fight 
winding down, Lautenberg proposes rewrite of chemical laws, and more 
(The Hill) 
 
By Jim Snyder - 04/15/10 08:37 AM ET  


* Mine appeals delayed sanctions 


From the Wall Street Journal: “Four dozen coal mines, including the Massey Energy Co. mine in 
West Virginia where 29 miners were killed this month, escaped tougher enforcement for months 
while safety citations were being appealed, according to Rep. George Miller (D., Calif.).” 


"Mine operators who game the system to avoid tough scrutiny by federal safety officials must be 
held accountable," Miller said, according to the Journal. 


The industry says it supports efforts by Miller, who is the chairman of the House Education and 
Labor Committee, to reduce a backlog of appeals at the Mine Safety and Health Administration. 
National Mining Association spokeswoman Carol Raulston called the backlog an “untenable 
situation.” 


She said the board that reviews appeals doesn't have a full complement of members, and that 
several years ago the MSHA ended an informal consultation process which often resolved 
appeals more quickly, according to the Journal. 


* Cape Wind fight may be finally winding down  



http://www.treehugger.com/files/2010/03/energy-star-fake-products-gasoline-powered-alarm-clock.php

http://www.treehugger.com/files/2010/03/energy-star-fake-products-gasoline-powered-alarm-clock.php

http://www.consumerreports.org/cro/index.htm

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303348504575183982502147688.html?mod=WSJ_WSJ_US_News_5





Interior Secretary Ken Salazar is expected to rule this month on Cape Wind, a proposal to invest 
more than $1 billion placing 130 wind-powered turbines in Nantucket Sound. A federal advisory 
council recommended on April 2 that Salazar reject the project because of the “destructive” 
effects on historic sites. 


Bloomberg lays out the interests involved the decade-long dispute: “Leaders of 3,200 
Wampanoag Indians with roots in Cape Cod and Martha’s Vineyard say Cape Wind’s turbine 
blades, reaching 440 feet into the air, would desecrate the view of the sunrise that’s essential to 
their prayer ceremonies. A month before Democrat Kennedy died on Aug. 25, he wrote to 
Obama imploring him to halt action on the wind farm, which would be visible from the senator’s 
home.” 


Former Energy Secretary Spencer Abraham sees a classic case of Nimbyism and a threat to the 
administration's goals for renewable energy development. 


“When we talk about what’s made America’s energy policies so challenging to devise it’s in no 
small measure this whole not-in-my-backyard sentiment,” Abraham said in an interview with 
Bloomberg. 


* Auditors fault oil and gas royalty program 


From the Los Angeles Times’ Greenspace blog: “The federal government's efforts to ensure 
accurate measurement of oil and gas being extracted from federal lands is ‘ineffective and 
inefficient,’ raising questions about whether petroleum companies are paying proper royalties, a 
government audit has found."  


Government Accountability Office faulted the Interior Department for not updating some of its 
measurement standards in two decades, for falling behind current technologies, and for failing to 
meet inspection and calibration goals aimed at maintaining accurate measurements. 


The government received $6.5 billion in royalties last year. 


* Sen. Lautenberg to unveil rewrite of nation’s chemical laws 


The Washington Post has an early look at how Sen. Frank Lautenberg (D-N.J.) plans to overhaul 
the nation’s chemical laws. 


Lautenberg’s plan would require manufacturers to prove the safety of chemicals before they 
enter the marketplace. “That would be a significant departure from current laws, which allow 
chemicals to be used unless the federal government can prove they cause harm to health or the 
environment,” the Post reports. 


More from the Post: “Under current laws, the government has little or no information about the 
risks of most chemicals in use. The government cannot act unless a chemical poses a health 
threat, but the EPA cannot force companies to provide data that show risks.” 



http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=20601130&sid=aYGGAST8uKmc

http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/greenspace/2010/04/royalty-measurement-for-oil-and-gas-flawed-audit-finds-.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+GreenspaceEnvironmentBlog+%28Greenspace%29

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2010/04/14/AR2010041404827.html





 
 
 


TOXICS 


Congress Targets Broken Federal Toxics Law (Huffington Post) 


The effort to protect Americans from chemical dangers took a historic step forward today as 
Senator Frank R. Lautenberg (D-NJ), chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Environmental 
Health, introduced legislation to overhaul the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) of 1976. 
The current law is riddled with so many loopholes that in more than 30 years, the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) has been able to regulate only five of the 83,000 chemicals in use in 
consumer goods. 


In the House, meanwhile, a key committee rolled out its "discussion draft" of a parallel proposal. 
Reps. Henry Waxman (D-Calif.) , chairman of the House Energy and Commerce Committee 
Chairman and Commerce, and Bobby Rush (D-Ill.), chairman of the Trade and Consumer 
Protection Subcommittee, will begin hammering out a final version that could go to a floor vote 
later this year. 


Sen. Lautenberg's Safe Chemicals Act will bring order to a chemical industry whose products 
have largely escaped regulation for the past three decades. With virtually no rules governing the 
safety of chemicals, American babies are born pre-polluted, their bodies laced with as many as 
300 industrial compounds, pollutants, plastics, pesticides and other substances that threaten 
public health. 


Lautenberg puts this problem in the crosshairs by making protection of children and other 
vulnerable populations the cornerstone of American environmental health policy. The measure 
would set standards of public health protection far higher that the new European toxic chemicals 
regime and is light years ahead of any statute that has been proposed or enacted at the state level. 


The bill would also peel away the shroud of secrecy that allows only industry and select EPA 
employees to see "confidential" data on chemicals. As a result, two-thirds of all synthetics 
brought to market in the past 30 years have been secret chemicals, their identities concealed from 
the public and independent scientists. Even first responders and state health authorities have no 
access to these chemical identities and safety data about them.  


In another major reform, Lautenberg's bill would shift the burden of ensuring that chemicals are 
safe, requiring chemical manufacturers to prove the safety of their products to stay on the 
market. As things stand now, the public must accept industry's claims that a chemical is benign. 
If the EPA questions a substance's safety, the agency - meaning the public - bears the burden of 
proving that there are risks. The bill would also give the EPA the authority to make it stick; if a 
company declines to produce even a single study the agency wants, the EPA administrator could 
stop production and use of the chemical.  







The Safe Chemicals Act would also require EPA to produce a priority list of 300 existing 
chemicals for regulatory review and would establish an interagency panel to decide which 
chemicals go on that list. Putting the wrong chemicals on the list will undermine public 
protections for many years. As the bill moves forward, EWG we will keep a close eye on how 
priorities are set and what tests are required to prove safety.  


Lautenberg, Waxman and other members of Congress sponsored a toxic chemicals policy reform 
proposal known as the Kid-Safe Chemicals Act in 2005 and again in 2008, but these measures 
did not have the broad support that has coalesced behind the current initiative.  


Today, the search for environmental causes of disease is a front-burner issue for scientists, 
medical professionals, policy-makers and health advocates. President Obama, EPA administrator 
Lisa Jackson, key members of both houses of Congress, the environmental and health 
communities, countless citizens and the chemical industry itself agree that a new national policy 
must be crafted to fit the complex realities of the 21st century.  
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To LisaP Jackson/DC/USEPA/US@EPA 


cc 
Subject Princeton Earth Day 


On April 20th 2012, Princeton's Environmental Groups, led by SURGE 
(Students United for a Responsible Global Environment) with the help of 
Princeton's Sustainability Office will host Princeton's Earth Day 
celebrations. Every year, Princeton holds Earth Day celebrations to 
raise awareness about and interest in the pressing issues that face our 
planet today. Earth Day 2012 will take place on the center lawn of Frist 
Campus Center, in the middle of Princeton's campus. The location allows 
for easy visibility and we are expecting a significant attendance both 
from the Princeton campus and the larger Princeton community. 


This year's celebration is unique in that our primary goal is to expose 
the ways in which climate change does have true, tangible, human 
consequences. Various estimates suggest we may have as many as 150-200 
million climate change refugees by 2050. We believe, however, that this 
awareness of the true human impacts is still lacking on our campus. We 
want to emphasize the damage caused by climate change and inspire others 
to get involved. The event will showcase various student group 
performances and involve a large photo exhibition of the plight of 
climate refugees all over the lawn. In addition, this event is a big 
fundraiser and in keeping with the theme, we will be donating all 
profits to climate refugees. This year, the theme of our event is the 
Human Face of Climate Change. We picked this theme prior to researching 
your film, and were surprised to find out that it is also the tagline 
for Climate Refugees. 


We would absolutely love to have you come speak at our event. We, and 
the larger Princeton community, would love to listen to your thoughts 
and insights. It would be truly an honor to have you and we hope to hear 
from you soon! 


Caroline Jo 
Katie Smith 
Nora Barnett
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 THE WHITE HOUSE 
 
 Office of the Press Secretary 
 
                                                                  
 
For Immediate Release         October 5, 2010 


 
 


EXECUTIVE ORDER 
 


- - - - - - - 
 


ESTABLISHING THE GULF COAST ECOSYSTEM RESTORATION TASK FORCE 
 
 


 By the authority vested in me as President by the 
Constitution and the laws of the United States of America, 
it is hereby ordered as follows: 
 
 Section 1.  Purpose.  The Gulf Coast is a national 
treasure.  Its natural resources are an important economic 
engine for the entire United States; its waters sustain a 
diverse and vibrant ecosystem; and the Gulf's culture, natural 
beauty, and historic significance are unique.  Each year, 
millions of tourists visit the Gulf to vacation, swim, boat, 
fish, hunt, and bird-watch; and, together, the Gulf's tourism 
and commercial and recreational fishing industries make a 
significant contribution to the United States economy.  More 
than 90 percent of the Nation's offshore oil and gas is produced 
in the Gulf, and it is where nearly one-third of seafood 
production in the continental United States is harvested. 
 
 The United States needs a vibrant Gulf Coast, and the 
Federal Government is committed to helping Gulf Coast residents 
conserve and restore resilient and healthy ecosystems in the 
Gulf of Mexico and surrounding regions that support the diverse 
economies, communities, and cultures of the region.  To 
effectively address the damage caused by the BP Deepwater 
Horizon Oil Spill, address the longstanding ecological decline, 
and begin moving toward a more resilient Gulf Coast ecosystem, 
ecosystem restoration is needed.  Ecosystem restoration will 
support economic vitality, enhance human health and safety, 
protect infrastructure, enable communities to better withstand 
impact from storms and climate change, sustain safe seafood and 
clean water, provide recreational and cultural opportunities, 
protect and preserve sites that are of historical and cultural 
significance, and contribute to the overall resilience of our 
coastal communities and Nation. 
 
 In order to achieve these objectives, it is necessary that 
Federal efforts be efficiently integrated with those of local 
stakeholders and that particular focus be given to innovative 
solutions and complex, large-scale restoration projects.  
Efforts must be science-based and well-coordinated to minimize 
duplication and ensure effective delivery of services.  This 
order establishes a Gulf Coast Ecosystem Restoration Task Force 
to coordinate intergovernmental responsibilities, planning, 
and exchange of information so as to better implement Gulf Coast 
ecosystem restoration and to facilitate appropriate 
accountability and support throughout the restoration process. 
 


more 
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 Sec. 2.  Establishment of the Gulf Coast Ecosystem 
Restoration Task Force.  There is established the Gulf Coast 
Ecosystem Restoration Task Force (Task Force). 
 
 (a)  The Task Force shall consist of: 
 
 (1)  A senior official from each of the following 


executive departments, agencies, and offices, selected 
by the head of the respective department, agency, or 
office: 


 
 a.  the Department of Defense; 
 
 b.  the Department of Justice; 
 
 c.  the Department of the Interior; 
 
 d.  the Department of Agriculture; 
 
 e.  the Department of Commerce; 
 
 f.  the Department of Transportation; 
 
 g.  the Environmental Protection Agency; 
 
 h.  the Office of Management and Budget; 
 
 i.  the Council on Environmental Quality; 
 
 j.  the Office of Science and Technology Policy; 
 
 k.  the Domestic Policy Council; and 
 
 l.  other executive departments, agencies, and 


offices as the President may, from time to time, 
designate. 


 
 (2)  Five State representatives, appointed by the 


President upon recommendation of the Governors of each 
Gulf State, who shall be elected officers of State 
governments (or their designated employees with 
authority to act on their behalf) acting in their 
official capacities. 


 
 (b)  The Task Force may include representatives from 
affected tribes, who shall be elected officers of those tribes 
(or their designated employees with authority to act on their 
behalf) acting in their official capacities.  The Task Force 
shall, in collaboration with affected tribes, determine an 
appropriate structure for tribal participation in matters within 
the scope of the Task Force's responsibilities. 
 
 (c)  The President shall designate a Chair of the Task 
Force from among senior officials of executive departments, 
agencies, and offices represented on the Task Force.  The Chair 
shall lead the coordination of intergovernmental Gulf Coast 
ecosystem restoration efforts and oversee the work of the Task 
Force.  The Chair shall regularly convene and preside at  
 


more 
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meetings of the Task Force, determine its agenda, and direct 
its work.  The Chair's duties shall also include: 
 


 (1)  facilitating a smooth transition from the 
response phase of addressing the BP Deepwater Horizon 
Oil Spill to the restoration phase; 


 
 (2)  communicating and engaging with States, tribes, 


local governments, other stakeholders in the Gulf 
Coast region, and the public on ecosystem restoration, 
as well as other aspects of Gulf recovery, including 
economic recovery and public health efforts; and 


 
 (3)  coordinating the efforts of executive 


departments, agencies, and offices related to the 
functions of the Task Force. 


 
 (d)  Representatives of the Gulf States under 
subsection (a)(2) of this section shall select from among 
themselves a Vice-Chair of the Task Force. 
 
 Sec. 3.  Functions of the Task Force.  The Task Force shall 
be an advisory body to: 
 
 (a)  coordinate intergovernmental efforts to improve 
efficiency and effectiveness in the implementation of Gulf Coast 
ecosystem restoration actions; 
 
 (b)  support the Natural Resource Damage Assessment process 
by referring potential ecosystem restoration actions to the 
Natural Resource Damage Assessment Trustee Council for 
consideration and facilitating coordination among the relevant 
departments, agencies, and offices, as appropriate, subject to 
the independent statutory responsibilities of the trustees; 
 
 (c)  present to the President a Gulf of Mexico Regional 
Ecosystem Restoration Strategy (Strategy) as provided in 
section 4 of this order; 
 
 (d)  engage local stakeholders, communities, the public, 
and other officials throughout the Gulf Coast region to ensure 
that they have an opportunity to share their needs and 
viewpoints to inform the work of the Task Force, including 
the development of the Strategy; 
 
 (e)  provide leadership and coordination of research needs 
in support of ecosystem restoration planning and decisionmaking 
in the Gulf Coast region, and work with existing Federal and 
State advisory committees, as appropriate, to facilitate 
consideration of relevant scientific and technical knowledge; 
 
 (f)  prepare a biennial update for the President on 
progress toward the goals of Gulf Coast ecosystem restoration, 
as outlined in the Strategy; 
 
 (g)  communicate with affected tribes in a manner 
consistent with Executive Order 13175 of November 6, 2000, on 
consultation and coordination with Indian tribal governments; 
and 
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 (h)  coordinate with relevant executive departments, 
agencies, and offices on ways to encourage health and economic 
benefits associated with proposed ecosystem restoration actions. 
 
 Sec. 4.  Gulf of Mexico Regional Ecosystem Restoration 
Strategy.  (a)  Within 1 year of the date of this order, the 
Task Force shall prepare a Strategy that proposes a Gulf Coast 
ecosystem restoration agenda, including goals for ecosystem 
restoration, development of a set of performance indicators to 
track progress, and means of coordinating intergovernmental 
restoration efforts guided by shared priorities.  In developing 
the Strategy, the Task Force shall: 
 
 (1)  define ecosystem restoration goals and describe 


milestones for making progress toward attainment of 
those goals; 
 
(2)  consider existing research and ecosystem 
restoration planning efforts in the region, including 
initiatives undertaken by the National Ocean Council 
and the Mississippi River/Gulf of Mexico Watershed 
Nutrient Task Force (Gulf Hypoxia Task Force), in 
order to identify planning and restoration needs and 
ways under existing authorities to address those 
needs; 
 
(3)  identify major policy areas where coordinated 
intergovernmental action is necessary;  
 
(4)  propose new programs or actions to implement 
elements of the Strategy where existing authorities 
are not sufficient; 
 
(5)  identify monitoring, research, and scientific 
assessments needed to support decisionmaking for 
ecosystem restoration efforts and evaluate existing 
monitoring programs and gaps in current data 
collection; and 
 
(6)  describe the circumstances under which 
termination of the Task Force would be appropriate. 
 


 (b)  The executive departments, agencies, and offices 
enumerated in section 2(a)(1) of this order shall, to the extent 
permitted by law, consider ways to align their relevant programs 
and authorities with the Strategy. 
 
 Sec. 5.  Administration.  (a)  The Task Force shall have 
a staff, headed by an Executive Director, which shall provide 
support for the functions of the Task Force. 
 
 (b)  The Executive Director shall be selected by the 
Chair and shall supervise, direct, and be accountable for the 
administration and operation of the Task Force. 
 
 (c)  The Departments of Commerce (through the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration), the Interior (through 
the Fish and Wildlife Service), and Justice shall identify  
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linkages and opportunities for the Task Force to complement the 
restoration progress of the Natural Resource Damage Assessment 
Trustee Council. 
 
 (d)  At the request of the Chair, executive departments and 
agencies, including the Departments of Labor, Health and Human 
Services, Energy, and Homeland Security, the Small Business 
Administration, and the National Science Foundation, shall serve 
in an advisory role to the Task Force on issues within their 
expertise. 
 
 (e)  The Task Force may establish such technical working 
groups as necessary to support its function.  These working 
groups may include additional representatives from State and 
tribal governments, as appropriate, to provide for greater 
collaboration. 
 
 (f)  The first meeting of the Task Force shall be held 
within 90 days of the date of this order. 
 
 Sec. 6.  Definitions.  (a)  "Affected tribe" means any 
Indian tribe, band, nation, pueblo, village, or community that 
the Secretary of the Interior acknowledges to exist as an Indian 
tribe as defined in the Federally Recognized Tribe List Act of 
1994 (25 U.S.C. 479a(2)), physically located in a Gulf State. 
 
 (b)  "Ecosystem restoration" means all activities, 
projects, methods, and procedures appropriate to enhance the 
health and resilience of the Gulf Coast ecosystem, as measured 
in terms of the physical, biological, or chemical properties of 
the ecosystem, or the services it provides, and to strengthen 
its ability to support the diverse economies, communities, and 
cultures of the region.  It includes activity that initiates or 
accelerates the recovery of an ecosystem with respect to its 
health, integrity, and sustainability.  It also includes 
protecting and conserving ecosystems so they can continue to 
reduce impacts from tropical storms and other disasters, support 
robust economies, and assist in mitigating and adapting to the 
impacts of climate change. 
 
 (c)  "Gulf State" means any of the States of Texas, 
Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida. 
 
 (d)  "Natural Resource Damage Assessment" means the process 
of collecting and analyzing information to evaluate the nature 
and extent of natural resource injuries resulting from the 
BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill and to determine the restoration 
actions needed to bring injured natural resources and services 
back to baseline conditions and make the environment and public 
whole for interim losses as defined in 15 CFR 990.30. 
 
 (e)  "Natural Resource Damage Assessment Trustee Council" 
means the designated Federal, State, local, and tribal trustees 
as provided in 33 U.S.C. 2706, with trusteeship over natural 
resources injured, lost, or destroyed as a result of the BP 
Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill. 
 
 Sec. 7.  General Provisions.  (a)  To the extent permitted 
by law and subject to the availability of appropriations, the 
department, agency, or office represented by the Chair shall  
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provide the Task Force with such administrative services, 
funds, facilities, staff, and other support services as may be 
necessary for the Task Force to carry out its function. 
 
 (b)  In addition to staff provided by the department, 
agency, or office represented by the Chair, other executive 
departments, agencies, and offices represented on the Task Force 
are requested to make services, staff, and facilities available 
to the Task Force for the performance of its function to the 
maximum extent practicable, to the extent permitted by law and 
subject to the availability of appropriations. 
 
 (c)  Members of the Task Force shall serve without any 
additional compensation for their work on the Task Force. 
 
 (d)  Nothing in this order shall be construed to impair or 
otherwise affect:  (i) authority granted by law to an executive 
department, agency, or the head thereof, or the status of that 
department or agency within the Federal Government; or 
(ii) functions of the Director of the Office of Management and 
Budget relating to budgetary, administrative, or legislative 
proposals. 
 
 (e)  Nothing in this order shall interfere with the 
statutory responsibilities and authority of the Natural Resource 
Damage Assessment Trustee Council or the individual trustees to 
carry out their statutory responsibilities to assess natural 
resource damages and implement restoration actions under 
33 U.S.C. 2706 and other applicable law. 
 
 (f)  This order shall be implemented consistent 
with applicable law and subject to the availability of 
appropriations. 
 
 (g)  This order is not intended to, and does not, create 
any right or benefit, substantive or procedural, enforceable at 
law or in equity by any party against the United States, its 
departments, agencies, or entities, its officers, employees, or 
agents, or any other person. 
 
 
 
      BARACK OBAMA 
 
 
 
THE WHITE HOUSE, 
    October 5, 2010. 
 
 
 


# # # 













Clean Water Act Section 316(b) Existing Facilities Proposed Rule 
Qs and As  


March 28, 2011 
 


 
1. What is this regulation about? 


 
EPA is proposing these standards to meet its obligations under Section 316b of the 
Clean Water Act to issue cooling water intake safeguards. By setting flexible 
technology standards for these structures, EPA’s common sense proposal would 
greatly reduce damage to ecosystems while accommodating site-specific 
circumstances and providing cost effective options.   


 
2. What are impingement and entrainment? 


 
Impingement happens when fish and other organisms are trapped against screens 
when water is drawn into facility’s cooling system.  The injuries often prove fatal 
within a few days, because, for example, the fish lose gills and cannot breathe.  Young 
or small fish are most susceptible to being killed by impingement. Entrainment 
happens when organisms are drawn into the facility.  Once inside of the facility, 
entrained organisms are exposed to pressure and high temperatures, which kill them. 
Very young organisms, usually at the egg or larvae stage, are most susceptible to 
death by entrainment.   
 


3. What is once-through cooling? 
 


Once-through cooling is when a facility withdraws water from a waterbody, sends it 
through the cooling system one time, and then discharges the heated water back to a 
waterbody.  


 
4. What is closed-cycle cooling? 
 


Closed-cycle cooling is when a facility recycles or re-circulates cooling water within its 
facility, and thus withdraws only 2% to 5% of the water it would withdraw if it were 
once-through cooling.  Closed cycle cooling is often referred to as cooling towers, or 
wet cooling, which may be tall, as in hyperbolic, natural draft cooling towers, or may 
be short and modular, employing fans to produce draft, as in mechanical evaporative 
cooling towers.  


 
5. What facilities are affected by this rule? 


 
This proposed rule affects existing (as opposed to new) power plants and 
manufacturing facilities that generate electricity or manufacture other goods and 
that also withdraw at least 2 million gallons per day of cooling water, which they use 







to dissipate waste heat.  Other than power plants, the industries most likely to be 
affected are manufacturers of aluminum, iron, steel, petroleum, paper, chemicals, 
and food processing.  


 
 
6. How many power plants and manufacturing facilities are covered by this rule?  


How many already comply with the requirements of the rule?  How many of each 
of these are power plants vs. manufacturing facilities? 


 
This rule covers roughly 1,260 existing facilities that each withdraws at least 2 million 
gallons per day of cooling water.  EPA estimates that approximately 590 of these 
facilities are manufacturers and the other 670 are power plants.  Approximately 740 
facilities already employ technologies that are likely to comply with the impingement 
requirements of the rule.  


 
7. How many fish and other organisms are killed through impingement and 


entrainment? 
 


In order to compare different fish species of different ages from different regions of 
the U.S., EPA converts the number of eggs, larvae, and adults of varying ages of all 
species into an equivalent number of 1-year old fish.  Based on this approach, EPA 
estimates that 2.1 billion fish, crabs, and shrimp are killed annually by impingement 
and entrainment.  EPA was not able to estimate the numbers of other aquatic 
organisms killed by cooling water intakes, many of which comprise the foundation of 
aquatic food chains.    


 


8. What are the requirements of this proposed rule? 
 
There are three components to the proposed regulation.  First, most facilities would 
be subject to an upper limit on how many fish can be killed by the facility through 
impingement.  The facility would determine which technology would be best suited 
to meeting this limit, including whether to reduce its intake velocity to 0.5 feet per 
second.  At this rate, most of the fish can swim away from the cooling water intake of 
the facility.  Second, facilities that withdraw very large amounts of water--at least 125 
million gallons per day--would be required to conduct studies to help their permitting 
authority determine whether and what site-specific entrainment mortality controls, if 
any, would be required.  This process would include public input.  Third, new units at 
an existing facility that are built to increase the generating capacity of the facility 
would be required to reduce the intake flow to a level similar to a closed cycle, 
recirculation system.  Closed cycle systems are the most effective at reducing 
entrainment.  This can be done by incorporating a closed-cycle system into the design 
of the new unit, or by making other design changes equivalent to the reductions 
associated with closed-cycle cooling. 







 
9. Does the technology required under the rule exist already? 


The technologies required under the rule have been in use for several decades and 
have been implemented at a large number of existing facilities.   
 


10. When will plants have to comply? 
 


All compliance dates are geared to the time EPA issues a final rule.  The proposed rule 
EPA just released is open for public comment.  The compliance dates won’t be 
relevant until EPA issues a final rule, which is scheduled for July 2012.  When the final 
rule is effective, technologies to meet the impingement requirements of the rule 
would have to be implemented as soon as possible but within 8 years at the latest.  
Larger facilities have to perform some additional studies but that will be determined 
by their permitting authority.  New units would have to comply by the time they 
begin operations.   


 
11. What is the timing of the final rule, and how can the public comment on the 


proposed regulation? 
 


EPA is taking public comment on the proposed regulation for 90 days after 
publication of the proposed regulation in the Federal Register.  Comments may be 
submitted via www.regulations.gov.  The proposed regulation is posted 
at www.epa.gov/waterscience/316b.  The final rule must be signed by July 27, 2012 
under the terms of a settlement agreement with an environmental organization. 


 
12. How does this proposed rule relate to the willingness to pay survey that EPA plans 


to conduct? 
 


The willingness to pay survey will enable EPA to better understand the benefits of 
reducing impingement and entrainment of aquatic organisms by power plants and 
manufacturing facilities.  We expect to launch this survey in the next two months, 
and issue another Federal Register notice that will contain the results of the survey.  
That notice will solicit comment from the public before EPA must make decisions on 
the final rule.   


13. What are the built-in flexibilities in the rule? 


In meeting the impingement requirement that a limited number of fish be killed by a 
facility, the facility would determine which technology to employ to meet the 
impingement limit, including whether to reduce its  intake velocity to 0.5 feet per 
second.   


 



http://www.regulations.gov/

http://www.epa.gov/waterscience/316b





In meeting the requirement to reduce the intake flow to a level similar to a closed 
cycle, re-circulating system, existing facilities looking to add a new unit to increase 
the electrical generating capacity of the facility may either incorporate a closed-cycle 
system into the design of the new unit or make other design changes equivalent to 
the reductions in fish mortality associated with closed-cycle cooling. 
 


14. What do new facilities need to do to comply with the rule as opposed to existing 
facilities? 


 
A new facility for purposes of CWA section 316(b) consists of 1 or more brand new 
electric generation units and is not affected by this rule.  New facilities must comply 
with the 316(b) Phase I rule affecting new facilities, which was issued in 2001. 
See http://water.epa.gov/lawsregs/lawsguidance/cwa/316b/phase1/index.cfm.  


This proposed rule affects existing power plants and manufacturing facilities that 
generate electricity or manufacture other goods and that also withdraw at least 2 
million gallons per day of cooling water.  


 



http://water.epa.gov/lawsregs/lawsguidance/cwa/316b/phase1/index.cfm
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PEOPLE ARE TALKING  
==================================================================== 


 
With the internet, blogs, Twitter, forums - people are talking about EPA 24/7 


Here’s a sampling of what was said on Dec. 15, 2009: 
 


NOTE:  To read the entire blog entry, click on underlined URL.  To learn more about the 
blogger, click on the name/link in first line.  Notes and headings are from OPA. 
 
Copenhagen – Day 9 
 
In Copenhagen, Obama Administration Holds Firm on Divisive Terms  


Posted by: ejgertz     7:05 pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/6eJcfr 
 
Nature Conservancy’s David Cleary applauds Brazil’s efforts 2 fight deforestation 


Posted by: nature_org     7:00 pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/6QwoQC 
 
9 things you can do to take effective action to influence the Climate meeting in Copenhagen  


Posted by: WWF_Climate     6:55 pm     Full post: http://cli.gs/vB6zWW 
 
Overwhelming U.S. public support for global warming action  
(Note:  AP and Gallup polls) 


Posted by: drgrist    6:50 pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/5Uzuqq 
 


NYT:  A video breakdown of the toughest issues in climate talks 
Posted by: revkin    6:40 pm     Full post:  http://j.mp/copNyt 


 
Climate Talks Near Deal on Preservation of Forests  


Posted by:   ClimateChangeOH     6:35 pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/651y6c 
 
From San Francisco science mtg: NASA releases 1st daily global CO2 data from key part 
of our atmosphere.  
(Note:  “The implication of these studies is that, should greenhouse gas emissions continue on 
their current course of increase, we are virtually certain to see Earth's climate warm by several 
degrees Celsius in the next century, unless some strong negative feedback mechanism emerges 
elsewhere in Earth's climate system”) 


Posted by: NASA    6:22 pm     Full post:  http://tinyurl.com/ycx9ftg 
 
Gallup poll: Americans Favor U.S. Signature on Copenhagen Treaty--55% to 38%  


Posted by: TerraBoquu     6:15 pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/61nP2y 
 
Sec. of State Clinton to attend climate change talks in Denmark  



http://twitter.com/ejgertz

http://bit.ly/6eJcfr

http://bit.ly/6QwoQC

http://cli.gs/vB6zWW

http://bit.ly/5Uzuqq

http://j.mp/copNyt

http://twitter.com/ClimateChangeOH

http://bit.ly/651y6c

http://twitter.com/NASA

http://tinyurl.com/ycx9ftg

http://twitter.com/TerraBoquu

http://bit.ly/61nP2y
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Posted by: climatenews:     6:05 pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/7CJgOz 
 
Schwarzenegger says go carefully on climate change  


Posted by:  climatenews     6:03 pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/6bVObA 
 
Pope calls for action on climate change| Pope Benedict XVI called for urgent action to 
protect the environment...  


Posted by:  usualpolitics:       6:00 pm     Full post:  http://oohja.com/x3FiY 
 
RT @Cop15: Carbon capture is put on hold  


Posted by:  solarfund    5:50 pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/5cJ2hp 
 
Two Moves by the U.S. and China That Could Unlock the Copenhagen Chess Game… 
(Note: The two moves are:  (1) U.S. needs to back even larger investments to meet core needs for 
the longer-term 2015 or 2020, and subject these commitments to reporting and review.  
(2) China needs to provide for enhanced transparency and independent review to create greater 
global confidence that it is making steady progress towards meeting its target.)   


Posted by:  greenlawchina   5:42 pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/7wU9ds 
 
 
Carbon capture is put on hold: As some countries have reservations on carbon capture… 


Posted by:  WWF_Climate   5:35 pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/7bOKpU 
 
Less than 48 hours left for climate conference  


Posted by:  cphvoice       5:36 pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/6fxren 
 
 
GHG Endangerment Announcement 
 
Murkowski to Try CRA to Deny EPA Greenhouse Gas Finding - OMB Watch  


Posted by:  makegreenhouse      5:53 pm     Full post:  http://ow.ly/169YEz 
 
CEI Will File Lawsuit to Block EPA’s Proposed CO2 Regulation 


Posted by:  soderstrom       3:36 pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/6fxren 
 
ACC’s Cal Dooley discusses the potential impact of #EPA regulation of stationary sources 
of GHGs  


Posted by:  AmChemistry      2:30 pm     Full post:  http://ow.ly/MpOm 
 


Miscellaneous 


How clean is your city’s tap water? Tips, guides and reports to navigating your drinking 
water channels:  


Posted by:  PacNW_PPRC:     5:30 pm     Full post:  http://ow.ly/MpWF 
 



http://twitter.com/climatenews

http://bit.ly/7CJgOz

http://bit.ly/6bVObA

http://twitter.com/usualpolitics

http://oohja.com/x3FiY

http://twitter.com/Cop15

http://twitter.com/solarfund

http://bit.ly/5cJ2hp

http://bit.ly/7wU9ds

http://twitter.com/WWF_Climate

http://bit.ly/7bOKpU

http://twitter.com/cphvoice

http://bit.ly/6fxren

http://twitter.com/makegreenhouse

http://ow.ly/169YEz

http://twitter.com/soderstrom

http://bit.ly/6fxren

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23EPA

http://twitter.com/AmChemistry

http://ow.ly/MpOm

http://twitter.com/PacNW_PPRC

http://ow.ly/MpWF
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ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 
 


CLIMATE  CHANGE/ GLOBAL WARMING 
 


Guest Blogger: Rep. Capito Says We Need to Put a Personal Face on 
Copenhagen (Heritage) 
 


Posted By Rep Shelley Moore Capito On December 15, 2009 @ 11:16 am In Energy and Environment  


As the festivities in Copenhagen got underway last week, there was no shortage of enthusiasm from 
those pushing for new regulations, new caps and new taxes – all in the name of saving the planet. 


With EPA Administrator Jackson officially unveiled her agency’s endangerment finding, commentators 
were quick to point out that this was the proverbial stick that was supposed to bully Congress into 
finally giving the President what he wants. 
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Yet – as all this unfolds – I can’t help but think about what this will all mean to mining communities in 
my state of West Virginia, or in Kentucky or Wyoming or other energy-producing communities across 
our nation. 


We can all get on board with a move towards more efficient energy technology that burns more 
cleanly and reduces emissions. Yet it seems that many in this debate like to pretend that aggressive 
emissions are a slam dunk win for communities around the world. The human economic costs tend to 
get brushed aside in this great crusade toward “progress.” 


The cries of “green jobs,” for example, are as omnipresent as coverage of the Tiger Woods fiasco, but 
talking about green jobs doesn’t change the fact that more than 500 coal miners in my state were told 
last week that they may no longer have their jobs [1]. 


While a range of local factors contributed to these specific layoffs – it’s quite obvious that the future of 
coal mining communities is rather bleak given a regulatory agenda that’s blocking mine permits and a 
legislative agenda that will impose devastating cap-and-trade regime. 


And with news that a proposed West Virginia wind farm was also blocked by court action last week [2], 
it’s becoming apparent that moving to these “green jobs” will be no cake walk either. 


On behalf of thousands of citizens in my who state fear that “success” in Copenhagen will mean 
capping their future, I urge the President and his team to remember that he represents families in 
Appalachia too. Their jobs should count for something. 


Article printed from The Foundry: http://blog.heritage.org 


URL to article: http://blog.heritage.org/2009/12/15/guest-blogger-rep-capito-says-we-
need-to-put-a-personal-face-on-copenhagen/ 


 
 


***************************************************************************** 
Blog Round-up contain copyrighted materials and are made available to designated 
recipients. Neither the Blog Round-up nor any individual article within may be further 
distributed. 
 
***************************************************************************** 
 



http://www.dailymail.com/Business/200912080916

http://www.dailymail.com/Business/200912080916

http://www.wvmetronews.com/index.cfm?func=displayfullstory&storyid=34058
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ROUND-UP MAJOR BLOGS  
 


BP SPILL 


Good-bye, Polar Bears, Hello, Oil-drenched Pelicans: How the Gulf Spill is 
Changing the Environmental Movement (Treehugger) 
 
Climate change was always a tough sell. But as an important article by Jason Zengerie 
in New York Magazine points out, it mostly seems to happen in another place, and 
another time. He quotes a pollster: "People overwhelmingly say melting ice is a very 
bad thing. The problem is that hardly any Americans live next to a melting glacier." As 
can be seen by Brian's post yesterday on the consensus among scientists on climate 
change, nothing will convince the sceptics. Jason Zengerie blames Al Gore; he made 
climate change political. But the gulf oil spill: almost everybody gets that.  
 
Andy Revkin is quoted about the difficulty in convincing people about the problems of 
climate change.  
 
"I could spend the next twenty years trying to write really good stories about climate, the 
way I've spent the last twenty years doing that, but I lost the sense that that was a route 
to efficacy. If the social-psychology research shows people don't change their stances 
on these issues based on new information, and I'm in the information business, then 
what the hell am I doing?"  
 
The article of full of nuggets. On why people spend money on solar panels instead of 
insulation, doing the visible if less effective and expensive thing:  
 
"One reason the Prius has been so successful is because it's distinctive-looking," says 
[Keith] Goodman. "Prius owners brand themselves with it. But when you look at other 
things you can do, like get your home weatherized, that's totally invisible. All those peer 
and social effects don't happen."  
 
Bill McKibben thinks that the oil spill may be the kick needed to finally get the climate 
movement out of its stupor.  
 
In 1969, the Santa Barbara oil spill and the burning Cuyahoga River helped give birth to 
the first Earth Day, the Environmental Protection Agency, and the Clean Air Act; in 
1979, the Three Mile Island accident gave a dramatic boost to the anti-nuclear 
movement. "One hopes that what's happening in the gulf will have some of the same 
kind of effect," McKibben says. "This has the potential to be a galvanizing moment for 
the climate movement."  
 
 
 
June 24, 2010     
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Posted: June 23, 2010 02:20 PM  


Making the Health and Safety of Gulf Coast Residents and Responders a Top 
Priority (Huffington Post) 
 
In her post on June 18, Representative Carolyn Maloney pointed out an important 
lesson of disaster response: protecting the health of responders must be just as high a 
priority as reacting to the disaster itself. 
 
The U.S. Government is doing everything we can to ensure the health and safety of the 
response workers and residents on the Gulf Coast. And we're working with state and 
local governments to make sure that our monitoring and response efforts are 
comprehensive, effective, and based on the best science. 
 
Here's an overview of what we're doing. 
 
In the Gulf area today, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, the 
Environmental Protection Agency and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC) are monitoring the air over water and land to detect potentially harmful levels of 
the chemicals associated with both oil and dispersants. But air monitoring represents 
only one way of determining if the health of responders or residents is threatened. 
That's why we're also conducting surveillance of health complaints and medical 
evaluation of symptoms and illnesses. 
 
Every day, CDC is monitoring health symptoms, injuries, and illnesses that could be 
related to oil response work and ensuring that those reports are being evaluated by 
safety and health professionals, not just by BP. CDC is also going to conduct systematic 
reviews of health data to make sure we're doing everything we can to prevent harm. 
Already, CDC is conducting health surveillance at 60 poison control centers and 86 
health care facilities, and is using data from the Alabama, Florida, Louisiana and 
Mississippi state health departments to make sure workers and residents are safe. 
 
To date, CDC's National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) has also 
administered surveys to 15,000 workers so that we can compile a roster of individuals 
involved in the response. An accurate record of who's participating in the response is 
vital to establishing any links between health and work exposures. Through its Health 
Hazard Evaluation Program, NIOSH is also assessing exposures among responders 
working on vessels at the source of the spill and those involved in burning, booming, 
skimming, shoreline cleanup, wildlife cleaning, and waste oil management. 
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Our surveillance and health evaluation efforts are based on our expertise in disaster 
response. But as any scientist will tell you, any major disaster presents unique 
challenges. That's why Secretary Sebelius has asked the Institute of Medicine to 
convene outside experts and help determine the most effective methods for protecting 
responders and residents. I am here at the Institute of Medicine Workshop being held in 
New Orleans -- and we're looking forward to the findings from the two-day meeting. 
 
We know that in many ways this work is just beginning. But we also know this: the 
health and safety of Gulf Coast residents and responders must remain a top priority 
throughout the recovery effort. Working with health professionals, scientists, and our 
partners from across government, we're going to make sure that happens. 
 
 
 


CLIMATE CHANGE 
 


Obama Vows To Go Where No Man Has Gone Before: Passing and Signing 
Climate and Energy Legislation (Grist) 
   
by Keith Schneider  
23 Jun 2010 4:23 PM 
Given the emotional reserve of a man whose aides once referred to as “no drama 
Obama,” the president is getting pretty fired up about energy.  On Wednesday President 
Obama concluded an all hands cabinet meeting at the White House by publicly 
declaring again his resolve to develop a “new energy strategy that the American people 
desperately want.” 
 
“It is time for us to move to a clean energy future,” the president said, adding that “the 
entire cabinet here recognizes, with all the other stuff that they’re doing, that if we get 
energy right, an awful lot of things can happen as a consequence.” 
 
The unscripted outburst came eight days after the president delivered a formal Oval 
Office summons for a “national mission” to pursue cleaner sources of energy and new 
practices that limited carbon emissions.  The president’s “national mission” speech, in 
turn, followed five days after he alerted a bipartisan group of lawmakers and prominent 
business leaders that he wanted to “move much more aggressively on the energy 
agenda,”and three weeks after Obama told an audience in Pittsburgh that “the time has 
come, once and for all, for this nation to fully embrace a clean energy future.” 
 
Not since President Jimmy Carter delivered his famous and perceptive April 1977 
address, during which he asserted that solving the energy crisis was the “moral 
equivalent of war,” has an American leader staked so much political credibility on a new 
national energy policy. And as energy historians are quick to note, none of President 
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Obama’s successors, starting with President Nixon, achieved anything close to the 
alternative energy goals they pursued. 
 
Will It Work Now? 
The obvious question is whether economic, environmental, and social conditions are 
sufficiently different today than they were in any of the last four decades, and whether 
the country is experiencing enough urgency to seriously reckon with how it produces 
and uses energy. 
 
There are no ready responses. The president’s critics in the energy industry and the 
Republican party have expressed hostility to Obama’s call to action and have promised 
an aggressive counterattack. Some allies in the president’s party and the national media 
wonder if the White House and the nation have sufficient fortitude to accomplish such a 
significant adjustment in the country’s economic and environmental vector. 
 
For his part, the president has vowed to “find the necessary votes” to pass a strong bill. 
And environmental advocates who’ve worked for decades to make the case for clean 
energy and climate action are pressing the Senate and White House to make sure the 
bill is comprehensive and includes credible measures to reduce emissions of 
greenhouse gases. 
 
In a capital city devoted to process as much as to politics, the gears of legislative action 
are grinding to life. The summer of 2010 is shaping up to be a new season for clean 
energy and climate action, a season that until April 20 was not at all clear would occur 
at all. 
 
BP Disaster’s Legacy? 
That day, of course, the Deepwater Horizon exploded in the Gulf of Mexico, killing 11 
men. The blowout turned loose over 100 million gallons of raw crude with no end in 
sight. 
 
President Obama understands the spill has pitched the country toward a new reckoning 
with its devotion to oil.  That involves carefully evaluating the deadening costs of a 
marine ecosystem deluged by oil, and the recklessness of heating the atmosphere with 
uncontrolled carbon. It also requires coming to grips with an economy distorted by the 
$400 billion-a-year price for imports that threaten U.S. security, as well as the essential 
values of choice and mobility that Americans find harder and harder to attain. 
 
It’s for these reasons that President Obama is embracing the moment, and he’s 
apparently convinced Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid to join him in what both hope 
will be a steady push to pass comprehensive legislation in the Senate before the August 
recess. A year ago, the House passed its version of an energy and climate bill that 
awaits a Congressional conference committee. 
 
The Senate isn’t starting from scratch. Senator Reid and the president have asked 
lawmakers to choose elements of three proposals, draw up new provisions to respond 
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to disaster in the Gulf, and introduce a new bill in mid-July. The three existing Senate 
proposals: 
 
n  In December 2009 Senators Maria Cantwell, a Democrat of Washington and Susan 
Collins, a Republican of Maine, introduced the Carbon Limits and Energy for American 
Renewal (CLEAR) Act which would set up a program for cutting carbon emissions by 
selling “carbon shares” to fuel producers. Most of the resulting revenue would generate 
checks to every American to compensate for what the co-authors predict will be higher 
energy prices.  The proposal has attracted considerable support from environmental 
organizations, including 350.org, a global climate advocacy organization. 
 
n  In May 2010 Senators John Kerry, a Democrat of Massachusetts, and Joe 
Lieberman, an Independent of Connecticut, introduced the American Power Act, which 
seeks to cut carbon emissions, finance new clean energy and transit programs, and 
provides considerable financial and regulatory support to develop new oil and gas 
resources offshore, coal reserves, and nuclear power. Environmental organizations 
expressed support and said they would to fix provisions they didn’t like. Republicans 
said they would work to defeat the measure. 
 
n  In June 2010 Senator Richard Lugar, Republican of Indiana, introduced his Practical 
Energy and Climate Plan that proposes to increase vehicle fuel efficiency, develop 
cleaner fuels, increase energy efficiency in buildings, encourage more diversity in 
energy supply including more nuclear energy, and require the government to enhance 
its ability to monitor and report the effect of the program on greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
Of late, political reporters are focusing on whether the president will take point or follow 
Senator Reid’s lead in shepherding a bill through the Senate, duplicating the president’s 
strategy during the bruising health care battle. 
 
But that frame on an otherwise completely compelling political narrative is merely an 
exercise in Washington gamesmanship. In this instance, regardless of where the 
president situates himself, there is no mistaking where the urgency of the legislative 
initiative lies - in the BP Gulf disaster - and who’s driving hard to change the rules of the 
energy game - the president. 
 
No Surprise, But A Big Blunder 
Though the timing is almost serendipitous, nobody paying close attention to the 
president’s principles and values should be surprised. From the moment he announced 
his candidacy for president in February 2007, the president has set very clear clean 
energy and climate goals in order to “be the generation that finally frees America from 
the tyranny of oil.” 
 
For climate and clean energy advocates, that’s an interesting statement from a 
president who blundered into a March 31 announcement to expand the offshore territory 
suitable for new oil and gas exploration, calling it safe. 
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The president, though, has pushed the country closer — albeit not nearly close enough 
— to a clean energy economy, and taken more climate action than any American 
leader. The 2009 American Recovery and Reinvestment Act included over $100 billion 
in public investment for clean energy, energy efficiency, and transit. The administration, 
under the authority of the Clean Air Act, has established significantly higher fuel 
efficiency standards for cars and light trucks, and stricter emissions standards for 
greenhouse gases that go into effect in 2012 and will save 1.8 billion barrels of oil and 
eliminate 900 million tons of carbon emissions in its first five years, according to the 
E.P.A. 
 
The White House also is pursuing new regulations to limit mountaintop mining for coal, 
reduce the hazards of coal ash piles, increase energy efficiency in buildings, and 
promote cleaner and greener cities. 
 
A comprehensive climate and energy bill that includes enforceable limits on carbon 
emissions is the single most important legislative tool to, in the president’s words, “turn 
this crisis of global warming into a moment of opportunity for innovation, and job 
creation, and an incentive for businesses that will serve as a model for the world.” 
President Obama vows to get it done. The majority of Americans, judging from public 
opinion polls, understand the gravity of the moment and support where Obama wants to 
go. 
 


– Keith Schneider 
 
 


GENERAL 
 
Posted: June 24, 2010 09:32 AM 


A Mistrusted, Incompetent Federal Government Cannot Build a Green Economy 
(Huffington Post) 
 
Green Economy , Gulf Oil Spill , Sustainability , Green News  
In a recent NY Times- CBS News poll, Americans were asked: "How likely do you think 
it is that within the next 25 years the United States will develop an alternative to oil as 
our major source of energy?" About 59% said it was very or somewhat likely, and 26% 
thought it was not too likely or not at all likely to take place. Despite this optimism about 
technology, most of those polled (65%) opposed a dollar-a-gallon increase in gas taxes 
to pay for renewable energy development. Apparently the public assumes that business 
can make this transition without government. That is a risky assumption. 
 
People know that the fossil fuel era is coming to an end, but they are not confident that 
government has the capacity to manage the transition. They do not think that research 
and development (R & D) can be stimulated by government, and they probably don't 
believe that a designated tax would actually be spent on this new technology. 
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Americans' confidence in government and big institutions is at a low point. In our anti-
institution political culture, the only time in recent years that we have seen much support 
for the federal government was in the aftermath of the 9-11 crisis.  
 
There has been a long term decline in trust in government since the Johnson 
Administration in the mid-1960s. A recent report by the Pew Research Center for the 
People and the Press reports the results of the question: "How much of the time do you 
think you can trust the government in Washington to do what is right?" When John F. 
Kennedy was President, over 75% of the public answered that they trusted the 
government. In the early days of the Johnson Administration it peaked at about 78% 
and then declined steadily though the Johnson, Nixon, Ford and Carter years to a low of 
about 27%. During the Reagan and Bush administrations we saw a recovery into the 
mid 40's. During the start of the Clinton administration, only 20% of the public expressed 
any trust in government. This rose gradually back into the mid 40's by the time he left 
office. At the start of George W. Bush's term in office, trust in government rose above 
50% for the first time in a generation, only to decline into the low 20's as President 
Obama entered office.  
 
There was a brief window after 9-11 when trust in government returned, but the Bush 
administration was unable to build on those positive, crisis-induced emotions. The 
Obama Administration has been unable to increase people's trust in government. The 
Pew study, conducted in March of this year, also focused on trust in several specific 
government agencies and compared 2010 data with data collected in 1997-1998. 
According to Pew: 
 
 
"While job ratings for the Obama administration are mostly negative, they are much 
more positive than the ratings for Congress; 40% say the administration does an 
excellent or good job while just 17% say the same about Congress. Federal agencies 
and institutions also are viewed much more positively than is Congress. Nonetheless, 
favorable ratings have fallen significantly since 1997-1998 for seven of 13 federal 
agencies included in the survey."  
 
Favorable ratings fell from: 
 
61% to 40% in the Department of Education 
75% to 58% in the Food and Drug Administration 
69% to 57% in the Environmental Protection Agency 
76% to 67% in the Department of Defense 
 
Only the always unpopular Internal Revenue Service (IRS) seemed to have improved 
over the past decade with its approval rising from 38% in 1997-1998 to 47% in 2010. 
 
Why does this matter? It matters because as BP is teaching us every day in the Gulf of 
Mexico, business alone cannot assure sustainability. Of course, neither can 
government. It takes both. However, the public does not see government as capable 
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and is not willing to raise taxes to invest in government energy programs. The public 
doesn't trust government institutions and has an increasingly negative view of federal 
agencies. 
 
Only government is capable of undertaking the long-term scientific research needed to 
develop the technologies we need to develop a green economy. The private sector is 
best suited to applying this new knowledge to the production of more sustainable 
commercial services and products. The private sector, however, is not able to invest 
enough money to generate all of the fundamental scientific breakthroughs we need. 
That is the job of federal labs and government-sponsored, university-based research. If 
the American government is not seen as capable of funding or conducting this basic 
research, this work will not get done. Or at least it won't get done here. China, Europe 
and the Arab Emirates might develop such research capacity, but they have a long way 
to go to catch up with the American scientific research establishment. 
 
As I read the polling data and see the attitude of the American public toward the federal 
government, I might wince, but as much as I hate to say it, the public's lack of trust in 
government is a reasonable response to the job done by the federal government over 
the past several decades. Government has taken on missions beyond its capacity, and 
since the Reagan Administration, has often allowed ideology to replace best 
management practices. The government that during World War II mobilized a peace-
time nation in 18 months, attracted the best and brightest to the New Frontier of JFK, 
landed men on the moon in less than a decade, and at one time, even reduced the 
poverty rate to 10%, now can't even evacuate a city after a hurricane or plug a leaking 
oil well in the Gulf of Mexico.  
 
For the American federal government to be trusted again, it must become trustworthy. It 
must develop policies that aren't owned and operated by special interests, and it must 
develop modern, agile, capable agencies. Developing a green economy requires 
government action. Before the federal government can take action, it must earn the 
public's trust. Before it can earn the public's trust, the federal government must increase 
its competence and organizational capacity.  
 
Follow Steven Cohen on Twitter: www.twitter.com/earthinstitute 
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1717 Rhode Island Avenue, NW Telephone 202.872.1260 
Suite 800   Facsimile 202.466.3509 
Washington, DC  20036 Website brt.org 


 
 
 
April 12, 2011 
 
The President  
The White House 
Washington, DC  20500 
 
Dear Mr. President: 
 
On behalf of Business Roundtable, I again want to thank you for your 
recently promulgated Executive Order on Improving Regulation and 
Regulatory Review and to reiterate the business community’s commitment 
to work with your Administration to lessen the regulatory burdens that 
threaten U.S. competitiveness and impede job creation and economic 
expansion. 
 
Addressing the multitude of new and existing regulatory requirements 
burdening America’s job creating businesses is one of Business Roundtable’s 
most important objectives.  Businesses today are facing an unprecedented 
number of new and pending regulatory requirements that, when added to 
the substantial array of existing regulations applicable to business, create 
chilling uncertainty, add significant costs and divert substantial capital from 
more productive, job-creating uses.   
 
In some cases, these new requirements are driven by major legislation 
enacted in the last Congress that now must be implemented.  Other new 
regulation is the result of a more activist approach regarding environmental 
regulation and consumer protection by regulatory agencies.  In still other 
cases, new regulations are driven by court mandates.  Regardless of the 
reasons for the increase in regulatory burden facing business, we believe that 
regulations must be developed based on:  (1) sound science; (2) the 
application of rigorous cost-benefit analysis; (3) the establishment of realistic 
timetables; and (4) careful consideration of the cumulative burdens being 
placed on business.  Adherence to these four core principles is essential if we 
are to create a more effective, responsive and flexible regulatory 
environment that allows American business to drive economic recovery and 
jobs creation. 
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Business Roundtable has surveyed its members to identify the most problematic 
regulations that are likely to be finalized over the next year.  From these surveys, we have 
developed the attached list of regulatory issues, an estimate of their potential impact, and 
a recommended course of action.  We discuss these regulations in the following four 
categories:  (1) Accelerating Permitting and Jobs Creation; (2) Avoiding Economic Burdens 
and Jobs Destruction; (3) Eliminating Unnecessary Regulatory Burdens; and (4) Reforming 
the Regulatory Process.  This list represents but a small subset of the pending regulatory 
requirements on U.S businesses.   
 
From this list, we have identified a few issues with the largest adverse economic or jobs 
impact.  For these high priority issues, the Administration has the legal flexibility to mitigate 
substantially the costs they threaten or, in the case of the development of our oil and gas 
resources, to unlock the economic potential and job creation that is being stifled.  These high 
priority issues are:   
 
Accelerating Permitting and Jobs Creation 


• Offshore oil and natural gas leasing (DOI) 
• Alaska oil and gas development (EPA/DOI)   


 
Avoiding Economic Burdens and Jobs Destruction 


• Revisions to ozone national ambient air quality standards (EPA) 
• Greenhouse gas regulations (EPA) 
• Industrial and Utility Boiler MACT (EPA) 


 
Eliminating Unnecessary Regulatory Burdens in Implementing New Legislation 


• End user exemption for derivatives (CFTC/Treasury/SEC) 
 


The annual compliance costs of these regulations will be substantial.  For example, the EPA 
estimated that the annual cost of the proposed ozone national ambient air quality standard 
could be significantly higher than $90 billion a year, imposing a heavy burden on an economy 
that still is struggling to regain its footing after the longest recession we have faced since the 
Great Depression.1


 


  Moreover, many of these estimates of the costs of regulation do not 
include jobs lost, factory expansions that are abandoned and market opportunities 
surrendered to competitors in other parts of the world.  These consequences of regulation 
highlight the need for more fundamental reform of our regulatory process, a topic that we will 
focus on in the near future.   


In our attachment, we have included a recommendation as to how each of the issues can be 
addressed.  We look forward to working with you and your Administration to address these and 


                                                 
1 In its regulatory impact analysis the EPA estimates this as its higher end cost estimate but then 
added, "These estimates assume a particular trajectory of aggressive technological change. An 
alternative storyline might hypothesize a much less optimistic technological trajectory, with 
increased costs."  
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the other issues we have identified in the attached report.  Again, thank you for your leadership 
on this important issue. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Andrew N. Liveris 
Chairman & CEO, The Dow Chemical Company 
Chair, Business Roundtable, Regulatory Reform Working Group 
 
AL/rr 
Attachment 
C: William Daley 


Jeffrey Immelt 
 Valerie Jarrett  
 Matthew Rose 
 Cass Sunstein 








 
Ozone Standards Clips – 9/2/2011 


 
- Washington Post – “Obama pulls back proposed smog standards, in victory for business” 
- Politico – “W.H. backs down on ozone rule”  
- Bloomberg – “Obama Asks EPA to Withdraw Ozone Ambient Air Quality Rules” 
- Associated Press – “Obama halts controversial EPA regulation” 
- ABC News – “Obama Tells EPA To Ditch New Ozone Regulations” 
- Huffington Post (front page) – “Obama Halts EPA Regulation On Smog Standards” 
- New York Times – “Obama Pulls Back Proposal to Tighten Clean Air Rules” 
- Wall Street Journal – “Obama Asks EPA to Withdraw Proposed Ozone Rule” 
- USA Today – “Obama decides against change in ozone standards” 
- Los Angeles Times – “Obama asks EPA to back off draft ozone standard” 
- Houston Chronicle – “Obama administration delays ozone rules again” 


 
 
Obama pulls back proposed smog standards, in victory for business 
Washington Post  
Friday, September 2, 10:40 AM  
By Juliet Eilperin 
 
President Obama abruptly pulled back proposed new national smog standards Friday morning, overruling 
the Environmental Protection Agency’s efforts to compel states and communities nationwide to reduce 
local air pollution in the coming years or face federal penalties. 
 
The move represented a win for the business community, which had lobbied to postpone new restrictions 
on ground-level ozone—known as smog—until 2013 in light of the current economic downturn. 
 
In a statement, Obama praised EPA administrator Lisa P. Jackson’s effort to improve the nation’s air 
quality, but said he had asked her to withdraw the draft standards since they were scheduled to be 
reconsidered two years from now anyway. 
 
“Work is already underway to update a 2006 review of the science that will result in the reconsideration of 
the ozone standard in 2013,” Obama said. “Ultimately, I did not support asking state and local 
governments to begin implementing a new standard that will soon be reconsidered.” 
 
Ground-level ozone is formed when emissions from power plants, other industrial facilities, vehicles and 
landfills react in the sunlight. Smog can cause or aggravate health problems such as asthma and heart 
disease, and it has been linked to premature death. 
 
The federal government normally reviews the standards for ground-level ozone—which includes a 
”primary” one for public health and a “secondary” one aimed at the environment-- every five years. But 
Jackson chose to revisit the standard, which was set under the Bush administration at 75 parts per billion 
in March 2008, because that level was significantly higher than the 60 to 70 ppb recommended by the 
EPA’s scientific advisory committee at the time.  
 
In January 2010, Jackson announced that she would set the standard somewhere between 60 and 70 
parts per billion. 
 
The proposed rule is so contentious because it requires counties to keep local pollution in check or risk 
losing federal funds, thereby halting or delaying the permitting of new industrial facilities. While the most 
polluted areas will have up to 20 years to meet the new standards, business leaders suggest it could stop 
certain operations from expanding once the economy rebounds. 
 
The decision drew immediate fire from environmentalists. 
 







“It’s unfortunate that the administration is siding with big oil over the health of children, seniors, and the 
infirm,” said Daniel J. Weiss of the Center for American Progress, a liberal think tank. 


 


 


W.H. backs down on ozone rule 
Politico 
September 2, 2011 11:10 AM EDT  
By Robin Bravender 
 
President Barack Obama announced Friday that his administration has abandoned its plans to set 
tougher smog standards after coming under fierce pressure from industry and congressional 
Republicans. 
 
Obama said he has asked EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson to withdraw her agency’s plans to tighten the 
George W. Bush administration’s 2008 ozone rule in light of his administration’s efforts to “underscore the 
importance of reducing regulatory burdens and regulatory uncertainty.” 
 
Environmentalists immediately expressed great dismay at the decision. 
 
"The Obama administration is caving to big polluters at the expense of protecting the air we breathe,” 
League of Conservation Voters President Gene Karpinski said in a statement. “This is a huge win for 
corporate polluters and huge loss for public health." 
 
An EPA spokesperson did not immediately respond to a request for comment. 
 
In January 2010, the EPA proposed to set the national health-based standard for ozone between 60 and 
70 parts per billion when averaged over an eight-hour period. The Bush administration tightened the 
ozone limits from 84 ppb to 75 ppb in 2008, despite scientific advisers' recommendations to issue a 
standard between 60 ppb and 70 ppb. 
 
Industry groups have launched an aggressive campaign in recent weeks to convince the administration to 
abandon its reconsideration, arguing that the final rule promises to be one of the most expensive 
environmental regulations ever imposed on the U.S. economy, with an estimated cost of up to $90 billion 
annually. 
 
Obama on Friday said that the EPA should wait to revise the rule until the next scheduled round of review 
is due in 2013. Industry groups had made the same argument. 
 
“Work is already underway to update a 2006 review of the science that will result in the reconsideration of 
the ozone standard in 2013,” Obama said. “Ultimately, I did not support asking state and local 
governments to begin implementing a new standard that will soon be reconsidered.” 
 
Greens decried the decision Friday, and the White House is certain to face a backlash from the left over 
its decision. 
 
"It's unfortunate that the Administration is siding with big oil over the health of children, seniors, and the 
infirm,” said Daniel Weiss, a senior fellow at the Center for American Progress Action Fund. 
 
But Obama said his commitment to protecting public health and the environment is “unwavering,” adding 
that his administration “will continue to vigorously oppose efforts to weaken EPA's authority under the 
Clean Air Act or dismantle the progress we have made.” 
 
This article first appeared on POLITICO Pro at 11:03 a.m. on September 2, 2011. 
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Obama Asks EPA to Withdraw Ozone Ambient Air Quality Rules 
Bloomberg 
September 1, 2011 04:00 AM  
With assistance from Eric Martin in Washington. Editors: Steve Geimann, Larry Liebert 
 


(Updates with comment from conservation group in fifth paragraph.) 


Sept. 2 (Bloomberg) -- President Barack Obama said he's directed the Environmental Protection Agency 
to withdraw proposed rules to limit ozone emissions that lead to smog. 


The draft rules have been faulted by Republicans and business leaders who contended the regulations 
would be too costly to implement. Obama said in a statement he is seeking to reduce regulatory burdens 
as the economy recovers. 


"Ultimately, I did not support asking state and local governments to begin implementing a new standard 
that will soon be reconsidered," Obama said today in a statement. The rules will come up for a regular 
review in 2013, he said. 


The EPA's proposed regulations for ground-level ozone, a main ingredient of smog, would have tightened 
those issued during President George W. Bush's administration in 2008. EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
had said that those rules wouldn't stand up to legal scrutiny. The EPA's proposal would have cost the 
economy $19 billion to $90 billion, making it the most expensive new regulation under consideration by 
the Obama administration, according to the White House. 


"The Obama administration is caving to big polluters at the expense of protecting the air we breathe," 
Gene Karpinski, president of the League of Conservation Voters, an environmental group, said today in 
an e-mailed statement. "This is a huge win for corporate polluters and a huge loss for public health." 


Business group representatives had met Aug. 16 with White House Chief of State William Daley to push 
their case for scrapping the ozone changes. They said the costs would be much greater than the 
administration estimated. 


"Environmental concerns are legitimate, but sometimes the cost these policies impose is very significant," 
said Phil Levy, a fellow at the American Enterprise Institute in Washington and an economist in the Bush 
administration. "To the extent he's moving to balancing them more carefully, that should be applauded." 


--With assistance from Eric Martin in Washington. Editors: Steve Geimann, Larry Liebert 


 


 







Obama halts controversial EPA regulation 
Associated Press  
By DINA CAPPIELLO 
 
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Barack Obama on Friday sacked a controversial proposed regulation 
tightening health-based standards for smog, bowing to the demands of congressional Republicans and 
some business leaders. 
 
Obama overruled the Environmental Protection Agency and directed administrator Lisa Jackson to 
withdraw the proposal, in part because of the importance of reducing regulatory burdens and uncertainty 
for businesses at a time of rampant uncertainty about an unsteady economy. 
The announcement came shortly after a new government report on private sector employment showed 
that businesses essentially added no new jobs last month — and that the jobless rate remained stuck at a 
historically high 9.1 percent. 
The withdrawal of the proposed regulation marks the latest in a string of retreats by Obama in the face of 
Republican opposition. Last December, he shelved, at least until the end of 2012, his insistence that 
Bush-era tax cuts should no longer apply to the wealthy. Earlier this year he avoided a government 
shutdown by agreeing to Republican demands for budget cuts. And this summer he acceded to more 
than a $1 trillion in spending reductions, with more to come, as the price for an agreement to raise the 
nation's debt ceiling. 
A spokesman for House Speaker John Boehner, R-Ohio, had muted praise for the White House, saying 
that withdrawal of the smog regulation was a good first step toward removing obstacles that are blocking 
business growth. 
"But it is only the tip of the iceberg when it comes to stopping Washington Democrats' agenda of tax 
hikes, more government 'stimulus' spending, and increased regulations, which are all making it harder to 
create more American jobs," Boehner spokesman Michael Steel said. 
The withdrawal of the proposed EPA rule comes three days after the White House identified seven such 
regulations that it said would cost private business at least $1 billion each. The proposed smog standard 
was estimated to cost anywhere between $19 billion and $90 billion, depending on how strict it would be. 
Republican lawmakers have blamed what they see as excessive regulations backed by the Obama 
administration for some of the country's economic woes, and House Republicans pledged this week to try 
to block four environmental regulations, including the one on some pollution standards, when they return 
after Labor Day. 
But perhaps more than some of the other regulations under attack, the ground-level ozone standard is 
most closely associated with public health — something the president said he wouldn't compromise in his 
regulatory review. Ozone is the main ingredient in smog, which is a powerful lung irritant that occasionally 
forces cancellation of school recesses, and causes asthma and other lung ailments. 
 
Criticism from environmentalists, a core Obama constituency, was swift following the White House 
announcement. 
"The Obama administration is caving to big polluters at the expense of protecting the air we breathe," said 
Gene Karpinski, the president of the League of Conservation Voters. "This is a huge win for corporate 
polluters and huge loss for public health." 
In his statement, the president said that withdrawing the regulation did not reflect a weakening of his 
commitment to protecting public health and the environment. 
"I will continue to stand with the hardworking men and women at the EPA as they strive every day to hold 
polluters accountable and protect our families from harmful pollution," he said. 
The decision mirrors one made by Obama's predecessor, President George W. Bush. EPA scientists had 
recommended a stricter standard to better protect public health. Bush personally intervened after hearing 







complaints from electric utilities and other affected industries. His EPA set a standard of 75 parts per 
billion, stricter than one adopted in 1997, but not as strong as federal scientists said was needed to 
protect public health. 
The EPA under Obama proposed in January 2010 a range for the concentration of ground-level ozone 
allowed in the air — from 60 parts per billion to 70 parts per billion. That's about equal to a single tennis 
ball in an Olympic-size swimming pool full of tennis balls. 
Jackson, Obama's environmental chief, , said at the time that "using the best science to strengthen these 
standards is a long overdue action that will help millions of Americans breathe easier and live healthier." 
Obama has scheduled a primetime speech to a joint session of Congress and the nation next Thursday 
night to outline plans he has made for combating high joblessness and spurring economic growth. 
Copyright © 2011 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. 
 
 
Obama Tells EPA To Ditch New Ozone Regulations 
ABC news 
September 2, 2010 
By AMY BINGHAM 
 
The House will vote each week to roll back regulations on everything from more stringent Ozone 
standards to coal ash emissions. (Getty Images)  
 
Just days after House Majority Leader Eric Cantor announced the House would begin voting to repeal 
proposed air quality regulations that he said would prevent job growth, President Obama instructed the 
Environmental Protection Agency to withdraw its proposed ozone regulations.  
 
"I have continued to underscore the importance of reducing regulatory burdens and regulatory 
uncertainty, particularly as our economy continues to recover," Obama said in a statement.  
 
Obama said the standards are already being revised and would have to be updated again in 2013.  
 
"Ultimately, I did not support asking state and local governments to begin implementing a new standard 
that will soon be reconsidered," Obama said in the statement.  
 
In a jobs agenda memo to House Republicans, Cantor said the proposed ozone regulations would be 
"possibly the most harmful of all the currently anticipated Obama administration regulations" and would 
cost at least $1 trillion over a decade to implement. The EPA estimates that the public health benefits 
from the regulations could save up to $100 billion per year.  
 
Besides small business tax breaks, Cantor's plan to ignite job growth was focused entirely on preventing 
new federal regulations from taking effect. All but three of the 10 regulations Cantor targeted are 
Environmental Protection Agency rules geared toward limiting power plant emissions.  
 
"By pursuing a steady repeal of job-destroying regulations, we can help lift the cloud of uncertainty 
hanging over small and large employers alike, empowering them to hire more workers," Cantor, R-Va., 
wrote in the memo to House Republicans.  
 
But EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson wrote Wednesday in a Huffington Post Op-ed that delaying the 
implementation of the proposed standards would "leave companies uncertain about investing" and 
prevent them from creating more jobs.  







 
"Pledges to weaken or slow proposed standards, many of which have been developed over years and 
with industry input, prevent businesses from investing in those jobs," she wrote.  
 
 Getty Images 
The House will vote each week to roll back... View Full Size 
  
Getty Images 
The House will vote each week to roll back regulations on everything from more stringent Ozone 
standards to coal ash emissions. Will Company's Bankruptcy Hurt Obama Jobs Record? Watch Video  
  Obama's Battle for Jobs: A Timeline Watch Video  
  Jobs: Call Centers Back in U.S. Watch Video  
 Cantor claims the regulations are "costly bureaucratic handcuffs" and will destroy millions of jobs. Under 
his plan the House will vote each week to roll back regulations on everything from more stringent ozone 
standards to coal ash emissions, a by-product of coal-burning power plants.  
 
"There are a plethora of clean air rules that are collectively and disparagingly called the 'train wreck' by 
the business community," said Luke Popovich, a spokesman for the National Mining Association.  
 
Poppvich said the EPA rules are a "double whammy" because energy producers would either have to 
absorb the added cost of implementing the regulations or pass the costs on to consumers.  
 
"What is at stake is it raises the cost of doing business or raises the cost of energy and therefore 
depresses economic investment and depresses job creation," he said.  
 
An EPA official, on the other hand, said the agency has been implementing regulations like these since its 
inception in 1970, both when the economy was booming and when it was lagging.  
 
"The EPA's regulations have had nothing to do with the current economic recovery that we're in," the EPA 
official said. "We've been doing this for 40 years. The bottom line is the economy continues to grow in the 
United States while we continue to do environmental control in the United States."  
 
Some scientists claim that environmental regulation does not kill jobs because stricter standards spur 
innovation, which in turn creates jobs.  
 
"In 1970 the Clean Air Act put out standards for cars that were beyond the capability of the car industry in 
1970," said Marchant Wentworth, the deputy legislative director for the Climate and Energy Program at 
the Union of Concerned Scientists. "They met those standards because those standards spurred 
innovation.  
 
"This is the pattern with environmental protection in this country," Wentworth continued. "Standards and 
regulations have spurred innovation in the marketplace."  
 
Wentworth said Cantor is only looking at one side of the coin because it is far easier to calculate the cost 
of adding new technology to comply with more strict regulations than to calculate the benefits of less 
pollution.  
 
"What is harder to determine is the benefits that your grandmother may feel when she avoids her next 
dose of asthma attack. Those are real benefits, but they are just diffused," Wentworth said.  







 
While Cantor writes that the proposed regulations would cost billions of dollars to implement, the EPA 
argues that these initial costs would be dwarfed by the health care cost savings from improved public 
health.  
 
"These rules aggregately will prevent tens of thousands of premature deaths," an EPA official said. "We're 
talking about mercury in children, fine particle soot pollution that causes cardiovascular impacts, and 
respiratory impacts that can result in premature deaths."  
 
Popovich said the mining industry is not necessarily against the regulations, but is more opposed to the 
quick timelines set for implementing them, which he says do not give companies enough time to develop 
and implement new technologies.  
 
"Much of the concern isn't telling the EPA you have no business doing this," he said. "It is simply telling 
them you are going about it the wrong way." 
 
 
 
Obama Halts EPA Regulation On Smog Standards  
Huffington Post 
September 2, 2011 
By JULIE PACE and DINA CAPPIELLO   09/ 2/11 11:31 AM ET     
 
 
WASHINGTON -- President Barack Obama on Friday sacked a controversial proposed regulation 
tightening health-based standards for smog, bowing to the demands of congressional Republicans and 
some business leaders. 
 
Obama overruled the Environmental Protection Agency and directed administrator Lisa Jackson to 
withdraw the proposal, in part because of the importance of reducing regulatory burdens and uncertainty 
for businesses at a time of rampant uncertainty about an unsteady economy. 
 
The announcement came shortly after a new government report on private sector employment showed 
that businesses essentially added no new jobs last month – and that the jobless rate remained stuck at a 
historically high 9.1 percent. 
 
The withdrawal of the proposed regulation marks the latest in a string of retreats by Obama in the face of 
Republican opposition. Last December, he shelved, at least until the end of 2012, his insistence that 
Bush-era tax cuts should no longer apply to the wealthy. Earlier this year he avoided a government 
shutdown by agreeing to Republican demands for budget cuts. And this summer he acceded to more 
than a $1 trillion in spending reductions, with more to come, as the price for an agreement to raise the 
nation's debt ceiling. 
 
A spokesman for House Speaker John Boehner, R-Ohio, had muted praise for the White House, saying 
that withdrawal of the smog regulation was a good first step toward removing obstacles that are blocking 
business growth. 
 
"But it is only the tip of the iceberg when it comes to stopping Washington Democrats' agenda of tax 
hikes, more government `stimulus' spending, and increased regulations, which are all making it harder to 
create more American jobs," Boehner spokesman Michael Steel said. 
 







The withdrawal of the proposed EPA rule comes three days after the White House identified seven such 
regulations that it said would cost private business at least $1 billion each. The proposed smog standard 
was estimated to cost anywhere between $19 billion and $90 billion, depending on how strict it would be. 
 
Republican lawmakers have blamed what they see as excessive regulations backed by the Obama 
administration for some of the country's economic woes, and House Republicans pledged this week to try 
to block four environmental regulations, including the one on some pollution standards, when they return 
after Labor Day. 
 
But perhaps more than some of the other regulations under attack, the ground-level ozone standard is 
most closely associated with public health – something the president said he wouldn't compromise in his 
regulatory review. Ozone is the main ingredient in smog, which is a powerful lung irritant that occasionally 
forces cancellation of school recesses, and causes asthma and other lung ailments. 
 
 
Criticism from environmentalists, a core Obama constituency, was swift following the White House 
announcement. 
 
"The Obama administration is caving to big polluters at the expense of protecting the air we breathe," said 
Gene Karpinski, the president of the League of Conservation Voters. "This is a huge win for corporate 
polluters and huge loss for public health." 
 
In his statement, the president said that withdrawing the regulation did not reflect a weakening of his 
commitment to protecting public health and the environment. 
 
"I will continue to stand with the hardworking men and women at the EPA as they strive every day to hold 
polluters accountable and protect our families from harmful pollution," he said. 
 
The decision mirrors one made by Obama's predecessor, President George W. Bush. EPA scientists had 
recommended a stricter standard to better protect public health. Bush personally intervened after hearing 
complaints from electric utilities and other affected industries. His EPA set a standard of 75 parts per 
billion, stricter than one adopted in 1997, but not as strong as federal scientists said was needed to 
protect public health. 
 
The EPA under Obama proposed in January 2010 a range for the concentration of ground-level ozone 
allowed in the air – from 60 parts per billion to 70 parts per billion. That's about equal to a single tennis 
ball in an Olympic-size swimming pool full of tennis balls. 
 
Jackson, Obama's environmental chief, , said at the time that "using the best science to strengthen these 
standards is a long overdue action that will help millions of Americans breathe easier and live healthier." 
 
Obama has scheduled a primetime speech to a joint session of Congress and the nation next Thursday 
night to outline plans he has made for combating high joblessness and spurring economic growth. 
 
 
 
Obama Pulls Back Proposal to Tighten Clean Air Rules 
New York Times 
By JOHN M. BRODER 
September 2, 2011  
 
WASHINGTON — The Obama administration is abandoning its plan to immediately tighten air-quality 
rules nationwide to reduce emissions of smog-causing chemicals after an intense lobbying campaign by 







industry, which said the new rule would cost billions of dollars and hundreds of thousands of jobs, officials 
said Friday.  
 
The Environmental Protection Agency, following the recommendation of its scientific advisers, had 
proposed lowering the so-called ozone standard from that set by the Bush administration to a new stricter 
standard that would have thrown hundreds of American counties out of compliance with the Clean Air Act. 
It would have required a major effort by state and local officials, as well as new emissions controls by 
industries and agriculture across the country.  
 
The more lenient Bush administration standard from 2008 will remain in place until a scheduled 
reconsideration of acceptable pollution limits in 2013, officials indicated Friday.  
 
In a statement, the president reiterated his commitment to environmental concerns, but said, “At the same 
time, I have continued to underscore the importance of reducing regulatory burdens and regulatory 
uncertainty, particularly as our economy continues to recover. With that in mind, and after careful 
consideration, I have requested that Administrator Jackson withdraw the draft Ozone National Ambient 
Air Quality Standards at this time.”  
 
In a letter to Lisa P. Jackson, the E.P.A. administrator, the head of the White House office of regulatory 
affairs, Cass Sunstein, said that the president was rejecting her proposal to tighten the standard.  
 
“He has made it clear he does not support finalizing the rule at this time,” Mr. Sunstein said.  
 
Mr. Sunstein said that changing the rule now would create uncertainty for business and local government. 
He also said there was no compelling reason to rewrite the ozone standard in advance of the scheduled 
reconsideration in 2013, a key demand of business interests.  
 
Ms. Jackson said in a statement, “This administration has put in place some of the most important 
standards and safeguards for clean air in U.S. history: the most significant reduction of sulfur dioxide and 
nitrogen oxide air pollution across state borders; a long-overdue proposal to finally cut mercury pollution 
from power plants; and the first-ever carbon pollution standards for cars and trucks.”  
 
She said her agency would revisit the ozone standard, in compliance with the Clean Air Act.  
 
Mr. Sunstein told Ms. Jackson that since the rule is due for reconsideration in 2013, an earlier review 
would promote confusion and uncertainty.  
 
“In this light,” he wrote, “issuing a final rule in late 2011 would be problematic in view of the fact that a 
new assessment, and potentially new standards, will be developed in the relatively near future.”  
 
Environmental advocates expressed dismay at the decision.  
 
League of Conservation Voters President Gene Karpinski issued the following statement:  
 
“The Obama administration is caving to big polluters at the expense of protecting the air we breathe,” Mr. 
Karpinski said. “This is a huge win for corporate polluters and huge loss for public health.”  
 
Mr. Sunstein said he was carefully scrutinizing regulations across the government to assure that they are 
cost-efficient and based on the best current science. He said that the E.P.A.’s scientific advisory panel 







should take a closer look at the most feasible level of ozone pollution consistent with environmental and 
health protections.  
 
The issue had become a flashpoint between the administration and Republicans in Congress, who held 
up the proposed ozone rule as a test of the White Houses commitment to regulatory reform and job 
creation. Imposing the new rule before the 2012 election would have created political problems for the 
administration and for Democrats nationwide seeking election in a brittle economy.  
 
Leaders of major business groups — including the United States Chamber of Commerce, the National 
Association of Manufacturers, the American Petroleum Institute and the Business Roundtable — met with 
Ms. Jackson and with top White House officials earlier this summer seeking to moderate, delay or kill the 
rule. They told William Daley, the White House chief of staff, that the rule would be very costly to industry 
and would hurt Mr. Obama’s chances for re-election.  
 
John Engler, the former governor of Michigan and chairman of the Business Roundtable, said that the 
rule should be reconsidered in 2013, regardless of who is president. But he added that he thought Mr. 
Obama’s chances of retaining the office would be better if he dropped or delayed the ozone rule.  
 
Representative Eric Cantor, the majority leader, said this week that the House would review the ozone 
rule, along with a number of other environmental rules that he characterized as “job-killers.” The ozone 
rule, he said in a memo to Republican members, was one of the most onerous of the Obama 
administration’s proposed rules.  
 
“This effective ban or restriction on construction and industrial growth for much of America is possibly the 
most harmful of all the currently anticipated Obama administration regulations,” Mr. Cantor wrote. He said 
that the impact would be felt across the economy and cost as much as $1 trillion and millions of jobs over 
the next decade.  
 
The current standard for ozone is 75 parts per billion, set by the Bush administration in 2008 over the 
objections of E.P.A. scientists, who said that a standard between 60 ppb and 70 ppb was needed to 
protect public health. Ms. Jackson made clear her intention to follow the scientific advice and set a new, 
lower standard, by the end of this year. She has told associates that her ability to address this problem 
would be a reflection of her ability to perform her job.  
 
Ozone, or smog, contributes to a variety of ailments, including heart problems, asthma and other lung 
disorders. 
 
 
 
Obama Asks EPA to Withdraw Proposed Ozone Rule Article Comments (92) more in 
Politics & Policy  
Wall Street Journal 
September 2, 2011 
By DEBORAH SOLOMON, JARED FAVOLE and TENNILLE TRACY  
 
President Barack Obama, citing the nation's struggling economy, asked the Environmental Protection 
Agency to withdraw an air quality rule that Republicans and business groups have said could cost tens of 
billions of dollars a year or more and kill thousands of jobs. 







 
The surprise move came as the economic recovery continued to show signs of stalling, with the labor 
market failing to add new jobs in August for the first time since September 2010. 
 
In a statement, Mr. Obama said he supported efforts to promote clean air but added, "I have continued to 
underscore the importance of reducing regulatory burdens and regulatory uncertainty, particularly as our 
economy continues to recover." 
 
The rule, which would have tightened standards for smog-forming ozone, has been under attack for 
months from industry groups and lawmakers. Republicans have cited the rule as a prime example of the 
regulatory overreach that they say is hampering the economic recovery. 
 
Earlier this week, Mr. Obama, in a letter to House Speaker John Boehner (R., Ohio), said the proposal 
could cost the economy an estimated $19 billion to $90 billion. House Republicans had said they would 
hold a vote this winter on a bill to prevent its implementation. 
 
A passenger enters a Kansas City Metro bus that warns of an Ozone Alert in Kansas City, Missouri, last 
month. 
 
In pulling the plug, the White House appears to have judged that it had more to lose from industry and 
Republican criticism than it had to gain from environmental groups and others who support the rule. It had 
already become an issue in the 2012 presidential campaign, with Republican challengers citing the 
proposal in speeches and debates. 
 
In a statement Friday before the White House move, Mr. Boehner cited "excessive federal regulations" as 
one reason for the weak employment numbers. 
 
The EPA issued its proposal in January 2010, calling for ozone standards to be tightened to a range of 60 
to 70 parts per billion, down from the current 75. The tighter standard would have put many states and 
counties out of compliance and required them to come up with detailed plans to curb emissions. That in 
turn could have made it harder for some new oil and gas projects to go forward.  
 
Reaction from environmental groups was swift. "The Obama administration is caving to big polluters at 
the expense of protecting the air we breathe," League of Conservation Voters President Gene Karpinski 
said in a statement. "This is a huge win for corporate polluters and huge loss for public health." 
 
Mr. Obama left open the possibility that the EPA proposal could be revived later, saying the ozone 
standard will be reconsidered in 2013.  
 
"Ultimately, I did not support asking state and local governments to begin implementing a new standard 
that will soon be reconsidered," his statement said. 
 
White House officials said the president made the decision Thursday. 
 
Write to Deborah Solomon at deborah.solomon@wsj.com, Jared Favole at jared.favole@dowjones.com 
and Tennille Tracy at tennille.tracy@dowjones.com  
 
 
 







 
 
Obama decides against change in ozone standards 
USA TODAY  
By Richard Wolf 
 
President Obama decided Friday morning not to raise ozone standards for air pollution favored by 
environmentalists but decried by business groups and Republicans. 
 
In his decision, relayed to Environmental Protection Agency Administrator Lisa Jackson, Obama cited the 
need to remove uncertainty for businesses that would be affected. 
 
"I have continued to underscore the importance of reducing regulatory burdens and regulatory 
uncertainty, particularly as our economy continues to recover," Obama said. "Ultimately, I did not support 
asking state and local governments to begin implementing a new standard that will soon be 
reconsidered." 
 
The move was immediately heralded by Republican leaders as more important than Obama's upcoming 
speech on jobs to a joint session of Congress, set for next Thursday. 
 
"This action alone will prevent more job losses than any speech the president has given," said Senate 
Republican leader Mitch McConnell. "I hope he will listen to the bipartisan calls from across the country to 
address his administration's negative impact on job creation." 
 
Complying with the new regulation could have cost from $20 billion to $90 billion annually, making it by far 
the most expensive new rule on the federal books. It topped the list of proposed regulations that could 
cost more than $1 billion demanded recently by House Speaker John Boehner. 
 
"We're glad that the White House responded to the speaker's letter and recognized the job-killing impact 
of this particular regulation," said Boehner spokesman Michael Steel. "But it is only the tip of the iceberg 
when it comes to stopping Washington Democrats' agenda of tax hikes, more government 'stimulus' 
spending, and increased regulations, which are all making it harder to create more American jobs." 
 
The U.S. Chamber of Commerce, congressional Republicans and others had complained that raising 
ozone standards for air pollution would cost billions of dollars and result in lost jobs. A study last year by 
the Manufacturing Alliance predicted as many as 7.3 million jobs could be lost by 2020. 
 
The issue of excessive federal regulations is gaining steam in Washington. Obama has ordered agencies 
to roll back old, redundant rules that are no longer needed. House Republicans are putting together a fall 
agenda focused on easing the regulatory burden on business. 
 
When Congress passed the Clean Air Act in 1970, it required the EPA to review the allowable pollutant 
levels every five years. A new ozone standard was announced in 2008. 
 
However, because it was set at 75 parts per billion and the EPA's outside panel of scientists had 
recommended a range between 60 and 70 parts per billion, clean air advocacy groups went to court to 
get it changed. Jackson said the 2008 level was not "legally defensible." 
 







The administration already had missed several deadlines to change the standard for smog from the level 
set by the Bush administration in 2008. 
 
 
More than 175 business organizations sent a letter to Obama last month asking that the pending 
standard, which would set a tougher air pollution standard for industries to meet, be delayed at least until 
2013. 
 
"The president's decision is good news for the economy and Americans looking for work," said Jack 
Gerard, president of the American Petroleum Institute. "EPA's proposal would have prevented the very 
job creation that President Obama has identified as his top priority." 
 
Ross Eisenberg of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce said the decision points to possible compromise 
between the White House and Republicans on a regulatory agenda. 
 
"We're hoping that this will springboard into real, serious regulatory reform legislation," he said. 
 
White House officials said the decision had nothing to do with industry pressure or politics. But it came in 
the wake of another bad monthly jobs report that showed no jobs added in August on a net basis. 
 
It was relayed to the EPA by Cass Sunstein, administration of the White House Office of Information and 
Regulatory Affairs. He wrote that Obama "has made it clear that he does not support" raising the ozone 
standards now. 
 
"Finalizing a new standard now is not mandatory and could produce needless uncertainty," Sunstein 
wrote, noting that current ozone standards must be reviewed by 2013 anyway. 
 
At the same time, administration officials took pains to defend their environmental record. Heather Zichal, 
deputy assistant to the president for energy and climate change, posted on the White House blog a list of 
achievements, such as new fuel efficiency standards for cars and trucks and the first national standard to 
reduce mercury from power plants. 
 
"Over the last two and a half years, the Obama administration has taken unprecedented steps forward to 
protect the public health of American families by reducing harmful air pollution," Zichal wrote. "Taken 
together, the administration's clean air achievements will produce enormous benefits for public health and 
the environment, while promoting the nation's continued economic growth and well-being. " 
 
Jackson defended her agency's actions on air pollution and said the ozone standard still will get reviewed 
in the future. 
 
"Since day one under President Obama's leadership, EPA has worked to ensure health protections for 
the American people, and has made tremendous progress to ensure that Clean Air Act standards protect 
all Americans by reducing our exposures to harmful air pollution like mercury, arsenic and carbon 
dioxide," Jackson said. 
 
"This administration has put in place some of the most important standards and safeguards for clean air 
in U.S. history: the most significant reduction of sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide air pollution across state 
borders; a long-overdue proposal to finally cut mercury pollution from power plants; and the first-ever 
carbon pollution standards for cars and trucks." 







 
Nevertheless, environmental groups usually allied with the White House quickly blasted Obama's 
decision. 
"The Obama administration is caving to big polluters at the expense of protecting the air we breathe," said 
Gene Karpinski, president of the League of Conservation Voters. "This is a huge win for corporate 
polluters and huge loss for public health." 
 
Michael Brune, executive director of the Sierra Club, said Obama was "putting the interest of coal and oil 
polluters first." 
 
" Half of U.S. families live in places where it is literally unsafe to breathe the air," he said. "Kicking the 
inhaler down the road will do nothing to protect our children." 
 
Friends of the Earth managing director David Hirsch accused the president of "taking his cues from 
(House Republican leader) Eric Cantor." 
 
"President Obama decided today to trash fundamental protections for Americans' health," Hirsch said. 
"His decision will mean more children suffering from asthma and more permanent lung damage for 
adults." 
 
"Slow-walking is no way to govern when it comes to protecting the health of all Americans, especially 
children and the elderly, the most vulnerable among us," said Frances Beinecke, president of the Natural 
Resources Defense Council. "Our public officials, including those in the White House, are there to protect 
us from harm. They need to get on with doing their jobs." 
 
The environmental law group Earthjustice had sued to challenge the standards on behalf of five other 
organizations, but it was put on hold while the administration considered raising them. The American 
Lung Association said Friday it will look to revive the lawsuit. 
 
"The Obama administration knows the heavy cost of smog pollution but has made the terrible decision to 
leave outdated, weak standards in place, leaving thousands of Americans who suffer from lung and 
breathing problems at the mercy of this dirty air," said Martin Hayden of Earthjustice. 
 
"Sacrificing American lives and forcing our friends and family members who suffer from asthma to breathe 
dirty air is a poor legacy for President Obama. Keeping weak, inefficient standards in place is not the 
change we were promised." 
 
But Republicans in Congress heralded it as the right medicine for an ailing economy. 
 
"Job creators scored a major victory today in the fight against Washington's red tape," said Sen. John 
Barrasso, R-Wyo., leader of Senate Republicans' effort on regulations. "After months of discussions, the 
White House finally admitted that its ozone rule was completely unnecessary and bad for our economy." 
 
Others, however, have argued that tougher ozone standards would save money currently lost when 
Americans get sick from air pollution. 
 
"Those rules will generate billions of economic benefits in excess of compliance costs," said Michael 
Livermore, executive director of the Institute for Policy Integrity at New York University School of Law. 







"With each year of delay, that means additional costs imposed on the public, included lost productivity, 
hospital bills, more asthma cases, and untimely deaths." 
 
Here's the president's statement: 
 
Over the last two and half years, my administration, under the leadership of EPA Administrator Lisa 
Jackson, has taken some of the strongest actions since the enactment of the Clean Air Act four decades 
ago to protect our environment and the health of our families from air pollution. From reducing mercury 
and other toxic air pollution from outdated power plants to doubling the fuel efficiency of our cars and 
trucks, the historic steps we've taken will save tens of thousands of lives each year, remove over a billion 
tons of pollution from our air, and produce hundreds of billions of dollars in benefits for the American 
people. 
 
At the same time, I have continued to underscore the importance of reducing regulatory burdens and 
regulatory uncertainty, particularly as our economy continues to recover. With that in mind, and after 
careful consideration, I have requested that Administrator Jackson withdraw the draft Ozone National 
Ambient Air Quality Standards at this time. Work is already underway to update a 2006 review of the 
science that will result in the reconsideration of the ozone standard in 2013. Ultimately, I did not support 
asking state and local governments to begin implementing a new standard that will soon be reconsidered. 
 
I want to be clear: my commitment and the commitment of my administration to protecting public health 
and the environment is unwavering. I will continue to stand with the hardworking men and women at the 
EPA as they strive every day to hold polluters accountable and protect our families from harmful pollution. 
And my administration will continue to vigorously oppose efforts to weaken EPA's authority under the 
Clean Air Act or dismantle the progress we have made. 
 
Contributing: Elizabeth Weise 
 
 
 
Obama asks EPA to back off draft ozone standard 
 Los Angeles Times 
September 2, 2011, 8:20 a.m. 
By Neela Banerjee 
  
President Obama announced Friday that he has asked the Environmental Protection Agency to drop 
controversial rules to cut smog levels, a move welcomed by the business community that has long 
decried them as onerous but one sure to alienate the president's environmental base even further as his 
administration backs away from key anti-pollution initiatives. 
 
In a statement issued by the White House, the president said: "I have continued to underscore the 
importance of reducing regulatory burdens and regulatory uncertainty, particularly as our economy 
continues to recover. With that in mind, and after careful consideration, I have requested that 
Administrator [Lisa] Jackson withdraw the draft Ozone National Ambient Air Quality Standards at this 
time." 
 
"Work is already underway to update a 2006 review of the science that will result in the reconsideration of 
the ozone standard in 2013. Ultimately, I did not support asking state and local governments to begin 
implementing a new standard that will soon be reconsidered," the statement concluded. 







 
Low-level atmospheric ozone occurs when sunlight reacts with air containing hydrocarbons and 
emissions like nitrogen oxide. Research shows that living in areas with high concentrations of ozone 
worsens respiratory ailments. The EPA estimates that up to 12,000 lives could be saved annually from 
implementing the new standards. 
 
After agreeing to work with environmentalists who had sued over the standards, the EPA has delayed 
issuing rules on low-level ozone, the main ingredient in smog, four times since 2010. 
 
Most recently, it brushed aside a self-imposed July 29 deadline. Many in industry and the environmental 
community had expected the EPA to issue the rules and implementation guidelines by an Aug. 12 
deadline to file a proposal for next steps with a court, as part of a pending lawsuit. 
 
Environmental groups swiftly criticized the decision as the most recent surrender by the administration to 
the business lobby. 
 
"The Obama administration is caving to big polluters at the expense of protecting the air we breathe," said 
League of Conservation Voters President Gene Karpinski. "This is a huge win for corporate polluters and 
huge loss for public health." 
 
Business groups welcomed the move as protecting job growth. "The president's decision is good news for 
the economy and Americans looking for work," said Jack Gerard, president of the American Petroleum 
Institute, the country's leading oil and gas lobby. "EPA's proposal would have prevented the very job 
creation that President Obama has identified as his top priority. Ozone levels and air quality continue to 
improve under current regulations and our industry is committed to making the air we all breathe cleaner 
while creating new jobs." 
 
House Speaker John Boehner called the move a "good first step." 
 
"But it is only the tip of the iceberg when it comes to stopping Washington Democrats' agenda of tax 
hikes, more government 'stimulus' spending, and increased regulations -- which are all making it harder to 
create more American jobs," he said.  
Copyright © 2011, Los Angeles Times 
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Obama administration delays ozone rules again 
Houston Chronicle  
By Matthew Tresaugue 
September 2, 2011 at 10:21 am  
 
The Obama administration is shelving plans to tighten federal limits for ozone, a lung-irritating pollutant 
that has fouled Houston’s air for decades. 
 
Today’s decisions comes amid complaints from industry and business groups who say the new ozone, or 
smog, limit could be the most expensive environmental rule in U.S. history. 







 
President Obama said in a statement that he asked the Environmental Protection Agency to wait until 
2013 for the regularly scheduled review of the ozone limit before finalizing it. The federal agency already 
had delayed a final decision four times in the past year. 
 
The American Petroleum Institute, an industry group, praised the move. 
 
“The president’s decision is good news for the economy and Americans looking for work,” API President 
and CEO Jack Gerard said in a statement. “EPA’s proposal would have prevented the very job creation 
that President Obama has identified as his top priority.” 
 
The EPA estimates that complying with the new limits would cost $19 billion to $90 billion a year but says 
those costs would be offset by the benefits to public health. 
 
Smog is created when sunlight cooks a mixture of chemicals emitted mostly by vehicles, industrial plants 
and refineries. Ozone is the main ingredient of smog, and chronic exposure has been linked to asthma 
attacks, chest pain and premature death. 
 
The proposed smog level would be 60 to 70 parts ozone per billion parts air, down from 75 parts per 
billion, as established by the Bush administration in 2008. The EPA says the more stringent standard 
reflects scientific studies showing that ozone poses greater health risks than previously thought. 
 
EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson has said she thinks the 2008 smog limit is not legally defensible, given 
the scientific evidence of the widespread pollutant’s effect on public health. The agency said it intends to 
finalize the new limit “shortly.” 
 
The 2008 decision went against the recommendation of an EPA-appointed panel of science advisers. The 
panel said the ozone limit should be no higher than 70 parts per billion and perhaps as low as 60. 
 
matthew.tresaugue@chron.com 








• In his State of the Union Address, the President laid out a blueprint for an 
economy that’s built to last – an economy built on American manufacturing, 
American energy, skills for American workers, and a renewal of American 
values.


• The President believes this is a make or break moment for the middle class 
and those trying to reach it. What’s at stake is the very survival of the basic 
American promise that if you work hard, you can do well enough to raise a 
family, own a home, and put a little away for retirement.  


• The defining issue of our time is how to keep that promise alive.  No 
challenge is more urgent; no debate is more important.  We can either settle 
for a country where a shrinking number of people do really well, while more 
Americans barely get by.  Or we can build a nation where everyone gets a 
fair shot, everyone does their fair share, and everyone plays by the same 
rules.  At stake right now are not Democratic or Republican values, but 
American values – and for the sake of our future, we have to reclaim them. 


• The fact is, the economic security of the middle class has eroded 
for decades.  Long before the recession, good jobs and manufacturing 
began leaving our shores.  Hard work stopped paying off for too many 
Americans.  Those at the top saw their incomes rise like never before, but 
the vast majority of Americans struggled with costs that were growing and 
paychecks that weren’t.


• In 2008, the house of cards collapsed.  Mortgages were sold to people 
who couldn’t afford or understand them.  Banks made huge bets and 
bonuses made with other people’s money.  It was a crisis that cost us more 
than eight million jobs and plunged our economy and the world into a crisis 
from which we are still fighting to recover.    


• Three years later, thanks to the President’s bold actions, the economy is 
growing again.  Over the past 22 months, our businesses have created 3.2 
million jobs.  Last year, we added the most private sector jobs since 2005.  
American manufacturing is creating jobs for the first time since the late 
1990s.  The American auto industry is back.  Today, American oil production 
is the highest that it’s been in eight years.  Together, we’ve agreed to cut the 
deficit by more than $2 trillion.  The President signed into law new rules to 
hold Wall Street accountable, so a crisis like the one we’ve endured never 
happens again.


• When we act together, in common purpose and common effort, there 
is nothing the United States of America cannot achieve.  That’s why the 
President’s blueprint for action contains policies that businesses can take, 
actions that Congress needs to take, as well as actions that the President 
will take on his own.


• Because we have come too far to turn back now.  We cannot go back to an 
economy based on outsourcing, bad debt, and phony financial profits.  The 
President intends to keep moving forward and rebuild an economy where 
hard work pays off and responsibility is rewarded – an economy built to last.  







A Nation Where Everyone Get a Fair Shot, Does their 
Fair Share, and Plays by the Same Set of Rules


American Manufacturing


• Take away the deduction for outsourcing, make companies pay a minimum  
tax for profits and jobs overseas, and reward companies for bringing jobs 
back to America.


• Lower tax rates for companies that manufacture and create jobs in the 
United States.


• Get tough on trade enforcement.


• Create more jobs and make us more competitive by rebuilding America 
using half of the savings from ending foreign wars.  


American Skills


• Forge new partnerships between community colleges and businesses to 
train and place 2 million skilled workers.


• Reform job training and unemployment insurance and create one web site 
that dislocated workers can use to help them get back to work.


• Attract, prepare, support, and reward great teachers to help students 
learn.


• Call on every state to require that all students stay in high school until they 
graduate or turn 18.


• Double work-study jobs and take steps to hold down college costs for 
middle-class families.


• Build a 21st century immigration system and give responsible young 
people a chance to earn their citizenship.


• Put veterans to work protecting our communities and preserving our 
natural resources.


• Secure equal pay for equal work.


• Help start-ups and small businesses succeed and create jobs by reforming 
regulations and expanding tax relief.


• Help spur innovation by investing in research and development.


American Energy


• Promote safe, responsible development of the near 100-year supply of 
natural gas, supporting more than 600,000 jobs while ensuring public 
health and safety.


• Incentivize manufacturers to make energy upgrades, saving $100 billion 
over the next decade.


• Create clean energy jobs in the United States.


American Values


• Make the tax code fairer and simpler for the middle class and make sure 
millionaires and billionaires follow the Buffett Rule by paying at least 30% in 
income taxes.


• End subsidies for millionaires.


• Prevent tax increases for working families by extending the payroll tax cut.


• Call on Congress to give every responsible homeowner the opportunity to 
refinance.


• Make sure Wall Street plays by the same rules.


• Reduce the influence of money and lobbyists and do away with procedures 
that stop Congress from working on behalf of the American people.


• Pass a balanced, fair deficit reduction plan.
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EARTH DAY, 2010 
 


- - - - - - - 
 


BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
 


A PROCLAMATION 
 
 
 In the fall of 1969, Wisconsin Senator Gaylord Nelson 
announced plans for a national "environmental teach-in" -- one 
day, each year, of action and advocacy for the environment.  His 
words rallied our Nation, and the first Earth Day, as it became 
known, saw millions come together to meet one of the greatest 
challenges of our times:  caring for our planet.  What Senator 
Nelson and the other organizers believed then, and what we still 
believe today, is that our environment is a blessing we share.  
Our future is inextricably bound to our planet's future, and we 
must be good stewards of our home as well as one another. 
 
 On the 40th anniversary of Earth Day, we come together to 
reaffirm those beliefs.  We have come far in these past four 
decades.  One year before the first Earth Day, our Nation 
watched in horror as the polluted and debris-choked Cuyahoga 
River in Cleveland, Ohio, caught fire.  In response, a 
generation of Americans stepped forward to demand progress.  
What Americans achieved in the decades that followed has made 
our children healthier, our water and air cleaner, and our 
planet more livable. 
 
 We passed the Clean Air and Clean Water Acts, established 
the Environmental Protection Agency, and safeguarded treasured 
American landscapes.  Americans across our country have 
witnessed the impact of these measures, including the people 
of Cleveland, where the Cuyahoga River is cleaner than it has 
been in a century. 
 
 We continue to build on this progress today.  My 
Administration has invested in clean energy and clean water 
infrastructure across the country.  We are also committed to 
passing comprehensive energy and climate legislation that will 
create jobs, reduce our dependence on foreign oil, and cut 
carbon pollution. 
 
 We have more work to do, however, and change will not 
come from Washington alone.  The achievements of the past were 
possible because ordinary Americans demanded them, and meeting 
today's environmental challenges will require a new generation 
to carry on Earth Day's cause.  From weatherizing our homes to 
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planting trees in our communities, there are countless ways for 
every American, young and old, to get involved.  I encourage all 
Americans to visit WhiteHouse.gov/EarthDay for information and 
resources to get started. 
 
 The 40th anniversary of Earth Day is an opportunity for 
us to reflect on the legacy we have inherited from previous 
generations, and the legacy that we will bestow upon generations 
to come.  Their future depends on the action we take now, and we 
must not fail them.  Forty years from today, when our children 
and grandchildren look back on what we did at this moment, let 
them say that we, too, met the challenges of our time and passed 
on a cleaner, healthier planet. 
 
 NOW, THEREFORE, I, BARACK OBAMA, President of the 
United States of America, by virtue of the authority vested in 
me by the Constitution and the laws of the United States, do 
hereby proclaim April 22, 2010, as Earth Day.  I encourage all 
Americans to participate in programs and activities that will 
protect our environment and contribute to a healthy, sustainable 
future. 
 
 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this 
twenty-first day of April, in the year of our Lord 
two thousand ten, and of the Independence of the United States 
of America the two hundred and thirty-fourth. 
 
 
 
      BARACK OBAMA 
 
 
 
      # # # 
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U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
POLLUTION/SITUATION REPORT


Alyeska Pump Sta 1 Spill - Removal Polrep


UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Region X


Subject: POLREP #1 
Alyeska Pipeline Service Co. Pump Station 1 Booster Pump 
Alyeska Pump Sta 1 Spill


Deadhorse, AK 
Latitude: 64.8988518 Longitude: -147.6097226 


To: Matthew Carr, EPA Region 10 (POLREP List)
Robert Whittier, ERU (POLREP List)
Len Marcus, EnE START Anchorage
Vivian Melde, EnE START Anchorage
Richard Franklin, Oregon Operations Office
Earl Liverman, EPA Region 10 (POLREP List)
Jeffrey Fowlow, EPA Region 10 (POLREP List)
Andy Maguire, EnE START
Calvin Terada, EPA Region 10 (POLREP List)
Chris Field, EPA Region 10 (POLREP List)
Dan Opalski, EPA Region 10 (POLREP List)
Lori Cohen, EPA Region 10 (POLREP List)
Marcia Combes, EPA Region 10 (POLREP List)
Eugene Lee, EPA HQ (POLREP List)
Stephanie Mairs, EPA Region 10 (POLREP List)
Ruth Yender, NOAA (POLREP LIST)
Greg Buie, NPFC (POLREP List)
Adam Bilodeau, US EPA - SCI Contractor(POLREP LIST)
Bryan Vasser, EnE START
Mark Macintyre, EPA Region 10 (POLREP List)
EPA HQ, EPA HQ (POLREP List)
Wally Moon, EPA Region 10 (POLREP List)
Gary Shigenaka, NOAA (POLREP list)
Mark Howard, U.S. EPA/OEM
Tito Irizarry, OSWER/OEM
Polrep Reporting EPA, NPFC (POLREP List)
Bryce Robbert, EnE START
Daniel Wright, EnE START
Liza Sanden, EnE START Anchorage
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From: Matt Carr, On-Scene Coordinator 
Date: 1/10/2011 
Reporting Period: 01/08/2011 to 01/09/2011 


1. Introduction
 1.1 Background
  Site Number:    Contract Number:  


D.O. Number:    Action Memo Date:  
Response Authority: CWA   Response Type: Time-Critical
Response Lead: PRP   Incident Category: Removal


Assessment
NPL Status:   Operable Unit:
Mobilization Date: 1/8/2011   Start Date: 1/8/2011
Demob Date:    Completion Date:  
CERCLIS ID:   RCRIS ID:
ERNS No.:   State Notification:
FPN#: E11002   Reimbursable Account #:


1.1.1 Incident Category


Not applicable because the POLREP addresses the threat of discharge
of oil.


1.1.2 Site Description


1.1.2.1 Location


The Alyeska Pipeline Service Company (Alyeska) Pump Station 1 (PS01) is located
approximately 4.5 miles south of Prudhoe Bay and is north of Deadhorse, North Slope
Borough, Alaska, the northern terminus of the James Dalton Highway (70º15’26.24”
latitude, 148º37’08.70” longitude).   PS01 receives and meters oil from the producers, and
PS01 is also a pig launching/receiving facility.
 
There are no developed or designated public recreation facilities located in the vicinity of
PS01.  Dispersed recreation by travelers on the Dalton Highway includes bird and wildlife
watching and nature photography.
 
1.1.2.2 Description of Threat


On 8 January 2011, personnel at PS01 discovered crude oil leaking into the station’s
booster pump building from a section of piping at the station that is encased in concrete
adjacent to the building.  Approximately 10 barrels of oil have been recovered from the
basement.  It is unknown whether any crude oil was discharged from the basement to the
surrounding environment.
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There is a substantial threat of discharge of oil from PS01 in harmful quantities into
navigable waters of the United States or adjoining shorelines.  PS01 is located in coastal
arctic tundra.  The Putuligayuk River, which flows into Prudhoe Bay, is adjacent to PS01.
 
The Putuligayuk River is classified as an anadromous fish stream at its lower end (about 2
miles from PS01).  Caribou may be found in the area throughout the year and waterfowl
nesting may occur on any pond or lake.  The spectacled eider, a bird listed as a
threatened species under the Endangered Species Act, is found in the marine and
estuarine areas along the coast.  Musk ox may occasionally been seen in the area.


1.1.3 Preliminary Removal Assessment/Removal Site Inspection Results


On 8 January 2011, personnel at PS01 discovered oil leaking into the station’s booster
pump building from a section of 42-inch piping which is encased in concrete and located
underground, adjacent to the building.  The Alyeska Operations Control Center (OCC)
shut down the Trans Alaska Pipeline System (TAPS) at approximately 0850 hrs on
January 8.  The Alyeska Fairbanks Incident Management Team and Fairbanks
Emergency Operations Center (FEOC) were activated.  The booster pumps were isolated
and at approximately 1600 hrs work crews began recovering oil from the booster pump
room basement.  It is unknown whether any crude oil was discharged from the basement
to the surrounding environment.  The OCC curtailed North Slope crude oil production to 5
percent of normal production.  At this reduced rate, Alyeska estimates that there is
approximately 8 days of tankage available at PS01.


2. Current Activities
 2.1 Operations Section
  2.1.1 Narrative


2.1.1.1    Current Situation
During January 8th and 9th, two 320 barrel vacuum trucks recovered approximately 9 to 10
barrels (bbls) of crude oil from the booster pump building basement, and work crews are
continuing to recover oil from the basement.  A contamination assessment plan (CAP) is
undergoing review by Unified Command (UC).  PS01 is constructed on a pad of sandy
gravel fill material and the purpose of the CAP is to delineate any crude oil contamination
present in the gravel pad.
 
Extensive efforts are underway to repair and re-route piping and to re-start the pipeline. 
Plans are being finalized to isolate the buried piping and install 160 feet of 24-inch bypass
piping and to disconnect, drain, and seal off the pipe being bypassed.  Additionally,
Alyeska is considering implementation of a Cold Restart Plan which was developed to
mitigate any potential issues with restarting the pipeline due to cold temperatures and the
shutdown duration.
 


2.1.2 Response Actions to Date


Refer to Subsection 2.1.1.1.


2.1.3 Enforcement Activities, Identity of Potentially Responsible Parties
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(PRPs)


The EPA has initially determined that Alyeska is the owner, operator, or person in charge
of the facility which is the source of the above referenced potential threat of discharge of
oil in harmful quantities into a navigable water of the United States, or adjoining shoreline,
as defined in Section 311 of the Clean Water Act (CWA), 33 U.S.C. § 1321, as amended
by the Oil Pollution Act (OPA) of 1990, 33 U.S.C. 2701 et seq.
 
2.1.4 Progress Metrics


Waste Stream Medium Quantity Manifest
# Treatment Disposal


 Crude
Oil                      Liquid  420 gals   None  Recycled 


      


      


 2.2 Planning Section
  


2.2.1 Anticipated Activities


2.2.1.1 Planned Response Activities


Refer to Subsection 2.1.1.1.


2.2.1.2 Next Steps


Refer to Subsection 2.1.1.1 and Subsection 2.5.


2.2.2 Issues


None. 


 2.3 Logistics Section
  2.3       Logistics


 


The responsible party has adequate resources including equipment, materials,
and personnel.  Other resources are deployed as appropriate or necessary.
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 2.4 Finance Section
  2.4.1 Narrative


A Federal Project Number (FPN) has been assigned by the National Pollution Funds
Center with an initial funding ceiling of $50,000.  Of this amount, $25,000 was allocated to
EPA and $25,000 was allocated to START.  The initial funding ceiling will require an
increase of approximately $200,000 to accommodate the anticipated needs of the
response.


 2.5 Safety Officer
  On 8 January 2010, the Site health and safety plan was finalized and signed by all


personnel involved with field work at PS01.  Daily safety briefings are conducted.  A Traffic
Control Plan is being prepared to guide traffic working at PS01 while recovering crude oil
and repairing and re-routing piping.
 


 2.6 Liaison Officer
  An Alyeska Liaison Officer has been designated and is available to assist the Alyeska


Incident Commander with ensuring that government agencies are kept informed of the
incident should the need arise.
 


 2.7 Information Officer
  


2.7.1 Public Information Officer


A Joint Information Center (JIC) consisting of USEPA, ADEC, and Alyeska was
established to provide timely, useful, and accurate information to the public and
other stakeholders.  To date, the JIC has prepared three fact sheets and 3 news
releases.


2.7.2 Community Involvement Coordinator
None. 


3. Participating Entities
 3.1 Unified Command
  Unified Command has been established and consists of US EPA, Alaska Department of


Environmental Conservation, and the Alyeska Pipeline Service Company.
 


 3.2 Cooperating and Assisting Agencies
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  The Bureau of Land Management is providing the Deputy Federal On Scene Coordinator
for this response.  The Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administrative is
providing technical specialists in support of this incident.
 


4. Personnel On Site
  


EPA Personnel START (E&E) Personnel
2 – OSCs (Fairbanks)
1 – PIO (Fairbanks)
2 – OSCs (Prudhoe Bay)


2 – Anchorage
2 – Fairbanks
2 – Prudhoe Bay


5. Definition of Terms
 A “barrel” (bbl) of crude oil is defined as 42 US gallons.


 
“Pig,” as used in Section 1.1.2.1, is defined as a scraping tool that is forced through a
pipeline or flow line to clean out accumulations of wax, scale, and debris from the walls of
the pipe it travels with the flow of product in the line, cleaning the pipe walls by means of
blades or brushes affixed to it.
 


6. Additional sources of information
 6.1 Internet location of additional information/reports
  For additional information, please refer to “Documents” on


www.epaosc.org/AlyeskaPumpSta1
 


 6.2 Reporting Schedule
  The next POLREP will be submitted on January 11, 2011.


7. Situational Reference Materials
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